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INTRODUCTION
This book is your guide to the ATARI home computers. It describes the ATARI 400
and ATARI 800 computers , including the 600XL and 800XL, as well as the common
external devices and accessories , including disk drive and printers. We assume you
have access to an ATARI home computer system that is completely hooked up
according to the instructions in the appropriate operator's manual provided with
each system component. We do not explain how to install your system, but rather how
to use it once it is installed.
The book is divided into three parts . Each part focuses on one kind of AT ARI
computer user. The first part addresses the person who plans to use commercially
prepared programs but has little or no desire to program the computer. The second
part teaches the programmer or prospective programmer how to use BASIC* on
the AT ARI computer. The third part organizes information about the AT ARI
computer in the style of a reference manual for the user who understands the
generalities but needs to look up the specifics . These three parts are not mutually
exclusive . Users of the first part may venture into the second part just to see what
BASIC programming is all about. Users of the second and third parts are likely to
find themselves referring to the first part from time to time.
• This book covers only standard ATARI BASIC, sometimes called Sheperdson BASIC. Another
version of BASIC, Microsoft BASIC, is available as an accessory from Atari, Inc. A third version,
called BASIC A+, is available from Optimized Systems Software, of Cupertino, California. Neither
Microsoft BASIC nor BASIC A+ is covered in this book.
v
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The first two chapters answer two questions: "What is an AT ARI computer?"
and "How do you make it work?" You have probably noticed that an AT ARI
computer system consists of several pieces of equipment all strung together with
wires and cables. The first chapter tells you what all the pieces are and what they do.
The second chapter tells you how to operate each component part. With this
knowledge you are ready to use any of the ready-to-run programs that are widely
available for word processing, financial analysis, bookkeeping, computer-aided
instruction, and entertainment.
Chapters 3 through 10 teach you how to write your own BASIC programs.
Chapter 3 starts things off with a tutorial approach to the fundamentals of standard
AT ARI BASIC. Chapter 4 continues with coverage of advanced programming
topics and BASIC features.
Several advanced topics are important enough to warrant their own chapters.
Chapter 5 covers using the program recorder to record and read back data in
BASIC. Chapter 6 explains how to use the AT ARI printers, with emphasis on the
AT ARI 825 80-column printer. Chapter 7 explains how to use the disk drive to store
programs and data files. Chapters 8 and 9 tell you how to program graphics on the
display screen. These two chapters also explore ways to bypass BASIC to achieve
some special graphics effects. Chapter 10 sounds out the AT ARI computer's audio
abilities.
Chapter 11 begins the reference section of the book. Here you will find detailed
coverage of each statement and function available in standard ATARI BASIC,
including disk statements. The Appendixes conclude the reference section; they
contain helpful tables about error messages, computer language codes, and some
special ATARI information.
Appendix I describes the ATARI XL series of computers: the 600XL, 800XL, and
l200XL, the differences between the XL computers and previous versions as well as
special programming consideration.

1

PRESENTING THE
A T ARI PERSONAL
COMPUTERS
A complete AT ARI personal computer system includes several separate pieces of
equipment. Figure 1-1 shows a typical system, centered around an AT ARI 800
computer. Your system may not look exactly like the one pictured. System components come from a long list of optional equipment, but every system has three
components in common: the AT ARI 400 or 800 computer itself, the built-in
keyboard, and a television. Let's take a closer look at each of these and at some of
the more common pieces of optional equipment. This chapter will not describe how
to hook up any of these components to the AT ARI computer. For complete
installation instructions, refer to the operator's manual supplied with your AT ARI
400 / 800 computer, or with the individual piece of equipment.

THE COMPUTER COMPONENTS
There are two models of the AT ARI personal computer. The AT ARI 400 (Figure
I -2) and AT ARI 800 (Figure 1-3) computers are identical underneath the packaging. There is no electronic difference between them. Their performance is identical,
and they obey the same instructions .
Anything you can do on the AT ARI 400 computer, you can do on the AT ARI
800 computer. The reverse is generally true , but not always . The AT ARI 800
computer has some features that make it more versatile than the AT ARI 400 computer.
You can personally change the memory capacity of the AT ARI 800 computer, but
the memory capacity of the AT A RI 400 computer is relatively fixed at the time you
buy it. You have the choice of using a television monitor with the AT ARI 800
computer for a sharper display , but the AT ARI 400 computer can only use a regular
television set. The keyboard on the AT ARI 800 computer is larger and more like a
1
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FIGURE

1-1. A typical AT ARI personal computer system

I !!

FIGURE 1-2.

ATARI

The AT ARI 400 personal computer
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FIGURE

3

1-3. The AT ARI 800 personal computer

typewriter keyboard , while the AT ARI 400 computer has a flat panel. You can plug
in two accessory cartridges on the AT ARI 800 computer, versus one on the AT ARI
400 computer.
The AT ARI 400 computer does have a raison d'etre. It has a sealed keyboard
which protects the interior from dust, lint, and spilled liquids. It is more compact,
weighs less, and costs less than the AT ARI 800 computer.
From this point on, we will refer to both models collectively as the AT ARI
computer. Where photographs and illustrations show one model, you can assume
they apply to the other model as well. We will note anything to the contrary.

The Keyboard and Television
The keyboard and television screen make communications with the AT ARI computer possible. The keyboard transfers instructions from your fingertips into the
computer. To facilitate touch-typing, the keys are arranged in the same order as on a
standard typewriter. But the AT ARI 400 computer is not well suited to touchtyping because of the compact size and different feel of its keyboard. Both keyboards have some keys you won't find on a typewriter. These special keys are
discussed in Chapter 2.
The display screen is usually an ordinary color television set. The AT ARI 800
computer also accepts a color television monitor. A black-and-white television set
will also work, but colors will show up in shades of gray. !"he screen not only

4
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FIGURE

1-4. Typical television set hookup

displays everything you type so you can visually verify its accuracy, it also displays
the reactions of the computer to your instructions.
The standard display screen has several different modes of operation. One is for
monochromic text (for example, black-and-white or blue-and-white) only. Two
other modes produce text in as many as four different colors. There are also modes
designed especially for graphics . In the monochromic text mode , the standard
screen is divided into 24 lines of 40 characters each. The other modes subdivide the
screen differently. Graphics are discussed further in Chapters 8 and 9.
Most AT ARI computer owners use a television set for their display screen either
because they have one or because it provides a good excuse to get one. The television
monitor produces a sharper picture than a television set in the computer environment, but you can't use it to watch your favorite show.
The television set connects directly t o the AT ARI computer through a switch box
which attaches to the television antenna terminal (Figure 1-4). With the switch in
one position, the television functions as a television , but with the switch in the other
position, the television takes its orders from the AT ARI computer.
A television monitor requires no switch box; it attaches directly to the five-pin
socket on the side of the AT ARI 800 computer (Figure 1-5).

Inside the Console
The AT ARI 400 / 800 computer console houses the part of the computer that
controls, with your guidance, the rest of the system. Lurking beneath the keyboard

Chapte r 1: PRESENTING THE ATARI PERSONAL COMPUTERS

FIGURE

1-5. Typical television monitor hookup

FIGURE

1-6. Hatch for plug-in cartridges

5

are all the electronics that give the AT ARI computer its personality. Fortunately,
you need never concern yourself with these undercover items.
The AT ARI 400 has a hatch on top which opens to accept a plug-in cartridge. The
AT ARI 800 computer will accept two cartridges (Figure 1-6). In fact, the entire top
comes off the AT ARI 800 computer, allowing access to the main memory banks
(Figure 1-7).

6
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Memory
Computer memory is typically measured in units called by tes. Each byte of memory
can hold one character or a similar amount of data . Depending on the number of
chips, your AT ARI computer has a nywhere from 18,432 to 61 ,440 bytes of
memory. This is usually stated 18K to 60K, where K represents 1024 bytes. The
amount of memory available determines how much the computer can do, as you
will see later.
The ATARI computer actually has two kinds of memory. One is called ROM
(read-only memory). Its contents never change, even when you turn off the power.
ROM contains the programs that give the AT ARI computer its unique identity and
enable it to understand and respond appropriately to the commands you type in at
the keyboard. The other kind of memory is called RAM (random-access memory ,
also called read / write memory) . The contents of RAM can be changed. In fact , the
program in RAM determines what task the AT ARI computer will currently perform . RAM works only as long as the power remains on. As soon as you turn off the
AT ARI computer, everything disappears from RAM.
On the ATARI 800 computer, RAM comes in separate 8K or 16K plug-in
modules (Figure 1-8). You plug in the RAM modules underneath the top cover
(Figure 1-7) in some combination to provide as much RAM as you need.
Changing the RAM capacity of an AT ARI 400 computer is not a task for the
average user. Some AT ARI computer dealers do have the facilities to do it.

FIGURE

1-7. ATARI 800 computer memory banks
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The 410 Program Recorder
Fortunately, you can use a cassette tape recorder to transfer programs to and from
RAM, thereby storing a whole library of programs on cassettes. The 410 Program
Recorder (Figure 1-9) is designed specifically to work with an AT ARI computer. A
single 30-minute cassette can hold as many as 51,200 characters.

FIGURE 1-8. AT ARI 800 computer plug-in RAM memory modules

FIGURE 1-9. ATARI 410 Program Recorder
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The 810 Disk Drive
A disk drive far surpasses the program recorder as a program storage device . It is
more reliable, stores more, and operates faster. The disk drive easily and quickly
stores data such as names and addresses for a mailing list, or correspondence for a
word processor. The 810 Disk Drive (Figure 1-10) stores as many as 92,160
characters on each removable diskette .

Programs
The programs you use with your system are as much a part of the system as any of
the physical devices . Several different classes of programs must coexist in order for
the AT ARI computer to perform any specific chore . Programs that do things like
game playing, word processing, accounting, and financial analysis are called application programs. You often transfer them to RA M from a cassette or diskette .
When you want your ATARI computer to be a word processor, for instance, you
use the diskette with the word processing application program on it and transfer the
program into RAM. Chapter 2 explains how to do this . Application programs also
come on ROM cartridges (Figure I-II) that you plug in underneath the hatch of
either AT ARI personal computer (Figure 1-6). If you want to playa game , you plug
in the appropriate cartridge.
More often than not, programmers write application programs in a programming
language that is easy for them to use but too advanced for the AT ARI computer to

FIGURE

1-10. ATARI 810 Disk Drive
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FIGURE 1-11.
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Some plug-in ROM cartridges

understand without some help. A special program called an interpreter does just
what its name implies . It translates the application program from the language in
which it is written to a language the computer can understand. The interpreter for
standard ATARI BASIC comes on a ROM cartridge which plugs in under the
hatch of either AT ARI personal computer.
The interpreter in turn relies on another program to coordinate the system
components . This program, called the operating system program , performs fundamental system operations like transferring programs from cassette or disk to
memory , and echoing keystrokes on the display screen. The AT ARI operating
system program always resides in ROM. On the ATARI 800 computer, the operating system is in a plug-in module under the top cover (Figure 1-7).

Game Controls
There are three kinds of game controls that attach to the front of the AT ARI
computer (Figure 1-12). Joysticks, paddles , and keyboard controllers are commonly used with games , and are showing up increasingly often in other programs .
However, many applications do not require these game controls, so your system
may not have them .

Printers
Many applications , especially in business and finance , need a printer to produce
reports on paper. There are three AT ARI printers . The 820 Printer and 822
Thermal Printer (Figure 1-13) connect directly to the AT ARI communications line.
The 825 Wide-Carriage Printer connects to the AT ARI computer through the 850
Interface Module (Figure 1-14). Printers other than ATARI printers can be

10
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FIGURE

1-12. Game controls

FIGURE 1-13.

ATARI 822 Thermal Printer

Ph oto co urtes y of Ata ri, I nc.
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FIGURE

11

1-14. AT ARI 825 Printer and AT ARI 850 Interface Module

attached to the 850 Interface Module too. There are printers of every size, price, and
description. Some will print correspondence that looks just as good as anything a
typewriter can produce . Others will reproduce your graphics displays (in color, in
some cases). There are also printers that are a compromise between the two.

2

HOW TO OPERA TE
THE ATARI
COMPUTER
Any computer system can be a bit intimidating when you first sit down in front of it.
This chapter will make you more comfortable around the AT ARI computer by
explaining how to use it. Before you read any further, make sure your system is set
up properly. The operator's manuals that come with each piece of equipment have
complete instructions to help you with the installation procedure. If you need more
assistance to be sure you've done it right, check with someone else who uses an
AT ARI computer like yours, or with your computer dealer.

INSTALLING ROM CARTRIDGES
The ROM cartridge installed in your AT ARI computer can make quite a difference
in the way it behaves. The cartridge is under the hatch cover on top of the console
(Figure 2-1). The AT ARI 400 computer has one cartridge socket. The AT ARI 800
computer has two; almost all cartridges go in the left socket. If there is another
cartridge in the socket, grasp it firmly and pull it straight up and out. Hold the
cartridge you plan to use so the label is facing you. Plug it into the socket. Press
firmly on top of the cartridge to make sure it is all the way in. Close the hatch, and
you're done.
If no cartridge is installed, the AT ARI computer operates in memo pad mode.
The computer isn't very useful in this mode; it merely displays whatever you type, as
if you were typing a memo.
This book assumes that the cartridge labeled "BASIC Computing Language" is
installed.
13
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FIGURE

2-1. Installing a ROM cartridge in the ATARI 800 computer
(A T ARI 400 computer similar)

TURNING ON THE POWER
Before you turn on any power switches, make sure all the system components are
connected together correctly. Figure 2-2 diagrams one way to connect the pieces of a
full-feature system.
You must turn on the pieces of your AT ARI system in a certain order, as shown
below.
I. Turn on the television . Tune it and the ATARI computer to the same channel. Set the
antenna switch to "computer."

2. If you plan to use diskettes during this session , turn on Disk Drive J. Insert a diskette
which has the disk operating system on it. Close the drive door.
3. If you plan to use a component attached to one of the serial interface jacks of the 850
Interface Module, turn on the 850 Interface Module now . Otherwise, leave it off.
4. Turn on the ATARI 400 / 800 console.
5. Turn on the printer when you are ready to use it. The 825 Printer also requires that the
850 Interface Module be on.
If you don't follow this procedure , the ATARI computer may be unable to communicate properly with some of the system components. The steps outlined above
will now be described in detail.

Step 1: The Television
First, turn on the television set or television monitor, whichever your system uses
for a display screen . Let it warm up while you turn on the rest of the system. Turn

Chapter 2: HOW TO OPERA TE THE AT ARI COMPUTER
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TV se t with
an ten na sw itch

ATARI400 or 800
co mpute r

810 Disk Drive

850 1nterface

410 Program

825 Printe r

Module

Recorder

FIGURE

2-2. Typical connections between AT ARI system components

down the volume for now (some monitors have no volume control). The rest of this
section pertains only to the television set. If your system uses a television monitor,
go on to the next section.
Locate the slide switch hanging from the television antenna terminals and set it on
the "computer" or "game" setting (Figure 2-3). With the switch in this positi on, the
television set becomes the AT ARI computer's display screen. Tune the television set
to channel 2 or 3, whichever is weaker in your neighborhood. If you're not sure
which channel to use, try channel 2. You can switch to channel 3 later if reception on
channel 2 is poor.
The AT ARI computer must be set to broadcast on the same channel the television is tuned to. There is a slide switch on the side of the keyboard console (Figure
2-4). Set it to match the television channel (2 or 3).

16
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FIGURE 2-3. Setting the TV antenna slide switch

FIGURE 2-4. Selecting the ATARI computer's TV output channel
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Step 2: The Disk Drive
If your system has no disk drive, or if you won't be using the one it has , skip this
section. Otherwise, turn on the drive now. The drive will whirr and click for a few
seconds, and its front panel lamps will light. This is normal. After a few seconds, the
noises will stop and all lamps but the power indicator lamp will go off.
If you have more than one drive , you must turn on Drive I now; the other drives
are optional. To determine which is Drive I, look through the access hole in the
back of each drive (Figure 2-5). You can see one or two switch levers. The position
of these levers determines the drive number. Drive I has both levers all the way over
to the left. You may only be able to see the black leve r in front; it may be hiding the
white lever behind it.
Take one of the diskettes labeled "Disk File Manager Master Copy," "Disk File
Manager II Master Copy, " or a duplicate copy of one of these diskettes . You can
also substitute any other diskette recommended by a reliable source for use at
power-on time. Carefully insert the diskette in Drive I, la bel side up. Slide it all the
way in and gently close the drive door. For more information on diskette handling ,
see the section later in this chapter on using the disk drive.

Step 3: The 850 Interface Module
Turn on the 850 Interface Module only if you plan to use a component attached to
one of its serial interface jacks (Figure 2-6). Otherwise, lea ve it switched off for now.

810

I 0

t:ONNL~l'Oa:.:lS

r~-

FIGURE

.:i.-......-

2-5. Determining the disk drive number
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FIGURE

2-6. The 850 Interface Module seria l interface jacks

Step 4: The ATARI 400/800 Console
For the fourth step, lift the hatch cover and make sure the proper ROM cartridge is
installed (Figure 2-1), then close the cover securely. Double-check that all system
components are correctly interconnected (Figure 2-2). Locate the power switch on
the side of the console, next to where the power cord plugs into the computer
(Figure 2-7). Turn the switch to "on" and turn up the television volume a bit. Things
start to happen. The power lamp on the keyboard comes on. The television displays
a blue field with a black border and starts to make clicking noises (if the volume is
turned up enough). If the disk drive is on, it starts to whirr. Soon the message
READY appears in white letters on the screen (Figure 2-8). The disk drive stops.
If the READY message does not appear after 30 seconds, something is wrong.
Turn everything off, recheck all connections, and try again . If you are using the disk
drive, be sure that you are using a proper diskette, that it is inserted label-side up,
and that the drive door is closed . Otherwise the drive simply whirrs and makes
rasping sounds. The message BOOT ERROR appears on the display screen.
lfthe AT ARI computer still won't start, turn the power off. Unplug the computer
and get help from someone with more experience (your dealer).

Step 5: The Printer
Once you have completed the steps described above, you can turn the printer on and
off whenever you like. It must be on to print, of course, but can remain off
otherwise. With the 825 Printer, the 850 Interface Module must also be on to print.

Turning Components On and Off
During a session with the computer, the AT ARI 400 / 800 console must remain on.
You can turn many other components on and off as you need them, once the initial
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FIGURE

2-7. The console power switch on the ATARI 800 computer
(A T ARI 400 computer similar)

FIGURE

2-8. The display screen after a successful power-on sequence
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power-on sequence is complete. The television, disk drive, and printer can all be
turned off and on at will. However, the 850 Interface Module must remain on unless
the only thing connected to it is the 825 Printer. In that case, you can turn it off until
you need to print.

What You See on the Screen
The READY message on the television display screen means the AT ARI computer
is now ready to accept your commands via the keyboard (Figure 2-8). Just below the
READY message you will see a white square. This white square is called the cursor.
It marks the location where the next character you type will appear on the screen.

THE KEYBOARD
The ATARI 400 and 800 keyboards are show n in Figure 2-9. The two keyboards are
similar, but the AT ARI 800 keyboard is larger than the sealed ATARI 400
keyboard.
The AT ARI keyboard looks much like the keyboard of an ordinary typewriter,
but it has some extra keys you won't find on most typewriters . Two are on the left
side, marked Escand CTRL. Three others are on the right, marked BREAK, CAPS/LOWR,
and Jf\. . Several of the standard keys have extra words or symbols on them , and on
the far right is a column of four yellow special function keys.

g ATMI

.\
. \

FIGURE

2-9. The keyboards
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Take a few minutes and experiment with the keyboard . Go ahead and type on it.
Nothing you type will do any harm to the computer that can't be cured by turning
the power off and on again.

Automatic Repeat Feature
Hold one of the letter keys down , say the G key. A single G appears. After a few
seconds, G's start streaming across the display. This automatic repeat feature of the
keyboard works with every key except SHIFT, BREAK, and the yellow special
function keys, including SYSTEM RESET.

Line Length
Display lines on the AT ARI computer are 40 characters wide . Margins are set such
that 38 of the 40 positions are usable. The two leftmost columns are outside the
standard left margin .

The SYSTEM RESET Key
SYSTEM RESET is one of the yellow special function keys on the far right side of the
keyboard. When you press SYSTEM RESET, everything stops . No matter what the
computer is doing when SYSTEM RESET is pressed, control of the computer returns
to the keyboard.
Sometimes SYSTEM RESET causes a lot of problems, especially if a disk drive is
active when this key is pressed. Therefore, you must exercise extreme caution not to
press the SYSTEM RESET key accidentally.

The RETURN Key
As you type along, the characters you type show up on the display screen. In
addition, the AT ARI computer saves everything you type in its memory but does
not try to interpret what yo u type until you press the RETUR N key . The RETURN key
signals the computer that you have finished the line you have been typing. When
you press RETUR N, the computer exa mines everything on the line that youjust typed
in . If those characters are not legitimate , an error message appears.

The

BREAK

Key

BREAK interrupts whatever is going on and brings it to a halt. Press BREAK while
entering a command, for example, and the computer disregards everything you've
typed on the current display line.
When running a program, do not use the BREAK key unless specifically instructed
to do so. Some programs are careful to disable it, but others will stop if BREAK is
pressed . You can usually continue a program by typing the command CONT and
pressing the RETURN key, but the display screen will be ruined at the very least.

22
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The

SHIFT

Key

When you first turn on the AT ARI computer, letters are always upper-case . It
doesn't matter whether or not you use the SHIFT key. The SHIFT key does affect
some keys in this mode, though. You get one character by pressing a key with the
SHIFT key held down and another by pressing the same key without holding the
SHIFT key down . The character you get when using the SHIFT key is printed on the
top edge of the key. Table 2-1 lists some SHIFT key combinations; Appendix 0
provides a complete list.
We use the notation SHIFT- to describe a compound keystroke involving the
SHIFT key. For example, SHIFT-3 (press the SHIFT and 3 keys simultaneously)
produces the # character.

The CTRLKey
CTRL is a contraction of the word "control." The CTRL key is always used together
with another key in the same manner as the SHIFT key. You hold the CTRL key down
while you press and release another key. We designate the use of the CTRL key in
conjunction with another key by prefixing the name of the other key with CTRL-.
For example, CTRL-B means press the CTRL and B keys simultaneously.
The CTRL key, like the SHIFT key, allows some keys to have an additional
function. Some of the functions you get with CTRL key combinations are printed on
the top edge of the keys, in reverse notation. For example, CTRL-TAB clears a tab
stop . CTRL combined with any of the letter keys produces a graphics character.
Table 2-2 lists some of the CTRL combinations; Appendix 0 provides a complete
list.

The CAPs/LoWR Key
When you first turn on the AT ARI computer, all the letters you type are displayed
on the screen as capital letters, regardless of whether the SHIFT key was pressed
when you typed them. Press the CAPS j LOWR key to get upper- and lower-case
capability. Now you get lower-case letters without the SHIFT key, upper-case with it.
To get back to upper-case mode , press the SHIFT and CAPS j LOWR keys at the same

TABLE 2-1. Selected SHIFT Key Effects (Upper-case mode)

Keystroke
SHIFT-TAB
SHIFT-<
SHIFT->
SHIFT-BACK S
SHIFT-CAPS / LOWR

Character or Action
Set tab stop
Clear display screen
Insert blank line
Delete current line
Switch keyboard to upper-case mode

Chapter 2: HOW TO OPERA TE THE AT ARI COMPUTER
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2-2. Selected CTRL Key Combinations

Keystroke
CTRL-TAB
CTRL--

=

CTRLCTRL- +
CTRL- *
CTRL-J
CTRL-3
CTRL-<
CTRL- >
CTRL-BACK S
CTRL-CAPS / LOWR

Character or Action
Clear tab stop
Move cursor up one line
Move cursor down one line
Move cursor left one space
Move cursor right one space
Freeze / restart screen display
Usually results in an error
Clear display screen
Insert a space
Delete next character
Switch keyboard to graphics mode

time. Press the CTRL and CAPS / LOWR keys simultaneously to switch the keyboard to
graphics character mode.

The J"- Key
The Jk key switches the keyboard back and forth between normal and inverse video
modes. Inverse video characters come out reversed, blue letters on a white
background .

The Arrow Keys
The four arrow keys are called up-arrow, down-arrow, left-arrow, and right-arrow.
They are all CTRL key combinations : CTRL-- (I), CTRL- = (I), CTRL- + (-), and
CTRL- /\ (-).

You will find the arrow keys very useful because they allow you to correct any
typing mistakes you might make, enabling you to change information you have
already entered.
The - key works like the backspace key on a typewriter. Each time you press it,
the cursor backs up one space. Try it now . Type in any word (try PRINT). Press the
- key several times and watch the cursor back up along the word you just typed in.
Notice that the characters you back over do not disappearfrom the display screen.
Try backing the cursor all the way to the left edge of the screen. When you get to the
edge and press the - key again, the cursor jumps to the right edge of the screen.
As you might suspect, the - key moves the cursor to the right along the display
line. It does not erase characters it passes over. When the cursor reaches the right
margin, it reappears at the left margin on the same line.
In a similar fashion, the t and j keys move the cursor up or down one line. With
the cursor at the top of the screen, the t key puts it at the bottom of the screen. With
the cursor at the bottom of the screen, the I key puts it at the top .
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Each time you press the BACK S key, the character at the location of the cursor is
erased and the cursor backs up one space. Try backing all the way to the left edge of
the screen. The cursor bumps into the left margin; press BACK S again and the cursor
doesn't move.

The C LEAR Key
Press CTRL- < or SHIFT- < and the display screen clears . The cursor moves to the
upper left-hand corner of the screen. This corner is called the home position.

The

INSERT and DELETE

Keys

Activating the INSERT or DELETE keys requires a combination keystroke using
either the CTRL key or the SHIFT key . CTRL- > inserts a blank space to the right of
the cursor. CTRL-BACK S deletes the character to the right of the cursor. In either
case, the cursor does n ot move.
SHIFT- > inserts a blank line above the line the cursor is on; the entire display
from the cursor line down shifts down one line. SHIFT-BACK S deletes the whole line
the cursor is on; lines below that move up on the screen.

The

TAB

Key

When you press the TAB key alone, the cursor advances to the next tab stop.
Standard tab stops, present when you turn on the AT ARI computer, are set eight
columns apart. Because the standard left margin is indented two columns from the
edge of the screen, the first tab stop is only six columns to the right of the left margin.
S HIFT-T AB sets a new tab stop at the location of the cursor. CTRL-TAB clears the tab
stop at the location of the cursor.

The Esc Key
Esc stands for "escape," which is a term left over from the days when teletypes were
common computer terminals . Somehow the name has stuck. Unlike the SHIFT and
CTRL keys, the ESC key is never used by holding it down while pressing another key.
Esc is always pressed and released before the next key is pressed and released. This
two-key operation is called an escape sequence.
The ESC key lets you suspend the immediate effect of keystrokes like CLEAR
(SHIFT- <) in order to enter them as values . Escape sequences are mainly used in
programming; they are covered more fully in Chapter 4.

The Other Keys
The other keys on the AT ARI keyboard are no doubt familiar to you. There are the
letters of the alphabet, the digits 0 through 9, and a standard set of symbols.
Many typists do not distinguish between the number zero and the letter "0" or the
number one and the lower-case letter "\. "The AT ARI computer can't cope with this
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ambiguity. You must be very careful to type a numeral when you mean a numeral.
To help you remember, the AT ARI keyboard shows the zero with a slash through it,
and zeros are displayed on the screen with that slash.

USING THE 410 PROGRAM RECORDER
If your AT ARI system includes a program recorder, you can load programs from
cassette tapes . There are many program tapes you can buy, and you can make your
own as well (we'll tell you how in Chapter 3).

Handling Cassettes
Be careful with cassettes. They are easily damaged and not easily replaced. Avoid
touching the surface of the tape itself. No matter how clean your skin is, natural oils
will contaminate the tape. Make sure you put tapes back in their cases when they are
not being used . Never store them in hot areas , direct sunlight, or near magnetic
fields (like those found near electric motors).

Selecting Blank Cassettes
The 410 Program Recorder uses only audio cassettes - never digital cassettes. You
can't go wrong with the best quality normal-bias tape . Good quality tapes will work
too, but avoid cheap bargain cassettes . They tend to jam up after a while , rendering
your valuable programs inaccessible.
Most programs take up very little tape. Therefore, short tapes tend to be just as
useful as long ones.

Labeling Cassettes
You should label every cassette with information about the programs it contains.
This prevents the headache of searching through cassette after cassette for the
program you need.

Write-Protecting Cassettes
Each cassette has two notches in the rear edge (Figure 2-10). When the notches are
uncovered , the 410 Program Recorder can sense the holes and will not record on the
cassette. New blank cassettes have tabs covering the holes so the tape can be
recorded on. You can protect important programs by knocking out the correct tab
and exposing the hole. Later, if you want to record over a protected tape, simply
cover the hole with tape.
Each cassette has two sides to it. One notch protects one side, while the other
notch protects the other side . To determine which notch is correct, hold the cassette
so that the exposed tape is toward you and the side you wish to protect is facing up.
Remove the tab on the left side to prevent recording over the side facing up.
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Write pro tec t no tches
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USING THE 810 DISK DRIVE
If you have one or more disk drives connected to your AT ARI computer, you can
get programs on diskettes instead of cassettes.

What Kind of Diskettes to Buy
From time to time you may need extra blank diskettes . The AT ARI 810 Disk Drive
uses standard 5Y4-inch diskettes. It can use either soft-sectored or hard-sectored
diskettes , although soft-sectored are preferred. Any well-known brand of diskette
will work .

Handling Diskettes
You must be very careful when you handle a diskette. Diskettes are much more
delicate than cassette tapes . Ne ver bend a diskette . Never touch the surface of the
diskette (the part inside the holes) , and never force a diskette into the drive . Always
replace diskettes in their envelopes when you remove them from the drive, and
protect them from heat , direct sunlight, and magnetic fields (like those found near
electric motors). Be especially careful with the "Disk File Manager Master Copy" or
"Disk File Manager II Master Copy" that came with the disk drive.

Write-Protecting Diskettes
Most diskettes have a square notch cut out of the right side . The 810 Disk Drive will
write on a diskette only if it senses the presence of the notch . To prevent accidentally
writing on a diskette, cover its notch with an adhesive label or a piece of tape (Figure
2-11).
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Protecti ve jacket ______ .
Hard / soft-sec tored hole

FIGURE 2-11. Write-protecting a diskette

Diskette Insertion
The proper way to insert a diskette into the disk drive is shown in Figure 2-12. Hold
the diskette between your thumb and forefinger. Open the door on the disk drive
and gently slide the diskette all the way into the drive . There should be almost no
resistance. If the diskette will not go in easily, remove it and try again. Make sure
you are holding the diskette as level as possible . Once the diskette is inside the drive,
gently close the drive door. The door should close very easily. If there is any
resistance, release the door and push the diskette completely into the drive, then try
again . If you force the door shut you will destroy the diskette. Sometimes it helps
center the diskette if yo u wait until after the disk starts spinning to close the door.

The Disk Operating System
Before you can use any disk drive , a special program called the disk operating
system must be in memory. The disk operating system, or DOS, is a special program
that controls all disk-related activities. The process of placing a copy of DOS in
memory is called booting. In computer jargon you can say "boot the disk" or "boot
the DOS," or just "boot DOS."
Turning off the AT ARI 400 / 800 conso le erases DOS from memory. If you need
to use a di sk drive th e nex t time yo u turn on th e system , you must reboot DOS. You
do not have to reboot DOS when yo u just turn a disk drive off or on.

Booting DOS
There is only one way to boot DOS. The procedure is as fo llows:
I. Turn on Drive I . To determine which is Drive I on a multiple-drive system , look in the
access hole at th e back of eac h dri ve. F ind th e drive with bo th th e black and white
switches a ll th e wa y to the left (F ig ure 2-5); that's Drive I.
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FIGURE 2-12.

Inserting a diskette into a disk drive

2. Place a diskette with a copy of the disk operating system on it into Drive I. The
diskettes labeled "Disk File Manager Master Copy" and "Disk File Manager II
Master Copy" have a copy of DOS on them .
3. Turn the console power off and on. The disk drive whirrs as it transfers DOS from the
diskette to the computer's memory. The READY message appears on the display
screen when the boot finishes.

You probably noticed that the standard power-on procedure described earlier in
this chapter includes these steps . Thus, if you follow that procedure, you will boot
DOS as a matter of course .
If any problem occurs during the boot, the message BOOT ERROR appears on
the display screen. The disk drive may also make disconcerting rasping sounds.
Boot errors occur when there is no diskette in the drive , the drive door is open, the
diskette is in upside down, there is no copy of DOS on the diskette, the diskette is
damaged or defective, or the disk drive malfunctions.

The DOS Menu
Part of the disk operating system is a set of utility programs. Many are strictly for
programmers, but almost every disk user has occasion to use one or two of them. To
use them, first boot DOS. With the same diskette still in the disk drive, type the
following command on the AT ARI keyboard:
DOS

Press the RETURN key. The display screen changes to look like Figure 2-13. This is
called the DOS menu. Your menu may look a bit different.
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2-13. Typical DOS menu

There are two different versions of the disk operating system, and each has a
slightly different menu. Unless you plan to program the AT ARI computer, you
need to use only menu items A, D, E, I, J, L, and O. Those seven are the same in both
versions. With one version of the disk operating system the menu appears immediately. The other version has to access the disk d rive first; it may take as long as 30
seconds for the DOS menu to appear.
WARNING: The DOS command may erase the program you were last using from the
AT ARI computer's memory. Do not use the DOS command unless you are willing to
restart the program yo u were last using.

The Diskette Directory
If you have successfully booted a diskette, you may be interested in knowing what
programs it contains. Use the DOS command, as described above, to get the DOS
menu . Select item A by typing the letter A (followed by pressing the RETURN key).
This message appears at the bottom of the display screen:
DIRECTDRY--SEARCH SPEC,LIST FILE?

Press the RETURN key to list all the program names on the diskette in Drive 1. If the
directory flashes by too fast , try again . This time, press CTRL- I whenever you want
to freeze the display. Press CTRL- I again to restart the display.
To list the directory on your printer, select menu item A. Then type a comma, the
letter P, a colon, and press RETURN.
tP:
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If your system has more than one disk drive , you may want to list the directory of
a drive other than Drive I . Once again, choose menu item A. To specify the drive
you want, type the drive number, then a colon.

DU
Then press RETURN.
There are other ways to respond to menu choice A that let you specify what kinds
of program names you want to see, and more. Chapter 7 has more information.

Preparing Blank Diskettes
From time to time you may need extra diskettes for the programs you run on your
AT ARI computer. Before you can use a diskette for the first time, you mustformat
it. The formatting process gets a diskette ready for subsequent use . If the application
program you are using includes specific instructions for formatting diskettes , by all
means use them. In their absence, you ca n use the following general instructions for
preparing extra diskettes .
To format a diskette , start by getting the DOS menu on the screen. Place the
diskette you want to format in a disk drive. Select DOS menu item I. The following
message appears at the bottom of the display screen:
WHICH DRIVE TO FORMAT?
Type the drive number: DI, D2, D3, etc ., then press RETURN .
Next you are asked to verify the disk number by entering a Y. Any other entry
cancels the format operation . Enter Y and the format operation begins. It takes
about one minute. When the di sk dri ve stops making noises, the format is complete.
Now prepare a label for the new diskette. Remove the diskette from the drive and
apply the label.
WARNING: The format operation erases a nything that was on the diskette beforeha nd . Do not format a diskette that has yo ur onl y copy of a progra m on it!

Duplicating Diskettes
You will certainly want to make backup copies of yo ur diskettes . DOS menu item

J does this , even if you have only one drive. Select item J and this message appears :
OUP OISK - SOURCEtDE ST DRIVE S?
Before going any further , place a write-protect label over the notch on the original
diskette. This simple precaution may save you considerable grief if you make a
mistake in the rest of the procedure.
Type the drive number where you plan to put the original diskette (the source), a
comma, and the drive number where you plan to put the backup diskette (the
destination).
Di t 01
If you specify the same source and destination drives , thi s message may appear:

TYPE "Y" IF CliO( TD

U~3E

PFW GF(AM Af(EA';)
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WARNING: If you type a Y in response , the duplication operation may erase the
program you were last u sing from the computer's memory . Do not answer Y here
unl ess you are willing to restart the program you were last using.

Type the letter Y and the duplication begins . Any other response to this question
terminates the duplication process.
Messages appear on the display screen , asking you to insert first one diskette,
then the other. If the source and destination drives are the same, the AT ARI
computer may tell you to swap diskettes several times . You insert the source
diskette, the computer reads part of it into its memory, you insert the destination
diskette, the computer writes that piece out, and so on until the whole diskette is
duplicated. Each time you insert a diskette, you must press RETURN to signal that
drive door is closed and everything is ready.
You might accidentally reverse the source and destination diskettes. If you put a
write-protect label on the source, an error message will appear on the display screen.
You must start the duplication process over again. If you did not write-protect the
source, it may be ruined .
Under some conditions, you will not be able to boot DOS from a duplicate copy
of a diskette. To rectify this situation, first boot DOS from some other diskette. Get
the DOS menu on the screen, and select menu item H. This message appears:
DRIVE TO WRITE DOS FILES TO?

Place the diskette you cannot boot from in the disk drive. Type the number of that
drive (01,02, etc.) and press RETURN . A message like this appears:
TYPE "Y"

TCl WI'(ITE

DO~3

TCl DF:IVE t?

Type the letter Y, and a copy of the disk operating system is written on the diskette.

Duplicating a Program
DOS menu item 0 copies a program from one diskette to another. It works with one
or more drives. This message appears:
NAME ClF FILE TO MOVE?
Type the name of the program you wish to duplicate:
[:I... ~~t; T 0 F F

Press RETURN. Do not prefix the name with a drive number. This message appears:
TYPE "Y"

IF CliO(

CAU·rIDN:

TO

A "Y"

U~:;E

F'I'(DGI'(p,r1 (,I:(E(')':)

:r:Nl)I...I[)ATE~:;

r'IEM.~:;,~V

WARNING: If you type a Y in response , the duplication operation may erase the
program you were last using from the computer's memory . Do not answer Y here
unless you are willing to restart the program you were last using .

Messages appear on the display screen, asking you to insert first one diskette,
then the other. You may be prompted to swap diskettes several times. You insert the
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source diskette, the AT ARI computer reads part of the program into its memory,
you insert the destination diskette, the computer writes that piece out, and so on
until the whole program is duplicated. If the program is not too long, it will take
only one pass to duplicate it. Each time you insert a diskette, you must press
RETURN to signal that the drive door is closed and everything is ready.
DOS menu item C will copy a program from one drive to another; it will also
make a second copy of a program on the same diskette. See Chapter 7 for more
information.

Deleting a Program
The time may come when you want to remove a program from a diskette. Choose
DOS menu item D. This message appears:

DELETE FILE !:;I::'EC
Type the drive number, a colon, ar.d the program name, like this:

Press

RETURN.

You may omit the drive number and colon if Drive I is used.

Renaming a Program
A program can have any name you want to give it. There are, however, a few
restrictions. First, no two programs on the same diskette can have the same name.
Next, the name may be no more than eight characters long. The characters you can
use are the upper-case letters A through Z and the digits 0 through 9. The first
character must be an upper-case letter. You can add a period followed by as many as
three characters to the end of the name. This is called a file name extension. The
extension .SYS is reserved; read Chapter 7 if you need to use it.
To rename a file, select DOS menu item E. The following message appears:

RENAME - GIVE OLD NAME , NEW
Type the name the program has now, a comma, and the name you want the program
to have, like this:

Press

RETURN.

Do not include the drive number, just the program name.

LOADING AND RUNNING A PROGRAM
There are many programs already written for the AT ARI computer. Some come on
cassette, some on diskette , and some on either. Before you can use a program, you
must transfer it to the computer's memory from cassette or diskette. This is called
loading. Once it is loaded, you can start the program running .
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Loading a Program from Cassette
The AT ARI computer has three commands for loading programs from the program recorder. They are not interchangeable. The appropriate one to use is determined when the program is recorded. If you must, you can determine the right one
by trial and error. The commands are CLOAD, ENTER "C", and LOAD "C".
The steps for loading a program from cassette are as follows:
I. Position the tape to the start of the program. First , rewind the tape completely. Reset
the tape counter to zero. If the program you want is the first one on the cassette , go on
to the next step . If not , try to learn the tape counter reading where the program starts.
That way you can ad vance the tape with the program recorder's FAST FOR WARD lever.
Otherwise, you must load each program in turn until you reach the one you want.
Repeat the following steps for each extra program you must load .

2. On the ATARI keyboard type the CLOAD, ENTER HC:", or LOAD HC:" command.
Use the one that's right for your program. Press RETURN. The ATARI console beeps
once.
3. Depress the PLAY lever on the program recorder. The ATARI computer cannot tell
whether you do this. If you do not , it will try to load your program and fail.
4. Press the RETU RN key on the keyboard. The tape starts moving. If the volume on the
television set is turned up , you will hear several seconds of silence followed by one or
more short bursts of sound from the television speaker. These sounds indicate that the
program is loading. The sound bursts cease when the loading finishes.

The program is now loaded. If you get any error messages during the loading
process, you're probably using the wrong loading command. Try one of the others.
If none works, the cassette is blank, damaged, defective, or upside down.

Loading a Program from Diskette
Some programs are loaded and run automatically when you boot DOS. In that
case , all you have to do is use the correct program diskette during the power-on
procedure (page 14).
You must boot DOS before you can load most programs from diskette. Once
DOS is booted, you can load a program from a disk with one of two commands:
ENTER "program" or LOAD "program". In use, you replace the term program
with the drive number, a colon, and the program name, as follows:
I...()t-,D "D 1. ! I... [DC[I'~

. I:::,'~~:; "

You can leave off the drive number and colon if Drive I is used .

Starting a Program Running
When the program you want is loaded, type RUN and press RETURN to get it
started . The program takes over control of the computer, including the keyboard
and display screen. To regain control , you can press BREAK in many programs. If
this does not work, check the specific operating instructions for the program you are
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using. In a dire emergency, you can press the SYSTEM RESET key or turn the
computer's power off and back on again , but in either case you will have to restart
the program.
There is a single command that both loads and runs a program from cassette. It is
RUN "C:". You can use it in place of the LOAD "c:" command. It will not work
with programs that must be loaded with either the CLOAD or ENTER "c:"
commands.
A similar command both loads and runs a program from diskette . It is RUN
"program". You can use it in place of the LOAD "program" command. It will not
work with programs that must be loaded with the ENTER "program" command.

SETTING TELEVISION COLOR
The AT ARI computer features full color graphics. If any of the programs you plan
to use or write will use this feature, you should adjust the color settings on your
television set or TV monitor for the correct balance . The colors will be about right if
you leave them unchanged from you r normal television viewing. If you wish, you
may adjust the contrast, brightness, color, and tint controls of your television until
you get an acceptable picture.

USING GAME CONTROLLERS
The game controllers plug into the front of the ATARI 400 / 800 console (Figure
2-14) . Instructions for your program should tell you which socket to use. Ifnot, try
each socket in turn, starting with socket number 1 on the left.

FIGURE

2-14. Game controller jacks'
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Knobs on the paddles rotate nearly full-circle. Some of the available rotation is
unused . Starting with the knob fully clockwise, only the first two-thirds or so of
rotation means anything. The last third produces no change.
The joysticks are fairly sturdy but can be damaged by overzealously leaning into
them over a period of time. They respond just as fast to gentle pressure as to hard
pressure. You will prolong their life appreciably by treating them with consideration.

USING THE 850 INTERFACE MODULE
If your system uses an 850 Interface Module, it also uses an 825 Printer or
something connected to one of the serial interface jacks. If you use the 850 Interface
Module just with the 825 Printer, you can turn it off when you are not printing. In
order to use equipment attached to a serial interface jack, the 850 Interface Module
must remain on all the time.

USING A PRINTER
Any of the printers need only be on when you actually print. Be careful, though . If
the printer is off at the wrong time , the program trying to use it may fail.
The 825 Printer has a switch labeled ONLINE / LOC AL. It must be in the "Online"
position to print. In the "Local" position you can use the REV / FWD switch to
manually move the paper up or down .

ADDING RAM TO THE AT ARI 800 COMPUTER
Someday you may acquire a program that won't run on your system because you
don't have enough RAM. You can add more RAM to an AT ARI 800 computer, up
to a point. RAM comes in modules of different denominations . Atari has 8K and
16K modules; other sources have different sizes. As many as three modules plug in
under the top cover.
To remove the cover, first lift the hatch. Release the two latches (Figure 2-15 ),
then lift the whole cover up and forward (Figure 2-16).
To remove a RAM module, grasp it firmly at each end and pull straight up
(Figure 2-17) . It may help to wiggle the module slightly as you pull.
To install a RAM module , place it in the empty socket nearest the front. Place
your thumbs on top of the module at each end. Press down with firm, even pressure.
You must fill the sockets from front to back. Do not leave empty sockets in the
middle or front positions. If you are using both 8K and 16K modules, put the 16K
modules in front.
To replace the cover, you must fit the two metal tabs at the back of the cover into
the matching holes in the AT ARI 800 chassis. Slide the cover back and down until it
is even with the AT ARI 800 cabinet. Fasten the two latches (Figure 2-18) and close
the hatch.
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FIGURE 2-15. Releasing the ATARI 800 computer top cover latches

FIGURE 2-16. Removing the AT ARI 800 computer top cover
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FIGURE 2-17 . Removing a RA M memory module (AT AR I 800 computer only)

FIGURE 2-18. Fastening the AT ARI 800 computer top cover latches
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COPING WITH ERRORS
The AT ARI computer is a marvelous piece of equipment, but it shares a problem
common to all computer systems. It lacks imagination . Every instruction you give it
must be exactly right or it will not work as you expected. The results of a mistake
can run the gamut from annoying to aggravating to devastating.

Error Messages
When you type something incorrectly and press RETURN, the ATARI computer
usually responds with a cryptic error message. Often the message gives you a clue as
to what you did wrong; sometimes, however, it does not. The general remedy is the
same in either case: retype the line . Often the message consists only of the word
ERROR and a number . You must look up the number to get an explanation of the
error. Appendix A contains a complete list of error numbers and explanations.
If the error message occurs while you are running a program, consult the program
instructions .

Correcting Typing Mistakes
As you type commands on the AT A R I keyboard you are bound to make mistakes.
Some of the keys we described earlier make it easy to correct errors you notice on a
line before you press R ETU RN to end the line. They are the BACK S, - (CTR L-+ ),
- (CTRL- A), TAB, BREAK, a nd CLEAR (SHIFT-<) keys and key sequences.
The BACK S key backspaces the cursor and erases characters it passes over. Characters
are replaced by blank spaces.
The - key moves the cursor one space to the left on the current display line without erasing the character it passes over.
The- key moves the cursor one space to the right on the current display line without erasing the character it passes over.
The TAB key moves the cursor right to the next tab stop, without erasing any characters
it passes over.
The BREAK key cancels the line you are currently typing.
The CLEAR key clears the display screen and leaves the cursor in the upper left corner.
Let's see how you might use these editing features. Suppose you want to type the
following command,
L(),~[)

"1):1.: MUGIC"

but just before you press RETURN you notice you've made a mistake.
L(),~B

"D 1 :

MU~:;IC"

You have several choices. You can press BREAK to cancel the line and start all over
again. You can use the - key or the BACK S key to back up and correct the mistake.
Try correcting this error with the- key . Press and hold the cTRLand + keys. The
cursor races back to the start of the line. Take yo ur finger off the + key when the
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cursor gets to the error. If you back up too far, use the - key to line up the cursor
over the offending S. Press the 0 key and presto! The line is correct. You can press
RETURN with the cursor where it is; there is no need to move the cursor to the end of
the line first.

Accidental

BREAK

Sooner or later you will hit the BREAK key when you did not intend to. Some
programs are set up to ignore the BREAK key entirely. Those that are not should
have specific instructions about what to do if you accidentally press the BREAK key
while running that program. Be sure you know what to do before you start your
program. If you press BREAK while running a BASIC program you will be able to
restart the program from the beginning. This is small consolation during some
phases of accounting applications and the like, since running the program a second
time may not work.
When BREAK takes effect, the AT ARI computer stops everything it was doing.
Control returns to the keyboard; you will see a message similar to the following:

STOPPED AT LINE 1005
What should you do? You can probably continue the program by typing the
CONT command. If that does not work, you are out of luck. You will have to restart
the program from the beginning . Before you blithely type RUN, make sure you
won't ruin anything by running the program again. Check the program instructions.
Ask someone else who also uses the program. Call your dealer if you have to. The
solution may be complicated. Get specific instructions for your program.

3

PROGRAMMING
IN BASIC
BASIC is a computer programming language. It consists of a set of statements and
commands. Each statement or command tells the computer to do something
specific and fairly simple. You command the computer to perform a complex task
by giving it instructions in terms of several BASIC statements. A program is simply
a collection of statements. The process of selecting and arranging the statements is
what programming is all about.
This chapter teaches you how to write your own BASIC programs on the AT ARI
computer. We could have you first memorize all the facts about each BASIC
statement, one by one. But you would probably give up .
Individual statements don't mean much ; it's the way you combine them. A study
of individual BASIC statements quickly degenerates into learning a bunch of
seemingly arbitrary rules. That tells you nothing about programming or good
programming practice.
The rigorous statement definitions appear in Chapter II. This chapter presents
BASIC statements in a logical sequence. You see each new statement in a working
environment, not an academic one . Look up the complete details and subtleties of
individual statements in Chapter II when you need to, but do not try to learn
programming there.

STARTING UP BASIC
There are at least three different versions of BASIC available on the AT ARI
computer. This book covers only the standard version shipped with the AT ARI 400
and AT ARI 800 computers. It resides in the ROM cartridge labeled "BASIC
41
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Computing Language," part number CXL4002. Other versions of BASIC will be
similar to standard AT ARI BASIC but will differ in details.

Installing the BASIC ROM Cartridge
The AT ARI computer is quite versatile. Besides knowing BASIC, it can play
games, compose music, tutor, and more . If you wish to program it in standard
ATARI BASIC, the "BASIC Computing Language" ROM cartridge must be
installed. You will find complete instructions for installing the cartridge in Chapter
2 (Figure 2-1).

Turning On the Power
Chapter 2 also tells you the proper o rder in which to turn on the various system
components. The AT ARI computer is definitely particular about that. The console
may not be able to communicate properly with the external components if you turn
them on in the wrong sequence. BAS IC is ready to go when you see the message
READY displayed on the TV screen.

LEA VING BASIC
To get the ATARI computer out of BASIC, just remove the BASIC ROM cartridge. During the process, the computer turns itself off. This erases any BASIC
program you might have been using.
Another way to leave BASIC is to type the command BYE and press RETURN.
The computer goes into memo pad mode . It isn't very useful in this mode; it mere ly
displays whatever you type . Press the SYSTEM RESET key to get back into BASIC.

PRINTING CHARACTERS
When you first start BASIC, it is in immediate mode, also called direct or calculator
mode. In this mode, the computer responds immediately to any instruction you
issue it. Try typing in this example:
F'I'(INT "I...ET

~:;LEEPJNC

[)UG~:;

I... IE"

Don't forget to press the RETURN key after the las t quotation mark. The computer
immediately displays this:
LET SLEEPING DOGS LIE
I'(E{~[)Y

m
The computer may instead display the message ERROR- followed by what you
typed in. This means it cannot understand your command. You probably misspelled the word PRINT. If the computer displays the number 0 instead of any
message, it means you left out the first quotation mark . In either case, you can
simply type the instruction again, being more careful this time. Computers are
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extremely particular about spel ling and punctuation. Even the slightest error can
cause the computer to balk, or even worse, to do the wrong thing.
A command like the one above instructs the computer to print everyt hing
between the quotation marks onto the display screen.
There is a limit to the length of the message you can put between quotation marks.
The longest message can be wider than the display screen . This means a command
can occupy more than one display line . Long commands automatically wrap
around to the next lower line on the display screen . Type this, and press RETURN:
F"F(INT "UNDU( N()f(MAI... ClF(CUr1~3T Fd~CE!:;
MAN WOUL.D E:E C()N!3IDEI:(ED Ci'(AZY"

t

THE

The computer responds with this:
UNDER NORMAL. CIRCUMSTANCES,
UL.D BE CONSIDERED CRA ZY

THE MAN W()

ATARI BASIC allows 114 characters on a single command line . This is exactly
three display lines . As you approach the limit , the computer beeps. The limit
includes the PRINT command and punctuation. Anything you type past the limit is
ignored when you press the RETURN key to end the line.

PRINTING CALCULATIONS
You can use the ATARI compute r in immediate mode as you would a calculator; it
responds directly with the answers to arithmetic calculations. Try the following
examples:
F"F(IN'"j" "1+/;

Add ition

:1.0
F( E ('I [) '(
1"'[( IN'"j"

Subtraction
~''j

() 0···· ,tJ 7

\~j3

F(CADY
!"'rUNT 1 0 0 :«:/3

Multiplica ti on

ZJOO
m,:ADY

Di vision

PFGNT '16/12:
U
F([(,DY
PFUNT 31'2

Expo nent ia tion

8. '19';''1'1'108

Atari. Inc. is re vising BAS IC so that e rrors such a s this will no t occur
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F(EADY
PHINT
··-6BO

Co mbination
~:l)l('t)l(1.0-··DO()

F(EADY

m
The correct answers are on the line immediately following each of the commands.
Notice that you do not use quotation marks in these examples. Enclose a calculation
in quotation marks and watch what happens.
Numeric values can have a total of nine significant digits. Values with more than
nine digits are truncated (chopped oft) to nine or fewer nonzero digits . The limit
applies to the total number of digits before and after the decimal point. The
following examples illustrate how the truncation works:
PRINT 12 .34567896
:L :~'::: ~ 3 ·<t ~:5 CO) /" U<?

I:(EP,D,{
PRINT 12.34567891
1 2 ::~.(t~)c)7B9
y

F([(.lDY
PF(INT :L 23'<1~56 789~'j
:1./::l'l ~5i)7D9 0
F([(.iDY
~l

If you try some of your own arithmetic calculations in immediate mode, you will
notice that the result is sometimes displayed using scientific notation.
PRINT 123456789123
1 • ;'.::l/t~':;61B'?E+ 11
f(E(.lDY
~~

If you do not understand scientific notation , stick to simple calculations for now .
We will talk more about scientific notation and numeric values later in this chapter.

Abbreviated PRINT Statement
AT ARI BASIC allows you to abbreviate the PRINT statement with a question
mark (?). Here are some examples you can try:
?"Tli·1E ~jf',F(CHE~:; ON"
TIt1E t1t-,F(CHE~:; ClN
? 1 3···· /t6)1(6
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ERROR MESSAGES
One message the ATARI computer will issue when it detects a situation it cannot
cope with was mentioned earlier in this chapter. It displays ERROR- followed by
the offending instruction. There is also a slightly different form of error message.
When the AT AR I computer think s it knows what kind of error occurred, it displays
a diagnostic error number. Cons id er di vision by 0:
';' :1. / [I

The official translation of error numbe r II is "Floating point overflow I underflow
error." In other words , di viding by yield s a value too large for the computer to
ha ndle.
Getting an error number help s. You still have to look up th e number in Appendix
A for an interpretation , but at leas t yo u have some clue as to what went wrong.
Unfortunately, the computer's diagnostic abilities are limited . One error number
can a pply to several different situ at ion s, so do not ex pect a definitive analysis of
your error. The AT A R I com puter uses fewer than 60 e rror numbers to diagnose the
myriad of possible errors a nd co mbin a tions of errors .

°

EXTRA SPACES
Are yo u struggling with the ques tion of where to put spaces in a line and where not
to? ATARI BASIC is somewhat sensitive on the subject. Your best bet is to mimic
th e style we use in our examples. ATA RI BASIC requires blank spaces in some
places . Generally , yo u should put a blank space wherever it tend s to make the line
more readable. Use only o ne space, though. In a few insta nces, multiple blanks trip
up BASIC. There is one place where the use of blank spaces is entirely your choice:
inside PR I NT statement quotation ma rks. If yo u come across a situation in which
yo u are not sure where to put spaces, go a head and type the line . The worst that will
ha ppen is that yo u will get a n e rror message and will have to retype the line .

STATEMENTS, LINES, AND PROGRAMS
A program consists of o ne or more state ments which provide the computer with an
exact and complete definiti o n of the task it is to pe rform. If the task is short and
simple , the program can be s ho rt a nd simple as well. The immediate mode instructions we have experimented with so far are each small, simple programs . Each one
has just one statement - one in stru ction to the computer. These are trivial cases.
M ost programs have 10 , 100, 1000, o r eve n more statements. Consider the following
sta tements:
1:' 1< INT
CUY~~;

"cn w.~;
r1DD

riD 0"
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F(E('IDY
F'I:(IN T "FOF( Ft,NCY [:l..U["
Fell'( Ft,NCY CLUE
F::E,'iDY
I::'F(INT "HDDF ····/:,: .... NU"
11001" ·· .. [:· ·NLJ
F<[t,DY
~j*

Each of these immediate mode programs prints a line of text on the display screen,
Each program has exactly one statement and exactly one line.
ATARI BASIC allows you to put more than one statement on a line. You
separate multiple statements on the same line with a colon. Compare the following
immediate mode program with the example above:
F'F::INT "COW~:; ~1DD" : F'F(TNT "I::' OF< F (.'INCY CL .. U[
" : F'I:( INT "HDDF ·..·[: ..·N U"
CDW ~; fiDO
F cm FM~C Y CLUE
HOOF ···· C ···NU
F([ (iDY

This three-statement , one-line program print s the same three lines of text as the
pre vious three single-statement programs.

Program, Logical, and Physical Lines
There is no specific limit to th e number of sta te me nts on one progra m line.
Remember that a line cannot be longe r than 114 c ha racters , though . If yo u are
typing a long line, the computer will beep when you type the I 07th character. You
are approaching the limit. Anything yo u type past the limit is ignored ; errors are
likely . So there is a limit to how much yo u can do with a one-line immediate mode
program.
The ATARI computer treats every program line as a single line , even ifit occupies
more than one display line. A progra m line is one exa mple of a logical line. The
shortest logical line has one character. Normally , the longest line has 114 characters
(Chapter 4 explains how to extend this to 120 characters), Thus, each logical line is
made up of one , two , or three physical lines. Press ing the R ETU R N key marks the end
of the logical line.

A One-Line Program
You can put quite a lot of program on one line in immediate mode . For example,
consider the following statements:
FOF, 1>"' :1. TD 722 :?"A"; :NEX T :X::?"F'IIEW'"
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At this point, don't worry what these new instructions do. Type in the line exactly
as shown , ending with a RETURN. If you type it in successfully, you will see the letter
A displayed across the next 19 lines of the display screen, fo ll owed by the message
PHEW! on the 20th line.
FCli( 1"'1 TD 7?? : ?"(,";:NE XT ::C;':"'PHEW'"

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA0AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
I::'I··I[I..~

,

i(EJ,DY

*

The program line is still conveniently displayed at the top of the screen. This is
because the program displays just enough characters to scroll the program line to
the top of the 38-column screen , but not off the screen.
When the one-line program described above is finished, the READY message
and cursor are displayed at the bottom of the screen.

PROGRAMMED MODE
The programming we have done so far is educational and somewhat interesting, but
there is only so much you can do in immediate mode. Another problem with
immediate mode programs is that you have to retype the program each time you
want to use it. There are some advanced editing techniques which will be discussed
shortly that will allow you to reuse the program as long as it still appears 0 11 the
display screen, but this is still a limitation.
What you need is a way to enter several program lines and to hold off using those
lines. That way you can write programs to do tasks that are too complex for one-line
programs.
There is a way to get around the problems of immediate mode: you can write
programs in programmed mode, also called deferred or indirect mode . In programmed mode, the computer accepts and stores the program in its memory, but
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does not perform any of the operations specified by the program until you tell it to
do so. You can enter as many program lines as yo u wish. Then, when you enter the
appropriate command , the computer performs the operations specified by the
programmed mode program.

Program Execution
The computer executes, or runs, a program when it performs the operations that the
program specifies. In immediate mod e each program line is executed as soon as you
press the RETURN key. In programmed mode yo u must issue the RUN command to
execute a program. Each time you do so, the program runs again.

Clearing Out Old Programs
Because the ATARI computer stores programmed mode programs in its memory ,
you must specifically instruct it to erase an old program before you type in a new
program . Do this by typing the command NEW. If you forget to type NEW , yo ur
new program will be mixed in with your old program .

Ending Programs Properly
The end of an immediate mode progra m is obvious. This is not the case with
programmed mode, as you will soon see. The END statement tells BASIC to stop
executing your program and return to immediate mode. Therefore, an END statement should be the last statement your program executes. AT ARI BASIC does not
require an END statement. It will end a program automatically when it runs out of
instructions. Nevertheless, careful programmers always end their programs with an
END statement.

Line Numbers
Line numbers make programmed mode possible . A line number is simply a one-,
two-, three-, four- , or five-digit number entered a t the beginning of a program line.
The line number is the only difference between a programmed mode program line
and an immediate mode program line.
Try the following programmed mode program:

NEW
I'<Ef,DY
10 f"I'CfNT "fW[:BEI'< [:td,W BUCGY BI.H1PEI'< !:;"
ZO END
I:<UN
RUBBER BABY BUGGY BUMPERS
F<[(,DY

m
Each line number must be unique. No two program lines can have the same number.
If you use the same line number more than once , the computer remembers only the
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most recently entered program line with that line number. To see how this works ,
type in the following program lines:
NE~

F<EADY
10 PIUNT "FIF<!3T LINE 1 0"
1 0 PIUNT "fJECDND LINE 1 0"
20 END
FWN
SECOND L.INE :lO
F~EADY

~

Line numbers determine the sequence of program lines in a BASIC program. The
first line must have the smallest line number, while the last line must have the largest
line number. Even if you type in the lines out of order, the AT ARI computer will
rearrange them in the proper sequence by line number. Consider the fo llowing
program, with line numbers out of order:
NE~

F<EADY
::JO PFUNT "CUT"
:l 0 PIUNT "FI~;H"
2 0 F'fUNT "m("
'10 PI:([NT "E:~,rr"
:"jO END
FWN
FI!3H

OF:
CUT
DAIT
F(EADY

•

To prove that the AT ARI computer does not forget programmed mode programs, clear the display screen with the CLEAR key (CTRL- < ) and then rerun the
program.
I'(l.JN
FI GH
(] F(

CUT
[:AIT
F(E~,DY

~

It is a simple matter to add program lines to a program that is currently in the
computer's memory. You can add a line to the beginning, the end, or anywhere in
the middle of a program by typing the line with a line number that will position it
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where you want it. Suppose you want to add a lin e to the beginning of the last
example program . As lon g as yo u ha ve not typed the comma nd NE W, the program
will still be in the computer's memory. S ince the lowest line number currently in that
program is 10 , any program line yo u type in now with a line number less than 10 will
be placed at the beginning of the program . Add the following line:
5 PF\INT
HUN

"EITHEF~"

EITHEF~
FI~3H

OR
CUT
BAIT
F~EADY

m
It's a good thing the original program sta rted with line 10 rath er than line O. It's
always a good idea when ass igning line numbers to sta rt yo ur program with a fairly
high line number and leave plenty of room between line numbers so you can ad d
program lines later.

Multiple-Statement Program Lines
You can put more than one sta tement on a single program line. The first statement
follows the line number. T he second stateme nt follows the first , with a colon
betwee n the two statements. Keep in mind that a sing le program line cannot exceed
I 14 characters.

Listing Program Lines
You can see what program lines the computer has stored in its memory by typing the
command LIST. Try it right now. If yo u have not typed NEW or turned off the
machine since you tried the last exa mple, yo u should see the following program
lines displayed on the scree n:
LI ~:;r
F"f~INT "ETTHEr(
:I. 0 r:'r~ItH "FU,H"
ZO PI:nNT "DH"

~j

::l O

PF~INT

ij ()
~j ()

PF~INT

"CUT"
"DAIT"

END

f~EA[)Y

m
This is called a program listing. There are va riations of the LI ST command which
allow you to list one line at a time or a group of lines. The latter option is especially
handy when you have a long progra m that will not fit on the display screen all at
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once. With the last example program still in the computer's memory, typing the
command LIST 10 causes program line 10 to appear on the display screen:
L..IST 10
10 PFUNT "Fn;H"
F(EADY

To list several sequential program lines , yo u mu st specify both the starting and
ending line number , as in this exa mple:
LIST 20,'1 0

2 0 PF(INT "DF( "
:l O PFUNT "CUT"
'10 PF(INT "DAIT"
F(E ADY

In ATARI BASIC, yo u can list a ll program lines up to and including a specific
program line . You can also li st all program lines from a specific program line up to
the end of the progra m. Here are examples of those two versions of the LIST
command :
l..]ST 0 t 1. ()
5 PlUtH "I'::ITI--I EI:( "

1 0 r·F(INT

II

Fl f:; H

II

F: [ {'ID Y
L :U:;T ::l () t 3Z? f.,/

:l () PF(INT "CUT"
'I (j PI:(INT "D IY!:T"
~.'j () END
F(Ef~I[)Y

Interrupting a Listing
You can ha lt a listing before it reac hes the end by pressi ng the BREAK key. This is
especially useful for abort ing th e intermi nable listi ng of a long program.
You can temporarily freeze the list ing of a program by typing CTRL- I. The listing
will resume when yo u type CTRL- I aga in . CTRL-I allows yo u to review the listing of a
long progra m at your own pace .

LOADING AND SAVING PROGRAMS
The ATARI 410 Program Recorder enables yo u to save a programmed mode
program outside the main co mputer and la ter loa d th at program back into memory.
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Suppose you have the following program in memory:
10 ';) "FII... I... ET OF FENNY ~:;N~,I<[,"
? O ';) "IN THE CAUUHWN DOH. (.~ND DAI<E "
3() "; "EYE elF NE~~T ('~ND TDE elF FI',OG."
I.t O
I'WO(JI... elF Dr-lor I~N[) TDNGUE DF DUG t' l
~.'j 0 ?
"t,DDEI'( '~; 1':'01'(1< ~,N[) [,:LIN[) ···· ~~OI'(M ' ~:; ::;T
INC"
(, 0 r; "LIZMW ' f:; LEG ,~d~ D HD~U,: T / ~3 ~ING."
r \

00

E<-

"L11<E

' ;:0

t,

HEI...I...··· [:F(OTH I:::OJL

~,N[)

[:U[:[:1...

11

.•0()

'i 0 ?

"DOLlE:I...E ,.

DDU[:I... E ,

TDIL AND TI'(()UDLE

"

:I.

';)

"I'

:mE

[,:l.mN

~,ND

CALlL.DI'WN E:UE:f:,:L..E."

110 END

To save this program, put a tape in the program recorder. Enter the following
command at the keyboard:

The computer beeps twice. Rewind the tape to the beginning, then simultaneously
press the RECORD and PLAY levers on the program recorder. Press any key on the
keyboard, except the BREAK key. The tape starts to move . If the volume on the
television set is turned up , you will hear 20 seconds of a continuous high-pitched
tone. This will be followed by one or more short bursts of sound from the television
speaker. The sound bursts cease when the recording finishes. The tape stops.
At this point type NEW to erase the program from the computer's memory . Then
type LIST to verify that it is gone.
To load the program into the computer from the tape , enter the following
command at the keyboard:
CLClr-,D

The computer beeps once. Rewind the tape to the beginning. Depress the PLA Y lever
on the program recorder. Then press any key on the keyboard, except the BREAK
key. The tape starts moving. If the volume on the television set is turned up, you will
hear several seconds of silence followed by one or more short bursts of sound from
the television speaker. These sounds indicate the program is loading. The sound
bursts cease when the loading finishes . The tape stops. Use the LIST command to
verify that the program is in memory .
Chapter 5 explores other ways to save and load programs on cassette. Chapter 7
explains how to save programs on diskette , which is even more convenient than
cassette tape.
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Saving Multiple Programs on One Tape
You may have noticed that it did not take very much tape to save the example
program. A longer program would require more tape , but there is usually enough
tape on one cassette to hold several BASIC programs. You can save programs
sequentially on the tape: the second follows the first, the third follows the second,
and so on.
Loading the second, third, and subsequent programs on a cassette is not as
straightforward as loading the first. After you rewind the tape to the beginning, you
must get past the first program in order to load the second, past the second to load
the third, and so on. You can do this by typing the CLOAD command repeatedly
until the program yo u want is in memory. This is a slow process, but it works.
You can speed things up considerably by using the program recorder's tape
counter. Reset the tape counter to 0 when you rewind the tape to the beginning
before saving a program. After saving the first program, jot down the tape counter
reading. This is the starting tape counter reading for the second program. Save the
second program and note the ta pe counter reading at the end of it (for the start of the
third program) .
To load the second program, rewind the tape to the beginning and reset the tape
counter to O. Then use the FAST FORWARD lever on the program recorder to
position the tape counter to the reading for the start of the second program. You can
use the REWIND lever on the program recorder to back the tape up if you overshoot
with the FAST FORWARD lever. Now use the CLOAD command to get the second
program.

ADVANCED EDITING TECHNIQUES
Chapter 2 examined ways to correct typing mistakes before pressing the
key . Here is a quick summary of those simple editing techniques:

RETURN

The BACK s key backspaces the cursor and erases characters it passes over. Characters
are replaced by blank spaces .
The - key moves the cursor one space to the left on the current display line without
erasing th e character it passes over.
The - key moves the cursor one space to the right on the current display line without
erasing the character it passes over.
The TAB key moves the cursor right to the next tab stop , without erasing any characters
it passes over.
The

BREAK

key cancels th e line yo u're currently typing.

The

CLEAR

key clears the display screen and lea ves the cursor in the upper left corner.

These simple editing techniques are useful in both immediate mode and programmed mode. Let's take a look at some other editing techniques. These new
methods are particularly useful when you want to make changes to programmed
mode lines.
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DELETING PROGRAM LINES
To delete an entire line , type its line number and then press the RETURN key. When
you list the program, you will see that the line and line number are no longer part of
the program. Here is an example:
NEW
F~EA[)Y

100 !"IUNT "VnnUE ]S ITS DWN I'~EW(.tI:m"
ltD F"I'~INT "IF THE f:,HD[ FIT~"
WE(,f~ IT"
120 F'1:U:tH "WI-IEF~E TIH:m:'~, f:,MDI(E, THEm:'
S Fn~E"
1:3 0

F"I'~INT

"LDOI<

[:[FOF~E:

YDU LEAP"

140 PIUNT "[:I'<EVITY I!3 THE !:;OUL OF WIT"
150 END

110

DO
LIST
100 PFUNT "vnnUE IS IH, DWN F~E~IAlm"
120 F'FUNT "WHEF~E THEI:~E'!:; f:,t1DI<E, TII[nE '
S Flm:"
140 Pf~nH "[:I'~EVITY :U, HIt: !:;UUL OF WIT"

150 END
f~EADY

ADDING PROGRAM LINES
You can type in new program lines in any order , at any time, in immediate mode.
Their lin e numbers will determine their position in the program . The AT ARI
computer will merge them automatically with any other program lines currently in
memory. Try adding line lID back into the example above.
110 PFnNT "IF' THE

~:;HD[

Frr~:;,

WE(.>tI:~

IT"

LI ~:;T

:l 0 () PI'(INT "IyIII:~TUE IU IT~:; OWN I'([N(,>,I'~D"
110 PI'(INT "IF THE ~:;HO[ FITf:;, WE(,>,I'~ IT"
L':~() PFU:NT "WI'I[I:~[ TI"I[F~E'~:; m1DI([ ,1TIEF~E
~:;

'

FIF~E"

HO

I"'F~lNT

:I.~','j()

END

f~EA[)Y

"DI:U:VITY IE, THE

~:;Ul.JL

OF HIT"
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CHANGING PROGRAM LINES
The simplest way to change a program line is to retype it. This is unsatisfactory for
several reasons. Retyping is a time-consuming chore and the chances of typo graph ical errors are high. Fortunately, th ere is a way to modify program lines you have
already entered into the computer's memory. This is possible because anything
displayed on the screen is live. You can edit anything on the screen . By using the
CTRL key in conjunction with several other keys, you can move the cursor around on
the screen at will. This allows yo u to position the cursor at any point on any line that
is disp layed on the screen. Then yo u can replace, insert, or delete characters as you
like.

Listing the Line to Edit
[n order to edit anything , whether it is an immediate or programmed mode program
line, or the response to a question asked by the computer, it must be visible on the
display screen. In the case of a n immediate mode line , ifit's not visib le, you're out of
luck. You'll have to ret ype it. But yo u can redisplay programmed mode lines with
the LIST statement. Simply specify starting a nd ending line numbers for a screensized sect ion of the progra m . [f yo u li st too much , stop the li st ing with the BREAK
key while the line yo u want to cha nge is st ill on the sc reen . [t doesn't matter how a
line gets on the screen; o nce it's there, yo u can change it.

Moving the Cursor
There are seven keys that move the cursor. The BACK S, - , - , and TAB ke ys have
already been discussed. The space bar is another. [t acts just like the - key, except it
replaces every charact er the cursor passes over with a blank space. The 1 and j keys
were mentioned in Chapter 2. The 1 key moves the cursor up one display line at a
time. When the cursor reach es the top of the sc reen, the 1 key circ les it around to the
bottom line. Conversely, the j key m oves the cursor down one display line at a time.
When the cursor reaches the bott om of the scree n, the j key circles it around to the
top line.

Making Changes Permanent
You must press RET URN to effect the changes you make to a program line. The
changes do not remain in effect if yo u simply move the cursor to another program
line with the arrow keys. [n that case the changes only affect the picture on the
di splay screen. The cursor can be anywhere on the program line when you press the
RETURN key. Even if the progra m line uses more than one display line , you can press
RETURN with the cursor anywhere on the line.

Canceling Changes
There are three ways to cancel changes you've made . These only cancel changes
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you've made since you last pressed RETUR N. They are
Press the BREAK key until the cursor is out of the program line
Use the arrow keys to mo ve the cursor out of th e program line
Press the CL EAR key ( CTRL- < ) to clear the screen displa y.

Replacing Characters
Replacing one character with another is simplicity itself. Merely position the cursor
on the character you wish to replace , and type the replacement right over it. For
example, with the cursor like this
10 [) .;;

"[~:;r:U1fYfED

TH1[ elF

~F(JnVAI... "

you can type the characters DEPARTURE" and get this:
100 ?

"E~:nn1ATE[)

TU1E ell" DU"td:(nmE"

~~

Press RETURN to effect the change.

Deleting Characters
There are three ways to delete characters one at a time. You can position the cursor
over the character you want to remove and press the DELETE key (CTRL-BACK s).
The entire program line shifts one space left to fill the void. The character disappears . For example, with the cursor like this
10 PFnNT "OUT

t

DAMNED m·OT'

OUT t

I

~:;IjF(

AY'"
press the DELETE key (CTRL-BA C K s) twice and you will get the following:
:l 0 f"F(INT "OUT

t

DAnNED ~:;I"'(JT'

OUT

t

1 ~:;~Y

'"
The BACK S key and space bar also delete characters. They both replace the old
character with a blank space . BACK S moves the cursor left as it erases; the space bar
moves it right.

Inserting Characters
To insert characters, you must first insert blank spaces . Then you can type other
characters over the inserted spaces. Use the I N SERT key (CTRL- » to insert blank
spaces. Each space you insert moves the rest of the entire program line one space to
the right. If this pushes the last character of the program line past the end of the
display line , a new display line is appended to the program line. Consider this
situation:
:I. 0 I'·I::::UH "l"'l'nCE I'.[J( 1"'0UNDi
;:> [) I'·I'U:NT "NUM[:Ef( m· I'·()UND~;"
30 I"'f;:INT "TOT(,L.. 1"'1';:1C["
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To add some text to the end of line 10 , first press IN SERT (CTRL- » 21 times:
1 0 f"F\INT

"F'RICE I::'E:F( PDUND)!1,

ZO PF(INT
30 PFGNT

"NLlMBEF( DF P()UND~3 "
"TDTAl.. PF([CE"

Notice that a new display line opens up between program lines 10 and 20. Now type
in the new text:
1 0 PFUNT "I"'Fn:CE PEF\ PUUND ,
F( DC I( I [~:;1Il
Z 0 PF(INT "NUi'1BEF( OF PDUN[)~3"
J () PF(INT "TDTt,l.. PF(ICE"

WE ~:; T

DF THE

Press RETURN to finalize the change.

Automatic Repeat
Hold almost any key down for a few seconds and it automatically repeats . Use this
feature to speed up your editing work .

REEXECUTING IN IMMEDIATE MODE
The fact that anything on the display screen is live allows you to reexecute any
immediate mode statements that are still visible on the display screen. You can
reexecute an immediate mode statement just as it is , or you can edit it first.
In either case, the first thing to do is position the cursor somewhere on the
immediate mode line. Use the arrow keys (CTRL--, CTRL-=, CTRL-+, and CTRL-*) .
You can now make changes to the line using the techniques just described for
replacing, deleting, and inserting characters on a line. Then, with the cursor still on
the immediate mode line, press RETURN . The line executes.
To see how this works, look at the following immediate mode program which
calculates the cubic feet of storage space .in a 10 X 25 X 8 foot room:
PF(INT "CLl. FT. DF SPACE
CU. FT. DF SPACE = ZOOO

= "; 1 0 :«25)1(8

[([ADY

"""'"
You can easily change this immediate mode program to calculate the storage
space in rooms of different sizes. To change the dimensions to 10 X 25 X 14, for
example, first position the cursor at the beginning of the immediate mode line (press
CT RL-- four times). Now press and hold the - key (CTRL-*). The cursor will
fast-forward along the immediate mode line. Release both keys in time to stop the
cursor when it gets to the digit 8. If you overshoot or undershoot by not releasing the
keys at the proper time, you can move the cursor back and forth one character at a
time with the - and - keys . For that matter, you could move the cursor from the
start of the line to the 8 by pressing the - key 34 times , instead of using the
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automatic repeat feature . Still another alternative is to press the TAB key four times
and the - key three times. Get the cursor there any way you like.
With the cursor positioned over the 8, type in the new room dimension of 14 and
press RETURN.
PFUNT "ell. FT. OF SPACE '''' "; 1 0 )K2~i)K 1. 't
CLl. FT. OF SPACE
3500

=

F~EADY

m

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
A programming language is the means of communication between you and the
computer. There are many different programming languages . Some, like BASIC,
are general purpose languages , while others are designed to make it easy to write
programs in specific areas such as business, science, graphics, text manipulation,
and so forth. Programming languages are as varied as spoken languages. In addition to BASIC, other common programming langu ages include FORTRAN,
Pascal, C, COBOL, APL, PL / M, PL- l , and FORTH.
AT ARI computers can use several programming languages , BASIC and
FORTH among them. This book concentrates on describing how to program the
AT ARI computers in BASIC.
No matter what the programming language, every program statement must be
written following a well-defined set of rules. These rules taken together are referred
to as syntax. Each programming language has its own syntax.
Programming languages, like spoken languages, have dia/ecls. Dialects manifest
themselves as minor variations in syntax. The AT A R I computer has several such
dialects of BASIC. Standard ATARI BASIC (shipped with the ATARI 400 / 800
computer) and Microsoft BASIC are available from Atari. BASIC A+ is available
from Optimized Systems Software. Very often, progra ms written in one dialect will
not work correctly when the AT ARI computer is expecting instructions in another
dialect ; this is especially true of Microsoft BAS I C. Furthermore, a BASIC program
written for the ATARI computer may not run on another computer, even if the
other computer also claims to be programmable in BAS IC. However, having
learned how to program your AT ARI computer in any of its BASIC dialects, you
will have little trouble learning any other dialect of BASIC.
Some programming language syntax rules are obvious. The addition and subtraction examples at the beginning of this cha pter use syntax that is familiar to
everyone. You do not have to be a programmer to understand them. But most
syntax rules seem completely arbitrary and meaningless until you have learned the
syntax. You should not try to seek a rationale for syntax rules ; usually there is none .
For example, why use an asterisk (*) to represent multiplication? Normally , you
would use a cross (X) for multiplicat ion. But the computer would have no way of
differentiating between the use of "X "to represent multiplication or to represent the
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letter "X." Therefore, nearl y all computer languages have opted for to represent
multiplication. Division is unive rsa ll y represented by the / sign. There is no special
reason for this se lection; the divisi on sign (-:-) is not prese nt on computer keyboards,
so some other character had to be se lected.

ELEMENTS OF BASIC
Most of the syntax rules for BAS IC concern individua l statements. BASIC statement syntax deals separately with its three major elements: line numbers , data , and
instructions to the computer. We will describe each in turn. There are also a few
rules that pertain to the pro gram as a whole , such as statement order. These rules
will be covered in appropriate places throughout the chapter.

LINE NUMBERS REVISITED
We have already talked a bout line numbers to some extent. After a brief review , we
will go into more detail. In programmed mode , every line of a BASIC program must
have a unique line number. Line numbers determine the sequence of instructions in
a program ; the statement with th e lowest line number is first and the statement with
the highes t line number is last.
Standard ATA RI BASIC a ll ows one- to five-digit line numbers with integer
va lues between 0 and 32767.

Line Numbers as Addresses
In essence, line numbers are a way of addressing program lines. This is an important
concept , si nce every program will co nta in two types of statements:
. Stateme nts that create o r modify dat a , a nd
. Statements th a t cont ro l the order in which operations are performed.

Clearly, the things a program does must happen in a specific, reliable order. What
good would it do if the co mputer executed instructions at random? Normally,
program execution begins with the first statement in the program a nd continues
sequentially (Figure 3-1). Most programs , ho wever, have some non-sequential
execution sequences. That is when line numb ers become important. You can
in struct the computer not to exec ute the next line, but instead to go to a different
line number a nd continue executi on there (Figure 3-2) .

DATA
The main business of computer programs is to input , manipulate, and output data .
Therefore, the way a programmi ng la nguage handl es data , whether it be numbers or
te xt , is ve ry importa nt. Will will no w ex pl ore the types of data you may encounter in
an ATARI BASIC progra m.
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Start--- IO ~

20.../

C30~

40.../

C50,)
etc.

FIGURE 3-1. Sequential program execution

Start - - - 10::>

20

C 30
40.) GOTO 70
50

J

60/
70

C 80

etc~

FIGURE 3-2. Non-sequentia l program execution

Strings
A string is any character or sequ ence of characters enclosed in quotation marks. We
have already used strin gs with the PRINT statement a s m essa ges to be displa yed on
the screen . Here are some more example s o f strings :
"IGNORANCE IS BLISS"
"ACCOUNT 4019-181-324-837"
"NICK CHARLES"
"SAM & ELLA CAFE"
"MARCH 18, 1956"

There is no specific limit to string length. In immediate mode, strings must fit on
one program line. In Chapter4 a way to combine strings in programmed mode will
be presented. In this mode the only length restriction is imposed by the amount
of memory available. A string with no characters in it is called the null si ring or

empty string.
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Most string characters are produced by typing at the keyboard. To get some
characters, you just press the right key. If you want a 3, press the 3 key. Other
characters may require the SHIFT, CTRL, CAPS / LOWR , or )1\. keys, as described in
Chapter 2. Appendix 0 lists all the AT ARI BAS IC string characters and tells you
which key or combination of keys produces each one.

Non-Keyboard Characters
Press some keys, and characters appear on the display screen. Generally, the
characters you see are the characters the string gets. This is not the case with some
exotic characters, though. For example, the arrow keys (CTRL--, CTRL-= , CTRL-+
and CTR L-*) move the cursor around. These cursor movement "characters" are not
part of the string . Chapter 4 describes a way to make them a part of a string value.

Non-Character Keys
Some keys cannot produce string characters under any circumstances. For example, RETURN always ends the line you're typing. Other such keys are BREAK, SYSTEM
RE S ET, SHIFT, CTRL , and CAPS / LOWR.

Numbers
BASIC stores all numbers in the AT ARI computer's memory with a decimal point.
The decimal point is not fixed ; there can be any number of digits on either side of it.
If the number has no fractional part, the decimal point is assumed after the last digit.
Numbers expressed in this way are called/loating point numbers. The name refers
to the decimal point's ability to float , accommodating fractions with different
numbers of digits.
You must express all numbers without commas. For example, you must use
32000 , not 32,000 .

Integers
An integer is a number that has no fractiona l portion or decimal point. The number
can be negative (-) or positive (+). An unsigned number is assumed to be positive.
ATARI BASIC treats integers the same as it treats any other floating point
numbers; there is no separate class of integers. The following numbers are integers:

o
I

44
32699

-15

Floating Point Numbers
A floating point numb er can be an integer , a number with a decimal fraction, or just
a decimal fraction . The num ber can be negative (-) or positive (+). If the number has
no sign it is assumed to be positive.
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Here are some examples of floating point numbers:
5
-15
65000
161

o
0.5
0.0165432
-0.0000009
1.6
24.0055
-64 .2

Scientific Notation
Very large and very small floating point numbers are represented in AT ARI BASIC
using scientific notation. Any number that has more than ten digits in front of the
decimal point will be expressed in scientific notation. Any fractional number closer
to 0 than ±O.O I will be expressed in scientific notation.
A number in scientific notation has the following format:

± number E ± ee
where

±
number

is an optiona l plus sign or minus sign.
is an integer, fraction , or combination. The number portion contains the
number's significant digits ; it is called the coefficient or mantissa. If no
decimal point appears , it is assumed to be to the right of the coefficient.

E

is always the letter E. It stands for exponent.

±

is an optional plus sign or minus sign .

ee

is a one- or two-digit exponent. The exponent specifies the magnitude of the
number, that is , the number of places to the right (positive exponent) or to the
left (negative exponent) that the decimal point must be moved to give the true
decimal point location.

Here are some examples of scientific notation compared to the same value in
standard notation:
Standard Notation

Scientific Notation

1000000000
0.00000000 I
200
- 12345678900
-0.00000123456789

IE+09
IE-09
2E+02
-1.23456789E+ 10
-1.23456789E-06

As you can see, scientific notation is a convenient way of expressing very large
and very small numbers.
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Number Ranges
The smallest (most negative) floating point number is -9.99999999E+97. The largest
floating point number is 9.99999999E+97. When a fractiona l number gets closer to
zero than ±9.99999999E-98 it will be converted to O.

Roundoff
It was mentioned earlier in this chapter that floating point numbers can have nine
significant digits, but no more. For a number greater than I or less than -I, this
means only the leftmost nine digits can be nonzero. The AT ARI computer replaces
any digits in excess of 9 with zeros. Here are some examples (note that large
numbers print in scientific notation):
PRINT 12345678989
1 • 2::l'j~'jc)789E+ 10
I'([ADY

?-123456789123456789
.... :l • ;'.3'1~.'jt.)709E+ 1 7
F(LADY

?·---:l ~''j 0 0 0 0 't7~:;. 7~.'j
-"1~''jO()()047~5

F([ADY
'~(7 0000000 .1~'j~58

90000000.7
F(LADY

m
Fractional numbers between I and -I are subject to the same limitation. In this
case, though , the nine significant digits start with the first nonzero digit to the right
of the decimal point. Here are some examples:
PRINT .1234567899
0.1.23456709
F(EADY

?-.123456789123456789
···0

.123'+~'j6789

I'(LADY

?-123456709.123456789
····12311~'j67B9

m::ADY

?000000000900000007558
9 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7E -·10
F([ADY
~f.
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VARIABLES
Our discussions of data thus far have only considered constant values. It is often
more convenient to refer to data items by name rather than value. Variables are used
for this purpose.
If you have studied elementary algebra, you will have no trouble understanding
the concept of variables and variable names. If you have never studied algebra, then
think of a variable name as a name which is assigned to a letter box (Figure 3-3).
Anything which is placed in the letter box becomes the value associated with the
letter box name , until something new is placed in the letter box. In computer jargon,
we say a value is stored in a variable.
A variable does not always have to refer to the same value. This is the real power
of variables - they can represe nt any legal value. You can change a variable's value
during the course of a program. BASIC has a number of statements that do this ;
they will be described later.

Variable Names
Variable names can have from as many characters as will fit on a program line. The
first character must be a capital letter. The rest of the characters in the variable name
can be any digit or capital letter. You must end string variable names with a dollar
sign, but not numeric variable names . Figure 3-4 illustrates these rules.

String Variables
Before you use a string variable, you must specify the maximum length it can have .
You do this with the 01 M statement, which we will describe later. If you fail to do
so, an error occurs when the variable is referenced.
String variables can refer to strings of any length . The only limit is the amount of
memory available when the variable is used. Blank spaces in a string count toward
its total length . Blank spaces at the end ofa string, called trailing blanks, count too.
Here are some string variable names, legal and illegal:
Legal
A$
CUSTNAME$
PARTl$
RESPONSE$
X8$

Illegal
$
9$
BRAND.NAME$
a$
Name$

Numeric Variables
Numeric variables can have integer values or floating point values. Numeric values
are restricted to the range _10 97 to +10 97 . If you attempt to store a value that is too
large in magnitude in a numeric variable , an error occurs. When the value of a
floating point variable gets closer to 0 than ±9 .99999999 X 10-98 ATARI BASIC
converts it to O.
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ATA R I MEMO RY

FIGURE

3-3. Variables

000 .. ·00

1

FIGURE

I

t

[",,',,""" mo" hd [O"'''',g "",b""

Seco nd , third , fourth , etc . characters (optional) can
be a ny lett er or digit
First character must be a letter

3-4. Naming variables

Here are some num eric variab le names in ATAR I BASIC, both legal and illegal:
Legal

A
CUSTZ IP CODE

XO
PARTNO

Illegal
APPLICANT'SAGE
3X4Z
nOTA L
Sco re

Arrays
Arrays are really nothing more than a systematic way of naming a large number of
variables. They are used frequently in many types of computer programs. If you do
not understand what arrays are, or how to use them, then read on. The information
that follows will be very important to your programming efforts.
Conceptually, arrays are very simple things. When you have two or more data
items, instead of giving each data item a sepa rate variable name, you give the
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collection of data items a single variable name. The collection is called an array; its
name is an array name. Individual data items are often called array elements. The
elements in an array are numbered. You select an individual item using its position
number, which is referred to as its index.
Arrays in standard AT ARI BASIC can represent only numeric values. Chapter 4
explains a way to simulate string arrays.
Arrays are a useful shorthand means of describing a large number of related
variables. Consider, for example, a table of 200 numbers. How would you like to
assign a unique variable name to each of the 200 numbers? It would be far simpler to
give the entire table one name , and identify individual numbers in the table by their
location within the table . That is precisely what an array does for you .
As an example of array usage, consider how you might keep track of individual
scores in a bowling tournament. There could be a separate variable name for each
bowler (Figure 3-5) . This has one advantage : the variable names can be simi lar to
the bowlers' names. But what happens at the next tournament, where the bowlers
have different names?
How about keeping the scores in an array (Figure 3-6)? Now your program
doesn't care which variable name refers to which bowler. We can use BOWLER as
the array name. Each element is one bowler's score. An index (enclosed in parentheses) follows the array name. Thus a specific data item (that is, one bowler's score)
is identified by an array name and an index . For example, BOWLER(3) has the
score for bowler number three.
Although Figure 3-6 does not show it , every array has an element with an index
of O. Therefore , there is a BOWLER(O) in addition to BOWLER(l) through
BOW LER( 10).

Array Dimension(s)
You must specify the number of elements in an array before you use it. You do this
with a Dl M statement, which will be described later.
AT ARI BASIC arrays can have one or two indexes . One-dimension arrays have
one index; two-dimension arrays have two indexes . A one-dimension array is like a
table with just one row of numbers (Figure 3-6). The index identifies a number
within the single row. An array with two dimensions is like an ordinary table of
numbers with rows and columns: one index identifies the row, the other index
identifies the column.
Let's extend the bowling tournament example to two dimensions. Suppose there
are five teams, each with ten bowlers. There are four options for keeping track of the
50 bowlers' scores. First, each bowler could have his own variable . Second, the
entire tournament could have a a single 50-element array . Third , each team could
have a separate ten-element array. Fourth, the tournament could have one twodimension array (Figure 3-7) . This last choi ce is the best. The first index of the
two-dimension array is the team number and the second index is the bowler number
on that team. So BOWLER(3 ,2) would be the score of bowler 2 on team 3.
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3-7. Using a two-dimension array

EXPRESSIONS
How do you combine the values of variables and constants to get new values? You
use expressions. Remember how we calculated the values of simple arithmetic
problems in immediate mode? The following statement tells the AT ARI computer
to add 4 and 6 and display the sum:
PfnNT '1+6

10
F~EA[)Y

~
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This statement is almost identical:
F'RINT A+E:

o
HEADY
~

It tells the computer to add the values of numeric variables A and B, and then
display the sum,
The plus sign specifies add ition. Standard computer jargon refers to the plus sign
as an operator. Variables A and B are operands. The plus sign is an arithmetic
operator because it specifies addition, which is an arithmetic operation.
Arithmetic operators are easy enough to understand; everyone learns to add ,
subtract, multiply, and divide in early childhood . But th ere are other types of
operators: relational operators and Boolean operators. These are also easy to
understand, but they take a little more explanation since they involve more abstract
notions .
Each category of operators defines a type of expression. There are numeric
expressions, relational expressions, and Boolean ex pressions .

Compound Expressions
The simplest expression consists of one or two operands and an operator. You can
combine simple expressions to form more complex ones. You can use one or two
simple expressions as the operands of a larger expression. It in turn can be an
operand in another expression, and so on. We will call these built-up expressions
compound expressions. Most expressions are compound expressions.

Precedence of Operators
Compound expressions call for more than one operation to occur. For example,
this statement calls for both addition and division in the same expression:
FRINT A+B/:L 0

There is a standard scheme for determining in what order to evaluate an expression. These rules of precedence will be outlined for numeric, relational, Boolean,
and mixed-type expressions, in that order. First, let's look at a way to override the
standard order of evaluation.

Overriding Standard Precedence
You can change the order in which the AT ARI computer evaluates expressions by
using parentheses. Any operation within parentheses is performed first. When more
than one set of parentheses is present, the AT ARI computer evaluates them from
left to right.
One set of parentheses can enclose another set. This is called nesting. The AT ARI
computer evaluates the innermost set first, then the next innermost, and so forth.
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Parentheses can be nested to any level. You may use them freely to clarify the order
of operations being performed in an expression.
Here are some immediate mode arithmetic calculations which use parentheses:
Pf~ItH

(~>'+:I.

0) lK3

::lfJ
f~E{'IDY

PRINT

«(2+10)~3)+31)~10'

670
F~EADY

PRINT -(Z A (3+(8 / 4»)
-<H . <)'1 <) ';> ::l 'I 4 ' j
f~E(\DY

ii,

Numeric Expressions
Numeric expressions operate on numeric variables and constants. They use arithmetic operators : addition (+) , subtraction (-) , mUltiplication (*), division (n, and
exponentiation ( /\ ). They also use the unary minus (-) operator to indicate a
negative numeric value. Operations are performed in this order: unary minus first ,
followed by exponentiation, then mUltiplication and division, and finally addition
and subtraction. Operations of equal precedence are performed in order from left to
right.
Here are some numeric expressions:
87.5 - 4.25
1.5 " (3 ( 2( 2)
AL

* (PL - 3.1 * CB)

results
results
results

7.5

* 2( 5

results in

In
In
In

79
1.35540299
the value of AL times the
res ult of subtracting the product of 3.1 times the value of
C B from the value of PL
3

Relational Expressions
Relational operators allow you to compare two values to see what relationship one
bears to the other. You can compare whether the first is greater than , less than,
equal, not equal, greater than or equal, or less than or equal to the second value . The
values you compare can be constants , variables, or any kind of expressions. If the
value on one side of a relational operator is a string , the value on the other side must
also be a string. Other than that , you can compa re one type of value to another using
relational operators.
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TABLE

3-1. Relationa l Operators
Operation

Operator

<
>

Less than
Greater than

=

Equal to

<>

Not equal to
Greater than or equal to

> =

Less than or equal to

<=

If the relations hip is true, the relational expression has a numeric value of I. Ifthe
relationship is false, the relational expression has a numeric value of o.
Table 3-1 lists relational operators. They all have the same precedence. When
more than one is present in a single expression, they are evaluated from left to right.
Here are some examples of relational expressions:
I =5-4

results In

I (true)

14> 66

results In

o (false)

15 >= 15

results In

I (true)

"AA"> "AA"

results

In

o (false)

"DUDE" < "DUKE"

results

In

(A = B) = (A$ > B$)

I (true)
depends on the values of the
variables. If the value of A is
equal to the value of Band
the value of A$ is greater
than the value of B$ , then
this expression results in
I (true).

Relational expressions are easy enough to understand. One way they can be used
is a bit more difficult: relational expressions can be part of a numeric expression.
Relational expression values 0 (false) and I (true) are legitimate numeric values.
This can be confusing. For example, what meaning does the expression (9 = 9) * 4
have? None, outside of a BASIC program. But in BASIC, (9 = 9) is true. True
equates to 1. Therefore (9 = 9) * 4 is the same as 1 * 4, which results in 4. Here are
some examples:
25 + (14) 66)

equals

25 + 0

A + (I = B - 4)

equals

A + I if B

= 5, or A + 0 otherwise.
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String Comparisons
You may be wondering what rules the AT ARI computer uses when it compares
strings. There are two considerations. First is string length. Strings of unequal
lengths are not equal. (Remember that blanks count toward string length.) If a
shorter string is identical to the first part of a longer string, the longer string is
greater than the shorter string.
The second consideration is whether the strings contain the same characters, in
the same order. Strings are compared one character at a time, starting with the
leftmost character - the first character of one string with the first character of the
other, the second character with the second character, and so on until one of the
strings is exhausted or a character mismatch occurs. For comparison purposes, the
letters of the alphabet have the order A < B, B < C, C < D, etc. Numbers that
appear in strings have conventional ordering, namely 0 < I, I < 2,2< 3, etc. Other
characters that appear in strings , like +, -, $, and so on, are arbitrarily ranked in the
order shown in Appendix D.

Boolean Expressions
Boolean operators give programs the ability to perform logic operations. Hence
they are often called logic operators. There are four standard Boolean operators:
AND, OR, Exclusive OR, and NOT. BASIC on the AT ARI computer supports
three of these operators: AND, OR, and NOT.
If you do not understand Boolean operators, then a simple supermarket shopping
analogy will serve to illustrate Boolean logic. Suppose you are shopping for breakfast cereals with two children, Spike and lola. The AND Boolean operator says you
will buy a cereal if both children select that cereal. The OR Boolean operator says
that you will buy a cereal if either child selects it. The NOT Boolean operator
generates an opposite. If Spike insists on disagreeing with lola, then Spike's
decision is always the NOT of lola's decision.
Computers do not work with analogies; they work with numbers . Therefore
Boolean logic reduces the values it operates on to I or 0 (true or false). Since
Boolean operators work on the values 0 and I, they are most often used with
relational expressions. Remember that relational expressions also result in a value
of 0 or I. Boolean operators can work on other types of operands, as we will see in
the next section.
Table 3-2 summarizes the way in which Boolean expressions are evaluated. This
table is called a truth table. Boolean operators have equal precedence. If several
Boolean operators are present in the same expression, they are evaluated from left
to right.
Here are some examples of Boolean expressions:
NOT ((3 + 4)

> =6)

CAA" = "AB") OR ((8

NOT ("APPLE"
AND (A$

*

2) = 4 1\ 2)

results m

0 (false)

results m

(true)

= "ORANGE")

= B$)

results m

I (true) if A$ and B$ are equal;
if not.

o (false)
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TABLE 3-2. Boolean Truth Table

The AND operation results in a I only if both values are I.
I AND I = I
I =0

o AND

I ANDO=O
OANDO=O

The OR operation results in a I if either va lue is I.
lOR I = I

lOR 0 = I

o OR

o OR 0 = 0

I =I

The NOT operation logically complements each value .
NOT 1 =0
NOT 0 = I

Mixed-Type Expressions
What if the operands of an expression don't match the operator? That depends. You
can't use string operands with numeric or Boolean operators, only with relational
operators. And you can compare one string only to another string. Other than that ,
you can mix types freely. The result is a mixed-type expression.
The AT ARI computer must resolve several questions when it evaluates a mixedtype expression. Which operation does it perform first? H ow does it convert a value
from one type to another? Table 3-3 lists the operators of all types, from highest
precedence to lowest. This table shows that anything in parentheses is evaluated
first. If there is more than one level of parentheses present, the ATARI computer
evaluates the innermost set first , then the next innermost, and so on. (Recall that we
covered this concept of nesting earlier.) Next, numeric expressions are evaluated.
After that, relational expressions are evaluated. Finally, Boolean expressions are
evaluated.
AT ARt BASIC converts relational and Boolean expressions to 0 iffalse, I if true.
Conversely, it converts a numeric 0 to false; any other numeric value is true. Strings
don't convert. However, the result of a string comparison is a numeric value (0 or I),
so you can use it in a numeric expressio n.
Here are some examples of mixed-type expressions:

Legal
43 AND 137
(A$= B$) AND -6.25
(K = M) = (Z$ = Y$)

Illegal
1600 + "PENNSYLVAN IA AVENUE"
ST$ < = A
NOT (A$) = B$
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3-3. Operators
Precedence

Operator

Meaning

High
9

( )

Parentheses denote order of
eva luation

8

A

7

-

Unary Minus

*

Multiplication

Exponentiation

Arithmetic

6

Operators

6

/

Div ision

5

+

Addi ti on

5

-

Subtraction

4

=
<>
<
>
<=
>=

Greater than or Equal

3

NOT

Logica l comp leme nt

2

AND

Logical AND

I

OR

4
Relational
Operators

4
4
4
4

Boolean
Operators

Equal
Not equa l
Less than
Greater than
Less than or Equal

Logical OR

Low

KEYWORDS
All of the words that define a BASIC statement's operations are called keywords.
Appendix E lists all standard AT ARI BASIC keywords. You will encounter many
of these keywords in this chapter; others are described elsewhere in this book.
When executing BASIC programs, the AT ARI computer scans every BASIC
statement, seeking out keywords. It can generally tell a variable from a keyword,
but not always. Therefore , you shou ld keep keywords out of your variable names.
At least avoid using keywords at the beginning of variable names.

Abbreviating Keywords
You learned early in this book that you can abbreviate the PR INT statement with a
question mark. Many other AT ARI BASIC keywords can be abbreviated. You can
often abbreviate a keyword by typing its first letter. For example, the letter L means
LIST. How does the computer know your abbreviation is a keyword, and not a
variable name? Simple: you put a period at the end of it. L. is the full abbreviation
for LIST.
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In some cases one letter is ambiguous . The letter L could mean LIST or LOAD.
The single-letter abbreviation is arbitrarily assigned to one of the keywords, generally the one used most often. For other keywords that start with the same letter, you
have to use the first two, three, or even four letters of the keyword. LO. is the
abbreviation for LOAD. Appendix E lists the shortest abbreviations for each
keyword. You can a lways use more letters than the minimum, but you must use
enough letters to positive ly identify the keyword. Thus you can abbreviate PRINT
with PRIN., PRJ., or just PR ..

BASIC STATEMENTS
Now consider the third major element of BASIC syntax: statements. Each statement instructs the AT ARI computer to perform some kind of operation or take
some action. It is common practice to use the terms statement and command
interchangeably and somewhat ambiguously. Strictly speaking, a command is an
instruction issued in immediate mode. The same instruction in programmed mode
is a statement.
This chapter introduces you to programming concepts , stressing the way statements are used. The details you need for the most common situations are discussed
in this chapter. You should also read the definitive statement descriptions in
Chapter II . These descriptions tell you all the things a statement does for you (and
against you).
One last caveat before beginning. Although this chapter introduces you to
programming concepts, it cannot possibly cover programming in depth. If you need
more instruction in programming, consult one of the BASIC primers listed in
Appendix J.

Remarks
An appropriate way to begin the discussion of BASIC statements is with the one
BASIC statement the computer ignores: the remark statement. If the first three
characters of a BASIC statement are REM , then the computer ignores the statement entirely. So why include such a statement? Because remarks make your
program easier to read.
If you write a short program with five or ten statements, you will probably have
little trouble remembering what the program does - unless you put it aside for six
months and then try to use it again . If you write a longer program with 100 or 200
statements, then you are quite likely to forget something very important about the
program the very next time you use it. After you have written dozens of programs,
you will stand no chance of remembering each program in detail. The solution to
this problem is to document your program by including remarks that describe what
IS gomg on.
Good programmers use remarks in all of their programs. All of the program
examples in this chapter will include remarks, to try to get you into the habit of
doing the same thing yourself.
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Remark statements have line numbers , like any other statement. A remark
statement's line number can be used like any other statement's line number.

Assignment Statements
Assignment statements let you assign values to variables. You will encounter
assignment statements frequently in every type of BASIC program. Here is an
example of an assignment statement:
90 REM Initialize variable X
100 LET X:<l

In statement 100, variable X is assigned the value 3. This same statement could be
rewritten like this:
100 X=<J

The word LET is optional ; it is usually omitted.
Here is a string variable assignment statement:

The string variable A$ is ass igned the cha racters ALSO RAN. Notice that the
characters are enclosed in quotation marks. The quotation marks do not become
part of the string value.
Here are three assignment statements that assign values to array variable
BOWLER( ), which we encountered earlier when describing arrays:
200
2 10
220
230

REM BOWLER () has bowler 's sco re s
BOWLER(1) = 150
BOWLER(Z)=210
BOWLER(] )=268

Remember , more than one statement ca n be placed on a single line ; therefore the
three BOWLER( ) assignments could be placed on a single line, as follows:
200 REM BOWLER() has bowler 's scores
Z10 BOWLER(1)=150:BOWLER (2)=2 10:S0WLER
(:3) =~~68

Recall that a colon mu st sepa rate adjace nt sta tements appearing on the same line.
Assignment statements can includ e a ny of the arithmetic or logical operators
described earlier in this chapter. Here is an example of such an assignment
statement:
100 V=33+7/9

The statement above ass igns the va lue 33.77777777 to numeric variable V; it is
equivalent to the followin g three sta tements:
90 REM X a nd Y n eed to be initialized
sepa r atels for l ater u se
100 X:o::/
110 Y:o=')
120 V<13+X/Y
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which could be written on one line like this :

100 X=7:Y=9:V=33+X/Y
The following are assignment statements that perform the Boolean operations
given earlier in this chapter:
REM These exaMples were described e
arlier in the chapter

90

100 A=NOT«3+4)=6)
1:l 0 [:,," (

",~,(,"

"," (,[:")

Dr;:

« u)//.?) "

(it . ,·~:': ) )

DATA and READ Statements
When a number of variables need data assignments in an ATARI BASIC program,
you can use the DATA and READ statements rather than the type of assignment
statement described earlier. Consider the following example:
5 REM Initialize all variables
10 D~,TA 10, ZO, -4, :JOO
ZO F,EAD A,[:,C,D

The statement on line lO specifies four numeric data values. These four values are
assigned to four numeric variables by the statement on line 20. After the statement
on line 20 is executed, A = 10 , B = 20, C = -4, and 0 = 300.
All the DATA statements in your program construct a single list of values (Figure
3-8). For example, a OAT A statement that specifies ten values would construct a
ten-entry list. Two DATA statements each specifying five of the ten data entries
would construct exactly the same list.
READ statements use a pointer to the list of DATA statement values. The
pointer starts at the beginning of the list. Each time a READ statement uses a value
from the list, it moves the pointer ahead to the next value (Figure 3-9). The first
READ statement executed in a program starts with the first value on the list and
takes values sequentially, assigning them to variables named in the READ statement. The second READ statement executed starts with the next unassigned list
value. The third READ statement executed picks up where the second one left off,
and so forth.
The DATA list can contain both numeric and string values. The values must be
constants, not expressions. The AT AR T computer will not evaluate expressions.
You can use scientific notation to exp ress numeric consta nts . Do not enclose string
constants in quotation marks. The AT ARI computer includes them as part of the
string value.
What you see is what you get. Look at these two statements:
10 DATA 0, -0.8,1.2558E3
20 DATA A+[:, TDTAL,NAMEt

The statement on line 10 has three numeric values: 0, -0.8, and 1255.8 (note the use
of scientific notation). The statement on line 20 has three string values. The first
value is three characters long: A + B. The second value is six characters long; th e
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1O.20, 30.40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90.100}

10 DATA

First list item_( 10
, 20
30
10, 20 , 30 , 40, 50 L..-"'-- 40

r

)
t 50

( 60
190 DATA

60.70. 80. 90. 100} _-..J ~~
) 90
( 100

___ Last list item

FIGURE 3-8. Building a list of va lu es with a DATA stateme nt

10 DATA

10, 20, 30.40.50.60.70.80. 90. 100 ---__....
Assigns
A = 10
________ B = 20 •
,..-"-..
C = 30

DATA List
{ 10
20
30
/ { ~~

220 READ A, B, C

C = 4 0 . . - / { 60

~D=50
-'-

340 READ C. D

/; ~~

70

100

A = 60
E = 70

/6:~~
~

490 READ A. E. F. G
500 READ B

• B = 100

FIGURE3-9. READ statements access the list of DATA values sequentially

blank space ahead of the word TOTAL is part of the string value. The third string
value is the five characters NAME$.
When yo u assign values to variables using a READ statement, each variable
must be the same type (string or numeric) as the corresponding value it is assigned
from the DATA statement list. Any character can be assigned to a string variable, so
no possibility of a type mismatch error exists. An error will occur if there is an
attempt to assign a string value to a numeric va riable.
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10 DATA

10,20, 30, 40, 50 , 60, 70,80, 90,100 - - - - - Assigns

.
.

DATA List

A = 10
20---{
C = 30

~~B=

220 READ A, B, C

{
C = 40/.

~D=50
--'-'

340 READ C , D
350 RESTORE-_ _ _ _ _-

10
20
30
40

SO
60
70
80
90
100

A = 10
E = 20

/~:~~
~

490 READ A, E, F, G
500 READ B
FIGURE

• B = 50

3-10. RESTORE statement starts over at the top of the list
of DATA statement values

RESTORE Statement
You can at any time send the pointer back to the beginning of the list of DA T A
statement values by executing a RESTORE statement (Figure 3-10). A variation of
the RESTORE statement lets you put the pointer at the first data value on a specific
line number. Here is an example:
10 DATA 1 .2.3 ,4,5
20 DATA 10, 2 0 , 30 , 40 , 50

:,)0 READ f'1
1.[ 0

F' 1'(1: N T f'l

49 REM Move DATA pointer to lin e 2 0
;.'j 0 F~E~,;T()F(E ? 0
I, 0 F~Ef'd) ,~,
70 F'F(lNT f'1

The READ statement on line 30 assigns the first value on the list of OAT A
statement values to variable A. The RESTORE statement on line 50 moves the
pointer to the start ofline 20. The next READ statement (line 60) picks up the first
value there and assigns it to variable A.
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DIM Statement
If yo u pla n to use arrays or string variab les in yo ur p rog ram , yo u need to declare
the ir ma x imum sizes (o r dimensions) in DIM statements. One DIM statement can
prov id e dime nsions for any numb er of a rrays and string variables, as long as the
sta tement fits on a sta nd a rd program line. The computer must first encounter a
str ing variable or array in a DI M stateme nt. Error 9 occurs if you try to use a string
va riable or a rra y with o ut first dimensioning it.
You dimension an array or stri ng varia bl e by stating its name and then specifying
it s maximum size . Enclose th e size in parentheses. On ly one- or two-dimension
numeric arrays a re allowed - no str ing arrays or numeric arrays with three or
more dimensions. The fo ll owi ng example dimen sio ns a five -character string, a
numeric array of 13 elements (0 throu gh 12), and a seco nd array of 20 elements:
10 DIM Sl$(5), N8(1 2), 8DWLER(1 .9 )

The number following a string va riable na me in a DI M stateme nt is the maximum lengt h that string can be during the program . The number (or numbers)
fo llowing a n array na me in a DI M stateme nt is equa l to the largest inde x value that
ca n occur in that particular ind ex positi o n. But re me mber that indexes begin at O.
Therefore SCORE( IO) dimens ions array SCORE( ) to have I I values , not 10, since
inde xes 0, 1,2,3,4, 5, 6, 7,8 , 9, a nd 10 will be allowed. BOWLER(8, 10) , likewise ,
specifies a two-dimension varia ble with 99 eleme nts , since the first dimension can
have va lu es 0, 1,2,3, etc., whil e the seco nd dimension ca n havevalu es O through 10.
You cannot use an array index hi g her than the number of elem ents you declared ;
eac h ind ex must ha ve a va lu e between 0 a nd the number of elements dimensioned .
You can ass ig n a str ing variab le a va lue that's too lo ng. The ATARI computer
assig ns the first part of the va lu e to the variable. It d isregards the extra c ha racters at
the end of the va lue.

Redimensioning Arrays and Strings
O nce yo u have dimensioned an ar ray or string variab le yo u cannot redimension it
unless yo u first clear it. ATAR I BASIC lets you undimension eve ry string va riable
and array, all at once. The CLR com ma nd does this. It also sets every simple
numeric varia bl e to 0 a nd rese ts th e pointer to the li st of DATA statemen t values,
li ke the RESTORE statement does. Thi s is shown in th e following example:
X"'J7
I'<E,0,DY
1::'I'<IN "r X
]7
I'<[~,D Y

10 DATA 1 ,2,3,4,5
I'<E,0,D

i~' ,

[:
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I:,[t-IDY
I"'F,INT
1

I~I

t

t:::

•..
"';

1:,[tIDY
CLF,
I, [ADY
F'F;: INT X
0
1:,[ I~I [) Y
F,EM) (.~
I:,EM)Y
F'F,INT
1

t [:

(.'1,[:
~~

F,E('~[)Y

~~:

BRANCH STATEMENTS
Statements within a BASIC program are normally executed in ascending order of
line numbers (Figure 3-1). Branch statements change this execution sequence.

GOTO Statement
GOTO is the simplest branch statement. It allows you to specify the statement
which will be executed next. Consider this program fragment:
~~ 0 I~I"'.(I
30 COlD 10 0
'10 [: "<5
~:i() C"'6
1 0 0 F'FUNl (I
110 F'IUNT D:«C

The statement on line 20 is an assignment statement ; it assigns a value to variable A.
The next statement is a GOTO; it specifies that program execution must branch to
line 100 . Therefore, the instruction execution sequence surround ing this part of the
program will be line 20, then line 30, then line 100. Of course, some other statement
must branch back to line 40. Otherwise the statements on lines 40 and 50 will never
be execu ted.
You can branch to any line number , even if the line has nothing but a remark on
it. However , the computer ignores the remark, so the effect is the same as branching
to the next line. For example, consider the following branch :

zo

t l '" '1
3 0 COlD 70
'I () [: ""~:;
10 REM This line i s cnls a reMark
no F'FUNl (.'1, [:
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Program execution branches from line 30 to line 70. There is nothing but a
remark on line 70, so the computer moves on to line 80, executing the statement
there. Even though you can branch to a remark, you might as well branch to the
next line, like this:
20 (~::::it
cl () COlD DO
it 0 [: '" ~.)

70 REM This l ine i s onls a reMark
tl 0 1:·r<lNl (" [:

The AT ARI computer will calculate the line number to branch to . Instead of an
actual line number, use a numeric expression, lik e this:
10 DAlA 0.1,2, 3,4
I'<Et,D (',
PIUNT (,
it () COlO :;) 0 X«(,+~"i 0
~.'i 0 1:·I<INT "LINE ~'.'i 0"
(,0 GUlO :;>, 0
B 0 I"F<INl "I...INE B 0"
'"i O COlD ~~O
110 1::·r':JNT "I... INE 110"
:l Z 0 1:<E~:>TDr(E
:1.30 COlD ? O
?O
30

The computer has to evaluate the expression on line 40 before it knows where to
go . It bra nches to line 50 if variable A is 0, to line 80 if A is I, or to line I 10 if A is 2.
Attempting to branch to a nonexistent line number causes an error. This is true
whether the computer has to calculate the line number or not.
To test the calculated GOTO statement, type in the following program, then
execute it by typing RUN:
'"i REM Initialize var i a ble B
:I. 0 [: ,,,ll
?O F'l'nNl B
:;) 0 t,""[:····3

'1 0 CD·TO
[ND

JO:«f,,+~'.'iO

~'iO

7'1

f<E~1

B '''I.+

DO F'IUNT [:
'Y 0 [: '" ~'i
100 COlD ;.~ 0
:I. O?
:l:l 0
1Z 0
1.30

f( [:t.j [: :::: ~.'i
F"fd:NT [:

[:":: :3
COlD 20

Can you account for the sequence in which digits display (4, 4 , 5,5, 3)? Try rewriting
the program so it displays the repeating sequence 3, 4, 5, 3,4, 5, 3, 4, 5, etc.
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Computed GOTO Statement
There is another kind of GOTO stateme nt that uses an expression a nd a list of line
numbers. The following progra m segment illu strates this type of statement:
10 DATA 0 , 1 ,2,3,4
20

f~Er,[)

{>,

30 f"1:UN T t,
10 ON A+1 GO TO 50,80 , 110
:"j 0 F'f~INT "LINE ~'j 0"
/" 0 GOlD 2 0
BO F'IUtH "LINE DO"
(;>0 CCllD 20

11 0
12 0

F'F~IN l

I I

L.IN E 110 "

f~ES TiJl:~E

130 GDlD / 0

The statement on line 40 is a computed GOTO. If variable A is 0, the program
branches to line 50 . If A is I, the program goes to line 80 ; if A is 2, execution
continues at line I 10.
The ON-GOTO statement contains a numeric expression and a list of line
numbers. The AT AR I computer evaluates the express ion . If its value is I, the
computer branches to the first lin e number on the li st; if2 , to the second; if3 , to the
third; and so forth . If the value is 0, or greater than the number of line numbers in
the list , the progra m just execu tes the statement right afte r the ON -GOTO
statement.
The expression can't have a nega tive value or a value greater than 255, or an error
results. The line numbers in the list ca n be numeric constants or expressions.
The following AT A RI BAS IC program demonstrates h ow the computed GOTO
statement works.
:I. 0 [:""'1
? 0 Pf~INl [:
3 0 1",,,,,[: ····2

10 ON A GOlD 180,70 , :1. 5 0
19 REM Va lu e is zero or l arge
~.'j [I
F'f(INT
ON CE t,Gt,JN
II

59 REM S t a rt over
6 0 GOlD 10
,~.)

'/ f( U1 [: "" ·<l

7 0 f"fGWi' [:

eo

I><'~

(;> 0 GCllD 30
:1. '1 ,) f( E 1'1 C<,'j
1 ::j 0 F' fU: Wf' [:

1 6 0 B<]
170 GOlD 2 0
:l 7(l REt1 [:"" 1
18 0 F'fU:tH [:

190 B"'6
2 00 GOlD :30

II
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LOOPS
GOTO and ON-GOTO statements let you create any sequence of statement execution that your program logic may require. But suppose you want to reexecute an
instruction (or a group of instructions) many times. For example, suppose array
variable A( ) has 100 elements, and each element needs to be assigned a value
ranging from 0 to 99. Writing 100 assignment statements would be incredibly
tiresome. Even using DATA and READ statements would be tedious. It is far
simpler to reexecute one statement 100 times in a loop .

FOR and NEXT Statements
You can create a loop using the FOR and NEXT statements, like this:
:1.0

DI~'j

,(',(')'1'")

20 FOR N=O TO 99 STEP 1
::l 0 (:) (N )'1
'to N[XT N

Statements between FOR and NEXT are executed repeatedly. In the above
example, a single assignment statement appears between FOR and NEXT; therefore this single statement is executed repeatedly. This kind of program structure is
called a FOR-NEXT loop.
So you can see the workings of FOR-NEXT loops, the following program displays the values it assigns to array A( ) within the loop:
:1.0 DU1 A(?9)

20 FOR N=O TO 99 STEP 1
JD (.) (N)""N
3~j ""IUNT A (N)
itO NEXT N
~'.) 0 END

When you run the program, it displays 100 numbers , starting at 0 and ending at 99.
Statements between FOR and NEXT are reexecuted the number of times specified by the index variable appearing directly after the keyword FOR; in the
illustration above this index variable is N. N is specified as going from 0 to 99 in
steps of I. Variable N also appears in the assignment statement on line 30. Therefore, the first time the assignment statement is executed, N will equal 0 and the
assignment statement will be executed as follows:
3()

A (0) "0

The value ofN Jtarts at 0 and increases by the step value , which is specified on line 20
as I. N therefore equals I the second time the assignment statement on line 30 is
executed. The assignment statement has effectively become this:
::)D (, (:I.) "":I.

Index variable N continues to be incremented by the specified step value until the
maximum value, 99 in this case, is reached or exceeded.
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The step does not require a value of I; it can have any numeric value. Change the
step to 5 on line 20 and reexecute the program. Now the assignment statement is
executed just 20 times. Incrementing the index va riable 19 times by 5 will take it to
95. The 20th increment will take it to 100 , which is more than the specified
maximum value of 99. Keeping the step at 5, you can cause the assignment
statement to be executed 100 times by increasing the maximum value of N to 500.
Try it. (Remember to change the DI M statement as well.)
The step size does not have to be positive. Hthe step size is negative , however, the
initial value of N must be larger than the final value of N. For example, if the step
sin: is -I and we want to initialize 100 elements of A( ) with values ranging from 0 to
09, then the statement on line 20 would have to be rewritten as follows:
:I. 0 Dlr'\

,~(

9'1')

20 FOR N=99 TO 0 STEP -:I.
:JO A (N) "'N
:J~j

PIUNT (, (N)

"10 NEXT N
~'jO

END

Execute this program to test the negative step.
If the step size is I (and this is frequently the case), you do not have to specify a
step size definition. Simply omit the keyword STEP and the step value. In the
absence of any definition , BASIC assumes a step size of I.
You may specify the initial and final index values and the step size using
expressions.

Nested Loops
The FOR-NEXT structure is referred to as a program loop since statement execution loops around from FOR to NEXT, then back to FOR. This loop structure is
very common. Almost every BASIC program you write will include one or more
such loops. Loops are so common that they are frequently nested one inside the
other like a set of mixing bowls. There can be any number of statements between
FO Rand N EXT. Frequently there are tens, or even hundreds of statements. A nd
within these tens or hundreds of statemen ts additional loops may occur. Figure 3-11
shows an example of a singl e level of nesting.
Complex loop structures appear freq uently , even in relatively short prog rams.
Figure 3-12 shows an example with the FOR and NEXT stateme nts but none of the
intermediate statements. I n this example, the outermost loop uses index variable N.
It contains three nested loops that use indexes X, Y, and Z. The X loop contains two
additional loops that use indexes A and B. The Y loop contains one nested loop that
uses index P. The Z loop contains no nested loops.
Loop structures are very easy to visualize and use. There is only one error which
yo u must avoid: do not terminate an outer loop before you terminate an inner loop .
Figure 3-13 illustrates such an illegal loop structure.
The AT ARI computer makes a note in its memory of the location of each FOR
statement it executes. That way it knows where to loop back to when it encounters a
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FIGURE 3-11.

Single-level FOR-NEXT nesting
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3-13, Illegal FOR-NEXT lo op nesting

NEXT statement. When the loop terminates , the computer erases the notation from
its memory . Therefore , if a program hab itu a lly branches o ut of FOR-NEXT lo ops,
memory gradually fills up with unexpunged FOR statement locatio n notations.
Eventually there will be no memory left, and the program will come to a ha lt.
Every NEXT statement mu st have a matching FOR statement. A n error occurs if
the computer cannot pair up a NEXT state ment with an earlier FOR statement.

SUBROUTINE STATEMENTS
Once you start writing programs that a re more than a few statements long , you will
find short sections of program that are used repeated ly. Suppose you have an array
variable (A( ), for exa mpl e) that is reinitialized frequently at different points in
your program. Would yo u simply repeat the three instructions that constitute the
FOR-N EXT loop that was described earlier? Since there are just three instructions ,
you may as well do so.
Suppose the loop has 10 or II instructions that process array data in some fashion
before it initializes the array. If yo u had to use this loop many times within one
program , rewriting the same 10 to 15 sta tements each time you wished to use the
loop would take time , but more importa ntl y it would waste a lot of computer
memory (Figure 3-14).
You could separate out the repeated statements and branch to them. The group of
statements is then referred to as a subroutine,
A problem arises, however. Branching from the main program to the subroutine
is simple enough. The subroutine has a specific starting line number, so you could
execute a GOTO statement whenever you wish to branch to a subroutine. But at the
end of the subroutine, to where do you return (Figure 3-15)? If two GOTO
statements branch to the su broutine , the subroutine may have to return to either
one. The solution is to use specia l subroutine stateme nts. Instea d ofa GOTO, use a
GOS U B statement.

GOSUB and RETURN Statements
The GOSUB statement branches in the same way as a GOTO , but in addition it
remembers the location to which it shou ld return (Figure 3-16). In com puter jargon,
we say GOSUB calls a sub routine .
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Subroutine

Main Program

2000T _.

I
I

-Start

100 GOSUB 2000

110

2150 RETURN -End

FIGURE

3-16. Branching to a subroutine with GOSUB

You end the subrol'tine with a RETURN statement. It causes a branch back to
the statement that follows the GOSUB statement. If the GOSUB statement is the
last one on the line, the program returns to the first statement on the next line .
The three-statement loop which initializes array A( ), if it were converted into a
subroutine, would look like lines 2000 through 2050 below:
10
20
30
40
50
60

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
Dlt'!

70

C[)~)l.JE:

80 REM

Main PrOgr aM
It is a good idea to
diMension all variables
together at the sta rt of
the Main prograM
(,('/'1')

2000

Di5pl a~

'? 0 PI'~:INT
:l00 END

proof of return

"I',ETUI',N[J:)"

2000 REM Subroutine starts
20 10 FOR N=O TO 99
2 () Z O A(N)""N
2030 PIUNT (',(N)
ZOllO NEXT N
2 0 ~"j 0 I',ETUI',N

POP Statement
Under some circumstances you will not want a subroutine to return to the statement
following the GOSUB statement. You might be tempted to just use a GOTO
statement to return , but that can cause a problem because BASIC is stil l remembering to where it shou ld return. In cases lik e this, use the POP statement. Otherwise
you risk an error caused by the accumulation of unused return locations. All POP
does is make BASIC forget the most recent return location. You can then use a
GOTO statement to branch somewhere else in the program .
Bypass the RETURN statement sparingly. Using POP excessively to enable
GOTO branching out of subroutines leads to tangled, confusing programs.
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Nested Subroutines
Subroutines can be nested . That is, a subroutine can itself call another subroutine,
which in turn can call a third subroutine , a nd so on. Vou do not have to do anything
special in order to use nested subroutines. Simply branch to the subroutine using a
GOS UB sta tement and end the subroutin e with a RETU RN statement. BASIC will
remember the correct line number for eac h nested return.
The following program illu strates nested subroutines:
10 REM Main PrograM
20 REM It is ill good idea to
30 REM diMension all variables
40 REM together at the start o f
50 REM the Main progr aM
(,0 DIM ( , ('.1<;')
7 0 CCl ~:; u[: ;->' 000
80 REM Displa~ proof of ret urn
<;' 0 1::' r(lN T "r(ETUr(NED"
100 END

2000 REM Subro utine starts
2 010 FOR N=O TO '.19
;'. 02 0 ("(N)""!'!
2 0 29 REM Subr. displa~s val u e
203 0
20"10
20~jO

GD~) UE::

3000

~~EXT

N
1:(ETU r(N

3000 REM Nested su broutin e s tart
::; 010 !"I<Un A ( N)
3 020 r(ETUF(r'j

This progra m moves the PRINT A(N) state ment out of the subroutine at line 2000
and puts it into a nested subroutine at line 3000. Not hing else changes.
While it is perfectly acceptable a nd even d es ira ble for one subroutine to call
ano ther , a subr o ut ine canno t call it se lf. Neither can a subroutine ca ll another
subroutine which in turn ca ll s the first subr outine. T hi s is called recursion, and is
not allowed in BASIC on the ATARI comp uter.
You can specify the line numb er in a GOSUB statement with a numeric expressio n, as follows:
100 CDS UE:: A*500 +2 000
110 r(cr1

The ATAR I computer eva luates the express ion on line 100 , then branches to the
line number that results .
Calling a non ex iste nt subroutine causes an error. This is true whether or not the
computer has to calculate the line number.

Computed COSUB Statement
GOTO and GOSUB state ment logic is ve ry similar. It should be no surprise that
there is a co mputed GOSU B statement ak in to th e computed GOTO statement. The
ON-GOSUB statement co ntains a n express ion and a list of line numbers. The
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ATARI computer evaluates the expression. If its value is I, the computer calls the
first subroutine on the list; if 2, the second; and so forth. If the value is 0, or greater
than the number ofline numbers on the list, the program just executes the statement
right after the ON-GOSU B statement . The expression can't have a negative value or
a value greater than 255, or an error results.
The program remembers where the ON-GOSU B statement is. No matter which
subroutine gets called, the next RETURN statement branches back to the remembered line number.
You can nest subroutines using ON-GOSUB statements , just as you can nest
subroutines using standard GOSUB statements.
Here is an example of an ON-GOSUB statement:
100 ON A COSUS 1000,500,5000, 2 300
:1.1 () F(EM

If A is 1, a subroutine beginning at line 1000 is called . If A is 2, a subroutine
beginning at line 500 is called. If A is 3, a subroutine beginning at line 5000 is called.
If A is 4, a subroutine beginning at line 2300 is called. If A has any value other than I
through 4, program execution falls through to line 110 (no subroutine is called).

CONDITIONAL EXECUTION
ON-GOTO and ON-GOS U B are conditional statements. That is , the exact flow of
program execution depends on the values of one or more variables which can
change as the program is running. The exact program flow depends on the condition of the variables.

IF-THEN Statement
The IF-THEN statement is another conditional statement. It has the general form
IF expression THEN statement

If the expression is true, then the statement is executed. Relational and Boolean
expressions are most common with IF-THEN statements, but numeric expressions
can be used as well. This statement gives a BASIC program real decision-making
capabilities. Here are three simple examples of IF-THEN statements:
10 IF A=S+5 THEN PRINT MSGS
CC~I;"""t1"
THEN IN""O
50 IF Q(11 AND M(Ml THEN GOTO 66

.itO IF

The statement on line 10 causes aPR INT statement to be executed if the value of
variable A is five more than the value of variable B. The PRINT statement will not
be executed otherwise. The statement on line 40 sets numeric variable IN to 0 if
string variable CC$ is the letter M . The statement on line 50 causes program
execution to branch to line 66 if variable Q is less than 14, and variable M is less than
variable M I. Both conditions must be true or program execution will continue with
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the statement on the next line. If you do not understand the evaluation of expressions following IF, then refer to the discussion of expressions given earlier in this
chapter.
An IF-THEN statement can be followed by other statements on the same
program line . AT ARI BASIC executes statements that follow an IF-THEN statement on the same line only if the expression in the IF-THEN statement is true. If the
expression is false , program execution drops down to the first statement on the next
program line. Consider the following program segment:
J. 0 :IT' 1):>:1. 0 0 THE N F'I'UNT "DEI-·Hoy WIN!:;"; GO

2 0 T=T+V:F'RINT T
The program will print the message DEWEY WINS and call the subroutine at line
2000 only if the value of variable V is greater than 100. If V is less than or equal to
100, the program will not print the message or call the subroutine, but will instead
proceed directly to the first statement on line 20.
A second form of the IF-THEN statement is available in ATARI BASIC.
Whenever the conditionally executed statement is a GOTO statement, you can omit
the word GOTO if you wish . The following two statements are equivalent:

:1.0 IF MM$ =DDS THEN GDTD :1.00
10 IF MM$=DD$ THEN :1.00

INPUT AND OUTPUT STATEMENTS
There are a variety of BASIC statements that control the transfer of data to and
from the computer. Collectively these are referred to as input! output statements.
The simplest input / output statements control data input from the keyboard and
data output to the display screen . These simple input/ output statements will be
discussed in the paragraph s that follow . But there are also more complex
input / output statements that control data transfer between the computer and
peripheral devices such as the program recorder, disk drives , and printers. These
more complex input / output stateme nts are described in Chapters 4 through 7.
Chapters 8 and 9 cover output statements to the display screen for graphics .
Chapter 10 investigates outputting sound to the television.
We have already encountered the PRINT statement, which outputs data to the
display screen. We will discuss this statement first , before looking at input
statements.

PRINT Statement
Why use the word PRINT instead of DISPLA Y or some abbreviation of the word
"display"? In the early 1960s, when the BASIC programming language was being
created, displays were very expensive and generally unavailable on medium- or
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low-cost computers. The standard computer terminal had a keyboard and a printer.
Information was printed where today it is displayed ; hence the use of the word
PRINT to describe a statement which causes a display .
The PRINT statement will display text or numbers. For example, this statement
will display the single word TEXT:
:[ 0 f"F,IN 'f "TE XT"

To display a number, you place the number, or a variable name , after PRINT,
like this:
1 0 '~ "" 1. 0
'2. 0 F' Fa rrf

~:j,

i",

The statement above displays the numbers 5 and 10 on the same line.
You can display a mixture of text and numbers by listing the information to be
displayed after the word PRINT. Use commas to separate individual items. The
following PRINT statement displays the words ONE, TWO, TH REE, FO U R, and
FIVE, interspersed with the numerals that correspond to each word:
10 F'IUNT "ONE",:L,"·f!·l(j" ,Z, "TI·H'[[" ,::l, "FD

Uf,", '1 t "FIVE::" t:5
20 END

If you separate variables with commas, as we did above, then the AT ARI
computer automatically allocates a fixed number of spaces for each item displayed.
Try executing the program above to prove this. If you want the display to remove
spaces, separate the variables and constants using semicolons, like this:
:[ () F' I:, :r: Nf " Cl NE " • :[ , "T !,~ Cl " ; z ; "T Hr, E:: [ " ; J ; "I" Cl
; ~:j

ur::" ; "{ ; "Flt.J["
ZO END

Run this program to see how the semicolons work.
You will recall from Chapter 2 that the cursor is the white square that marks the
location where the next character you type will appear on the display screen. The
PRINT statement also uses it. The first item in a PRINT statement is displayed at
the location of the cursor.
A PR INT statement will automatically return the cursor to the left margin as its
last action. In computer jargon, this is called a carriage return. When the PRINT
statement performs the carriage return , it also drops the cursor down one line. This
is called a line feed. You can suppress the carriage return and line feed by putting a
comma or a semicolon after the last value in the PRINT list. A comma occurring
after the last value will move the cursor to where the next value would be displayed,
if there were one. The next PRINT statement starts there. To illustrate this, type in
the following three-statement program and run it:
:J. 0 I::' '''TNT "ONE " .:I., " THCl" , l
2 0 F'F\lN T " ·fl·II:,EE " . 3, "FUl.H' " • 'I
:30 END
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Output occurs on two lines. Add a comma to the end of the statement on line 10 and
again execute the program . The two lines of display now occur on a singie line.
Now replace the comma at the end of line 10 with a semicolon and again run the
program. The display occurs on a single line, but the space between the numeral 2
and the word THREE has been removed. By changing other commas to
semicolons you can selectively remove additional spaces.
Numerals have been displayed thus far by inserting them directly into the PRINT
statement. You can, if you wish, display the values of variables instead. The
following program does the same thing as the first PRINT statement example, but
uses array A( ) to create digits. Enter and run this program.
:'j

DIM A(:'j )

lO FOri: N"" l TO !'.'j
Z 0 (, ( N ) "" N
30 NE)(r I~
't () I::' 1'( I NT" 0 N I:: " ; (~, ( 1 ) ; "T !,~ Cl " ; ,:,, ( ;:: ) ; "T H1'( I:::
;r, (:,l ;> ; "F 0 U1'( " i ,:~, ( i t) ; " I':':X: vI::: " ; ,0, ( !"j )
:5 0 U~[)

You can put the displayed words into a string variable and move the PRINT
statement into a FOR-NEXT loop by changing the program as follows :
1 D DU·j

N~I; (:.'j)

20 DATA ONE,TWO , THRI:::I:::,FDUR , FIVI:::
:]0 Fell'( N""l TD !"j

't 0 I'(E(,D N~I;
!"jO PF(IN 'r N~I;; N ;
(,I) NE XT N
69 RI:::M Return cur s or to left Margin
70 PI'(INT

no

I:::ND

Notice the simple PRINT statement on line 70. It performs a carriage return and
line feed, returning the cursor to the left margin.

INPUT Statement
When the computer executes an INPUT statement, it waits for input from the
keyboard. Until the computer gets the input it requires, nothing else will happen .
In its simplest form , an INPUT statement begins with the word INPUT and is
followed by a variable name. Data entered from the keyboard is assigned to the
named variable. The variable name type determines the type of data that must be
entered. A numeric variable name can be satisfied only by numeric input. To
demonstrate numeric input, key in the following short program and run it (try
entering some alphabetic data and see what happens):
lO INI::'UT
ZO F'FUNT

I~
I~

REM End progr a M if
:]0 IF A= O THEN END
ilO COTD :I. 0
Z5

0

entered
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Upon executing an INPUT statement, the computer displays a question mark,
then waits for your entry. The program above displays each key as you press it. In
computer jargon, the display screen echoes the keyboard. Press the RETURN key to
end your entry for the INPUT statement. The PRINT Gtatement on line 20 displays
the number you entered, so the number actually appears twice in this program. The
first display occurs when the IN PUT statement on line lOis executed and you make
an entry at the keyboard. The second display is in response to the PRINT statement
on line 20.
The INPUT statement can input more than one value at a time . To do this, list all
the variables for which yo u want to input values following the word INPUT.
Separate the variables with commas. When such an INPUT statement is executed ,
you must respond with a separate value for each variable. Press the RETURN key
after each value. Be sure each value is the same type as the variable to which it will be
assigned.
When you respond to an IN PUT statement, do not use commas as punctuation in
large numbers; enter 1000, not 1,000.
The following example inputs two numeric values then displays these inputs:
ZO INPUT (~,[:
::10 P FnHf ('" [:
35 REM End pro graM if 0 i s entered

40 IF A=O DR [:=0 THEN END
~jO

GOlD ZO

Run the program above and enter one number followed by a comma, then
another number, and then press RETU RN. Now try something a bit different. Enter
one number and press RETURN. As you can see, the AT ARI computer reminds you
to enter the next value. Enter another number and press RETURN. Thus, when an
INPUT statement calls for more than one numeric value, you have a choice of
entering all the values on one line, separated by commas, or entering them on
separate lines.
The INPUT statement works somewhat differently with string variables. Try this
example:
:1.0 Dnl

,~d;«i')

INPUT (~;I;
Z9 REM End prograM if null entrs

Z()

3D
'10
~50

IF

P,;I;,;,;""

TH[N END

PI'<INT (,'I;
GDlD ::::0

String variable A$ is only dimensioned for nine characters. Try entering more.
AT ARI BASIC ignores the extra characters.
You have to enter each string value on a separate line. If an INPUT statement
specifies a list of variables and there are string variables in the list, the associated
string values must be entered on separate lines. This is because AT ARI BASIC lets
you include commas as part of a string value. You can prove this for yourself by
running the example program above and entering the stri ng value DOE, JOHN .
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The following program illustrates what happens when a string variable is one of
several variables in an INPUT statement list. Experiment with this program. Try to
enter all four values on the same line, separated by commas. What happens? Try
entering each value on a separate line . See what happens if you enter a numeric
value or a comma as part of a string value.

10 DIM AS(10),BS ( 10)
20 INPUT AS,A,BS,B
3 0 PRINT AS , A,B S, B
3 5 REM End prog ra M if null
'10 II:: (.:1 ,1;"" "" THE N END
~ ) 0 COrD Z 0

entr~

Editing During INPUT
You can use all the regular editing keys when responding to an INPUT statement:
the arrow keys , the INSERT and DELETE keys, the TAB key, and the BACK S key. They
all work with responses to INPUT as they would when changing program lines.
Bear in mind that the line at which you press RETURN is the line that the INPUT
statement gets . Try using the editing keys with the last example program.

INPUT Statement Prompts
The INPUT statement is very fussy ; its syntax is too demanding for any normal
human operator. Imagine some poor person who knows nothing about programming. On encountering the kind of error message that can occur if one comma
happens to be out of place, he or she will give up in despair. You are therefore likely
to spend a lot of time writing "idiot-proof" data entry programs. These are programs which are designed to watch out for every type of mistake that a person can
make when entering data . An idiot-proof program will cope with errors in a way
that anyone can understand.
One simple trick is to display a short message that describes the expected input.
You do this with a PRINT statement just before the I N PUT statement. The
displayed message is called a prompt message. It appears in the PRINT statement as
a string constant or variable. The message will be displayed on the same line as the
input request if you end the PRINT statement with a semicolon. Here is an example:
9 REM Test Multiplication facts
10 I::· OF, ~~"':I. TO 'y
~'. 0 PFUHf "HOW t'fl.JCHU; "; N ; ":1<';>" ;
:] 0 INPUT tIN~:;
39 REM If wron g a n s wer, t r ~ a gain

40 IF AN S<> N* 9 THEN GOTO 2 0
4 9 REM El s e do n ext pr o bl e M
~'jO PFDHl" "M::~:; DLl.JTEI... Y F([CHT!"
6 0 NE XT N
7 0 END

This certainly beats trying to guess which INPUT statement you are supposed to
answer.
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HAL TING AND RESUMING PROGRAM EXECUTION
If a program is running and you want to stop it, press BREAK. You will see a message
like this:
STOPPED AT LINE 1200
Instead of 1200, the ATARI computer displays the actual line number at which
program execution halted. The computer then returns to immediate mode. It
finishes only the statement it was executing; it will begin no new statement.
You can continue program execution by typing the command CO NT. The
computer does not pick up exactly where it left off. Execution resumes at the start of
the next program line. For example, suppose you are running the Expense Analysis
program (Figure 3-17) , and press BREAK while the computer is executing the
INPUT statement on line 50 . When you type CONT, the program resumes at line
60. The computer does not complete line 50 . This causes problems later in the
program. Try it yourself.
If you are already in immediate mode , BREAK merely cancels the line you were
typing.

9

RE~

Anal~ze

Monthl~

expenses

10 DIM EXPNS$(10),SPENT(4 )

19 REM Expense

categor~

naMe s

20 DATA RENT,PHONE,GAS,ELECTRIC,FOOD

29 REM Enter expenses

rem N'-"O TD 4
40 READ EXPNSS:PRINT EXPNSS;
50 INPUT X:SPENT(N)=X
60 NEXT N
69 REM Enter incoMe
70 PI:;:INT : PF~INT "INCDME";
80 INPUT INCOME
89 REM Now COMpare inc. & expo
90 PIUNT : PFnNT : PIUNT "ANAl..YSIS--·-"
100 PIUNT
30

i:l 0
120

I:;:ESTm~E

Fm~

N"O TO

't

13 0 F~EA[) E XPN~3~~
139 REM Calc. & print percentages

140 prUNT EXPN~31; ;" IE,
ElKiOO;" % OF INCDME"
1~)0 NEXT N
160 END

FIGURE 3-17. Expense Anal ys is program listing

"; SPENT (N) lIN COM
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Key

You can of course interrupt your program at any time by pressing the SYSTEM
RESET key . This is , however, a drastic measure. The program stops dead in its
tracks. The display screen clears . The computer goes through an initialization
process and returns to immediate mode. You can try continuing the program with
the CONT command. As with the BREAK key, execution resumes with the program
line after the one where the reset occurred. The more complex the program, the
smaller your chances of continuing successfully after a reset.

The END Statement
The program will halt execution when it encounters an END statement, as described earlier in this chapter. The READY message appears on the display screen.
The computer returns to immediate mode .
As with the BREAK key , you can continue program execution by typing the
command CONT. Execution resumes at the program line after the one containing
the EN D statement. Add the following line to the Expense Analysis program
(Figure 3-17) :
6:5 END:?

"W(,I . I'(l.J ~:;"

Run the program. When it stops, type CONT and press RETURN. Execution
continues at line 70; the PRINT statement at the end of line 65 is never executed .

The STOP Statement
ATARI BASIC has another statement which will halt program execution: the
STOP state ment. The STOP statement displays a message like this:
STOPPED AT LINE 1200

Instead of 1200, the computer displays the actual line number of the STOP statement , then returns to immediate mode.
You can co ntinue program execution by typing the command CONT. Execution
resumes at the start of the program line after the STOP statement. To see how this
works , add the following line to the Expense Analysis program (Figure 3-17):

Run the program. Use the CON Tcommand to continue the program when it stops
at line 65 . The seco nd statement on line 65 is not executed. The computer resumes
execution at the beginning of line 70.

FUNCTIONS
Another element of BASIC is the function. In some ways functions look like
variables. In other ways they act more like BASIC statements. The discussion that
follows shows you how to use functions. Chapter II has a complete list offunctions,
in alphabetical order.
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Consider the following assignment statement:

The variable A is set equal to the square root of the variable B. The keyword SQR
specifies the square root function .
Here is a string function:
Z 0 L"' I...EN (

[)~I;)

In this example the numeric variable L is set equal to the length of string variable
0$.
All functions except one have the same format (Figure 3-18) . You specify a
function with a keyword (like SQR for square root). In this respect functions are
similar to statements . But function s are always followed by one argument. (The
exception is USR , which can have more than one argument.) The argument is
enclosed in parentheses .
The function performs standard calculations or other operations on the argument. It comes up with a value which can be used exactly like any variable or
constant. Some functions yield numeric values, while others yield strings. For
example, the SQR function always calculates the square root of its single numeric
argument. The LEN function always counts the number of active characters in its
single string argument.
Functions can be substituted for variables or constants anywhere in a BASIC
statement, except to the left of an equal sign. In other words, you can say that
A = SQR(B), but you cannot say that SQR(A) = B.
Every function in a BASIC statement is reduced to a single numeric or string
value before any other parts of the BASIC statement are evaluated . Function
arguments can be constants, variables , or expressions. Therefore, before the computer can perform the function , it may have to evaluate the function argument. It
can then app ly the function to the argument, yielding the final numeric or string
value. Not until all functions in a given expression are eva luated is the expression
itself evaluated. For example, consid e r the following statement:
10 8=Z4.7*(SQR(C)+5)-SIN(O.Z+[))

jime/ion

(argument)

~

'-v--'

L
FIGURE

3-18. Function form a t

Co nstant , varia ble, or expression;
stnng or numenc
as function requ ires
Keyword that specifies
the functi on
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The AT ARI computer evaluates the SQR function as soon as it retrieves the value
of variable C. Then it evaluates the expression 0.2 + 0 and applies the SIN function
to it. Finally it uses the function results in evaluating the entire expression. Suppose
SQR(C) = 6.72 and SIN(0.2 + D) = 0.625. The expression is first reduced to
24.7 * (6.72 + 5) - 0.625. Then this simpler expression is evaluated. Variable B,
then , is 288.859.

Numeric Functions
Here is a list of the numeric functions that you can use in AT ARI BASIC:
SGN

Returns the sign of an argument: + I for a positive argument, -I for a negative
argument, 0 for a zero argument.

ABS

Returns the absolute va lue of an argument. A positive argument does not
change; a negative argument is converted to its positive equivalent.

RND
INT

Generates a random number between 0 and I.
Truncates the fractional part of the argument value.

SQR

Computes the square root of the argument.

EXP

Raises the constant e (2 .71828179) to the power of the argument (e

LOG

Returns the natura l logarithm of the argument.

CLOG
SIN

arg

).

Returns the common logarithm of the argument.
Returns the trigonometric sine of the argument.

COS

Returns the trigonometric cosine of the argument.

ATN

Returns the trigonometric arctangent of the argument.

Using Numeric Functions
Use functions freely wherever they make your programming job easier. You need
not bother with numeric functions you do not already understand, however. For
example, if you do not understand trigonometry, you are unlikely to use SIN, COS,
and ATN functions in your programs.
The following short program uses a numeric function:
10 PFUNT "EntE.'r a nUMber";
20 INPUT A
29 REM DeterMine sign pf entr~
30 E:=SGN (A>
40 PRINT A;" is ";
50 IF [:~1 THEN PRINT "positive.":GDTD
10
6 0 IF E::=-1

THEN PFUNT

"roe(3at i ve. " : GDTD

10
69 REM IF E: isn ' t
70 PF<INT "neithE~r

..

1 or

-1,

positiVE~

Must be 0
nOT' negativ

e "
80 GOTD 10

This program figures out whether a number entered at the keyboard is positive,
negative, or neither.
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Degrees and Radians in Trigonometric Functions
The three trigonometric functions normally measure angles in radians. You can
change to degrees by executing the DEG statement before using the trigonometric
functions. Executing the RAD statement switches back to radians. Here are some
examples:

DEC
I'(Ef~[)Y

';; SI N (?O)

1

\:( [I,[)Y
I'(AD
I'(EIH)Y
';) t; IN (1, :':;71)
() • ()'j")999'tD:,lJ

F(EADY

String Functions
String functions allow you to manipulate string data in a variety of ways. Here is a
list of the string functions that you can use in AT ARI BASIC (see Chapter 4 for
more information).
ADR
ASC

Determines where in memory a string is stored.
Converts a string character to its standard numeric code (A T ASCII) equivalent.

LEN
STR$

Counts the number of characters contained in a te xt string.
Converts a numeric value to a string of digits.

V AL

Converts a string of digits to its equivalent numeric value .

CHR$

Converts a numeric (AT ASCII) code to its equivalent te xt character.

String functions let you determine the length of a str ing and convert numeric
values, numeric (ASCII) codes, and string characters. Here are some examples:
STR$(14)
LEN(" ABC")
VAL("14")

Converts 14 to "14".
Determines the length of the string , in this case , 3.
Converts "14" to 14.

System Functions
Some functions give you access to the AT ARI computer on a more fundamental
level than does BASIC in general. Chapter 4 discusses how to use these functions .
PEEK
FRE

Fetches the contents of a memory location .
Returns available free space- the number of unused RAM memory bytes.
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USR
PADDLE
PTRIG
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Transfers control of the ATARI comp uter to a machine language program .
Reports the position of the paddle controller knob.
Indicates whether the paddle controller button is being pushed.

STICK

Reports which way the joystick contro ller is leaning.

STRIG

Indicates whether the joys tick controller button is being pushed .

4

ADVANCED
BASIC
PROGRAMMING
This chapter carries on from Chapter 3 in describing how to program the AT ARI
computer in BASIC. It covers many new BASIC statements and explores new
facets of some familiar ones . Chapter 3 taught you enough to let you make your
computer do some fancy tricks; this chapter shows you how to make it a useful tool.

USING STRINGS
The earliest computers were only able to use numbers . This made it difficult for the
average user to communicate with them. AT ARI BASIC makes it easy to use
characters, not just numbers , in string values. To write a truly effective program,
you need to learn as many string handling techniques as you can.

How Strings are Stored
In order to make full use of strings , you must understand how characters are stored
in the AT ARI computer's memory. This concept is really very simple. Computer
memory can store numbers , but not characters. Characters are therefore converted
to numbers. The AT ARI computer uses a special numeric code, a variation of the
standard code that most computers use. The standard code is called ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange). The ATARI computer uses a
slightly different code, called AT ASCII (AT ARI ASCII). For example, the
AT ASCII code for the letter A is 65, for B it is 66, Cis 67, and so on. You will find a
complete table of AT ASCII codes and characters in Appendix D.
103
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The ASC function converts the first character of a string to its AT ASCII code. To
see how this works, try the following program:
10 DIM M(l)
20 PRINT "Enter one character";
30 INPUT A$
40 PF~INT "The ATASCII code for ";A$;"
is:1I

50 PRINT ASC(A$)
59 REM Use BREAK ke~ to stop prograM
60 GOTO 20
RUN
Enter one character?A
The ATASCII code for A is:
65
Enter one character?8
The ATASCII code for 8 is:
56
Enter one character? m

Escape Sequences
Have you tried to assign any of the cursor movement characters, like - (CTRL-+), to
a string variable? Or have you tried 'to put them in a PRINT statement string
constant? Unless you divined the way to do it from Appendix D, you probably met
with no success .
There is a way to get special characters into a string. Fjrst press the ESC key, then
type the keystroke that yields the special character. This process is called an escape
sequence. We designate an escape sequence by prefixing the name of the second
keystroke with ESC\. For example, ESC\CTR L-+ means press the ESC key, release it ,
then press the CTR Land + keys simultaneously. The cursor doesn't move left, as it
would had you not pressed the ESC key. Instead, the escape sequence generates a
single character. In this case, the character is AT ASCII code 30. If you print that
character, then the cursor moves left. Table 4-1 lists all the escape sequences and the
characters they produce.
What you see when you type an escape sequence is not exactly what you get as a
string character. For example, type ESC\CTRL-+ and you will see the character -.
Strictly speaking, this is not the character that goes in the string. You can see this for
yourself in immediate mode . Try the following example (where you see the character in the PRINT statement, type ESC\CTRL-+):

r-rGNT "(,rn--N"
(,NT
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4-1. Escape Sequences
Keystroke

Echoed
Character

ATASCII
Code

String
Character

~

27
126
127

Escape code
Cursor left, replace with blank space
Cursor right to next tab stop

ESC\ESC
ESC\BACK S
ESC\TAB

[!J
[!J

ESC\ CTRL-ESC\ CTRL-=
ESC\ CTRL-+
ESC\ CTRL-*

[!J
[±j

ESC\ CTRL-BACK S
ESC\ CTRL- >
ESC\ CTRL- <
ESC\CTRL-TAB
ESC\CTRL-2

[)
[]
~

ESC\SHIFT-BACK S
ESC\SHIFT- >
ESC\SHIFT- <
ESC\SHIFT-TAB

[)
f]

~
~

a

[J

~

D

28
29
30
31

Cursor
Cursor
Cursor
Cursor

up
down
left
right

254
255
125
158
253

Delete character
I nsert character
Clear screen
Clear tab stop
Sound built-in speaker

156
157
125
159

Delete line
Insert line
Clear screen
Set tab stop

It is possible to display the exact characters you see when you type an escape
sequence. You simply precede each escape sequence character with the special
escape sequence ESC\ ESC. Try the following example (where you see"", type
ESC\CTRL- =; where you see Ii: , type ESC\ESC):
PFn:NT "1i:",,1i:",,"

""""
F(EADY

:t'

The CHR$ Function
In AT ARI BASIC, you can produce a character directly from its AT ASCII code
number. The CHR$ function translates an AT ASCII code number into its character equivalent. For example, to create the symbol "$", first find its AT ASCII code in
Appendix D. Then use the code with CHR$, as follows:
PFUNT CHF($ (36)
$

F(EADY
~J

The CHR$ function works equally well with any AT ASCII code. Experiment in
immediate mode using numbers between 0 and 255.
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You can use the CH R$ function in conjunction with regular strings in a PRINT
statement, as follows:
'? CHF($ (:34) ; "Ch.1E.'en of
::1'1) ; CHIN (2;';3)

";

CHf(~~

(123) ;

CHF(~I;

(

"ClU€H~n of . "
f(EADY

m
The CHR$ function lets you include otherwise unavailable characters like quotation marks as part of a string value.

Substrings
There is a way to extract only part of a string variable's value. Pieces of string values
are called substrings. To designate a substring, first specify the string variable name .
Immediately following that, in parentheses, state the position of the first and last
characters to use. For example, suppose the present value of string variable A$ is the
six characters ABCDEF. A$(2,4) specifies the substring BCD, the second through
the fourth characters in the string. Substrings may look like array elements, but
remember that ATARI BASIC does not allow string arrays.
Specifying the position of the last character in a substring is optional. If the last
character is not specified, BASIC assumes you want the entire right-hand portion of
the string. For example, if A$ is ABCDEF as before, A$(2) specifies the substring
BCDEF. In this case, the end of the substring is the same as the end of the whole
string.
You can specify the first and last character positions with a numeric constant,
variable, or expression.
A substring can be on the left-hand side of an equal sign in an assignment
statement, as shown in the following example:
J.O DUi "',~H20;'
20 A'~''' ' 'I''·IF(~:;T
30

'ID

,~,:I;

("/
? t-d;

Ni~,ME"

t?) '" "[:,~~:;"

F(uN

FIr(ST

[:,~~3E

F([{~DY

m
Error number 5 occurs if there is any problem with the substring specification.
The last substring character cannot come before the first. For example, with A$ still
ABCDEF, substrings A$(4,3) and A$(7,1) will cause error 5. Neither the first nor
the last character numbers can be o.

String Concatenation
You canjoin strings together to form one longer string. This is called concatenation
(Figure 4-1). With concatenation, you can develop strings of any length. The only
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\ STRINGI \ + \ STRING2 \

+
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E~

Becomes

\ STRING!

ISTRING2 1 STRING3 1

FIG URE 4-1. String Conca tenation

limit is the amount of RAM available. The LEN function allows you to concatenate
strings in AT ARI BASIC. Here is an example:
10 DIM A$(10),8'CI0),C$C10)
;:~

0

A ~~'"''

WIND"

:;) 0

EN~~ "PIPE"

'to

C~;" "L.INE"

50 A$CLENCAS)+1) =8S
60 PFUNT

A ~I;

7 0 B$(LENCBS)+l) = CS
DO PFUNT
90 END

[: ~~

FWN
WINDPII"'E

PIPELINE
F(EADY
~

If you wish to concatenate strings for output only, it is just as easy to use the
PRINT statement with semicolon separators between strings. The previous program could be rewritten as follows:
10 DIM A$('t) , 8'C't) , C$C't)
2 0 A~; "" " WIND"
::l () [:$ """ PIPE"

'I 0

C~;"""

LINE"

5 0 F" F([NT
60 P!:UNT

('I~;; [: ~~
[:~;; C~!;

7 0 END
FWN
WINDPIPE
PIPELINE

F,EAD Y

m

This version prod uces exactly the same output as the first version, but uses fewer
statements and shorter string variab les to do it. This is definitely an improvement,
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unless of course you want to use the concatenated strings again in the same
program.

Graphics Characters
The AT ARI computer has 29 special graphics characters you can generate from the
keyboard by using the CTRL key in conjunction with other keys . These are listed in
Appendix D. You can use these characters in string values just as you would use any
other character. By combining graphics characters in the right sequence, you can
draw pictures . For example, you can use them to draw a playing card. Use the I and
\ characters (CTRL-F and CTRL-G) for the corners . The - character (CTR L-M) will
draw the top of the card, the _ character (CTR L.-N) the bottom, I (CTRL.-V) the left
edge, and the I character (CTRL.-B) the right edge. CTRL.-; is the" character. The
following program will draw the ace of spades.
1- -

:l 0 0 ? " ,..
1 :I. 0 ' ;:. II [

.• _- - .. ~ . -

- .. -

_.'W.. _ \

,"
I

(:'[

"I
:1.30 ? "I

I'

110 ? "I
1::; 0 '? "!

I'

l:lO

r)

til

I"
,
I

U.O '? III
170 ? "I
lBO ? "I
1"10 '? "I

200
21 0
220
23()
240

';)

I"
1"

I"
l"
I"

"I

,", "I
? "I
'i)
?

I"

I"
"\_._------- ---,.'"
"I

i::j

Notice that many of the lines in this program print exactly the same string. It
would be much more efficient to establish a string variable with a value equal to the
string printed on line 120. Then instead of repeating the string constant, the
program could simply print the string variable.

Numeric Strings
A numeric string is a string whose contents can be evaluated as a number. Numeric
values can be converted to numeric strings using the STR$ funcion. The general rule
is that a numeric value is converted to a string in the same format in which it would
appear in PRINT statement output. If the numeric value would display with a
minus sign, the first character of the string is a minus sign. If the numeric value is
very large or very small, it is expressed in scientific notation when it is either
displayed or converted to a numeric string. This is illustrated in the following
program:
10 DIM N~I;(2())
20 ? "El"lt,0T~ a l"Iuf. . . b(·'21~
~lO INPUT N

";
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it 0 N~I;""~:;TI:(~I; (N)
50? "NuME·r:i.c ";N
C,O '? " tj t T' :i. r·, (J "; N;1;
69 REM Use BREAK ke~ to end
70 GOrD 20
[(UN
Enter a nUMber'?-.0098
N'-'I''I(~r

ie ····9. BE····O 3

:i.r·,g
Enter a
NUMeric
Stl'ing
EntE··{' a
~:;tl'

····9 OE····03
nUMber,?1234567099
1234567090
1234567890
n'..lMb(,·~r? m
t

Run the program and enter some positive and negative numbers. Try a number with
more than ten digits, and a number with more than ten nonzero digits after the
decimal point.
It is possible to concatenate numeric strings using the LEN function. Try entering
a few numbers in the following program:
10
20
30
39
40

DIM N$(lOO)
? "Enter a few digits";
INPUT N
REM Append the latest input
N$(LEN(NS)+l)=STR$(N)
:"jD ? "Th~~ new r,uMber i~;:"
60 ? NS
70 ?
79 REM Use BREAK ke~ to end
00 GOTD 20
F,UN
Enter a few digits?1234
The new nUMber is:
1234
Enter a few digits?5678
The new nUMber is:
12345678
Enter a few digits?9098
The new nUMber is:
123456789098

Initializing String Variables
There is a trick you can employ to assign the same value to every character of a
string variable. This is illustrated in the following program:
10 DH1 SS(lOO)
19 REM Assign character to propagate
20 SS""@"
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29 REM Establish end of prop agation
30 S!H100):"~3$
39 REM Propag a tion to end of string
ilO S$(Z)::S!~
50 PRINT S$
60 END
FWN
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
F~EADY

~

First, assign a value to the first character of a string (line 20). You can use any
value; use the CHR$ function if you like . Next, you must establish the end of the
propagation (line 30). This can be anywhere up to the maximum dimensioned
length of the string. Then a single assignment statement propagates the first character through the string, stopping at the point you just established (line 40).
The propagation trick on line 40 works as follows. The computer assigns the
value of the string on the right side of the equal sign to the string on the left side. It
does this one character at a time . The first character of the left-hand string is S$(2).
The first character of the right-hand string is S$( I) . So S$(2) gets the value of S$( I).
Now the program moves on to the second character of each stri ng: S$(3) on the left,
S$(2) on the right. The new valu~ of S$(2) is assigned to S$(3). The assignment
continues character by character. The left-hand string starts out one step ahead of
the right, and stays that way. The assignment on line 40 ends when the last character
of the left-hand string receives a value from the right-hand string. This happens
when S$(I00) receives the value of S$(99).

Simulating String Arrays
AT ARI BASIC does not allow string arrays. You can sim ulate a string array with a
string variable. We will call this arrangement a pseudo-array. What you do is divide
the string into substrings of equal lengths , and treat each substring as an element of
the pseudo-array (Figure 4-2). To compute the starting position of a pseudo-array
element, you need to know its element number and the length of each array element.
There are two limitations to string psuedo-arrays:
All elements of the pseudo-array must have the same length. The length is fixed at its
maximum. If you want to assig n a short string value to one eleme nt, you have to fill out
the unused part of the element with blanks. The LEN function will not work with
pseudo-array elements, since element length doesn't vary.
The process of calculating the starting location of a pseudo-array element is timeconsuming. You may notice delays in your program execution.

The following program uses a string pseudo-array:
10 DIM A$(100),TEMP$(10),BL$(10)
19 REM Ten string values
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20 DATA Rick~,luc~,Fred,Ethel,,1234567
8901,+++,A+8=lE100,¥.,sbrscsdabra
29 REM Initialize Bl$ to blanks
3 0 E:U~"-"" ":E:L $ ( 1 0 ) =E:L $: 8L $ ( 2) =8L $
39 REM Assign pseudo-arra~ values
40 FOr, N=l TO J. 0
49 REM 1st, put value in teMP. string
50 READ TEMP$
59 REM Get length of new value
60 TL=lEN <TEMP$)
69 REM Pad short values with blanks
70 IF TL{10 THEN TEMP$(TL+1)=8L$
79 REM COMpute start of arra~ eleMent
80 START=(N-1)*10+1
89 REM Assign value to arrs~ eleMent
90 A$(START)=TEMP$
100 NEXT N
109 REM displa~ assigned values
110 FOR N~l TO 10
119 REM COMPute start of eleMent
120 START=(N-l)*10+1
130 ? "EleMent ";N;" is: ";A$(START,ST
ART+9)
140 NEXT N
150 END
RUN
EleMent 1 is: Rick~
EleMent 2 is! Luc~
EleMent 3 is: Fred
EleMent 4 is: Ethel
EleMent 5 is:
EleMent 6 is: 1234567890
EleMent 7 is: +++
EleMent 8 is: A+8=lE100
EleMent 9 is: ¥.
EleMent 10 is: abracadabr
READY

•

In this program, string array A$ plays host to the pseudo-array. The pseudo-array
has ten elements of ten characters each, for a total of 100 characters (line 10). Each
element gets one of the string values from the DATA statement list (line 20).
Included among these is a null value and two values that are too long to fit in one
array element. The program assigns string variable BL$ a blank value (line 30). You
could eliminate variable BL$ by using blank string constants instead, but this way is
neater. The program assigns each string value from the DATA statement list to a
temporary string variable (line 50). This is necessary because AT ARI BASIC
doesn't allow subscripted variables in READ statements. The program concatenates blanks onto a short value to remove the remains of the previous value (lines 60
and 70). Finally, the program computes the index of the pseudo-array element and
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String varia bl e X$

10

20

30

40

50

NOTE: String variable X$ is divid ed into ten ele me nts of eq ua l length s. Element I is
X$( I, I 0), element 2 is X$( 11,20), element 3 is X$(21 ,30), element 4 is X$(31 ,40) ,
and el~ment 5 is X$(41 ,50) .

FIG URE

4-2. String pse udo-arra ys

assigns it the value built up in the temporary variable (Jines 80 and 90). When you
run the program, notice what happens to the null string value and the values that are
too long.

VARIABLE STORAGE
There is a limit to the number of variables you can have in one AT ARI BASIC
program. The maximum is 128. Each numeric variable name, string variable name ,
and array name you use counts toward the limit. An entire array only counts as one
name, no matter how many elements it contains .
AT ARI BASIC maintains a list of variable names. This list is called the variable
name table (VNT). The variable name table has room for 128 variable names, hence
the I 28-variable limit. Each time you use a new variable name in immediate mode , it
is added to the variable name table. Variables in programmed mode are added to the
variable name table as they are encountered during program execution.
Variable names stay in the variable name table until a NEW command is
executed. Then the entire variable name table is cleared. Merely deleting all references to a variable will not remove it from the variable name table.
When you record a program on cassette using the CSA VE statement, the variable
name table is saved a long with the program lines. When you read the program back
in with the CLOAD statement, the recorded variable name table takes the place of
the variable name table currently in memory. Chapter 5 explains a way to record
programs on cassette without recording the variable name table . Chapter 7 discusses what happens to the variable name table when you save and load programs
from diskette.

DIRECT ACCESS AND CONTROL
A number of statements allow you direct access to the AT ARI computer's memory
and its communication channels to input and output devices. As BASIC programs
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become more com pl ex, they tend to need thi s direct access. ~everal of the programs
in this chapter require direct access. Later chapters rely eve n more heavil y on direct
access and co ntrol statements. For example, you need these statements in order to
exercise the ATARI comp uter's full graph ics capab iliti es.

Memory and Addressing
The ATARI co mputer can have as man y as 65,536 individually add ressa ble
memory locations. They are addressed by number, 0 through 65535. Each usable
memory locat ion can hold one number ra nging between 0 and 255. Everyt hing in
memory must be co nverted to a number in this ra nge. The ATA RI comput er u~ es
different coding schemes to convert programs and data t o seq uences of numbers
that are stored in this fashion. It has one scheme for BASIC keywords . and others
for general character data , numeric va lu es, graphics disp lays, machin e language
code- the li st goes on. The computer knows by context how to d ecode memory
contents. When you see mem ory contents in their raw form, as numbers between ()
and 255 , you will have t o dec id e what they mean . Append ix D will he lp you decode
A T ASCII codes to characters.

PEEK and POKE
The PEEK function lets yo u exam in e t he va lue stored in any memory loca ti on.
Co nsider the following statement :
10 (, ''' PEEI< (;.?, () 0 )

This sta tement ass igns the conte nts of memory locat ion 200 to variable A.
The POKE statement puts a value into a memory locatio n. For example, th e
following sta tement takes the va lue of variab le A a nd stores it in memory locati o n
8000:
2 0 POI<!:: UO () 0 t

(,

You can specify th e add ress for PEEK and POKE with a number, a variable, or
an expression . In a ny case, its val ue must be betwee n 0 and 65 535 or error number 3
occurs. No error results from using PEEK or POKE with a memory location that is
outside the ava ila ble memory on yo ur compute r. For example, an AT A RI computer with 16K of RAM has no memory at location 24000. In t his case, a PEEK or
POKE to that location wo uld be mea ningless but would not ca.use an error.
You can use the PEEK function with RAM or ROM . You can use the POKE
statemen t with either kind of memory, but it will only affect RAM that actu a ll y
exists. By definition , ROM ca n only be read. It cannot be changed with th e POKE
statement.
Appendi x G lists useful memory locations to lise PEEK a nd POKE with.

PROGRAM OUTPUT AND DATA ENTRY
The most inexperienced programmer quickly disco vers tha t the input and output
sections of a program are it s most difficult pa rts.
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Nearly every program uses data which must be entered at the keyboard . Will a
few INPUT statements suffice? In most cases the answer is "no." What if the
operator accidentally presses the wrong key? Or worse, what if the operator discovers that he or she input the wrong data- after entering two or three additional data
items? A usable program must assume that the operator is human, and is likely to
make any conceivable human error.
Results , likewise, cannot simply be displayed or printed haphazardly by a group
of unplanned PRINT statements. A human being will have to read this output.
Unless the output is carefully designed, it will be very difficult to read. As a
consequence, information could be misread , or ent irely overlooked. This chapter
will explore some ways of arrangi ng information on the display screen for best
readability. Chapter 6 addresses the same topic for the printer.

DISPLAY SCREEN OUTPUT
We use the wordJormatting to describe the process of arranging information on a
display screen so that the information is easier to understand or more pleasing to the
eye. The basic tool for displaying information is the PRINT statement. We've
already used it to print numeric and string data , one or more items per line.
The key to formatting output on the display screen is cursor control. PRINT
statement output starts wherever the cursor is located . Each character that displays
on the screen affects the position of the cursor. After displaying most characters, the
cursor moves one column to the right. A few characters, notably escape sequences,
move the cursor in other directions. The PRINT statement may end with a carriage
return, moving the cursor to the beginning of the next display line. A new statement,
POSITION, can move the cursor to any spot on the display screen. Let's see how we
can use these facts to control display screen output.

Carriage Return
It is natural to associate a carriage return with the RETURN key . When you press the
RETURN key, the cursor advances to the beginning of the next display line. This
happens because the RETURN key generates an AT ASCII end-oj-line (EOL) character, which causes a carriage return. A carriage return occurs whenever the display
screen receives an AT ASCII EOL character. The PRINT statement can also
generate an EOL character.
Normally, a PRINT statement outputs an EOL character as its last action. That
explains why the cursor advances to the next display line at the end of a PRINT
statement. For example, this program displays a column of 20 Z's in the first
position of each display line:
1 '70
ZOO
ZlO
ZZO
230

OH1

C~I; (:l)

C~~"-,,,Z"

FOR 1=1 TO 20
PIUNT
NEXT I

C~~
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;-?'IO PlUtH "I"'I··IEW'"
;-?~'jO END

Of course, a semicolon or comma at the end of aPR INT statement suppresses the
carriage return; or does it? Try this variation on the last program:
1'10 DIM
;-?OO

C~I>(

1.)

C~P'"'''Z''

;-?'10 FOR 1=1 TO 760
;-?,;-?,O

I"'F~INT

C~~;

;-?::lO NEXT :r:
;-?ltO PRINT "I"'I"IEI-I'"
;-?~)O END

The screen fills with 20 lines of Z's. The word "PHEW!" appears at the beginning of
the 21 st line. Where did those 20 carriage returns come from? The semicolon at the
end of the PRINT statement on line 20 is supposed to suppress the EOL character.
It doesn't seem to work at the end of a display line.
Whenever anything is displayed in the last column of any row, it triggers a
carriage return. This is a feature of the display screen . Rather than lose the
characters off the screen to the right , the display screen performs a carriage return
and continues the same output line on the next display line.
The computer is doing more than moving the cursor down to the next display
line. It is actua ll y tacking another whole display line onto the end of the logical line
started by the first display line. There is no way to stop this; commas and semicolons
won't work in this instance. This doesn't matter in most cases . Letters and digits
always appear as letters and digits . The cursor control characters, I, I, - , and ~
(AT ASCII codes 28 through 31) , always move the cursor the same way. But the
delete-line and insert-line characters (A T ASCII codes 156 and 157) work on logical
lines , not just physical lines . The ta b ch a racters (A T ASCII codes 127, 158, and 159),
which we will investigate soon , also work with logical lines. If you use any characters that work on logical lines, it is best to simply avoid di splaying anything in the
last column . That way no logical lin e will be longer th a n on e physical display line .
Suppose something is displa yed in th e las t column of the la st line on the screen. A
carriage return occurs, but there is no ne xt line to adva nce to . The computer forces
the entire first logical line off the sc ree n so th e cursor will have a place to go. The
following program illustrates thi s:
300 PHINT

s so lcmq,

" first lo g ic a l
it take s two

lin e, which i
lines"

di s pla~

309 REM Skip down to bOttOM line
310 FOR N=l TO 21
320 PRINT
330 NEXT N
339 REM Space over to

310 FOR N=1 TO 37
350 F'FUNT "-";
360 NEXT N

l a st character
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369 REM Ring the bell a while

37 0 FOR N=l TO 25
3 80 PRINT CHRt(253);
399 REM Displas l ast co l ., l ast line
i.:. [I 0 F' r~::c NT I I (~:I
"'r 1.1 ') F;: E hi. C) C) P 1,1 I, t :I. I [: I;: E ( ,1< k. (." ~:) hi. t
"':1 0 CUlD '110
11 ;

This program first displays t he "firs t line" message (line 300). Then it outputs 21
EOL characters, moving the "first line" message to the top of the screen , and leaving
the cursor at the beginning of the bottom line (lines 310 to 330). Next it outputs 37
hyphens , moving the curso r to the penultimate column of the last row (lines 340 to
360) . After that , it sounds the console speaker for a few seconds (lines 370 to 390).
T his gives yo u a chance to watch the top line carefully . Finally, the program displays
:: ,; haracter in the last column of the bottom display line (line 400). A carriage return
occurs. The "first line" message is instantly pushed off the top of the screen so the
cursor can advance to the next display line . No tice that the whole logical line scrolls
off the top, not just the t op display line. The program loops indefinitely to suppress
the READY message that would occur if it ended (Ii ne 410). Press the BREAK key to
end the program.
Were you surp rised t h(.l. t soundi ng th e speaker did not cause a carriage return?
After alL the PRINT statement on lin e 380 looks like it should display a character in
the last co lumn of the bottom line. It doesn't , because the bell character, ATASCII
code 253, is a nonprinting character. It has no effect on the cursor position .
Technically , the automati c carr iage return signals the end of a physical line only ,
not neces sarily the e nd of a logical line. The lo gical line ends o nl y wh en an EOL
character occurs. But a lo gica l lin e ca n compr ise at most three display lines.
Therefore, if three automatic carr iage ret urns happe n with no interve ning EOL
chara cte r , an EOL c harac ter a ut omat ically occurs a long with the third ca rriage
re turn.

Columnar Output
It is usuall y m uch eas ier to s,:all a li ~t ofitems If they are organized in co lumns. This
is true of both numbers and cllardct cr.,. A 1 AR I BAS IC has two ways to produce
output in co lumnar form. One is to u,e commas between values in PRINT statements. The other is to use th e T AB ke y with escape sequences .
If the compute r finds a COlllll1C1 clfter a PRINT statement valu e, it mo ves the
cursor to the right. It fills in bla nk spaces between th e end of the value just displayed
and the next co lum n stop. T he first column stop is ten spaces from the left margin.
Additional column stops occ ur eve ry ten spaces after that. The program in Figure
4-3 uses two of the three availab le column stops , as shown in the sample output in
Figure 4-4.
There is a catch to using comma s. The two spaces just ahead of a column stop
must be blank . If these spaces are not blank , that stop is deactivated for the current
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9 REM Displa~ gas cost table
10 I::'F:INT "How l"Iuch per 'Ja 11 or," ;
? 0 INF'UT CI"C
J (I F' I'(::C NT " ('I v era C.l f'! M:i. 1 E' ~,; P ".~ r C.l all () r, " ;
"1 (I INF'UT ~il"G
~.'j 0 I"I'n:NT "rlII...E~:;"," Ctd... I... ON~:;" , "CD~:>T"
f.,() I"I'rl:NT"
.. " , " ......................... " , "
."
70 FDR MI=100 TO 1700 STEP 100
79 REM COMPute gal. to nearest 10th
80 GAL=INTCMI/MI"G*10)!10
89 REM COMp u te cost to nearest ce n t
90 COST=INTCCI"C*GAI...* 1 00)/l00
100 PRINT MI,GAI...,COST
110 NEXT tlI
120 I::'I'(INT
130 PI'(INT , " MF'G"" " ; MPG, " ~I;" ; LPC;" per 'Ja
]. •

I I

l l l0 END
NOTE: Sample output shown in Figure 4-4.
FIGURE

4-3. Gas Cost program listing

MII...E~:;

Gt,I... I...DN~3

.
···
··

CD ~3 T

..................

100
~~ 0 (I
30 (I
,(t 0 0
:'.'j 0 ()
60 0

10 0

no 0
?O 0
1 () () 0
1 10 ()
1 200
lJO 0
1'10 0
1 :'.'j 0 0
160 0
:I.? 0 0

'<1
')

I::'
d

13

(;;

lD 1
"~'?

I. ••
7
21 ;'/..
::l1 B
]t:) 3
ilO n7
'I ~'j 'I
I.~

.~

:'.'jO
:'.'j,(1
I::'

C)

,.J/

()3
(~)B

··
·

·
·,·, ,,.,

I::'
d

<':)

:1.
72 7
77 ..
r'lPC""2~'.

FIGURE

7. 71\
1 :.'j liB
23 :J?
::l1 l ::}

39

··
··
··
··,

(111

ll·6 7n
:5,(1 . ~)?
6~':~ "I ::l
70 3'1

70

Bc,

on

?3,71.(
10 1 ltD
:1.0<;' J9
:1.:1.7 13
o,(t
lZ~:.:j
lJ;~
~I;

···

·.?D

·

1 72 peT'

'Ja1

4-4. Sample output from Gas Cost program (Figure 4-3)
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display line. The next EO L character reactivates the stop. I n the following program,
the second PRINT statement value is nine characters long. It encroaches on one of
the spaces ahead of a column stop, disabling the stop.
Pf~INT

NAME

"NAt1E" t "TELEPHDNE"
TELEPHDNE

t "p(~fnY"

PARTY

F~EA[),(

The Tab Feature
The tab feature on the ATARI computer is much like the tab feature on a typewriter. It allows you to move the cursor rapidly from left to right to the next
established tab stop. A number of tab stops are preset when you turn on the AT ARI
computer. They occur across the entire length of a logical line. On the standard
38-column screen, there are tab stops at the left margin (column 2) and at columns 7,
15,23, and every eight columns after that (Figure 4-5). The tab feature is similar in
function to commas in PRINT statements. The two are completeley independent,
however. The locations of column stops have no bearing on the locations of tab
stops, and vice versa.
The TAB key advances the cursor to the next tab stop on the screen. To tab the
cursor in immediate mode, simply press the TAB key . The cursor moves past
anything already displayed, without erasing it. If you press the TAB key with the
cursor at or beyond the last tab stop, the cursor advances to the beginning of the
next logical line.
To tab the cursor in programmed mode, display AT ASCI I code 127. You can do
this with the CHR$ function or by using ESC\ TAB in a string value. We can rewrite
the program in Figure 4-3 to display columnar output using the tab feature instead
of commas. Change the program as shown below; where you see the character • ,
type ESC\ TAB.
:'.'j 0 F'F~INT "~ MIl..E~:;~CALLClN~3~ CCl~:;T"
f.) 0 F'f~INT "~ ...._.. ". " "" " ~ ' .""" - " ''''''''- '' ''''~ .","" "".", "
100 Pf([NT "~";M:r;"~";Gtd",;"~";C()Tr
130 Pf~INT "~~~1PC""" ;t1PC; "~!t," ;CPC;"

p0~r

lIfO END

The modified program displays the same table as the original (Figure 4-4), but the
spacing is a bit different.
You can set additional tab stops in any column. To set a tab stop in immediate
mode, move the cursor to the desired column, then press SHIFT-TAB .
You can set tab stops using a PRINT statement. The PRINT statement has to
display a string which moves the cursor to the desired column , then displays the
tab-set character. You can place the tab-set character in a string with the escape
sequence ESC\SHIFT-TAB or with CHR$(I59). The following program sets a tab
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2

7

15

23

31

42

47

55

63

71

79

82

87

95

103

III

11 9

119

39

NOTE: The first two columns are not visib le on some television screens , hence are outside
the standard left marg in.

FIGURE

4-5. Standard display screen tab stops

stop in the fifth space to the right of the left margin, then displays a message starting
there:
110 PfnNT"
";CHF($ ( 159)
12 0 PRINT cl·m~~ ( 127) ; "THI S MESSAGE IS I
NDENTED FIVE SPACES F ROM THE LEFT HARG
IN"
FWN
THIS MESSAGE IS INDENTED FIVE SPA
CES FROM THE LEFT MARGIN
READY

To clear a tab stop in immediate mode, move the cursor to the desired column and
press CTRL-TAB . To clear a tab stop in programmed mode, move the cursor to the
desired column and display AT ASCII code 158. You can display this code with the
CH R$ function or with the escape sequence ESC\CTRL-TAB. The follo wing program
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clears all the preset tab stops. Where you see
ESC\TAB, and for t- type ESC\ CTRL-TAB .

't,

type ESC\CTRL--. For. type

498
499
500
510
520
529
530
539
540

REM ***Clear preset tab stops***
REM 1st, create a long line
FOR N=l TO 114

~:j:jO

F'F~INT

"H";

F'F~INT

NEXT N
REM Move cursor back up
HGNT "'t't't";
REM Clear all stops
FOR N=1 TO 16
"~t-";

560 NEXT N
570 END

There is one thing to watch out for when you use the tab feature. If you print
anything in the space just before a tab stop, you temporarily inactivate that stop.
The next EOL character reactivates the stop . Here is an example of this aspect of
tabbing (type ESC\ TAB where you see .):
50 PRINT

"tlIL.E!3~ GALLClNS~

f., 0

F'F~INT

" -".". ,," "".". ~ ",,"" "" ._"""" "" ~ ,,"_. "" ",,"

70

PF~INT

:lOO;"~"; iI.5;"~";7. 7 4

CD!3T"

BO END
Both lines 50 and 60 display something in the space just ahead of the first tab stop,
inactivating it. Line 70 does not. As a result, the columns do not line up as intended .
Press the SYSTEM RESET key before you run this program to clear any nonstandard
tab stops you may have set.

Right-Justified Output
Both of ATARI BASIC's methods for aligning output in columns line values up on
the left edge of the column. This is called left-justified output, and is fine for words
and other alphabetic values. Numbers , on the other hand , are easier to read if they
line up on the right. We can add a subroutine to the Gas Cost program (Figure 4-3)
to right-justify its three columns. Figure 4-6 shows the new version of the program.
The main program uses the following new variables :
N, the numeric value th at will be right-justified
NS, the number of spaces ava il ab le in the column
BL$, a string full of blanks
T$, a string variable used temporari ly
N$, the output string.

The main program has changed in order to add the subroutine. It now dimensions
BL$, T$, and N$ to have at leas t as many characters as the widest column (line 5) . It
fills BL$ with blanks (line 7). The single PRINT statement now uses three lines (lines
100, 102, and 104). Notice that the PRINT statements on lines 100 and 102 end with
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4 REM String needed for s ub ro utine
5 DIM N'Cl0) , TS C10) , BI...' C4 0)
6 REM Fill BI...'C) with bl a nks
7 [:L.$ (1) :::" ": t::L.~I; ('10 ) :::[:I... ~;: [:L~I; ('2.) :::BI... ~I;
9 REM Displa~ gas cost table
:1.0 f"fnJrr "Ho~J IVluch per qa lion" ;
?O nWlJr CF'C
::l 0 F'f(INT "'~V(,:,) I ' aq ('·) 1"1 :i. I [-)<;; p [-:'1' I~la lIon" ;
"1 0 INF'UT t'IF'G
~:jO F'F<INT "tlIL.E S", "C,~I...I...ON!3 " ,"
CO!, T"
t',() Pf<INT "
,
............ ". " .... .........._........ "
7 0 FOR MI=100 TO :1. 7 00 STEP :1.00
79 REM COMPute gal. to ne a re s t :l.Oth
8 0 GAL =IN TCMI /M F'C . :l.0 )/ l0
89 REM COMpute cos t to ne ares t cent
9 0 COST=INT(CF'C.CAI....l00)/l00
100 NS =5:N=MI:C OSlJB :l.l000 1F'RINT N'(l,N

!:» ,

:1.02 NS=7:N=GAI...:COSlJB :l.1000 : PRINT N'(1,
Nt;) t
104 NS=6:N=COS T:CO SlJB :l.l000:f"RINT Nt(!
, N!;;)
:1.10 NEXT tll
2 0 j"'I:UHr
::l O PI'<INT , " tiPC :::" ; MPC , " ~I; " ; CI::'C;" p 0)1' qa
END
0995 REM
0996 REM
0997 REM
0998 REM
10 999 REM
. .H)

••••• * ••••• *.* •••• * ••••••••
.
Subroutine aligns
*
. nuMeri c val ues on right *

.* •• *.***.*.* ••••• *••••••••

Co nvert to l eft-J us t string

:I. 1 () 0 0 H;,::!"Tfd; CN)

:1.100 9
:1.:1. 0:1. 0
110:1.9
:1.:1.0 2 0
1:l0JO

REM Erase sta le va lu e of N'
N~t>::::[:I...~I;

REM Ri g ht - Justif ~
NS CNS- I...ENCTS ) +l ,NS)= TS
I'<E TUFi:N

NOTE: Shading show s lin es c hanged fr o m Figure 4-3. Samp le o utput shown in Figure 4-8.

FIGURE

4-6. Ri ght-ju st ified Gas Cost progra m li sting

a comma, This advances the cursor to the left edge of the next column,
The subroutine needs ind ividual access to each digit of the number to be justified.
BASIC allows such access only in string variables, so the subroutine converts the
number to a numeric string (line 11000). Next, it fills the output string with blanks
(line I 10 10). That guarantees a reliable , benign value in parts of the string that don't
end with a digit. Finally, it right-justifies the number (line 11020). It figures out how
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long the number is and how close to the right edge of the column that number has to
start in order to fit (Figure 4-7).
As an exercise, try changing the program to use the tab feature instead of
commas.
The right-justified output (Figure 4-8) is a definite improvement over the original
output (Figure 4-4). This is especially true in the left-hand column , where none of
the numbers have decimal points.

Decimal-Aligned Output
It would be easier to read columns of numbers with decimal points if the numbers
lined up on the decimal point. To do this, we have to decide where to fix the decimal
point in each column. Then we have to figure out where the decimal point is in each
number. This is not a trivial task, because BASIC uses floating point numbers. The
decimal point could be anywhere. Once we find it, we have to shift it right or left so it
lines up properly. This may mean truncating extra digits from the right or filling in
extra blanks on the right. To do all these things, we have to change the main
program and the subroutine, as Figure 4-9 shows.
The new subroutine has all the requirements of the old one, plus a few new ones.
Variable DD must specify the number of decimal digits. The subroutine also uses
variables DP , NL, and 1. The main program must assume that the subroutine will
change their values before it returns .
The subroutine must discover the position of the decimal point in the number. It
begins by assuming there is no decimal point (line 11030) , then uses a FOR-NEXT
loop to search through the numeric string until it finds one (lines 11040 to 11060). If
no decimal point turns up, the subroutine sticks with its initial assumption: the
decimal point follows the last digit. At this point (line 11070), variable DP has the
number of digits up to and including the decimal point. The number is going to take

~I'-

- NS- --.j,!
Value (T$)
LEN(T$)

The valu e of T$ starts
here , a t NS - LEN(T$) + I

NOTE: Variable T$ has the value to be justificd. The progra m in Figure 4-6
uses this technique.

FIGURE

4-7. Right-justifying a string value
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MIL.ES

GALLDNS
~

lOa

'I.

2 00
:300
'too
500
600
7 00
800
<jl 00
1000
1:l 0 0
1200
1:3 0 a
1'100
1500
1600
17 00

'1
13.b
lB.l

~5

?2. 7
Z7. ~.?

31.B
]6.3
'to.(1
'15. ' I
50
~:j.q

•

~:5

59

b3. c)
b8.1

72.7
77. 2
MF'G"" 22
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COST
.. _.... ._. _.._7.7 't
15.'t 8
23 . :l'1
:li . 1 3
:) <f. 0 't
't6.7B
~

~5't.b9

62.'t3
7 0.3'1

7El. OU
Bb
'13.7't
10!. 'tB
109.::!'1
:1.1. 7. 1:l
125.0't
132. 7 8
$1. 72 peT'

~.la

1.

HEADY
~

FIGURE 4-8. Samp le output from Right-justifi ed Gas Cost program (Figure 4-6)

that many characters , plus the number of post-decimal digits specified by variable
DO .
Compare the output from this version (Figure 4- 10) with the output from the last
version (Figure 4-8) . Now all co lumn s are easy to scan.
Notice that BASIC does not print a decimal point with whole numbers. Neither
does it print trailing zeros, that is , zeros at the end of a number which don't change
the value. A decimal point and trailing zeros can be added to numbers that need
them . Add these lines to the end of the program in Figure 4-9 :
11089 REM DeciMal di g it s requested?
11090 IF DD =O THEN RETURN
11099 REM Ensure de ci Ma l point 's t he r e
1:l:l 0 0 N$ (NS"-[)[), NS--[)[» ",, " • "

11109 REM Repla ce trailing blank s with
zeros

11110 FOR J=NS - [)[)+l TO NS
l:l :l ~~O IF N$(,J,J) "' " " THEN N!t.(J,J) = "O"
lLl:30 NEXT J
lLl 't 0 F(ETUF(N
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"I REM String needed for subroutine
5 DIM N$(10).T$(10),BLS("I0)
6 REM Fill BL$() with blanks
7 t::L~H:l)::" ":[:U~(40)=[:LS : E:U;(2)'-"BL..$
9 REM Displa~ gas cost table
10 praNT "I-low Much p 0~1' qa 11 on" ;
20 INPUT CPC
:] 0 PfUNT "Avel'a'3e Mile s pel' qal10n";
40 IN I:'UT MPG
50 PFaNT "MII...ES". "GAI...LDN~J"."
COST"
60 PRINT "-.-....-..--", ".- ..-----.-.-.. --". "-. --.-.-.---- ,,
70 FDR MI=100 TO 1700 STEP 100
79 REM COMPute gal. to neare s t 10th
80 GAL=INT(MI/MPC*10)/10
89 REM COMPute cost to nearest cent
90 CDST=INT(CPC*GAL..*100)/l00
100 NS=6:DD=O:N=MI:GOSlJB 1l000:PRINT N
$(1,Nf~),

102 NS=7:DD=1:N=GAI...:COSlJB 11000:PRINT
1. NS) ,
104 NS=7:00=2:N=COST:GDSlJB 1l000:PRINT
N$(l,NS)
l10 NEXT MI
120 PRINT
130 PI:UNT ."MPG=";MPC,"!f.";CPG;" pf?r '3a

N~H

1

t

II

140 END
10995 REM ***************************
10996 REM *
Subroutine aligns
*
10997 REM *nuMeric values on deciMal*
10998 REM ***************************
10999 REM Convert to left-just string
11 000 T$"~3lT($ (N)
11009 REM Erase stale value of N$
110:l 0 N$=BL ~~
11029 REM AssuMe dec. point at end
11030 DP=LEN(T$)+1
11039 REM Look for real dec. point
11040 FOR J=1 TO LEN(TS)
1:l0~:;0 IF T~~(J,J)="." THEN DP': •.J:.J''''Nfl
11 060 NEXT cJ
11069 REM COMPute nUMber length
11070 NL'''DP+DD
11079 REM Right - justif~
11080 N$(NS-NL+1.NS)=T$
11 090 F~ETlJl:;:N
NOTE: Shading shows lines changed from F igure 4-6. Sample output
shown in Figure 4-10.

FIGURE

4-9. Decimal-aligned Gas Cost program listing
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t1IL E~:;

C;A I...LDN ~3

125

C ()~3 T

..... _.....................

it • ~j

100
? DO
::l 00
'100
:.i 00
600
100

::I l.B

BOO

:'16 • ::l

Ii' 0 0
:I. 0 0 0
l:L 0 0
:1. 20 0
:1.300
1'100
1 :':i () 0
:1. 60 0

'10. <;
'I ~:i • 'I
~'i 0
~:.~ if • ~:.;
~:i Ii'
6::1 .6
6f.l. l

liDO

77 . 2

9
:1. 3.6
:l. n . :I.
22 . 7
~·!.7 + ~~

12 . 1
MF'C '''2?

I. l it
:I.:''j. 'IB
~'.::l. 39
3 1.1 3
3<1.0'1
'16./B
~:i'l. 69
6? '13
1 0 .:3'1
In. OEl
Bc,
?::l.I'1
:1.01.'113
:1.0 9.39
l:L/.1:3
L·'.~:i. 0 'I
:1.:3?/B
~I;:I.

• I~'. P':';T'

~.lcll

.

F<EM)Y
;.~.:

»>

FIGURE

4-10. Sample output from Decimal-aligned Gas Cost program (Figure 4-9)

What happens if you enter unrea listic values for gas price and mileage? Try
entering $14.98 per gallon, and 2 miles per gallon. Error 5 occurs on line 11080
because the cost figure is too large for the last column. There are three ways to guard
against this error: the subroutine can check, the calling program can check, or the
calling program can carefully set the column width to make the error unlikely. At
this point, we are using the latter alterna tive . We designed the columns to handle the
largest probable values.
The most foolproof way to forestall an error like this is to have the subroutine
check. Then no matter what the program user enters or how the program calls the
subroutine, the error is blocked. Add this to the subroutine in Figure 4-9:
11019 REM Check foT' t oo- l aT'ge nUMb eT's
110 2 0 IF ABS(N»=:l.OA(NS-OO-?) THEN N$=
T~~:
N$ (N t,) ,,,01)1(01: I'<ETl.Jr<N

Line 11020 makes sure the number will fit in the column. It assumes a sign
character will occupy one space (a minus sign for negative numbers, a blank space
for positive ones). If the number is too large, the subroutine generates as many digits
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as will fit. The last character becomes an asterisk to announce the overflow
condition.
Try running the program with line 11020 added. The modified program displays
much more slowly, which is quite a price to pay to avoid an error that careful output
design will all but eliminate. Error checking has its place, but clearly not here.

CURSOR CONTROL
Semicolons, commas, and tab characters are fine for controlling the cursor in
simple tables like those shown so far. More complicated displays demand more
cursor contro!' AT ARI BASIC offers two ways of directly controlling the cursor.
One is to program the cursor movement characters, using the CHR$ function or
escape sequences. The other way is to use the POSITION statement.

Clearing the Display Screen
Sometimes a program needs to erase everything on the display screen. Displaying
AT ASCII code 125 clears the screen and puts the cursor in the upper left-hand
corner, its home position. You can use either CHR$(125), ESC\CTRL-<, or
ESC\SHIFT-<to generate the necessary character.

Cursor Movement
It is possible to move the cursor to any space on the screen by programming the I , I,
-, and - characters . These cursor movement characters do not erase any characters
they pass over. They behave exactly the same in programmed mode as they do in
immediate mode.
The Future Value program (Figure 4-11) figures out what an investment you
make today will be worth some years from now. After computing a future value, the
program moves the cursor on top of your last inputs, one at a time. That lets you
enter a new number or just press RETURN to leave the last entry unchanged .

The POSITION Statement
The POSITION statement places the cursor at any location on the screen. You just
specify the column number and row number where you want the cursor positioned.
The next PRINT statement starts at that screen location. Try this:
9 REM Clear screen
10 ? CHf~$( 125);
2 () F()I:~ do::: 1 TO 23
30 PDSITION cJ, d
40 ? ")1(";
50 POSITION 24-d,d
60 ? ")1(";
70 NEXT cJ

79 REM Loop until BREAK pressed
ElO COTD 80
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10 DIM R$(1),CU$(24),CR$(40)
19 REM Fill s trings wi cursor MoveMent
char act(;;1' ~"
20 CU$=CHR$(28):CU$(24)=CUS:CU$(Z)=CU$
30 CR$=CHR$(31):CR$(40)=CRS:CRS(Z)=CR$
40 PlUtH CHf($( 12~:;); "FunmE Vt-,LUE OF AN
INVESTMENT"
50 PRINT
60 f"FUNT "AMount irwest(7~d"
70 PFaNT "NoMinal :intt:~r€·~st rate"
80 F'f(INT "CoMPound€·~d how Man~ tiMf?S f.~a
ch ~ear"
90 PFaNT "How Man~ ~ears";CU$(l,4)
100 PRINT CR$(1,15);:INF'UT AMT
110 PRINT CR$(l,21);:INPUT IR
120 PRINT CRS(l,35);:INPUT CMF'
130 PRINT CR$(l,14);:INPUT YR
139 REM Calc. intI'. rate per period
140 IP=IR/CMP/l00
149 REM Calculate future value
150 FV=AMT~(l+IP)A(CMP~YR)
159 REM Round to nearest cent, print
160 PF(INT "FutuT'f.~ value: $" ;INT(FV)I(100
+0.5)/100
170 PfUNT
180 PRINT "Ch ange investMent";
190 INF'UT F,$
200 IF F($ ""Y" THEN PI:(INT CUS (1,7) ; : GOT
D 100
210 END
FWN
FUTURE VALUE OF AN INVESTMENT
AMount invested?6800
NOMinal interest rate?9.5
COMPounded how Man~ tiMes each
How Man~ ~ears?10
Future value: $17388.64
Change investMent?y

FIGURE

4-11. Future Value program listing and sample output

~ear?4
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When you run this program , the screen clears and a cross appears.
)I(

)I(
)I(

)I(
)I(

)I(
)I(

)I(
)I(

)I(
)I(

)I(
)I(

)I(
)I(

)I(
)I(

)I(
)I(

)I(
)I(

)I(
)I(

)I(
)I(
)I(
)I(
)I(
)I(
)I(
)I(
)I(
)I(

)l(lIll

)I(
)I(
)I(
)I(
)I(
)I(
)I(
)I(
)I(
)I(
)I(

Notice how the leftmost parts of the cross are one space to the left of the normal
left margin. Also, the top line of the screen is blank . How can this be? The first time
the POSITION statement on line 30 is executed, it should put the cursor at column I
on row I. This is actually the case. There are usually only 38 usable columns on each
line. But remember, the screen actually has 40 columns ; the first two are normally
unused because they are outside the standard left margin.
The POSITION statement ignores margins and treats the screen as a 40 X 24 grid.
It numbers columns from 0 at the left edge to 39 at the right, and it numbers rows
from 0 at the top of the screen to 23 at the bottom (Figure 4-12).
As a further example, try changing the Future Value program (Figure 4-11) so it
uses the POSITION statement instead of cursor movement characters. You can
eliminate the cursor movement string variables, CU$ and CR$. That makes lines 20
and 30 unnecessary. Lines 100, 110, 120, 130, and 200 all change to use the
POSITION statement instead of the PRINT statement.

Determining Cursor Position
The POSITION statement does not move the cursor. It updates certain locations in
the computer's memory with the new cursor position. The next time something is
displayed on the display screen, it appears at the position dictated by those memory
locations. The new row number is in location 84. The new column is in location 85.
You can use the PEEK function at any time to find out where the cursor will be next:
PEEK(84) for the row number, PEEK(85) for the column number. In some screen
graphics modes, which we will cover in Chapters 8 and 9, the ATARI computer uses
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0---------1---------2---------3--------0123456789012 J 4567 89 111234567890123456789

IO~1-~~+1~+-~~~~+1~~~1-~1-+1~1-~1-+1~1-~~

11~1-~~+1~+-~~~~+1~~~~-~1-~~4-~1-~~1-~~

12~1-r+~+4~+-~1-r+~+4~~~1-r+1-+4~1-r+~+4~1-r+~

13~1-r+~+4~+-~1-r+~+4~~~1-r+1-+4~1-r+1-+4~1-r+~
14~1-r+~+4~+-~4-r+~+4~~~1-r+1-+4~4-r+1-+4~4-r+~
15~4-r+1-+4~~~4-r+1-+4~~~+-r+1-+4~+-r+1-+4~+-r+~
16r+4-r+1-+4~~~4-r+1-+4~~~+-r+1-+4~+-r+1-+4~+-r+~

17r+1-r+1-+4~~~4-r+1-+4~~~+-r+1-+4~+-r+1-+4~+-r+~
1 8 ~1-r+~+4~~~4-r+1-+4~~~1-r+1-+4~1-r+1-+4~+-r+~
19r+1-r+1-+4~~~4-r+1-+4~~~+-r+1-+4~+-r+1-+4~+-r+~

20~1-r+~+4~~~1-r+~+4~~~1-r+1-+4-r1-r+1-+4-r1-r+~
21~1-r+~+4~~~1-r+~+4~~~1-r+1-+4~1-r+1-+4-r1-r+~
22r+1-r+1-+4~~~4-r+~+4~~~+-r+1-+4~+-r+1-+4~+-r+~

23 LL~~-L~-L~LL~Li-L~-L~LL~Li~~-L~Li-L~-L~LL~

NOTE: The first two columns are not visible on some television screens, hence are outside
the standard left margin.

FIGURE

4-12. POSITION statement column and row numbering

*

two locations for the column number. In this case, PEEK(86) 256 + PEEK(85)
gives the column number.
Each time the PRINT statement displays something, it updates two other
memory locations with the last cursor position. Location 90 has the row number; 91
has the column number. PEEK(91) gives the last cursor column. PEEK(90) gives
the last cursor row. Rows are numbered from 0 to 23, columns from 0 to 39, as with
the POSITION statement (Figure 4-12).

Resetting Margins
You can change the display screen margins with the PO KE statement. The AT ARI
computer uses memory location 82 to keep track of the left margin, and location 83
for the right margin. The standard left margin is at column 2. To change it to column
0, use this statement:
f"Of(E El2,

0

The standard right margin is at column 39, the far right edge of the screen. The
following statement changes it to column 38:
PCH(E B3,

3B
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When you reset margi ns, remember that the PRINT sta tement observes the
margins. There is no character yo u can di sp lay wit h a PRINT statement that will
move the cursor outside the margin s. When output reache s the right margin , a
carriage return occurs. To prove this for yo urself, try the following program:

10 POKE 83, 10:REM Right Margi n
;'.0 FDR cJ"l TO 1 0

30 PRINT CHRS (31); :REM Cursor ri ght
'10 NEXT J
~jO

PI'UNT "PU CE"

60 POKE 83. 39:RE M Right Margin
RUN
PUCE
F(EADY
l&'<

The cursor starts off at the left margin, in column 2. T he PRINT statement inside
the FOR-NEXT loop (lines 20 thr o ugh 40) advances it nine spa ces to the right
margi n, column 10 . There it circles back to the left margin. The loop advances the
cursor another two spaces , where a word is printed (line 50) .
T he POSITION statement can put the cursor ou tside the esta blished margins. If
the cursor is to the right of the right margin , only the first character of the next
PRI NT statement appears there. The computer displays the first character, then
does an immediate carriage return . The following program illustrates this.

10 POKE 83. 10:R EM Right Margin
;'. 0 PRINT CHR$(1;'.5):REM clr. scree n
::l O P() SITIDN ;'. 0.8
'10 PIUNT " SA FFRON"

5 0 POKE 83. 39:RE M Right Margin
The letter "S" appears at column 20, row 8. The rest of the PRINT statement output
appears on row 9, starting at the left margin.
Widening the margin s reduces the length not only of the physica l display line , but
of the logical line as well. A logica l line never contains more than three physical
lines, no ma tter what their lengths.

PROGRAMMING INPUT
Nearly every program requires some ki nd of input from the person using it. The goal
of any program should be to minim ize input errors and ma ke it easy for someone
usi ng the program to spot a nd correct errors that do occur. There are ways to
organize input which tend to minimi ze input errors. This section discusses the
following method s:
Display helpful messages
Expect natura l, intuiti ve responses
C heck inputs for reasonableness and range
Use an error-handling sub rout ine
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Group inputs logically
Allow review and change of grouped inputs
Restrict responses: use game controllers
Restrict choices: use menus .

Prompt Messages
Prompt messages were introduced in Chapter 3. Many of the example programs in
this chapter have used them. As the examples have illustrated, prompt messages
should be succinct. Space on the display screen is usually at a premium, so verbosity
is a luxury. Keep the prompt brief. Try to leave enough room on the same line for
the entire input response . When this is impossible, put the prompt message on one
line and input the response on the next. Since the IN PUT statement always displays
a question mark, it's best to phrase prompt messages as questions.

Amplifying Input Instructions
Sometimes it is impossible to phrase a prompt message satisfactorily. Either it is too
cryptic or it takes up too much room. In a case like this, you can display an amplified
prompt message elsewhere on the screen. Here's how it works. The program
displays a short prompt message next to the input. The program lets the user enter
"H"ifhe needs help. Ifhe does, the program displays amplified instructions . It puts
the instructions in some standard location on the screen, say the bottom four lines.
All it takes is a few PRINT statements to display the instructions. After displaying
the instructions, the program must return to the input where the call for help
originated. Figure 4-13 provides an example.
The program in Figure 4-13 inputs a single-letter command on the second line of
the screen. It expands the command letter to a command word and displays the
word on the right side of the top line . A complete program would do more than print
the command, of course.
Figure 4-13 has a strange subroutine at line 32767. The subroutine does absolutely nothing but return. This technique is often useful with the ON-GOSUB
statement. In this program, for example, there is no command "B." If the user enters
a B, the program branches to the "do nothing" subroutine, then returns to get
another command . The same thing happens to commands F and G. When the command is ~l1ything past H, the expression in the ON-GOSUB statement is larger than
the number of lines on its list. Therefore, program execution falls through to the
next program line, 390 . Line 390 checks for the one remaining valid command, P .
The subroutine at line 1400 ends with PO P and GOTO statements. If this were a
RETU RN statement, the program would branch back through line 380 to line 310.
There the screen would be cleared, erasing the amplified instructions before anyone
could read them.
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10 DIM BLS(40),CMDS(1),RS(1)
49 REM Fill BL$ with blanks
~'jO HL~\,"""
" : E::L;\, ("10) ""HL;\,: Bl..;\' (2) ""CL;\;
?99 REM AMplified instr. line no.
300 (, r1F'~:;UC"'Z 0 0 ()
310 F'RINT CHRS(125)IREM clear scr n
3?O F'D~:)ITIClN 2,:\,
::l30 I'" \:(INT "COf1r,\,,:',ND (,',CDEr:', H f'or hf2 I

.

",

I" )

::l"1 () INr:'UT Cf"jD;\,
359 REM F'rocess entr~ here
360 F'O SITION 20,0
370 F'I'IINT "CoMi~'dnd :i,;;, "i
380 ON ASC(CMDS)-64 GClSUH 600,3?767,80
O,1000,1Z00,32767,3? 767, 1400:GOTCl 310
::190 IF Cr1[);\,<>"r:'" THEi',! 310
"I () 0 \::'I'(INT "r:'T':i. nt" : I',:ETUI'IN
600 F'I'IINT " (,',dd" :I'(ETUI'(N
800 F'\:n:NT "Chang(,,,": I'(ETI.H(N
1 000 F'I'(INT "De I c,~t(,:,:," : I'(ETUI'(N
:I.;;: 00 P\(INT "E,'"j": r:'n~:)ITIDN 2,:1. 0: END
:I. "t, 0 0 PI'(INT "H(,~ 1 p"
:I. i l:\. 0

G()~:;U[:

;''.000

:1.420
:1.994
:1.9 95
:1.996
:1.997
:1.998
:1.999

PClF'IGClTCl 320
REM ••• *•• **.*.***** ••••••••••
REM. Subroutine to explain *
REM * proMpt Message
*
REM •••• ******** ••••••• **.* •••
REM Clear dedicated area, then
REM Position cursor
ZOOO G(E;UH 2300
Z009 REM Now displa~ instructions
?O:l.O F'RINT "
_CoMMand SUMMar~ __
20;" 0 r:'I'(INT
;"030 PI'(INT "
ci f..~ :I. (.:.~ t

E'~

i~~1 ::::

a ci (.i

I I

?O"\O F'\:(INT "
h(,:~

1"'''''1'' I" :i, nt

I 1"" ;

;" 0 ~5 0 \:(ETUI'(N
;";"96 REM •••• *••• *•• *.* ••••• *.**.*.
2297 REM. Sub routine to clear
*
2298 REM. instructions area
*
2299 REM ******.* ••• **** ••• *••• *.*.
2300 F'OSITION 2,19
;"310 FOR J=?O TO 23
L~::l2 0 F'I'(INT
2330 F'RINT BLS(1,38);
;':':3'\0 NEXT ,J
;"350 F'OSITION 2,20
2360 I'(ETUI'(N
32767 RETURNIREM Do-nothing subr.
FIGURE

4-13. Command Input program listing

H''"
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Any character or word could trigger the instructions; our choice, H, is arbitrary.
You can put the instructions anywhere on the screen, but it is preferable to display
every set of instructions in the same area.
In fact, you can display instructions of almost any length and complexity in just a
few lines, if you do it one piece at a time. Of course the program must wait for the
user to finish reading each piece of the instructions before it goes on to the next
piece. A single INPUT statement takes care of that. At the same time, the program
can allow the user to interrupt the instructions and return to the regular input
sequence. Replace the subroutine at line 2000 in Figure 4-13 with the one in Figure
4-14.
Another common place to put instructions is at the beginning of a program. The
displayed instructions will not replace well-written printed instructions, but they are
often a sufficient reminder for someone who is a bit rusty. You may recognize
Figure 4-15 as the instructions for the Future Value program (Figure 4-1 I).

Input Masks
Some limit always exists on the length of a response. The program can display a
string of characters which demarcate the response length. Such a string is called an
input mask.
Any character will do for the input mask . Underline characters, asterisks, and
number signs are common choices. The program can use one kind of character for
string input masks and a different kind of character for numeric input masks . That
gives the user even more information about the expected response. The following
program uses underline characters for string input and number signs for numeric
input:
10 DIM NMSK$(40),SMSK$(40),R$(40l,CLS(
'(10)

19 REM Fill input Mask strings
Z 0 N i"i ~:; 1< 'I; "" " 'II'" ; N t'i !)I( 'I; ( 4 () ), N ri ~)I( ~I> ( 1 ) : N M~:; I<~; (
~'.)" Nt';~)I<~I; ( I. )
J 0 ~:;i"1 ~)I<'j;,,,,, .... " ; !:;ri~:;I<~; ( '10 ) '"' !:;M!:;I<~I; ( 1 ) : ~:;M~:;I<~I; (

Z)

"~:;M~;f(t

( I. )

39 REM Fill cursor MoveMent string
40 CL$=CHR$(30):CL$(40)=CL$(1):CLS(Z)=
CL$(l)

°lO I"'f(INT CHI'(~I; ( :l ?~i) • "ENTEI'(INC UILLS f(EC
[ll,,'ED"
1 0 I) I"'I'(lNT "EXI::'ENSE (iCCOUNT CODE It) "; ~3

MSK$(1,6);CL$(1,!)1
110 INF'UT I:I~I;
12:0 F'I'IINT "'!',t'iDUNT OF E::ILL.. IS
,B) ; CU; (I.,?) ;
1:30 INF'UT 1:1
1'10 [ND

":NM~:;I<$(J.

Each PRINT statement that prints an input mask also prints a string of characters
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1991
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
Z009
201 ()

** ••••••••••••••••••••••••
*

REM
REM
Subroutine to explain.
REM.
proMpt Message
•
REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
REM Clear dedicated area, then
REM Position cursor
GDSl.J[: Z::l OO
REM Now displa~ instruction s
PI:(INT " ................ .................... CDMfo'IBnd !:;ur"wlal' ~j __

2 0 ~~ 0 PI:(INT "t1ol'€·~ deta i 1 (ACDP, N for n
()nE~) "
ZO::l() PF(INT "
de 1 (0t,,·~"
1"'''''1''1' int
~?,O"lO PIUNT "
heo!lp" ;
Z()19 REM More detail?
2050 POSITION ::l1,21
;~ 0 6 0 INPUT I:(~;
2 () 7 0 IF I:( ~~=" " N" THEN I:(ETUI:(N
Z080 ON ASC(RS) -6 "1 GOTO Z150,32767,221
0,2210
2090 IF R ~~<> "P" THEN GDTD 2050
2099 REM Displa~ instI'l for Print
2 100 GOSUB 2300:REM Clear in stI' l area
~~ :l.1 () PI:U: NT " .... __..... ___ .....__ CClMMand: PT' i. nt .... _
2120 PI:(tNT"
Pri.nts a list of £l)o(p(0nSf:!
catE·! (.:.lOI' i. ~~s"
2130 PF(INT "and thEl i I' nUMber~:; I "
21"+0 m::TUF(N
2119 REM Di s pla~ instructiClns for Add
Z150 GDSl.J8 2300:REM Clear instl'. a rea
2:1.60 PF(INT " ........ __ .... __ ........._.__.Cofo'IMand:
Add_
2170 PF(INT"
r~:j,

To add an El)o(pE!nSe cat!:!(30

~:l()U"

2180 PFUNT "Must a~:;s:i.(3n i t a ~5 d:i.(.:Jit n
uMbel't a"
;'U90 PF~INT "1 to ~'j charactf.lr n i:WI (0 , and
fr f~"lU(·!nc~:l"
2200 F(EnmN
2209 REM Displa~ instructions for Chan
gf:!,

DE'10~t0~

2210 GOSU8 Z300:REM Clear in s tI'l area
~~22 0 PI:(INT " ....._............ _.Co fo'll'1and: Chan~.l0~ or [)
C·! 1 (;)t(0 __ ............ _..... "
2;~30 PI:UNT"
To chanSle OT' d(?lete an (0
HP (·?n ~)e cat oMol1
NOTE: Shading shows changes from Figure 4.. 13.

FIGURE 4-14. Extended Amplified Instructions subroutine listing

(canrinl/ed)
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;?,24 0

PI'~INT

UMb(;~j'.

2Z~50

d

"(;:90T' ~!,

~!C)'-'

/"IUS t

know

its
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n

US ,?"

PI'~INT

"coMMand P to

li~5 t

naMes an

nUMbE~T'S'1

;?,Z60

F~ETl.mN

NOTE: Shading shows changes from Figure 4-13 .

FIGURE

4-14. Extended Amplified Instructions subroutine listing (continued)

which back the cursor up to the beginning of the input mask (lines 100 and 120).
They actually back up one space behind the first mask character; that is where the
INPUT statement will display a question mark (lines 110 and 130).

Choosing Input Responses
You can decrease the chance of error just by choosing input responses carefully.
Your program should allow and expect its user to respond in a natural, intuitive
way. It is convenient when you write a program to insist that the user code all input,
but this forces the user to perform a mechanical task every time he or she wants to
use the program. Since the computer excels at mechanical tasks, why not let it do the
coding? If the natural response is a word or letter which the program will eventually
need converted to a number, let the program make the conversion.
This is exactly what we did on lines 310 through 390 of Figure 4-13. The user
enters a mnemonic command code: A, C, 0, E, P, or H (line 340). The program
figures out which subroutine to call (line 380) in order to carry out the command .
Imagine how much easier it would be to write a program that required the user to
input a numeric command, but how much harder it would be to use that program.

Checking Input Responses
It doesn't matter how carefully you design your input requests ; you can't be sure

how people will respond. If a bad input could cause a problem, the program should
check for it. Are string entries too long? Are numeric entries within range? Does the
entry make sense in context? Will it cause an error later in the program?
If you want to write a thorough program, you will make every effort to anticipate
errors that someone using your program might make. Your program will catch
entry errors and force the user to reenter values that would cause the program to
halt abnormally.
It is true that BASIC will catch some kinds of data entry errors for you. It will not
accept alphabetic entry when inputting a numeric value with a statement like
INPUT A. If you try to enter letters in response to such a statement, the computer
issues an error message and stops the program.
Built-in error checking capabilities are limited, though. It is possible to enter a
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10 DIM f~~I;( :L )
40 COSUS 3 00:REM Displa~ in s tructions
290 END
300 PF,INT CHf~ ~~ ( 1 2 :.'; ) ; "FUTUF,[ VAI... UE DF A
N INVE~; nl[NT"
310 PfnNT
320 pr~IN T "Thi.f.; proqr2lM ca l c ul a tes a f
utur€·~ '1

330 Pf(INT " va lue of a n :i. n V€~s tMent wh('~ n
:i. nt E~ T' (·:~s t"
3'tO Pf~ INT "i. ~,; a f ac tor· , You Mu s t provi
de th~? "
::l~j 0 F'F,INT " a Mount of th(? :i. nit i a 1 :i. nVE~S
tM&~ nt,

thf:~ "

"n o Mi na J. :i. ntel' e~; t l' at(;~, thf.!
of"
370 F'f-,INT "COMPD I)nr:.iinq p(;~ r iod s per ~!f.·~a
r, and ttl e "
380 PRINT "nUr"lt:H?r of ~J(;~al'S o f :i. nvestMf.~

ClIJ 0

F'f~INT

nUMb€~I'

nt."
390 F'RINT
400 F'HINT "A~;f..;ut'l i ng th(;~ r E~ ar f~ no ad d i t
ional"
410 F'FnNT "d€H)()sits Dr withdr a wals, th
e future"
420 F'RINT "valu(·? i~, t:!as f.~d on thi s forM

u1 a:

1I

430 F'rnNT
440 F'F,INT

,

"FV'"'AMT~

450 F'raNT "wheT'e :
er YR ~~eaT's"
460 pr';:INT "
ent"
470 F'rUNT "
t rate"
480 F'HINT "

(1+]:I",/CMP) 1\

FV == total

(CMF'~YR)

v a lue a t't

AMT= initial

investM

IR = nOMinal

inter8s

CMF' = cOMpounding t're

quenc~"

4~~0

PHINT

"

500 PHINT
510 PRINT "PI' ess

YR = nUMber of

th(;~

in II;
520 INPUT F~$
530 PRINT CHF,$ ( 125) ;
N INVESTMENT"
540 RETUF,N

FIGURE 4-15,

RETUF,N

"FUTUF~E

Future Value Instructions program listing

I'.f.~~

~ears

to beg

VALUE OF A
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value of the correct type that has an unacceptable value. That is, the value may cause
a program error further down the line. Here is a short program that illustrates this
problem:
100 INPUT X
200 PlUtH 100 /X
300 END

If you enter 0 in response to the INPUT statement (line 100), the program will fail
when it tries to divide by 0 in the PRINT statement (line 200). It is easy enough to
avoid this. Add the following lines to the program above to check the input to make
sure it is not 0, and request reentry if it is.
110 IF X<>O THEN 200
120 PIUNT "NOT ALL.OWED •• • f(E ·_·ENTER"
130 GOTO 100

By extending the principle illustrated in this example, you can see how easy it is to
check an entry for problem values. Depending on the circumstances, it may make
sense to check input with the ON-GOTO or ON-GOSUB statements, rather than a
series of IF-THEN statements.
Sometimes checking for errors is expensive. It can take a lot of programming
time, program space, and program execution time. Consider a typical yes-or-no
question, for example. The program should allow any of the correct "natural"
responses. They are: yes, no, Yes, No, YES , NO, y, n, Y, or N. There are ten answers
in all; that's quite a few for a program to have to check. You can easily reduce the
number of input tests: simply check the first character input. If the response is not
allowed, the program repeats the input request. Try this program:
10 DIM R$(40)
200 PIUNT
210 Pf(INT "ENTEI:;: ANOTHEf( E:Il..L";
220 INPUT RS:R$=R$(1,1)
230 IF r.;:~~="Y" m( I'($:"'''~'' THEN flO
240 IF F,$::::"N" m( f($::::" n " THEN END
2~50 GfHO 210

The TRAP Statement
AT ARI BASIC has a special statement that allows you to trap errors that it catches
before it displays an error message and halts program execution. Here is an
example:
100 TF(AF' 20000

Once such a statement has been executed, ATARI BASIC will branch to the
specified line number if it detects an error. It will also place a numeric code
describing the error in memory location 195, which you may inspect with the PEEK
function. Appendix A explains what each error code number means. AT ARI
BASIC also saves the line number where the error occurred. The expression
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PEEK(l87) 256 + PEEK( 186) reveals the line number.
The TRAP statement is deactivated each time an error occurs. The program must
execute another TRAP statement to reactivate it. To negate an active TRAP
statement and restore the ATARI computer to its normal automatic error handling
state, use the statement TRAP 40000.

An Error-Handling Routine
The usual procedure for handling errors with the TRAP statement is to write an
error-handling routine. AT ARI BASIC branches to the routine when an error
occurs. At the end of the routine, the program can branch back to the beginning of
the line where the error occurred, or to any other program line . The error-handling
routine can take different actions depending on the nature of the error and the
current state of the program, which can usually be determined by inspecting the
values of key variables.
The following program demonstrates the TRAP statement. This program treats
errors that are unrelated to keyboard entries as fatal errors. It reports the error
number and error-causing line, and halts the program. Entry errors are not fatal.
The program announces them and requests reentry.
10 DIM X~Hl.O)
50 TF(AP 8000
200 F'FGNT "ENTEI:( A ~:;nGNG VALUE";
210 INPUT X$
220 IF X~;"""E" THEN ~'iOO:f(EM End pT' OC]I'?
230 PFaNT "ENTEF( A NUMEFUC VALUE";
240 INPUT X
249 REM Errol' occurs if entr~ = 0
;?'~'jO

X'"'XIX

499 REM End PrograM
500 PIUNT "L..r.,tlT ENTFUE~:; WEI'(E: "; X$;" A
ND ";X
510 TRAP 40000:REM Turn off TRAP
~'i20 END
7998 REM +++++ Errol' handler +++++
7999 REM Get error nUMber
0000 [,,,r:'EEI< (:I. 9:':i)
8009 REM Get line no, where error was
8010 EL=PEEK(187)*256+PEEK(186)
8020 IF E=3 OR E=8 THEN 8100
8029 REM Non-input error occurred
80:3 0 F'fGNT "AI'mGH' [}(I:WF( NO, "; E ;" FDU
ND"
B 0 4 0 PFUNT "ON LINE NO, "; EL.
f:l0~50 PlUtH "WFUTE THIS INFD, DOWN, ALD
NG WITH"
B 0 6 0 PRINT "WHAT YOU WEJ(E DOING,"
B 0 7 0 PRINT "C()N~3ULT THE USU:(' G MANUAL
FDI,\ HELP"
OOBO END
0100 REM Input error occurred
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8110 PRINT CHR$( 2 53);:REM Ring bell
~H2() PF\lNT "EI:-': FWF"" TF< Y {,G,~IN"
8130 TRAP 8000:REM Reset TRAP
01. ' I ()

coro

EL.

Input Utility Subroutines
At this point we can develop a general input subroutine. It will use all the input
techniques we have discussed so far: prompt messages, amplified instructions, input
masks , response checking, and an error-handling routine .
The input subroutine will use several other subroutines . One of them clears lines
on the display screen (Figure 4-16). It uses variable BL$ to clear all but the last
column of each line. Clearing the last column would force a carriage return. If that
happens on the last line, the screen sc rolls up one line . Extra programming could
overcome this, at the expense of memory and execution speed. In most cases, this
simpler solution is adequate. The main program must dimension and fill BL$ with
blanks .
Another auxiliary subroutine fla shes an error message in the top right corner of
the display screen (Figure 4-17). The message to display must be in variable ERM$,

97 REM *.* •• *.**** •• ***.* •••• * •••• *.*
90 REM.
Clear Oispla~ Lin es
*
99 REM

******* •• ** ••••• *.*.*.* •• ****.

100 FOR J=Ll TO L2
11 0 PU ~:;I T:r:UN 0 , ,.J
1 2 0 PRINT BL$(l,39):
130 NE XT ,.J
l itO RETl.JF(N

FIG URE 4-16. C lea r Displa y Lines subroutine listing

1 67
168
1 69
1 70
1 80

REM •• **.****** ••••• *.*** ••••• ***
REM *
Displa~ Error Message
*
REM .**.************ •• ** •• * ••• * ••
FUR J=l TO 3
P OSITION 2 0 ,0
TNT [1'< ['j 'I>;"

[F< F( DR" :

C HI:(~I>

(

1? (I

PF~:

20 0
21 0
22 0
2:'1 0

F UR Jl=l TO 100:N[XT J1:R[M
PUSITIUN 2 0 , 0
NEXT ,.1

?'! 0

F(ETlJF(['~

P F(JN'r B I . ~I; ( 1 , 1'''') : F:[['I Er

FIG URE 4-17. Display Error Message subroutine listing

a~> f~

?~j:] ) ,

Dela~

IVIE'~:;C.1,
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which the main program must dimension. The subroutine always appends the word
"ERROR" to the message. It also beeps the console speaker each time the message
flashes. It uses an empty FOR-NEXT delay loop , so the message stays on the screen
for a few seconds.
We also need a subroutine to clear the area at the bottom of the screen where the
amplified instructions go (Figure 4-18). All this subroutine does is call the subroutine that clears display lines (Figure 4-17) and position the cursor to the start of the
instruction area.
Figure 4-19 shows the input subroutine itself. First the subroutine makes sure the
error handler is active (line 600). Then it displays the input mask at the specified
column and row (lines 630 and 640). Input is always into a string variable R$ (line
660). This allows the user to enter a question mark to cue amplified instructions (line
670), even during numeric entry. It also allows the user to just press the RETURN key
during a numeric entry; the subroutine treats it as a 0 (line 700). The input
subroutine checks for numeric range (line 720) or string length (line 750). It does not
enforce any length restrictions on numeric entries, nor does it truncate or round
numeric responses to some number of decimal places. These latter two functions
usually vary from one input to the next, so they are better done outside the input
subroutine.
The input subroutine uses two variable line numbers, ERRHDL (line 600) and
AMPSUB (line 670). This allows the calling program to provide its own routines
and thereby vary the way it treats error-handling and amplified instructions .
AMPSUB must be a real line number. The line can consist of only a RETURN
statement, but it must exist. ERRHDL, on the other hand, can have an illegally high
line number like 40000. If it does, AT ARI BASIC handles errors itself.
We also need a subroutine that inputs with a prompt message (Figure 4-20). It
displays a prompt message on the second line of the screen and calls the input
subroutine (Figure 4-19) to input a value on the line after that.
The last utility routine is the error handler (Figure 4-21) . If an input error occurs ,
it uses the Display Error Message subroutine (Figure 4-17) to flash a message. Then
it returns to the beginning of the line where the error occurred. If a non-input error
occurs, the error handler displays an advisory message and ends the program.

217 REM *********.*.***************.*
248 REM *Clear Instr. Area of Screen*
249 REM *****************************
250 Ll=20:L2=23:CDSUB 100
260 POSITION 2,20
270 m::Tl.mN

NOTE: Requires the Clear Display Lines subroutine (Figure 4-16).

FIGURE

4-18. Clear Instruction Area subroutine listing
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596 REM *****.* ••• **.****.***.* ••••••
597 REM * General Input Subroutine •
598 REM ** •• ************************.
599 REM En a ble error- handler
,',0 () TI:~() P [F<F<HDI ...
609 REM Cle a r a MPl. In str. lines
(;;.:l 0 CO~:;I.J[: ? ~.'j ()
630 PO SIT ION IC+l,IR
640 PRIN T MSKt( l ,I L )
65 0 POSIT ION IC,I R
659 REM Input a nd c heck re spo n se
6<',0 INF'l.rr 1'(,1;
663 FOR J:l = l TO IL
664 REM Strip out extra Mask chars.
665 FOR J l= l TO IL:IF Rt(J1 , J1 )(> MSK$(
1,1) TH EN NE XT Jl
666 I:~ '~ "" F;: ~I;': 1, ,J 1 < I. )
669 REM AMp li f~ i nst ructions?
{,70 IF F< l "" " .;' " THEN GU:,U[: (,r-iP::; Ul::: GOlD (,
JD
680 IF LO)HI THEN GOlD 75 0 l REM st rin g
69 0 REM Null entrs
nUMe ric 0
7 0 () IF F~'I;"""" TH EN F<·'~'"'' 0"
7 D? REM Proce ss n UM e ri c re s ponse
7 1 0 1'("'V ,~d ... 0: 1'(+)
72 0 IF R>=LO AND R(= HI THEN RETURN
729 REM NUMeri c Range error
7 3 () [1'<11 l"' " [.j Ur'lEI:;:IC F~:(',NCE"
740 GD SUB l !O; COTO 620
7 49 REM Stri n g Input
75 0 IF L[N(~$) ~=I L THEN R[TURN
759 REM St r ing l e ngth error
76 0 CI'<f"il'"'' !:;rF<INC i... ENCT H"
77 0 GO SU8 17 0:SDTO 62 0
NOTE: These subroutines must be presc nt : Clear Displa y Lines (Figure 4-16) ,
Display Error Message (Figure 4-17), a nd Error Handler (Figure 4-21).

FIGURE

4-19. General Input subroutine listing

Table 4-2 lists all the utility subroutines by line number. It shows which subroutines use which variables , and which subroutines require other subroutines to be
present. A program that uses any of these subroutines has to do a number of things .
It must dimension string variables which the selected subroutines use , as described
in Table 4-3. It must assign values to the variables these subroutines use, as
described in Table 4-4.
Have you noticed how the subroutines assume that the main program dimensions variables such as PRMT$ and MSK$ correctly? They could check that
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REM **** ••• * ••• *••• **.** •••••••••
REM *
Input with ProMPt
*
REM ****** •••• ** •• ****.**** •••• **
REM Clear proMPt & input lines
800 Ll =1:LZ=Z:COS U8 100
809 REM Print proMpt Mess a ge
B1 0 1:'D~;lrIDN :::. 1
H20 P!', INT 1::'!';: t"jT ~I;
HZ? REM Inp ut va lue
830 IC =2:rR=Z:C OSU8 6 00

796
797
798
799

GiiO !',ETU!',N
NOTE: Requires the following subroutines: Clear Display Lines (Figure 4-16)
and General Input (Figure 4-19),
FIGURE 4-20, Input with Prompt subroutine listing

7996
7997
7998
7999
BO 0 0
B009
8010
8020
8029
D0:30
ND"
80'10

REM ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
REM +
Error handler
+
REM +++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++
REM Get error nUMber
E>'PEE}( (195)
REM Get line no. where error was
EL=PEEK(187)*256+PEEK(186)
IF E=3 OR E=8 THEN 8100
REM Non - input error occurred
PI:(INT "ArmCH' Ef(l'(Df;: NO. ";E;" FOLl

PF,INT "ON LINE NO. ";EL.
PI:,INT "Wf(ITE TI"II8 INFD. DOWN, ALCl
NG WITH"
El 060 pr,INT "WHAT YOU WEf,E DOING."
B070 PI:,INT "CONSULT THE U!:;Ef, '!:; MANUAL
FDf, HELP"
DODO END
BI00 REM Input error occurred
811 0 U,M ~I;"" " INPUT"
8120 COSU8 170:REM Flash Message
8130 TRAP ERRHDL:REM Reset TRAP
El140 COlO [I...

BO~'jO

NOTE: Requires the Display Error Message subroutine (Figure 4-17),

FIGURE 4-21. Error Handler program listing
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TABLE 4-2. Uti li ty Subroutine Req uirements
F igure and Title

Line
100
170
250
600

4-16.
4-1 7.
4-18.
4- 19.

C lea r Disp lay Lines
Display Error Message
Clear Instructio n Area
General Inpu t

640
800
850
6000

4-37.
4-20.
4-38.
4-33.

S tring Input
Input with Prompt
Disable BREAK Key
Mo ve Cursor wit h Stick

6500
8000
8200

4-31. Numeric Input with
J oystick
4-2 1. Error Ha ndler
4-36. Enter Valid Date

8400

4-36. Input Two Digits

Variables

Subroutines

BL$, J , L1 , L2
BL$ , ERM$, J , Jl
L I, L2
AMPSUB, ERM$ , ERR HDL .
HI , lC, IL. IR , Jl , LO, MSK$ ,
R, R$
IC, IL , IR. J. R . R$ , X
Ie. IR , L1 , L2, PRMn
J
BR, DLYI , J , LC , RC . SC.
SR , TR
BL$, HI , IC, IL, INC, IR ,
J, LO, R, SD
E, EL, E RM $, ERR HDL
D, DAn, IC, IR , M , MSK$ ,
R$ , Y
.fl, R, R()

None
None
100
ERRHDL.
AMPSUB,
170, 250
No ne
100, 600
No ne
No ne
None
170
8400
No ne

TABLE 4-3, Utilit y Subro uti ne String Variab le Dime nsions*
Variable
BL$
DAT$
ERM$
MSK$
R$
PRMT$

Minimum
39
8
13
0**
1**
0

Maxim um
None
8
13
39
39
39

• Used in Figu res 4-16 th rough 4-21 , 4-31 , 4-33, and 4-36 th rough 4-38 .

•*

Must acco mmodate the la rgest input.

IL < = LEN(PRMT$) and that IL < = LEN(MSK$) . But these are programming
errors, not user errors . Once discovered and corrected, a programming error will
almost neve r reappear. It wo uld be a waste of computer memory and execution
speed for the program to check for such errors.
Let's use the utility subroutines (Figures 4-16 through 4-21) in a program . Type
them all in together, then use the CSA VE statement to record them on a cassette.
That way you can use the CLOA D statement to get them back in memory when
future exa mple programs need them , rat her than retyping them each time,
Once you have all the subroutines in memory, type in the listing shown in Figure
4-22. The resulting program fir st dimensions and initiali zes the variables that the
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TABLE

4-4. Input Utility Subroutine Variable Usage

Variab le

Value
Change?·

AMPSUB

No

BL$
BR
D

No
No

DAn

Yes
Yes

No

DLYI
E
EL
ERRHDL

Yes
Yes

HI"
IC

No
No

IL
INC
IR
J
JI
LI

No
No
No

L2
LC
LO"
M
MSK$
PRMT$
R
R( )
R$
RC
SC
SD
SR
TR
Y

No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes

Use

Line number of th e s ubro utine
that amplifies the prompt message
Bla nk characters for e rasing the sc reen
Bo tt o m ro w cursor li mit
Day entered
Date enterrd , with punctuation
Cursor speed
BASIC error number
Line number where e rror occurred
Line number of the erro r handler; if none ,
let ERRHDL = 40000
The largest numb er th at can be entered
The input co lumn numb er, 0 to 38. Avoid column 39 ,
since it forces a carriage return
The input length
Incre ment
The input row number, 0 to 23
Temporary
Temporary
First disp lay line to c lear, 0 to 23
Last display line to c lear, L I to 23
Left-hand co lumn cursor limit
The sma llest number that can be entered
Month en tered
Input ma sk characters
T he pro mpt mes sage; it can be null
Return s the nume ric va lue input. if any
Temporary
Returns the string valu e input , or string eq uivalent
of numeric input
Right-hand co lumn cu rso r limit
S ti ck-directed cursor column
Delay between in crementing
Stick-d irected cursor row
Top row cursor limit
Year entered

• The subrou tin es change the va lues of o nl y the indicated variab les.
If LO > HI , the subroutine inputs a string va lue. If no t, it inputs a numeric va lue .

**

subroutines use (lines 10 to 40). Then it branches around the subroutines to start the
main execution sequence (line 90) . It sets up a 20-character stri ng input (lines 10 10
to 1040) and a numeric input (lines 1050 to 1110). The prompt message for the
numeric input includes the response to the string input (lines 1050 to 1070). Notice
that the string input has no amplified instructions - AMPSUB is 32767, the "donothing" subroutine. There are amplified instructions for numeric entry, however
(lines 7000 to 7040).
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10 DIM PRMT$(40),MSK'C4 0),8L $(40), ERM$
( :1. J) , I'(~~ ( Z 0 )
19 REM Fill 8L$ with blank s
2 () B L ~~ ",, "

" : [: L.. ;1; ( '10 ) "" [:L ~I; : [: I... ;1; ( '2. ) '" [: I... $

29 REM Fill MSK$ with input Mask char
3 0 M ~:; I«~''" '' ._ '': M !:; I<~I; ( ' 10 ) " M!:;I(~I; : M!31(':I; ( ~~ ) ''' t1SI( $
(1)

39 REM Error - h a n dler sta rting l i ne
't 0 El'mHDL ""B 0 () 0
89 REM branch to s tart of prog ra M
90 GOlD 1000
999 REM
Ma in Progr a M 1000 PRINT CHR$ C12S):RE M ell'. sc reen
1009 REM Input s t r ing value
1010 1::'I'(MT ~~''' ''What i;5 th(;! bowler's last
nal. . . e?'1

1020
1030
1 040
1049
10S0
1060
1070
10UO
10 9 0
1100
1110
6997
6998
6999
7 000
7010

1L=2 0:LO=1:H1=0
AMPSUB=32 767
G()~3 UE: UO ()
REM Enter nUM eric value
PI'(MT1.= "What did"
PRM T$(L ENCPRMT$ )+l)=R$
PI'(MT ~~ ( LEN (P I'(MT!~)+ l) "' " score? "
IL =7 :LO = 0:Hl =3 00
AMP !:; UB::1 000
GD!:;UE: DO 0
GOTO lOU)

REM
NUMeri c Input In str . --REM Clear dedicated area , then
REM po sitio n c ur s or
GDS UE: 25 0
PF(INT "Entf:~l' a po si tive nUMeric v

a luet"

7020 PIUNT "less than 3 00."
7030 I:(ETUI:(N
3276 7 RETURN :REM do - nothin g s ubr.
NOTE: Shows the input utilit y subroutines (Figures 4-16 through 4-21) in action .

FIGURE

4-22. Enter Bowling Scores program listi ng

Group Inputs
Very often a program needs several pieces of information, not just one or two. It can
input the data items in a number of different ways. One way is to input each item in
turn at the same place on the screen, using a different prompt for each item to guide
the operator. This is the approach the last example program (Figure 4-22) used to
enter names and scores. That program reminded you whose score to enter by
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incorporating the name into the prompt message for the score. Imagine the confusion that would occur without this aid. You would always have to remember the last
name you entered.
That program could display the most recent entries on the unused part of the
screen. Try changing it so it displays the most recent name and score on lines 5 and 6
of the screen (Figure 4-23).
The best way of handling multiple-item data entry is to display a form on the
screen, and fill in the form as data is entered. Related data items stay on the screen
until all items are entered. To do this , the program first displays the form. This
consists of a label for each item and enough space next to the label for the entry
(Figure 4-24). The labeled items are called fields . Each field has a number. You
enter data sequentially, starting with the first field and ending with the last.
Only minimal programming effort is required to acco mplish this. Suppose you
want to input a name and address. There are five items to enter: name, street, city,
state, and ZIP code. The input utility subroutines wejust developed will do most of
the work (see Tables 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4 and Figures 4-16 through 4-21). If you
recorded them on cassette as we suggested, load them into memory now. Otherwise
you will have to retype them. Be sure none of the program lines from the last

What is the bowler 's la s t n a Me ?

r1Cc::cm

NaMe la s t entered:
SNE RD
Score l ast entered: 188

FIGURE

4-23. Displaying the most recently entered data for reference
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ENTER NAME AND ADDRESS BELOW
:I.
?

3

N;;;I'~p:

!:) t. 'Co f.~ I~':' t

~

Ci t~:i;
~.j)

'I

TIT':

FIGURE 4-24. Displaying a form for data entry

example program (Figure 4-22) remain. Add the following program lines to clear
the screen and display the initial form:
9 REM Initialize variab l es
10 DU1 I"'l'a1T~; ( ' t 0),
tiS <:l J)

MSI<,1; ('t 0) ,

[:U\; ( '10) ,El(

19 REM Fill BL$ with bl a nk s
2: 0 [: L ~I; '" " ": [: L ~I; ( 40 ) '" BL. ~I; ; [: L ~I; ( '2. ) '" BI... ~I;
'2.9 REM Fill MSK$ with input Mask char
3 0 Mt,I< ~I;":" .... " ; ~1~:;1<;1; ( 't 0 ) "'~1~:; 1<+ : M!3I<$ ( '2. ) "" M~3f(~;
39 REM Error-handler starti ng line
'to U(I'(HDL"'OO 0 0

09 REM Branch to s t a rt of progr a M
<;'0 GOlD :LOOO
999 REM Clear s crpsn

& Jispl as forM

1000 1"'1:(INT CHr(~; ( :1.2~j) ; "ENT[I'( Nt,ME AND
[)[)I:(Uot, DEL.DW"
:L 010 I"'IUtH: f"1'n:tH
:L 0 '2.1l 1"'1:n:NT ":I.)
NaM(·~: "
:1.030 I"'I'n:NT " 2) Str(·~c! l ,; "
10'tO ""IUNT " 3 )
Cit~:;:"

t,
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10 ~) 0 PIUNT " ' I )
~:; t a te:"
10 6 0 POSITION 20 ,6
1. 0 7 D PI'(INT "~'j) Z IP:"
1'100 END

Next, the program has to input the name , street , city, state , and ZIP code. Add a
separate subroutine to input each fi eld:
50 DIM NAS( 2 0) ,S TT S(2 0 ), CIS( 2 0), S TS ( 2 )
, Z I ~~ (9 ) >, F( ~; (lO)

10 '19 REM Enter a ll 5 field s
liDO FOR F=l TO 5
111 0 CD~;LJ[: 2 000
11 ;'~ () NE XT F
1.130 GO 'fO 1100
1 9 96 REM ++++++Subroutine 2 000+++++++
1997 REM Branch to e ntr~ r outine
1998 REM for field F
199'1 REM Input strin g wi no 8 MPlif.
2 000 LO=I:HI = 0 : AMP S LJB =32767
2010 ON F COTO 2 100 ,22 00 ,23 00 , 2 4 00, 2 50
()

20 '17
2 09 8
2 0 ry'y
2 100
2110
2 1 '/7
21'18

REM
REM Enter 2 0-c h a r naM e
REt1
IC = 13:IR=3 : IL =2 0 I CDSUB 600
NAS=RS:RETURN
I:(EM
REM Enter 20 - char street
2 1 ';>9 1'([, t1
2200 IC=13:IR=1:IL =20ICDSUB 600
2210 STTS=RS:RETLJRN
2 297 f(EM
2 2'18 REM Enter 20 -c h a r c it~
2 ~'. 9 9 1'([:: t1
2 300 IC=13:IR=5:IL =2 0 : CO S UB 600
2310 CI$ =RS:RETURN
~'. 3 '/7 F(Et1
2398 REM Ent e r 2- ch ar s t ate
2399 1'([1'\
2100 IC=13:IR=6:IL= 2: CDSLJB 6 00
2110 ST$=RS:RETURN
2'197 1:,Et1
2198 REM Enter 9-cha r ZIP
2 't,"}'y 1'([,t1
2 500 IC=28:IR=6:IL=9 : CO SUB 600
2510 ZI$ = R$!RETURN
32 7 67 RETURN : REM do - nothing subr.

Run the program. If it does not run correctly, check your listing carefully. In
particular, look for missing subroutines and for semicolon errors in PRINT
statements.
When you run the Name-and-Add ress program; it displays an entry mask for
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each of the five fields in turn. This tells you which field to enter. Note how easy it is
to see what you are entering.

Reviewing and Changing Input
When you finish entering everything on a form, the program can easily allow
changes to any individual field. All it needs to know is the number of the field to
change .
You can add the ability to make changes to the Name-and-Address program.
When initial form entry is complete , the program will need to ask whether you want
to make changes. If so, it must input the field number you want to change and use an
ON-GOS UB statement to call the appropriate input subroutine. Figure 4-25 shows
the complete program with statements added to allow changes (lines 1130 through
1230), and all subroutines.
Study the Name-and-Address program carefully. Be sure you understand the
data entry aids which it uses . These aids are listed below.
By labeling each field and juxtaposing an entry mask at the appropriate time, the
program clearly indicates what data is expected, and how many entry spaces are
available.
If you exceed the allowed entry length , the program reports an error.
When you enter the number of a field to change, the entry mask again quickly tells you
whether you specified the correct field number.
When the program asks questions , it only recognizes meaningful responses: Y or N for
yes or no , or a number between I and 5 to select a field.
The following are data entry features which have not been included but could be
added:
The program could check the ZI P code for any nondigit entry. (Note that similar codes
in some countries do allow both letters and numbers, however.)
Many cautious programs ask the question" Are you sure?" when you answer no in
response to the question "Do you want to make any changes?". This gives the program
user a second chance to make changes in the event that he or she accidentally pressed the
wrong key.
The program could recognize a special character which, when input, retains the prior
value. For example , if the you choose the wrong field to change, the example program
now forces you to reenter the field. The program could easily recognize a character
which retains the previous field value.
Try modifying the Name-and-Address program yourself to include the additional
safety features described above.

Using Game Controllers to Restrict Responses
One problem with all forms of input is the multitude of choices the user has. Every
extraneous choice is a potential error. The program must check for inappropriate
responses. If it neglects to check , some user will make the mistake that crashes the
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9 REM Initialize variables
10 DIM PRMT$(40),MSK$(40),BL$(40),ERM$
(13)
19 REM Fill BLS with blanks
20 E::L!~'"'" ": BL.!~ (40) ==[:1...$: E:l..$ (2) "=[:L.$
29 REM Fill MSKS with input Mask char
30 MSf($,,''' .._'': M~)I($ (40) "M~31($: MSI(S (2) =MSf($
39 REM Error-handler starting line
'10 EF(RHDL'''-BOOO
~30 DIM NAS(20),STT$(20),C;U;(20),~H$(2)
,ZI!H 9), F,!~ C?O)
B9 REM Branch to start of prograM
90 GOTO :1.000
97 REM ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
9B REM ~ Clear Displa~ Lines
~
99 REM ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
100 FOR J=l..l TO 1...2
110 POSITION 0, ~J
120 PRINT Bl..$(1,39);
130 NEXT cJ
140 RETUI:;:N
165 REM ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
166 REM ~
Displa~ Error Message
*
169 REM ~~**~~~~~~~~~~~~~**~*~*~~~*~~
170 FOr, .J"~' 1 TO :~
180 POSITION 20,0
190 F'F(INTEI:;:M$ ;" [Fm 0 I:;: " ; CHF,$ (253) ;
200 FOR Jl=l TO 100:NEXT J1:REM Dela~
210 POSITION 20,0
220 PRINT BI...$(1,19):REM Erase Mesg.
230 NEXT .J
240 F(EnmN
247 REM ~*~~~~~~*~*~~~~*~~~~~~~~~*~~~
248 REM ~Clear Instr. Area of Screen~
249 REM ~~~~~*~*~~***~*************~*
250 1...1=20:1...2=23:GOSUB 100
260 POSITION 2,20
270 F,ETlJF(N
596 REM *~*******~**********~~****~**
597 REM * General Input Subroutine *
598 REM ~*************~**************
599 REM Enable error-handler
600 TF,AP EFmHDL
619 REM Clear aMpl. instr. lines
620 GClf:ll.JE:: 2!'50
630 POSITIClN IC+l,IR
NOTE: Demonstrates forms data entry. Uses all input utility subroutines (Figures 4-16
through 4-21). Can be mod ified to create a mailing list data file on cassette
(see Figure 5-2).
(Colltillued)
FIGURE

4-25. Name-and-Address program listing
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610 PRINT MSK$(l,IL)
650 POSITION IC,IR
659 REM Input and check response
660 INPUT 1:;:$
663 FOR Jl=l TO IL
661 REM Strip out extra Mask chars.
665 FOR Jl=l TO IL:IF R$(Jl,Jl)(>MSK$(
1,1) THEN NEXT J1
666 R$=R$(l,Jl-l)
669 REM AMPlif~ instructions?
670 IF F($="?" THEN GOSUE: AMP!3UE:: GOTO 6
30
680 IF LO>HI THEN GOTO 750:REM string
690 REM Null e ntr~ = nUMberic 0
700 IF F~$=""" THEN 1'($=="0"
709 REM Process nUMeric response
710 R=VAL O~$)
72 0 IF R>=LO AND R(=HI THEN RETURN
729 REM NUMeric Range error
730 EF(M$="NUMErUC f~ANGE"
710 GOSUB 170:GOTO 620
719 REM String Input
750 IF LEN(R$)(=IL THEN RETURN
759 REM String length error
760 ERM$~;."STF(ING LENGTH"
770 GOSUE: 170:GOTO 620
796 REM ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~**
797 REM *
Input with ProMpt
*
798 REM *~~*~*****~**~*~~**~*********
799 REM Clear proMpt & input lines
800 Ll=1:L2=2:GOSUB 100
809 REM Print proMpt Message
810 POSITION 2,1
820 PF(lNT PRMT$
829 REM Input value
830 IC=2;IR=2:COSUB 600
84 0 F~ETLJRN
999 REM Clear screen & displa~ forM
1000 PF(lNT CHF($( 125); "ENTEf~ NAME AND A
[)DF~ESS E:El..OIo!"
1010 PRINT :PRINT
1020 PRINT "1)
NaMe:"
1030 NaNT "2) Street:"
10.ttO PRINT "~J)
Cit~:"
1 0 5 0 PF~INT "4)
State: "
1060 POSITION 20,6
NOTE: Demonstrates forms data entry. Uses all input utility subroutines (Figures 4-16
through 4-21). Can be modified to create a mailing list data file on cassette
(see Figure 5-2).

(colltinued)

FIGURE 4-25. Name-and-Address program listing (continued)
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1070 F'FGNT "5) ZIP:"
1099 REM Enter all 5 fields
1100 FOR F=1 TO 5
1110 GOSLJI:: 2000
1120 NEXT F
1129 REM Allow changes
1130 F'RMT$=' ''Do :lOU want to Make an:l ch
anges"
1140 LO=1:HI=0 : AMF'SUB =327 67
1150 IL = l:COSLJB 800
1159 REM Anal:Jze respon s e
1160 IF r,~~ "" "N" OF, [( $=' ''n'' THEN 1100
1170 IF 11:$"" "Y" DR F,$ '"" ":J" THEN :l200
l1BO EF, M$ '= "Y or N pl€!ase" : GO!)lJ[: 170
1190 CDTD 1130
1199 REM' G(;~t f i €.~ 1 d nl.!l"Ib(;~,'
1200 F'HMT!~ = "Which field"
1210 LO=1:HI =5 :AMF'SUB=32 767
1220 IL =1:CDSLJB 800
1230 F=H:CDSUB 2000:CDTD 1130
1900 END
1996 REM ++++++Subroutine 2 000+++++++
1997 REM Branch to entr:J routine
1998 REM for field F
1999 REM Input s tring wi no aMPlif.
2000 LO =1:HI = 0:AMF'SLJB=32767
2010 ON F GOTD 2100,2200,2300, 2 400,250

o

2097
2098
2099
2100
2110
2197
2198
219'1
2200
2210
2297
2298
2299
2300
2310
2397
2398
2399

REM
HEM Enter 20-char naMe
[(EM
IC =13:IR=3:IL =2 0:GOSLJ[: 600
NA$ =RS: HETURN
F,EM
REM Ent er 20-char street
F,EM
IC = 13:IH =4:IL =2 0:GOSLJB 600
STT$=R $ :RETLJRN
REM
REM Enter 2 0-c har cit:J
F,EM
IC=13:IR =5 :IL=20:GOSLJ[: 600
CI$=R$:RETLJRN
REM
REM Enter 2-c har state
REM

NOTE: Demonstrates forms data entry. Uses all input utilit y subroutin es (Figures 4-16
through 4-21). Can be modified to create a mailing list da ta file on cassette
(see Figure 5-2) .
(cont inued)

FIGURE

4-25. Name-and-Address prog ra m listing (continued)
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2400 IC=13:IR=6:IL=2:GOSUB 600
2410 ST$=RS:RETURN
2497 F,EM
2498 REM Enter 9-char ZIP
2499 REM
2500 IC=28:IR=6:Il=9:GOSUB 600
2510 ZI$=R$:RETURN
7996 REM ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
7997 REM +
Error handler
+
7998 REM ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
7999 REM Get error nUMber
8000 E=PEEf« 195)
8009 REM Get line no. where error was
8010 EL=PEEK(187)*256+PEEK(186)
8020 IF E=3 OR E=8 THEN 8100
8029 REM Non-input error occurred
8030 PRINT "ARRGH! Efi:ROfi: NO. "lEl" FOU
ND"
8040 PRINT "ON LINE NO. "lEL
8050 PRINT "WRITE THIS INFO. DOWN, ALO
NG WITH"
8060 PRINT "WHAT YOU WERE DOING."
8070 PRINT "CONSULT THE USER'S MANUAL
FOR HELP"
8080 END
8100 REM Input error occurred
8110 EF,M$=" INPUT"
8120 GOSUB 170:REM Flash Message
8130 TRAP ERRHDL:REM Reset TRAP
81'10 GOTO EL
32767 RETURN :REM do-nothing Bubr.
NOTE: Demonstrates forms data entry. Uses all input utility subroutines (Figures 4-16
through 4-21). Can be modified to create a mailing list data file on cassette
(see Figure 5-2).

FIGURE 4-25.

Name-and-Address program listing (continued)

program. The solution to this problem is to eliminate the keyboard as the input
device and use the game controllers instead. The joystick is the easiest to adapt. It is
not always possible to use a game controller instead of the keyboard, but the
number of ways in which game controllers can be used is surprising.
The STICK function reads the joystick in ATARI BASIC. It returns a value
between 5 and 15, depending on the direction the stick is pointed (Figure 4-26). The
STRIG function reads the joystick trigger button. It returns a 0 value only if the
trigger is being pressed . You can hook up as many as four joysticks to an AT ARI
computer at once. Therefore you must state which stick you want the STICK or
STRIG function to read. Sticks are numbered 0 through 3 for these functions . Stick
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4-26. STICK function val ues

FIGURE

o plugs

into socket I (the leftmost socket) on th e front of the AT ARI computer,
stick I plugs into socket 2, and so on . The followin g program shows how these two
function s work:

10 PRINT CHR$(125)
P(]UITION ;'!,~:;

~! ()

29 REM Use BREAK ke~ to s top progr aM
::) 0 PIn:NT " :oTIC I< 0 VAL UE :
" ; ST1[; 1< (0) ;

"

.
t

't o

Pf(INT

~:;O

IF !:;nn:G « () "" 0 THEN Pfn:NT "O N " : COTO

"ST1CI< 0 TIUCGEI:(;

";

ZO
6 0 1::' f(IN T "OFF": GOTD 20

ATARI BASIC read s the paddle with the PADDL E function. It returns a va lue
between I and 228 , depending on the amount of rota tion (Figure 4-27). The PTRIG
function reads the paddle trigger button . It returns a 0 value only if the trigger is
being pressed. Paddles come in pai rs. You can hook up as many as four pairs to a n
AT ARI computer at once. Therefore you must sta te which of the eight paddles you
want either of these functions to read . Paddles are numbered 0 through 7 for these
functions . Paddles 0 a nd I plug into socket I on the front of the AT ARI computer,
paddles 2 and 3 plug into socket 2, a nd so on. The following program shows how
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Full clockwise
rotation

FIGURE 4-27. PADDLE function values

these two functions work:
10 PRINT CHR$(125)
;.?' 0 POSITIDN ;:. t :'5

;:'9 REM Use BREAK

ke~ to stop prograM
JO PI:(INT "PADDLE 0 VALUE:
",f"(.',DDI... E( 0
) ; II

t

.

PFU:NT "PADDLE () nu:.cGEI:(: " t
50 IF PTRIG(O)=O THEN PRINT "m~ ":CClTD

-'to

;:'0

cd) PIUNT "DFF": GOTD 20

Joystick Control of the Display
When dealing with large quantities of data , the display screen can only show a small
amount of the data at one time. One way to do this is to use the display screen as a
window on the data. At any time it shows only part of the data available. Viewing
data in this way is easy if the data is in the form of numeric array variables or even
string pseudo-arrays (described earlier in this chapter). Imagine that the array data
is written on a large chalkboard and you are looking at the chalkboard through the
viewfinder of a camera. The chalkboard is large enough that you cannot get it all in
the viewfinder at one time , but you can view any part of the chalkboard by moving
the viewfinder up, down , right , or left. The display screen can imitate the viewfinder,
and the joystick can control its movement over the field of data.
We will now show how to implement this technique with a two-dimension
numeric array . As the value of each array element, we will assign a four-digit
number which identifies the array indexes, like this :
X(i,)) = DiD)
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For example:
X(3,2) = 0302
X(19,8) = 1908
X(lI,12) = 1112

This numeric array can be initialized very simply with some nested FOR-NEXT
loops, as follows:
10 DIM X(~'jO,:l.:t)
49 REM Initialize arra~
~j 0 Pf(INT CHI',~I; ( 1 ?~j) ; "PI... Et,~:;[ WAIT .. ······ INITI
ALIZATION IN PF\D CEf:;~:; " ;
b 0 FOF, fe,,, 0 TO :L 4
70 rem, cJooO TO ~'jO
80 X(J,K)=(J+1).100+K+1
'YO NEXT ,J
:1.00 NEXT 1<

The computer takes about ten seconds to execute these lines. This is a long time to
leave the program user in suspense, so the program displays an advisory message
about the initialization. Without such a message , the program user may well assume
that the computer is not working. It is a good idea to display a prominent message
whenever such periods of apparent inactivity occur.
The fourth and fifth rows of the dis play will show column headings . The first ten
spaces of each line will show row headings (Figure 4-28). We deliberately created a
window that is smaller than the entire screen in order to better illustrate the concept
of a window on data. There is nothing to prevent you from creating a window that
occupies your entire screen, but there will be occasions when you want a small
window so that other data can appear on the screen concurrently.
As the part of the array that is visible changes, the program will have to change
the row a nd column numbers in the headings. The following subroutine accomplishes that:
998 f(EM +++++ Subroutine 1000+++++
999 f(EM
Displ a~ headings
1000 FOf( J=1 TO 3
1010 PO SITION 3+J.10,3
1020 PlUtH "CDI... l.H1N";
:I. 03 0 NEXT ,J
1040 FOR J=O TO 2
1050 POSITION :L 6+J*10,1
1059 f(EM right-justif~ one-digit ne
lObO IF [;+,,)+1<:10 THEN PI'UNT " ";
10 70 PRINT C+,,)+l:
1000 NEXT ,J
1090 FOf( J=O TO 9
1100 POSITION 3,,,)+5
111 () PF\INT "fWW ";
1119 REM right-justif~ e ne -digit ne.
11 ~'. O IF 1',+,,)+ :1. <:10 THEN I"'I',INT"
";
1130 Pf(INT f(+,,)+1:
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R0 W
R0 W
RO W
ROW
ROW
RO W
R OW
ROW
RO w
ROW

FIGURE
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YY
YY
YY
YY
YY
YY
YY
YY
y y

YY

4-28. Screen format for data wind ow program

i:l'10 NEXT cJ
1:l ::i 0 I:(ETUI'(N

Note that lines 1070 and 1130 add I to the row and column numbers as they are
displayed . AT A RI BASIC arrays have elements with 0 indexes , but most people
start counting with I, not O. Therefore, the progra m makes this minor translation to
make it easier to use.
The following lines di sp lay array values start ing with X(2S,7) in the upper left
corner of the window:
20 DIM X$(:lO),8L$(40)
29 REM Fill BL$ with blanks
J 0 [: I... ;1, '" " "; [: L;1, ( "t 0 ) '" l:: 1.._ 'I, : [: I... ;1, ( 2 ) ,-" [: L..
200 R=24:C=6:REM arras ce nt er
210 GOSUl:: 1000lREM Headings
2 19 REM Fill in values
22 0 FOR k=l TO 10
230 FOR J=l TO 3
240 PO SITION J~10-1,k+4
2S 0 X$=STRS(X(R+K-1,C+J-l)
260 I::'I:U:NT [:I _~, (1,1 O-- LEN (X;I, ) ) ; X$;
270

N[ X T ,J
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2B 0 NE XT 1<

290 POSITION 2,:1.
::l50 END

Variable R determines the topmost column in the window. Variable C determines
the leftmost column. Each array value is converted into a numeric string on line 250
before being printed. This conversion si mplifies display formatting. It makes it easy
to right-justify the array values in the columns , as shown by the PRINT statement
on line 260.
Our program takes great care to terminate the display on the 39th column of the
display, rather than the 40th a nd last column. If yo u run displays out to the 40th
column, you will run afoul of the wrap-around logic, whereby lines that are more
than 40 characters long automatically continue on the next line. You should do your
best to avoid the display formatting nigh tmare that can result from the interaction
between carriage returns generated by printing in column 40 and your own formatting carriage returns.
These lines monitor joystick 0:
299 REM Move window right
300 IF STICK(0)=7 AND C(12 THEN C=C+1:
GOTD 210
309 REM Move window left
310 IF STICK(O)=ll AND C)O THEN C=C-1:
GClTO 210
319 REM Move window down
320 IF STICK(0)=1 3 AND R(41 THEN R=R-1
:COTO 210
329 REM Move window up
330 IF STICK(0)=14 AND R)O THEN R=R-l !
GClTO 210
339 REM Use BREAK ke~ to stop prograM
3'10 GOlO 290

If the stick is moved right , left , down , or up , and the window is not already as far
as it can go in that direction , the program adjusts variables Rand C. Then it
redisplays the window, starting with these new array indexes.
The complete program, illustrated in Figure 4-29, is a relatively primitive program. It has only one speed: slow . It takes about two seco nds to redisplay the
window each time the row or column number changes; that's 20 seconds to move the
window ten rows. You could fine tune the program and possibly cut this time in half,
but ten seconds is still a long time. Instead of redisplaying the window as often as
possible while the stick is held in one direction, the program could redisplay only
when the stick is centered . That way the window redisplays just one time for each
nonstop move. We have reduced the time it takes to move the window to two
seconds, plus the length oftime the stick is off-center. Of course, the program has to
update the column numbers as it moves the window horizontally, and the row
numbers as it moves vertically, so the user knows where the window is. That small
overhead will take very little time. Try making these changes to Figure 4-29
yourself.
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10 DIM X(~:;0,14)
20 DIM BL$(10), X$( 4)
29 REM Fill BL$ with blanks
30 [:l..$ := " ": [:UI; ('10) =:DI... $: E:UI; (2) =E:U;
49 REM Initi a li ze arra~
50 F'I'~INT C HI:~ ~; (12:i); "PLEASE WAIT-'-- INITI
ALIZATION IN PFWCE~:;S ";
60 FOR K=O TO 11
70 FOR J=O TO 50
80 X (J, K)=(J+ l)~100+K+1
90 NE XT J
100 NEX T ~(
199 REM Ma in prograM
200 PI'G:NT CHIN (12~5) ; "U ~;f? ~;tick to Move
window";
205 R=2S:C=7:REM a rra~ center
210 GO S UD 1000:REM He a dings
219 REM Fill in values
220 FOR K= l TO 10
230 FOR J = 1 TO 3
240 POSITION J~10 - 1,K+4
250 X$=S TR$(X(R+K - 1,C+J - l »
260 PRINT DL$(1,10-l..EN(X$»;X$;
270 NEXT J
280 NEXT I(
290 POSITION 2, 1
299 REM Check Jo~stick
300 IF ST ICK(0) =7 AND C(12 THEN C=C+l:
GOTD ;~1D
310 IF STICK(O)=11 AND C)O THEN C=C - 1:
GOTO 210
3 2 0 IF STICK(0)=13 AND R(4 1 THEN R=R+1
: GOTO ~~1 0
330 IF STICK(0 )=14 AND R)O THEN R= R- l:
GOTO ;~ 10
340 GOlD 290
998 REM +++++ S ubroutine 1000 +++++
999 REM Displa~ h ea dings
1000 FDR J=l TO 3
1010 POSITION 3+J~10,3
1020 Pf~INT "CDLUMN" ;
1030 NEXT ,J
1040 FOR J = O TO 2
1050 POSITION 1 6+J~ 10,4
1059 REM right-Justif~ o ne-digit no.
1060 IF C+ ,J+ :I.< 10 THEN pr,tN T " ";
10 7 0 PRINT C+J+l;
1080 NEXT J
1090 FOR J = O TO 9
1100 POSITION 3,J+5
FIGURE 4-29. Screen Data Window program listing
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(contintled)
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1:l:1. 0
1:l:l9
1:lZ0
1130

PI:(INT "FW~ ";
REM right-justif~ one-digit no.
IF F(hJ+1<10 THEN PRINT
PRINT R+J+1;
1140 NEXT J
11~50 RETUF,N

FIGURE

II

";

4-29. Screen Data Window program listing (continued)

You can also move the window diagonally. The STICK function can detect
diagonal stick positions (Figure 4-26). Try expanding the program between lines
300 and 330 to enable diagonal window movement. If the program detects a
diagonal joystick position, it must change both row and column, variables Rand C.
Furthermore, when the window moves diagonally, it might run into both the top (or
bottom) and side of the array at the same time . Be sure to check for this condition.
Figure 4-30 summarizes the effects of the various joystick positions on the row and
column variables.

Numeric Input with the Joystick
We can write a program that uses the joystick to input a numeric value. The
program starts by displaying a number on the screen. Then it monitors the joystick.
Move the stick to the left and the program decreases the number. Move the stick to
the right and the number increases. Center the stick and the number stops changing.
When the number you want to input is on the screen , press the trigger button . Here
is a simple program to input a number between I and 10:
1000
6509
65:l0
6519

[«I.

REM Erase old value, pos . curs.
PRINT CHR$(:l25)
REM Displa~ current value

C):5::) 0 P FUJH 1:(;

6539 REM Quit when trigger pressed
6550 IF STRIC(O)=O THEN END
6579 REM Mo ve ahead?
6580 IF STICK(O)=:ll AND R<>LO THEN R=R
····l:CClTD 6~,,;10
6589 REM Move back?
6590 IF STICK(O)=7 AND R<>HI THEN R=R+
1 : COTO 6::;:l 0
6599 REM No change
6600 GOTD 6~;:'; 0

The program works , but it is hard to stop at a particular number. The program is
too sensitive to joystick movement. It is checking the stick position too often. Delay
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NOTE: R is the row index, C the column index.

FIGURE

4-30. Joystick position affects data window indexes

it with a FOR-NEXT loop , like this:
6559 REM D81a~ before checking stick
6560 FOR J=l TO 30:NEXT J

The number of loop iterations determines the delay time. A long delay makes it
easier to step from one value to the next , but it takes longer to get from a low value
to a high one. A short delay has the opposite effect.
This program is even more useful as a su broutine (Figure 4-31) . It uses the same
varia bles as the General Input su broutine (Figure 4- I 9) to specify input range (LO
and HI), cursor position (IR and IC) , and field size (IL). It also returns the input
value in variable R. Variable INC is the amount to increment or decrement the value
each time it changes (lines 6580 and 6590). The subroutine employs a two-speed
delay loop to control the speed with which the number changes (line 6560). It starts
out with a small delay (line 6570) for maximum speed and minimum control. As
soon as the stick centers, the subroutine shifts to low speed (line 6600). So if you
move the stick either right or left and hold it there, the number changes at high
speed. Quickly tap the stick right or left and the change occurs slowly.
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1.0 DIM BU~(40)
19 REM Fill BLS with blanks
~? 0 EO: L.. S ::: " "! E: U; ( 4 0 ) '" [: U; : [: U; ( 2 ) '"" Ie: L $
1000 PRINT CHRS(125)
1199 REM Set range, start val, incrMt
1200 LO=0:HI=200:R=100:1NC=.5
1209 REM Set cursor pos. & field size
121.0 lC=1.0IIR=11:IL..=3
1220 G()l3UB 6~iO 0
1230 PF(INT
1240 PF(INT "NUMbE'r ;;;c-.'IE'ctf.~r:.1: "; f(
1'iOO END
6496 REM ****************************
6497 REM * NUMeric Input wi Jo~stick*
6498 REM ****************************
6499 REM ErasE' input fiE'ld
6500 POSITI()N IC,IR
6510 PRINT BLS(l,IL)
6519 REM Displa~ currE'nt valuE'
6520 POSITI()N IC,IR
6530 Pf(ItH f(;
6539 REM Quit when trigger pressed
6550 IF STRIC(O)=O THEN RETURN
6559 REM Dela~ before checking stick
6560 F()R J=1 TO SD:NEXT J
6569 REM AssuMe Min. dela~
6~:i7 0 l:m,," 1
6579 REM Move ahead?
6580 IF STICK(O)=ll AND R<>L..O THEN R=R
·<INC: GDTD 6510
6589 REM Move back?
6590 IF STICK(0)=7 AND R<>HI THEN R=R+
INC:CDTD 6510
6599 REM No change:Max. dela~ factor
6600 SD=30:CDTD 6550
NOTE: Sample main program (lines 10 through 1900) demonstrates the
use of this subroutine.

FIGURE 4-31. Numeric Input with Joystick subroutine listing

Using Menus to Restrict Choices
The easiest way to eliminate user errors is to carefully design your program so the
user has as few options as possible. The very nature of the questions the program
asks can make the user's job easy or difficult. So far, the example programs have
asked the user to fill in the blank. Sometimes fill-in questions are the only choice. At
other times a multiple-choice question will do . Instead of "What do you want to
do?". the program asks "Which option do you choose?". That is what a menu does .
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You may recall the program in Figure 4-13; it inputs a command . The choices
were A, C, 0 , E, P, or H. You can fashion a menu to do the same input (Figure
4-32). Using the input utility subroutines (Figures 4-16 through 4-21), you could
easily write a program to display the menu and input the command .
The menu approach is better for both the user and the programmer. The user
doesn't have to remember or look up the allowable options . The programmer
doesn't have to write complicated program lines which display amplified instructions . There is no guarantee the user will only enter a displayed option, though, so
the program must still check for the proper input.
Almost all input can be broken down into a series of multiple-choice questions.
Each multiple-choice question can be presented as a menu. The user works his way
through the menus to arrive at an answer to the final question.

Using a Joystick for Menu Selection
The computer can be programmed to move the cursor around on the screen under
the control of a joystick. If there is a menu displayed on the screen, the user moves
the cursor until it rests on one of the menu selections. He or she then presses the

Select COMM a nd with s tick and trigger
(>,(1(1

Ch a n (] E'
[) E·; 1 (.,-t E·:-

Pri.nt
Hf.-; l.p

End

FIGURE 4-32. Designing a menu to input commands
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trigger button on the joystick to make the selection . The BASIC program senses
this, figures out where the cursor is, and determines which menu selection that
location corresponds to.
The subroutine in Figure 4-33 harnesses the joystick to the cursor. First it checks
the joystick trigger (line 6000). If it is being pressed, the subroutine ends, leaving the
cursor at its last position. The subroutine uses a delay loop to control its sensitivity
to the joystick (line 60 I 0). Variable DL Y I determines the number of iterations. The
number of iterations affects the cursor speed. More iterations slow the cursor down;
less speed it up . The balance of the subroutine senses the stick position, displays
appropriate cursor movement characters, and adjusts the cursor position variables
so they always match the actual cursor position (lines 6020 through 6060). Variables
SC and SR keep track of the cursor column and row position. The cursor can only
move inside a box defined by four variables:
LC, the left column limit
RC, the right column limit
TR, the top row limit
BR , the bottom row limit.

To see how the subroutine works, type it in along with the following program:
999 REM Clear screen & displa~ grid
1000 PRINT CHR$(125)
1010 POSITION 0.11
1020 PRINT "0123'1567890123'1567890123'15
67890123'l56789"

1030
10'10
1050
1060
1069
1070
1080
1089
1090
1099
1100
1109
1110
1119
1120
1',00

FOR J=O TO 23
POSITION 21.11
PRINT J-INT(J/l0)*10;
NEXT J
REM Start cur s or at grid into
POSITION 21.11
PRINT CHR$(Z53);
REM Variables Match curs. pos.
SC::::21: SR=l1
REM Establish cursor range
LC=2:RC=39:TR=0:SR=23
REM Set stick speed
DLY:L'"'20
REM Have stick Move cursor
GClSUB 6000
END

This program begins by displaying cross hairs to help you gauge cursor movement
(lines 1000 through 1060). Then it moves the cursor to the center of the cross hairs
(line 1070). There it "displays" the nonprinting character which sounds the console
speaker (line 1080). Finally, it assigns the necessary variables and calls the Move
Cursor with Stick subroutine (lines 1090 through 1120).
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5996 REM ** •• ***.*.*** •••• ** •• *.*****
599! REM • Move cursor with stick
~
5998 REM **.*.*** ••• * ••• ***.* •• ***.*.
5999 REM Push trigger to stop cursor
6000 IF STRIGCO)=O THEN RETURN
6009 REM Slow cursor down
6010 FOR J=1 TO DLY1:NEXT J
6019 REM Check stick position
6020 IF STICK(O)=! AND SC<>RC THEN SC=
SC+1:PRINT CHRS(31);
6030 IF STICK(O)=11 AND SC<>I...C THEN !:;C
=SC-l:PRINT CHRS(30);
6040 IF STICK(O)=l] AND ~:; F( <: > [:F( THEN ~m
=SR+l:PRINT CHR$(Z9) ;
6050 IF STICK(0)=14 AND !:;I:;:<:>TF( THEN SF(
=SR-l:PRINT CHRS(Z8)1
<')060 GOlO 6000
FIGURE 4-33. Move Cursor with Stick subroutine listing

The program below uses the Move Cursor with Stick subroutine (Figure 4-33) to
input a menu choice. If the last example is still in the computer's memory, you can
avoid retyping the subroutine. Delete lines 1000 through 1900 and add the following
lines:

& displa~ Menu
1000 PRINT CHRS(125)
1010 F'F(INT "Select CDMMand wi.th f.;tick
and trig~j(-~r"
1020 PRINT
1 0 3 0 F'F\INT" Add"
1 O'tO PF(INT"
Char',qe"
DeJ.E·te"
1 0~50 PF(INT "
1060 F'F\INT " Print"
10!O F'rn:NT " Help"
1080 F'I:(INT" End"
10B9 F(EM !:;tart curSD!' at 4,3
10'70 POSITIDN 4,2
11 0 0 PF\INT CHF,$ (29) ;
999 REM Clear screen

11:l 0

1119
1120
1129
1130

REM Establish cursor ranqE
LC=4:RC=4:TR=3:SR=8
REM Cursor speed
DL Y:L::::30

1 :l'tO GOSUE: 6000
1'700 END

This program displays a menu of commands (lines 1000 through 1080). Then it
places the cursor over the first letter of the first command (lines 1090 and 1100). The
stick can move the cursor up and down over the first letters of the commands, but it
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cannot move the cursor from side to side (line 1120). As before, pressing the trigger
button stops the cursor; variables SC and SR then have the cursor coordinates.
The only thing left to do is to translate the cursor position into the chosen
command and act on that command . The lines below show how the translation
takes place . All they do is display the name of the selected command. An actual
program would do more , of course. Add these lines to the last example program:
1149 REM Cursor row tells COMMand
1150 PO SITION 2,0
1160 ON SR-2 COSU8 2000 , 2500,3000,3500
,4000:C()TD 1'7 00
1170 POSITION 2,10
1'100 END

2000 PFUNT "Add
":I;:[TUF~N
2:'.'j 0 0 F'F~INT "Chan'j(0": F~ETUF~N
3000 PF(INT "[)(.~ 1 etf:'~" : f~ETUf~ N
3~.'j()

0 PlUtH "Pr int ":
PI:~INT "He 1 p
" :

'1000

F~ETl.mN
f,:ETUf~N

ADVANCED INPUT AND OUTPUT
A program can go just so long before it must either input or output information.
Until now we have used statements that automatically choose the output device.
The CLOAD and CSA VE statements always use the program recorder. In our
examples so far, the INPUT statement has always used the keyboard, and the
PRINT statement has always used the display screen. AT ARI BASIC supports
input and output beyond simple INPUT and PRINT statements. There are additional variations on PRINT and INPUT, and there are new input and output statements . This chapter will describe these new features as they pertain to the keyboard
and display screen. Later chapters will describe how these new features make input
and output possible with the program recorder, printer, and disk drive.

Device Names
Every input and output device has a name. The simplest names consist of one capital
letter followed by a colon. For example, the display screen is device S:, and the
keyboard is device K:.
In immediate mode, the AT ARI computer consolidates the screen and keyboard
and calls the result the editor, device E:. The INPUT statement also uses the editor.
When you press a key, the corresponding character appears on the screen automatically. Your program does not have to echo each character back to the screen.
The other devices also have names. These will be discussed later.

Input/Output Channels
The AT ARI computer communicates with all input and output devices indirectly,
by means of input/output channels. There are eight channels in all, numbered 0
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through 7. In order to communicate with a specific input or output device, a BASIC
program first links the device to one of the channels . If the program requests input
from that channel, it comes from the desired device . Similarly, the program directs
output to a channel, which pipes it to the previously selected output device. A
program uses input / output channels the same way you use the channel selector on a
television set. You set the channel selector to link the television to a specific station.
The television then displays the show sent by the station you selected.
We use the term channel in this book, but elsewhere you may see channels called
input ! output control blocks, IOCBs, file numbers, or logical unit numbers .
BASIC reserves channels 0, 6, and 7 for specific activities. Channel 0 is permanently reserved for the editor (device E:). Command input from the keyboard in
immediate mode uses channel O. All simple INPUT and PRINT statements use
channel O. Channel 7 is used for some printer operations and for program loading
and saving. The special AT ARI BASIC screen graphics statements use channel 6;
Chapters 8 and 9 describe those statements.
Channels I through 5 are completely available to a BASIC program. Channels 6
and 7 are available on a limited basis . If the program uses none of the special screen
graphics statements , it can use channel 6. If it does not load or save programs nor
use the LPRINT statement (see Chapter 6), it can use channel 7.

Opening a Channel
The OPEN statement links a channel to a device. Subsequent input or output
statements can then access that device by means of the channel number.
The OPEN statement consists of the keyword OPEN followed by four parameters. It looks like this :
OPEN '11':1. t 1/ t

() t

"E:"

The first number after the keyword OPEN is the channel number. The last
parameter is the device name . In the example above, channel I is opened to the
editor (device E:).
The second number in the OPEN statement specifies the kind of action that will
be allowed on the channel. The action can be input, output, or both. The action
must make sense. For example, a program cannot open the keyboard for output,
because it cannot output to a keyboard. Generally speaking, action 4 is input, action
8 is output, and action 12 is input and output. Some devices support other actions,
which will be described when those devices are discussed.
There is one more parameter, the one just ahead of the device name. It is used in
different ways, depending on the device. When the device is the keyboard (K:) or
editor (E:), it is ignored. With the display screen (S :), it selects the screen mode ,
which can be text or graphics . In this chapter we will discuss only text mode.
Opening a channel to the editor (device E:) or the text mode screen (device S:,
third parameter 0) , always clears the display screen. The following program illustrates this.
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10 DIM f~~H l )
20 PI'UNT "F'I:~[ SS

f~ETUI'~N

TO EXECUTE OPEN

~>T~,TEMENT"

25 INPUT R$
::lO OPEN ,g':I. t
'10 PI:;::r:NT " OPEN

'I, (), " t> :"
CLEAI'~E[)

~:;CI'~EEN"

Closing a Channel
Once open, a channel stays open until the end of the program or until explicitly
closed. When a program ends by executing an END statement, all channels are
closed . The same thing happens if the program ends by running out of statements.
But if the program halts as a result of a STO P statement, the BREAK key , or an error,
all open channels remain open.
The CLOSE statement explicitly closes one channel. Here is an example:
Cl..m;EU'l

The PRINT # Statement
A new form of the PRINT statement lets you direct its output to any open channel.
It is identical to the regular PRINT statement in every way, except the first item on
its list is the channel number. Consider these two statements:
10 PI'UN.T 'H' l ; I:d; ;
2 0 PI:U NT I'~~I;; I;:

I'~

Both of these produce the same output. The second (line 20) goes to the display
screen, while the first (line 10) is directed to the device linked to channel I. Device
and channel must be linked by a previously executed OPEN statement.
Notice that we used a semicolon after the channel number in the PRINT #
statement (line 10). A comma will work , but it causes the output of enough blank
characters to move the cursor to the start of the next column stop. A PRINT #
statement with only a channel number outputs only an EOL character.
It so happens that any channel open to the display screen is always open for
output, no matter what the action parameter is. Therefore action 4, normally input
only, is the same as action 8, output only. This program illustrates:
10 OPEN ~'lt'I,O," ~:;: "
ZO PfUNT 'H, "EVEN THOUCH TilE (,CTIClN C(1
l..l.. S FOR INPUT ONl..Y, THE CHANNEl.. IS STI
LL OPEN Fem ClUTPUT"

The OPEN statement (line 10) clears the screen and opens channell , nominally for
input only. But a PRINT # statement to channel I produces output on the display
screen anyway.

The INPUT # Statement
The INPUT # statement is not limited to the keyboard . It can receive input from any
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channel that is open for input. The new format looks like this:
INPUT 'IU, 1',:

You can use either a comma or a semicolon after the channel number; the result is
the same.
The INPUT # statement works almost the same with or without a channel
number present. It continues to input characters until you press RETURN , generating an EOL character. Then it attempts to assign the entry to the next variable on its
list. An error occurs if it finds anything wrong. Try this program:
1. 0 OPEN 'H
' :I. , 1 ~'. , 0 , "E ! "
;!. 0 INPUT 'U ' 1, ,~,

Notice anything different? This form of the INPUT statement does not display a
question mark on the screen . That is the only difference.
The General Input subroutine was developed earlier in this chapter (Figure 4-19).
It uses a standard INPUT statement to receive keyboard entry. That means it
always displays a question mark just ahead ofthe input mask. Sometimes that is not
appropriate. Try changing the subroutine to use the INPUT # statement instead .
The main program will have to open an input channel for the subroutine, of course.
If you use a variable to specify the channel number in the INPUT # statement, the
main program can use any channel.

The PUT Statement
The PUT statement outputs a single numeric value to an open output channel.
When the channel is open to the text display screen, the numeric value is interpreted
as an AT ASCII code (see Appendix D) . The corresponding character appears on
the screen. The following example illustrates this:
:I. 0 UI::·EN I ':I. , U, D,> "[: :

"

;·;: 0 F·I:, I NT " ~·lHt, T 1 :::: THE ( , f (,',~:; C l :C COD E" :
3 0 INPU T 1':;

'10 PI',:lN T "·fH (' T CH ,:,F:i;C TLI', l ~:; ; " ;
~:j 0 F·u olo '11'1, r,:
6 0 PUT 1:I. , 1 55 1REM [: OL ( c a rr i a ge ret . )
69 REM Us e BR EAK kes t o s to p prograM

I' D curu 2 ()

Like the PRINT statement, PUT determines where to display by looking at
memory locations 84 (row) and 85 (column). Unlike the PRINT statement, the PUT
statement does not output an EOL character when it finishes. Therefore, the
program has to do it explicitly (line 60). The PUT statement requires a comma after
the channel number. A semicolon will cause an error.

The GET Statement
The GET statement inputs a single character from an open channel. It does not
display the character on the screen . You do not press RETURN after typing the
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character. The entry always results in a numeric value , the AT ASCII code of the
input character. Type in the following program and run it:
10 DPEN :U::I., ·' t,O,"I<: "
ZO PlUtH "HIT ~,NY I<[Y ";
:J 0 CET :11::1., F,:
.ItO j"'F(INT "YOU HIT "; CHI:( ~I; ( f( ) ; " , AT{1 ~:; CII
CODE " ; 1:(
4 9 REM Use BREAK ke~ to s top pro gra M
~.:j O COTO 'Z O

A program can be made to wait for a specific character, like this:
10 OPEN :U:1.4,O,"I<:"
ZO GET U ,1:(
:J 0 IF 1:« > A~3C ( "X") THEN GDTO Z 0

it 0 END

The program inputs one character (line 20) and tests to see if it is the specific
character it wants (line 30) . The user must enter the letter X. Nothing else will do.
Programs frequently use the GET statement with the keyboard or editor when
generating dialogue with the user. For example, the program may wait for the user
to indicate he or she is there by pressing a specific key. The following program waits
for the user to press the RETURN key:
OPEN :JI:l,'t,O,"I<:"
PI:(INT "A'f'0) ':lClU th(;?T' E)';'"
PFUNT "PT'e ~;;~; F(ETUF(N i. f s o . "
GET :Jl::l d(
50 IF R<>155 THEN GOrO 40
f,O PI:(INT "01<, If?t's Slet on with it .

10
ZO
30
't 0

Notice that this sequence never displays the character entered at the keyboard .

Entering a Valid Date
In this section we will develop a program that inputs a valid date using the GET
statement. You must take more care with such simple data entry than might at first
appear necessary. In all probability the date will be just one item in a data entry
sequence. If you carefully design data entry for each small item, the user won't have
to restart or back up in a long data entry sequence whenever he or she makes a
mistake in a single entry .
The user will have to enter the month, day of the month, and year as two-digit
numbers (Figure 4-34) . The program supplies the dashes that separate the entries.
Depending on your personal preferences, you may substitute slashes or any other
character for the dashes.
The user should be able to see immediately where to enter the next data .
Therefore, the program will use an entry mask (Figure 4-35). The following program lines create such a mask:
10 DI M MSk$ (Z),R$(Z),D AT $(8', R(1 )
2: 0 t'l ~) I (

I .. ...:.

II
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MM-DD-YY

~~tT
~Year
Separator

1 1

~: ,~,~ '

moo<h

Month

FIGURE

4-34. Format for date entry

, - - - - - - - - C u r s o r displays at entry
character position

!

to-CD-OJ

TTT

FIG URE

Data must be entered into
these character positions

4-35. Entry mask for date entry

:[ 0 0 0 f"1:(INT CHI'(~~ ( :I. Z~'j) ; " [ n te!' a va:l.:i. d da
tell
1010 1(;:::: 1 ;'i: II:(,", ' j
102 () GClGU[: B20 () : I'(EM Inp ut . . .l,-Yl·.e
10::iO END
8200 f"ClGITIClN IC,IR:f"RINT CHR'(253);
8210 F"F(INT MGI<~~ ( :I., ~!) ; "._."; MS f(S (1,2) ; " .... "
; MSI< ~; (:l ,2) ;
822 0 POSITION IC,IR:PR I NT CHR$( 253);
!]i170 I:(ETUI'(N

The program clears the screen so that residual garbage on the screen does not
surround the request for a date (line 1000). It starts date entry at column 15 and row
4 (lines 10 I 0 and 8200). After displaying the date entry mask, the cursor moves back
to the first character of the mask , although this is not apparent because ofthe END
statement (line 1050).
Try using an INPUT statement on line 8400 to input the month. Add the
following statement and run the program:
B'I OO INPUT

I'(~~

The INPUT statement will not d o. A question mark displaces the first input mask
character. An INPUT # statement would remedy that , but the user could still enter
too many characters and ruin the display .
This is an occasion to use the GET statement. Add the following program lines:
59 REM Clpen ke~board inp ut chan nel
60 OPEN 'H, II ,0, "I{: "
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81 00 FOR J l= O TO 1
B'110 GET :1I::l. t l'<
8 440 PRINT CHR$ (R); : REM Echo input
8 '1 ~50

NE;x'C ,j:l

These statements accept a two-digit input. The input appears in the first part of
the entry mask. The program automatically terminates the data entry after two
characters have been entered. The user does not have to press RETURN.
Three two-digit entries are need ed: month , day , and year. Rather than repeating
statements on lines 8400 through 8460, we will put these statements into a subroutine and go to it three times, as follows:
8230
827 0
82 80
8 3 40
8 3 50

CO SUS
PRINT
CU SUS
PRINT
COSUS

8 4 00 l REM Mo n th
CHRS (] l )!
8 1 00 : REM Des
CHRS( ] 1 );
8400:REM Year

G3 E) 0 I'<ETUI<I'·!
G397 REM ******************** •• ******

8398 RE M

*

G399 REM

*************.**************

81 00
84 :1.0
8 410
D 'I ~5 0

Inp ut Two d Igits

•

FOR Jl = O TO :I.
GET 11 . RI R( J :l.J=R

PRINT CHR$ ( RIII REM Ec ho input

NL >< T ,j:l.
0'16 0 1<'1;::::[1-11<+ (1:< ( 0 :; ) ~ ::,;;1; 0:
D'17 0 I'<ETUI'<N

;':):

:[ 1-11<$ ( I,; (

1 ) ;,

There are three ways to help the user avoid errors while entering a date:
Accept only numeric characters (digits)
. Test for valid month, da y, a nd yea r entries
. Provide a means of resta rting the date entry.

Figure 4-36 shows the complete Enter Valid Date subroutine, including improvements. Only numeric entries are allowed (line 8430) . The month must be
between I and 12 (line 8250) . The program does not take leap years into account ,
but otherwise it checks for the maximum number of days in the specified month
(lines 8290 through 8320). Any year from 00 through 99 is allowed (line 8360).
Entering an invalid date resta rts the entire date entry sequence. If the user presses
the BACK S key, the entire date entry sequence restarts (line 8420).
Notice that the date is built up in the eight-character string DAT$ as month, day,
and year are entered (lines 8260, 8330 , and 8370).
It takes extra time to write a good data entry program that displays information
in a pleasing manner and checks for valid data input, allowing the user to restart at
any time. It is certainly worthwhile to spend the extra time at this stage. You will
write a program once. A user may have to run the program hundreds or thousands
of times. Therefore, you spend extra programming time once in order to save users
hundreds or thousands of delays .
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10 DIM MSK$(2),R$(Z),DAT$(8),R(1)
0 MSH$:::: ._R_
59 REM Open ke~board input channel
60 OPEN :6<1., ./\,0,"1<:"
1000 pl'nNT CHR~I>( l;:~:i); "Enter' a vali(j da
te"
£~

II

II

1020 GOSUB 8200lREM Input date
1030 POSITION 15,6
1040 PF(INT DAT$
1050 END
8197 REM ~~~~~.~~~~~ •• ~*.~ ••••• * •••••
8198 REM *
Enter Valid Date
*
8199 REM •••
8200 POSITION IC.IR:pRINT CHR'(Z53);
El2.Ul F'f(INT M~:;I<$(1,2);"·-·";Mm{~~(1,2);"·-·"
;t1Sr{$ (:I. .2) ;
El220 POSITION IC,IR:F'RINT CHR$(253);
8230 GOSUB 8't00!REM Month
8240 M=VAL (F,$)
8250 IF M(l OR M}f2 THEN 8200
8260 DATS (1.2) =R$: DAB (3,3) ::" .. _"
8270 PRINT CHR$(31);
8280 GOSUB 8400:REM Da~
8290 D=:VALC R$)
8300 IF D(l THEN 8200
8310 IF M=2 AND D}29 THEN 8200
8320 IF (M=:'t OR M=:6 OR M=9 OR M=ll) AN
D D}30 THEN 8200
8325 IF D}31 THEN 8200
8330 DATS (4,5) =1',$: DAT~~ (6,6)::::" .... "
8310 PRINT CHR$(31);
8350 GOSUB 8100:REM Year
8360 IF Y(O OR Y}99 THEN 8200
8370 DAT'(7,8) = RS
8380 F(ETUFn~
8397 REM •••• ~ •• * •••••• ~ •• ~~ •••• ~ ••• ~
8398 REM •
Input Two digits
•
8399 REM ~~.~.*.**.* •• *.~~~ •• ~ •••• **~
8400 FOR Jl=O TO 1
8410 GET 11,R:R(Jl)=R
8419 REM BACK S Ke~ Means restart
8420 IF R=126 THEN POP :GOTO 8200
8429 REM Ignore nondigit entries
8430 IF R(18 DR R}57 THEN 8410
El440 PRINT CHR$(R);:REM Echo input
8 i l:50 NEXT Jl
8460 R'=CHR'(R(0»;:RS(2)=CHR$(R(1»
8470 1'(ETUf(N

*.* •••••••••••••••• *•••••

FIGURE 4-36. Enter Valid Date subroutine listing
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A String Input Subroutine
The General Input subroutine (Figure 4-19) developed earlier in this chapter has a
serious shortcoming. You may have noticed that it lets the user type in entries that
are longer than the input mask. Worse yet, the user can move the cursor all over the
display screen with the arrow keys. All this adds up to a high probability that sooner
or later the user will ruin the display. If you use the GET statement instead of the
INPUT statement, you can control the input much more closely. You also rid the
program of the irksome question mark that the INPUT statement displays.
Figure 4-37 shows a bare-bones subroutine that inputs a string value. It begins by
setting the input value to null , just in case an obsolete value was there (line 600). To
keep the display neat, it turns the cursor off (line 610). It then displays the input
mask (lines 630 and 640). Note that the calling program must dimension and assign
the mask variable, MS K$, must assign the screen location to variables I C (column)
and IR (row), and must assign the input length to variable IL. The subroutine inputs
one character with the GET statement (line 660) . Here it assumes the main program
has opened channel I for input from the keyboard. It then computes the current
input length (line 670) . After that, it analyzes the character just input. The RETURN
key generates an EOL character, which terminates entry (line 680) . Digits, capital
letters, and punctuation marks are added to the input string, if space permits (line
690). The BACK S key causes the subroutine to back up one character. It redisplays
the input mask (lines 710 and 720) and removes the last character from the input
string (Jines 740 and 750) .
There are a number of ways in which the String Input subroutine (Figure 4-37)
could be improved. Here are some ideas:
Use a variable to specify the input channel.
Allow upper- and lower-case letters (AT ASCII codes 97 through 122).
Add a TRAP statement at the beginning to enable an error handler at line ERRHDL.
Call a subroutine at line number AMPSUB to display amplified instructions if a
particular character is entered. This is a bit trickier than in the General Input subroutine
(Figure 4-19) if the subroutine checks for the spec ia l character as each character is in put.
Allow numeric input with ra nge checking (LO < = R < = HI). As a last step before
returning from the subroutine , check whether the input is to be numeric. If so , convert
the string value to a numeri c va lue and check th e numeric value for range. Rely on the
TRAP statement and your error handl er to take care of non-numeric entry errors. Do
not try to check the string befo re co nve rting it.

The program below shows the String Input subroutine (Figure 4-37) in use . If you
want to run the program , be sure you type the subroutine in along with these
program lines.
9 REM Initialize variables
:lO DIM MSI{~; ('to)

29 REM Fill MSKS with input Mask char

::1 ()

MSI{~I;="._":

t1SI{$ ( '10 )

::"MSI{~~:

MSI{$ ( Z) ==Mm($
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597 REM ~~~~~~~~~~*~~~*~~*~******~***
598 REM * String Input Subroutine *
599 REM *****************************
60 0 F~~~ :::: ""
610 POKE 755.0:REM Cursor off
629 REM Di sp la~ input Mask
630 POSITION IC.IR
640 PRINT MSK$( 1.IL)
649 REM Position to sta rt of field
650 PO SITION IC.IR
659 REM Input n ext c h a racter
660 GET :D::l.f(
67 0 J:=: L.EN ( f($)
679 REM Cursor on & quit if RETURN
680 IF R=155 THEN POKE 755.2:RETURN
689 REM If character OK. add to input
690 IF R>=32 AND R<=95 AND J<IL THEN R
$(J+1.J+1)=CHRS(R):PRINT CHR$(R);:GOTO
660

699
700
709
710
720
730
740
750
760
FIGURE

REM Check for valid b ac kspace
IF R<>126 OR J=O THEN GOTO 660
REM Renew Mask & erase last char.
POSITION IC+J-1.IR
PRINT MSK$(1.1);
POSITION IC+J-1.IR
IF J>1 THEN RS=R$(1.J-1)
IF J= 1 THEN f(~~=""
GOTD 660

4-37. String Input subroutine listing

49 REM Open ke~board input c hannel
50 OPEN :ll:1.4.0."fU"
89 REM Branch to start of Main prograM
90 GOTO 1000
1000 PRINT CHR$(125):REM Clr sc reen
1010 POSITION 2.4
1020 pr';:INT "NAME"
1030 IC=7:IR=4:IL=20:GDSUB 600
1040 POSITION 2.8
10::;0 PI';:INT "ENTERED: "; RI
1060 CLOSE :JI:1
1070 END

Disabling the

BREAK

Key

The most carefully designed program is still vulnerable. The BREAK key can stop the
program. A message automatically appears on the screen, ruining the display. It will
probably be impossible to continue the program right where the break occurred,
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because the CONT statement resumes at the start of the program line where the halt
occurred when the BREAK key was pressed. If that happens to be a multiplestatement program line, some statements at the beginning of the line will be
reexecuted.
There is a way to disable the BREAK key (Figure 4-38). Unfortunately, it is not
foolproof. Several things reenable the BREAK key, including the SYSTEM RESET key,
the first PRINT statement that displays on the screen , any OPEN statement with
the display screen (device E: or S:), the first PRINT statement after such an OPEN
statement, and the GRAPHICS statement (see Chapter 8). The easiest way around
these limitations is to frequently execute the Disable BREAK Key subroutine (Figure
4-38). A good place to do that is in the input subroutine. You can do this in either the
General Input subroutine (Figure 4-19) or the String I nput subroutine (Figure 4-37)
on line 620 with a GOS U B 850 statement.

The LOCATE Statement
ATARI BASIC includes a statement which figures out the AT ASCII code number
of a character at any particular screen location. I t is the LOCATE statement. This
statement has the following format:
LOCATE ::l, il , AC
The numeric variable name (AC in the example) is assigned the AT ASCII code of
the character at the column and row specified by the first two numbers. In order to
use LOCATE, channel 6 must be open for input from the display screen.
The LOCATE statement not only interrogates the screen, it moves the cursor one
position to the right. If this happens at the end of a row , the cursor moves to the first
column of the next row down. The cursor doesn't actually move until the next
PRINT or PUT statement outputs something to the screen. The LOCATE statement moves the cursor in the same manner as the POSITION statement, by
updating memory locations 84 (row) and 85 (column) . You can defeat the cursor
advance feature of the LOCATE statement by saving the contents of memory
locations 84 and 85 before the LOCATE statement and restoring them after it, like
this:
100 () OPEN jl:6, 1. 2, () , " ~): "
1400 P84=PEEK(84':P85=PEEK(85)
1~10 LOCATE C,R,CDDE
1420 POKE 84,P84:POKE 85,P85
The LOCATE statement is used in a somewhat different way with a graphics
display.

Joystick Character Entry
Earlier in this chapter we looked at a way to input numeric values with the joystick,
completely independent of the keyboard . By using the LOCATE statement in
conjunction with the joystick, a program can input any character directly from the
screen. The program first displays the characters to choose from. The user moves
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848
8 49
85 0
860
87 0
88 0
890
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REM ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
REM ~
Di s abl e BREAK Ke~
~
REM ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~
J=PEEK(128)-128
IF J{O THEN RETURN
POI(E 16, J
POK E 53 7 74,J
F<ETUF,N

BREAK

Key subrouti ne listing

the cursor from one character to the next with the joystick. When the cursor rests on
the desired character, the user presses the trigger button . The program reads the
value from the screen with a LOCATE sta tement. The next program illustrates thi s
technique . It requires the Move Cursor with Stick subroutine (Figure 4-33).
19 REM ATASCII codes of gaMe tokens

2 0 DAT~ 0 , 16,1 9,2 0 ,96, 12 3
9 9 9 REM Open sc reen input / output chan
" ~3

1 () () ()

() F' E N '1I't",:i. 2 , 0 ,

1010
101 9
10;;:: Ii
1 I):J 0
1040

PRINT CHR t(1 2 5 ):R EM elr. s cree n
REM Displ a~ token choices
PF<lNT "ChoD ';,e ~:l our tok(·:·~r·I"
1:(E~:; r O F<E

: "

Z ()

FOR J =3 TO 8
1 0 ~j 0 I( let, D TO I( E N
1060 POSITION 1 ,J
10 7 0 PRINT CHRt CT OKEN)
1080 NE }( T d
1 089 RE M Start cursor at 4 , 3
1090 POSITION 1 , 2
1100 PRINT CHRt( 29 ) ;
1 11 0 ::; C>, .,.:. ; ::; F« :l
111 9 REM Esta bli s h c ur s or r a n ge
1120 LC =4:R C= 4 : TR=3:S R=8
112 9 REM Cu rsor speed
1130 DI...Y :I.'''3 0
1110 COSUS 6000 l REM Move cursor
1149 REM Read char. of f sc re e n
1150 LOCATE SC, SR,TOKEN
115 9 REM Rever s e cur s or out of token
1 160 TOKEN=T OKEN - 128*SCNCTOKEN - 127)
1170 POSIT I ON 2 .1 2
11 U () F'F<IN -r "You ChO S l,~ "; CHf($ ( TO I( EN)
1 ':;00 [ND

The program begins by display ing a choice of six game tokens (line 20 and lines 1000
through 1070). Then it positions the cursor over the first token (lines 1090 and
1100), establishes the portion of the screen in which the cursor can roam (line 1120),
and the speed at which the stick will move the cursor (line 1130). It lets the user move
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the cursor with the joystick until it covers the token he wants (line 1140). It uses a
LOCATE statement to determine the AT ASCII code of the token that the cursor
covers (line 1150). Because the cursor is covering the token, the AT ASCII code is
the inverse of the token's actual code, so the program has to reverse the cursor out of
the code (line 1160).

DEBUGGING PROGRAMS
A new program never seems to work quite the way you expect it to. Even if there are
no errors in the BASIC syntax, there may be errors in the program logic. Either kind
of error is a bug. The process of finding and eliminating program errors is called
debugging. There are several approaches you can take to debugging a program.
This is an appropriate place for the usual warning: take your time, plan it out, get
it right the first time. Don't sit down at the keyboard with a half-baked notion about
what you want your program to do and start typing away. If you are new to
programming, supplement this book with one of the BASIC primers listed in
Appendix I to get some pointers on good programming practices.
Surprisingly, the PRINT statement is a very useful debugging tool. You can
temporarily put extra PRINT statements in your program at strategic points to
display messages which tell you that the program has reached a certain point
without failing . This helps you trace the flow of program execution. The extra
PRINT statements can display intermediate values of variables as well. This gives
you more information about program progress. It also helps you figure out which
part of a multiple-part calculation is faulty.

PROGRAM OPTIMIZATION
Traditionally, the optimal program is the one that runs the fastest and uses the least
memory. A better measure of a program's merit is its usefulness. It is all too easy to
get caught up in the quest for quintessential program efficiency and forget why you
wrote the program in the first place: to get a job done . Of course, useful programs
can be efficient, and vice versa. A fast program is less tiring and requires less
patience to use than a slow one . Avoiding memory waste leaves room for more
program features which make the program easier to use. In this spirit, we will
describe a few ways to write programs that are faster and use less memory.
Some of the techniques for making a program run faster will make it take more
space, while some ways of decreasing space requirements will increase program
execution time. When a conflict arises , you will have to decide which is more
important in your particular program.

Faster Programs
Spend time carefully designing your program before you write a single program
statement. Keep these tips in mind:
. Identify the time-consuming parts of the program: array and string initialization,
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lengthy calculations , screen di splays, and so on. Use the fastest methods you know of to
accomplish these tasks.
Place the most frequently used subroutines o n the lowest line numbers. Do the same
with popular FOR-NEXT loop s. Whenever BASIC looks for a line number, it starts at
th e beginning of the program. It will find th e lowes t line numbers fa ster than the highest
ones.
When you use nested FOR-NEXT loop s, try to put t he loops with the most iterations
furthest inside the loop. Thi s minimi zes the bouncing back and forth between loops.
Instead of repeatin g a calculation, do it once, ass ign the value to a variable, and use th e
variable.
Simplify calculations. Addition and subtraction take less time than mUltiplication and
division. Exponentiation takes the longest. F unctions, especially nested function s, are
slow. You may avoid needless ca lc ul atio ns inside a FOR-NEXT loop by clever use of
the index variable or step va lue.
Put FOR-NEXT loops on th e same program line.

Once you get your program working, go back and rewrite it. BAS I C does not lend
itself to efficient programming. During debugging yo u probably added pieces of
code and used some new variables. Consolidate those fragments and reuse existing
variables. Cleaning up the program a lso ma kes it eas ier to change in the future .

More Compact Programs
The time to start saving space is during the design phase of your program. Use the
methods listed below, but use them with caution. Many of them lead to programs
that are hard to decipher. Figuring out how to make the program work the first time
is hard enough. It's even worse to have redi scove r how the program works every
time you look at it.
Avoid using consta nts (e.g., 0, 100, "Y," "ENTER"). Instead, assign the value of the
constant to a variable early in yo ur progra m. Then use the variable where you would
have used the constant. As a side benefit , it will be eas ier to change the one assignment
statement than to hunt down and change every occurrence of the co nstant .
Use subroutines to avo id duplicating program Ii nes. T hi s will a lso improve the readabilit y, reliability, and changeability of yo ur program.
Use the zero elements of arrays (fo r examp le, X(O), B(O».
Use READ and D ATA statements ra ther than simple assignme nt (LET) statements to
initiali ze va riabl es . Better yet , use INPUT and GET sta tem e nts a nd data files (see
C hapters 5 and 7).
Branch using variables instead of constants for line numbers .
Be thrifty with the use of variables. Reu se sta ndard variables for FOR-NEXT loop
inde xes, intermediate calculations, a nd th e like . Don't overdo it , though . Some unique
va riables enhance program readability (for example, R$ is always user response) .
Put more than one statement on a program line. Note, howe ve r, that compound
program lines are ha rd to edit and harder still to read and und e rstand .
Use REM statements judiciously; a bbreviate comments. But be careful; the fewer
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remarks your program has , the harder it will be to understand when you come back to it
later on.
Rewrite the program once it is working. This will not only speed it up, but will
save space as well.

MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING
In a manner of speaking, the ATARI computer does not understand BASIC
statements. It has to translate BASIC into a more primitive language, called
machine language. Machine language instructions are not words, like PRINT or
OPEN , but numbers. It takes many machine language instructions to equal one
BASIC statement. Each machine language instruction has a name, but the computer uses the number, not the name. What's more , machine language doesn't use
variables, only constants.
Programming in machine language is much more complicated than programming in BASI C, so why bother? Machine language gives you more control over the
computer's actions. It is similar to the control you get with the PEEK function and
the POKE statement, but is more flexible and powerful.
There is another kind of computer language closely related to machine language.
It is called assembly language. Instead of numeric instructions , assembly language
uses mnemonic abbreviations of the machine language instruction names. Each
assembly language instruction corresponds to one machine language instruction. In
most cases, people write assembly language programs and let the computer assemble them into machine language equivalents. It is also possible to write programs
directly in machine language .
There are many machine languages . The AT ARI computer understands one of
them, 6502 machine language.
This book will not attempt to teach you assembly language or machine language
programming. If you need to learn or brush up on assembly language or machine
language programming, consult one of the books in Appendix I before reading the
rest of this chapter.

The USR Function
AT ART BASIC allows you to transfer to a machine language program and return
back to the BASIC program. The USR function does this. Here is an example:
1 ~'.'j 0 ()

tl'"'l.J~:;f~

( :I. b6'1)

USR is a function, not a statement. This means you have to use it like a variable or
an expression. This also means it returns a numeric value.
There must always be at least one parameter inside the parentheses of a USR
function ; there can be many . The first parameter is the memory location where the
machine language program starts. Other parameters are separated by commas .
They must have values between 0 and 65535 . BASIC passes the parameter values to
the machine language subroutine via the 6502 hardware stack. The following
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example shows four USR parameters in use, including the machine language
program address:
1550 PRINT

USR(MLA ,2 ,RND(O)~255.100)

The Hard ware Stack
When ATARI BASIC encounters a USR function, it pushes its current location
within the BASIC program onto the hardware stack. Then, starting with the last
parameter on the list, BASIC converts each parameter to a hexadecimal integer
between 0 and 65535, and pushes the two-byte value onto the hardware stack. In
each case, the low byte precedes the high byte. The first parameter, which is the
starting address of the machine language program, is not placed on the hardware
stack. After pushing the last value on the stack, BASIC pushes a one-byte count of
the number of two-byte parameters , not including the address parameter. Figure
11-4 illustrates how the US R function uses the hardware stack.
The USR function always affects the 6502 hardware stack, even if only the
add ress parameter is present. I n that case, it pushes only the one-byte count of
parameters, which is 0, onto the stack.
The machine language program must always remove these entries from the
hardware stack, or the computer will not be able to return to the BASIC program. A
single assembly language instruction like PLA removes one byte from the hardware
stack. The PLA instruction is equivalent to machine language instruction 68
hexadecimal, or 104 decimal.
The machine language program can transfer an integer value between 0 and
65535 back to the BASIC program. It must place the low byte of the value in
memory location 212 and the high byte in location 213. BASIC converts the
hexadecimal integer stored there into a numeric value, the value of the USR
function .
To return to the BASIC program , the machine language program must execute
an assembly language RTS instruction. That is machine language instruction 60
hexadecimal , or 96 decimal.

5

THE
PROGRAM
RECORDER
The A T A RI 410 Program Recorder can store BAS IC programs or data outside the
computer's memory, on cassettes. Later, it can read the programs or data back into
memory.

PROGRAM STORAGE
There are three AT ARI BASIC statements - CSA VE, LIST, and SAVE - that
save programs on cassette . Each of these statements has a counterpart - CLOAD,
ENTER, and LOAD - that loads a program back into memory.

Saving a Program
CSA VE is a special statement for saving programs on cassette only. LIST and
SA VE are general statements that output a program to any device, the program
recorder being just one. Any of the following statements will record a program on
the program recorder:
CSAVE
LIST "Cl"
SAVE "Cl"
Notice that you must specify the program recorder (device C) for the LIST and
SAVE statements.
Both the CSA VE and SAVE "c" statements always save the entire program
from memory. The LIST "C: "statement can save all or part of the program. As with
other forms of the LIST statement, you can specify the first and last lines to be
listed. For example, the following statement records only program lines with line
numbers between I 00 and 1000.
183
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LIST ooC:

OO

t

l00 t l000

The CSA VE, LIST "C:", a nd SA VE "C:" statements all cause the same sequence
of events. First, the computer beeps its built-in speaker twice. This is your signal to
put a cassette into the program recorder. With the REWIND and FAST FORWARD
levers, cue the tape to the spot where you want the recording to start, generally the
beginning of the tape. Then depress the RECORD and PLAY levers. The ATARI
computer cannot tell when you finish setting up the tape in the program recorder.
You must signal it when the cassette is ready by pressing the RETURN key on the
keyboard. The tape starts moving. If you turn up the volume on the television, you
will hear the recording taking place. First there is a steady, high-pitched tone . This is
followed by one or more bursts of sound. Each sound burst means the program
recorder is saving another block of the program on the cassette. The longer the
program, the more blocks it takes, and the more sound bursts you will hear. The
sound bursts stop when the recording is complete. The tape stops as well. You can
now press the STOP lever.

Loading a Program
The CLOAD statement loads programs saved on cassette by the CSA VE statement.
ENTER and LOAD are general statements that input a program from any device.
ENTER "c:" can only load programs saved by the LIST "c:" statement. LOAD
"c:" can only load programs saved by the SAVE "c:" statement.
Both the CLOAD and the LOAD statements erase the program currently in
memory before loading a new one . The ENTER statement, on the other hand,
merges the program it loads with the program in memory. If there are incoming
lines with the same line numbers as existing lines, the incoming lines replace the
existing ones. To circumvent the merging, type NEW before using the ENTER
statement.
The CLOAD, ENTER "C:", and LOAD "c:" statements all cause the same
sequence of events. First, the computer beeps its built-in speaker once. This is your
signal to put the cassette containing the program you want to load into the program
recorder. Use the REWIND and FAST FORWARD levers to cue the tape to the spot
where the program starts, generally the beginning of the tape. Depress the PLAY
lever. The AT ARI computer cannot tell when you finish setting up the tape in the
program recorder. You must signal it when the cassette is ready by pressing the
RETURN key on the keyboard.
The tape starts moving. If you turn up the volume on the television, you will hear
the program load taking place . First there is a period of silence, typically lasting 20
seconds. This is followed by one or more bursts of sound. Each sound burst means
the program recorder is loading another block of the program from the cassette.
The longer the program, the more blocks there are, and the more sound bursts you
will hear. The sound bursts stop when the whole program is in memory. The tape
stops as well. You can now press the STOP lever.
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The Tape Counter
A program is usually recorded starting at the beginning of the tape. That way it is
always easy to find: just rewind the tape completely. A program can start anywhere
on the tape, as long as you can find it again . If you can't find it, you can't load it.
You can use the tape counter to mark the start of a program. You must remember
to always reset the tape counter whenever you rewind the tape . It must always start
at 0 when the tape is fully rewound. Never reset the counter at any other time. If you
put a new tape in the program recorder, don't assume it is rewound. Depress the
REWIND lever just to be sure, then reset the counter. If you observe these precautions, a recording that started at a certain tape counter reading will always start
at that reading.
Tape counter speed varies from one recorder to the next. Thus, tape counter
readings noted on one recorder may not match those on another.

One-Step Program Load and Run
A new form of the RUN statement lets you load and run a program from cassette in
one step. It looks like this:
F(UN "C:"

This is essentially a combination of the LOAD "c" and RUN statements. Therefore it works only with programs recorded on cassette by the SAVE "c" statement.

Chaining Programs
The RUN statement works just as well in programmed mode as it does in immediate
mode. A program that contains a RUN "c" statement will run and load another
program when that statement is executed. This process of one program loading
another is called chaining.
To see how this works , put a cassette in the program recorder, rewind it all the
way, and type in the following statements :
NEW

F(EADY
10 PRINT "PROGRAM ONE"
20 PRINT "PRESS F(ETURN WHEN THE TAPE I

S READY"
30 RUN "C:"
SAVE "C:"

That puts the first program on tape. Notice th at the program includes instructions
to the user (line 20) so he will know what to do when the RUN "c" statement (line
30) beeps the built-in speaker.
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The program is still in memory. Change it to become the second program, and
save the result on tape.

10 PF\INT "PROGRAM TWO"
SAVE "C:"
READY
Now there are two programs on the tape. Make a few changes to the second
program, which is still in memory, to create the third and final program, and save it
on tape .
1.0

PRINT "PF,OGRAM THI'-:EE"

20 END
30

SAVE "C:"
F,EADY
t©

The cassette now has three programs on it, one right after another. The first will
load and run the second , and the second will load and run the third . Rewind the tape
and try it:

RUN "C:"
PROGRAM ONE
PRESS RETURN WHEN THE TAPE IS READY
PROGRAM TWO
PRESS RETURN WHEN THE TAPE IS READY
PROGRAM THREE
READY
t©

Chained programs look to the user much like one long program . When programs
are chained, the user must press RETU RN to continue with the next program module.
This interrupts program continuity somewhat, but not as much as having to type
RUN "c" between every module.
The main drawback to chaining programs with the RUN statement is that it
clears all variables before it loads the next program. Therefore, one program cannot
use values that were input or calculated by an earlier program in the chain.

Subroutine Libraries
Review the utility subroutines developed in Chapter 4 (Figures 4-16 through 4-21,
4-31,4-33, and 4-36 through 4-38). They are useful subroutines in many programs,
but it is certainly inconvenient having to retype them every time you want to use
them. One way to get around this is with the CSA VE and CLOAD statements. Type
in all the subroutines together and record them with the CSA VE statement. Then
when you start to write a new program, the first thing you do is load the whole
subroutine package with the CLOAD statement. Delete the lines you won't need ,
and you are left with the subroutines you want. This method works well unless you
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have two subroutines that use the same line numbers, or more subroutines than will
fit in memory at once.
The LIST "C:" and ENTER "C:" statements make it easy to incorporate subroutines into programs. All you do is record each subroutine as a separate program
with the LIST "C:" statement. It usually works best if you put only one or two
subroutines on each side of a tape . Then when you write a new program, you can
merge subroutines at any time by using ENTER "C:" statements.

Program Recording Formats
Recording a program is outwardly the same no matter which statement you use,
CSA VE, LIST "C:", or SA VE "C:". But the three statements each record programs
in a different format.
The LIST statement outputs programs in the same format regardless of the
device. It sends out the AT ASCII code of every character in the program listing.
Both the CSA VE and SA VE statements abbreviate keywords with one-character
tokens. Thus, instead of storing five A T ASCII characters for the keyword PRINT,
the tokenized format stores just one character, the token for PRINT. The CLOAD
and LOAD statements load tokenized programs. It doesn't matter what the codes
for the tokens are, since the computer encodes and decodes them for you.
The AT ARt computer records programs in blocks . The difference between the
CSA VE and SAVE "C:" statements is the space between those blocks on the tape.
The CSA VE statement records programs more dense ly than the SA VE "C:" statement. Thus loading and saving proceed a bit faster with CSA VE and CLOAD than
with SAVE "C:" and LOAD "C:".

Variable Name Table
AT ARI BASIC keeps a table of all the va riable and array names you have used in
programmed or immediate mode. The CSA VE and SAVE statements record this
va riable name table along with the program lines. The CLOAD and LOAD
statements load the variable name table back into memory, replacing the current
va riable name table.
The LIST statement does not record the variable name table , nor does the
ENTER statement load a variable name table . The existing variable name table
remains. When you run the program, variables and arrays it uses are added to the
variable name table.
Over a period of time , the va riable nam e table can become cluttered with obsolete
va riable names. It is easy to clear out the deadwood. F irst , record the program with
the LIST statement. Then clear the variab le name table completely with the NEW
statement. Of course, this erases the program as well. Load the program back into
memory with the ENTER state ment .

STORING DATA
Many computer applications involve la rge amounts of data, more than the computer can poss ibly store in its memory at once . AT ARI BASIC lets you store data on
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cassette with the PRINT # and PUT statements. The IN PUT # and GET statements
read the data back in.

Data Files, Records, and Fields
The computer stores data on a cassette in files , much as you might store information in a filing cabinet. Each cassette is the equivalent of a filing cabinet; each
cassette file is the equivalent of a file drawer. A cassette can have one file or many
files, just as a filing cabinet can have one drawer or many. A cassette file, like a filing
cabinet drawer, can be full or empty.
Data files are divided into records and fields. These can be compared to the file
folders and their contents in a file drawer. There can be any number of records in a
data file , as long as the tape is long enough to hold th em a ll. A record can have any
number of fields, though all rec ords in the same fi le genera lly have the same number
of fields. I f a field is unused , its va lue is zero or blank. The computer writes a special
record, called the end-of-file (EOF) record, to mark the end of the file.
Cassette data files do have one limitation: data in them can only be accessed
sequentially . You must always start at the beginning of the file and read through to
the end. You cannot add or delete records.

The Cassette Buffer
Rather than transfer data to and from the program recorder character by character,
the AT ARI computer does it in 128-character blocks. It sets aside part of its
memory to hold one block of cassette data. This area is called the cassette buffer.

Cassette File Format
Every cassette data file has three components: the leader, data blocks , and an
end-of-file record (Figure 5-1). The 20-second leader gives the program recorder
and the computer a chance to synchronize and prepare for data transfer. All data
blocks except the last one contain 128 characters (bytes) of data. The las t data block
contains the last few characters in the file , usually less than 128 . The very last block
on the file is the special end-of-file block.
A record may take more than one block, exactly one block , or less than one block ,
depending on its length. Generally speaking, the program does not have to worry
about how the data records are blocked. The computer takes care of that automatically. The only exception will be discussed in the next section.

Opening a Data File
When you open a file, the inform ation in it becomes accessible. The information
remains accessible until you close the file . Use the OPEN statement to open a
cassette data file , like this :

OPEN 11,8,O,"C:"
This statement opens channel I for output to the program recorder.
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EOF

5-1. Cassette data file format

As with other devices, the second parameter of the OPEN statement determines
whether the specified channel is open for input or output. A value of 4 means input,
8 means output . A cassette file cannot be open for input and output simultaneously.
The third OPEN statement parameter is 0 for normal data files.
When you open a cassette data file, the computer goes through its tape-cueing
process . It beeps the speaker once for input, twice for output. Then it waits while the
user positions the tape to the proper starting point with the REWIND and FAST
FORWARD levers. When the user presses a key on the keyboard, the program
recorder starts the tape moving.
It is a good idea to display some instructions for the user just before opening a
cassette data file . That way the speaker beeping won't take the user by surprise . Here
is an example:
10 PRINT "Cue tape; press
read:J";
20 OPEN :l:2,4,0,"C:"

RETUl~N

when

As soon as the tape starts moving, the computer starts to read or write the
20-second file leader. If the channel is open for output, it writes the leader. If the
channel is open for input, it reads the leader. During this time , the computer will
execute no other statements.
When the program recorder finishes reading or writing the leader, the program
must immediately read or write the first data . If the file is open for output, the
program must write 128 characters out to the program recorder. If it fails to do so,
an error may result when the file is subsequently read . If there is no real data ready
to go , the program can write a dummy block of zeros or blanks. If the file is open for
input, the program must read the first data value from the file. If it does not, an error
may occur when it tries to read data later in the program. Examples will be provided
later in this chapter.

Closing a Data File
Closing a n inactive data file is important because it frees a channel for other use .
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The CLOSE statement closes a data file. Here is an example:
CLOSE Ii

It is especially important to close a file that has been open for output. Failure to
do so may result in loss of data. The cassette buffer may be partially full of data.
Closing the file outputs the partially full buffer to the last data block on the cassette
file. If the file is not closed, the partially full cassette buffer is never output.
Both the END and R UN statements automatically close all open channels. The
computer also closes all open channels when it runs out of programmed mode
statements to execute.

Writing to Data Files
Either a PRINT # or a PUT statement can output data to a cassette file. Both
statements direct output to an open channel. It makes no difference to which device
the the output channel is linked. If an OPEN statement has linked the output
channel to the program recorder (device C:), that is where the data ends up. The
following program demonstrates this:
10 PRINT "Cue tape; press

r~ETURN

when

read~";

20 OPEN t3,B,0,"C:"
30 PRINT 13;"This Message is written t
o the prograM recorder."
40 CLOSE 13

The PRINT # statement outputs numeric and string values in AT ASCII code.
Always use semicolons, rather than commas, to separate items in a PRINT #
statement to the program recorder. Commas are perfectly legal, but only result in
extra spaces being recorded.
Each separate data value sent to the program recorder must end with an EOL
character. When the value is read back, the EOL character determines where it ends.
One way to guarantee that the EOL character occurs is to output each value with a
separate PRINT # statement. Never end such PRINT # statements with a semicolon
or comma. Another way to output the EOL character is with the CHR$ function, as
follows:
10 PRINT "Cue tape; pT'ess RETURN when
read~";

20 OPEN 13,S,Ot"C:"
30 PRINT t3;A;CHR$(155);e;CHR$(155);C
40 CLOSE 13

Each PUT statement outputs a single numeric value between 0 and 255. Each
value takes the same space as one AT ASCII character. The following program
outputs a dummy record right after it opens an output channel to the cassette.
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10 PI'<INT "Cu £:) tape; press F,ETUF,N when
read~";

20
29
30
40
50
60
70

OPEN 13.8.0."C:"
REM DUMM~ cassett e record
FOR J=1 TO 128
PUT 13.0
NEXT J
PRINT 13. "First act'.lal data"
CLO~;E 13

Reading Data Files
The INPUT # statement reads values stored by the PRINT # statement. The channel
number it specifies must be open for input from the program recorder. To see how it
works, first use the following program to create a data file :
10 DIM A$(120)
20 PRINT "Iolhat Message do ~o'.I want rec
orded?"
30 INPUT A$
40 PRINT
50 PRINT "C'.Ie tape; press RETURN when
read~";

60 OPEN 13.8.0."C:"
70 PRINT 13;A$
80 CLOSE 13

The next program uses the INPUT # statement to read back the message recorded
by the previous program. Don't forget to rewind the tape .
10 DIM A$(120)
20 PRINT "Cue tape; press RETURN when
read~";

30
40
50
60

OPEN :l=3.4.0."C:"
J;NPUT 13;A$
PRINT A$
CLOSE :1=3

The INPUT # statement interprets data from a cassette file as AT ASCII codes.
Every time it encounters a n EOL character (A T ASCII code number 155), it assigns
the characters it has read since the last EOL character to the next variable on its list.
If the variable is numeric , the INPUT # statement converts the characters it has read
into a numeric value. If the value is not numeric, error 8 occurs.
Each GET statement reads one numeric value. Your program must decide how to
interpret that value. For example, it can interpret the value as an AT ASCII code
with the help of the CHR$ function. The next program uses the GET statement to
read the same file as the last program.
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10 PRINT "Cue tape; press RETURN when
read':;!";
20 OPEN 43,4,O,"CI"
30 GET :f:3,A
39 REM Print chars. until EOl
40 IF A<>155 THEN? CHR$(A);IGOTO 30
50 ? IREM Force carriage return
60 CLOSE 43

Notice that this program has to watch for the EOL character itself (line 40).

A Practical Example
Consider a practical use of cassette files: a mailing list. Two programs will be
needed. One will input names and addresses from the keyboard and save them on
cassette. The other will read the names and addresses from the tape and display
them on the screen. In Chapter 6 we will develop a program to print mailing labels
from the cassette file.
Records on the mailing list file will each have five fields: name, street, city, state,
and ZIP code. Our programs will always use the same string variables to reference
each field: NA$, STT$, CI$, ST$, and ZIP$.
The program that creates the mailing list file must first dimension the record
variables and open an output channel to the program recorder. The program should
output a dummy record after it opens the output channel. The first real data will not
be ready until the user enters it, and there is no telling how long that will be. The
following program lines do all that:
50 DIM NA$(20),STT$(20),CI$(20),ST$(2)
,ZI$(9),R$(20),EOl$(1)
60 EOL$=CHR$(155)IREM EOL character
69 REM Open file, write dUMM'::! record
70 GOSLJE: 3000
1900 END
2999 REM Open for cassette output
3000 PRINT CHR$(125);"Cue tape, press
RETURN, and stand b':!."
3010 OPEN 41,8.0,"C:"
3019 REM Output a dUMM,::! record
3020 FOR Jl=l TO 1281PUT il,O:NEXT Jl
3030 RETUF,N

Next, the program must enter the data for one record, as follows:
10 () 0 PF,INT CHR$ (125) ; "ENTEr, NAMES AND
ADDRESSES"
1010 PRINT: F'F,INT
1020 PRINT"
NaMel";
1030 INPUT NA$
1040 PRINT" StT'eetl";
1050 INPUT STT$
1060 PRINT"
Cit'::!I";
1070 INPUT CIS
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PRINT"
State:";
INPUT SH
POSITION 20.6
PF,INT "ZIP:";
INPUT ZIt

If the user makes a mistake , the program should at least allow him to start over
again . The following lines do that:
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180

POSITION 2.1
PRINT "Reenter this?"
INPUT R$:RS=R$(l.l)
IF R$="N" OR R$="n" THEN 1300
IF R$='''Y'' OR R$=",::!" THEN 1000
GOTO 1130

When the user indicates that the data is correct, the program can output it to the
program recorder. The output goes to the program recorder via the cassette buffer.
If there is room in the cassette buffer for all of it, the output occurs very quickly. But
the cassette buffer may become full and have to be recorded on the cassette. That
will take a few seconds. Just to be safe, the program should advise the user to stand
by while the output occurs. Add the following program lines:
1300 POSITION 8.Z1
1310 PRINT ")I( )I( lk PLEASE STAND BY

)I(

)I(

;«11 ;

1319 REM Output cassette record
1320 PRINT ~l;NA$;EOL$;STTS;EOL$;CI$;E
OL$;STS;EOL$;ZI$

With the output completed , the program can now erase the advisory message and
check with the user to see if there is more data. Add the following lines:
1329
1330
1340
1350

REM Erase advisor,::! Message
PRINT CHR$(156):REM Delete line
POSITION 2.1
PF,INT "Add another naMe and addr e

55"

1360 INPUT RS:R$=R$(1.1)
1:370 IF RS"'"'y''' OR F,$="'::!" THEN 1000
1380 IF R$<>"N" AND F,$< > "n" THEN 1340

When the user finishes entering names and addresses, the program outputs one
more record, then closes the file. The extra record is called a trailer record. It marks
the end of the file. It has special values in all five fields - values the user is unlikely
to enter. A program which reads the file can watch for these special field values and
stop reading when they appear. These lines finish the program:
1389
1390
1400
1410
1420
1<;>00

REM Output trailer record
FOR J=l TO 5:REM 5 fields
PRINT 41;CHR$(253);EOLS;
NEXT J
CLOSE U
END
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50 DIM NA$(ZO)tSTT$(ZO)tCI$(ZO)tSTS(2)
tZI$(9)tR$(20)t EO L.(1)
60 EOLS=CHRS(155):REM EOl character
69 REM Open filet writs dUMM~ record
70 GOSUE: 3000
1000 PF\INT CHF~' ( 125) ; "ENTm NAMES AND
ADDfo:ESSE8 "
1010 PRINT :PRINT
1020 PF\INT"
NaMe!";
1 0 3 0 INPUT Nt-,S
1040 PF\INT" Street:";
1 0::; 0 INPUT 8TH
1060 PRINT"
Cit~~:";
1070 INPUT CIS
1 0 8 0 PF\INT"
~3tatf) : " ;
1090 INPUT S1"$
1100 POSITION ZOt6
1110 PRINT "ZIP:";
11:~ 0 INPUT ZIS
1130 POSITION 2t1
1140 PFUNT "F, senter this?"
1150 INPUT R$:R$=R$(l t l)
1160 IF R~t>"""N" OF, f~$="n" THEN 1300
1170 IF R$= "Y" DR RS="~" THEN lOOO
1:L!3 0 GOTO 1:L3 0
1300 POSITION 8 t 21
1310 PF~INT ")I( )I()I( PLEASE STAND BY )I( )I(

*11.t

1319 REM Output cassette record
1320 PRINT t1;NAS;EOlS;STT$;EOL.;CI$;E
OL.; S1$; Eel$; ZI$
1329 REM Erase advisor~ Message
1330 PRINT CHR$(156):REM Delete line
1340 POSITION 2t1
1350 PRINT "Add another naMe and addre
55

11

1360
1370
1:380
1389
1390
1400
1410
1420
1900
2999
3000

INPUT RS:R$=R$(l t 1)
IF R$="Y" OR F~$="~" THEN 1000
IF RS<>"N" AND F,$<>"n" THEN 1340
REM Output trailer record
FOR J=1 TO 5:REM 5 fields
PRINT 11;CHR$ ( 253);EOL$;
NEXT ,J
CLOSE U
END
REM Open for cassette output
PRINT CHF~$(125);"Cue tapet press

NOTE: Demonstrates cassette data fi le output. Shaded lines can be added to Figure 4-25
to add output capabi lit y to it.
((,o l/Iil/ued)

FIGURE 5-2. Mailing List Entry program listing
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F,ETURN t and stand b';l+"
3010 OPEN 4:1 t 8 t Ot "C:"
3019 REM Output a dUMM':l record
3020 FOR J1=1 TO 12S:PUT t1 t O:NEXT Jl
3030 RETURN
NOTE: Demonstrates cassette data file output. Shaded lines can be added LO Figure 4-25
to add output capabilit y to it.

FIGURE 5-2.

Mailing List Entry program listing (continued)

The complete program appears in Figure 5-2. You probably noticed that the data
entry section is fairly crude. One of the programs in Chapter 4 inputs the same data,
name and address, but uses many more data entry aids (Figure 4-25). Compare lines
1000 through I 180 in Figure 5-2 with lines 1000 through 1230 in Figure 4-25. You
may wish to combine the cassette output portions of Figure 5-2 (lines 50, 60, 70,
1300 through 1420, and 3000 through 3030) with Figure 4-25 (all lines except 50) for
the best program.
A program to read the cassette file starts out by dimensioning the variables used
to read a data record . Then it opens an input channel to the program recorder, and
reads past the dummy record at the beginning of the file. Use the following lines:
50 DIM NA$(20l t STT$(20l t CI$(20l t ST'(Zl
tZI$(9l t Rt,(20l
69 REM Open filet read dUMM':l record
70 GOSUl:: 3100
1900 END
3099 REM Open for casse tte input
3100 PFUNT C~m$(125l;"Cue tapet pT' ess
f(ETUl:':N t and stand b':l+"
3110 OPEN oJI'l t 4 tOt" C : "
3119 REM Input a dUMM':l record
3120 FOR Jl=l TO 12 S:GET 11 t R:NEXT Jl
31:30 F,ETLmN
Next, the program displays some instructions for the user. The display can be
stopped by pressing CTRL-l , a standard AT ARI computer feature . Pressing CTRL-I
again restarts the display. The following lines display the instructions:
1000
1010
1020
1030
a':lt"
1040
Me.

PRINT CHR$(125l:REM Clr screen
Pf(INT "DISPLAY MAILING Ll:ST"
POSITION'Z t 21
PRINT "Press CTF,L-1 to stop disp 1
PF,INT "Press CTRL-l again to T'esu

1I

1050 POSITION 2t2
1060 PRINT "Press RETURN when read':l to
begin"
1070 INPUT R$
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50 DIM NAS(20),STTS(20),CIS(20),STS(2)
,ZI~~(9) ,r~S(20

>

69 REM Open file, read dUMM~ record
70 Gm;UE: 3100
1000 PRINT CHR$(125):REM Clr screen
1010 PIUNT "DISPLAY MAILING LIST"
1020 POSITION 2,21
1030 PFUNT "Press CTF~L " -1 to stop displ
a~,"

1040 PFUNT "PI'ess CTRL-"l again to resu
Me.

tI

1050 POSITION 2,2
1060 PFUNT "Press RETUF(N when read~ to
begin"
1070 INPUT R~~
1079 REM Displa~ Mailing list
1080 OPEN '11:4,8,0,"5:"
1089 REM Read next record
1090 INPUT 11,NAS,STTS,CIS,STS,ZIS
1099 REM Watch for trailer record
1100 IF NAS=CHRS(253) THEN 1200
1110 PRINT 14;NA$
1120 PRINT 14;STT$
1130 PRINT 14;CIS
1140 PFUNT 14;S1'$;" ";ZIS
1150 PRINT :PRINT
1160 GOTO 1090
1199 REM Trailer record found; quit
1200 CLOSE U
1210 CLOSE 14
1900 END
3099 REM Open for cassette input
3100 PF~INT Cl-mS(125);''Cue tape, press
F~ETURN, and ~;tand b~."
3110 OPEN ''':l,4,O,''C:''
3119 REM Input a dUMM~ record
3120 FOR Jl=l TO 128:GET 11,R:NEXT Jl
3130 RETURN
NOTE: Demonstrates cassette data file input. Can be modified to print a mailing list on
a printer (see Figure 6-4).

FIGURE

5-3. Mailing List Display program listing

The program will display the mailing list on the screen, so it opens an output
channel to the screen. Then, one by one, it reads records from the cassette and
displays them on the screen. Each time it reads a record, it checks to see if it is the
trailer record. Without this check , the program would eventually read the end-offile record, which would cause error 136. The following lines finish the program.
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10130
1089
1090
1099
1100
1110
1120
1130
11'.0
11~:; 0
1160
1199
1200
1210
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REM Displa~ Mailing list
OPEN :t'lt8tOt"S!"
REM Read next record
INPUT 41 t NA$tSTT$tCIS t ST. t ZIS
REM Watch for trailer record
IF NA$=CHR$(253) THEN 1200
PRINT t'l;NA$
PRINT 4'1;STT.
PRINT 4'1;CI$
F'FaNT 4'1;ST$;"
";ZI.
PRINT! PFUNT
GOTD 1090
REM Trailer record found; quit
CLOSE U
CLOSE 4'1

The complete program listing appears in Figure 5-3 . Chapter 6 has a modified
version of this program that prints the mailing list instead of displaying it (Figure
6-4).

6

A TARI PRINTERS
When you turn on an AT ARI computer, output automatically goes to the display
screen. It is easy to divert the output to a printer instead.
This chapter will concentrate on programming output on the three AT ARI
printers : the AT ARI 820 Printer, the AT ARI 822 Printer, and the ATARI 825
Printer. When it comes to printing ordinary text and numbers, there is very little
difference between the three AT ARI printers . The main difference is in the width of
the print line. The AT ARI 820 and 822 Printers both have 40-column lines, just
like the display screen. The AT ARI 825 Printer has a nominal80-column line; it can
print as many as 132 characters per line. It also has a number of programmable
features which will be covered at the end of this chapter. Until then, everything
applies equally to all three printers unless stated otherwise.
Before going any further, make sure your printer is properly connected and
turned on. The AT ARI 825 Printer must be hooked up through the AT ARI 850
Interface Module, and both components must be turned on . Refer to the operator's
manual for detailed installation instructions.

PRINTING PROGRAM LISTINGS
If you type the LIST command at the keyboard, the BASIC program in the AT ARI
computer's memory will be listed on the display screen. A variation of the LIST
command lets you divert the listing to a printer. It looks like this:
l..I!:;T "F':"

P: is the printer's device name. By explicitly stating the device name with the LIST
command, you tell the computer where output goes. You can also specify starting
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and ending line numbers to be listed . The following command lists all progI;am lines
between lines 10 and 100 on the printer:
LI~>T

"F':",:I. 0 , :I. 0 0

No matter which device it goes to , the listing looks much the same. One exception
is line length. The output device, not the LIST statement, determines the maximum
line width. The display screen, the AT ARI820 Printer, and the AT ARI822 Printer
all have a 40-column limit. Program lines longer than 40 characters will wrap
around to the next display or printer line. Normally , the AT ARl825 Printer has an
80-column limit. On this printer, a program line will not wrap around unless it is
more than 80 characters long.
None of the printers can print graphics characters, such as ~ and l±l. On the
ATARI 820 and 822 Printers, graphics characters appear as blank spaces in a
printed listing. On the AT ARI825 Printer, some graphics characters do not print at
all, while others cause strange special effects. These will be described at the end of
this chapter.

PROGRAMMING PRINTER OUTPUT
Programming output on the printer is almost the same as programming output on
the display screen. It is certainly no harder, although some differences do exist. For
example, the printer has no cursor. The POSITION statement will move the cursor
around on the screen display, but it will not move a print head around on a piece of
paper. The printer prints an entire line at a time. Lines print sequentially, one line
after another. On the screen, you can display the headings on a form (see Figure
4-24), then go back and fill in values for each heading. You cannot do this on the
printer. Instead, you must print all the headings and values for one line before you
go on to the next.

The LPRINT Statement
AT ARI BASIC has a special statement for sending output to the printer. This
statement, LPRINT, is designed to work with the 40-column printers in exactly the
same way a PRINT statement works with the display screen. LPRINT, however,
prints on the printer, rather than displaying on the screen. Here are some examples:
10
20
::10
10
50

LF'fUNT
LPIUNT
LPIUNT
LPRINT
LPRINT

"I...F'IUNT
"NO.

~:nATEt1ENT

ONE","ND.

[)[M(JN~3TF(r-·,TIDN"

TW()","ND.

THI,([E"

2.2[+11 , -100. 7 6,
12::1156 78 90

The LPRINT statement does not work quite right under all circumstances on the
AT ARI 825 Printer. If an LPRINT statement generates 40 characters or fewer and
ends with a semicolon or comma, the output ofthe next LPRINT statement begins
in column 41 of the same print line. Run the above program, and you will see that
lines 40 and 50 demonstrate this phenomenon. If an LPRINT statement generates
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between 41 and 80 characters a nd ends with a semicolon or comma, the output of
the next LPRINT statement starts at the beginning of the next print line.
The LPRINT statement automatically uses channel 7 for output. No OPEN
statement is necessary. If the channel is already open to some other device, an error
occurs, closing channel 7 in the process . Subsequent LPRI NT statements will work
fine.

PRINT # and PUT with a Printer
Either a PRINT # or PUT statement can se nd output to the printer. Both of these
statements direct output to an open output channel. They do not care which device
the output channel is linked to. In order for the output to go to the printer, you need
only link the output channel to the printer (device P:) . The following is an OPEN
statement which does that :
:I. 0 OF"EN

'II'~:~,

D t o, "F' : "

After execut ing this statement, any PRINT # or PUT statement to channel 2 will
send output to the printer.
The following program prints two lines of text on a printer:
10 REM OUTF"UT 2 LINE S TO A F"RINTER
2 0 REM Open a printer output cha nnel
:3 0 OPEN ,g'3,D,O, "F':"
40 F'I'UNT '''':3:''Nic <=~ (:l'-'~:$S fi nish la!;;t,"
!':j 0 [,,1:(INT 'Ii'::);" Ch(',~<3t(i~r·~; rH~Vf~r p I' c>~;p er"
f.,() CLOr:;E '11':3

Output is much slower on the printer, but is otherwise identical to screen output.
No matter what the output device is , PRINT # statements (lines 40 and 50 in the
example) always format output the same way. In fact, the PRINT # statement itself
knows only which channel to put the output on. It has no idea to which device the
output is going. Try changing the OPEN stateme nt so that it opens channel3 to the
display screen (device S:). Rerun the program, and the same two lines of text appear
on the screen instead of on the printer.

Mixing Screen and Printer Output
A program ca n alternate its output between the printer and the display screen. Plain
PRINT statements, without channel numbers, always go to the screen. The
LPRINT statement always goes to the printer. You can mix these statements freely
in any program . Use PRINTfor output that will always go to the display screen. Use
LPRINT for o utput that will always go to the printer.
What a bout output that may go to either the printer or the scree n? By using the
PRINT # sta tement, you can let the program user dec ide where program output will
appear. Of cou rse, the program must display its output in a manner that will work
on eithe r the screen or the printer. It must start at the top of the pa ge a nd print each
line comp letel y before it moves on to the next. It must print lines no more than 38
characters long. It can print at most 241 ines a t a time, or some line s will scroll off the
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top of the screen and be lost. Here is an example:
10 DIM N1'( 1 Z)
ZO PRINT "OU1T'UT ON GCF,EEN DR PfnNTER
(!, OR P)";
3 0 INPUT N~'

"10 IF

N~'(1,J.):""S"

THEN N$::::"S:":CC)TO 7 0

50 IF

N~t>(1,l):="P"

THEN N$="P:":GDTO 7 0

60 COTO ZO:REM Didn't respond G or P
69 REM Open output chan. per request
70 OPEN '''I,8,O,N$

79 REM Input d ata
ElO Pf(lNT
(;>0 INPUT

"ENTEf~

A NAM[";

N~~

99 REM Output to chosen device
100 PI:n:NT :II:.If; N$;" backwart:.ls

i~.

";

J.10 FOR J=LENCN$) TO 1 STEP -1
1Z0 PRINT I"I;N$CJ,J);
130 NEXT cJ

140 PRINT 14:REM [OL
1~)O

IF N$<>"[ND" THEN

160 CLO:,[ :H:ij: END

no

The program asks the user where program output should appear (lines 20 through
60) . It assigns the appropriate device name , S: or P: , to a string variable (line 40 or
50). The OPEN statement that opens channel4 uses the string variable to specify the
device name (line 70) . Program output goes out over channel 4 to its final destination (lines 100, 120, and 140).

Line Length
Remember that if you display anything in the last column of the display screen
(column 39), a carriage return occurs automatically. The same thing happens if you
print in the last column of a printer line . Print a 40-character line on the AT A RI 820
or 822 Printer, or an 80-character line on the AT ARI 825 Printer, and an automatic
carriage return occurs on the printer. Screen margins , however, reduce screen width
to 38 columns. Therefore, a full line on the display screen is normally shorter than a
full line on a printer. A 38-character line will cause a carriage return on the screen
but not on a printer. The following program demonstrates this feature:
10 REM Open output channels
20 Or'EN :11=2,0,0," S: "
3 0 OPEN :1J::3,B,O,"P:"
39 REM Print on displa~ and printer
"10 F()f( c)::::2 TO ::J
49 REM Print a 39-character line
~) 0 Pf~INT :ft:,J;" TH15 L.INE EXCEEDS DISPLAY
WIDTH E::Y DNE!"
60 NEXT ,J
70 END
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The program displays the same message on the screen and the printer. It is too long
for one screen line, but fits on one printer line. If the message were one character
longer, it would also produce an automatic carriage return on a 40-column printer.
On the AT ARI 825 Printer, the output line must be 80 characters long before the
automatic carriage return occurs.
Line length considerations are the same with the LPRINT statement as with the
PRINT # statement.

The Printer Line Buffer
The printer has enough memory of its own to hold one line of print. This printer
memory is called aprinter line buffer. As PRINT #, LPRINT, and PUT statements
send characters to the printer, those characters go into the printer line buffer. The
printer does not display them immediately upon receipt. It waits until it gets an EOL
(end-of-line) character. Then it prints the entire line and advances to the next line. If
the line buffer fills u p before an EO L character arrives, the printer prints the line,
clears the buffer, and advances to the next line on its own. This happens when you
print 40 characters or more (80 characters or more on the AT AR 1825 Printer). The
following program demonstrates this.
9 REM Open printer

output channel

1. 0 () "', E N 'R<3. D • 0 • "f" : "
20 FOR J=O TO 99

29 REM Print digits 0 thru 9
30 PRINT 13;J-INTeJ / l0)*10;
39 REM Displa~ no. of each digit
40 f"FIINT ,J
~50 NEXT d
59 REM Force output of last line
c,() I" FU NT '11<3

70 CLDf:,[ '"<3

The program prints the digit pattern 0 I 23456789 ten times (Jines 20, 30, and 50). It
displays the number of the digit as it outputs each one to the printer (line 40). Notice
that the digits do not print each time a number displays on the screen , which is when
they are output. Nothing prints until the line buffer is full. The program prints 100
digits; the last few do not exactly fill a line. Therefore, the program must print an
EOL character to force the printer to empty its buffer (line 60).
The printer line buffer does not care where the characters it gets come from. They
may come from LPRINT, PRINT #, or PUT statements, on any output channel.
The printer line buffer si mply takes each character, puts it in the line buffer, and
waits patiently for an EOL character or a full buffer.

Formatted Printer Output
Formatting output for the printer is similar to formatting output for the display
screen. You can use commas in PRINT # or LPRINT statements to align columns .
Review the Gas Cost program (Figure 4-3) for the display screen method. By
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1 REM Strings needed for subroutine
5 DIM N$(10),T$(10),BL$(40)
6 REM Fill BL$() with blanks
7 [: l.. $ ( 1 ) "" ' , " : [: L;1; ( 'I 0 ) "" [: L!I; : E: I... !I; ( Z ) "" [: L. !I;
9 REM Di s pla~ gas cost table
1 0 F'F~INT "How Much per qa lIon" ;
7 0 INPUT CI:'[.;
::) 0 F'I'~JNT "(., vG~raq~~ 1"1i 1 E'S p(,~r qa lIon " ;
11·0 INPUT t·1PC
42 PI;:INT "Outp '..It on !:lC Y'f:~en Dr 1"'1' i nt(,~ T'
(~3

Dr

P)"

4'1 INPUT T!I;

'16 IF T!~ (1.,1) ",,"1"" THEN OPEN :\I: ~"; , B, 0 , "P:
":COTD ~::j O
ll8 OPEN :n:~::j , f:l ,0, "S:"
~::jO PI:UNT :1I:~:j; "i'IIU:'~:;" . "C(d... LON~3" t "
C()~H
c,()

PI:~INT

:11: ~::j; "

._ ................ " • " ........ ............. - .... " , " ...........................

70 FOR MI=100 TO 1700 STEP 100
79 REM COMPute qa l. to ne arest 10th
80 CAL=INTCMI / MPG .1 0) / 10
89 REM COMPute cos t to ne a rest cent
90 COST =I NT(CPC.GAL~100) / l00
100 NS=6:00 = 0IN =MI:GO SUB 11000:F'RINT •
~;;N$(l.N!».

102 NS=7:00 =1: N=C AL:GOSUB 11000:PRINT
:I:~::j;N;J;C

1

t N~3)

,

104 N!:l=7:00=Z:N=COST:COSUB 11000 lPRINT
:ft:~5;N;J;( 1 , N~3)
:Ll 0 NEXT MI
120 PIUNT jl:~::;
1:30 F'FUNT :i:~::;. "Mi='C>" ";MF"G . "~;";CPG;" pE~r
(~( a

1.

II

140 END
10995 REM *.~* ••••••••••••• ~.* •••••••
10996 REM *
Subroutine alig n s
*
109 97 REM . nuMeri c va lues on deciMal.
10998 REM ** ••••••••••••• ** ••••••••••
10 '19'1' I'~U1 CD rwe rt to lE,ft"··ju s t !; trin '.'.l
:1.:1. () 0 () T !I;:"~:; TI'~1 ; (N)
:1.1009 REM Fill output str with bl a nk s
11010 Nl""CL !J;
:1.102'1 REM AssuMe dec. point at end
:I. :1.0:3 a [) I'" "" I .E N ( T !I; ) + 1
:1.1 039 REM Look for real dec. point
NOTE : S hading s ho ws lines changed from Figure 4 .. 9. O utput sim ilar to Figure 4 .. 10.
(('ol1linul.!d)

FIGURE

6-1. Decimal-aligned Printer O utput program lis ting
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110 4 0
11 0 ~'j 0
11 06 0
110 69
110 I' 0
110 79
11080
11 0 '? ()

FIGURE
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FOR J=l TO LEN ( TS)
IF T'I>(,J, cJ) ",," ," THEN DP::",.J: ,J::::N!3
~~EXT ,.J
REM COMPute nUMber length

NL ::'D I"IDI)
REM

Right-Ju s tif~

Nt(NS - NL+l,NS)=TS
f( [: Tl.m N

6-1. Decimal-aligned Printer Output program listing (continued)

changing the PRINT statements on lines 50, 60 , 100, 1 10, 120, and 130 to LPRINT
statements, you can generate the same output on the printer. None of the printers
supports the programmed tab feature , so you cannot use it to align columnar
output.
The methods presented in Chapter 4 for right justification and decimal alignment
also work with printer output. Figure 6-1 shows a new version of the Decimalaligned Gas Cost program (compare this figure with Figure 4-9) . This new version
gives the user a choice between screen and printer output. If the user enters "P,"
output goes to the printer (lines 42 through 46) . Any other entry sends output to the
screen (line 48). The program uses PRINT # statements instead of the original
PRINT statements (lines 50 , 60 , 100, 102, 104, 120 and 130). There are no other
changes.

Paging
ATARI printers pay no attention to page length. They ass ume they are printing on
an endless roll of paper, with no page boundaries .
There is a way to print program listings page b y page. Use a separate LIST
statement to list one page-sized chunk at a time . Explicitly specify a starting and
ending line number for each chunk, so that t he program lines within that chunk will
fit on one page.
Paging program output is much less tediou s. The program must count output
lines. It must regularly check the line count against a maximum number of lines per
page . If the count equals or exceed s the maximum , th e program prints blank lines to
advance the paper to the top of the next page. There it ca n print a title and column
headings, if desired. The following program uses a special subroutine (Figure 6-2) to
do the testing and handle the top-of-page ritual. Type in both the subroutine and
these program lines:
'Y O GOTO 1000
993 REM --- Start of Mai n PrOgr a M --999 REM Open printer output channel
1000 OPEN ,",'1,0,0, "F':"
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1010 PRINT CHR$(125):REM Clr. screen
1020 PF(INT "Al:i.gn printel' at top of pa
1 0:3 0
10'10
1049
1050
1060
1070
t

•

f"FGNT "How Man~ l:i. rH-?!;"
INPUT l..
REM Force new page
PI...=6l:COSUB 900
PI:(INT
PF(INT "Print:i.nq, pleasE~ !;;tand
•

.
FOR

b~j

"t

1080
J=l TO l..
1090 FOR K=l TO 4
1100 F'F\INT ~t'l; INT (F(ND (0) "K-7'i9) +20 0; "_.,,;
INT(RND(0)"K-999)+1000,
1:l:l0 NEXT I(
1119 REM Output EOl.. to print line
1120 PF(INT '11"1
1129 REM Paqe full ~et?
11:30 Pl..=PI...+l:COSUB 900
:l:l'IO NEXT ,J
:l:l:iO END
This program prints four columns of seven-digit numbers. It assumes that before
starting the program, the user sets the printer so it is ready to print on the first line at
the top of a page. By setting PL to 61 (line 1050), the Top of Page subroutine (line
900) will leave five blank lines at the top of the first page before it prints the title . The
program then outputs one column at a time (lines 1090 through lito). Then it

REM .* •••• *.* ••••• ***.**"K- •••• *"K-"K-"KREM. Top of Page Subroutine
*
REM •••• * ••••••• ** ••• * •• "K-.**."K- •• "KIF Pl..(55 THEN RETURN
REM Advance to next paqe
FOR Jl=l TO 66-1"'1...
l..PRINT :NEXT Jl
REM Pr:i.nt title
LPIUNT ,,"TITLE"
'l'IO I...PI:;::r:tH
949 REM Print colUMn headinqs
950 l..PI:;:INT "COL 1","COI... 2","CDl.. 3","CO
l.. 'I"
959 REM Reset line count
960 1"'1...'<:): rn':Tl.mN

897
898
899
900
909
910
920
929
930

NOTE: Title (line 930) and column headings (line 950) are only samples.

FIGURE

6-2. Top of Page subroutine listing
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outputs an EOL character to force the printer to print its line buffer (line 1120).
Each time a line is printed, the program increments the line counter and uses the
subroutine to see how full the page is (line 1130). The subroutine will skip to the top
of the next page if the program has printed 56 lines on the current page.

A Practical Example
In Chapter 5 we introduced a program to enter names and addresses for a mailing
list and to build a mailing list file on cassette (Figure 5-2). Another program read the
file and displayed the names and addresses on the display screen (Figure 5-3). It
would be more useful to print the addresses on labels. Pressure-sensitive labels on
continuous fan-fold carrier paper (Figure 6-3) are widely available .
The changes required to make the program in Figure 5-3 print labels are quite
simple. First, line 1080 must open an output channel to the printer instead of to the
display screen. Second, the output format must fit the labels.
The label forms (Figure 6-3) are one label wide, 12 labels per I 2-inch page. The
first line of the second label is one inch below the first line of the first label. There are

0
0
0
0

[

[

0

[

0

(

0

NOTE: Not shown actual size.
FIGURE 6-3.

Typical mailing list labels

0

1

0

0

1

0
0

1

0

~
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five lines of name and address data to print. The printer prints six lines to an inch .
That leaves one blank line between labels. Therefore, line 1150 must print one blank
line between addresses. Printer output cannot be stopped by pressing CTRL-I, so the
instructions on lines 1030 and 1040 need revision . Figure 6-4 shows the final
program.

50 DIM NA$(20),STTS(20),CI$(20),STS(Z)
, ZI~~ (9) , f~~I; ( ;? 0 )
69 REM Op e n f il e, read dUMMY record
7 0 C(Y;U[: :U 0 0
1000 PRINT CHR$(125):REM Clr scree n
1010 Pf(INT "PFUNT MAILINC LADEl..E;"
1020 POSITION 2 , 2 1
1030 PF~INT "Plac e continuou~; lab(,~l~;; in
printer."
:l0,(10 PRINT " ('Hi<.~ n at top of first latH?l."
1050 POSITION 2,2
1060 PI'~INT "PI'(0S~; I'~E TUI'~N wh(;~ n l'ea d ~~ to
b€·~ q in"
1 0 7 0 INPUT I'~~~
10 79 REM Display Mailing list
10130 OPEN :It-'(I,O,O,"P!"
108 9 REM Read next record
1090 INPUT 11,NAS, STTS,CI S , STS , ZI$
1099 REM Watc h for trailer record
1100 IF NA$=CHR,( Z53) THEN 1200
1110 PRINT 14 1NA$
1120 PRINT 14 IS TT$
1130 PRINT 14;C1 S
11 '10 PI:;;INT :0:'1; ST~H" "I ZIS
11 ~'j 0 PRINT :1:'(1
1160 GOlO 10<, 0
1199 REM Trai l er record foundl qui t
12 00 CLO SE :ft:1
1210 CLO SE :1:'1
1900 END
3099 REM Op e n f or cassette input
3100 PFntH CI·m ~I; (1 2~5) I"CUf~ t ap (~, pr(~ s~;;
f(J::TUF,N, and ~" t a nd I:.l ~!."
:,)110 OPEN :1 :1,4,0,"C:"
3119 REM Input a dUMMY record
3 120 FOR J1 =1 TO 120:G ET 11,R!NE XT J1
3130 F~ETUI'~N
NOTE: Shading shows lines changed from Figure 5-3. Prints labels from casse tte data file
prepared using the program in Figure 5-2.

FIGURE

6·4. Mailing List La be ls program listing
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PRINTER CHARACTER SETS
All ATARI printers can print numbers, punct uation, upper-case letters, and lowe rcase letters . N one of them can print gra phics characters like U. [i1 o r ~, nor can
they print inverse characters .
The printers have a slightly different character set th an does the display screen
because they use a slightly different character code. The printers use the ASCII code
to define their character sets, while the display screen uses the AT ASCII code. The
two codes a re ve ry similar for code numbers bet ween 32 a nd 127. Append ix 0 lists
both codes side by side. Table 6-1 summarizes the standa rd character set for the
ATARI 820 a nd 822 Printers . Table 6-2 summarizes the ATARI 825 Printer
character set. The A T A Rl 825 Printer interprets many of the codes lower than 32 as
special control characters. These are discussed in more detail at the end of this
chapter.

TABLE

6-1. ATARI 820 and 822 Printers Stand a rd
Character Set S ummary
Decimal Code

Character

0-31
32-95

Space
Sa me as di spla y scree n*
\

96
97-122
123
124
125
126
127

Same as displa y sc reen'
{

Space

*Display screen cha racters a re listed in Append ix D.

TABLE

6-2. AT A R I 825 Printer C ha racter Set S umm a ry
Cha racte r

Decimal Code
0-31
32-95

Contro l c haracters (see Ta ble 6-4)
Same as di splay sc reen*

96
97-122
123
124
125
126
127
*Display sc reen cha rac ters a re li ste d in A ppendi x D .

Same as displa y scree n*

{
I
}

No n-printin g
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TABLE

6-3. Sideways Character Set (AT AR I 820 Printer)

...
"...'"

-;

~

°2 "'g
OU

'"
U

e ..

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

..c

...
"...'"

-;

~

.. 0

'"
U

.5, , ' 0..
OU

..c

@!
<t:

'"r-

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

00

72

::r:

0-

73
74
75
76

'"

77

~

78
79

;z:

0

-

N
M

"'"

V)

..

..

V

"
1\
c- .

!XI

U
Cl
IJ..I

u..
0

..,-i

0

-;

.5U'O..
.. 0

Ou
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

...

~
u

-;

.

~

"...'"

:::!
..c

.5,,'0..

0-

96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

@!

III

0

u'"

0

a::
VJ

f-

::>

>
i$

><
>N
~

/'
~

-j

.. 0

OU

u'"

..c

<t:
!XI

U
Cl
IJ..I

u..
0

::r:

-

--,

'"
-i

~
;Z:.

...
"...

-;

~

.. 0

..c

.5u'O..
OU
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127

'"

u'"

0-

0

a::

(jJ

f-

::>

>
i$

><
>N
~

/'
~

-j

Printing Sideways Characters (AT ARI 820 Printer)
In addition to normal characters, the AT ARI 820 Printer can also print most of its
character set sideways. This is accomplished by opening a printer output channel
with a third parameter of 83, like this:
OPEN oJI,ll,B,tl::l,"P:"

Subsequent PRINT # and PUT statement output to channel 3 will appear sideways
on the ATARI 820 Printer.
The sideways character set is somewhat different from the normal set. It has no
lower-case characters. Table 6-3 lists the sideways character set.
There are 29 characters per line in sideways mode.

PRINTER CONTROL CHARACTERS (AT ARI 825 Printer)
The AT ARI 825 Printer has a number of special features. The rest of this chapter
will describe them; you need not read on unless you have an AT ARI 825 Printer.
The features include the following:
Advance paper one line
Advance paper one-half line
Back paper up one line
Back paper up one-half line
Backspace
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Microspace forward and backward
Underline
Print subscripts and supe rscripts
Print elo ngated characters
Print condensed characters
Print pro po rtionall y sized c haracters
Print bo ldface characters
Justify the right margin.

All these features are activa ted by co ntrol characters. Table 6-4 lists control
characters for the ATARI 825 Printer. You send the ATARI 825 Printer a control character the same way yo u send it a ny regular cha racte r: with a n LPRINT,
PRINT #, or PUT statement. Of course, you have to generate the control character
so mehow, and there are no keys with the co ntrol funct ions printed on them . The
simplest way to generate control characters is with the CHR$ function. For exam-

TABLE

6-4. Printer Control Characters (ATAR I 825 Printer)

Decimal
Code(s)

10
27 & 10
27 & 28
27 & 30
13

Graphics
Character(s)

~
~
~

~
~

[!]
[B

Ll
[;]

15
14

bJ
bJ

Keystroke(s)

ATARI825
Printer function

CTRL-J
ESC\ ESC & CTRL-J
ESC\ ESC & ESC\ CTRL - ESC\ESC & ESC\ CTRL - +
CTRL-M

Line feed
Reverse line feed
Half-line feed
Reverse half-line feed
Carriage return with
au tomatic line feed

CTRL-O
CTRL-N

Start underlining
Stop underlining

27 & 14
27 & 15

~
~

[;]

ESC\ ESC & CTRL-N
ESC\ ESC & CTRL-O

Start double-wide printing
Stop double-wide printing

27 & 19

~

[±)

ESC\ESC & CTRL-S

27 & 20

~

[!)

ESC\ ESC & CTRL-T

Select sta ndard (10 cpi)
characters
Select condensed ( 16.7)
characte rs

27 & 17

~

[rJ

ESC\ ESC & CTR L-Q

Select pro porti onally sized
characters

27 & I
27 & 2
27 & 3
27 & 4
27&5
27 & 6
8 & nn"

~
~
~
~
~
~

[B

ESC\ESC & CTRL-A
ESC\ ESC & CTRL-B
ESC\ ESC & CTRL-C
ESC\ ESC & CTRL-D
ESC\ ESC & CTRL-E
ESC\ ESC & CTRL-F
CTRL-H & keys troke"

One dot blank space
Two dot blank spaces
Three dot blank spaces
Four dot blank spaces
Five dot blank spaces
Six dot blank spaces
Backspace nn" dots

OJ

~

[i]
Ii]
[Z]
~

* The character that follows t he backspace contro l c haracter (ASC II code 8) is interpreted as the
number of dots to backspace . Use Appendix D to se lect t he keystroke which produces the
ATASC II cha racter whose code number equal s IlIl . th e number of dot s to backs pace.
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pie, the control character that advances the paper one full line , the line feed
character, is ASCII code 10 . The following program advances the paper ten lines .
9 REM Advance paper 10 lines
10 nH( ,J'"' 1 Tel 10

2 0 LP RINT CHR$(10)
30 NEX T ,J
You ca n also generate control characters directly with certain keystrokes , just like
yo u d o fo r cursor co ntrol and graphics characters on the display screen. Table 6-4
lists t he keystrokes that generate each control character. When you type these
keystrokes, certain graphics characters echo on the screen. This is because the
screen in te rprets th e keystroke as an AT ASCII character (see Appendix D), and
disp lays it accordingly. When the character is sent to the AT ARI 825 Printer, it will
interp ret the same code as a control character and will respond accordingly. For
example , loo k at the keystroke CTRL-J . It generates the ~ graphics character on the
display scree n, but it adva nces the paper one full line on the AT ARI 825 Printer.
T ry this new version on the last example (where you see ~, type CTRL-J):
9 REM Advance paper 10 lines
10 FOF( ,)""1. TO 10
20 l..F'I:;:INT "~"
30 NEXT J

Ma ny of the ATARI 825 Printer features require a pair of control characters in
ta ndem . In all but one case, the first character is ASCII code 27, the ASCII escape
chara cter. You can generate the ASCIl escape character with CH R$(27) or with the
ESC\ ESC keystroke. (Recall from Chapter 4 that the notation ESC\ESC means press
the ES C key, release it, then press it again.) As an example of a pair of control
characters, consider ASCII codes 27 and 10. Together they make the AT ARI 825
Printer back up the paper one full line , that is, perform one reverse line feed. The
following program backs up the paper five lines. It uses the CHR$ function to create
each reverse line feed.
9 REM Back paper up 5 lines
10 FOR cJ=1 TO 5

20 l..F'RINT CHR$(27)ICHR$(1 0)
30 NEXT J

Most of the special feature s on the AT ARI 825 Printer are produced by control
character pairs li ke this. Two fe a tures, right margin justification and boldface
characters, require more BASIC programming than just printing a control character or two. These will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

Listings Containing Control Characters
Don't be surprised if strange things happen when you list a program in which yo u
typed control characters directly inside quotation marks. The display screen translates them into harmless graphics characters. The AT ARI 825 Printer, though,
cannot tell it is just printing a program listing. It obeys the control characters and
ruins the listing in the process . Suppose, for example, you have a program that
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contains the statement PRINT #2; " ~:'. When this statement is executed , the
AT ARI 825 Printer performs a line feed . The character also causes a line feed when
you list it.
If you use the CH R$ function to generate control characters, your program will
list with no surprises. The control characters are created only when the CHR$
function is executed . That happens only when the program is run. At program
listing time , the CHR$ function is just a benign series of normal, everyday characters: C, H, R, and so on.

Vertical Paper Movement
Four control characters control vertical paper movement. They move the paper
forward and backward one full line or one-half line at a time. The paper moves up
and down, but the print head does not move at all. It takes one control character to
move the paper, and another to move the paper back. Try the following program:
10 LF'F,INT "How dr~ . I" ; CHR$ (27) ; CHI=;:$ ( 10
);" hie ";CHF~$(10);"aM."

The program prints this:
hie
How

dr~

I

a M.

Notice that the AT A RI 825 Printer prints the line in three parts. After each part it
returns the print head to the left margin.
Aside from novelties like this , the principal use of the line feed character (ASCII
code 10) is rapid paper advance. True, a plain LPRINT or PRINT # statement (one
with no items to print and no terminating semicolon) will advance the paper one
line. But plain LPRINT and PRINT # statements move the print head, while line
feed characters do not. Therefore, a succession of line feed characters will advance
the paper faster than a series of plain LPRINT or PRINT # statements.

Subscripts and Superscripts
Printing subscripts and superscripts is easy. Here's how to print a subscript:
I . Roll the paper forward one-half line with one pair of control c haracters: ASCII codes
27 and 28. This puts the print head o ne-half line below the main text line.
2. Print the subscript text.
3. Roll the paper back one-ha lf line w ith a nother pa ir of control characters: ASCII codes
27 and 30. This puts th e print head back over the main te xt line.

To print a superscript, just reverse the first and last steps:
I. Roll the paper back one-ha lf line with one pair of control characters: ASCII codes 27
and 30 . This puts the print head one-half line above the main text line.
2. Print the superscript te x t.
3. Roll the paper forward one-ha lf lin e with another pair of control characters: ASCII
codes 27 a nd 28. This puts the print head back over the main text line .
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The following program demonstrates superscripts:
10 PRINT "CW11:lI yLe 1.5 to what power";
20 INPUT F,
30 LP IUNT "( 1.~:'i)"; CHI'(~~ (;?7); CHF(!~ (30) ; F,;
Clm!!", (27) ; clm~t> ( 20) ; ",,:: " ; 1 • ::;Af(

If you enter 5 in response to the INPUT statement (line 20), the program prints this:
(1.5)5=7.5937Q99Q

Underlining
One control character (ASCII code 15) starts character underlining. The ATARI
825 Printer continues to underline characters until in structed to stop by another
control character (ASCII code 14). Turning off the printer also cancels underlining
mode. Here is an underlining example:
LF'Ii:INT CHI:($ ( :I.::i) ; "War a nd
Q);", b~l I...€.~() T()lst() ~l"

I"'f.!acf:~ "; CHF(!~

(1

Printed output of this immediate mode program looks like this:

Character Size and Line Length
Standard character size on the AT AR I 825 Printer is ten characters per inch.
Co ndensed characters are also available; they print 16.7 characters per inch . In
either case, character width is uniform . The AT ARI 825 Printer can also print
proportionally sized characters. In this mode , an "I" or an "I" is narrower than an
"M" or a "W." On the average, proportionally sized characters print 14 to the inch .
However, all proportionally sized digits are the same size; numbers will print 12.5
characters per inch.
Different pairs of control characters switch from one character size to another.
When one of these pairs occurs, character size changes with the next non-control
character. However, if the characters in the print line are standard sized, character
size will not change to condensed or proportional until the start of the next print
line. Similarly, if the characters in the print line are condensed or proportionally
sized, character size will not change to standard until the start of the next print line.
Thus, you can mix proportional and condensed characters on the same print line,
but you cannot mix either of those sizes with standard characters.
Once a character size is in effect, it stays in effect until another control character
occurs to change it. Character size reverts to standard when you turn the printer off
and back on again .
In addition to all this, the AT AR 1825 Printer can ta ke any character and print it
twice its normal width, or double-width. You activate double-wide character mode
with one pair of control characters (ASCII codes 27 and 14). Characters continue to
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print in double-wide mode until you deactivate it with another pair of control
characters (ASCII codes 27 and 15), or until a carriage return occurs.
The fOllowing program demonstrates the different character sizes. (Table 6-4 tells
you which keystrokes produce the graphics characters you see below.)
10 DIM STD$(2),CDS$(2),PRP$(2),CW$(2)
19 REM Assign printer control chars.
20 !)lD$="~I±l":I,\EM 10 cpi chaT'acter~;
:~O C[)f:>!~"""~ ~,,: I:<EM :1.6.7 cp i. characters
4 0 PI'<P!~='''~ ~ " : I,\EM 1:'1' Of> Drt i. Dna I chaT'.
99 REM Open printer output channel
100 OPEN ~<:l, 8 , 0 , "P : "
110 Pl'nNT ~1':3; !)l[)$; "!:;tandard Character!;
120 G()SUE: :1.000
1:30 PF<INT ~~:3; C[)~)~>;

"CDndens~~d

ChaT' actel'

s ..
litO COmJB :1.000
1.~50

PRINT 1t-3;PF,P!t>;"F'Y'DPDT'tional Charac

160 GOSUI::: 1. 0 0 0
?OO END
999 REM Print entire character set
1000 CW$'="'" :f<EM !3tart w/l-wid(~ char.
1010 FOR L=1. TO ?
1020 FOR K=32 TO 96 STEP 32
10?9 REM Select char. width
1030 PRINT i3;CW$;
1039 REM Print next 3? characters
1040 FOR J=1 TO 31
1050 PRINT 13;CHR$(J+K);
1060 NEXT .J
1069 REM Force printer buffer output
1070 PFUNT ,.,3
10130 NEXT f(
10139 REM Select 2-wide characters
1090 CW!~="~ bl "
1099 REM And repeat character set
1100 NEXT L
1110 PRINT t3:REM Blank line
11;~ 0 RETURN

Character width on the AT ARI 825 Printer is measured in terms of dots. It varies
from six dots for the narrowest proportionally sized character to 36 dots for the
widest double-wide, proportionally sized character. Standard and condensed characters are between these extremes, at a nominal ten and nine dots each, respectively.
Table 6-5 summarizes character widths. Table 6-6 lists specific widths for all
proportionally sized characters.
Maximum line length on the AT ARI 825 Printer is always eight inches.
Remember that when a line is full, an automatic carriage return occurs . A full line of
standard characters contains 80 characters. A full line of condensed characters
contains 132 characters. Since proportionally sized character widths differ, you
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T A BL E 6-5.

Summa ry of C haracter Widths (AT A RI 825 Printer)·
Character

Dots per

Size

Charact er

10

Sta ndard
Condensed
Proportional

9

6 to 18

• Do uble-wide characters are twice the width show n.

T ABL E 6-6.

.
..c...

~

OJ

.5

Widths of Pro port io na ll y Sized Characters (AT A RI 825 Printer) *

Qj

... '1:)

01
01

.
Qj

OJ

'"
'0

.5

Qj

... '1:)

.

01
01

0'"

.5

Qj

... '1:)

Ou

U

Q

ou

.c

u

0

Ou

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

Space

7
7
10
15
12
16
14
7
7
7
12
12
7
12
7
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
7
7
12
12
12
12

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

@

72

H
I

14
16
15
14
16
14
14
16
16
10
14
16
14
18
16
16
14
14
15
12
14
16
16
18
16
16
10
12
12
12
12
12

96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
11 0

Qj

0

..
!

#
$

%
&
,
(
)

•

+
-

I
0
I

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
:
;

<

=

>
?

Qj

0

73
74
75
76
77

78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

A
B

C
D
E

F
G

J
K
L
M

N
0
P
Q

R

S
T
U
V
W

X
Y

Z
[
\

1
/I

-

• Do uble-wide characters are twice the width shown.

Qj

.
...c...

~

OJ

ti

0

01
01

u

,

a
b
c
d
e
f
g

h
i
j
k
I
m

n

III

0

11 2
11 3
11 4
11 5
11 6
11 7
11 8
11 9
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127

P
q

r
s
t
u
v

w
x
Y

z
{

I
}

-

None

0'"

0

7
12
12
10
12
12
10
12
12
8
6
12
8
16
12
12
12
12
10
12
10
12
12
16
12
12
10
10
7
10
12
0
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cannot simply count characters to see when the line is full. You have to count dots.
T here are 1200 dots per line , but the printer considers the line full when it contains
1185 dots . At that point, it will accept one more chara cter, of any width, as the last
character on that line. It then performs a carriage return . To avoid the automatic
carriage return, do not print more than 1185 dots per line.
Half as many double-wide characters of an y kind fit on one line. Therefore, 40
double-wide standard characters, 66 double-wide condensed characters , or 600
double-wide dots fill one line and cause an automatic carriage return .

Microspacing Forward and Backward
You can space forward on the print line in fi xed amounts with the space cha racte r
(ASCII code 32). A stand a rd space character is ten dots wid e, a condensed space
chara cter is nine dots wid e, a nd a pro porti ona l space cha racter is seven dots wid e.
There a re a lso six pairs of control chara cters which a dd blank space to the print line
in amounts of one to si x dots . ASCII cod e 27 is alwa ys the first of the control
character pair for this operation. The ASCII code of the second contro l character
specifies the number of blank dots to add (one to six). The most straightforward
way to specify this is with the CH R$ function . The number inside the parentheses is
the number of dots to space forward . The following programs show how this works:
9 REM Open printer output channel
10 OPEN :iI'~"jt{3t()t "P !"
19 REM 1 to 6 dots between words
20 f'"(lI'< ,J"::L TD 6
30 HUNT :n:~:~;" HD" ; CHI($ (Z7) ; CHF,$ (J )
40 NEXT J
5 0 F'IU tH

;

:n: ~:.:j ; "H U t1"

The program prints this :
HDHOHO HO HO HD HUI1

Forward microspacing is primarily useful in printing boldface characters and in
justifying the right margin , two topics we will address shortly.
The AT ARI 825 Printer can also backspace on the print line. It backspaces only
in dot increments. Backspacing over a standard or condensed character is possible;
just specify the appropriate number of dots (see Table 6-5 for dot equivalents).
The backspace control character is ASCII code 8. The printer interprets the
character after the ASCII backspace code as the number of dots to backspace. The
number of dots equals the ASCII code of the character. It can be any number
between 0 and 127. Consider this program :
9 REM Open printer output channel
:LO OPEN

:1J:~"'jt8 t O t "r:'!"

20 PF\INT :a:~5; ''F' r int stl' iv..(?outs";
29 REM Overprint the last 10 chars .
30 PRINT 15;CHR$({3);CHR$(100) ;
1/0 PIUNT :It-~"j; "_.. _.. _.._.._._._ .. _......_. with the backs
p

ace char actf,~r"
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The program outputs a backspace character, then immediately outputs the number
of dots to backspace (line 20). It backspaces 100 dots , the equivalent of ten standard
characters. Right after that, it prints ten hyphens. Because of the backspacing, they end up printing over the last ten characters printed, like this:
Print

~t~jkea~t~

with the backspace character

The AT ARI 825 Printer does not backspace by literally moving the print head
backward along the print line. Instead , it returns the print head to the left margin,
then moves it right back to the spot where it was, less the number of backspace dots .
The net effect is to backspace the print head.
Instead of using the CHR$ function to specify the number of dots , you can use the
equivalent ASCII character. In the last example, you cou ld replace CHR$(IOO)
with its ASCII equivalent, the letter "d." Line 30 would then lo ok li ke this:

You cannot backspace over the last character of a full print line. By the time the
backspace control character gets to the printer, the full line will have printed.

Boldface Characters
it is possible to darken printed characters for additional emphasis. The simplest way
to do this is to overprint them two or more times. Here is an example:
9 REM Open printer output channel
10 OPEN *::;,8,0,"1"':"
20 PFiINT 'Y,~'j; "Thi s line printed once."
30 FOR J=l TO ~.'.
40 PFiINT '11,:'5; "Thh:; 1 i n (;~ PT' inted twic(~ f
01' added eMpha!5:Ls."
49 REM Back up one line
5 0 PRINT OS;CHR$(27);CHR$(10);
60 NEXT ,J
69 REM Cancel la s t reverse line feed
70 PFiINT '"'5
BO END

The program uses a FOR-NEXT loop to print a message twice (lines 40 through 60).
Each time the printer finishes the message , it advances the paper to the next line (line
40). The program back s the paper up one line (line 50). That way the next printing
will overprint the first printing. When the loop ends, the program has just backed
t he paper up one line. Therefore it must advance the paper one line to cancel that
extra reverse line feed (line 70). Here is the result:
This line printed once.
This line p~inted twice for added eMphasis.

The boldface effect can be enhanced by staggering the second printing one dot.
Add these lines to the last example :
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DO FDIc.: cj""'l TD ?
'? 0
E~

F'r,INT ,g,:,,;;" Thi s line
for

Ma!<:i.MI..IM

PI' i

nt ed tlLll df ac

E·("lpha~:;:i.s."

99 REM Bac k up one line
100 PRINT 15;CHR$( ?7);C HR$(10)
109 REM Microsp ace one dot
110 PRINT · 15;CHR$(27);CHR'(1);
120 NE XT J
129 REM Cancel last reverse line feed
1:3 0 prUNT 'R'~";
140 END
This is what you get:
This line printed once.
This line printed twic e for added eMphasis.
This line printed boldface for MaxiMUM eMPhasis.

Right Margin Justification
Dot spacing makes right margin justification possible . You must determine the
number of dots between the last character on the line and the right margin. Then
you mu st find new places so mewhere else on the line for everyone of those dots.
Thi s means sneaking in one or two blank dots between each character, You have to
do it evenly across the line, or the line will look unbalanced . You may be able to put
a few more dots between words than between letters, A good program recognizes
where it can best add extra space, and where it will look ugly.
Writing even a simple justification program is not a trivia l task. It can be done in
BAS I C, but it will be very slow. You may wish to experiment with it as an exercise .
Right margin justification is best programmed in assembly la nguage.

7

THE ATARI
810 DISK DRIVE
The disk drive is one of the most important components of a computer system . Disk
drives allow almost instantaneous access to a large block of information. The
AT ARI 810 Disk Drive can store about 90,000 characters on a single diskette. That
is nearly twice as much information as can be held in the computer in48K of RAM.
When you turn off the computer, all of the information in RAM disappears, but
information stored on a diskette remains intact.

DISKS
Disks store information magnetically, the same way a tape recorder does. The
biggest difference between a disk and tape is that a disk is round, like a record. A
disk spins in the disk drive , much like a record spins on a turntable . Inside the disk
drive there is a magnetic head that can read and write information on the disk. The
head operates on the disk drive like a needle does on a record player. You can put
the needle anywhere you want on a record .It is just as easy to place it in the middle or
at the end of the record as it is to place it at the beginning. The computer, likewise,
can direct the read ( write head to any location on the surface of the disk . This ability
is called random access. Thus , the disk is a random access storage device.
There are three kinds of disks: hard disks, Winchester disks, and diskettes.
Currently, diskettes are the most common type of disk used with microcomputers
like the ATARI 400 ( 800 computers . We will describe all three types of disks.
221
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FIGURE 7-1. Typical hard disk drive and removable disk cartridge

Hard Disks
Hard disks are made of a rigid material, such as aluminum, that has been coated
with a magnetic substance. Hard disks typically store 5 to 10 million characters.
Usually the hard disk comes in a cartridge which is inserted in the drive (Figure 7-1) .
The disk and disk drive are separate so that you can change disks. Hard disks cost
about $150 each; hard disk drives cost $3000 to $10,000.

Winchester Disks
Winchester disk drives (Figure 7-2) use a special technology that allows six to ten
times more data to be stored on a disk than on conventional hard disks. Winchester
disks are extremely susceptible to dust and dirt- even cigarette smoke. Because
they must be kept very clean, the disk surfaces are sealed inside the drive and cannot
be changed easily. Winchester disk drives cost from $2500 to $8000.

Diskettes
A diskette consists of a vinyl disk enclosed in a stiff plastic envelope. The flexible
vinyl disk is very fragile . The stiff envelope protects the diskette from damage
during normal handling and use . Never remove the diskette from its protective
envelope. Figure 7-3 shows what a 5 Y4-inch diskette looks like inside its envelope.
The diskette spins freely inside the envelope. Openings in the envelope allow the
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FIGURE 7-4.

Write-protecting a SY4 -inch diskette

center of the diskette where the drive can grip and spin the diskette.
Diskettes are also known asfloppy disks orflexible disks. They come in two sizes:
8-inch diameter and 5 V4-inch diameter. The smaller ones are also called mini-disks
or mini-diskettes. The AT A R I 810 Disk Drive uses 5 \4-inch diskettes ; it can store
92,160 characters on a single diskette .

Write-Protecting Diskettes
There is a notch on the side of the diskette that is used to allow or prevent
information from being written on a diskette . This notch is called a write enable
notch, because the disk drive will not write on a diskette unless the notch is present.
Some diskettes have no notch. They are permanently protected against accidental
writing. You can protect a notched diskette by covering the notch with a writeprotect label or a piece of opaque tape (Figure 7-4).

DISK FILES
The disk drive stores information infiles, much as you might store information in a
filing cabinet. Each diskette is the equivalent of a file drawer; each file is the
equivalent of a file folder. A diskette can contain many files , or it can contain no
files. The maximum number of files per diskette is 64; however, if some of the files
are long, the diskette may become full with fewer than 64 files. A single file can have
any length that can be physically accommodated by the diskette.
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A disk file can contain a BASIC program, a machine language program, or data .
The techniques for reading and writing each kind of file are different, as you will
discover later in this chapter.

File Names
Every file has a name , which is used to distinguish it from other files on the diskette.
File names can contain up to eight characters . The characters can be any combination of capital letters and numbers , but the first character must be a capital letter.
No blank spaces, special characters (such as $, @, or #), or punctuation marks of
any kind are allowed in file names.

File Name Extensions
A file name can have a suffix of one , two , or three characters. The suffix is called a
file name extension. File name extensions can contain any combination of letters
and numbers . The first character can be a number; it is not restricted to letters, as is
the file name itself. You specify a file name extension by adding a period to the end
of the file name, then the extension. For example, FILEN AME with the extension
TXT would be written as FILENAME.TXT.
The extension is sometimes called thefife type, because of the common practice of
using it to indicate the type offile. Ta ble 7-1 lists some common conventions for file
name extensions and the types of files they imply. Avoid the extension .SYS, since it
is reserved for system files.

TABLE

7-1. Common File Name Extensi o ns
Implied File T ype

Extension
SYS

System fil es. Files which contain sys tem progra ms lik e the disk
operating system, o r la nguage interpreters like Microsoft BASIC.

BAS

Files which co ntain BASIC programs in tokeni zed (SAVE statement) format.

LST

BAS I C prog ra ms sto red as AT ASC I I c haracters (LIST state ment
format).

ASM

Assembly la ngua ge programs in so urce (text) form .

DAT

Data files. DTA is a lso used.

TXT

Tex t file s.

OBl

Obj ec t files. Asse mbly la nguage programs assembled int o machine
language.

BAK

Bac kup files. Co pi es o f a fil e made in case th e original version is
accide ntall y dest royed.

TMP

Tem po ra ry fil es whic h co nta in inform at io n that will be needed for
only a short time.
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The Disk Directory
Part of every diskette is set aside for a directory. The directory contains the name ,
location, and size of every file on the diskette. When you specify a file name , the
computer looks up the file name in the directory. That is how it determines whether
the file already exists and, if so, where it is on the disk.

THE DISK OPERATING SYSTEM
The disk operating system (DOS) is a computer program that controls the operations of the disk drive . When a BAS IC program needs to use the disk for any reason,
the disk operating system performs the actual disk operation and returns the results
to the BASIC program. The disk operating system program is written in machine
language, not in BASIC.

Versions of the Disk Operating System
There are currently two versions of the disk operating system. DOS 1.0 was the first
version released by Atari, Inc. It was shipped with all AT ARI 8 \0 Disk Drives
through the end of 198 I. It ha s now been replaced by DOS 2.0S. The version you are
using should be marked on the diskette label. Later in this chapter we will describe
characteristics of the two versions that will enable you to tell them apart without
looking at the label.
This chapter will describe both DOS 1.0 and DOS 2.0S. The descriptions of DOS
2.0S are accurate as of December 198 I.
The two versions of the disk operating system are very similar, but not identical.
DOS 2.0S can read a diskette prepared by DOS 1.0, but DOS 1.0 will have mixed
success reading diskettes prepared by DOS 2.0S; errors may occur at random. In
any event, do not write information on a diskette with a discrepant version of the
disk operating system. Doing so can destroy data on the diskette. To be safe, place a
write-protect label on any diskette before you use it with a discrepant version of the
disk operating system.

The Two Parts of the Disk Operating System
There are two parts to the disk operating system program. One part records and
loads BASIC programs and reads and writes data files. The other part is a package
of utilities that assist in disk maintenance activities. These utilities also allow you to
read and write machine language program and data files.
In DOS 1.0, the two parts of the disk operating system are treated as one
program. They are stored on disk in one file, named DOS.SYS. In DOS 2.0S, the
two parts of the disk operating system are treated as two programs. They are stored
on disk in two files. The two parts are divided in DOS 2.0S to make better use of the
computer's memory. The first part (file name DOS.SYS) is needed whenever you
use the disk drive, but the second part (file name DUP.SYS) is not required unless
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you are using the disk uti lity package . Separating these functions means that your
program can use the memory that would otherwise be occupied by the disk utility
package.

Program and Data Transfer
The disk operating system controls the flow of all information between the disk
drive and the computer. It does this in I 28-character blocks. It sets aside part of the
computer's memory to hold one block of disk data. This is called the disk buffer.
There are actually four disk buffers, one for each of the four disk drives that can be
attached simultaneously to the AT ARI computer.
When the disk operating system receives a request for more program lines or
data, it tries to fill the request from the disk buffer. If the buffer runs out, the disk
operating system replenishes it by reading another block from the disk.
Recording a program or writing to a data file also proceeds one block at a time.
As the disk operating system receives program lines or data to go to the disk, it puts
them in the disk buffer. When the buffer becomes full, the disk operating system
writes it out to the disk.

STARTING UP WITH A DISK DRIVE
Before the AT ARI computer can execute any disk command, the disk operating
system program must be in memory. If you had a lot of time, you could type it into
memory using the keyboard. But there is an easier way: it is called booting the disk.
Booting the disk , or booting DOS , reads a copy of the disk operating system
program from a diskette and places it in the computer's memory.

How to Boot DOS
Chapter 2 has complete instructions for booting DOS. If you follow the standard
power-on procedure (page 14), you will boot DOS as a matter of course. To
recapitulate, these are the three key steps required to boot DOS:
Turn on Drive I. To determine which is Drive I on a multiple-drive system , look in the
access hole at the back of each drive . The drive with both the black and white switches
all the way to the left is Drive I (Figure 2-5).
Place a diskette containing a cop y of the di sk operating system program (file name
DOS.SYS) into Drive I. The di skettes labeled "Disk File Manager Master Copy" (DOS
1.0) and "Disk File Manager II Master Copy" (DOS 2.0S) have copies of DOS on them .
Turn the console power off and on . The disk drive whirrs as it transfers DOS from the
diskette to the computer's memory.

While the boot is in progress , you will hear beeping sounds from the television
speaker if the sound level is turned up . After about 20 seconds, the BASIC READY
prompt will appear.
To all appearances, nothing unusual has occurred . What you can't see is that
during those 20 seconds the disk operating system program was loaded into
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DISK OPERATING SYSTEM II
COPYRIGHT 1980 ATARI

VERSION Z.OS

I. FORMAT DIS~(
J. DUPLICATE DIS~(
~{
C. COPY FILE
BINARY SAVE
D. DELETE FILE(S) L. BINAF,Y LOAD
E. RENAME FILE
M. F,UN AT ADDRESS
F. LoC~( FILE
N. CF,EATE MEM.SAV
G. UNLOCK FILE
O. DUPLICATE FILE
H. WRITE DOS FILES

A.

DIS~(

DIF~ECToRY

B. F,UN CARTRIDGE

FIGURE

.

7-5 . DOS 2.0S menu

memory. The computer can now interpret references to the disk drive .
You can boot DOS from any diskette that has file DOS.SYS. Booting DOS
transfers the machine language disk operating system program from file DOS .S YS
into the computer's memory. With DOS 1.0, this includes both parts of the disk
operating system. With DOS 2.0S , it includes only the first part; it does not include
the disk utility package. In either case, the contents of file DOS.SYS remain in
memory until you turn off the computer.

THE DISK UTILITY PACKAGE (DOS MENU)
After you boot DOS, you can use any of the disk statements. The first one to use is
the DOS command. Simply type the following command and press RETURN :
DDf:;

The DOS menu appears on the display screen (Figure 7-5 or 7-6). If you are using
DOS 1.0, the menu appears immediately. If you are using DOS 2.0S, the disk utility
package must be loaded from disk ; you must wait several seconds while this takes
place.
The DOS command transfers control of the computer from BAS IC to the DOS
menu. If you boot DOS without a ROM cartridge inserted in the computer, you will
never see the BASIC READY message . Instead , the DOS menu appears as soon as
DOS is booted .
Executing the DOS statement with DOS 2.0S transfers the disk utility package
into memory from disk file DUP.SYS. That file must be present on the diskette in
Drive I when the DOS statement is executed . The contents offile DUP.SYS go into
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the area of memory where BASIC programs reside. This destroys any BASIC
program present in memory. When you leave the DOS menu and return to BASIC,
your program will be gone,just as if you had issued a NEW command . At that point
there is no way to retrieve the program unless you saved it on diskette or cassette.
Later in this chapter we will discuss a way to have the computer automatically
preserve your BASIC program when it executes the DOS statement.
With DOS 1.0, the disk utility package is transferred into memory when you boot
DOS . Since it is present in memory when the DOS statement is executed, file
DUP.SYS is not used. In this case, the disk utility package resides in an area of
memory that does not conflict with a BASIC program. With DOS 1.0, therefore,
executing the DOS statement will not affect your program.

Determining the DOS Version
The time it takes for the DOS menu to appear is a foolproof way to determine
whether you are using DOS 1.0 or DOS 2.0S. If Drive I becomes active before the
menu appears, you are using DOS 2.0S. The version number also appears in the
upper right-hand corner of the DOS 2.0S menu (Figure 7-5).

The MEM.SA V File
When the computer executes the DOS statement under DOS 2.0S, it loads the disk
utility package from disk file DUP.SYS into memory . In the process it writes over
part of the memory area where BASIC programs reside. This section describes how
the computer can automatically preserve the contents of the overwritten memory

DISK OPERATING SYSTEM
COPYRIGHT 1979 ATARI
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

DISK DIRECTORY
RUN CARTRIDGE
COPY FILE
DELETE FILE(S)
RENAME FILE
LOCf( FILE
UNLOCf( FILE
WRITE DOS FILE

I.
J.
f(.
L.
M.
N.
O.

9/Z"t/79

FOF(MAT DIS~(
DUPLICATE DISK
BINARY SAVE
BINARY LOAD
RUN AT ADDRESS
DEFINE DEVICE
DUPLICATE FILE

NOTE: Item N, DEFI N E DEVICE, is not implemented .

FIGURE

7-6. DOS 1.0 menu
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area with the special file MEM.SA V. This does not apply to DOS 1.0, so skip this
section if you are using that version of DOS only.
With DOS 2.0S , whenever the computer executes the DOS statement it searches
the diskette in Drive 1 for file MEM .SA V. If the file exists, the computer saves
everything in the memory area that will be used by the disk utility package onto file
MEM .SA V. Then it loads the disk utility package from file DUP.SYS and transfers
control to the DOS menu. When you return to BASIC, the contents of file
MEM.SA V are restored to memory, leaving your program intact.
The disadvantage of using MEM.SA V is the time it takes to save and restore the
memory area. Usually , it takes about ten seconds to load the disk utility package
from the DUP.SYS disk file. If there is a MEM.SA V file , it takes an additional 20
seconds to save the program area; you must wait three times as long before you will
see the DOS menu. Later, when you return to BASIC, it takes another seven
seconds to restore the program area.
Both MEM .SAV and DUP.SYS must be on the same diskette, in Drive I, when
the DOS statement is executed. If you want to use all of the space on a diskette for
your own files, put DUP.SYS and MEM.SAV on a separate diskette (possibly on
the same diskette that has the DOS .SYS file), and put that diskette in Drive I before
you type the DOS command. That sa me diskette must be in Drive I when you
return to BASIC, or the program from memory cannot be restored .
One of the disk utilities creates special file MEM .SA V specifically to save, and
later restore, the contents of the memory area used by the disk utility package.
Instructions for creating a MEM .SA V file are provided later in this chapter.
The MEM .SA V file also works with non-BASIC programs. If the MEM.SA V
file is present, the contents of the memory area that the disk utility package will
occupy are saved on it and then restored when you finish with the disk utilities. It
does not matter what the memory area was used for.

Ambiguous File Names
Many of the disk utilities ask you to enter one or more file names . You can always
enter an explicit file name. Sometimes, however, it is easier to use an ambiguous file
name. For example, you may be unable to explicitly state a file name because you
only remember the first three letters . You can have the disk operating system use
any file name it finds that starts with the characters you specify. As another
example, you may wish to copy all files with a certain extension from one disk to
another. In DOS 2.0S, you can do this without typing each individual file name.
The disk operating system treats the asterisk (*) and question mark (?) characters
as "wild card" characters . An asterisk represents an entire file name or extension.
For example, the file name *.BAS is interpreted to mean "all files which have a
.BAS extension." Similarly, the file name DATAFILE.* refers to all files named
DAT AFILE, regardless of their extensions .
In a file name, characters to the right of an asterisk are ignored. For example,
*FILE.TXT is treated as * .TXT, but the name GAME* .BAS will match all file
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names that begin with GAME and have a .BAS extension. The asterisk works in the
opposite way when it is part of an extension; characters to the left of the asterisk are
ignored. Thus the extension .A* is interpreted as .*, but .*A will match all
extensions that end in the letter A.
A question mark can represent any single character. For example, the file name
GAME?BAS matches any five-character file names which begin with the four
letters GAME and have the extension .BAS.
The ambiguous file name ????????TXT is equivalent to * .TXT. Each question
mark represents one character position, so eight question marks represent all
possible file names .
If you use a consistent system in naming your files, the wild card characters will
provide you with a very powerful programming aid. This feature is even more useful
when combined with the conventions for extensions given in Table 7-1.

DOS MENU SELECTIONS
The DOS menu (Figures 7-5 and 7-6) offers many selections which manipulate
information stored on diskettes. This part of the chapter describes the selections
which are most useful to a BASIC programmer. A few of the items pertain mostly to
machine language programming; they are described at the end of the chapter.
When the DOS 2.0S menu first appears you will see this prompt message near the
bottom of the screen:
SELECT ITEM OR [RETURN] FOR MENU
~

The prompt for DOS 1.0 is similar:
~3ELECT

ITEM

m
Whenever you see either of these prompt messages , you can choose an item on the
DOS menu. Each item is preceded by a single letter. To choose an item, type the
appropriate letter and press RET U RN . Then proceed as described in the paragraphs
that follow . Most selections will ask you for additional information, such as a file
name or drive number. If you do not enter a letter now, but just press RETURN, the
menu is redisplayed .
The various menu items are all va lid with any diskette you use with your AT ARI
810 Disk Drive. You can switch diskettes any time the disk drive BUSY lamp is off.
You can abort any selection at any time by pressing the BREAK key. You will be
asked to choose another menu item .
If at any time you press the SYST E M RESET key, the DOS menu releases control of
the computer. If the BASIC cartridge is installed, control returns to BASIC. You
will see the READY message. If there is no cartridge installed, DOS is rebooted and
the DOS menu reappears.
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DIRECTORY- -S EARCH SPEC, LIST FILE?

FIGURE

7-7. Directory listing prompt

, . - - - - - - - - - - Fi le lock flag

r---------

File na me

, . - - - - - File name ex tension

r---'-

File size

-'--'-

*DOS
SYS 038
*DUP
SYS 041
628 FREE SECTORS

NOTE: Other fil es ma y a lso be li sted. DOS 2.0S show n; DOS 1.0 does not includ e file DU P.SYS
and has other min or differences.
FIGURE

7-8. Master diskette directory

What Is on a Diskette
To display the names of all the files o n a diskette, choose DOS menu item A, DISK
DIRECTORY . When you select it, a prompt message appears on the screen (Figure
7-7). If you press RETU RN in response to this prompt , the computer will search for all
file names on the diskette in Drive I, and list them on the screen. If yo u are using
DOS 2.0S , the directory will contain at least file s DOS.SYS and DUP.SYS (Figure
7-8). If you have DOS 1.0, the directory listing will not include file DUP.SYS.

Parts of the Directory
Each file in the directory is listed on a separate line. There are four parts to a
directory entry: the lock flag , the file na me , the fil e name extension, and the file size
(Figure 7-8) .
The lockflag is an asterisk which a ppea rs before the file names of some files . The
presence of an asterisk indicates that the file is locked. Locked files cannot be
changed or deleted . This safety feature lets you protect valuab le file s from accidental change or erasure. Other DOS menu selections lock and unlock files ; these will
be described shortly.
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The file name and file name extension (if any) appear side by side in the directory
listing. Note that the directory does not put a period between them. File names less
than eight characters long are padded on the right with trailing spaces . Extensions
always appear at the ninth character position. You must include a period whenever
you type an extension, however.
File size is reported in the right-hand column of the directory listing. The number
listed is the number of I 28-character blocks that the file uses . Large files use more
blocks than small files . The smallest files use only one block.
The last line of a directory listing displays the number of I 28-character blocks
that are available on the diskette. This will be 707 on a blank DOS 2.0S diskette, and
709 on a blank DOS 1.0 diskette. The number listed is obtained by adding up the
sizes of all the files on a diskette and subtracting that sum from 707 (DOS 2.0S) or
709 (DOS 1.0). You will receive a "disk full"error if you try to store more data than
can fit in the available free space on a diskette.

Listing the Directory from Any Drive
You can get the directory listing of any drive connected to your AT ARI computer.
When the directory listing prompt appears (Figure 7-7), type the drive number and a
colon before pressing RET U RN. The following example lists the names offiles on the
diskette in Drive 2:

DIRECTORY--SEARCH SPEC, LIST FILE?
D2:

The capital letter 0 is optional.

Restricted Directory Listing
You can instruct the computer to disp lay only those names which fit a particular
format. You do this with the help of ambiguous file names. For example, you can
list only those file names which start with the letter E, as follows:

DIRECTORY -- SEARCH SPEC, LIST FILE?
E)t(,>K

When the disk operating system displays the directory listing prompt (Figure 7-7), it
is requesting two things, the search specification (SEARCH SPEC) and the output
device name (LIST FILE). If yo u just press RETURN to answer this prompt, you are
accepting the default specifications. The disk operating system will search for all
files on Drive I , and output them to the display screen.
You may specify your own ambiguous file name as the search specification. For
example, if you want to see all file na mes that have the extension .BAS , respond like
this:

DIRECTORY--SEARCH SPEC, LI ST FILE?
D:l:)I(.E:AS
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Since D I: is the default drive, you can leave it off, like this:

DIRECTORY--SEARCH SPEC, LIST FILE?
:«.E:AG
Either way, you get a listing of only those files that have the extension. BAS.
In the most extreme case, you can specify an exact file name you want to search
for. If the file is not on the diskette, its name will not be listed. In that case, the
directory listing will show only the available free space on the diskette .

Directory Listing on Any Device
The directory listing prompt (Figure 7-7) also requests entry of an output device , or
LIST FILE. Thus far we have not explicitly stated an output device . The disk
operating system has been using the default output device, the display screen. To
specify an output device, type a comma, the device name, and a colon, and press
RETURN. The following response would list all files from Drive I on the printer:

DIRECTORY --SEARC H SPEC, LIST FILE?
Dllll:.:«,Pl
You can omit the file specification entirely. You will get a listing of all files on
Drive 1. The following response generates the same directory listing as the last
response:

DIRECTORY- - SEARCH GPEC, LIST FILE?
tF'!

Remember to type a comma before the P:. The comma tells the disk operating
system that the P: is a response to the second item requested , the output device
(LIST FI LE). If you omit the comma, the disk operating system will think you want
to search for all the file names on the diskette in the specified output device. In this
case that device is the printer; the task is clearly impossible.
To print the directory of a diskette in a drive other than Drive I, type the drive
number and a colon before the comma, like this:

DIRECTORY--SEARCH SPEC, LIST FILE?

LEAVING THE DOS MENU
To transfer control of the computer from the DOS menu to the the ROM cartridge,
choose DOS menu item B, RUN CARTRIDGE. Pressing the SYSTEM RESET key
has the same effect. If the BASIC cartridge is installed , the READY message
appears. If the Editor! Assembler cartridge is installed, the EDIT prompt appears.
If there is no ROM cartridge in the computer, the message NO CARTRIDGE
appears ; you must choose another menu item.
If the MEM.SA V file is active (DOS 2.0S only), do not use DOS menu item B to
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return to BASIC. Instead, press the SYSTEM RESET key . This will insure that the
memory area is correctly restored from file MEM.SA V.

COPYING FILES
To copy the contents of a file to a different file, choose DOS menu item C, COpy
FILE. Both files can be on the same diskette as iong as the file names are different.
Both files can be on different diskettes as long as both diskettes are accessible
simultaneously. In other words , you must have two disk drives in order to copy a file
from one diskette to another. If you have only one disk drive and wish to copy a file
to a different diskette, you must use DOS menu item 0, DUPLICATE FILE.
When selected, DOS menu item C displays a prompt message. It asks you to
specify the source and destination disk drive numbers and file names. Here is an
example:
COPY FILE--FROM,TO?
FILE1.8AS,FILE1.BAK

In this example no drive number is specified for either file . The disk operating
system will use Drive I for both . Notice that the file names are separated by a
comma.
If the destination file already exists, it is overwritten by the contents of the source
file. If the destination file does not exist, it is created.
If the source file does not exist, error number 170 occurs. Other error messages
appear if there is not enough room on the destination diskette (error 162) or if the
destination diskette directory is full (error 169).
A message appears if the MEM .SAV file is in use (DOS 2.0S only). It requests
permission to use the entire program area of memory for the copy operation (Figure
7-9). If you agree , the contents of file MEM .SA V will not be restored to memory
when you leave the DOS menu; any program you hoped to preserve by means of the
MEM.SA V file will be gone when you return to BASIC. To allow this, type Yand
press RETURN. Any other response aborts the file copy operation, preserving the
integrity of file MEM .SA V. You can use the file copy operation and still preserve

TYPE "Y" IF
CAUTIDN:

FIGURE

()f(

A I'Y"

TO USE

PF,OGRAM AREA

INVALIDATES HEM. SAV

7-9. Prompt requesting permission to use program area
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a program in memory. Simply leave the DOS menu and save the program
onto cassette or diskette . Then you can let the file copy operation invalidate file
MEM.SAV, knowing that you can always reload your program from diskette or
cassette.
The file named DOS.SYS is a special file . The file copy operation, DOS menu
item C, cannot copy it. An error occurs if you try.

Copy with Ambiguous File Names
DOS 2.0S allows wild card characters in the name (or extension) of the file to be
copied from. If they are present, the destination can be a disk drive number only. Do
not specify a destination file name or extension. Here is an example:

COPY FILE- - FROM,TO?
lK.E::AI<,DZ:
This response will copy all files with .BAK extensions from Drive I to Drive 2.
Files that have a .SYS extension are not copied during any ambiguous file name
copy operation. To copy a .SYS file, specify the entire file name explicitly, using no
wild card characters.

The Copy Append Option
In DOS 2.0S, the file copy operation COOS menu item C) can append one file to the
end of another. To do this, type the two characters / A directly after the destination
file name. Here is an example:

COPY FILE--FROM,TO?
DZ:NAMES.TXT,D3:NUMBERS.TXT / A
The destination file must already exist. The / A suffix prevents the destination file
from being overwritten by the contents ofthe source file. Instead, the contents of the
source file are added to the end of the destination file .
Do not use the / A suffix to append BASIC programs stored with the SAVE
statement. It will not work . The first program will be tacked onto the end of the
second, but the LOAD statement will not recognize it. In effect, nothing happens.
You can append BASIC programs only if both programs are stored with the
LIST statement. Lines in the first file will be tacked onto the end of the second file.
Then when you issue an ENTER command to load the second file , BASIC merges
the two sets of program lines. It is just as if, starting with the second program in
memory , you typed in every line from the first file. Lines already in memory will be
replaced by later lines with the same line number. You may want to save the
program back into the file with the LIST statement. Doing so will eliminate
duplicate lines, which waste disk space.

File Copy with One Drive, Two Diskettes
If you have only one disk drive attached to your AT ARI computer and wish to
transfer files from one diskette to another, you must use DOS menu item 0,
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DU PLICA TE FILE. It requests the name of the file you wish to transfer.
NAME OF FILE TO MOVE?
~

Type the name of the file you wish to transfer. Enter only one file name; the source
and destination file names are the same. Do not specify a drive number. DOS menu
item 0 always uses Drive I for both source and destination .
You can use wild card characters in the file name. In this case, all files that match
the ambiguous file name will be transferred, one at a time . However, files that have a
.SYS extension will not be transferred. If you want to transfer a .SYS file, you must
specify the entire file name explicitly.
Next, a message appears if the MEM.SAV file is in use (DOS 2.0S only). It
requests permission to use the entire program area of memory for the file duplicate
operation (Figure 7-9). If you agree, the contents of file MEM.SA V will not be
restored to memory when you leave the DOS menu; any program you hoped to
preserve via the MEM.SA V file will be gone when you return to BASIC. To allow
this , type Y and press R ETU RN. Any other response preserves the integrity of file
MEM .SA V and the program area of memory. The file transfer will still take place,
but at a much slower pace .
With the preliminaries out of the way, the transfer begins. Messages appear on
the display screen, asking you to insert first the source disk and then the destination
disk. You may have to swap di sks several times. Each time you insert a disk, you
must signal that it is ready by pressing RETURN on the keyboard.
When you insert the source disk , the computer reads part of the source file into its
memory . When you substitute the destination disk, the computer writes that piece
of the file onto the destination file. You may have to change diskettes several times if
the file is very large, or if yo u are moving more than one file.
CAUTION: Using DOS menu item 0 with DOS 1.0 effectively erases the program
area of memory. If you had a BASIC program in memory, it will be gone when you
return to BASIC after duplicating files.

REMOVING UNNEEDED FILES
After a while, you will probably end up with a number of files you no longer need.
To remove files from a diskette and make the space they used available for other
files, choose DOS menu item D, DELETE FILE(S). When you select it, the
following prompt message appears:
DELETE FILE SPEC
Ii:

You must enter the disk drive number and file name of the file you wish deleted.
You may use wild card characters to specify an ambiguous file name and extension.
Next, this message appears:
TYPE "Y" TD DELETE •••
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The diskette is searched for all th e file names that match yo ur specification .
Whenever a match is found, the file name is printed, followed by a question mark . If
you wish to delete the file, type the letter Y and press RETURN. Type any other letter
if you do not want the file deleted .
You may not delete any file that is locked . If yo u try to delete a locked file, error
number 167 occurs, and the delete selection is aborted.
To erase all files from a diskette , use *.* as the delete file specification, like this:

DELETE FILE SPEC
*.*

Disabling Delete Confirmation
Normally, DOS menu item D requires that yo u confirm every file name to be
deleted. This is a good way to avoid accidentally deleting the wrong file, but
becomes somewhat tedious when you use an ambiguous file name in order to delete
a large number offiles . If you want to circumvent the confirmation step for each file,
type the characters / N right after the file name. For example, the following response
deletes all files on Drive I, without asking "yes" or "no" for each file:

DELETE FILE SPEC
*.*/N
Be very careful when you use the / N suffix , since yo u cannot recover a file once it
is erased.

CHANGING FILE NAMES
To change the name of any file on a diskette, choose DOS menu item E, REN AM E
FILE. The following prompt message appears:

RENAME - GIVE OLD NAME, NEW

m

Enter the old file name , a comma, and the new file name. You may specify a drive
number for the old file name, but not for the new name. Use DOS menu item C to
move a file to a different drive.
Error 170 occurs if the old file name you specify does not exist. Error 167 occurs if
it is locked.
CAUTION: If the new file name already exists on the diskette, you will end up with
two files with the same name . If this happens, future references to one file will also
affect the other. If you try to rename one, the other will be renamed also. The only way
to recover from duplicate file names is to delete both files and start over. If you are not
sure whether a file name is in use, list the file directory with DOS menu item A before
you rename a file.

Ambiguous file names are allowed. Here is an example:

RENAME - GIVE OLD NAME, NEW
*.DAT.*.TXT
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This will change all .DA T extensions to . TXT. The following response changes all
file extensions to .ZZZ:

RENAME - GIVE OLD NAME, NEW
)I(.)I(,)I(.ZZZ
Be very careful with ambiguous file name changes . It is all too easy to end up with
duplicate file names.
Do not change the name of file DOS.SYS, or the diskette will not boot. If you
change the name of the DUP.SYS file CDOS 2.0S only), you will not be able to load
the DOS menu from that diskette.

LOCKING FILES
Locking a file prevents any action that changes the information stored for that file ,
including changing the file name. To lock files, choose DOS menu item F, LOCK
FILE. When you select it, this prompt appears:

WHAT FILE TO LOCK?
~

Enter the disk number and file name of the file you want locked. The following
example locks the DOS boot file , on Drive I:

WHAT FILE TO LOCK?
DOS.SYS

You may use wild card characters to specify an ambiguous file name to be locked.
For example, *.* will lock every file. Similarly, *.BAS will lock all files with .BAS
extensions .
It is a good idea to lock the DOS.SYS file , and the DU P .SYS file if it exists. That
prevents you from accidentally changing their names or contents.

REMOVING FILE LOCKS
To unlock files, choose DOS menu item G, UNLOCK FILE. When you select it,
this prompt appears:

WHAT FILE TO UNLOCK?

m

Enter the disk number and file name of the file you want unlocked. The following
example unlocks file MAlLLIST.DAT, on Drive 2:

WHAT FILE TO UNLOCK?
D2:MAILLIST.DAT

You may use wild card characters to specify an ambiguous file name to be
unlocked. For example, * .* will unlock every file . Similarly, * .BAS will unlock all
files with .BAS extensions.
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WRITING NEW DOS FILES
The disk operating system program is stored on one or two files . DOS 1.0 is on file
DOS .SYS, while DOS 2.0S uses two files , DOS .SYS and DUP.SYS. To write a
copy of these files onto a diskette in a specific drive, choose DOS menu item H,
WRITE DOS FILES . The programs are copied from the computer's memory, not
from another diskette . The procedure is slightly different for DOS 1.0 and DOS
2.0S.

Write DOS 2.05 Files
In DOS 2.0S, this prompt message appears after you select DOS menu item H:

DRIVE TO WRITE FILES TO?
~

Enter Drive number I , 2, 3, or 4.
Nowa prompt message appears asking you to confirm your choice by typing Y:

DRIVE TO WRITE FILE S TO?
1

TYPE "Y" TO WRITE DD S TO

DF~ IVE

1

~

If you type anything other than a capital Y, the operation will be aborted.

Write DOS 1.0 File
DOS 1.0 always writes file DOS . SYS to Drive 1. You cannot choose the drive . This
prompt message appears:

TYPE "Y" TO WRITE NEW DOS FILE
~

FORMATTING DISKETTES
Before you can use a new diskette it must be formatted. The formatting procedure
writes timing marks and other information on the diskette. The disk operating
system uses this information to ascertain where it is on the diskette. Because
formatting writes over everything previously on the disk, it will erase a used
diskette . This can be disastrous if you accidentally format the wrong diskette.
To format a diskette , choose DOS menu item I , FORMAT DISK. The following
prompt message appears:

WHICH DRIVE TO FORMAT?
liI!

Enter the number of the drive that contains the diskette you wish to format. Since
formatting a diskette will erase anything stored on it, you will be asked to confirm
your choice, as follows .
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WHICH DRIVE TO FORMAT?
1

TYPE "Y" TO FOF,MAT DF,rVE 1
~

This is your last opportunity to avoid erasing the wrong diskette. It is a good time to
double-check the diskette in the drive to make sure it is the one you wish to erase .
When you respond with a Y to the above prompt, the drive will become active,
and you may hear beeps from the TV speaker. Any other response will abort the
selection. The format operation takes about one minute.

COPYING ENTIRE DISKETTES
Although DOS menu item C allows you to copy files as needed , you will frequently
wish to copy the contents of an entire diskette. To do that, choose item J, DUPLICATE DISK. It copies all files on a diskette, even files with .SYS extensions. It can
copy from one drive to another. It can also copy using just one drive .
When you select DOS menu item J, this prompt message appears:

DUP DISK --S OURCE,DEST DRIVES?
~

CAUTION: Using DOS menu item J with DOS 1.0 effectively erases the program
area of memory. If you had a BASIC program in memory, it will be gone when you
return to BASIC after duplicating a disk .

Single-Drive Duplication
If you have only one drive , respond like this:

DUP DISK --S OURCE,DEST DRIVES?
1,1

Now this prompt appears:

INSERT SOURCE DISK, TYPE RETURN
l:-.t

If the diskette you wish to copy is not already in the disk drive , insert it now . Press
The computer will read part of the diskette's contents into its memory. It
will then ask you to insert the destination disk , with this prompt:
RETURN.

INSERT DESTINATION DISK,TYPE RETURN
~

Place a formatted diskette into the drive , close the drive door , and press RETURN .
A few seconds later, the INSERT SOURCE DISK message will reappear. You
must change diskettes again. This process will repeat several times, depending on
how much memory your computer has and how much data is stored on the source
diskette . The diskette-swapping cycle will repeat until the entire disk is copied.
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Right after you first insert the source disk, another message will appear, but only
if the MEM.SA V file is in use (DOS 2.0S only). The message requests permission to
use the entire program area of memory for the duplicate disk operation (Figure 7-9).
If you agree, the contents of file M EM .SA V will not be restored to memory when
you leave the DOS menu; any program you hoped to preserve via the MEM .SA V
file will be gone when you return to BASIC. To allow this , type Y and press
RETURN. Any other response aborts the duplicate disk operation, preserving the
integrity of file MEM .SAV . It is possible to duplicate a diskette and still
preserve a program in memory. Simply leave the DOS menu and save the program
onto cassette or diskette. Then you can let the disk duplication invalidate file
MEM.SAV, knowing that you can always reload your program from diskette or
cassette.

Multiple-Drive Duplication
Duplicating diskettes is much easier if you have two disk drives connected to your
AT ARI computer. Specify one drive as the source drive and the other drive as the
destination. When you use two drives to duplicate, there is no need to swap
diskettes . The following example will copy from the diskette in Drive I to the
diskette in Drive 2:

DUP DISK--SOURCE.DEST DRIVES?
1.2

INSERT BOTH DISKETTES. TYPE RETURN
~

As with single-drive duplication, you will see another prompt message (Figure
7-9) iffile MEM.SA V is active (DOS 2.0S only) . Reply with a Y if it is all right to use
the entire program area of memory for the disk duplication. If it is not, reply with
an N; the disk duplication will be aborted .

CREA TING A MEM.SA V FILE
To create the special file called MEM.SA V (DOS 2.0S only), choose DOS menu
item N, CREATE MEM.SA V. The file will be created on the diskette in Drive I.
The following prompt message will appear:

TYPE "Y" TO CF(EATE MEM. !3AV
~

Enter Y to proceed with MEM.SAV file creation ; any other entry aborts the file
creation.
If the file already exists on the diskette, the message MEM.SA V FILE
ALREADY EXISTS appears and the operation is aborted.

BASIC PROGRAMS ON DISK
Five BASIC statements form a very useful connection between BASIC and the disk
operating system. The SAVE and LIST statements store programs on a diskette.
The LOAD, ENTER, and RUN statements retrieve programs from a diskette.
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Storing a Program
When you type a program into the computer, it will remain in memory until the
power is turned off, or until it is erased by a statement such as NEW. The SA VE and
LIST statements allow you to store a program in a diskette file of your choice. You
must specify the disk drive number, the file name , and any file name extension.
Either of the following statements will store a program on the diskette in Drive I:
SAVE "[):l! MYPfWG • E:AS"
LIST "[) 1 ! 1"1YF'rWG. L~lT"

You can omit the drive number, but not the device name CD: is the disk drive
device name). Drive I is assumed unless you specify otherwise . The following
statements will also write to the diskette in Drive I:
SAVE "[)! MEN1J. BAS"
LIST "D!MENU.LST"

Notice that we use extension .BAS with the SA VE statement and extension .LST
with the LIST statement. That makes it easy to identify whether we used LIST or
SA VE to store a particular file. This is important because the two statements do not
use the same recording format.
The LIST statement outputs in the same format regardless of the device. It sends
out the AT ASCII code of every character in the program listing.
The SAVE statement abbreviates keywords with one-character tokens. Thus,
instead of storing five AT ASCII characters for the keyword INPUT, it stores just
one character, the token for INPUT.
The SAVE statement always stores the entire program from memory. The LIST
statement can store all of the program or any part of it. You can specify the first and
last lines to be stored. For example, the following statement stores only lines with
line numbers between 10 and 50:
LIST "[)!DATASTMT.L.ST",10,50

Retrieving a Program
The LOAD statement retrieves programs that were stored in tokenized format by
the SA VE statement. The ENTER statement retrieves programs that were stored in
straight AT ASCII code by the LIST statement. Because of the different formats,
you cannot use LOAD and ENTER interchangeably.
You must specify a disk drive number, file name, and file extension. If the drive
number is absent, Drive I is used. The following statement retrieves a program
stored by a SAVE statement:
LOAD

"D~!.: t11~ILLIST.

BAS"

The following statement retrieves a program stored by a LIST statement:
EtHER "D! CHESS. E::AS"
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The file name and extension must be the same as the ones you used to store the
program. Both LOAD and ENTER check to see if the file name you specify actually
exists on the diskette in the drive you specify. If not, error 170 results. If the file is
present, the new program is read in from the diskette, and BASIC displays the
READY message when program retrieval is finished.
The LOAD statement erases any program currently in memory. The new program replaces the old one. The ENTER statement, on the other hand, merges the
program it retrieves with the program in memory. If there are incoming lines with
the same line numbers as existing lines, the incoming lines replace the existing lines.
To circumvent the merging, type NEW before using the ENTER statement.

The RUN Statement
Frequently, the first thing you will want to do after loading a program is to run it.
Normally this takes two commands , as in the following example:
LOAD "D:F'AYF'()LL.BA~;"
F,EADY
RUN

You can abbreviate this two-step process by adding the file name to the RUN
statement. Shorten the previous example like this:
fWN "D: F'A YFWLL.. BAS"

The program will run as soon as it is loaded. The LOAD command becomes an
implicit step.

Chaining Programs
When executed, a programmed mode RUN statement will load and run another
program. Chapter 5 explained how this chaining process works with cassettes. It
works even better with diskettes.
To see how chaining works , we will create three small programs on a diskette. The
first program will load and run the second, and the second will load and run the
third. To begin, enter and save the first program:
NE~

F,EADY
10 F'F\INT "F'ROGRAM ONE"
20 RUN "D1: F'2. E:AS"
SAVE "Dl:F'1.BAS"
F,EADY
~

That stores the first program in file P l. BAS, on the diskette in Drive I.
The program is still in memory. Change it to become the second program, and
store the result in file P2.BAS.
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10 F'F(INT ''F'ROCF,AM TWO"
20 F,UN "Dl:F'3.E:AS"
SAVE "Dl:F'2.E:AS"
F,EADY

N ow you have stored two programs on the diskette in Drive 1. Make a few changes
to the second program, which is still in memory , to create the third and final
program, and store it in file P3.BAS.
10 F'HINT "F'I:WGRAM THREE"
20 END
SAVE "D!:F'3.E:AS"
F,EADY

The diskette now has three chained programs on it. The first will load and run the
second, and the second will load and run the third . Use the RUN statement to load
and run the first program.
RUN "[)!: Pi. E:AS"
F'FWGRAM ONE
F'FWGF,AM TWO
F'FWGF,AM nmEE
READY
~

The other two programs run automatically, with no action on your part.
Chained programs look to the user very much like one long program. Recall from
Chapter 5 that the user has to press the RETURN key to continue with each successive
program module on cassette. There is no need to do this with programs on disk.
The main drawback to chaining programs with the RUN statement is that it
clears all variables before it loads the next program. This means that one program
cannot use values that were input or calculated by an earlier program in the chain.

Subroutine Libraries
Over a period of time, programmers develop general purpose subroutines which
they use in one program after another. Chapter 4 introduced several such subroutines (Figures 4- I 6 through 4-21 , 4-3 1,4-33 , 4-36,4-37, and 4-38). Using subroutines
like these saves programming time, but somehow you must enter the subroutines
every time you use them. You can type them in, but that is dull and time-consuming.
You can avoid the retyping by building a library of subroutines on disk.
It is extremely easy to create and use a library of subroutines on disk . Every time
you write a subroutine, store in on disk with the LIST statement. Later, when you
want to include the subroutine in a program you are writing, use the ENTER
statement to retrieve it. It will merge with the program in memory.
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Variable Name Table
Recall from earlier chapters that AT ARI BASIC keeps a table of all the variable
and array names you have used in programmed or immediate mode. The SAVE
statement stores this variable name table along with the tokenized program lines.
The LOAD statement replaces the current variable name table with the one it
retrieves from the disk file.
The LIST statement does not store the variable name table, nor does the ENTER
statement restore one to memory. The existing variable name table remains , unless
you use the NEW statement.
Over a period oftime, the variable name table can become cluttered with obsolete
variable names. It is easy enough to remove these unwanted names. First, store the
program with the LIST statement. Then use the NEW statement to clear the
variable name table completely. Of course, this also erases the program lines. Load
the program back into memory with the ENTER statement.

USING DISK DATA FILES
The disk drive is ideally suited to storing large quantities of data. The BASIC
statements PRINT # and PUT store data on disk . The INPUT # and GET statements read data back in.

Data Files, Records, and Fields
From the computer's perspective, a data file is no different from a program file.
Both are simply collections of numbers. What makes the difference is the way in
which the numbers are interpreted. From the user's standpoint, a program file
contains program lines and a data file contains numeric and string values. Files are
generally arranged in some kind of logical order. For example, one file might
contain a mailing list, which is nothing more than a collection of names and
addresses . Each name and address is called a record. Any name-and-address record
contains several items : name , street , city, state, and ZIP code. These specific data
items are called fields . Every record usually has the same fields. Only the values in
the fields vary.

File Accessing Methods
There are two ways to access disk files. One is called sequential access. A sequential
file is just like a file on cassette. To read or write the last item in the file, you must
read or write all previous items . For some applications , sequential access is
acceptable.
Random access allows more flexibility than does sequential access. You may read
or write any record in the file with equal ease, regardless of its location. For many
applications, random access is the best solution.
DOS 2.0S supports both sequential and random access . DOS version 1.0 supports only sequential access.
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How Data is Stored
To quickly find one particular character among the thousands stored on a diskette,
the disk operating system divides storage space on a diskette into 720 parts, called
sectors. Each sector holds exactly 128 characters.
DOS 2.0S reserves 13 sectors of each diskette . Sectors I , 2, and 3 store the
program that boots the disk operating system itself into memory. Sectors 361
through 368 are used for the diskette directory. Sector 360 keeps track of which
sectors are in use, and which are free , on the whole diskette. This is called the
Volume Table of Contents. The last sector of every diskette, sector 720, is also
reserved . DOS 2.0S leaves 707 sectors free for you to use.
DOS 1.0 uses only sector I for the DOS boot program, leaving two additional
sectors for data storage . DOS 1.0 uses the other sectors reserved by DOS 2.0S for
the same purposes .

Tracks
To make it easier to find a particular sector, the 720 sectors of a diskette are
arranged into 40 concentric circles of 18 sectors each, called tracks (Figure 7-10). By
moving the read / write head to a particular track, a maximum of 18 sectors will be
read before the desired one is found .

OPENING DATA FILES
Disk files must be opened before they can be used. Opening a file causes the disk
operating system to retrieve information about the file. You are informed whether
the file is on the disk, and if so , where it is on the disk. Opening a file also sets aside
an area of memory to be used as afile buffer. The file buffer is similar to the disk
buffer, but it is dedicated to the file. It allows you to access a small portion of the file
without activating the disk drive for every item accessed, and that saves a good deal
of time.
The OPEN statement opens an input / output channel to a disk file. It looks like
this:

OPEN tZ,8,O,"Dl:FILENAME.EXT"
This statement opens channel 2 for output to file FILENAME.EXT on Drive I.
The first parameter in the OPEN statement is the channel number. As Chapter 4
explains, channels I through 5 are always available for your BASIC program.
Channels 6 and 7 are also available under some circumstances. The BASIC graphics
statements use channel 6 (see Chapters 8 and 9). The CLOAD, CSA VE, and
LPRINT statements use channel 7. If you use any of these statements, they will
automatically take over channel 6 or 7.
After a program opens a channel to a disk file, it refers to the channel number, not
to the file itself. The OPEN statement must occur in the program before any other
reference to the file occurs .
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7-10. A diskette's recorded surface

There are five disk access modes: input (mode 4) , output (mode 8), update (mode
12), append (mode 9), and directory input (mode 6) . The value of the second OPEN
statement parameter determines the access mode. We will describe the different
modes shortly.
The third OPEN statement parameter is ignored . Make this parameter O.
The fourth and final OPEN statement parameter specifies the drive number and
file name. If you omit the drive number, Drive I will be used , but you must always
specify the disk drive with a capital D and a colon. You may specify any drive , file
name, and extension you like. Do not use DOS.SYS, MEM.SAV, or DUP.SYS,
however, as these files are needed for proper operation of the disk operating system .
If you open a file for anything other than mod e 8 output, the file name must exist
on the drive as specified . If it does not, error 170 occurs.
Access mode 8 is the only mode that will cause a file to be created. The other
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modes expect the file to already exist. If the file does exist, access mode 8 will first
delete, then recreate the file . This will erase all information already in the file.
Normally, no more than three disk files can be open simultaneously. Each one
must use a different channel, of course. In DOS 2.0S there is a way to extend the
limit so there can be seven files open simultaneously. You must make a minor
change to the disk operating system . The procedure is described at the end of this
chapter.

CLOSING DATA FILES
There are many ways to close a channel. The END statement will close all open
channels. The following program opens a channel for output to a disk data file and
closes it implicitly with an END statement:

100 PRINT "NOW OPENING FILE ••• "
200 OPEN :l:1 t 8 t Ot "D1:DATAFILE.TMP"
300 PRINT "THE FILE IS NOW OPEN."
'tOO END
This program has a major flaw: it does not explicitly close the file. The best way to
close a channel that is open to a disk data file is with the CLOSE statement. The best
time to do it is right after you are finished with the file. This is especially important
with a file that has been opened for output. Not closing output files can result in loss
of data, or even destruction of data on another diskette.
Correct the last program by adding line 390, as follows :

100 F'rUNT "NDW OPENINC DATA FIL.E ••• "
200 OPEN :U:J., 8, (), "D1: DATAFIl..E. TMF'''
300 F'FIINT "THE FILE I~J NOW or·Et~."
390

CL.O~;E

:I~l

400 END

WRITING TO DATA FILES
Just opening and closing files is a fairly useless activity . Disk files are supposed to
store information. This section will show you how to modify the last program so it
will store information.
Information is sent to disk files in the same way it is sent to the program recorder
or printer: by means of the PRINT # statement. Anything you can print can be sent
to a file. In fact , you might visuali ze a sequential file as paper in the printer. The
printer puts each character it receives into the printer buffer. When the buffer is full,
the printer prints the buffer's contents on the paper. Similarly, when information is
sent to a disk file, it goes into the file buffer. When the buffer is full, its contents are
written on the disk.
To direct the PRINT # statement to a disk file , use the channel that you assigned
in the 0 PEN statement for that file. The last example program assigned channell to
the file DATAFILE.TMP . The following program writes some text on that file.
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F'FUNT "NOI-I OPENING DATA FIL.E. •• "
OPEN ~::1. , D, 0, "D:l !DATAFIL.E. TMP"
F'F<INT "THE FILE IS N()I-I OPEN."
PFUNT ~I: 1 ; "I-IOI:m~3 CANNOT DESCFGT:E"
320 PF,INT :11:1; "1 ..101-1 ElPEECHl..EfoS I FEL.T"
390 CLDSE U
'100 END
100
200
300
310

When you run this program, the old file DA T AFILE.TM P on your disk is deleted ,
then recreated as a new, empty file. This happens because the OPEN statement
specifies access mode 8 (line 200). The OPEN statement also sets a pointer to the
beginning of the file buffer (line 200). At this point the file buffer looks like Figure
7-1 I.
The first PRINT # statement outputs 21 text characters to the file (line 310). They
end up in the file buffer. The file buffer pointer moves to the 22nd position. Since the
PRINT # statement does not end with a semicolon or comma, it also outputs an
EOL character. That moves the file buffer pointer to position 23. The file buffer now
looks like Figure 7-12.

Start of Buffer

End of Buffer

~t--------------------------~a

,

~j----------t.l~

•

Pointer

FIGURE 7-11.

Empty disk file buffer

Start of Buffer

End of Buffer

~ :_O_R_DS_C_A_N_N_O_T_D_E_S_C_R_IB_E_~.__

_ _____________________

•

Pointer

FIGURE 7-12,

Disk file buffer with data
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End of Buffer

Start of Buffer

J
E
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,-+__
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L
L

~,;:J.
~"

Pointer

FIGURE 7-13. Disk file buffer with two fields

The next PRINT # statement outputs another 21 text characters, plus an EOL
character (line 320). These characters also end up in the file buffer. The pointer now
points to the 46th position. The file buffer looks like Figure 7-13 . The program has
stored two fields of data in the file buffer. Each field is terminated by an EOL
character.
The CLOSE statement forces the contents of the file buffer to be output to
channel I (line 390). Since channel! is linked to file OAT AFI LE.TMP, the contents
of the buffer are stored in it.
The file buffer has a capacity of 125 characters. The buffer actually takes up 128
bytes of memory, but three are not available. The contents of the buffer are written
to the diskette each time the buffer fills.
With sequential access, the file pointer can only be moved forward. The only way
to move the pointer backward is to close the file, then reopen it. Whenever a file is
opened, the pointer is set to the first character in the file .
Experiment with the example program above. Change the PRINT # statements
to store different data. Try using string variables and numeric variables and constants. You may add more PRINT # statements, as long as they occur after the
OPEN statement and before the CLOSE statement.
Remember that if any PRINT # statement terminates with a semicolon or comma
it will not output an EOL character to the file . The characters in the next PRINT #
statement become part of the same field. Here is an example:
100 OPEN :1I:l,B,O,"D:ONEFJELD.TMF'"
? 00 prn:NT 41: 1. ; "THlE> :r:~; THE FIF,~:;T";
300 F'fUNT '11':1.; ",~HW nu!> l~; THE ~:>EC()N[)"
40 0 CL.(J~:;[ :11:1
~30()

END

Output from the first PRINT # statement (line 200) is concatenated with output
from the second PRINT # statement (line 300) . The result is one data field in the file
(Figure 7-14).
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7-14. Concatenated output

Commas in PRINT # Statements
In PRINT # statements, commas can occur as separators between items, like this:
7'1~5

PF<INT

~~4;

"HELL.D' ". "WHAT

I~;

YDur( NA

ME?"

They can also occur at the end of a PRINT # statement , like this :
9456 PF<INT *2;"THE END".

The computer does not know the difference between writing data to a disk file and
writing data to the screen . On the screen, a comma causes spaces to be output
between items until the cursor is at the next column stop. A comma also suppresses
the EOL character. For more details , see Chapter 4 . In a disk fi le, the file buffer
pointer takes the place of the cursor. Consider the following statement:
PRINT 11;1.2.3.

Assuming that channel I is open for output to a disk file , the statement above will
output one field to the file . Because commas separate the items , nine blank spaces
are appended to each character. Because a comma ends the statement, no EOL
character is output. Figure 7-15 illustrates this.
Because of the blank spaces inserted by commas, you should not use commas in
PRINT # statements that output to disk files . If you want items to be concatenated ,
use a semicolon.
If you do not want items to be concatenated, you should put each field in a
separate PRINT # statement. Another solution is to explicitly output an EOL
character between fields , as shown below:
233 F'F<INT "'5; "YES! " ; CHF,$ ( 155) ; "WE HAVE
ND BANANAS"

CH R$( I 55) generates an EOL character.
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FIGURE 7-15. Commas in PRINT # statements

If you intend to use the above technique extensively, you may wish to define a
string variable as an EOL character. Here is an example:

DIM 1:;:$ (1)
10 R$=CHRS(155):REM EOL

5

43 1 PRINT I ZINAMESIRSIRANKIRSISE RIALNU
r1E:EF,

Writing with the PUT Statement
A PUT statement can output a single numeric value to a disk file. The value must be
between 0 and 255. The value is usually interpreted as an AT ASCII character code.
Each value takes the same space on the file as one character from a PRINT #
statement. The PUT statement does not output an EOL character. The following
program will store the text "HELLO" on a file, complete with the enclosing quotes
and a terminating EOL character.

10 OF"ENn'5, 8,0, "D: HELLO. TXT"
20 PUT 15,34:REM
30 PUT IS,7Z:REM H
40 PUT IS,69:REM E
50 PUT IS,76:REM L
60 PUT 15,76:REM L
70 PUT 15,79:REM 0
t1 0 PUT *5, 3 Lj : f<EM "
90 PUT IS,155:REM (EOL)
:l 0 0 CLOSE ji'5
1:1.0 END

READING SEQUENTIAL DATA FILES
Once data has been stored on a disk file , it can be retrieved, or read from the file. The
IN PUT # and GET statements read file data and assign the values to variables. To
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see how these statements work with the disk, first run the following program to
create the file DATAFILE.TMP:
200
::ll
320
3?0
400

tl,8,0,"Dl!DATAFILE.TMP"
° OPEN
PFUNT :Dol; "DAMN THE
F'FGNT 4"1; "FULL. SPEED AHEAD!"

TOF~PE[)OES!"

CLOSE :JH
END

The next program will read data fields from DATA FI LE. TM P and display them
on the screen:
100
190
20
300
40 0
500
600
700

°

DIM A$(:LOO)
REM Open file for input
OPEN :J::L. 4,0, "D! DATAFILE. TMP"
INPUT :D:l;A$
PF~INT A$
GOTO 300
CLOSE :1:1
END

When you run the program, this appears on the screen:
DAMN THE TORPEDOES!
FUL.L SPEED AHEAD!
EF~F~nf~""

1:36 AT LINE ::lOO

Error 136 occurred because the program tried to read past the end of the file. Since
the program was stopped at line 300 by the error, the CLOSE statement was not
executed . In this case that is not important. The program did not write to the file, so
the file buffer never contained new data that needed to be written on the disk.
It is not good practice to write programs that end with errors. You can avoid the
end-of-file error by using the TRAP statement. Add a new line to the program
above, as follows:
100
190
200
210
300
400
500
600
700

DIM A$(100)
REM Open file for input
OPEN :JI:l,4,0,"Dl!DATAFILE.TMF'''
H~AP ,,00
INPUT :JI:1;M
PF~INT

A$

Gala 300
CLDf.,E U
END

Now the program ends neatly, without the error message.
To be really safe, the program should check to make sure that the error is in fact
an end-of-file error. Without proper checking, the program treats any error as an
end-of-file error. Here is a new version of the last program, with more careful error
checking:
100 DIM M(100)
190 REM Open file for input
200 OPEN tl,4,0,"Dl!DATAFILE.TMF'''
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210 TRAP 510
300 INPUT :11:1; A$
400 F'F\INT AS
500 GDTD 300
509 REM Get error nUMber
510 ERR=F'EEK(195)
519 REM End of file?
520 IF ERR=135 THEN 600
529 REM If not, print error nUMber
530 F'F\INT "EFmm;: NUMDH, "; EI;':F,;" HPtf, DC
CUm;:ED! "
600 CLOSE :fI:1
700 END
The INPUT # statement reads one data field at a time. It keeps reading characters
until it encounters an EOL character. Then it assigns the field value to the next
variable on its list. The value type must match the variable type; an error results if
you try to read a non-numeric string into a numeric value.

Using GET to Read Files
The GET statement reads a file character by character. Each GET statement reads
one numeric value. Your program must decide how to interpret that value. Most
often it will use the CH R$ function to interpret the value as an AT ASCII character
code . The next program uses the GET statement to read the same file as the last
program.
190
200
210
300
400

REM Open file for input
OPEN :U,4,O,"D1:DATAFILE.TMF'''
TF,AP 510
GET :("1, A
F'RINT CHRS(A);
!':iOO GOTO ~100
509 REM Get error nUMber
510 ERR=F'EEK(195)
519 REM End of file?
520 IF ERR=135 THEN 600
529 REM If not, print error nUMber
530 PF\INT "Er,F,QF;: NUME:Er, "; ERF,;" HAS DC
cum;: ED t "
(.) 00 CLOSE "" 1
700 END

OPEN TO APPEND
When you open a file for output (mode 8), everything in the file is erased, and the
pointer is set to the beginning of the file . It is possible to add to information that is
already in a file without erasing the old data .
If you specify mode 9 (append) when you OPEN a file, the pointer will be set to
the end of the file. The file must exist or error 170 will occur.
Suppose there is a disk file TALE.TXT which contains only the text "ONCE
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UPON A TIME" followed by an EOL character. Then the following program is
executed :
21.0 OF'EN i'2,9,0,"D:TALE,TXT"
2:'.0 F'F\INT oJI'Z; "THEF\E \-lAS A Fl..OF'F'Y DISI<
DfnVE"
2 :30 F'f~INT *Z; "THAT HAD NO DISf(ETTE"
240 CL.OSE ~'Z
250 END

Because mode 9 (append) was used in the OPEN statement (line 210) , the file buffer
pointer is set to the next available position on the file (Figure 7-16) . When more text
is sent to the file (lines 220 and 230), it is appended to the end of the file (Figure 7-17).

Start of Buffer

r ' - - - - - - - - - - - -. ----tl
) ONCE UPON A

'i

End of Buffer

TIME~

~

~----~.--------~l~
Po inter

FIGURE

7-16. Opening a disk file to append
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E

ONCE UPON A TlMEOTHERE WAS A FLOPPY DI S K DRIVEOTHAT
L

L
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HAD NO

DISKETTE~
l~
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________________

•
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FIGURE

7-17. Appending data to a disk fil e
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Whenever you use append mode , another sector (128 characters) is automatically
allocated for the file. This happens every time a mode 9 OPEN statement is
executed. A program can consume di sk space at a rapid rate if it is not carefully
designed . Fortunately, there is another way to add data to an existing file , as the
next section describes.

OPEN FOR UPDATE
Mode 8 (output) and mode 9 (append) both permit only writing. Mode 4 (input)
permits only reading. In order to both read and write, you must use mode 12
(update). A file must exist before it can be opened for updating.
When a file is opened for update , the pointer is set to the beginning of the file , and
the data already in the file is left intact. The file may be read or written to at this time.
For each character that is read or written , the file pointer is moved forward one
position .
Data written to the file replaces previous data on a character-by-character basis.
For example, the next program creates a data file and writes the message "THIS IS
THE OLD DATA" on it.
100 OPEN ~' Lf, 0,0, "D: TE~3TFILE. TMF'''
110 Pf([NT ,n'l ; "THIS U; THE OLD DATA"
120 CLOSE 'R'Lf
DO END

This program updates the sa me file:
2 00
2 :l 0
:1.2 0
2:30

OPEN 'N<l,12, 0, "D: TE~31TILE. TMI'""
F'F([NT oft'3:" HELL.O"
CL.OSE 011'3
END

The OPEN statement leaves the pointer a t the beginning of the file (line 200) . The
PRI NT # statement output starts there. The five characters of "HELLO" and the
EOL character replace th e first six cha racters of the data previously in the file. Two
fields are now stored in the file, demarcated by EOL characters (Figure 7-18).
The data already on file can be read. This moves the pointer forward in the file .
Thus yo u can start writing at any point between the beginning and the end of the file.
Simply read along until the pointer is at the desired position, then write. Either an
INPUT # statement or a GET statement will read data and move the file pointer
forward. INPUT # reads fields, while GET reads single characters. The following
exa mple uses the GET statement :
100
190
200
60 0
79 0
800
900

TRAP 1900:REM In case no file
REM Open file for upd ate
OPEN ,n::l, 1 2,O, "D:WOFW S. T XT "
TRAI'" 1700:REM I n case no $
REM Read characters until $ found
GET t:l,A:IF CHR$(A)<>"$" THEN 800
REM Dollar sign found
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7-18. Writing over existing data

1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1700
1800
1900
2000

PF(INT :I<:l;"1234.56";
REM Last seMicolon above
REM Inhibits EOl character
CLOSE 1:3
PF(INT "UPDA 'FE COMPLETE"
GfJTO 2000
F'raNT "NO DOLLAR SIGN IN FILE"
GOTO 2000
F'raNT "FILE DOES NOT EXIST"
END

The program opens a file for update (line 200). The file must exist or the program
will end (lines 100 and 1900). A GET statement reads each character of the file until
a dollar sign occurs (line 800). Then the next seven characters are replaced by the
number 1234.56 (line 1000).

STORING NUMBERS IN FILES
You may have already experimented with storing numbers in a file. There are
several ways to do it. The following program illustrates:
100 PHINT "NOW OPENING FCIlE ••• "
200 OPEN ll,8,O,"Dl:DATAFILE.TMP"
:300 praNT "THE FILE IS NDW OPEN."
:310 PHINT i1; "MY ADDHESS H; 1234 NOrnH
STF,EET"
320 PHINT 11;1,2,3,4,5
:3:30 A=10:S=20:C=30
340 1)'=40 :[>050
350 PHINT 11;A,8,C,D+A,E~B
3<jlO CLOSE 11
400 END

You can store numbers as part of a string value (line 310). You can store them
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directly, either from numeric constants (line 320), or using numeric variables and
expressions (line 350).
If you store numbers directly, you may read them bac k by using an INPUT #
statement that contains a numeric variable. The program below illustrates how
numbers should be stored and retrieved :
99 REM Open disk file for output
:I. () () ()PEN '"'2, rJ, (), "D : NUt1E:EI:;:S. DAT"
10 9 REM Enter 10 nUMb ers
11 0 F()R J = 1 TO 10
120 F'F,Un "ENTEf( A NUt1E:EF, TO f:lTD F,[" ;
130 INF'UT N
139 REM S t ore each nUMber o n file
1"10 f:'r([NT ~'2;N
1 ~:j 0 NE XT cJ
160 CLDSE '~2
1 99 REM ()pen disk fil e for input
? O0 ()PEN 'H'?, 't, 0, "D: NUME:[f(S. DAT"
? 0 9 REM Re ad 10 nUMb ers
;'. 10 PF([NT "YDU ENTEr,ED: "
??O FOR 1 = 1 TO 10
?3 0 INPUT *2,N
?39 REM Displa~ each stored nUMb er
2'tO PfGNT N
2~:; 0 NEXT I
26 0 CLOSE f?
30U END

The program creates a data file (line 100). It then asks you to enter ten numbers,
each of which it stores on the data file (lines 110 through 160). Notice how the
CLOSE statement activates the disk drive to write out any numbers that remain in
the file buffer (line 160). Finally, the program reopens the data file , this time for
input (line 200). Then it read s back and di sp lays each number it stored (lines 220
through 250) .
It is important to understa nd how numb ers a re read from disk files. As far as the
computer is concerned, a number being read from a file continues until the end of a
field is reached (as marked by a n EO L cha racter). If a comma is found , the number
being read will stop at that point , but additional data in the file will be read and
discarded until an EOL is reached . None of the characters encountered between the
comma and the EOL character have any effect on the numeric value.
A single PRINT # statement can store more than one number when the numbers
are separated by commas, as shown here:
560 PRINT 1 3; 1, 2 , 3,

In this case there will be no EOL or comma stored after any of the values. The
commas in the PRINT # statement merely insert extra blank spaces , as described
earlier (Figure 7-15).
You cannot read such values into a numeric variable one at a time, as follows.
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650 INPUT :11'3; X
660 INPUT *3;Y
670 INPUT *::1; Z

Nor can you read them in with one INPUT # statement, like this:
792 INPUT *3IA,B,C

In either case an error will result , since embedded spaces are not allowed in
numbers.
If you use semicolons instead of commas to separate the numbers in the PRINT #
statement, they are all concatenated in the file. A subsequent attempt to read the
numbers back will interpret them as one number.
The way to avoid this problem is to make sure each value is separated by an EOL
character. Consider this program:
300
340
350
360
370

OPEN 14,8,0, "D: NUME:EF,S. DAT"
FOR I~l TO 10
PFaNT *4 I I;
NEXT I
CLOSE *4

The ten values will be stored as one large number. The problem can be corrected by
removing the semicolon at the end of the PRINT # statement.
You may store values separated by semicolons, but you must store a comma
between each value. A comma can be placed between each value by putting it within
quotation marks, like this :
270

F'F~INT

t4; CHY;"," IPRICE I"," I TOTAL

You must be very careful to read the values back the same way they are stored , in
this case as a set of three. The numbers stored by line 270 above must be read like
this:
450 INPUT 141Q,P,T

You cannot try to read one value at a time, like this:
450 INPUT i41Q
460 INPUT t41P
470 INPUT 'i'4 I T

In this case, the second and third values will be discarded while BASIC looks for an
EOL character. The INPUT # statements on lines 460 and 470 will not work as you
expect. You can always read every character with a GET statement, searching for
commas and EOL characters as you go, but that is a lot of trouble.
In short, you should separate every value with an EOL character. It requires no
more space than a comma, and it will result in a file format that is easy to use.
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RANDOM FILE ACCESS
Random access allows you to reference any part of a file without regard the the
remainder of the file . The BASIC statements that allow you to do this are NOTE
and POINT. These statements work only with DOS 2.0S. If you are using DOS 1.0,
you may skip this entire section.

The NOTE Statement
The NOTE statement is used to determine the current position of a file pointer. The
pointer location is returned as two pieces of information: the number of the last
sector referenced, and the number of the last character referenced within that sector.
Here is an example:
NOTE 12,SECT,CHAR

This statement refers to the file opened on channel 2. It assigns the number of the
last sector accessed to variable SECT. It also assigns to variable CHAR the number
of the last character accessed in that sector.
The sector number returned is not relative to the number of sectors in the file; it is
the absolute sector number on the diskette . It may be any numberfrom I to 7 I 9. The
first sector of the file is not necessarily sector number I, and subsequent sectors of
the file may have sector numbers lower than the first. Sector numbers of a file may
or may not be sequential. The first sector might be number 148, for example, and the
second might be number 153, or 127 .

The POINT Statement
The POINT statement is the opposite of NOTE. POINT moves the pointer to the
sector and character numbers you specify. A subsequent PRINT #, PUT, INPUT #,
or GET statement will start at that point. Here is an example:
120 S=250:C=10:POINT 13,S,C

These statements move the pointer for the file open on channel 3 to sector 250,
character 10.
The sector and character numbers must be specified by numeric variables. They
may not be constant values, even though their values are not changed by execution
of the POINT statement. The file number specified must refer to an open file.
The sector number should be an actual diskette sector number (I to 719). The
character number must be between 0 and 125 (the number of usable characters in a
sector).
No checking is done to see if the sector you specify is part of the file being
referenced until the actual read or write operation is performed . When the operation does occur, the disk operating system will check that the sector being accessed is
part of the file specified by the channel number. If they do not match, one of the
following errors will result.
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Error 170 (end of file) occurs if an INPUT # or GET statement tried to read.
Error 171 (point invalid) occurs if a PRINT # or PUT statement tried to write.

Using NOTE and POINT
NOTE and POINT allow you to randomly access data stored in files. Efficient use
of NOTE and POINT will allow your AT ARI computer to perform complex data
processing.
The next three sections describe different random access methods. Each method
has its strengths and weaknesses. All require fairly long and complex programs.
Unfortunately, space does not permit sample programs to illustrate each method.

Indexed Data Files
One way to use NOTE and POINT is to maintain two files in place of one. One file
serves to store the actual data for each record your program needs to access. The
second file is an index to the first file. It contains a key for each record in the first file .
Along with each key, the index file stores the location where the data record starts in
the first file. Each location is specified by a sector number and character number. At
the start of your program, the keys and their associated sector and character
numbers are read into arrays.
To find a record, the program searches through the index until it finds the key for
the desired record. Then it uses the associated sector and character numbers with a
POINT statement to position the disk to the proper data record. After that, it can
read the data record with IN PUT # or GET statements or write the data record with
PRINT # or PUT statements.
Adding a record between two existing records is a time-consuming chore in an
indexed file. You must physically move each record that follows the new record in
order to open up a space for the new record. You must add the new key to the index
file, and also change the index file so all the keys after it point to the correct new
locations. Physically deleting a record requires the same amount of work, but in
reverse. You must move all the records that follow the deleted record down in the
file, remove the deleted key from the index, and change the pointers for all the keys
that follow it.
To save space, your program can store sector and character numbers in a string
variable, using the CHR$ and ASC functions to convert between string and
numeric values. Only three characters will be needed for each record: two for the
sector number (I to 719), and one for the character number (0 to 125).
The main strength of indexed or keyed file accessing is the speed with which you
can find a record. Searching an array of keys in memory is much faster than reading
through a file record by record.

Linked List Data Files
Another random access method maintains a linked list of records. In a linked list,
each data record has a pointer to the next data record. The pointer consists of a
sector number and a character number.
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To find a record in a linked list, you must start with the first record and read each
record in turn until you find the one you want. This is no better than a straight
sequential file .
The advantage to a linked list is the ease with which you can add and delete
records . To add a record to a linked list file , the program stores the new record on
the diskette and notes its location (sector and character numbers) . Next, the
program locates the record which should precede the new entry . We will call that
record the preceding record . The new record is set to point where the preceding
record now points . The pointer for the preceding record is changed to point to the
new record.
Deleting a record from a linked list is accomplished by setting the pointer in the
preceding record equal to the pointer stored in the record to be deleted.

Indexed Linked Data Files
For the fastest record lookup, addition, and deletion, you can use an indexed linked
list. This method uses an index file , so a particular record can be located by key.
Each data record is linked to the ne xt one, so adding or deleting records only
requires changing pointers. The indexed linked list method is quite complex and
requires extensive progra mming to implement. You should probably not attempt it
unless you are an advanced programmer.

READING THE DIRECTORY
Another mode that can be specified by the OPEN statement is directory access
(mode 6) . Directory access lets you read the disk directory as if it were a data file .
Each field in the "file" is one line from the directory.
You must specify a file name in the OPEN statement; it may be an ambiguous file
name. The "file" pointer will be set to the first character of the first field that matches
the file name specified .
When you read from the "file," only the lines containing file names that match the
specified file name will be returned. File names that do not match will be automatically skipped. At the end of the "file," the "number of sectors free" line will be
returned , regardless of the file name yo u specified in the OPEN statement, even if
there was no match.
The program below will display the entire directory of the diskette in Drive 1,
without using the DOS menu:
10 DIM A$(ZO)

19 REM Open disk for director~ access
20 OPEN :l:1,6,O,"D:*.*"
30 TRAP 90:REM For end of director~
40 INPUT :l:1;A$
50 PRINT A$
60 GOTO 40
90 END
If you want to list only those names which have a .BAS extension, change line 20
to read as follows.
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20

OPEN :Ll,6,O,"D::.:.[:AS"

Do not execute any other OPEN statement while the directory is open. If you do,
the "directory file" pointer will be moved, and subsequent directory file reads will be
confused .

MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAM FILES
The DOS menu contains a number of selections which facilitate reading, writing,
and executing machine language program files . These selections are used to manipulate objectfiles, which are files of binary numbers usually created by the AT ARI
Assembler / Editor. They can also be used to read and write any block of contiguous
memory locations without respect to the memory contents.
Many AT ARI computer users will not need these selections. If you are not
familiar with assembly language or machine language, some of the terms in this
section will be foreign to you . You may skip this entire section if you wish.

SAVING BINARY DATA
To save areas of memory onto a diskette or cassette, choose DOS menu item K,
BINAR Y SA YE. This selection is different in DOS 1.0 and DOS 2.0S.

Binary Save from DOS 1.0
When you select DOS menu item K in DOS 1.0, this prompt message appears:

SAVE-GIVE FILE,START,END
~

You must enter the file name and the starting and ending locations of the block of
memory you wish to save. The starting and ending locations are treated as hexadecimal numbers. Here is a sample response:

SAVE-GIVE FILE.START,END
PROGRM1.0[:J.3EOO.4AFF
This will create an object file named PROG RM 1.0BJ on Drive 1. The file will
contain the block of memory between locations 3EOO and 4AFF.
You may prefix the file name with a disk drive number, like this:

SAVE-GIVE FILE.START.END
D2:PROGRM3.0BJ. 3D70.42FF
Files created by DOS menu item K are usually read back into memory by DOS
menu item L, BIN AR Y LOAD. After loading memory, item L normally returns
control of the computer to the DOS menu. If you save the binary file in a special
way, it will automatically be run after it is loaded.
To save a file so that DOS menu item L will load and automatically run it , you
must first place the program starting address in memory locations 736 and 737 (2EO
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and 2EI hexadecimal}. Before entering the DOS menu, use POKE statements to do
this . The low byte of the starting address goes in location 736, the high byte in 737.
The following statements set up a starting address of 16400 (4010 hexadecimal):

r,E~,DY

POKE

736,A-INTCA/256)~256

f,EADY
POKE 737 ,INTCA /256)
After setting up memory locations 736 and 737, enter the DOS menu and choose
item K. When you specify the file name, append the suffix / A . This causes the
starting address to be saved along with the binary data . Here is an example:

SAVE-GIVE FILE,START,END
PROGRM3.0BJ/A,3CFF,4EFF

Binary Save from DOS 2.05
When you select DOS menu item K in DOS 2.0S , this prompt message appears:

SAVE--GIVE FILE,START,ENDC,INIT,RUN)
~

You must enter the file name and the starting and ending locations of the block of
memory you wish to save . The starting and ending locations are treated as hexadecimal numbers. Here is a sample response:

SAV E--G IVE FILE, START,ENDC,INIT , RUN)
PROGRM1.0BJ,3EOO,4AFF
This will create an object file named PROGRMl.OBJ on Drive I. The file will
contain the block of memory between locations 3EOO and 4AFF.
You may prefix the file name with a disk drive number, like this:

SAVE--GIVE FILE,START,ENDC,INIT , RUN)
DZ:PROGRM1.0BJ,3D70,4 ZF F
You may also specify two additional memory locations . The first, the INIT
location, is the starting location of an initialization routine. The second, the RUN
location, is the starting location of the main program. These a re locations that DOS
menu item L will use to automatically execute the program after it loads the
program into memory. These two addresses are interpreted as hexadecimal values.
Here is a sample response:

SA VE -- GIVE FILE,START,ENDC,INIT,RUN)
PROGRM3.0BJ,3CFF,4EFF,4EOO,4010
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The initialization address can be omitted with the run address still specified , like
this:

SAVE--GIVE FILE,START,END (, INIT,RUN)
PROGRM4.0BJ,3El0,51 7 F,,4800
If an initialization address is specified , that routine will be executed first. The
routine must end with a n assembly la nguage R TS instruction. At that point,
execution branches to the run address.

Merging Binary Files
In DOS 2.0S, you can use the / A option of DOS menu item C (COPY FILE) with
binary files created by DOS menu item K (BI NA RY SAVE) . The result is a
compoundfile. A compound file is simply one or more binary files merged together.
Compound files allow yo u to store information from two or more separate, noncontiguous areas of memory, without affecting all of the memory between those
areas.
Initialization and run addresses are handled a bit differently in compound files.
Each initialization address is still used , but only the final run address applies. As
each part of the compound file is loaded, it is checked for an initialization address . If
there is one, the initialization routine is executed before the next part of the
compound file is loaded . The final run address is taken from the last part of the
compound file .

LOADING BINARY FILES
DOS menu item L, BINARY LOAD , loads a file created by DOS menu item K, or
one created by the Assembler/ Editor cartridge. It will also automatically execute
the loaded file, if the file was saved with a run address.
When you choose DOS menu item L, this prompt appears:

LOAD FROM WHAT FILE?

m

You must enter the name of the binary file to be load ed. Here is an example:

LOAD FROM WHAT FILE?
F'r(QGF~M 1 .OBJ
This will load the binary data from file PROGRM 1.0BJ into memory at th e
locations specified when the file was created. The file may have been saved by DOS
menu item K with an automatic execution address. If so, execution begins immediately at that address.
You can specify a disk drive number a head of the file name , like this:

LOAD FROM WHAT FILE?
D2 : F'F~OGRM 2. OBJ
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The binary file may conflict with the area of memory used by the DOS menu
program in DOS 2.0S. If this happens, file MEM.SA V must exist on the diskette in
Drive I. In this case, the part of the binary file that conflicts with the DOS menu
program is saved on file MEM .SA V until the binary file is executed. If the required
MEM.SA V is absent , the message N EED MEM.SA V TO LOAD THIS FILE
appears.

Preventing Automatic Execution
In DOS 2.0S, you can prevent automatic execution of a file that was created with an
initialization or run address . All you do is append the suffix / N to the file name.
Here is an example:

LOAD FROM WHAT FILE?
F'1'«()C;1'(~1::l.

()[:,J/N

EXECUTING A LOADED PROGRAM
To execute a machine language (object) program that is in memory, choose DOS
menu item M , RUN AT ADDRESS . This prompt message appears :

RUN FROM WHAT ADDRESS?
You must enter the starting address of the program. The address you enter is
treated as a hexadecimal number. Be very careful. Entering the wrong address could
cause the system to hang up. In that case you must turn the system off and back on
again.
The DOS menu branches to the machine language program with an assembly
language JS R instruction. If the machine language program ends with an assembly
language R TS instruction, control returns to the DOS menu.

THE AUTORUN.5YS FILE
DOS 2.0S recognizes a special binary file name, AUTORUN.SYS. If this file is
present when you boot DOS 2.0S , it will be loaded automatically. If it was saved
with initialization or run addresses , it will be executed automatically as well.
There is a standard AUTORUN .SYS file. It contains a program which establishes an RS-232 serial handler program in memory. The RS-232 handler is required
in order to use the serial ports of the ATARI 850 Interface Module .
You can have your own machine language program automatically loaded and
run as part of the power-on, DOS boot procedure. Simply use DOS menu item K to
save it on a binary file named AUTORUN.SYS. If your program ends with an
assembly language R TS instruction , contro l transfers to a built-in initialization
routine . Among other things , the initialization routine enables the use of the
SYSTEM RESET key. If your program does not end with an R TS instruction, it should
initialize memory location 580 (244 hexadecimal) to 0, and memory location 9 to I.
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MODIFYING DOS 2.05
This section describes two simp le modifications you can make to DOS 2.0S. These
modifications are valid only on DOS 2.0S . Do not make them on DOS 1.0.

Freeing Memory with DOS 2.05
DOS 2.0S is designed to support as many as four ATARI 810 Disk Drives. A
separate disk buffer is reserved in memory for each drive. If you have fewer than
four drives , you can increase the memory availab le to your BASIC programs. Each
drive you don't use will yield 128 bytes (characters) of memory.
You can free the memory set aside for unused drives . You must change the value
stored in memory location 1802 to reflect the actual number of drives connected to
your computer.
Make sure the BASIC cartridge is in the computer. Then boot DOS by turning
the AT ARI 400 ( 800 computer's power off and back on again . When the READY
message appears, type this command:
?F'ED« 1802)

The computer will print a code number that indicates the number of drives DOS
2.0S is currently set up to use. Table 7-2 translates the code into the number of
drives . Use Table 7-2 to determine the code for the number of drives you actually
have. Then use a PO KE statement to change location 1802 to the code shown in the
table. For example, to change to a one-drive system , type this :
F'C)f(E 1802 t 1

Next, type the DOS command to get the DOS menu. Put a blank diskette in
Drive I. Format the diskette with DOS menu item I if necessary. Then write the disk
operating system program out to the diskette with DOS menu item H. You have just
created a new version of the disk operating system on diskette. Use this as your new
master diskette.
Now every time you boot from the diskette you just created , the memory savings

TABLE 7-2. Disk Drives Allowed by DOS

Number of
Drives
I

2
3
4

• Values for memory location 1802

Code
Value·
I
3
7
15
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will be in effect. If you boot from an old diskette , the memory savings will not be in
effect.

Allowing More Files Open at Once
Normally, only three data files can be open simultaneously. When you boot DOS, it
looks at memory location 180 I . The number it finds there is the limit on files open.
With DOS 2.0S, you can change memory location 180 I to the number of files you
want to have open simultaneously. The maximum is seven . Each file requires an
input / output channel, and there are only seven of those available. There is a penalty
for increasing the limit, however. For each file you add, you lose 128 bytes of
memory. The memory is set aside for a file buffer when you boot DOS .
Make sure the BASIC cartridge is in the computer. Then boot DOS by turning
the ATARI 400 / 800 computer power off and back on again. When the READY
message appears, type this command:
? f"EEI-«lBOl)

The computer will print the number of files it currently allows open at one time .
The number will probably be 3. Use a POKE statement to change location 1801 to
the number you want; remember, 7 is the practical maximum. For example, to
cause seven files to be open simultaneously, type this:
f"mCE :LOOl,7

Next, type the DOS command to get the DOS menu. Put a blank diskette in
Drive I. Format the diskette with DOS menu item I if necessary. Then write the disk
operating system program out to the diskette with DOS menu item H . You have just
created a new version of the disk operating sys tem on diskette. Use thi s as your new
master diskette .
Now every time you boot from the diskette you just created, the new limit on
simultaneous files open will be in effect. If yo u boot from an old diskette, the old
limit will be in effect.

DISK CRASH
To close the chapter, we will describe one of the worst disk calamities that can occur,
a disk crash . There are two types of disk crashes: hard crashes and soft crashes.
Ha rd crashes happen when the di ske tte has a physical defect , like a rip or a piece of
dirt on it. A hard crash can cause damage to the read / write head inside the drive .
The damaged head can, in turn , damage more diskettes. For this reason, always
handle diskettes with care.
A soft crash occurs when the data on the diskette becomes garbled. This most
frequently happens when one or more files have been written to but not closed, a
different diskette is placed in the drive , and the files from the first diskette are closed .
To fully appreciate the resulting mess you must experience it.
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INTRODUCTORY
GRAPHICS
Whatever you use your AT ARI computer for, its graphics capabilities can enhance
any program you write. This chapter describes the various graphics modes you can
use with BASIC. In addition, you will learn a few tricks which will help you squeeze
more performance out of your computer.
There are nine graphics modes , numbered from 0 to 8, that you can use with
BASIC. You activate these graphics modes with the GRAPHICS statement, followed by the number of the mode to activate. You will see later that variations on
these nine modes exist. For now, it is best to concentrate on some basic concepts
which you will need to know before going any further.

COLOR REGISTERS
In any graphics mode, you can control one or more foreground colors (text or
graphics color), the background color, and the border color which frames the
background . The AT ARI computer has color registers - memory locations which
set the foreground, background, and border colors. For instance, press the RESET
key and enter this:
S[TCDL.Of<

:~,

0 ,0

The background color turns black. Here, the BASIC statement SETCOLOR
changed the value of the register controlling the background color. In effect, the
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screen color changed instantly. The border color will change to green if you enter
this:

SETCOUlf( 4,12,8
The following statement turns the text black:
~;ETC()LClF(

:L, 0 , 0

Unlike other personal computers , which give you an irrevocable color choice
before drawing graphics, the AT ARI computer allows you to change colors on the
screen by using the SETCOLOR statement at any time. With this approach it is
possible to draw invisibly on the screen, change a color register's value, and
illuminate a fully-drawn graphics image in an instant.

Using SETCOLOR
The numbers (or numeric expressions) that follow SETCOLOR select which color
register to change, what color to change it to, and what the brightness (or luminance) ofthat color will be. From one graphics mode to the next , however, different
registers control foreground, background, and border colors .
The first number after SETCOLOR indicates which register to set; registers are
numbered from 0 to 4. The second number selects the color itself; colors are
numbered from 0 to 15. Table 8-1 lists the colors available, and iheir numeric values
for use with the SETCOLOR statement. The third and last number sets the
luminance from 0 (darkest) to 14 (brightest). Only even-numbered luminance
settings are meaningful. This number can actually exceed 14, but the color register
will ignore the excess value over 14. With the colors and luminance settings
available, up to 128 different shades of color are possible . The following short
program will give you some idea of the possible color combinations:

10 GF(APHICS 0
20 LIST :REM PUT SOME TEXT ON THE SCRE
EN
30 FOR 1=0 TO 15
40 SETCOLOR 2,I,0:REM SET BACKGROUND C
OUlR
50 SETCOLOR 4,15-I,0:REM SET BORDER CO
LOR
60 FOR J=O TO 14 STEP 2
70 SETCOLOR 2,I,J:REM INCREASE BACKGRO
UND LUMINANCE
80 SETCOLOR O,O,14-J:REM DECREASE TEXT
LUMINANCE
90 SETCOLOR 4.15- I,J:REM INCREASE BORD
ER LUMINANCE
100 NEXT J
110 NEXT I
The five color registers have preassigned color numbers and luminance values .
These are listed in Table 8-2. You can change the color number and luminance
values with the SETCOLOR statement.
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TABLE

8-1. Color Numbers Used with SETCOLOR
Number

Color

Number

Color

0

G rey
G o ld
Orange
Red
Pink
Violet
Blue-Purple
Blue

8
9

Light Blue
Blue-Green
Aqua
Green-Blue
Green
Yellow-Green
Orange-Green
Orange

I

2
3
4

5
6

7

TABLE
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10
II
12
13
14

15

8-2. Default (Preassigned) Color Register Settings
Register
Number

0
I

2
3
4

Color
Number

Luminance
Value

2

8

12
9
4
0

10
4
6
0

Actual
Screen Color
Orange
Aqua
Blue
Light Red
Bla ck

The COLOR Statement
The COLOR statement should not be confused with the SETCOLOR statement. In
some graphics modes, multiple foreground color registers are available. The
COLOR statement selects one of the available color registers and uses that color
register to draw with. For instance, in graphics mode 7 it is possible to plot or draw
graphics in three foreground colors. The COLOR statement selects which of the
three possible registers to use when plotting points or drawing lines. Therefore, the
COLOR statement is often unnecessary in text modes, or in other modes which
have only one possible foreground color register.
The numeric expression after COLOR will often select different color registers,
depending on the current graphics mode. One consistent rule with COLOR is that
COLOR 0 will always select the background color register, while COLOR I will
always select the foreground color register. Tables 8-3 and 8-4 enumerate the color
registers selected by various COLOR statements in the different graphics modes.
In graphics mode 0 (the normal text mode) you cannot draw lines or plot points.
The COLOR statement does not select a color to plot or draw with . Instead , by
placing the code number of an AT ASClI cha ra cter after COLOR , you can select a
text or graphics character to plot with. For bar graphs, or for extensive use of the
mode 0 character graphics, the COLOR statement can be very useful.
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8-3. Graphics Modes Summa ry
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Normal tex t

0

I color.
2 luminances

Double-width

I

5

20X20(sp li t)
20 X24 (full)

O. I. 2. 3

4

4

(sec
Table 8-4)

674 (sp lit)
672 (full)

2

5

20 X 10(spli!)
20X I 2 (fu ll)

o.

4

4

(see
Table 8-4)

424 (sp lit)
420 (full)

3

4

40 X 20 (split)
40X 24 (full)

O. I. 2

4

4

5

4

80X40(sp lit)
80X48(full)

O. I. 2

4

4

7

4

160X80(split)
160X96(fu ll )

O. I. 2

4

4

COLOR 1: Mode 3:
434(split)
register 0
432 (full)
COLOR 2:
register I Mode 5:
11 74(split)
COLOR 3:
11 76 (full)
register 2
COLOR 0:
Mode 7:
4 190(split)
register 4
4200 (full )

4

2

80X40(split)
80X48(fu ll)

0

4

4

6

2

160 X 80 (spl it)
160 X 96 (full)

0

4

4

2

4

tex t

Double-wid th.
double-he ight

I. 2. 3

text

Four-color
graphics

Two-co lor
graphics

Highresolution
graphics

8

I co lor.
2 lum inances

320X I60(spli t)
320 X 192 (fu ll)

I (color is not
selectab le)

COLOR I:
register 0
COLOR 0:
reg ister 4

Mode 4:
694(split)
696(full)
Mode 6:
2 174(spli t)
2 184 (full)

COLOR I:
register I
COLOR 0:
reg ister 2

81 12(split)
8 138 (full )

• In Mode O. COLOR wi ll accept an ATASC ll cha racter to plot with. For example. COLOR ASq"!") in Mode O.
fo llowed by PLOT or DRA WTO statements. will place! characters on the screen.
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8-4. Color Register Assig nments, Graphics Modes I and 2

ATASCII
Values

Color Register
Assigned

Upper-case
alphabet (A-Z),
numbers, special
characters ( ! $ + -)

32-90
160-2 18

Normal: 0
Inverse*: 2

Lowe r-case*
alpha bet

61- 122
225-250

Normal: I
Inverse*: 3

Characters

*Lowe r-case a nd inverse characters d is play as norma l, upper-case text. They are assigned to
different registers, however.
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GRAPHICS STATEMENT OPTIONS
Graphics modes I through 8 set a split screen when the GRAPHICS statement
executes. Graphics mode 0 text is confined to the four lines at the bottom of the
screen. This is the text window, and it is not always needed for displaying graphics.
You can eliminate the text window altogether, thus allowing you more vertical
display lines for graphics.
To set up a graphics screen without a text window, add 16 to the expression after
GRAPHICS. For instance, the statement GRAPHICS 24 would put the display
into high-resolution graphics mode 8, with no text window. This yields 32 more
high-resolution lines than the statement GRAPHICS 8. Since the text window is
not used, the graphics mode selected makes use of the remaining part of the display
normally allocated to the text window.
By adding 32 to the expression after GRAPHICS , you eliminate the automatic
screen clearing normally performed by a GRAPHICS statement. However, don't
get the idea that you can display normal (mode 0) text, then execute GRAPHICS 40
(graphics mode 8 with 32 added), and have the text stay on the screen. Once the new
graphics mode is in effect, anything on the screen is interpreted as being in the new
mode. To find out more about mixing graphics modes in your program, consult the
section on inserting text into graphics displays later in this chapter.
To combine the options of full-screen graphics without destroying the previous
contents of the graphics page, add 48 to the graphics mode desired. A good
application of this option is to selectively open and close the text window at
particular points in the program, as shown here:

10 GRAPHICS 8+16:REM FULL-SCREEN GRAPH
ICS
20 COLOR 1:PLOT 0,0
30 DRAWTO 319,191lREM DRAW A DIAGONAL
40 FOR DLAV=1 TO 200:NEXT DLAVlREM DEL
AV LOOP
50 GRAPHICS 8+32lREM OPEN THE TEXT WIN'
DOW
60 F'raNT "A DIAGONAL LINE"
70 FOR DLAV=l TO 200lNEXT DLAVlREM DEL
AV LOOP
80 GRAPHICS 8+48lREM NOW CLOSE THE TEX
T WINDOW
90 GOTD 'to
The screen flickers when the AT ARI computer switches graphics modes, but the
unsightliness may be worth the trouble .

Using the Text Window
PRINT and INPUT statements use the text window for normal data entry and
display. The computer will force a program out of a full-screen graphics mode in
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order to display PRINT statements, accept responses to INPUT statements, or
display error messages. The computer erases the screen and returns to graphics
mode O. You can program around this in graphics modes] and 2, which normally
display text, but other graphics modes will be more difficult to use with full-screen
graphics and some kind of text display or data entry. The method used earlier to
open and close the text window might be useful in this case.

EXPANDED TEXT: MODES 1 AND 2
In graphics modes 1 and 2, the text on the screen is expanded. A GRAPHICS I
statement sets up a screen 20 characters wide and 20 rows deep. GRAPHICS 2
creates a screen 20 characters wide and ]0 rows deep. In full-screen modes] and 2,
24 and 12 rows are available , respectively.

Displaying Expanded Text
In graphics modes 1 and 2, lower-case text and inverse video characters display on
the screen as normal upper-case text. The two high-order bits of each AT ASCI I
character, normally used to identify lower-case or inverse video text, are used as
color register selectors in these modes . In the text window, both upper-and lowercase characters will display. In these expanded text modes, PRINT statements can
go to either the screen or the text window; therefore, you have to use different
syntax to place data on the screen. Try this short program:
10 GRAPHICS :l
20 F'FGNT "'6;" E:·:PaNdEd TeXt"
::10 PRINT "MODE 0 TEXT"

Expanded text displays at the top of the screen, and then normal text displays in
the text window . The first PRINT statement directs output to the mode I area. Any
time you want to display expanded text, use PRINT #6 in this mode .
If you want to eliminate the text window and have the entire screen contain
expanded text, use GRAPHICS 17 to set up a screen with 24 lines of20 characters,
and use GRAPHICS 18 to displa y 12 lines of 20 characters.

Color Registers in Modes 1 and 2
Color register 4 is used to control the background and border colors. SETCOLOR
doesn't control the colors of the expanded text on th e screen, however. Instead, the
A T ASCII character set is divided among the color registers.
As mentioned earlier, the high-order bits of each byte used for expanded text will
assign a color register. Although this appears to be a strange way to assign color
registers, you can take advantage of t his feature to make screen displays much more
dynamic than mode 0 displays . Enter and run the following program.
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10 GRAPHICS 17:REM FULL-SCREEN
PF<INT 16 ; ":«E:l:«!:l:«C:«~:«f:1:«~:«~:«t::l:«~"
30 PRINT 16;"~
:«"
40 F'RINT 01'6; ":«
Marquee
Q"
5 0 F'F<INT '1'«';" ~
:«"
6 0 F'RINT ,.,6;" :«::J.:.:~:«iJ:«::J:«iJ:«::J:«::J:«~iJ"
70 SET COLOR 2,4,8:REM SET THE NORMAL-V
IDEO ASTEF\IS~(~;
80 SETCOLOR O,10,8:REM SET THE REVERSE
~'.O

ASTEF(IS~(S

90 FOR OLAY=1 TO 50:NEXT DLAY
100 SETCOLOR O,4,8:REM RESET THE REVER
SE ASTEF\ISI<S
110 SET COLOR 2,10,8:REM RESET THE NORM
AL ASTEF\IS~(~;
120 FOR OLAY=l TO 50:NEXT OLAV
130 GOTO 70

GRAPHICS PROGRAMMING STATEMENTS
In graphics modes 2 through 8, four BASIC statements - PLOT, ORA WTO,
LOCATE and POSITION - control graphics input and output. You can actually
use these statements in any graphics mode , but you wouldn't normally use them to
display or manipulate text.

PLOT and DRAWTO
The PLOT and ORA WTO statements enable you to plot points and draw lines on
the graphics screen, The PLOT statement illuminates a single point on the screen,
The following example, in graphics mode 3, plots random points on the screen in all
of the available colors :

10 GRAPHICS 3+16
20 COLOR RND(0):«4:REM CHOOSE A RANDOM
FOREGROUND REGISTER
30 PLOT RNO(0)*39,RND(0):«19:REM PLOT R
ANDOM POINT
40 GOTO 20
ORA WTO can best be illustrated by this graphics mode 8 program:
10 GRAPHICS 0+16
20 SET COLOR 2,O,O:REM BLACK BACKGROUND
30 COLOR l:REM SELECT FOREGROUND REGIS
TEF,
40 FOR Y=O TO 191 STEP 3
50 PLOT O,Y
60 DF(AWTO Y,191
70 NEXT Y
80 GOTO DO

Because ORA WTO indicates only the column and row to draw to, the PLOT
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statement at line 40 is necessary in order to show which column and row to draw
from when connecting the line.

POSITION and LOCATE
The POSITION statement is functionally similar to PLOT. POSITION, however,
sets the coordinates without plotting. In the last example program, line 40 could be
rewritten as follows:

'10 POSITION OtY
Replacing this statement in the ORA WTO example program would produce a
slightly different result. Coordinate (O,Y) would not be illuminated. POSITION can
also be used to move the cursor in graphics mode 0, I, or 2.
The LOCA TE statement reads a point that you specify on the graphics screen and
passes its value back to a BASIC variable. Here is an example :

10 LOCATE 10 t 1.qtX
This LOCATE statement read s a value from the point at the eleventh row and
fifteenth column. This value identifies the color selected for the graphics point. The
value corresponds to the color statement value , which determines the color register
used for the graphics point. Table 8-3 shows the possible color values that LOCA TE
will return to the variable.

FOUR-COLOR GRAPHICS: MODES 3, 5, AND 7
Three graphics modes - 3, 5, and 7 - have three foreground color registers
available , as well as one color register for the background and border color. The
three modes differ in resolution , and therefore in the amount of memory they use.
Notice that you can select the background color register, using a COLOR
statement, in order to erase selected parts of a graphics image. Here is an example:

°

10 GRAPHICS 7+16
20 SET COLOR 2 t Ot O:REM BLACK BACKGROUND
30 COLOR l:REM SELECT FOREGROUND REGIS
TER
'10 STEPSIZE=1:REM DRAW EVERY LINE
50 GOSUB 100
60 COLOR O:REM DRAW WITH BACKGROUND CO
LOF(

70 STEPSIZE=6:REM UNDRAW EVERY SIXTH L
INE
ElO GOSLJ8 100
90 GOTO 90
100 REM PLOT SUBROUTINE
110 FOR y=o TO 95 STEP STEPSIZE:REM DR
AW THE FIGURE
120 PLOT OtY
13 0 DRAIHO Y t 95
1'10 NEXT Y
1~:;

0 f(ETLJHN
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Color Registers in Modes 3, 5, and 7
Background and border colors are controlled by color register 4. You can select
register 0, I, or 2 for foreground colors. Color register 3 is not used in four-color
modes.

Graphics Mode 3
Executing a GRAPHICS 3 statement will turn the screen into 20 rows of 40
graphics cells. This is the lowest-resolution graphics mode on the AT ARI computer. This mode allows you to plot points and draw lines in three different foreground
colors. You will need to use the COLO R statement to select the color register to plot
and draw with. This graphics mode is ideal for displaying large block letters and
creating simple games.

TWO-COLOR GRAPHICS: MODES 4 AND 6
Modes 4 and 6 allow one foreground and one background / border color register.
These modes have resolution equivalent to that of modes 5 and 7; however, modes 4
and 6 allocate less memory than the four-color modes. Four-color modes need two
bits of memory per graphics point for color register selection . In a two-color mode ,
only one bit is needed. If a bit in the screen memory is set to I, this selects the
foreground color register; otherwise, the background color is assumed . As a result,
memory consumption is nearly half that of four-color modes.

HIGH-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS: MODE 8
Graphics mode 8 offers the highest resolution possible on the AT ARI computer,
but it also costs the most in terms of memory consumption. Resolution in splitscreen mode is 160 rows , with 320 points across. In full-screen mode , 192 rows of
320 points are available. In this mode, the foreground color cannot be selected.
In other words , the background / border color register controls the color of the
graphics points. However, you can set the luminance of the foreground color
register.

Extra Colors in Mode 8
Technically , graphics mode 8 allows only one foreground color, and that color
really is not unique from that chosen for the graphics screen background. It is
possible, however, to obtain other colors by manipulating the patterns of bits which
make up each point on the graphics screen.
In graphics mode 8, the screen has 320 separate horizontal positions. Each of
these 320 picture cells (or pixels) equals one half of a color cycle. A color cycle is
actually the amount of time the television receiver takes to illuminate two graphics
pixels (Figure 8-1).
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8-1. Color cycles a nd pixels

By cleverly staggering the illuminated pixels, you will cause a color phase shift,
which is a by-product of changing the luminance of a television signal across color
cycle boundaries . Remember that the computer is not changing the color - only the
luminance of the signal. This forces a color change on the television set. Table 8-5
lists the bit patterns that generate colors prod uced by variations in luminance. The
exact color seen on the TV screen will be different for different TV sets.
The following program will generate the luminance-varied colors in horizontal
bands down the screen:

5 GRAPHICS 8:SETCOLOR 1,0,15
10 REM 4-COLOR MODE 8
20 DATA 85,170,255
30 SCRMEM=PEEK(88)+PEEK(89)*256
40 READ X:PRINT "BIT VALUE=";X
80 FOR I=SCRMEM TO SCRMEM+l000
85 REM CYCLE THROUGH THE COLORS
90 POf{E I,X
100 NEXT I
105 SCRMEM=SCRMEM+l000
110 IF X=255 THEN STOP
120 GOTO 40

Using PLOT and ORA WTO with Extra Colors
The luminance-varied, or phase-shifted, colors can be overdrawn with PLOT and
DRA WTO statements. After you run the example program listed above, type in a
few PLOT and DRA WTO statements. Then change the plotting color by alternately typing COLOR I and COLOR O. This method is good for setting background colors, but it is unwieldy for more advanced uses .
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8-5. Bit Patterns for Luminance- Varied Colors
Bit pattern
00
01
10
I I

Color generated
No illumination (mode 8 background)
Solid phase-shifted color # I
Solid pha se-s hift ed col o r #2
White (mode 8 foreground)

In order to predictably use graphics plotting statements with extra colors, you
can simulate graphics mode 7 when the graphics screen is actually in mode 8.
Graphics mode 7 allows four color registers . In this mode , each color register is two
bits wide. By loading each color register with the bit pattern desired, you can use
COLOR statements to select which of these extra mode 8 colors to use.
By using POKE statements to change a few memory locations, you can retain the
mode 8 screen and manipulate it as if you had more colors available, as in mode 7.
The following program illustrates this graphics mode 7 simulation with full mode 8
resolution:

5 DEG :REM USE DEGREES
10 GF(APHICS 8
20 POKE 87,7:REM POKE MODE 7 TO THE OP
EF(ATING SY~3TEM
30 SETCOLOR 2,11,11:SETCOLOR l,O,O:REM
USE THE MODE 8 COLOR REGISTERS
10 X=60:Y=10:REM SET COORDINATES
50 FOR Rl =12 TO 36 STEP 3
60 COLOR l:R=Rl:GOSUB 210:REM PLACE 81
NARY '01' DATA ON SCREEN
70 COLOR 2:R=Rl+1:GOSUB 210:REM PLACE
BINARY '10' DATA ON SCREEN
80 COLOR 3:R=Rl+2:GOSUB 210:REM PLACE
BINARY ' II' DATA ON SCREEN
90 NEXT FO
100 STOP
200 REM PLOT A CIRCLE (APPEARS ELLIFTI
CAL DUE TO MODE 7 SIMULATION)
210 PLOT X+F(,Y
2.2 0 FOF( ANG= 0 TCl ~l6 0 ~3TEP 1 B
230 DRAWTCl X+R*COS(ANG),Y+R*SIN(ANG)
210 NEXT ANG
250 RETURN
The disadvantage of this method is the error message you get when trying to use
PLOT or ORA WTO beyond the screen boundaries that are normal for graphics
mode 7. On the horizontal axis , each point plotted is two pixels wide. Therefore, the
screen resolution is cut in half on the horizontal axis (to 160 points), even though
PLOT and 0 RA WTO statements can cross the full width of the screen. In mode 7, a
maximum of 96 rows are available. In graphics mode 8, 192 rows are available.
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Although the effective horizontal reso lution is halved in thi s mode, the screen will
still hold 192 rows. This leaves 96 rows that you can't use on the bottom half of the
screen. This is an unfortunate side effect, caused by trying to fool the computer. To
get around this problem, you have to again deceive the computer with some PO KE
statements.
Memory location 89 holds a pointer to the beginning memory address of the
graphics screen. By modifying this pointer, it is possible to use the lower 96 rows.
The program listed below contains a subro utine at lines 1200 to 1290 which enables
you to plot or draw on either portion of the screen.

10 DEG IREM USE DEGREES
20 GRAPHIC~; B
30 SET COLOR 2,0,0
.qO PCH(E 87,7
50 FOR M=60 TO 120 STEP 60
f.> 0 FDF~ 1=' 1 TO ::l
70 CDUm I
SO

F~='2 0

90 X=30+I*8+RIY=MIREM SET RADIUS
100 PLT=1IGOSUB 1200
110 FDR ANG=O TD 3f.>0 STEP 12
120 PLT=O
130 X=I*8+30+R*CDS(ANG)IY=M+R*SIN(ANG)
140 GOSUB 1200
1 ~5 0 NE XT ANG
160 NEXT I
170 NEXT M
IBO ~:;rDP
1190 REM ****************************
1191 REM * if-COLOR MODE 8 GRAPHICS *
1192 REM *
SUBROUTINES
*
1193 REM * ======================= *
1191 REM *Y=ROW (0-192),X=CDL(0-159)*
1195 REM *PLT=O(DRAWTO),PLT=I(PLOT) *
119f.> REM ****************************
1200 SA=PEEK(B9)+ISIREM START OF SCREE
N MEMORY
1210 IF PLT=O THEN GOTO 12f.>0
1220 IF Y(9f.> THEN PLOT X,YIRETURN
1230 f"OI-([ U9, SA
12 LIO PLDT X,Y·_·96
12~:j 0 GDTD 1:300
1260 IF (X(UO) AND (Y(96) THEN DRAWTO
X, YI F~ETUF~N
1280 P()f(E B9, E;A
1290 ORAWTO X,Y-9f.>
1300 POKE B9,SA-15
131 0 F~ETlJF~N
To use this subroutine, set variable X to the column (0 to 160), set variable Y to
the row (0 to 191), and variable PL Tto I for plotting orO for drawing . If you use this
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subroutine for drawing, make sure that you have already performed a PLOT
statement in the same region of the screen.

INSERTING TEXT ON THE GRAPHICS SCREEN
The text window is always available for placing text on the same screen as graphics,
but no built-in method exists for overlaying text on the graphics images. It is easy to
insert text on a two-color graphics screen (graphics mode 4, 6, or 8). The technique
involves using a section of memory reserved for the character set.
A bit map of the character set resides in memory; location 756 contains the
starting address of the character set as a multiple of 256. Each character is defined in
eight-byte segments. Once located in the bit map , that character's binary representation can be transferred, byte by byte, to predefined coordinates on the graphics
screen. The following program illustrates this technique:
10 DIM TXT$(64)
20 GF(APHICS 1:1
30 INPUT X,Y,TXT$
50 GOSUB 2000
60 GOTO 30
1995 REM TEXT CONVERSION SUBROUTINE
2000 SA=PEEK(89)*256+PEEK(88):REM TOP
OF SCr~EEN r~AM
2010 MODE=PEEK(87):REM DETERMINE GRAPH
ICS MODE
2020 IF MODE=8 THEN COLS=40:ROWS=192
2030 IF MODE=6 THEN COLS=20:RO~S=96
2040 IF MODE=4 THEN COLS=10:ROWS=24
2050 IF Y>ROWS OR X>COLS THEN RETURN
2060 START=SA+Y*COLS+X:REM START ADORE
SS FOR DISPLAY
2070 FOR E1=1 TO LEN(TXT$)
2080 GOSLJB 2200
2090 CHARSET=PEEK(756)*256:REM READ CH
ARACTER SET VECTOR
2100 CHARSET=CHARSET+E3*8
2110 FOR E2=7 TO 0 STEP -1
2 120 POKE START+E2*COL S ,PEEK(CHARSET+E
2)

2130 NEXT E2
2140 X=X+1:IF X>=COLS THEN START=START
+COLS*8:X=0:REM SCROLL TO NEXT LINE
2150 START=START+1
2160 NEXT E1
2170 RETURN
2195 REM ATASCII CONVERSION ROUTINE
2200 E3=ASC(TXT$(E1,E1»
2210 IF (E3(32) OR (E3>127 AND E3(160)
THEN E3=E3+64:RETURN
2220 IF E3>31 AND E3(96 THEN E3=E3-32
2230 r~ETlJF~N
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Variables X and Y should be set to the column and row where the text will start
displaying. TXT$ can be dimensioned to some other length.
Lines 2000 to 2060 determine the graphics mode in effect, set the screen width for
text, and calculate the starting memory address for text insertion. The subroutine at
lines 2200 to 2230 converts the character code of each letter in TXT$ to an offset;
that is, the number of bytes from the beginning of the character set table to the
character's actual binary definition .
Lines 2100 through 2130 transfer the character's eight-byte, bit-mapped definition to the appropriate area of the screen. Line 2140 scrolls the text to the next line if
the next character will not fit on the same line.
The string variable TXT$ holds the string to display , and variables X and Y store
the column and row coordinates for the first letter to display . The column coordinate can range from 0 to the number of columns available in the current mode. In
mode 4, the screen will fit ten characters across; in mode 6, 20 characters fit across
(similar to mode 2), and in mode 8, 40 characters will fit on each row. The row
number can range from 0 to the maximum number of rows available in the current
graphics mode. Therefore, you can place graphics much more flexibly on the
vertical axis.
This subroutine is fairly slow because of the PEEK and POKE statements used ,
but it is possible to speed up the transfer of data from the character set table to the
graphics screen by writing an assembly language program to convert the character
data.
With this subroutine it is possible to display upper- and lower-case text and
graphics characters. Inverse video characters will display unpredictably.

FILLING THE SCREEN WITH SOLID COLORS
Along with the standard BASIC statements for graphics , a special command to the
operating system, called the XIO statement, will fill the screen boundary with a solid
color. The XIO statement requires some preparation before use , however. The
following BASIC statements set up the screen and draw a shape:
10 GF(APHICS 7

20 COLOR 1
30 PLOT 70,40
40 SETCOLCJR 2,0,0
5 0 [)RA~HO 3:;, 0
60 [)F~A~TD 34,0
70 POSITION 0,40
80 P()f([ 76:j,l
90 XIO lB,:I'6,O,O,IS:"

Lines 80 and 90 pertain to the actual use of the XIO statement. The POKE
statement on line 80 uses the same number as a number used for color register
selection in the COLOR statement. Use Table 8-3 to select values to use with the
POKE statement. The fill color will respond to SETCOLOR statements as normal
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point or line graphics on the screen. The XIO statement on line 90 will always have
the same format; use it exactly as shown in the example program.

Using the XIO Fill Command
The XIO fill command is designed to work with four-sided figures. However, if you
run the example above you will see what appears to be a triangle. Notice the
ORA WTO statement from coordinates (35 , 0) to (34, 0). This command will act in a
predictable fashion onl y if you follow these steps :
I.
2.
3.
4.

Use the PLOT statement to plot a point at the lower right-hand corner of the figure.
Use the DRA WTO statement to draw a line to the upper right-hand corner.
Draw a line to the upper left-hand corner.
Use the POSITION statement to move the cursor to the lower right-hand corner.
5. Use the POKE statement to place a number, equal to the COLOR statement used for
plotting, at memory location 765.
6. Perform XIO #6 ,0,0, "S ".
These statements can be executed in the order specified, or you can reverse the
order of steps I through 4. XIO works unpredictably if the first five steps are not
performed in the proper sequence. XIO has other limitations. First, if any illuminated graphics pixels exist between the left and right sides of the figure to be filled,
XIO will stop filling the figure at that point. To understand this , enter the following
statement along with the example program at the beginning of this section:
15 PLOT l5,l5
The fill command works from left to right only. If the figure defined started at the
lower right-hand corner, the fill command will start at the top of the figure. If it
started at the upper right-hand corner , the fill operation will begin at the bottom of
the figure. This command is fast but very dumb. However, you can use this
command creatively to generate attractive graphics very quickly.

GRAPHICS APPLICATIONS
The programs in Figures 8-2, 8-3 , and 8-4 serve as examples to use in programming
graphics with BASIC. Figure 8-2 illustrates how graphics mode 0 can still be used to
communicate graphics quite effectively. Figure 8-3 is a data entry program which is
usable in full-screen graphics mode I or 2. Compare this program to the String
Input subroutine in Chapter4, written for graphics mode 0 (Figure 4-37). In Figure
8-4, a regression analysis program written for another computer has several graphics statements added to it in order to maximize its usefulness on the ATARI
computer. Not only does this program output the numerical data needed, it adds
another dimension to the answer by graphing it in two colors.
As your knowledge of graphics grows , you will find yourself able to create more
sophisticated graphics displays. Chapter 9 will acquaint you with some of the
advanced graphics capabilities unique to the ATARI computer.
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10
:I. 1
:1.2
15
:1.6
:1.7
20
2 :1.
22
23

REM BAR CHART PROGRAM
r(EI·1
F(n1
REM DATA TO BE USED FOR DISPLAY
REM EACH PAIR IS MONTH, THEN SALES
f(Et1
DATA JAN,800,FEB,820,MAR
DATA 765,APR,779,MAY,6:1.0
DATA JUN,650,JUL,780,AUG
DATA 800,SEP,825,OCT,840
21 DATA NOV,870,DEC,910
Z~:.:;

F~EM

26
30
35
40
50

I:(EM
GRAPHICS O:SETCOLOR 2,12,:1.2
SETCOLOR :1.,0 ,0
P=12:REM NUMBER OF MONTHS
LINE S=20ICO LM S=30
1:(Et1
F(Et1
DIM MONTH$(P~3),XS(3),SALES(P)
!',EM
REM READ IN THE SALES DATA

:".;~5

7:'.'j

80
B7
BB

W) 1:(U'l
'YO Fcm

1:::::1. TO P
:1.00 READ XS:REM READ MONTH NAME
110 MONTH$(LEN(MONTHS)+I)=X$
lZ 0 nEAD Nut1
:1.30 !:;,~l..ES (I) ::::NU t1
:1. 30 [(EM
:1.39 REM FIND HIGHE ST. LOWEST SALES
140 IF SALES(I)}=HI THEN HI =SA LES(I)
:1.50 IF SAl..ESII)(=LO on LO=O THEN LO =SA
LE!:;II)
160 NEXT I
:1.6 7 r(EM
:1.68 REM FIND PLOTTING SCALE
170 MID=(HI+LO) /z :nEM EXPECTED MEAN
lBO SCAl..E=INT(HI - LO)/LINES
:1.90 SPACE=INT(CO LM S/P):nEM SPACING
:I. ?l 1:([1"-1
200 PClI-(E 7~'j2,:I.:pr(INT 1':I.'YB3 !:;ALE~) (DOD'
S)

II

21:1. REM NOW PLOT THE DATA
220 FClf( 1::' 1 TO P
230 GO!:;I.)[: :1.000
;!'!O NEXT I
25 0 FOR 1=1 TO P
260 POSITION 31,1+3
27 0 M:::II···l)lK::l+:I.
280 Pf<INT MONTH$(M,t1+2);" "; SALESII);
(continued)

FIGURE

8-2. Bar chart
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300 NEXT I
:H 0 COTD 310
1000 REM PLOT SUBROUTINE
1010 X:::D4<SPACE
1020 Y=IIHI-IMID+SALESII»/2»/SCAlE
1 0 25 coum A~;C I". " ) ; f~EM PLOT CHAI:( +
1030 PLOT X,Y
1040 DRAW TO X,LINES
1050 FOR J=l TO 3
1060 POSITION X,LINES+J
1070 M=II - l).3+J
1080 PRINT MONTHSIM,M)I
1090 NE XT ,J
1100 f~ETURN
FIGURE 8-2. Bar chart (continued)

10 LENCTH=7:LINE=9:COL=10
:I. ~:j

GI'~APHICS

1

Z () PO SITION 0, LINE: PI'UNT :M; " ENTEf~"
30 GDSU[:: :1.200
40

~:lTOP

:1. 20 0 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
:1. 2 10 REM. GRAPHICS MODE 1 OR Z DATA.
:1. 22 0 REM •
ENTRY MODULE
•
:1.230 REM.
.-----------------------.
:1.240 REM • LENGT H=MAX ENTRY LENGTH •
:1. 25 0 REM • LINE =LINE TO ENTER ON
•
:1. 26 0 REM. COL=COLUMN TO ENTER ON
•
:1.270 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
128 0 DIM DS ( LENGTH)
:1.2'10 IF I-( [:OPEN =O THEN OPEN :1I: l ,4 ,O,"~(:"
: 1< [: OP EN :" 1
:1.300 PO SITION COL,LINE
1310 FOR 1=:1. TO LENGTH
:J. 32 ()

'? 41: C, ;

II ._. 1\ ;

:1.:3 :3 0 NEXT I
:1.340 POSITION COL,LINE
1350 REM NOW GET DATA FROM THE KEYBOAR
I)
:1. :36 0 CET :11::1.. X
137 0 IF X>=3Z ANI) X{='15 AND LENCDS){LE
NCTH THEN D'CLENCDS)+1)=CHRS(X):? 16;C
HRS( X)::C OTO 1360
:1. 38 0 IF X{>126 THEN 146(): I:~EM BYPA-S~:; IF
NOT [:,~,C~(~;PACE
1390 IF LENCDS){1 THEN 1460:REM REJECT
FIGURE 8-3. Data entry

(continued)
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BACKSPACE IF NO DATA LEFT
1400 IF LEN ( D ~t» ""1 THEN D ~I;'" ''''
1410 IF LEN(D$»l THEN DS =DS(l,LEN(DS)
.... :1. )

1420
1"1:3 0
1440
146 0
1'17 0

FIGURE

POSITION COL+LEN ( DS) , LIN E
plUNT iI'6l "".. " l
PO SI TION COL +LEN(DS ), LINE
IF X=155 THEN RETURN
GDTD 1360

8-3 . Data entry (continued)

o REM LINEAR REGRE SSI ON ~ITH PLOTTING
1 REM ADAPTED FROM SOME COMMON BASIC I'"
ROGRAMS , ATARI ED.
2 REM GRAPH ICS SUBROUTINE S ADDED AS FOL
LOW~; :
3 REM LINE 8 00 SET S SC REEN PARAMETER S
4 REM LINE 900 SETS SCALING. LINE 1000
PERFORMS PLOTTING
~'j Gr~ td::'I·n:c ~:; 0
1 0 PI:~ INT "LINEt,r~ 1:~EC·;r~E~:;SION"
;>,0 prUNT
30 Pf~INT "Nur1[:Er~ OF I<NOWN pO:nH~:; " 1
40 INPUT N:DIM XY(N,2)
~.'j 0 GOSU[: 7 00: F,EM INITlt,I...- I I E D,~ T(~
6 0 GOSUB 800:REM SET SCALING
99 REM
LOOP TO ENTER COORDINATES OF
POINT f.;
100 FCH\: 1"'1 TO N
110 prnNT " X. Y OF POINT "1 I ;
120 INPUT X,Y:XY(I,1)=X:XY(I,2)=Y
125 GOSUB 850:REM FIND DATA [:OUNDS
129 REM - ACCUMULATE INTERMEDIATE SUMS
13 0 ,J''',J+X
1. '10 I<"" I<+Y
:1. ~:j 0 I... ""L -I- X"'·2

:1. 6 0
:1.70
1BO
189
190
;'.00
220
229
230

M""M+y A;-'.
f~~'."" r\ ~'. + x )I(y

NE XT I
REM - COMPUTE CURVE COEFFICIENT
[: =( N)I( R2- K)I(J) / CN)I(L-J A 2)
,~, "'( I<·-·[:)I( J) / N

PI:O:INT "F(X) "" " 1(.>,1" -I- (";I,:l";j( X) "
REM
COMPUTE REGRESSION ANALYSIS
J =B)I(R2 - J)I(K / N)
(contiIlLled)

FIGURE 8-4.

Regression analysis with plotting
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? '1 0 t1 ,", r1 -·· I</ \ ? I N

1<"r1····,)
?6 0 F'F~IN T
71./ 0 F~;·~"",.J/r1
71. 00 PF(INT " COEFFICIENT OF
?~)O

N

D ET Ef~ i·1 IN {\TI ()

(lc.~A?) :"

;·?OZ f"F~INT F(?
;? Oel Pf( lNT
?'l O

PI,(I NT " COEFF ICIENT OF COI:( F(ELr,TION :

71.'11 PR INT SOReR ? )
Z'YZ PF(J:N T

3 00 Pf(INT

" ST(~,N Dr,F(D

Ef(F,:O I,( OF

E~:;T1M(\TE:

3 01 PRINT SOR(K/(N-71.»
3 10 PlU tH
3'10 Pf~nH " PFa::t;~:; (,NY I<EY TO SEE GF(rtl::' H"
:3 ~:j 0 DPEN 'R'l , 't , 0 , "1<: "

360 GET 'H'l ,X9
~l/O

G()~;UE:

I. (j 0 0

elB O GOTO ::lBO

699 REM ----------- ------INIT1ALIZE AR
RAY ---------------------1 00 FOR 1=1 TO N:XY(I,l)=O:XY(I,71.)=O:N
EXT 1
l :l 0 '(t1A X'"" 0
I? O XMr,X"" O
I ~'j 0 f~ETUI:~ N
799 REM --------- -- ------S ET SCREEN PA
RAMETERS ------- ---- -----no0 f((]H f:;""l9
0 10 COLt1S "":l ~:; 9
n19 REM n OX:l6 0 SC REEN FOR GRAPHICS MOD
E I
O;?O F':ETl.JI'(N
019 REM -- --- ------ -- - ----TEST BOUNDAR
Y X AND Y VALUE S-----050 IF XY( I,l» XMAX THEN XMA X=XY(l, l )
060 IF XY(l,? »Y MA X THEN YMAX=XY(I,Z)
D9 0 F(ETUF(N
D9'l REM -----------------S ET SCA LING F
ACTORS FOR PLOTTING '1 00 YSCALE=YMAX/R OH S
9 10 XSCA LE= XMAX/C OLM S: REM SPACING
971. 0 I:(E TUFW
999 REM --------- - ---- PLOTTING SUBROUT
1NE-----------:I. 0 0 0

GF(APHIC~:;

I
(colllillued)

FIGURE 8-4, Reg ression a nalys is with plotting (continued)
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1010 SETCOLOR O, l Z, Z: REM X/V AXIS COLO
1019 REM DRAW THE X AND Y AXES
1020 PLOT O,OIORAWTO O,ROWS
1030 DRAWTD COLMS,ROWS
1010 COLOR 2:REM ORANGE POINTS
1050 FOR 1 =2 TO N
10 60 PLOT INT( XY( I,1) /XSC ALE),RDWS - INT
(XYCI,Z)/YSCALE):NE XT I
1069 REM NOW PLOT THE TREND LINE
10 7 0 COLem ::)
1080 PLOT O,ROWS -CA/ YSCALE)IREM PLOT Y
INTEf~CEF"T

1090 FOR 1=1 TO N
1100 Y=A+XYCI,l)*S:DRAWTO XY(I,l)/XSCA
LE,ROWS -( Y/YSCALE)
11:1.0 NE XT I
1120 pm;ITION (), 0: PfUNT "ACTUAL DAT A""Y
ELLOW;

11::)0

Tf~EN[)

PF~:r:NT

I... INE =BLUE"

"I~EGf~E~:;f:;ION

T " F ( X ) ",, " ; [: ; "X
1 HO f~ETUF~N

FIGURE

-I-

";

EGUATION:": Pf~IN

A

8-4. Regression analysis with plotting (continued)
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ADVANCED
GRAPHICS
The previous chapter focused on AT ARI computer graphics features available in
BASIC. The material in this chapter is more difficult , however , because BASIC is
not equipped to handle the more advanced graphics capabilities built into the
computer's hardware. The AT ARI computer is a highly capable graphics machine ,
but bear in mind that you can face a great deal of frustration trying to understand
and exploit these features. Throughout this chapter you will find programs which
will help you become more familiar with otherwise difficult material. Some of the
programs are written for easy adaptation to subroutines that you can use in your
own programs.
This chapter will explore the following topics:
Animating graphics displays with chara cter set animation
Display /ists. which allow you to set up custom graphics displays
Player-missile graphics. fast-moving graphics objects for games and other applications.

These are only a portion of the possibilities open to you as you become a more
accomplished AT ARI computer user.

CHARACTER SET ANIMATION
The character set is a bit map; that is , a set of binary representations of each
character the computer displays. The standard character set resides in ROM,
starting at address 57344 (EOOO hexadecimal). Address 756 (2F6 hexadecimal) is the
Character Address Base Register. abbreviated CHBAS , which is a pointer, or a
vector to the character set bit map . Normally, CHBAS points to address 57344
(EOOO hexadecimal), but by placing a new address in CHBAS, a new character set of
291
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Binary Data

Decimal

00 [10000
00010000
00111000
01111100
10111010
01001000
10000100
10000010

48
16
56
124
186
72
132
130

00110000
00010000
00111000
00111000
01111000
10101100
01001000
01000100

48
16
56
56
120
172
72
68

00110000
00010000
00111000
00111000
01111000
00101000
00101000
00010000

48
16
56
56
120
40
40
16

00110000
00010000
00111000
01111100
10111010
00111000
00010000
00101000

48
16
56
124
186
56
16
40

00110000
00010000
00111000
00111000
01111100
00111000
01001000
01001000

48
16
56
56
124
56
72
72

NOTE: Each character requires eight television sca n lines. One memory byte defines which
picture elements to illuminate on each scan line.
FIGURE

9-1. Character bit maps
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your own design can take the place of standard characters. You can replace the
character set with a font that you like better, or you can invent characters in order to
create your own graphics. Consider the "characters" in Figure 9-1. The five "characters" form a crude, five-step animation sequence.
You can define this animation sequence as characters, place the character definitions in memory with POKE statements, reset the character address base register to
point to the animation characters , and then perform the animation. The following
sample program illustrates simple character set animation:
1 REM CHARACTER SET ANIMATION DEMO
5 DIM CHR8ASE(5)
10 DATA 48,16,56,124,186,72,132,130
20 DATA 48,16,56,56,120,172,72,68
30 DATA 48,16,56,56,120,40,40,16
40 DATA 48,16,56,124,186,56,16,40
50 DATA 48,16,56,56,124,56,72,72
51 REM ------------CHARACTER SET DEFIN
E [) -- - -.- _.. _.- -- - -60 GF,APHICS 0
70 SETCOLOR 2,12,8:REM SET GREEN 8ACKG
ROLJND
80 SETCOLOR l,O,O:REM SET 8LACK CHARAC
TERS
90 FOR H=1 TO 5
100 CHRBASE(H)=CPEEKC742)-H*4l*256:REM
SET CHARACTER BASE ADDRESSES
110 FOR I=CHRBASE(H) TO CHRBASECH)+7
120 READ X
130 POKE I,X:REM MOVE THE CHARACTER SE
T DATA TO MEMORY
140 NEXT I
150 NEXT H
160 POSITION 0,0
170 LIST :REM PUT TEXT ON THE SCREEN
180 FOR 1=1 TO 5
190 POKE 756,INT(CHRBASE(I)/256)
200 IF 1=2 THEN GOSUB 9000
210 FOR DLAY=l TO 15:NEXT DLAY
220 NEXT I
230 GOTO 180
8999 REM ----------MARCHING SOUND SU8R
OUTINE--------9000 FOR Q=O TO 3
9010 SOUND Q,255,O,4
9020 NEXT Q
9030 FOR Q=O TO 3
9040 SOUND Q,O,O,O
9050 NEXT Q
9060 RETURN

The DATA statements on lines 10 through 50 define the POKE values for five
characters.
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Character Offset
When you design a character set, keep in mind the difference between the AT ASCII
value for a character and where in the character set table that character's definition
lies. In the previous example, the space character definition was replaced in five
different character sets; each new character defined would display, rather than a
space. By using one POKE statement to cycle between character sets, it is possible to
change whole character sets instantly.
Designing your own character set will involve more than creating the bit map it
will use . Table 9-1 shows the actual offsets of AT ASCII characters from the
beginning of the character set table.

Locating the Character Set in Memory
Before placing the new character set anywhere free memory exists, the character set
or sets will each have to begin on a 1024-byte boundary when using BASIC graphics
mode 0, or on a 512-byte boundary when using BASIC graphics mode I or 2. In the
previous program example, address 742 contains the high end of user-available
memory. In most cases you should be able to set a graphics mode character set
table address by subtracting 4 from the current contents of this address. In this case,
address 742 provides the page, or 256-byte address region, where the table can
begin. Subtracting 2 from the contents of address 742 will yield the page where a
BASIC graphics mode I or mode 2 character set can begin.

°

USING DISPLAY LISTS
The graphics display on the AT ARI computer is controlled by a special microprocessor called ANTIC. This chip has its own instruction set, similar in principle to
the 6502 microprocessor.The instruction set consists of display instructions, and
TABLE

9-1. Character Definition Offsets*
ATASCII
Value
0-31
32-95
96-127
128-159
160-223
224-255

Actual
Offset**
64-95
0-64
No change
192-223
128-191
No change

*Add eight times the offset shown to 57344 for the decimal starting location.
**Multiply this offset by 8 to locate the character definition.
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by combining a set of display codes you can write a program , called a display list,
which controls graphics output in ways which are not possible using BASIC.
Actually, the operating system creates display lists whenever a BASIC program
executes a GRAPHICS statement. ANTIC executes each instruction in the display
list. Based on each instruction, the contents of screen memory are interpreted as text
or graphics data. ANTIC then sends video control information to another processor (the CTIA chip). Therefore , ANTIC is a legitimate microprocessor. It has a
program counter (called the instruction register), a data memory register (called the
memory scan counter) , and several control registers, each of which controls a
particular aspect of video output.
ANTIC can switch graphics modes from one display instruction to the next. In
other words, it is possible to set up a display with five lines of graphics mode 0 text at
the top of the screen, 60 lines of high-resolution graphics under that, and expanded
text on the rest of the screen (graphics mode I or 2 text , for example). Therefore,
you can mix graphics modes in horizontal sections down the screen.

The Display Processing Cycle
The following is a greatly simplified outline of the steps ANTIC performs when
executing display list instructions:
I. Fetch the display list instruction a nd load it into the instruction register.
2. The instruction indicates which graphics mode to use; ANTIC interprets the contents
of memory as graphics data or character display data .
3. If the instruction indicates character displa y data, ANTIC reads a byte of screen
memory, looks up the character set bit map , and transfers the bit-mapped character
image to the display.
4. If the instruction indicates graphics display data, A NTIC transfers the data directly to
the display.
5. Increment the display list counter, which points to the next display list instruction.

6. Increment the memory scan counter by the number of bytes transferred from screen
memory to the display.
7. Repeat these steps from the beginning.

ANTIC and Video Output
ANTIC continually reexecutes the display list , fetching instructions, processing the
contents of screen memory , outputting video control signals to CTIA (the television
signal output controller chip) , and jumping back to the beginning of the display list.
The television receiver, meanwhile , scans the surface of the screen horizontally with
an electron beam, from left to right , as shown in Figure 9-2. When the beam reaches
the bottom of the screen, it jumps back to the top line.
Without going into the more complicated aspects of television broadcast theory,
each horizontal line on the screen is a scan line. The AT ARI computer outputs a
video signal of 262 scan lines. At the end of every scan line, the television's electron
beam turns off and resets to the left-hand side of the next scan line. After the last
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scan line, the electron beam returns to the upper left-hand corner of the screen ,
during a latent period called the vertical blanking interval. During this interval,
the electron beam is shut off until the receiver is ready to scan the screen again.
ANTIC can control each scan line on the television receiver; however , not all 262
lines are visible. Because of a broadcast compensation factor called overscan, the
actual number of visible scan lines on a television receiver is closer to 200 than 260.
In the interest of compatibility with hundred s of different brands of televisions ,
Atari set a conservative standard of 192 scan lines for its graphics displays under
BASIC. Depending on the graphics mode selected by a display list instruction,
ANTIC will output from I to 16 scan lines of video information for each horizontal
line the mode uses.

THE DISPLAY LIST INSTRUCTION SET
The four classes of display list instructions includ e the following:
Graphics display
Character display
Display blank lines
Jumps .

_______ -4------1";:.."..... _ _ -----~--------

---~~--~-------

-- ..

------..

-------------.::.',<

---~------~-

- ..

....

-------~------- '~, 2..,.. ....

_______ -4--- - - - - -'"

FIGURE

9-2. Television scan lines
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In these classes of instructions , the following options are possible:
Load memory scan counter
Scroll display
Call interrupt.

Display List Structure
Every display list should have a structure to it. First, the display list has to
compensate for overscan; the blank scan line instructions are designed for this
purpose. Second, display lists have to load the memory scan counter with the
starting address of memory which contains the actual graphics or text data to
display. Third, the display list will contain the actual display instructions, specifying
which graphics mode or modes to use. Lastly, ajump instruction directs ANTIC's
execution back to the start of the display list. In some cases, the jump instructions
are necessary to continue display lists or display memory across address boundaries. This will be discussed in detail shortly.

Blank Scan Line Instructions
Although ANTIC has eight blank scan line instructions (as shown in Table 9-2), the
only one that is used frequently is the instruction to send eight blank scan lines (code
112, or 70 hexadecimal) to the screen. This instruction is used at the beginning of the
display list.

Load Memory Scan Counter Instruction
The load memory scan counter instruction is not a separate instruction, but rather
an option that is available with all display mode instructions . By adding 64 (40
hexadecimal) to an instruction , you effectively set two instructions. First, ANTIC
loads the memory scan counter with the address contained in the two bytes immediately following the current instruction. Second, the display mode instruction
executes. This option, sometimes called the LMS option, can be added to any
display mode instruction.

Jump Instructions
ANTIC uses two types of jump instructions. The first is a simple unconditional
jump that reloads the display list counter and continues executing the display list at
the new address. The second jump instruction should always be used at the end of a
display list. This second jump instruction waits for the start of the vertical blanking
interval, a l400-microsecond pause that the television receiver performs after
scanning the last scan line on the screen. During this time , the electron beam used to
scan the picture tube returns to the upper left-hand corner of the screen. If ANTIC
simply jumps back to the first display list instruction without waiting for the vertical
blanking interval, the computer will lose synchronization with the television set,
resulting in poor picture quality.
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TABLE

9-2. Display List Instructions
Instruction

Code

Output
Blank Scan
Lines

BASIC
Graphics
Mode

Horizontal

Pixels

Bytes
Per
Line

Scan
Lines
Used

Bits
Per
Pixel

-

.-

-

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Data/ Color
Select Mask

Decimal

Hex

0
16
32
48
64
80
96
112

00
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

-

-

-

2

02

0

40

40

8

8

3

03

-

40

40

10

8

4

04

40

40

8

8

5

05

40

40

16

8

6

06

I

20

20

8

8

7

07

2

20

20

16

8

8

08

3

40

10

8

2

!IT] t

9

09

4

80

10

4

I

©

10

OA

5

80

20

4

2

[IT] t

II

OB

6

160

20

2

I

12

OC

160

20

I

I

13

OD

7

160

40

2

2

14

OE

-

160

40

8

2

15

OF

8

320

40

I

I

-

-

-

-

IDDDDDDDDI*

Character
Modes

Icc lcclcclccl t

-

Ic cl DDDDDDI*t

Grap hics
Modes

*D
D

=0 =I -

C
C

=0 =I -

Bac kground
Register 0

See codes 6, 7. 8

See code 9

Register 2
Register I

IITlt

t

cc =00 CC

=0 I -

Register 0
Register I

See codes 6. 7. 8

lQJ *
CC
CC

= 10 =I I -

Register 2
Register 3

ANTIC Display Instructions vs. BASIC Graphics Modes
As mentioned earlier, ANTIC does not limit you to one graphics mode per screen.
Also, some ANTIC display modes are not available in BASIC. The first three
columns of Table 9-2 show ANTIC display instruction codes and their BASIC
graphics mode equivalents. Notice that ANTIC modes 3, 4, 5, 12, and 14 are not
directly usable with GRAPHICS statements, nor is there a direct correspondence
between the display list instruction and its equivalent BASIC graphics mode
number. Before going any further, a sample display list might prove helpful as an
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illustration. Figure 9-3 shows a display list for a screen set up in full-screen BASIC
graphics mode 2.
Notice the first three bytes : 112, 112, 112. Look up this instruction code in Table
9-2; this is the display instruction to output eight blank scan lines in the background
color. These three instructions take up 24 scan lines at the top of the screen. You
should normally place these three instructions at the start of any display list,
because they account for television overscan. Although you can omit these three
instructions, you might find it impossible to see the top edge of the graphics display
as a result.
The next instruction is three bytes long. The first byte, 71 (47 hexadecimal),
contains a display instruction with 64 (40 hexadecimal) added to it. This instruction
sets up one line of ANTIC mode 7 (BASIC graphics mode 2) text, and also loads the
memory scan counter with the two bytes that follow the instruction. Any display
mode instruction byte with 64 added to it will signify to ANTIC that the next two
bytes after the instruction will be an address to load into the memory scan counter.
Therefore, the instruction indicates that ANTIC should read display memory from
address 20539 (5038 hexadecimal) - low-order byte first, as usual - unless otherwise directed by another display mode instruction with the load memory scan
option.

Byte

o
I

2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Instruction
(Decimal Equivalent)

112
112
112
71
59

80

These instructions
se t up 24 blank
}
scan lines
BASIC mode 2 instruction with LMS bits set
(3B)
(50)

} Address where screen memory
start s (503 B hexa decimal)

7

7
7
7
7
7

7
7
7

7
7

65

o

79

Jump and wait for vertical blank
(00)
} Address t o jump back to for
(4F)
reexec uting display list

NOTE: These ANTIC instructions set up th e equ ivalent of BASIC graphics mode 2.

FIGURE 9-3. Sample display list program
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The next 11 instructions in the display list set the remaining lines of BASIC
graphics mode 2 text . After the last ANTI C mode 7 instruction, instruction code 65
precedes yet another two-byte address . This is a jump instruction, followed by the
address ANTIC should jump to for its next display list instruction.
This display list is quite simple . Custom display lists are often difficult to create
manually, mostly because so many bureaucratic rules a pply to their construction
and use .

Creating Custom Display Lists
Suppose you wanted to cut a display into horizontal segments, as follows:

MODE () TE XT
} No rmal text
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 ) (2 lines X 8 scan lines = 16)
~ Graphics mode 8

~--------------~

l

(80 lin es X I scan line = 80)

Double-s ize text

1

(6 lines X 16 scan lines

=~

Tota l 192

First, you should plan a display screen with 192 scan lines in addition to the 24
required blank lines at the top of the display. Looking again at Table 9-2, the
column headed "Scan Lines Used" shows how to calculate a proper screen size. The
display above will hold exactly 192 scan lines. Make sure you set up the screen
properly, because ANTIC will display as many lines as you specify. However,
displaying too many lines will often cause an unsightly vertical roll on the video
screen.

Display List Placement
Several rules apply to the exact placement of the display list in memory. First, the
display list itself cannot cross a I K address boundary because the display list
counter is not a full 16-bit register. Therefore, a portion of a display list that nears a
I K boundary might look like this:
Display List ,
Contents (Decimal)
14
61

} Jump o ne byte pa st
address 1024
1 (01)
64 (40)
([n o instructi on]
\..:. 14

RAM Address
1020
\02 1
1022
1023
1024
1025
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The memory scan counter is not a 16-bit register either. Therefore, a display list
will have to contain the LMS option someplace after the display list begins in order
to reload the memory scan counter before crossing a 4K screen memory boundary.
Actually, the memory scan counter has limitations similar to the display list
counter. If a display list were constructed with enough display mode lines to cause
the memory scan counter to cross a 4K boundary (perhaps in ANTIC mode
15 - BASIC graphics mode 8) , the instructions would appear as follows:
Instruction
(Decimal)

Instruction
Register

Memory
Scan Counter

IS I ANTIC mod e IS in struction
79 r with LMS ma s k on
40 } Th ese two bytes
reload the me mory
64
IS
scan counter

16304 - 16344
16344
16344
16424

1

Increases by 40
bytes per scan line
ANTIC mode IS
Jump instructions
do not increment the
me mory scan counter

1

New scan counter
address loaded with
the LMS instruction

Other difficulties emerge: where in memory is a good place to put the display list?
It is possible to replace the display list set up in memory by the operating system; one
excellent area for display lists is page 6 (addresses 1536 to 1791 , or 600 to 6FF
hexadecimal). AT ARI BASIC normally leaves this area untouched.
It is not good practice to overlay existing display lists with new ones unless you
have very little memory to experiment with. There should be ample room for a
display list on page 6. Once the display list is placed into memory with POKE
statements (or using the display list loader program shown in Figure 9-4) , the 16-bit
address at memory locations 560 and 561 (230 and 231 hexadecimal) must have the
new display list starting address placed in it. Next , the DMA control register
(SDMCTL) has to be turned off momentarily while the new display list start
address is placed at locations 560 and 561 (230 and 231 hexadecimal). Do this by
performing a POKE 559 ,0. Once the new address is in place and the DMA contro l
register is switched back on , the new display list takes effect. This process is shown
on lines 150 through 190 of the listing in Figure 9-4.

The Display List Loader Subroutine
Suppose you wanted to set up several different ANTIC modes on one screen. The
calculations and planning involved might take hours . The program in Figure 9-4
eliminates virtually all of the tedious details of display list creation; all you have to
do is set up a list of DATA statements in the program and identify the starting
address you want for the di splay list. Make sure you have used a GRAPHICS
statement to set up the screen mode that takes up the most memory of all the modes
you decide to use for the custom screen.
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1 REM DISPLAY LIST EXAMPLE PROGRAM WIT
H LOADER ROUTINE
10 DIM TOPSCRN(S)IREM 'DIM' THIS VARIA
BLE TO NO. OF SEGMENTS + 1
20 GRAPHICS 81REM SET ASIDE MAXIMUM ME
MoRY
30 SETCOLOR 2 t Ot O
40 DATA 2 t 3
50 DATA 6 t1
60 DATA 7 t l
7 0 DATA l!"j t 1.44
ElO DATA -l t O
87 REM ----THE FIRST FOUR DATA STATEME
NTS
ElEl REM -- -- ARE USED BY THE DISPLAY LIS
T

89 REM ----LOADER SUBROUTINE TO SET UP
90 REM ----3 LINES
100 REM ---1 LINE
110 REM - -- 1 LINE
120 REM ---AND 144

OF BASIC
OF BASIC
OF 8ASIC
LINES OF

MODE Ot
MODE It
MODE 2
BASIC MODE

8

130 REM --- THE LAST DATA STATEMENT
131 REM ---TERMINATES THE LIST •••
140 LST=1536IREM USE THE FREE RAM AREA
t PERFECT FOR DISPLAY LISTS
150 GOSU8 1700lREM SET UP THE DISPLAY
LIST
160 POKE 559 t OlR EM DISABLE DMA
170 POKE 560 t OlREM PLACE NEW DISPLAY L
1ST ADDRESS
180 PQf(E ~561 t 6
190 POKE 559 t 341REM RE-ENABLE DMA
200 X=OIGOSUB 43 0lREM SET SEGMENT 0
210 POKE 87 t OlREM MIMIC MODE 0
220 POKE 752 t l1REM INHIBIT CURSOR
230 POSITION 15 t O
240 PRINT f,6;"AN EXAMPLE"
250 POSITION 12tl
260 PFUNT 'U'6 ;" OF WHAT YOU CAN DO"
270 X=I:GOSUB 430:REM SET SEGMENT 1
280 POKE 87,l1 REM MIMIC BASIC GRAPHICS
r1()[)E 1
2'i'0 PD !:;I TION 0 t 0
3D 0 PFnNT 'II' (~); " r1I XING !:;C F(EEN r1ClDE!:; "
310 X=2IC Cl SUB 130lREM SET SEG MENT 2
32 0 POKE 87 t 21 REM MIMIC BASIC GRAPHICS
t10D[ ?
(co ntinued)

FIGURE 9-4. Display List Loader program
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330 POSITION :1.,0
el'! 0 PI'(INT ,11(,; " U~:;INC D1 ~:;PL(>, Y LISTS"
350 X=3:GOSUB ~30:REM SET LA ST SEGMENT
360 POKE 87,8:REM RESET TO GRAPHICS MO
DE f:)
37 () CCl l.. 0 1:( :I.
3DO PI...ClT 0,0
390 DRAWTO 319,:1.43
'100 PLOT :]1(?,0
4:1.0 DRAWTO 0,143
it? 0 ~:;TOP
~30 POKE DD,TOPSCRNeX)-(INTeTOPSCRNeX)
1?~.'j6)

*?:"j6)

450 POKE 89,INTeTOPSCRNeX)/256):RETURN
:1.690 REM ••• _ ••••••••••• )1( • • • • • • •
1691 REM )I( DISPLAY LIST I...OADER •
1692 REM • ======
------ )I(
1693 REM )I( SET LST TO THE START.
1694 REM )I( ADDRESS OF YOUR OWN )I(
1695 REM )I( DISPLAY LIST. THIS )I(
1696 REM )I( ROUTINE CHECKS FOR 1697 REM )I( 1K BOUNDARY ERRORS. 1698 REM •••••••• * ••• _••••••• _••
1700 ~3EGt1ENT"':I.
:I. 7:1. 0 LOC""l..~:;T
1720 TOPSCRNeO)=PEEK(8D)+PEEK(89).256:
REM 'TOP OF SCREEN ' ADDRESS
:1.730 BOUND=INTeeLST/1024+1).102~):REM
DEFINE NEXT lK BOUNDARY
1740 BOUND2=INT(TOPSCRNeO)/4096+1)*~09
6:REM DEFINE NE XT 4K BOUNDARY
1750 FOR X=I...OC TO I...OC+2
1760 POKE X,112:REM PLACE THE 'BLANK 8
LINES' INSTRUCTION AT THE START
1770 L..OC::I...DC+:I.
17BO NEXT X
1790 TOPSCRN(SEGMENT)=TOPSCRNeSEGMENTl':REM SET ADDRESS FOR THIS SEGMENT
1BOO READ MODE,REPEAT
1810 IF MODE(O THEN OP=65:ADDR=LST:GOS
LJ[: 2030: F(ETUF,N
1B20 INCR=40:REM SET BYTE INCREMENT FO
R EACH MODE LINE
1830 IF MDDE>=6 AND MODE(=12 THEN INCR
"20
lB40 IF MODE=B OR MOOE=9 THEN INCR=10
lB50 FOR X=l TO REPEAT
1B60 IF LOC(>BOUNO-3 THEN 1900:REM CHE
CK FOR 1K BOUNDARY
(continued)

FIGURE

9-4. Display List Loader program (continued)
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1870
SERT
1880
1890
1900

OP =lIADDR=BOUNDICOSUB 2030lREM IN
A JUMP INSTRUCTION
LOC=LOC+1IBOUND=BOUND+l023
GOTD 1'100
POKE LDC,MODEIREM POKE THE MODE B

YTE

1910 REM FIRST MODE LINE MUST HAVE THE
LMS I::YTE !3ET
1920 IF (SEGMENT<>l DR X<>l) AND (BOUN
D2-TDPSCRN(SEGMENT»=INCR) THEN 1980
1930 REM SET THE LMS BYTE
1 '14 0 OP=-'MODE +b4
1950 ADDR=TOPSCRN(SEGMENT)
1960 IF BOUND2-TDPSCRN(SEGMENT)<INCR T
HEN BOUND2 =8 0UND2+4096IADDR=ADDR+INCR
1970 Gmn.m Z030
1980 LOC=LOC+1IREM INCREMENT DISPLAY L
1ST BYTE POINTEI'(
1990 TOPSCRN(SEGMENT)=TOPSCRN(SEGMENT)
+INCR
2000 NEXT X
2010 SECMENT=SEGMENT+l
Z020 GOlO 1790lREM READ THE NE XT SEGME
NT
2030 POKE LOC,OPIREM STORE JUMP CODE
Z040 LOC::: L()C+1
2050 POKE LOC,ADDR-(INT(ADDR/25b)~Z56)
20f,O LOC:"LOC+1
Z070 POKE LOC,INT(ADDR/Z56)
2080 I'([TURN
FIGURE

9-4. Display List Loader program (continued)

The DATA statement format consists of the ANTIC display mode (not BASIC
graphics mode) number to select, followed by the number of display lines to set up .
Therefore, on lines 40 through 80, three lines of BASIC graphics mode 0 text are
specified, one line of BASIC graphics modes 0 and 2, and 144 lines of BASIC
graphics mode 8. These display lines add up to 192 scan lines , just the right number
for the graphics display . At line 140, the variable LST is set to address 1536 (600
hexadecimal), and addresses 560 and 561 (230 and 231 hexadecimal) contain the
low-order and high-order bytes of thi s address .
Lines 200, 270, 310, and 350 set the variable X to a segment of the screen; that is,
segment 0 is the first screen segment defined in a DATA statement. Therefore, by
setting X and performing a GOS U B 430, the program resolves the screen addressing
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errors that would otherwise occur. Try running the example program. Alternatively , you can just use lines 430 to 450 and 1700 to 2080 of the program as
subroutines in your own programs.

DISPLAY LIST INTERRUPTS
The interrupt feature is a highly advanced and somewhat exotic feature of ANTIC
display lists . At the end of each display mode line, ANTIC fetches the next display
instruction. If the display list interrupt mask - a predetermined overlay of bits on
a byte - is set, ANTIC will turn control over to a special routine which can be as
long as 18 machine cycles for the 6502 microprocessor. You can't accomplish much
in 18 cycles, but there is often enough time to change a color register value, or reset
some register before returning from the interrupt to display list execution. The steps
involved are shown below.
Before executing a display list routine with interrupts, do these steps:
I. Load the interrupt routine into some safe area of memory (the 255-byte area starting at
address 1536 (600 he xadecimal) is ideal).
2. Modify certain bytes of the display list to execute display list interrupts .
3. Enable display list interrupts with the statement POKE 54286 , 192.
4. Use the POK E statement to change addresses 512 and 513 (200 and 20 I hexadecimal)
to the address of the first assembly language instruction to execute in the display list
interrupt routine . (Remember tha t the display list interrupt itself is the mask on the
display list instruction; the displa y list interrupt routine is not executed by ANTIC , but
rather by the 6502 microprocessor.)

The interrupt routine itself should do these steps:
I. Save all registers to be used by pushing them onto the 6502 stack.

2. Perform the interrupt routine. Keep it short, and make sure your total routine d oes not
exceed 18 cycles. Interrupt routines longer than 18 cycles will cause ANTIC to
broadcast bad video data .
3. Restore the registers you sa ved by pulling them off the stack and replacing them in their
appropriate registers .
4. Perform an assembly la nguage RTI (return from interrupt) instruction to resume
display list processing .

Every time the interrupt service routine executes , these steps are required . Otherwise, critical 6502 register values will be destroyed (and possibly your program as
well).

Example of a Display List Interrupt
The following example will be especially useful if you have no previous exposure to
assembly language programming. Suppose you wanted to have the top half of a
graphics mode 0 screen appear as it normally does , but instead of turning the text on
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the entire screen upside down (as you can do with a POKE 755,3), you wish to turn
the lower half of the screen upside down .
A display list interrupt mask placed on the display mode instruction halfway
down the screen will allow display list processing to stop long enough to set the
vertical reflect bit at address 54273 (C14l hexadecimal) to 4. This value does not
change until the vertical blanking interval starts. Once ANTIC jumps to the top of
the display list again, the vertical reflect bit is automatically reset.
Here is the assembly language listing, placed at the start of memory page 6:
0000
0600
0601
0603
0606
0607

"18
A90"l
8D01D"I
68
"10

10
20
30
"10
50
60

*= $600
PHA
LDA *"1
STA $D"IOl
PLA
RTI

;SAVE ACCUMULATOR ON STACK
;SET VERTICAL REFLECT BIT
;RESTORE REGISTER'S PREVIOUS VALUE
;GO BACK TO DISPLAY LIST PROCESSING

The following program is the BAS1C program used to change the display list. By
changing the display instruction for the 12th line of the display, the top and bottom
halves of the display have opposite orientations . Try this program ; the OAT A
statements contain the display list interrupt routine:
5 GRAPHICS 0
10 DLIST=PEEK(560)+PEEK(561)*256:REM F
IND THE DISPLAY LIST START ADDRESS
20 POKE DLIST+16,130:REM REPLACE LINE
"I OF THE DISPLAY WITH DLI INSTR.
30 FOR 1=1536 TO 15"13:REM POKE THE DLI
SERVICE ROUTINE STARTING AT $600
35 DATA 72,169,"1,1"11,1,212,10"1,6"1
"10 READ X
50 POf(E I,X
60 NEXT I
65 POf(E 512,0
66 POKE 513,6:REM POKE THE DLI VECTOR
ADDRESS
70 POKE 5"1286,192:REM ALLOW DLI EXECUT
ION
80 FOR 1=0 TO 23
90 POSITION O,I:? "RIGHTSIDE UP";
100 NEXT I

For a detailed look at addresses you can change with display list interrupts,
consult the A TAR! Personal Computer System Hardware Manual, available from
Atari, Inc. It is beyond the scope of this chapter to explore all of the possibilities
available to you with this interrupt capability. If your interest lies in this area, you
can at least see the general structure of the display list interrupt routine in order to
apply it effectively.
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PLAYER-MISSILE GRAPHICS
It is hard to take a term like "player-missile graphics" and treat it fairly , because it
connotes arcade games and other capabilities generally useless for practical applications. Players and missiles are special graphics objects designed for rapid movement
on the graphics screen. There are up to four player objects available, each with a
corresponding missile. Some simple examples of players are shown in Figure 9-5.
Each player object has a limit on its height , or vertical definition, and its width , or
horizontal definition. Each pla yer object may have a maximum height of 256
vertical lines, which are limited to a width of eight bits. A player can extend from the
top to the bottom of the screen . Missiles are movable graphics objects, similar to
players but with only two bits of horizontal definition .
Player objects can indeed be used for games , but they can just as easily be used as
stationary graph ics objects. For instance , a data entry program could use a player
object as a cursor, or all four players could be used as borders on the screen. There
are three main reasons for using player-missile graphics: independence, rapid
movement, and availability of more colors .
Player-missile graphics are totally independent of other AT ARI computer graphics. The graphics modes normally available on the AT ARI computer are called
playfield graphics. PRINT, PLOT, DRA WTO, and other BASIC keywords perform playfield graphics. Player-missile graphics, on the other hand, are fullydefined shapes such as those shown in Figure 9-5 . Think of the player-missile
graphics capability as an overlay on the screen. This overlay has boundaries which
exceed the size of the playfield graphics borders and have no re lation to the current
graphics mode. In addition , player-missile graphics images can appear to be in front
of or behind the playfield graphics on the screen , thus allowing you to write
programs with the illusion of three dimensions.
Players can move on the screen rapidly, without adversely affecting computing
speed. Consider the first player illustration (Figure 9-5) , and how you would define
it using standard BASIC PLOT and DRA WTO statements. Moving this object
around on the screen involves erasing the object from its previous location, calculat-

FIGURE 9-5. Sample player bit map s
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ing the new screen coordinates for it, and then redrawing the object at the new
location. This takes up an enormous amount of computing power, because the 6502
microprocessor is doing most of the work. Player-missile graphics use a technique
called direct memory access, or DMA, through the ANTIC chip. DMA frees the
6502 microprocessor for other tasks ; therefore, less 6502 time is used to move these
graphics objects around. Player-missile graphics bypass the 6502 microprocessor,
whereas playfield graphics manipulation has to go through the operating system
and, therefore, the 6502 microprocessor.
Player-missile graphics add more colors to the graphics display. Each player
object has its own color register, and these color registers are independent of those
used for playfield graphics. No matter what the playfield graphics mode is, there will
always be four extra color registers available for player objects. With player-missile
graphics, BASIC graphics mode 0 can have five colors on the screen. In other
playfield graphics modes, as many as nine colors can display on the screen at one
time.
It is difficult at first to understand player-missile graphics because BASIC only
has provisions in the language for playfield graphics. The organization and use of
player-missile graphics are quite different and much more involved because they
must be used at the machine level. This makes your programs harder to write.
However , this section contains subroutines that perform most of the functions
necessary to use player-missile graphics with BASIC.

Player-Missile Graphics Memory Organization
If you want to use player-missile graphics in your program, you need to set up a
table containing the definition of each player object. The best place for this table is
at the high end of RA M, where it will be least likely to interfere with other memory
which is already allocated. There is a restriction on where you can locate the table,
however. Player-missile graphics memory can be located on any 1024- or 2048-byte
boundary in memory, depending on the vertical resolution of the player.

Defining the Player
Each player is eight bits wide. You have to create a bit map of the object drawn .
Each part of the grid you filled in will have a binary value of I, and each unfilled
square in the grid will have a value 0[0. Therefore, the player's bit-mapped image is
a series of one-byte numbers which will go into the player-missile graphics table.
The program in Figure 9-6 will help you design a player image. Plug ajoystick into
port I and run the program. Notice that the borders on either side of the screen
confine you to a horizontal definition of eight picture cells. When you have finished
designing the player, press the RETURN key and the player image will display at close
to its actual size. If you want to make more changes to the player image, press the
space bar. When the flashing cursor reappears, you can once again use the joystick
to alter the player image. By pressing RETURN after looking at the actual-size player
image, you will see the player bit map defined on the screen, along with another look
at the player you created.
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5 REM CREATE PLAYER/MISSILE IMAGE
10 DIM CURSOR(2),PLAYER(Z3,7)
20 GF(APHICS 3
30 SETCOLOR 2,O,O:REM BLACK TEXT WINDO
W

't 0 PF,INT "PLUG ,JOYST1CI< IN POFn l; PRES
S TfUGCEf;:"
50 GO SUB 610:PRINT
(',0 PF\INT "USE TfUGGEF;: TO DF;:AW OF;: ERASE
PLAYE:!'(, "
70 PF\INT "PF,E~)S <f(EnmN> WHEN FINISHED
DRAWING,"
80 GDSUB 670:REM SET UP THE SCREEN
90 IF PEEK(76't)=12 THEN GOTO 290:RE M E
XIT IF <RET> WAS HIT
100 GOSUB 770:REM READ THE JOYSTICK
1. :L 0 IF (U PAN D (C Uf( ~3 0 F( ( 2 ) <:::: 0 » OF( ( DOW
NAND (CURSOR(Z»=23» THEN GDTD 90
120 IF (LEF AND (CURSOR(1)<=0» OR (RI
GT AND (CURSOR(1»=7» THEN GOTD 90
1:30 COLOR :L
140 IF PLAYER(CURSOR(Z),CURSDR(l»=O T
HEN COLOR 0
150 PLOT CURSOR(1)+16,CURSOR(Z):REM RE
-PO SITION CURSOR
160 CURSOR(Z)=CURSOR(2)-UP
170 CURSOR(2)=CURSOR(2)+DOWN
180 CURSOR(l)=CURSOR(l)-LEF
190 CURSOR(:L)=CURSOR(l)+RIGT
ZOO COLcm 2
210 PLOT CURSOR(1)+16,CURSOR(2)
Z20 X1=STRIG(0):REM IF TRIGGER PRESSED
, TURN PLAYER BIT ON OR OFF
230 IF Xl=1 THEN 90
240 PLAYER(CURSOR(Z),CURSOR(l»=l-SGN(
PLAYER(CURSOR(Z ),C URSOR(l»)
2~')0 COLcm :3
260 IF PLAYER(CURSOR(Z),CURSOR(1»=0 T
HEN COLClF;: 0
270 PLOT CURSOR(1)+16,CURSOR(2)
280 GOTD 90
290 GRAPHICS 7 :REM RE-DISPLAY THE PLAY
ER IN HIGHER RESOLUTION
300 POKE 76't,O:REM CLEAR THE KEYBOARD
310 X2==2:X3=0
3Z0 Xl==76!Yl""20
330 GOSUB 910:REM DISPLAY THE PLAYER
350 PF\ItH " <F,EnmN> TO END; <SPACE> TO
GO BACf( TO PLAYE:!';:"
360 IF PEEK( 76 't)=12 THEN GOTO 't40!REM
FIGURE

9-6. Player-Missile Image program

(col1linued)
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IF <RET) HIT. DISPLAY PLAYER VALUES
370 IF PEEK( 7 61)<)33 THEN 360:REM IF N
OT <SPACE). KEEP LOOKING FOR KEYPRESS
380 GRAPHICS 3+16
390 GOSUS 710:REM RESET THE SCREEN
100 X:l'"16: Yl '''O
110 X2==l: X3 "0
120 GO SUB 9 10
130 GOTO 9 0
110 GRAPHICS O:R EM DI SPLAY PLAYER BIT
MAP AND PLAYER IMAGE
150 FOR Y=O TO 23
160 POSITION O,Y
170 PIUNT "BYTE ";Y;
180 Xl==O
190 FOR X::::O TO 7
500 X2=PLAYERCY,7-X)
510 IF X2=0 THEN 530
520 Xl=X1+INTCCX2*2)AX+0.Ol):REM ADD E
ACH BIT IN ORDER OF SIGNIFICANCE
530 NE XT X
510 PO SITION 12 ,Y:PRINT Xl;
550 NE XT Y
560 Xl==Z1:Y:I.==0
570 X2:=:ASC C'.' "): X:3:=:ASC C" ")
580 P()f(E 7 ~52, 1
!'.'i90 COSUE: 910
600 COTO ~59 0
610 REM ---- --- --------- WAIT FOR TRIGG
ER/EMIT BEEP -----620 IF STRIGCO)=l THEN 620
6:30 SOUND 0,50,10 , 1
610 FOR DLAY =! TO 10:NEXT DLAY
65 0 SOUND 0,0,0,0
660 F,ETUI:;: N
669 REM -------RE M INITIALI ZE VARIABLE
S AND SET SC REEN - 670 CLmS()f\CU =O
680 cur,sol:;: C2) =0
690 FOR R=O TO 23
700 FOR C::::O TO 7
710 PLAYERCR,C) =O
720 NEXT C
730 NEXT F,
710 COLOR :3
750 PLOT 15,O:DRAWTO 15,23:PLOT Z1,O:D
RAWTO 21,2:3
760 GRAPHICS :3+18:RETURN
769 REM ------- -ROUTINE TO READ JOY STI
CK SETTING - -- -- - -(COlllill lled)

FIGURE

9-6. Player-Missile Image program (continued)
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770 REM READ JOYSTICK ROUTINE
780 RDNG=STICK(O)
790 DOWN=O
800 UP=O
810 LEF=O
820 RIGT=O
830 IF RDNG=15 THEN RETURN
840 IF RDNG=14 THEN UP=1
850 IF RDNG=7 THEN RIGT=1
860 IF RDNG=13 THEN DOWN=1
870 IF RDNG=11 THEN LEF=1
880 GOSU8 630:REM BEEP THE SPEAKER
890 F,ETURN
900 REM ----- - -- - -- -- ---DISPLAY THE PL
AYER ---------- -- 910 FOR y=o TO 23
920 FOR X=O TO 7
930 COLOR X2
940 IF PLAYER(Y,X)=O THEN COLOR X3
950 PLOT X+Xl,Y+Yl
960 NEXT X
970 NEXT Y
980 F~ETUF,N
FIGURE

9-6. Player-Missile Image program (continued)

N ow that you have the player object in a coded form, you can repeat the process
for as many as four player objects.

Player Vertical Definition
Player objects can be defined in 128 bytes or 256 bytes. A player object defined in
128 bytes is projected on the display as shown in Figure 9-7 . Each byte of this player
object takes up two television scan lines . Players defined in 256 bytes will only use
one scan line for each byte of the player object, as shown in Figure 9-8.
Note that the player objects differ in their projected sizes on the display. Therefore, players defined in 256 bytes have twice the vertical resolution of 128-byte
player objects, and appear less "blocky" on the screen . You should decide whether
you need this extra resolution. Because a ll players must be defined with the same
length, this decision can save you a lot of memory. Player objects defined in 128
bytes are called double-resolution players, and players defined in 256 bytes are
called single-resolution players .

The Player-Missile Graphics Table
The player-missile graphics table must start at an address evenly divisible by 1024
for double-resolution players , or 2048 for single-resolution players. The BASIC
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immediate-mode statement ?PEE K(106)*256 will di splay the last usable memory
address on your computer. In order to properly locate the table in memory, the
nearest 1024- or 2048-byte bound ary address must be found.

Compu ter
memo ry

f-----~~--1

--------1

j

•••
••
••
••
•

Display
scree n

FIGURE

Each vertical
playe r byte
takes up two
TV scan lines

9-7. D isplaying double-resolution players

Co mputer
memory

256-byte
player definit ion

Display
sc reen

FIG URE

l 28-b Yte
pla ye r definition

9-8. Displaying si ng le-reso lution pla yers

Each player
byte takes
up one TV
scan lin e
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Laying Out the Table
The player-missile graphics table layout is shown in Figure 9-9. The table is fixed in
length. No matter how few players you define, the table will always be 1024 bytes or
2048 bytes long in order to fit a ll four players and missiles. The first section of the
table is vacant; this area of the table is available for other uses, such as storing
alternate player object definitions or display lists. After this vacant area are five
other areas where the missiles and players are defined.
The missile definition area will hold four missile objects, each two bits wide. As
with players, missiles can also be defined with double or single resolution.
The next four areas are all of equal size, and each area holds one player object.
Figure 9-9 shows the offset from the beginning of the player-missile graphics table
for each player and missile. You will use these offsets to move the objects on the
screen.
The next step is to reset address 106 (6A hexadecimal) with the address of the
player-missile graphics table. This step is necessary because the operating system
will use all available memory; the highest ava ilable addresses are always used to set
up the playfield graphics memory area . This conflict of memory use will adversely
affect playfield graphics, player-missile graphics , or both. At worst, your computer
will lock up.

Offset from PMBASE
~8 bits -·

(Double
Resolut io n)

(Single
Resolution)

0

0

+384

+768

+512

+1024

+640

+1280

+768

+1536

+896

+1792

+1024

+2048

Unused

Missile
Area

oI

I

I

2

I

3

Player 0
Player I
Pla yer 2
Player 3

NOTE: All locations shown are offsets from the start of the player-missile graphics table
base address (PM BASE).

FIGURE

9-9. Player-missile graphics table layout
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Calculating the Start Address
The AT ARI computer will not resolve memory conflicts automatically; you will
have to do that yourself. Although you already know that the player-missile
graphics table has to reside on a I K or 2K address boundary, the playfield display
has restrictions as well. Locating the player-missile graphics table at the highest part
of memory will cause addressing problems for playfield graphics. For example,
some areas of the display may not be usable , or PLOT statements will not place
graphics points at the expected row and column.
If playfield graphics screen memory is allocated normally, you can locate the
player-missile graphics table just before it without any memory conflicts. However,
if a program changes graphics modes, it is possible to start yet another conflict
which would eradicate the player-missile graphics table entirely. This problem
would occur if a program switched from GRAPHICS 0 to GRAPHICS 7, for
instance. In this case, the table would be erased entirely. The sensible thing to do is
to look at the GRAPHICS statements in your program; find the statement that
allocates the most RA M a nd plan the location of the player-missile gra phics table
accordingly. To calculate the player-missile graphics starting address , perform the
following steps:
I. Use the PEEK function to determine the contents of address 560.
2. Use the PEEK function to determine the contents of address 561 and mUltiply the
result by 256.
3. Add the results of steps I and 2.
4. Divide the result of step 3 by 1024 if using double-resolution graphics, or by 2048 if
using single-resolution graphics .
5. Truncate the remaind er, subtract I , and mUltiply it by 1024 (double-resolution) or 2048
(single-resol ution).

The result of step 5 is the starting address for the player-missile graphics table .
In a BASIC program ,
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040

REM SINGLE = I MEANS SINGLE RESOLUTION
PMBASE = PEEK(560) + PEEK(56I) 256
IF SINGLE THEN DIVISOR = 2048
IF (NOT SINGLE) THEN DIVISOR = 1024
PMBASE = INT(PMBASE / DIVISOR - I) * DIVISOR

*

Protecting The Player-Missile Graphics Table
Once you determine the ending address of the player-missile graphics table, use a
POKE statement to put this two-byte value in locations 14 and IS, with the
low-order byte first, as always . The operating system interprets the address contained at locations 14 and 15 as an absolute lower limit for playfield graphics
memory allocation. Therefore, setting this address is critical to protecting the
player-missile graphics table from destruction whenever a new GRAPHICS statement executes.
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Placing Players and Missiles in the Table
Now that memory has been safely set aside for the player-missile graphics table,
player and missile bit maps can go into it. The first step is to clear the areas of the
table that will actually hold data . Area I of the player-missile graphics table is
unused. There is no need to clear it , nor is there any need to clear areas of the table
which will not contain active bit maps.

Controlling the Player-Missile Graphics Display
There are several contra! registers which, as the name implies, control the actual
player-missile graphics display:
Player-Missile base register
DMA and graphics control registers
Width registers
Color registers
Horizontal position registers
Priority control register.

Some of these registers need to be set only once, when setting up player-missile
graphics, but others will require constant resetting, depending on how your program will manipulate players and missiles. Atari technical manuals abbreviate the
names of these registers. The abbreviations are listed in the section headings which
follow.

The Player-Missile Base Register (PMBASE)
Memory locations 54279 and 54280 (0407 and 0408 hexadecimal) will contain the
starting address of the player-missile graphics table. Since the address has to be on a
I K or 2K boundary, location 54279 must always be O. Only the page number
(high-order byte of the address) is significant.

The Graphics Control Register (GRACTL)
The graphics control register enables direct memory access (OMA) for playermissile graphics, along with the OMA control register explained below. GRACTL
is located at address 53277 (DO 10 hexadecimal), and you can select to enable player
OMA only (with a POKE 53277,2), missile OMA only (POKE 53277,1), or combined player-missile DMA (POKE 53277 ,3).

The DMA Control Register (DMACTL)
Setting the OMA control register will switch player-missile graphics on or off. If the
GRACTL register is not set to enable player-missile OMA, you will only see
playfield graphics. OMACTL and GRACTL must both be set in order to display
players and missiles . OMA acts as a parasite on the 6502 microprocessor, in that it
steals machine cycles from the 6502. If you want to stop displaying player-missile
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9-3. Player-Missile DMA Control Register Values
Value to

POKE
4

8
12
Add 16

Setting
Which Results
Enable Missile DMA only
Enable Player D M A only
Enable Player-Missile DMA
Single-line resolution
(double-line res olution = default)

graphics objects, reset the DMACTL register. This will give the microprocessor
some of its speed back.
Use the PO KE statement to put a value from those shown in Table 9- 3 in address
559 (22F hexadecimal) in order to set the OMACTL register.

Player Width Registers (SIZE PO - sIZEP3)
Four eight-bit registers, at addresses 53256 through 53259 (0008 through DOOB
hexadecimal) , control the horizontal size of the four players . By changing values at
these addresses, you can double or quadruple the width of player objects (but not
their height). If player size will not change in your program, the players are left at
normal size.
Address 53256 controls the first player's width , address 53257 controls the second
player's width, and so on. When writing programs to move the player objects
horizontally, the width register setting will affect that player's horizontal position
register setting. (See the "Player Horizontal Position Registers" section later in this
chapter.) To set a player to double width , set its width register to I; for quadruple
width, set the register to 3. A value of 0 or 2 will set the player to its normal width . As
an example, the statement to set the third player to double width would be POKE
53258 ,1.

Missile Width Register (sIZEM)
One register, at address 53260 (OOOC hexadecimal), controls the size of all missiles .
The same settings as shown above for the player width registers apply to the missile
width register: 0 or 2 for normal width , I for double, and 3 for quadruple width.

Player-Missile Color Registers (COLPMO - COLPM3)
The four player-missile color registers are each one byte long, starting at address 704
(2CO hexadecimal) for the first player and ending at 707 (2C3 hexadecimal) for the
fourth player. Both the player and its associated missile are set to the same color.
Table 9-4 shows the values to place in these registers with the POKE statement in
order to set the color and luminance combination you want.
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TABLE 9-4. Playfield and Player-Missile Color Register Values
Color Value*
Decimal
Hex
Grey
Gold
Orange
Red
Pink
Violet
Purple
Blue
Blue
Light Blue
Turquoise
Blue-Gree n
Green
Yellow-Gree n
Orange-Green
Light Ora nge

0
16
32
48

64
80
96
112
128
144
160
176
192
208
224
240

0

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
AO
BO
CO

DO
EO

FO

'Add an eve n numb er , 2 to 14 . t o set lumin a nce; 0 = no luminance, 14 = maximum luminance.

Player Horizontal Position Registers (HPOSPO - HPOSP3)
The player horizontal position registers are used to relocate player objects on the
horizontal axis. By simply changing register contents with POKE statements, you
can move the player object to the horizontal position you specify. Depending on the
width register setting for the player object, you can position a player at the left side
of the screen, then set a new horizontal position value which causes the object to
immediately reappear elsewhere on the screen. The minimum value of each position
register is 0, and the maximum value is 227. Depending on the player size specified
in DMACTL, these register settings will ra nge between 40 as the leftmost visible
position and 190 as the rightmost position .
These registers are w rire-only registers; that is , you will not be able to use PEEK
to determine the location of a player. Therefore, your program will have to maintain
variables which contain , among other things , the current horizontal position of
player and missile obj ects on the screen. Later you will see an example of the
horizontal position registers in use. Player O's horizontal position register resides at
address 53248 (DOOO hexadecimal); player I at 53249 ; player 2 at 53250, and player
3 at 53251.

Missile Horizontal Position Registers (HPOSMO - HPOSM3)
Starting at address 53252 (0004 hexadecimal) , four missile position registers
receive values used to repo sition missiles on the horizontal axis.
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PLAYER-MISSILE GRAPHICS EXAMPLES
This section will present various tricks you can do with player-missile graphics.
These programs all use the subroutines introduced earlier in this chapter to set up
the player-missile graphics table in memory , initialize and load it, and control the
movement of the objects. However, in the previous section, the problem of moving
players and missiles up and down was never covered. We will now address this
problem.

Moving Players and Missiles Vertically
Player and missile objects move vertically by moving their bit maps higher in
memory (to place them lower on the screen) , or lower in memory (to place them
higher on the screen) . This process is very slow in BASIC. Using an assembly
language subroutine to perform the movement is much faster. The assembly language program below will move player or missile objects' bit maps byte by byte.
0000
OOCE:
OOCD
0600
0601
0603
0605
0606
0608
060A
060E:
060C
060E
0610
o61:l
0612
061'1
0616
0617
061'.1
061A
061E:
061D
061F

68
AOOl
E:ICE:
88
91CB
C'ICD
C8
C8
90F5
C6CE:
60
68
MCO
BICE:
C8
91CB
88
88
10F 7
[6CB
60

10
20 LOCATION
30 LENGTH
'10 MOV EIJP
50

60 IJPMOF<E
70
80
90
0100
0110
o1;~ 0
o1 ~J 0
01'10
0150 MOVED OWN
0160
0170 DDWNMOHE
0180
0190
0200
0210
0220

0230
02'10

)1( =$0600
; E:EGIN fWIJTINE HEHE
=$OOCE:
;PLAYEH UICATION
=$OOCD
;L.ENGTH OF PLAYER
PL.A
;PULL AF<GUMENT OFF STACIO(
*,~O
1
;
INITIALIZE INDEX
L.DY
LOA (L.OCATION),Y
;TRANSFEF< ONE BYTE UP
DEY
STA (LOCATION),Y
CPY LENGTH
;FINISHED MOVING F'LAYEF<?
INY
;ADD 2 TO HEGISTER
INY
; f(EEF' MOVING IF NOT DONE
BCC UPMOf~E
DEC LOCATION
Ins
; OTHEI~WISE F<ETUfW
PLA
;ALSO PULL HEf~E
LDY L.ENGTH
LDA (LOCATION),Y
INY
;MOVE A BYTE DOWN
STA (U)CATION) , Y
OEY
DEY
;DECHEMENT THE INDEX
E:I:'L DOWNMDI~E
;CONTINIJE IF MORE LEFT
INC L.OCATION
RT EI

You can incorporate this subroutine into a BASIC program easily enough by
running the following program:
~ooo

~001

~002
~003
~OO~

~005

~006
~010
~020
~030
~O~O

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
D~TA

DATA
DATA
DATA

****************************

* P/M GRAPHICS MOVE ROUTINE*
*==========================*
* RUN THIS PROGRAM TO LOAD *
* THE MOVE ROUTINE INTO RAM*
* STARTING AT AD DR 1536.
*
****************************
10~t160t1t177t203t136t1~5
203t196t205t200t200t1~~t2~5
198t203t96t10~t16~t205t177
203t200t1~5t203t136t136
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4060
4070
4080
4090
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DATA 16 t 247 t 230 t 203 t 96
FOR 1 = 1536 TO 1567
F(EAD J
pm{E It J
NEXT I

All AT ARl computers have a reserved area of RA M (locations 1536 through 1791)
which will safely store subroutines such as this. Once loaded , the subroutine will
remain there until you either turn off the computer or decide to re-use the area for
something else. The player-missile graphics examples that follow assume that the
assembly language subroutine listed above is already loaded into memory before
you run them.

Simple Player Movement
In the example shown below, only one player will be used , and the movement will be
on the horizontal axis. The OAT A statement at line 30 defines the player object.
Once its area is cleared, the player image moves into RA M. The player-missile base
register and the graphics and OMA control registers are activated for doubleresolution players at standard width. The player's color - blue in this case - is set
by placing the composite color and luminance in player O's color register with a
POKE statement on line 130. The player object moves from left to right, by
increasing the value of pla yer O's horizontal position register (lines 190 to 210).
Make the following changes to this program. First , experiment with the player's
width setting. Then , alter the FOR-NEXT loop to allow movement from right to
left. You can also experiment with different color register values. Move on to the
next section after trying some variations .
10 GF,APHICS 0
20 SETCOLOR 2 t Ot O
25 REM PLAYER IMAGE DEFINED IN DATA ST
ATEMENTS BELOW
30 DATA 24 t 60 t 255 t 36 t 66
40 Y=61:REM VERTICAL SETTING FOR PLAYE
F,

50 A=PEEK(106)-8:REM FINO END OF MEMOR
Y

60 POKE 51279 t A:REM POKE START ADDRESS
TO PME:ASE
70 START=256~A+512:REM START ADDRESS F
OR PLAYER 0 IMAGE
80 POKE 559 t 16:REM SET DMACTL
90 POKE 53277 t 3:REM SET GRACTL
100 FOR I=START TO START+127
110 POKE ItO:REM CLEAR PLAYER 0 AREA
120 NEXT I
130 POKE 704 t 136:REM SET PLAYER 0 COLO
R REGISTER
110 POKE 53218 t O:REM SET PLAYER HORIZ.
POSITION TO 0
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150 FOR I=START+Y TO START+4+Y
160 READ X:REM PUT PLAYER IMAGE IN MEM
ORY
170 PQf(E I. X
180 NEXT I
190 FOR POS=O TO 228
200 POKE 53248.POS:REM MOVE PLAYER 0 1
COLOR CYCLE TO THE RIGHT
210 NEXT POS
220 GOTO 190

Vertical and Horizontal Player Movement
The example program in Figure 9-10 shows more elaborate movement than the
previous example. The exception here is that the machine language subroutine for
vertical player movement is used . Notice also that each FOR-NEXT loop moves the
player object a bit differently in order to give some illusion of three dimensions.

Increased Player Resolution
The limitations of player images prevent players from being very useful for some
applications. The example shown in Figure 9-11 uses a player with 32 bits of resolution, as defined in Figure 9-12.
As you can see when running the program, BASIC moves the flying saucer across
the screen in ajerky manner. This is caused by both the slowness of the language and
the concatentation of the four player images.

Using the Priority Registers
A relatively easy example of setting priority between playfield and player-missile
graphics can be seen in Figure 9-\3. The priority register can have several settings:
I
2
4
8

gives
gives
gives
gives

all players priority over playfield .
players 0 and I priority over all playfie ld registers , plus players 2 and 3.
playfield priority over players.
playfield color registers 0 and I priority over all players and playfield registers 2 and 3.

10 GRAPHICS 1+1b
20 SETCOLOR 0.0.12
30 SETCOLOR 2.0.0
40 DATA 153.189.255.189.153
50 GOSUB 3bO:REM DISPLAY A STAR FIELD
FIRST
(continl/ed)

FIGURE

9-10. Player movement
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60
70
ElO
90

Y::=l
A=PEEK(106'-8
POf(E 106, A
POKE 54279,A:REM

PO~E

PMBASE ADORES

S

100 START:=:256:«A
liO POKE 559,6 2 :REM SINGLE-LINE RESOLU
TION PLAYEF, DMA
120 POKE 53277,3:REM ENABLE PLAYER DMA
130 POf(E 53256,0
140 FOR I=START+l021 TO START+1280
150 POKE I,O:REM CLEAR THE P/M GRAPHIC
S AF~EA
160 NEXT I
170 PSTART=START+1021+Y
180 POKE 201,INT(PSTART/256':REM POKE
HIGH-ORDER PART OF PLAYER ADDRESS
190 POKE 2 03,PSTART -( PEEK(201'~256'-1:
REM POKE LOW-ORDER PLAYER ADDRESS
2 00 POKE 2 05,5:REM PLAYER LENGTH
21 0 F,E!; TDF~E
220 FOR I =PSTART TO PSTART+4
230 F,EAD A
2't0 F'Of(E I, A
250 NEXT I
260 FOR 1=50 TO 120:GOSUB 320:NEXT I
270 POKE 53 256 ,l : REM DOUBLE SIZE
280 FOR 1=118 TO 167 STEP 2:GOSUB 320:
COSUB 320:NEXT I
290 POKE 53256,3:REM QUAD SIZE
300 FOR 1=166 TO 250 STEP 2:GOSUB 320:
NEXT I
310 GOTO 1:30
320 A=USR ( i553':POKE 53248,I:COLR=COLR
+1
330 IF COLR)255 THEN COLR=O
310 POKE 70't,COLR
350 RETUfm
360 FOR M=l TO 22
::170 X::RND( 0 '~20
::lOO Y::F,ND (:I., )1(21
390 POSITION INT (X, ,INT (Y' :? :11:6;".": F,E
M PLOT RANDOM 'STAR ' POINTS
'tOO X=RND(O'~20
'tl0 Y:=:RND ( :1., ~2't
120 POSITION INT (X, ,INT (Y' : PF<INT :1:6;".
't30 NEXT M
't't0 RETUF,N

FIGURE

9-10. Player movement (continued)
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1 REM PLAYER-MISSILE 32-8IT RESOLUTION
2 REM
-----PLAYER/MISSILE 8IT MASKS-------------:3 ~3ETCoLCm 2,0.0
10 DATA 0.0,0,0,3,15,119,254,255,63,31,7,4,14,14
20 DATA 1.2,2.31,240,255,255,255,239,254,255,255,240,15,0
30 DATA 128.64.64,248,15,255,255,255,247,127,255,255,15,
~?4

0,0

45
50
60
70

DATA 0,0,0,0.192,240.236,127,255,252,248,224,32,112,
A=PEEK(106)-8:REM FIND END OF MEMORY
POKE 54279,AIREM POKE START ADDRESS TO PMBASE
START=256*A:REM START ADDRESS FOR PLAYER/MISSILE
GRAPH:rCS TABLE
80 POKE 559,46:REM SET DMACTL
90 POKE 53277,3:REM SET GRACTL
100 FOR I=START+512 TO START+1024
110 POI<E 1,0
120 NEXT I
130 FOR 1=704 TO 708
140 F'OI-(E I, lBO
150 NEXT I:REM SET PLAYERS TO AQUA
160 Fcm H'"'O TO 3
170 POKE 53248+H,X+H*B:REM SET HORIZONTAL POSITIONS
180 POKE 53256+H,l:REM SET PLAYER SIZE
190 FOR I=START+512+Y+(128*H) TO START+526+Y+(128*H)
200 F~EAD X
210 POI-(E I. X
220 NEXT I
22~'j NEXT H
230 FOR D=O TO 228 STEP 4
2'10 FoF~ P""O TO ::I
2~'j

0 F'():;,=[)+ 1 c,)I(F'

260 IF POS(22B THEN POKE 53248+P,POS
270 NEXT P
2BO NEXT D
~::'f0 GOTD 2:30
FIGURE

9-11. Player with 32 bits of resolution

In the example presented , the player object appears to be in front of the yellow
portion of the screen as it heads toward the middle of the picture. Before returning
to the left edge of the screen, the priority register is reset to give the yellow playfield
priority over the player, thus giving the impression that the player is going behind
the yellow playfield.
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9-12. Combining players

COL.OR :l
10 GRAPHICS 7+16
20 DATA 60,126,219,255,189,195,126,60
30 SETCOL.OR 2,0,0
40 PL.OT 125,95:REM CREATE A PL.AYFIEL.D
O[:cJECT
~:j

~50

Df~,"I~n(J

c,i)

DF~AWTO

70
80
B:.'j
90

flO, 0

79,0
POSITION 45,95
POKE 765,l!REM ORANGE TRIANGL.E
XIO lB,~1:6,O,O,"!:;:"
A=PEEK(106)-24:REM FIND END OF MEMO

F~Y

100 POKE 54279,A:REM POKE START ADDRES
!:; T () "'. ME:,",~; E

11 0 !:;T(,r~T'''2~'.'j6)1(ri: F~EM !:;TART (',[)Dr~EGS
PL.AYER/MISSIL.E GRAPHICS TA[:L.E
120 POKE 559,46:REM SET DMACTL.
130 POKE 53277,3:REM SET GRACTL.
140 FOR J=START+512 TO START+l024

FDf~

(col1lil1ued)

FIGURE 9-13.

Setting playfield and player-missile graphics priority
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:1.50 POKE J,O:REM CLEAR PLAYER/MISSILE
t-,I'(EA
:1.<)0 NEXT ,.J
liD FOR I=START+5DO TO START+SD7
:l.BO F(EAD X
:1.'10 POI(E I,X:I'(EM PUT/ THE PLAYEI:( IN THE
T,~BI...E

200 NEXT I
230 POKE 623,1:REM GIVE PRIORITY TO PL
AYEr~!:;

240 POKE 104,86:REM PURPLE PLAYER
250 FOR K=60 TO 180
260 POKE 53248,K
;?'/O NEXT I(
280 POKE 623,4:REM GIVE PLAY FIELD PRIO
1:(ITY
29 0 FOR J=180 TO 60 STEP - 1
301) POI( E ~:j32 iID, ,J
3:1. 0 NE XT ,.J
320 COTO 230
FIGURE

9-13. Setting playfield and player-missile graphics priority (continued)
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SOUND
The AT ARI computer can generate sounds and music in two distinctly different
ways. It can activate its own built-in speaker, and it can drive the television speaker.

THE BUILT-IN SPEAKER
The AT ARI computer clicks its built-in speaker every time you press a key. It also
sounds the speaker to cue program recorder operation. The speaker is controlled by
memory location 53279 . Storing a 0 there sends a pulse to the speaker. Pulsing the
speaker several times in rapid succession generates a tone. The faster the pulsing, the
higher the tone. The following program demonstrates this:

10 F'FGNT "TONE VALUE (l:::HI, :lO"'LD)"
INPUT T
29 REM Loop e s tablishes duration
30 FOR J=:l TO 15
40 POKE 53279,O:REM Speaker
20

49 REM

Dela~

50 FOI'i: f(":1

loop affects tone

TD T

60 NEXT f(
70 NEXT J
80 GOTO 10
BASIC doesn't execute fast enough to create any high notes on the built-in
speaker, but it can be useful on some occasions. For example, you could modify the
Display Error Message subroutine (Figure 4-17) so that it sounds the speaker in
addition to displaying an error message.
325
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TELEVISION SPEAKER SOUND
The AT AR I computer can make a wide variety of sound effects and music come out
of the television speaker. Such sounds can be simple or complex: they can have one,
two, three, or four voices. Each voice can vary in pitch by more than three octaves. It
can vary from a pure tone to a highly distorted one. Each voice has its own loudness
level, independent of the television volume setting.

The SOUND Statement
In BASIC, SOUND statements control the TV speaker. Turn up the volume control
on your television and try this example:
SOUND 0,121,10,8

You should hear the note middle C. The numbers tell the computer to generate a
pure, undistorted middle C of moderate loudness. Every SOUND statement must
have four numbers (Figure 10-1). The first number determines which voice will be
used. The second number sets the pitch . The third number regulates distortion. The
fourth number controls the loudness. You can use a numeric variable or expression
in place of any number.
The sound continues until you turn it off. To do that, set the pitch, distortion, and
loudness to 0, like this :
SOUND 0,0,0,0

Voice
The AT ARI computer has four independent voices . This means it can make as
many as four different sounds simultaneously. The different voices blend together
in the television speaker, like voices in a chorus. The first number in the SOUND
statement determines which voice the SO UNO statement will affect. Voices are
numbered through 3. You must use a separate SO UNO statement to control each
voice. This sequence of immediate mode statements generates a C chord:

°

BOUND O,:l21,10,B
f~[ADY
~;()UND

l,'jltJ,10,B

F,EADY
~;OUND

2,131,10,8

F~EADY

SOUND :3,tJO,10,8
F,EADY

A simple FOR-NEXT loop will turn off all sound:
FOR J=O TO 3:BOUND J,O,O,O:NEXT J
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0,121 , 10,8

~J~

Voice

Pitch

Di stortion

Loudness

FIGURE 10-1. SOUND statement parameters

Pitch

°

The second number in a SOUND statement sets the pitch. It can be between and
255. The AT ARI computer can prod uce all notes - sharps, flats, and naturals from one octave below middle C to two octaves above it (Figure 10-2). It can
produce a good many other tones as well. For example, there are six intermediate
values between middle C and the tone one-half step below it, B. Such tones do not
correspond exactly to any of the notes on the chromatic scale , so they will be of no
use for programming music. You can use them for sound effects, however. Run the
following program:

10
20
::)0
40

FOR J=-255 TO 255
SOUND 0,ABSeJ),10,8
1"I'aNT "PITCH VALUE: "; AE:G e,J)
FOR K=l TO 50:NEXT K
~'50 NE XT J
60 SOLJND 0,0,0,0

The program above shows off the AT A R I computer's complete tonal range. As
you listen, notice that the low notes seem to last longer than the high notes. You can
see that the program holds each tone for the same length of time (line 30). But the
tone produced by a pitch value of 255 is very nearly the same as that produced by
pitch values of 254,253, and even 252. These low tones run together, sounding like
one sustained note. In contrast, there is a marked difference betweeen pitch values
II and 10. Each change in pitch value is definitely discernible. The program glides
smoothly through the low tones but ends up hopping choppily through the high
tones.

Distortion
The AT ARI computer produces both pure and distorted tones. The third number in
a SOUND statement regulates distortion . It can be any value between and 15.
Distortion values of 10 and 14 generate pure tones. Other even-numbered distortion
values (0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and J 2) introduce different amounts of noise into the pure
tone. The amount of noise depends on both the distortion value and the pitch value.
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10-2. SOUND sta tement pitch val ues and the chromatic sca le

Some combinations of distortion a nd pitch combine to produce an undistorted
secondary tone with harmonic overtones, The seco ndary tone is different in pitch
from the pure tone . The following statement produces a pure C#:
SO UND O,2::l0,:lO.B

Change the distortion value to 12, as follows:
SOUND O,230,12,B
A much lower secondary tone results . In fact, thi s seco ndary tone is lower tha n the
pure tone you get with an undistorted pitch of 255:
SOUND 0, 2:j5, 1 () • B
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Unfortunately, a secondary tone does not have a reliable pitch of its own. This
program demonstrates:
9 REM Start secondar~ tone
10 SOUND 0,230,12,8
20 FOR K=l TO 50:NEXT K
29 REM Turn off sound
30 SOUND 0,0,0,0
39 REM Wait randoM tiMe
10 FOR K=l TO 50*RNO(0):NEXT K
19 REM Repeat; use BREAK to end
50 GOTO to
In the program above, the variable pause that occurs while the sound is off (line 40)
randomly changes the pitch of the secondary tone (line 10).
Some combinations of pitch and distortion blank each other out. The result is
silence. Try this statement, for example:
I

BOUND 0, 12:3,6,0
Generally speaking, odd-numbered distortion values (I, 3, 5, and so on) silence
the specified voice. But if the voice is off, a SOUND statement with an oddnumbered distortion value causes a single click, then silence. Turning the voice off
then causes another click. Here is a program that demonstrates how odd-numbered
distortion values work:
10
20
30
10
50

FOR c)=l TO 20
SOUND 0,0,1,8
SOUND 0,0,0,0
FOR K=l TO 100:NEXT K
NEXT J

Table 10-1 summarizes sound characteristics for each distortion factor. The
f6110wing program will help you explore them in more detail:
10 FOR P=O TO 255
20 FOR 0=0 TO 15
::10 PfUNT "PITCH """IF',"DIf:lT'-''';D
10 SOUND O,P,O,iO
50 FOR K=l TO 40:NEXT K
1.,0 NEXT D
70 NEXT P

Loudness
The fourth number in a SOUND statement controls the loudness of the specified
voice. It lets the program determine the audio level. It also allows the program to
mix a multiple-voice sound, with each voice at a different loudness level. You can
control the overall volume with the television volume control; if you turn it all the
way down, you will hear no sound.
The loudness value can be between 0 (silent) and 15 (loudest). Loudness change is
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TABLE

10-1. SOUND Statement Distortion Characteristics

Distortion
Value*

Silences**

Secondary
Tones t

14
12
10
8

None
Many

No ne
Many

None
None

None
None

Few
Few

Few
Few

Few
Few

Few

6
4
2
0

None

Comments
Pure tone
Hig h tones less distorted
Pure tone
Static (low tones) to white noise
(high tones)
No change below pitch 200
Static (low tones) to throbbing
(high tones)
Same sounds as 6
Blend of 4 and 8

• Any odd-numbered distortion value generates a single click when it turns
on a voice. Turning off the voice ma y generate another click .

• * Some combinations of distortion

and pitch va lues generate silence.

t Some combinations of distortion and pitch va lues generate a tone with
harmonic overtones.

linear: 8 produces a sound half as loud as 15 , the value 12 is halfway between 8 and
15 in loudness, and so on. This program demonstrates the loudness range:
10
20
30
40

FOR J=-15 TO 15
SOUND 0,121,10,ABS(J)
NEXT J
SOUND 0,0,0,0

Pitch affects apparent loudness. For a combination of reasons , the highestpitched sounds seem quieter. Listen to the output of this program:
10 FOR J=-50 TO 50
20 SOUND O,ABS(J),10 ,8
30 FOR K=l TO 50:NEXT K
'fO NEXT J
50 SOUND 0,0,0,0

Statements that Turn Off Sound
As you have seen, a SOUND statement with 0 volume will turn off a single voice.
Some AT ARI BASIC statements automatically turn off all four voices. When the
computer executes an END statement, it shuts off all four voices as it ends the
program. END also works in immediate mode. The RUN statement also turns off
all sound. A sound you start in immediate mode will not continue when you run a
programmed mode program, unless the program recreates it. Other statements that
turn off all sound include CLOAD, CSA YE, DOS, and NEW . Pressing the SYSTEM
RESET key turns off all sound voices, but pressing the BREAK key does not.
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Duration
A characteristic of sound that is just as important as any other is its duration. The
SOUND statement has no duration parameter. There is no way the SOUND
statement alone can determine how long a sound remains on. It remains on until the
computer executes a statement that turns it off. Clearly this will not happen as long
as the computer is busy executing other statements.
One way to control sound duration is to interweave sound statements with other
program statements. A constantly changing sound results. The following program
generates random tones while it outputs a number:

10 DIM N$(40)
20 PRINT CHR$(125):REM Cir scree n
29 REM Restart in case of error
:~ o mAP 20
40 F'F~INT "ENTEI:;: A NUMBEr,"
50 INPUT N
7 N$:":STI:;:~~ CN)
80 FOR J=l TO LENCNS)
90 SOUND 0,64*RNDCO)+16,10,10
100 PRINT N$CJ,J);
110 SO UND 1,32*RNDCO)+8,10,10
120 NEXT J
130 SOUND o,o,o,O:SOUND 1,0,0,0
140 GOTO z o

°

Suppose you want a sound to last a specific length of time, then turn off. Your
program must turn the sound on, pause the right amount of time, then turn the
sound off. You can use SOUND statements to turn the sound on and off, but how
do you make the program pause? The easiest way is with a FOR-NEXT loop .
Several example programs have used this technique. Here is another:

10 SO UND 0,47,10,10
20 For~ ~(:= 1 TD 100:NEXT ~(
30 ~;O LJND 0,64,10,10
40 FOR ~(:= 1 TO 100:NE XT 1<
!"jO GDTO 10
Experiments show that in AT ARI BASIC, empty FOR-NEXT loops iterate
about 445 times per second. Therefore, a loop that goes from I to 100, like the one
on line 40 above, causes a pause of just under one-quarter second. However, this
timing data is not guaranteed. Your ATARI computer may be slightly different.
You can conduct your own experiment to determine the speed of empty FORNEXT loops on your computer. You will need a clock or watch with a second hand .
Type in this program:

10 FOR J=l TO 35000:NEXT J
Now type the command RUN. As you press the RETURN key to sta rt the program,
note the position of the second hand. After 30 seconds have elapsed, press the
BREAK key . Type this immediate mode stateme nt to calculate the number of empty
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FOR-NEXT loop iterations your computer executes every second:
?INT(J/30)

Sample Sound Effects
The AT ARI computer can create many realistic sound effects. All it takes is the
right combination of voices , pitch, distortion, volume, and timing. Finding the right
combination for a particular sound can be difficult. There are no formulas that
apply; you will have to experiment. Experience will reduce the number of experiments it takes to come up with a particular sound. As you learn how to create
different sounds, it will become easier to come up with new ones. Sometimes in the
pursuit of one effect you will discover a sound that would be perfect for another
effect. Make notes of such discoveries; they will expedite future experiments. To get
started, try the programs in Figure 10-3. Experiment with them and see if you can
improve them.

10 ';) "DUI'UYTION" ; : INPUT D
99 REM
THINK ===
100 FOR J = l TO D*10
110 SO UND O,RNDCO)*BO+50,10,3
12 0 NE XT .J
ZOO END
REM === BALL ===
100 FOR J=Z5 TO 1 STEP -1
110 FOI'< 1-(:::: 1 TO ~::j
lZ0 SOUND O,1Z5, 14, 6
1 ::l 0 NE XT 1-(
140 SOUND 0,0,0,0
150 FOR K=l TO J*5:NE XT K
160 NE XT .J
?O O END
99

99 REM === DRAIN

:1. 00
110
12 0
130
140
150
160
170
I BO
?OO

===

V:=6 4
FOR J=l TO 30
SO UND O,V-J,1 0,10
SOUND 1,F+J,10~10
FOR K=1 TO 3 0-J:NEX T K
SOUND 0,0,0,0
SOUND 1,0,0,0
FOR K=1 TO 10:NE XT K
NE XT .J
END
(co ntinued)

FIGURE

10-3. Sample sound effects program listings
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99 REM
FILL ===
100 FOR J=140 TO 90 STEP -1
110 SOUND O,J,10,10
120 FOR K=l TO 20lNEXT K
130 SOUND 0,0,0,0
140 FOR K=l TO 10:NEXT K
1 :''j 0 NEXT ,j
?OO END

99 REM === FALLING OBJECT

100
110
120
lJO
140
150
160
:ZOO

FOR J=30 TO ZOO STEP 3
SOUND O,J,10,J/?5
FOR K=1 TO J/l0:NEXT K
r1E:XT ,j
SOUND 0,20,0.14
SOUND 1,?55 . 10,15
FOR K=l TO 100:NE:XT K
E:ND

99 REM

100
110
120
130
140
160
170
;'.00

EXPLOSION
FOR J=~10 TO 10
SOUND O,?OO,4,10 - ABS(J)
SOUND l,255 , 4,10-ABS(J)
SOUND :Z,225,4,10-ABS(J)
SOUND J,150,4,10-ABS(J)
FOR K=l TO 2001NE:XT K
NEXT ,j
END

10 r:'r::INT "HOW r1t,NY ~:;HOT~:;":
?O INr'UT D
99 REM
GUNSHOTS
100 FOr( ,j'=1. TO D
110 SOUND 0,5.0,15
120 FOR K=l TO 28:NE:XT K
130 SOUND 0 , 0.0,0
140 FOR K=l TO RND(O)*200:NEXT K
1 :"j 0 NE)<T ,j
;·'.00 END
10 r:'r(INT "DUr(ATTON":: INPUT D
?'? [(E11
(conlillueli)

FIGURE

10-3 . Sample sound effects program listings (continued)
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:I. 0 0
1:1.0
:1.20
130

Fcm ,J "" :I. TO D
SOUND 0,:l.30+RND(0).2,2,:l.5
FOR K=:I. TO 140+RND(0).100:NEXT K
FOR K=:I. TO 440+RND(0).:l.OO:NEXT K
li\O NE XT ,J
200 END
10 F'Fi:INT "DU I:(A TION";: INPUT D
99 REM === SIREN ===
100 Fmi: ,J "" :I. TO D
1:1.0 FOR K=- :l. 6 0 TO :1.60 STEP 2
:1.20 SOUND O,ABS(K)+95,10 , 8
:1.30 FOR L= l TO 10:NEXT L
1.40 NE XT 1<
l~"jO NE XT ,J
2 00 END
:I. 0 PI'i:INT "DUI'(,~TION " ;: INPUT D
99 REM === HI - LO SIREN

100
:1.:1.0
120
130
140
1~"j0

~'.oo

FeHi: ,J"":I. TO D
SOUND 0,1 7, 10,8
FOR L=:I. TO :l.OO:NEXT L
SOUND 0 ,64, 10,8
FOR L=:I. TD 100:NEXT L
NEXT ,J

nm

:I. 0 1::'fi:lNT "Dl.mt,r[ON";: I NI::' I.JT D
99 REM === HORN ===

100
110
120
130
200

SOUND 0,1 2 1 , 10,8
SOUND 1,:1. 28, 10,8
SOUND 2,8,2,2
FOR J =l TO D* 7 0:NE XT J
END

:1.0 Pf(INT "DlJl'(ATIUN"; : INI"'UT 0
99 REM ==: BU ZZE R ===
100 SOUND 0,42,2,:1.5
1:1.0 FUR J = l TU D*200:NE XT J
ZOO END
:I. 0 Pfi:INT "DUI:(rHIDN";: INPUT [)
99 REM === F'HUNE ===
100 FDI:( ,J ' " :I. TO D
110 SDUND 0,8 6, 10,5
(co ntinued)

FIGURE 10-3, Sample sound effects program listings (continued)
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120
130
140
150
160
170
lBO
ZOO

SOUND 1,88,10,5
SOUND 2,40.2,4
FOR K=l TO 500:NEXT K
FOR K=O TO 3:S0 UND K,O,O,O:NEXT K
IF J=D THEN COTO 180
FOR K=l TO 750:NEXT K
NEXT ,.J
END

10 PIC,TNT "DUF( ("TIDN " ;!IN PUT D
99 REM === BIRDS ===
100 FOR J=l TD D~5
110 FOR K=3 TO 10
120 SDUND O,K,10,8
130 NEXT K: NEXT J
ZOO END
10 PI,(INT "DUF({, lION" ; : INPUT D
<)9 f(E1'1 ""'''''''' ~)EA
100 FOR L=l TO D
110 FOR J=O TO 45
120 SOUND O,J,8,4
130 FOR K=l TO 20+RND(0)*10:NEXT K
140 NEXT ,.J
150 FOR J=45 TO 0 STEP -1
160 SOUND O,J,8,4
170 FOR K=l TO 50+RND(0)~30:NEXT K
180 NEXT J:FOR K=l TO 300+RND(O)*300:N
EXT 1<
1 'j 0 NEXT I...
ZOO END
9<) REM ==- TAKEOFF
100 FOR L=l TO D
110 FOR J=O TO 45
120 SOUND O,J,8,J/3
l l l0 NEXT cJ
150 FOR J=45 TO 0 STEP -1
160 SOUND O,J,8,J/6+6
170 FOR K=l TO 70+J*3:NEXT K
lDO NEXT ,.J
l'?O NEXT L
ZOO END
FIGURE

10-3. Sample sound effects program listings (continued)
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COMPENDIUM OF
BASIC STATEMENTS
AND FUNCTIONS
This chapter describes the syntax for all AT ARI BASIC statements and functions.
Statements are described first , listed in alphabetical order. Then functions are
described, also in alphabetical order. Included in the section on statements are
descriptions of two single-keystroke commands, BREAK and SYSTEM RESET. These
two differ from the rest of the BASIC statements, but are included here because they
affect program execution as much as any statement.
This chapter serves as a reference for all statements and functions. The examples
in this chapter show you some of the ways you can correctly use each BASIC
statement. They by no means exhaust all possibilities. For more examples, many in
working programs, refer to earlier chapters.

IMMEDIATE AND PROGRAMMED MODES
All statements can be executed in immediate or programmed mode. In some cases
only one mode is practical.

BASIC VERSIONS
The features and attributes of all statements and functions described in this chapter
are those of standard ATARI BASIC (also known as Sheperdson BASIC). Other
versions of BASIC, such as Microsoft BASIC and BASIC A+, are not specifically
covered.
337
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NOMENCLATURE AND FORMAT CONVENTIONS
A standard scheme is used for presenting the general form of each statement and
function. Listed below are the punctuation, capitalization, and other mechanical
conventions used .
{)

Braces indicate a choice of items . One of the enclosed items must be
present. Braces do not appear in actual statements.

[]

Anything enclosed by brackets is optional. Brackets do not appear in
actual statements .
Ellipses mean that the preceding item can be repeated. Ellipses do not
appear in actual statements.

Line numbers
Other
punctuation
UPPER-CASE
italics

A beginning line number is implied for all programmed mode
statements.
All other punctuation marks - commas, semicolons, quotation
marks, and parentheses - must appear as shown.
Upper-case words a nd letters must appear exactly as shown.
Italicized items are used generically, not literally. They show where a
certain type of item is required. Definitions of the generic terms
describe the type of item required . Wherever an italicized item
appears, you must substitute an exact wording or value, according to
the generic term defi nitions listed below and in the statement
descriptions.

Generic Term Definitions
The following italicized abbreviations are used generically in statement and function definitions. Any italicized terms not listed here are peculiar to the statement in
which they appear. They are defined in the text that describes that statement.
chan

Channel number for input or output; a numeric expression (numexpr) where
no functions are allowed , a nd which must evaluate exactly to 1,2,3,4, 5,6, or
7. Do not use fractional values.

col

Display screen column number; a numeric expression which has a minimum
va lue of 0 and a ma xi mum va lue of 39 in graphics modes 0 and 3, 19 in modes
I and 2, 79 in modes 4 and 5, 159 in modes 6 and 7, and 319 in mode 8.
N on-integer values are rounded to the nearest integer.
Any numeric or string constant. Quotation marks are treated as part of a
string constant's value , not as delimiters .

const
dey
D[n]
expr
ext

A string constant or variable that specifies an input or output device. Meaningful values are "C:", "E:","K :", " P:","R[n]:","S:",and "D[n]filename [.ext]".
A disk drive number which must be D , D I, D2 , D3 , or D4 .
Any numeric, relational , or Boolean constant, variable, function, or expression; any va lid combination thereof.
Any disk file name extension, one, two , or three characters long. Valid
characters are letters A through Z and digits 0 through 9.
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filename
indev
linexpr
memadr
numexpr
numvar
autdev
row
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Any disk file name , one to eight characters long. Valid characters are letters
A through Z and digits 0 through 9. The first character must be a letter.
A string constant or variable that specifies an input device . Meaningful
values are "C:", "E:", "K:", "R[n]:", "S:", and "0 [n]filename [.ext ]".
A numeric expression that evaluates to an existing BASIC program line
number. Non-integer values are rounded to the nearest integer.
A numeric expression , variable, or constant that evaluates to any memory
address. Memory addresses may range from 0 to 65535.
Any numeric constant , variable, function, or any valid combination thereof.
Any numeric variable name (not including arrays) .
A string constant or variab le that specifies an output device. Meaningful
values are "C:", "E:", "P:", "R[n]:", "S:", and "D[n]filename[.ext]".
Low-resolution graphics row number; a numeric expression which has a
minimum value of 0 and a maximum value of 23 in graphics modes 0, I, and
3; of II in mode 2; of 47 in modes 4 and 5; of95 in modes 6 and 7; and of 191 in
mode 8.

strvar

Any string variable name , not including substrings.

string

Any string constant , variable , substring, or function that returns a string
value.

var

Any numeric or string variable name, not including substrings or arrays.

Abbreviating Keywords
AT ARI BASIC lets you abbreviate many keywords in order to save typing effort.
For example, you can type SE. and AT ARI BASIC will automatically extend it to
SETCOLOR.
In this chapter, abbreviations that are permitted are listed at the beginning of the
discussion of each statement. You can use the abbreviated keyword wherever the
fully spelled-out keyword is allowed .

STATEMENTS
This section describes all the AT ARI BASIC statements . The descriptions include
the general format of each statement, as well as one or more examples of the
statement in use.

IBREAK (BREAK)I
Halts program execution and returns the computer to immediate mode.
Format:
Example:

BREAK
BREAK

Pressing the BREAK key interrupts every BASIC statement, although there is
sometimes a brief wait while the computer finishes an input or output operation.
Occasionally, the BREAK key will not interrupt the LPRINT statement. In this case,
only the SYSTEM RESET key will interrupt the output.
When the interrupt occurs , the computer switches to immediate mode and
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graphics mode 0, displaying the message STOPPED AT LINE line, where line is
replaced by the line number at which the program halted. You can continue
program execution with the CO NT statement. Execution will resume at the start of
the next program line higher than line. If you type any other statement before
CONT, the programmed mode program will not resume.
In immediate mode , the BREAK key cancels the current logical line. The computer
skips to the start of the next logical line.
The BREAK key never turns off any sound voices nor closes any open input / output channels.

IBYE (B.)I
Switches from BASIC to memo pad mod e.
Format:
BYE
Examples: BYE
B.

Does not affect memory used to store the BASIC program or variables . After
executing BYE, you can return to BASIC by pressing the SYSTEM RESET key. Any
BASIC program lines that were prese nt are still there. The variable name table is
unchanged. If before leaving BASIC you booted the disk operating system , the
RS-232 serial device handler , or both , they are still booted when you return to
BASIC.

[ClOAD (ClOA.)1
Operates the program recorder in playback mode , transferring a previously
recorded program from a cassette to the computer memory.
Format:
CLOAD
Examples: CLOAD
CLOA .

First, the CLOAD statement opens channel 7 for input from the program
recorder. If channel 7 is already open to another device , an error occurs. When the
error occurs , the channel is closed automatically and you can use CLOAD
successfull y.
When the computer executes a CLOAD statement, it sounds its speaker once .
This signals you to put the right tape in the program recorder, use the FAST
FORWARD and REWIND levers to position the tape to the correct spot, then depress
the PLAY lever. Finally, press any key on the keyboard (except BREAK). If the
volume on the television set is turned up , you will hear several seconds of silence
followed by one or more short bursts of sound from the television speaker. These
sounds indicate that the program is loading. The sound bursts cease when the
loading finishes.
The CLOAD statement can only load a tokenized BASIC program . Therefore, it
works with programs recorded by the CSA VE or SAVE statements. It does not
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work with programs recorded by the LIST statement, which records BASIC text in
AT ASCII code.
During the loading process , the CLOAD statement also replaces the resident
variable name table with the one for the incoming program.

CLOAD Invokes NEW
Using the CLOAD statement automatically invokes the NEW statement. Even
before the computer sounds its speaker, it clears all program lines and variables out
of memory. If you press the BREAK key when you hear the prompting tone, the
CLOAD operation halts, but any program that was in memory will be gone . None
of the new program will be present.
When the CLOAD operation ceases (successful or not, or complete or not), the
computer shuts off all sound voices and closes all input / output channels except
channel O. Note that it closes channel 6, which many of the graphics statements use .

Halting CLOAD
You can halt the CLOAD operation at any time by pressing the SYSTEM RESET key.
The BREAK key also works , except during the first 20 seconds after the CLOAD
operation starts, while the program recorder reads past the leader tone that prefixes
every program.

1CLOSE (CL. )1
Unassigns an input / output channel.
Format:
CLOSE #chan
Examples: CLOSE # I
CL. #UNITA

You must close a channel that is open for input, output, or both before you can
reassign it to a different device with an OPEN statement. Closing a channel that is
not open has no effect. No error occurs .
If channel chan is open for output to the program recorder or to a disk file, there
may be a partial data record in the computer memory, waiting to be output.
Normally, the computer only outputs whole records to these two devices. Closing
the channel forces output of any partial record, followed by an end-of-file record.
The END statement closes all open channels except channel 0, which BASIC uses
for standard communication with the keyboard and display screen.

Assigns 0 to all numeric variables. U ndimensions numeric array variables and string
variables. Resets the pointer to the beginning of the list of OAT A statement values.
Format:
CLR
Example:
CLR
CLR does not remove variables from the variable name table (VNT); only the
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NEW statement does that. Thus, CLR does not make room for new and different
variable names in a program that has run afoul of the I 28-name limit imposed by the
VNT.
The CLR statement does cance l the length attributes of string variables and
numeric arrays. Therefore, after executing a CLR statement, you can redimension
numeric arrays and string variables as available memory permits.

ICOLOR (c.)1
Determines which color register the next PLOT or DRA WTO statement will use . In
graphics modes 0, I , and 2, also determines which character the next PLOT or
DRA WTO statement will display .
Format:
Examples:

COLOR numexpr
COLOR I
C. ASC("Z")
COLOR CI+ADJ / 3

The value of numexpr specifies which color regi ster will be used by the PLOT or
DRA WTO statement. The value must be between and 65535. Non-integer values
are rounded to the nearest integer.
There are five color registers, numbered through 4. Table 11-1 correlates values
of numexpr with color register numbers in each graphics mode. It shows , for
example, that a COLOR 2 statement in graphics modes 3, 5, and 7 selects color
register I.

°

°

Assigning Colors
Each color register specifies the hue and luminance of a co lor. The SETCOLOR
statement assigns specific hue and luminance attributes to a color register. The color

TABLE

11-1. Color Register Numbering and Availability
COLOR numexpr Value in Graphics Modes*

SETCOLOR
Register Number

3,5,7

*
**

4,6

8**

0
I

I

I

-

2

2

3

I
0

3
4

-

-

0

0

-

In modes 0, I, and 2, numexpr determines the chara cter that will display;
see Tables 11-3 and 11-4.
In m ode 8, COLOR chooses luminance on ly. Co lor register 2 always controls hue.

-
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11-2. Color Register Default Values
(SETCOLOR register numbers)

Color
Register Number

0
I

2
3

4

Hue

Luminance

Color

2
12
9
4
0

8
10
4
6
0

Orange
Green
Dark blue
Red
Black

registers default to the values shown in Table 11-2 whenever you turn on the
computer, press the SYSTEM RESET key, or execute a DOS or GRAPHICS
statement.

COLOR in Graphics Mode 0
In graphics mode 0, display elements are characters, not points . In this mode , the
COLOR sta.tement determines the act ual character that the PLOT and ORA WTO
statements will display . Table 11-3 lists values of numexpr and the character each
one produces in graphics mode O. The value of numexpr can be between 0 and
65535, but values above 255 are co nverted modulo 256 to values between 0 and 255 .

COLOR in Graphics Modes 1 and 2
Graphics modes I and 2 are similiar to mode 0, but there are two character sets .
Each character set has 64 elements. The standard character set contains the usual
upper-case letters, numbers , and punctuation . An alternate character set contains
special graphics characters and lower-case letters . The standard character set is
automatically selected every time you turn on the computer, press the SYSTEM
RESET key, or use the GRAPH ICS stateme nt. The statement POKE 756 ,226 selects
the a lternate character set. The state ment PO KE 756,224 reselects the standard
character set.
Table I 1-4 lists the va lues of numexpr which produce each of the 64 characters in
both character sets of graphics modes I a nd 2. Notice that each character can be
produced by anyone offour values. Each of the values produces the same character,
but selects a different color register. The va lue of num expr can be between 0 and
65535 , but values above 255 are converted modulo 256 to values between 0 and 255.

COLOR in Graphics Modes 3 through 7
In graphics modes 3 through 7, the value of numexpr specifies which color register
will determine the hue and lumin ance that subsequent PLOT and ORA WTO
statements will use . Table I I-I shows which color registers are available in each
mode . The value of numexpr can be between 0 and 65535; values above 3 are
converted modulo 4 to a number between 0 and 3.
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TABLE

11-3. COLOR and Graphics Mode 0
(Characters disp layed by values of numexpr)

,;

...
...
"...os

,;

...

.5
., E

~

;>z

~ ::;

.c

u

-! Q
;>z

u

.c

0/ 128

~

23 / 151

1/ 129

24 / 152

4/ 132

[}]
[]
[!]
[3J

5/ 133

5J

28/156

6/ \34

29 / 157

7/ 135

[Z]
[SJ

30 / 158

8/ 136

~

31 / 159

9/ 137

Gl

32/ 160

10/ \38

33 / 161

12/ 140

~
~
~

13 / 141

Ll

--

2/ 130
3/ 131

11 / 139

.5
., E

--

25 / 153
26 / 154
27 / ---

,;

.5
., E
~ (5

...
...
...osos

,;

~

.5
., E

;>z

.c

[i]

46 / 174

~
[]
~
~
[!]
[!]
[!]
[±]

47 / 175

GJ
0

~

...os

...os

--

u

OJ 0
;>z

.c

u

os 0
;>z

.c

u

;>z

~ ::;

.c

69 / 197

ITJ---

92 / 220

[SJ

115/ 243

5J--,

70/ 198

[£]

93 / 221

OJ

116/ 244

[ill
OJ]

94 / 222

CJ

117 / 245

95 / 223

[J
~
@]

118 / 246

--

= ...

...os

--

...os
...os

u

rn

~
[J

[ill

71/ 199

49 / 177

CD

72 / 200

50/ 178

[ZJ

73 / 201

OJ
0J

74 / 202

OJ
GIl

96 / 224

51 / 179

75 / 203

[ill

98 / 226

76 / 204

OJ

99 / 227

[{J
[2J

77 / 205

[TIl

100/ 228

1.. 1

123 / 251

~

78 / 206

~

124/ 252

IT]

56/ 184

lliJ

79 / 207

WJ
l..
WJ

101 / 229
102/ 230

OJ

125/ ---

scm

57 / 185

0;:t
[2J
IT]

80/ 208

ITJ

103 / 231

[ill
J

126/ 254

[j]

81 / 209

[ill
[ill
[ill
IT]
[I)]

104/ 232

llil
OJ

127 / 255

IE

---/ 155

EOL

QJ
IT]

--- I 253

[J

[2J
[HJ
[R]
"

109 / 237

52/ 180
53 / 181
54/ 182

\:>

rm
,.)

DO

36/ 164

DD

59 / 187

ITJ

60 / 188

[J

83 / 211

....

0

82/ 210

14/ 142

~

37 / 165

[;]

38 / 166

16/ 144

39 / 167

62/190

[8

85 / 213

17/ 145

Cd

D

B

84/ 212

[±]

QJ

61 / 189

40 / 168

[IJ

63 / 191

18/1 46

El

l1J

86/ 214

41 /169

64 / 192

42 / 170

65 / 193
66/194

UTI

89 / 217

21 / 149

[±J
~
[;]

[ill
i--I
[ill

87 / 215

19/ 147

67/195

[]

45 / 173

[IJ
[ill

90 / 218

22/ 150

ITJ
!B
El
GJ
D

44/172

--

.:! ...

~

48/ 176

58 / 186

43/171

...

.5
., E

15 / 143

20 / 148

,;

...os

35 / 163

.oil

...

~

0
OJ
B

rn

,;

.5
., E

55 / 183

34/ 162

...
...
...osos

~

68 / 196

88/ 216

91 / 219

\: ~

[Y]
._[ZJ
[JJ

97 / 225

105 / 233
106 / 234
107/ 235
108/ 236
110/ 238
111/ 239
112/ 240
113 / 241
114/ 242

llil
El
0J
1..1

119/ 247

~

120 / 248

Q,--

121 / 249

GJ

122/ 250

[Z]
--clr

CO

[ill
[QJ
[QJ
[8
[<I]

W

COLOR in Graphics Mode 8
In graphics mode 8, color register 2 determines the hue of all points, all lines, and the
background. The COLOR statement does not even indirectly control the hue of
points and lines, only their luminance. The value of numexpr specifies which color
register will determine the luminance (see Table II - I). The value of numexpr can be
between 0 and 65535; values above 0 are converted modulo 4 to a number between 0
and 3.
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11 -4. COLOR and Grap hics Modes I a nd 2
(Characters and color registers selected by values of COLOR numexpr)
Value fo r
Color Register

Value for
Color Register

Ch aracter·

0

1

2

3

32··

0

160

128

33

I

161

129

34

2

162

130

35

3

163

13 1

36

4

164

132

Std .

0
ITJ
~
[]J

OJ

37

5

165

38

6

166

134

IT]
[ill

39

7

167

135

~

133

A ll.

0

1

C ha racter·

2

3

Std.

All.

lliJ
,..,
llil

[!J

~

64

96

192

224

[B
[]

65

97

193

225

66

98

194

226

[ill

~

llil

67

99

195

227

[IJ

[3J

68

100

196

228

5J

69

101

197

229

[ZJ
[SJ

70

102

198

230

71

103

199

23 1

[ill
IT]
...
[[]
[IT]
OJ]

[g
1,.1
@]
[ill

@]
f..I

[f]
@]
J

40

8

168

136

72

104

200

23 2

9

169

137

IT]
IT]

~

41

Gl

73

105

20 1

233

42

10

170

138

[B

[iJ

74

106

202

234

OJ

II

17 1

139

75

107

203

235

[ill

[EJ

44

12

172

140

EJ
GJ

~

GIJ

43

[]

76

108

204

236

CD

13

173

141

[J

Ll

OJ

45

77

109

205

237

[ill

46

14

174

142

~

78

110

206

238

[[[]

47

15

175

143

GJ
D

III

207

239

16

176

144

[[]

80

112

208

240

49

17

177

145

CD

[;]
~
~

79

48

81

113

209

241

50

18

178

146

[Z]

El

82

11 4

2 10

242

51

19

179

14 7

CTI

[±J

83

11 5

2 11

243

[TIl
L
IT]
[ill
[E]
,:)
[TI]

52

20

180

148

~

84

116

212

244

53

21

18 1

149

[;]

85

117

213

245

54

22

182

150

118

2 14

246

23

183

15 1

[]
[i]

86

55

87

119

215

247

56

24

184

152

@]
.,. J
[5J
[ill
[2J
[TIl
0

~

88

120

2 16

248

57

25

185

153

89

121

2 17

249

58

26

186

154

90

122

2 18

250

59

27

187

Nonet

91

123

2 19

25 1

28

188

156

[!J

OJ

60

92

124

220

252

[S]

61

29

189

157

93

No net

221

253

62

30

190

158

[!]
[!J

94

126

222

254

CD
CJ

63

31

191

159

[±]

95

127

223

255

.(,

,:)

[2J
[I]

ITJ
8J
.. LJ

[8
[l]

[]
[g
~

OJ

OJ

[IT]
[2J
[BJ
[ZJ
"
[1]
[ZJ
A ..

[J

NOTE:
• For sta ndard characters, POKE 756 ,224 . For a lternate characters . POKE 756.226 .
•• 155 selects the same character a nd color register as va lue 32.
t No value selects this color register / character combination .

llil

CO

~
[DJ
[Q]

[£]

@]

[!J

...
5J
IT]
~

Ga
Gil
D" .

8J
...
[2J

~
IT]
~

[1J
[E]
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ICOMI
Reserves space in memory for numeric arrays and string variables.
Format:
Slrvar (nul17expr)
} [ { Slrvar (nul17expr)

roM {

mlln var (nul17ex pr [,nul17expr])

'

nUl17var(nul17expr [,nul17expr])

}

J

...

Examples: COM A$(24), ARRAYl(25) , ARRAY2(5 ,5)
COM NAME$(30), ADDRl$(30) , ADDR2$(30), ADDR3$(30)

This statement is exactly the same as the DIM statement.

ICONT (CON.)I
Resumes execution of the next instruction after a program halt.
Format:
CaNT
Example:

CaNT

A program can be halted by executing a STOP or END statement, or by pressing
the BREAK key. Use the CONT statement to continue a halted program.
Program execution resumes with the first statement on the program line immediately following the line where the halt occurred. Thu s, if the halt occurs before the
end of a multiple-statement line, CONT will not finish off the line. Instead , execution will resume at the beginning of the next line.

CaNT and the

BREAK

Key

If you press the BREAK key during a statement that takes some time to finish
(INPUT or LIST, for example) , that statement will be interrupted and the program
will halt. A subsequent CONT statement restarts program execution at the first
statement on the next program line. The interrupted statement is not resumed.
It is possible to block execution of even the first statement on a program line. If
you happen to press the BR EAK key just after the computer advances to the start of a
new program line, but before it starts executing the first statement on that line ,
program execution will halt before that first statement is executed. A subsequent
CONT statement advances to the next program line and resumes execution there,
bypassing the whole program line on which the halt occurred .

CONT With No Halted Program
You may issue the CONT statement even if there is no halted program (that is, there
is no program running) . The computer acts as though the program halted after the
first statement of the first program line. So the CONT statement starts program
execution at the beginning of the second program line.

CONT After Errors
Errors can also halt program execution. You can often continue the program with a
CONT statement, but the computer never executes the statement which caused the
error, nor any statements that follow it on the same program line. So be careful
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when you use the CONT statement after an error. Continuing program s after an
error is risky . The statement which is never executed may be vital. Skipping it
because it caused an error will ca use problems later in the program. If you correct a
program error, resume execution wit h and immediate mode GOTO instruction .

CONT After

SYSTEM RESET

You may attempt to continue program execution with the CONT statement after
press ing the SYSTEM RESET key. Execut ion will resume at the start of the program
line immediately following the o ne where the reset occurred. Chances are slim that
the program will work properly after a reset.

CONT in Programmed Mode
Ordinarily, you will only use the CONT stateme nt in immediate mode . While it is
perfectly legal in programmed mod e, it doe s nothing except take up extra memory
and slow the program down .

ICSA VE

(cs.)1

Operates the program recorder in record mode , transferring a program from the
computer memory to a cassette.
Format:
CSA VE
Examples: CSA VE
CS.

The CSA VE statement uses channel 7 for output to the program recorder. If
channel 7 is already open to anot he r device, a n error occurs, the channel is closed
automatically, and yo u can use CSA VE successfull y.
When CSA VE executes, it so und s the computer speake r twice. This signals you
to put the right tape in the program reco rde r a nd use the FAST FORWARD and
REW I ND levers to position th e tape to the correct spot. Then depress the RECORD
a nd PLAY leve rs on the program recorder. Fina ll y, press a n y key on the keyboard
(excep t BREAK). The computer turn s off a ll acti ve sound voices at this time. If the
vo lume on the tel ev isio n set is turned up , yo u will hear 20 seco nds of a continuous
high-pitched tone. Thi s will be followed by one or more short bursts of so und from
the television speaker. The sound bursts cease when the recording finishes.
The CSA VE statement records program lines in a tokenized format, not in
ATASCI J code. It a lso records the program's variable name table. Only the
CLOAD statement can read a pro gram recorded by CSA VE. You cannot use the
ENTER or LOAD statements to read a CSA VE recording.

Halting CSA VE
To halt the CSA VE operation , press eithe r the BREAK key or the SYSTEM RESET key.
The program recording will be incomplete. CLOAD cannot load an incompletely
saved program .
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IDATA (0.)1
Creates a list of values to be assigned to variables by READ statements.
Format:
DATA conSl L eo nsl ... J
Examples: DATA Sunday, Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday , Saturday
D. 100, -89 , 1.414E-2
DATA 2+2
D. ARTICHOKE" BROCCOU ,"SPINACH",

The DATA statement specifies numeric values, string values , or both. The values
are assigned to numeric or string variables by one or more READ statements. A
comma signals the end of one constant and the start of another. DATA statements
may appear anywhere in a program. They need not be executed to be accessed by a
READ statement. No other statements may follow DAT A statements on a program
line.

DA TA Statement String Constants
Since commas separate constants, string constants cannot include them. All other
characters, including quotation marks and blank spaces , are considered part of a
string constant value. In fact , a string constant can consist of nothing but blank
spaces, or even of nothing at all. One comma immediately following another in a
DAT A statement indicates a string constant with no value and a length of O. The
same is true of a comma at the end of a DATA statement.

DATA Statement Numeric Constants
Numeric constants can be expressed in standard arithmetic notation or scientific
notation. Unlike string constants, they cannot be null; an error results when a
READ statement tries to assign a null constant to a numeric variable.
Arithmetic expressions are not evaluated. Instead , they are treated as string
values. For example, the expression 2+2 is considered a three-character string
constant, not a numeric constant with a value of 4.

DATA in Immediate Mode
No error occurs if you enter a DATA statement in immediate mode, but the
elements will not be accessible to a READ statement.

IDEG (DE·)I
Tells BASIC to expect arguments in degrees rather than radians , for subsequent
trigonometric functions.
Format:
DEG
Examples: DEG
DE.

After executing the DEG statement, BASIC treats the arguments of trigo no met-
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ric functions as degrees. To switch back to radians, use the RAD statement, turn the
computer off and back on again , or press the SYSTEM RESET key. BASIC also
re verts to radians after a NEW or RUN statement.

IDIM (DI.)I
Reserves space in memory for numeric arrays and string variables.
Format:

} [{
Slrvar (numexpr)
} ...
Slrvar (numexpr)
,
num var (numexpr [.numexpr])
numvar(numexpr[.numexpr])

DIM {

J

Examples: DIM A$(24) , ARRAYI(2S) , ARRAY2(S,S)
DIM NAME$(30), ADDRI$(30), ADDR2$(30), ADDR3$(30)

Numeric arrays and strings must be dimensioned before they can be used in any
other way. AT ARI BASIC allows numeric arrays of one or two dimensions and
simple string variables with a length of one character or more.

Arrays
When an array is dimensioned , space is set aside in memory for each of its elements.
The value of each numexpr is rounded to the nearest integer to determine the
maximum size of the corresponding array dimension - in other words, the maximum value of that array subscript. When a program references an array, the value
of each subscript must be no less than 0 and no more than the maximum established
for that subscript by the DIM statement.

Strings
DI M statements declare the max imum lengths of string variables. ]n each case the
maximum length is the value of numexpr, rounded to the nearest integer. The actual
length of a string variable can vary between 0 and this declared maximum .

Size Restrictions
The absolute maximum size of a nyo ne string variable is 32,767 characters . Array
and string lengths are also limited by the amount of memory avai lable at the time
th e D]M statement is executed. Once dimensioned , array and string sizes can only
be changed after executing a CLR statement, which undimensions all arrays and
strings . An error occurs if a second DIM statement is executed in programmed
mode for a given array or string variable, even if the dimension or length is
unchanged.

IDOS (DO·)I
Activates the disk operating system utilities menu .
Format:
Examples:

DOS
DOS
DO.
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TABLE 11-5. DOS Statement Utilities Menus

Disk Operating System
Version 1.0
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.

Disk Directory
Run Cartridge
Copy File
Delete File(s)
Rename File
Lock File
Unlock File
Write DOS File
Format Disk
Duplicate Disk
Binary Save
Binary Load
Run at Address
Define Device
Duplicate File

Version 2.0S
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.

Disk Directory
Run Ca rtridge
Copy File
Delete File(s)
Rename File
Lock File
Unlock File
Write DOS Files
Format Disk
Duplicate Disk
Binary Save
Binary Load
Run at Address
Create MEM.SAV
Duplicate File

This statement causes the disk operating system menu of 15 utility functions to
appear on the display screen. If the disk operating system is not present, the DOS
statement puts the computer in memo pad mode (see the BYE statement).
When BASIC encounters a DOS statement, it clears the display screen, resets the
color registers to their default values (see Table 11-2) , shuts off all sound voices, and
closes all input / output channels except channel O. Note that it closes channel 6,
which many of the graphics statements use.
There are two versions of the disk operating system in use, version 1.0 and version
2.0S. The menus for the two versions differ. Table 11-5 itemizes both versions. See
Chapter 7 for specific information on each menu item .

Disk Operating System Version 1.0
When you use the DOS statement with version 1.0 of the disk operating system, the
utilities menu appears immediately on the display screen. You may choose anyone
of the utilities , or return to BASIC. Chapter 7 has complete instructions for each
utility.
To return to BASIC, press the SYSTEM RESET key , or choose menu selection B. If
there was a BASIC program in memory before you executed the DOS statement, it
will still be there unless you used the DUPLICATE DISK or DUPLICATE FILE
menu selections.lfyou did , your program will be gone when you return to BASIC.

Disk Operating System Version 2.05
The utilities menu does not appear immediately when you use the DOS statement
with version 2.0S of the di sk operating system . First the computer must load file
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DUP.SYS into memory from Drive I . This process takes about ten seconds. If file
DUP .SYS is not on the diskette in Drive I, the computer simply returns to BASIC.
Before it loads file DUP.SYS , the computer checks to see iffile MEM .SA V exists
on Drive I. If so, the computer uses it to preserve the memory area which file
DUP.SYS will use . This area of memory contains the first part of any BASIC
program that happens to be in memory. It is also where the RS-232 device handler
resides when it is present. This save operation takes another 20 seconds.
After performing all these housekeeping chores, the computer displays the disk
utilities menu. You may choose any item, or return to BASIC. Chapter 7 has
complete instructions for each utilit y.
To return to BASIC, press the SYSTEM RESET key, or choose menu selection B. If
the RS-232 serial device handler, a program, or both were present before you
executed the DOS statement, they will sti ll be there only if the computer can copy
them back from file MEM.SA V. The recopy operation takes about seven seconds.
If you allow the computer to use the program area of memory during the COPY
FILE or DUPLICATE FILE menu selections, or if you used the DUPLICATE
DISK menu selection at all, file MEM .SAV cannot restore the RS-232 serial device
handler or your program.
If the RS-232 serial device handler is present before using the DOS statement but
is not restored from the MEM .SA V file for any reason, and you use menu option B
to return to BASIC, any subsequent use of the SYSTEM RESET key causes a system
crash recoverable only by switching the computer power off and back on. This will
not happen if you return to BASIC with the SYSTEM RESET key .

The DOS Statement in Programmed Mode
The DOS statement is used mainly in immediate mode. You can use it in programmed mode , but it halts your BASIC program . There is no way to continue a
program from the point where the DOS statement halted it.

IORAWTO (OR.)i
Draws a straight line between the point last displayed and a specified end point.
Format:
ORA WTO col,row
Examples: DRAWTO 10, 15
DR. COLl ,ROWI
DR. BASECOL+COLOFFSET,BASEROW+ROWOFFSET

This statement draws a line from the point last displayed by a PLOT or
ORA WTO statement to the column and row specified by the values of co l and ro w,
rounded to the nearest integer. The line drawn will be straight or as close to straight
as possible. The sraircasing phenomenon causes a diagonal line to zigzag as it
approximates a straight line .
The AT ARI computer uses memory location 90 to keep track of the row where
the ORA WTO statement will start the ne xt line, and memory locations 91 and 92
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for the starting column. The ORA WTO and PLOT statements update these
memory locations, but none of the other BASIC statements do . Thus , statements
like GET, PUT, and POSITION have no effect on the starting point of the line that
the ORA WTO statement constructs.
The most recently executed COLOR statement determines which color register
will choose the line color. The ORA WTO statement uses the background color
register if no COLOR statement has been executed since you turned on the
computer.

DRAWTO in Graphics Modes 0, 1, and 2
The ORA WTO statement is primarily used in graphics modes 3 through 8, but it
also works in graphics modes 0, I, and 2, which display characters rather than
points. In these modes , ORA WTO constructs a line of characters starting with the
character last displayed and ending at the position specified by col and row. The line
will be straight, subject to the staircasing effect. The last COLOR statement
executed determines which character will compose the line , and in modes I and 2,
which color register will choose the line color (see Tables 11-3 and 11-4). If no
COLOR statement has been executed since you turned on the computer, COLOR 0
is used.

Causes a program to halt .
Format:
Example:

END
END

In programmed mode, this statement ends the program execution, sets the
display screen to graphics mode 0, turns off all sound voices, and closes all
input / output channels except channel O. A program does not have to end with an
END statement. When the computer runs out of BASIC statements, it ends the
program automatically, just as if it had encountered an END statement.

IENTER (E. )1
Transfers a previously recorded BASIC program from cassette or disk to the
computer memory.
Format:
Examples:

ENTER indev
ENTER "e:"
E. PGM$
E. "D2 :BUDGET.BAS"

The ENTER statement transfers BASIC text from physical device indev to its
memory. In this way it is like the CLOAO and LOAD statements, but there are
some important differences .
The ENTER statement does not erase existing program lines from the computer
memory before it transfers new lines into memory. It adds the new lines to any lines
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already there. If a line to be added has the same line number as a line already in
memory, the line in memory is erased and the new line replaces it.
When the ENTER statement finds a new variable name in the incoming program
lines , it adds it to the existing variable name table (VNT) in memory. It does not
remove any names from the VNT.
The ENTER statement can only transfer BASIC text that is in AT ASCII code, so
it works only with programs recorded by the LIST statement. It does not work with
programs recorded by the SA VB or CSA VE statements, which record programs in
a tokenized format.
The ENTER statement uses input channel 7 to receive program lines from the
program recorder and disk drive. It works fine even if channel 7 is already open.
However, it does close the channel when it finishes, blocking any prior claimant's
further use. The ENTER statement also turns off all sound voices.

ENTER with the Program Recorder
The statement ENTER "C;" operates the program recorder in playback mode,
transferring a program from cassette to the computer memory. First, the computer
sounds its speaker once. This signals you to put the right tape in the program
recorder and use the FAST FORWARD and REWIND levers to position the tape to the
correct spot. Then depress the PLAY lever on the program recorder. Finally, press
any key on the keyboard (except BREAK). If the volume on the te levision set is
turned up, you will hear several seconds of silence followed by one or more short
bursts of sound from the television speaker. These sounds mean the program
transfer is taking place. The sound bursts cease when the transfer finishes.

ENTER with the Disk Drive
In order to use the ENTER statement with a disk file name , the disk operating
system must be in memory as a result of a successful boot when you turned on the
computer (see page 27). If the disk operating system is absent, an error results . If it is
present but no file exists as specified, an error results. If everything is set up
correctly, the computer transfers the BASIC text from diskette to its memory .

Halting ENTER
You can interrupt the ENTER statement by pressing the SYSTEM RESET key . Any
program lines added to the computer memory before you press SYSTEM RESET will
remain in memory.
Press ing the BREAK key during an ENTER operation will not stop the operation.
It will interrupt the operation, but only momentarily. This usually means some
pieces of the program being transferred never make it into memory.

Erasing Unused Variables from the VNT
The ENTER statement makes no changes to the existing program or VNT, except
to add to them. This suggests a method for eliminating unused variables from a
program's VNT. Figure 11-1 elaborates.
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Start with th e
pro gram in me mory.

Reco rd the prog ram
on ca ssette o r di sk
with th e LI ST sta tement.

Use th e NE W statement
to cl ea r the program
and variabl e name table
out of me mory.

Rea d the prog ra m back
int o mem o ry with th e EN TER
statement. A new VNT is
con stru cted at this time.

If des ired . reco rd
th e prog ra m o n cassette
o r di sk with a C LOAD
or LOA D sta te ment.

FIG URE

11-1. Clearing out the va riable name table

IFOR (F.)I
Starts a loop that repeats a set of program lines until an automatically incremented
variable attains a certa in va lue .
Format:
Examples:

FOR numvar = startexpr TO endexpr [STEP stepexpr]
FOR COU N T = I TO 100
F. COUNTDOWN = 100 TO I STEP -I
F. INTERIM = START TO FINISH STEP INCREMENT

When FOR is first executed , numvar is assigned the value of startexpr. The
statements following FOR are executed until a NEXT statement is reached. numvar
is then incremented by the value of slepexpr (or by I if the STEP clause is not
present) . After that, the new value of numvar is compared to the value of endexpr.
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The sense of the comparison depends on the sign of stepexpr. If the sign is positive
and the new value of num var is less than or equal to endexpr. execution loops back
to the statement just after the FOR. The same thing happens if the sign of stepexpr
is negative and the new value of numvar is greater than or equal to endexpr. On
the other hand , if numvar is greater than endexpr (stepexpr positive) or less than
endexpr (stepexpr negative) , execution continues with the instruction that follows
the NEXT statement. Because the comparison occurs after incrementing numvar.
the statements between FOR and NEXT are always executed at least once .

Nes'ting FOR-NEXT Loops
FOR-NEXT loops may be nested . Each nested loop must have a unique index
variable name (numvar) . Each nested loop must be wholly contained within the
next outer loop; at most, the loops can end at the same point. Since AT ARI BASIC
allows 128 different variables , you can have at most 128 levels of FOR-NEXT
nesting.

Loop Expressions Evaluated Once
The loop's start, end, and increment values are determined fromstartexpr. endexpr.
and stepexpr only once, on the first execution of the FOR statement. If you change
these values inside the loop it will have no effect on the loop itself.

Terminating the Loop Early
You can change the value of numvar within the loop. This lets you terminate a
FOR-NEXT loop early . Somewhere inside the loop, set numvar to the end value
(endexpr), and on the ne xt pass the loop will terminate itself.

FOR in Immediate Mode
FOR may be used in immediate mode . The entire loop must be entered on one line:
If NEXT is not present, the loop will execute once.

Use Caution with FOR-NEXT Loops
Do not start the loop outside a subroutine and terminate it inside the subroutine.
Do not branch into the middle of a FOR-NEXT loop; the loop must start with a
FOR statement. Avoid branching out of FOR-NEXT loops. This takes up memory
by leaving an unresolved entry on the run-time stack .

IGET (GE.)i
This statement retrieves a single numeric value from a previously opened input!
output channel.
Format:
Examples:

GET #chan, num var
GET #1 , NMBR
GET #CH , X
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Channel chan must be open for input. The GET statement assigns a one-byte
numeric value between 0 and 255 to numvar. The value assigned depends on the
device interrogated.

GET with the Keyboard
From the keyboard (device K:), the GET statement assigns to numvar the decimal
value of the AT ASCII code for the next key or combination of keys pressed.
Appendix D lists the code produced by each keystroke . Program execution pauses
until a key is pressed.
The BREAK key does not produce an AT ASCII code; pressing it halts the GET
operation. Pressing CTRL-3 in response to a GET statement causes an error. CTRL-l
halts the screen display , as usual. The )11.. , CAPS / LOWR, SHIFT, and CTRL keys
themselves do not produce AT ASCII codes of any kind, although they do change
the codes which other keys produce. The four yellow special function keys do not
produce AT ASCII codes .

GET with the Program Recorder
The AT ARI computer transfers data from the program recorder in blocks of 128
one-byte values . After opening the program recorder for input, the first GET
statement causes the computer to read a block into the cassette buffer area of its
memory, assign the first value to numvar, and stop the tape. Each subsequent GET
statement takes the next sequential value from the cassette buffer in memory. When
the entire buffer has been used, the computer starts the tape and reads another
block.
Any attempt to get data past the end of a file results in an error. Closing the input
channel stops the tape. You can close the input channel with a CLOSE or END
statement.

GET with the Disk Drive
The GET statement will read data from a disk file that has been opened for input.
The GET statement reads the one-byte values that were recorded by a PUT
statement. It can also read the multiple-byte values recorded by a PRINT statement, one byte at a time. Each value it reads is the AT ASCII code of the character
recorded by the PRINT statement.
The computer reads data from the disk drive in one-sector blocks, not one value
at a time. It reads the first block of values into the disk buffer area of its memory
when a data file is first opened for reading. A subsequent GET statement takes the
first value from the buffer in memory and assigns it to numvar. When the entire
buffer has been used, the computer fills the buffer from the next sector of the disk
file. The ATARI810 Disk Drive has 125 one-byte values per sector.
The POINT statement causes the computer to read in a new block from the disk
file if it specifies a location that is outside the sector currently in memory.
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GET with the Display Screen
When used with the display screen (device S: or E:), the GET statement retrieves the
code of the character or graphics point displayed at the current cursor position. This
code observes the same rules as the one specified by the COLOR statement. In
graphics mode 0, the code specifies which character is displayed (see Table 11-3). In
graphics modes I and 2, the code specifies which color register is in use and which
character is displayed (see Table 11-4) . In graphics modes 3 through 8, the value
retrieved indicates which color register is in use at the particular cursor position (see
Table II-I).
Each time GET read s a va lue from the display screen, it moves right to the next
cursor position . It does this by updating memory location 84 with the row number
of the next cursor position, and memory locations 85 and 86 with the next column
number. The next statement that stores or retrieves data from the display screen
occurs in the new cursor position . However, none of this applies to the ORA WTO
or XIO state ments , which maintain a separa te cursor position in memory locations
90, 91 , and 92.
If you use the GET statement on the last column of a given row on the display
scree n, the cursor advances to the first column of the next line. If yo u try to access
the display screen without first repositioning the cursor after a GET statement at the
last column of the last row, an error results .
Executing a PRINT statement after a GET statement may change the code of the
character or graphics point just retrieved, spoiling the display. To circumvent this ,
use the POSITION statement to move the cursor back one space. Then use the PUT
statement to rewrite the code just retrieved .

GET with RS-232 Serial Devices
There must be an open input channel to the proper RS-232 serial port of the AT ARI
850 Interface Module , and this will be po ssible only if the RS-232 handler is in
memory as a result of a successfu l boot when you turned the computer on (see page
14). In addition, the serial port must be conditioned for concurrent input and output
with an XIO 40 statement. Finally, the translation mode may need to be set with an
XIO 38 statement. All this must happen before executing a GET statement on the
channel in question.
With this protocol out of the way, a value comes through the serial port to the
ATARI 850 Interface Module. It tra nslates the value to an ATASCII code if the
translation mode in effect requires it. Appendix 0 contains a table of ASCII and
ATASCII codes. The ATARI 850 Interface Module passes the values on to the
computer, one at a time .

IGOSUB

(Gos.)1

Causes the program to branch to the indicated line. When a RETU RN statement is
subsequently executed , the program branches back to the statement immediately
following the GOSUB stateme nt.
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Format:

GOSUB linexpr

Examples:

GOSUB 100
GOS. PYMTCALC
GOS. BASEAGE+ELAPSED

The GOSUB statement calls a subroutine . AT ARI BASIC starts executing the
subroutine at line number linexpr. This entry point need not necessarily be the
subroutine line with the smallest line number.
If linexpr does not evaluate to an existing line number, an error results.

Subroutine Termination
Each time the computer executes a GOSUB statement, it saves the return location
on the run-time stack. The return location specifies the BASIC statement that
follows the GOS UB statement which called the subroutine, even if it is on the same
program line as the GOS U B statement. At the end of the subroutine, the RETURN
statement clears the run-time stack entry as it branches back to the point where the
subroutine was called .
Branching out of a subroutine , for instance with a GOTO statement, will not clear
the stack. This takes up memory by leaving an unresolved entry on the run-time
stack. A program that does this repeatedly will eventually exhaust available
memory, and an error will result. But you can branch out of a subroutine with a
GOTO, IF-THEN, or similar statement if you first execute a POP statement to clear
the last return location from the run-time stack.
A program rarely runs out of memory because of run-time stack problems, but it
can happen. There is always some finite number of GOSUB statements that can
occur without a RETURN or POP statement occurring. Subroutines share the
run-time stack with FOR-NEXT loops, so the permissible level of subroutine
nesting depends on the concurrent level of FOR-NEXT loop nesting.

Subroutine Location
A GOSUB statement may occur anywhere in a program. A subroutine, on the other
hand, must begin at the start of a program line.

IGOTO (G.)I
Unconditionally causes program execution to branch to the line indicated.
Format:
Examples:

GOTO linexpr
GOTO I 120
G. TABLE+OFFSET

Program execution continues immediately with the first instruction at line
number linexpr. An error occurs if no such line number exists in the program.

IGRAPHICS (GR.)I
Sets one of the graphics modes; optionally clears the display screen.
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11-6. GRAPHICS Statement Options

BASIC Graphics
Mode

Suppress Text
Window .

Su ppress Screen
Clear

0

-

I

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Format:
Examples:

Suppress Both
-

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

GRAPHICS numexpr
GRAPHICS 5
GRAPHICS 20
GR. 32+MODE

The GRAPHICS statement resets the screen display to the graphics mode
specified by the value of numexpr, rounded to the nearest integer. This statement
normally clears the display screen, too. To suppress this, add 32 to the graphics
mode number. Table 11-6 shows the appropriate va lues for each graphics mode .
When the comp uter executes a GRAPH ICS statement, it reserves the amount of
memory required by the specified graphics mode, enab les the text curso r (sets
memory location 752 to 0), and sets the color registers to their default values (see
Table 11-2).

Graphics Modes
AT ARI BASIC supp orts several different graphics modes . Mode 0 is the text mode
that yo u see when you turn on the computer. Modes I through 8 are graphics modes
that can either be full-screen or can have a four- line text window across the bottom
of the screen . The area inside the text window is graphics mode O. Table 11-7
summarizes the characteristics of the different modes .

The Text Window
Modes I through 8 incl ud e a four-line text window at the bottom of the screen.
Mode 0 text output to channel 0 appears in the text window. T he display screen
ignores anything that PLOT, ORA WTO, PUT, XIO, or PRINT statements
attempt to display in the text window via channe l 6.
You can suppress the text window at the time the GRAPH ICS statement is
executed by add ing 16 to the value of numexp,. (see Table 11-6). This will give you
the eq uiva lent of four additional mode 0 lines of space of at the bottom of the
display screen.
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When the text window is absent, there is no place for output that would normally
go to it. Such output includes the question mark printed by an INPUT statement ,
the ouput of a PRINT statement with no explicit channel number or with channel 0,
and the message that appears at any program break, whether caused by an error, a
STOP statement, or the BREAK key. If any te xt output occurs in graphics modes I
through 8 when no text window is present, the entire display screen reverts to
graphics mode O. The screen is cleared and the text output appears at the top of the
screen.

Channels 0 and 6 for Output
The GRAPHICS statement opens channel6 for output to the display screen (device
S:). Once you execute a GRAPHICS statement, you cannot use channel 6 unless
you first execute a CLOSE #6 statement. After such a CLOSE statement, you will
not be able to use the ORA WTO , PLOT, or LOCATE statements until you reopen
the disp lay screen with a GRAPHICS statement (or an OPEN statement).
At the same time the GRAPHICS statement opens channel 6 for output to the
display screen graphics area, it opens channel 0 for output to the screen editor
(device E:) in the text area. In graphics mode 0, this area coincides with the channel 6
area, taking up the entire screen . In modes I through 8 when the graphics window is
present, the two areas are clearly separated . In modes I through 8 when the graphics
window is absent, using channel 0 returns the whole screen to mode O.

TABLE 11-7. Graphics Modes Summary
Rows

0
;z:

c

~

0

""~'"

- '"'".

'" 00
OJ
....

0
1
2
3
4

24
24
12
24
48
48
96
96
192

20
10
20
40
40
80
80
160

0

5

6
7
8

_ c
"c'"

~

e

~'"
...0._
~e c:r'" >.'"
VJ

~~

'0

'"
u

Color
Registers

a:~
~"'=

-

40
20
20
40
80
80
160
160
320

1*,2t,4#
0, 1, 2, 3, 4t#
0, I, 2, 3, 4t#
0, 1,2, 4tff
0, 4t #
0,1 , 2, 4t#
0, 4t#
0,1.2.4t#
1* , 2t. 4#

993
513
26 1
273
537
1017
2025
3945
7900

* Character luminance only; hue same as background.
t Background hue and luminance.
# Border hue and lumina nce .

i1.I

Mode
Type
Text
Character Graphics
Character Graphics
Graphics
Graphics
Graphics
Graphics
Graphics
Graphics
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Mode 0
Graphics mode 0 is a pure text mode. Its 24 lines can have as many as 40 characters
each. Standard margins exclude the first two columns on the left edge of the screen .
Mode 0 characters always displa y in the same color as the background, although
you can set the luminance of each separately (see Table 11-7).

Mode 0 Margins
You can use the POKE statement to reset the left and right margins. They must be
between 0 and 39 . Memory location 82 has the left margin , 83 the right. The margins
do not stop your program from operating on the entire display screen. They only
affect where PRINT statement output will appear.

Mode 0 Cursor
The cursor shows where the next character will be displayed . You can change the
location of the cursor with the POSITION statement. You can also make the cursor
invisible and play other tricks with it by changing the value of locations 752 and 755
(see Appendix G) .

Mode 0 Character Set
Mode 0 can display 128 different characters. Each character can be normal or
inverse. The standard character set uses the one-byte AT ASCII encoding scheme
(see Table 11-3.). You can define your your own character set, as described In
Chapter 9.

Mode 0 Logical Lines
The AT ARI computer organizes text on the mode 0 display screen into logical lines.
Logical lines can be I to 120 characters long, a maximum of three screen display
lines . An end-of-line (EOL) character signals the end of a logical line.
When the cursor reaches the bottom of the screen, the logical line at the top of the
screen scrolls off the top, making room for more text at the bottom.

Modes 1 and 2
Modes I and 2 are character graphics modes. Each display element comes from a
64-item character set. Mode 2 characters are twice as tall as mode I characters,
although both are the same width, as shown in Table 11-7 . Both modes have
characters twice as wide as those in mode o.
AT ARI BASIC has two character sets for modes I and 2. The standard character
set contains the usual upper-case letters, numbers, and punctuation. An alternate
character set contains special graphics characters and lower-case letters. The standard character set is automatically selected every time you turn on the computer,
press the SYSTEM RESET key, or use the GRAPHICS statement. The statement
POKE 756,226 selects the alternate character set. The statement POKE 756,224
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reselects the standard character set. Table 11-4 identifies the characters in both
character sets. You can also define your own character sets.
Characters in modes I and 2 can appear in any of the colors specified by four
color registers . A fifth color register specifies the background color. Part of the
same code that determines which character will appear also determines which color
register will be used (see Table 11-4). The SETCOLOR statement determines which
color the color register produces.
If you print a string that is too long for one line , the extra characters wrap around
to the start of the next line. Modes I and 2 screens do not scroll , however. If you try
to display something below the bottom edge of the screen, an error results.

Modes 3 Through 8
Modes 3 through 8 display points, lines, and so lid areas. The point size, number of
points per line, number oflines on the display screen, and number of color registers
used vary from one of these modes to the next. See Tab le 11-7 for details.
The cursor is never visible, but can be moved under program control. The
POSITION statement changes the cursor position in memory locations 84 (row)
and 85 and 86 (column) . These locations store the next cursor position, not its
present position, and are used by most statements. Memory locatio ns 90 (row) and
91 and 92 (co lumn) store the current cursor position that the ORA WTO, PLOT,
and XIO statements use.
The ORA WTO, PLOT, and XIO statements are the most common in modes 3
through 8. You can also use the PUT statement, and even the PR INT # statement if
you wish.

IIF-THENI
Conditio nally causes the program to execute the indicated instruction or instructions .
Formats:

IF expr THEN statement [:statement .. .]
IF expr THEN lin expr

Examples:

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

NAME$ ="LESTER ROADHOG MORAN" THEN RETURN
ZIP > 90000 AND NAME$(I,I) < = " 8" THEN PRINT #2;NAME$
RESPONSE$ = "Y" THEN PRINT "HOW MANY"; :INPUT QTY
A = B THEN 1735
COST(NI,N2) THEN 25300+COST(NI ,N2) j IE4

In the first format above, if the expression (expr) specifies a true condition,
BASIC executes the statements that follow the keyword THEN on the same
program line. Uthe specified condition is false , control passes to the first statement
on the next program line and BASIC does not execute any of the statements
following the keyword THEN.
In the second format above (the conditiona l branch format), the program
branches to line number linexpr if the condition is true. Otherwise, execution
continues with the first statement on the program line that follows the IF-THEN
statement.
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Types of Expressions
The most common types of expressions (expr) used with the IF-THEN statement
are relational and Boolean expressions , since both evaluate to true or false. The
expression may also be a numeric expression . If its value is not 0, the condition is
considered true. If its value is 0, the condition is considered false and execution
continues at the first statement on the next higher program line. The expression
cannot have a string value , although it can compare strings.
Relational expressions which compare for less than «), greater than (», or not
equal « » can use a STR$ function only on one side of the inequality sign. The
same limitation applies to the CHR$ function.

String Comparisons
When expr is a comparison of strings , the AT ASCII codes (listed in Appendix D)
for the characters involved determine the relative values of the strings. Strings are
compared character by character until a mismatch occurs . Then the string with the
higher AT ASCII code in the mismatch position is considered greater. If no mismatch occurs, the longer string is greater.

Statement Restrictions
If either a GOTO or REM statement is one of the many statements following the
keyword THEN , it must be the last statement on the line. Any statements that
follow it on the same progra m line can never be executed .
Additional IF-THEN sta tements may appear following the keyword THEN as
long as they are completely contained on the original IF-THEN line . However , a
Boolean expression is easier to read than nested IF-THEN statements. For example, the following two statements are equivalent, but the second is easier to read .
10 IF A$ ="X " THE N IF B = 2 THEN IF C > D THEN 50
10 IF A$ ="X" AND B =2 AND C > D THEN 50

IINPUT (I. )1
Accepts character entry from the ke yboard or other input device, evaluates it, and
assigns the value or values entered to the variable or variables specified.

{JJ

var [, var ... J

Format:

IN PUT [#chan

Examples:

INPU T R ESPONSES
I. #4, RE CO RD$
I. #2, A, B, C

The INPUT statement gets a line of data from an input device . The input line
consists of zero or more AT ASCII characters followed by an AT ASCII end-of-line
(EOL) character. On the keyboard, the RETURN key produces an EOL character to
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end the input line . No matter what the input device is , the EOL character is required
to end the input line.
The computer interprets the input line as a string value, one or more numeric
values, or some combination of these. The way it interprets the input line depends
on the number and type of variables (var), but is entirely unaffected by which input
device is used.
When the chan option is absent, input comes from the keyboard via the editor
(device E:). When the chan option is present, the specified channel must be open for
input. The OPEN statement specifies the input device.

Multiple-Variable Input
Generally speaking, when a single INPUT statement calls for more than one value,
numeric or string, you can put each one on a separate input line by ending each
value with the EOL character (the RETU RN key). In fact, you must terminate strings
this way . But you can also terminate a numeric value with a comma, and enter the
next value, whether string or numeric, on the same input line. Commas are treated
as part of string values, so they do not work as string value terminators.

Numeric Input
When BASIC encounters a numeric variable, it translates the input line - up to the
next comma - into a numeric value. Numeric input follows the rules for numeric
constants, detailed in Chapter 3. It consists of an optional sign (+ or -) followed by
one or more digits (0 through 9), with one optional decimal point. Blank spaces may
prefix or suffix the number, but may not separate the digits, signs, and decimal
points from each other.
Also allowed is a suffix for expressing the exponent part of a number in scientific
notation. The suffix comprises three parts: the capital letter E, an optional sign, and
a one- or two-digit number. The exponent must have a value generally between -99
and -I , or between I and 97 . A value of 0 is not allowed, nor are fractional
exponents. There can be no decimal point in the exponent. The exponent value
cannot cause the numeric value as a whole to exceed its allowable range (see below).
Blank spaces cannot separate the exponent from the mantissa.
Numeric input must be larger (less negative) than -I E+98 and smaller than I E+98,
Values closer to 0 than ±9.99999999E-98 are rounded to O.
If there are no characters before the next comma or EOL character, an error
results. This happens on the keyboard if you simply press RETURN. An error also
occurs if non-numeric characters occur, or if numeric characters occur in the wrong
places. Example include too many decimal points, the sign in the wrong place, or a
scientific notation exponent too large or too small.

String Input
Each string value must be on a separate input line. Only an EOL character (the
key) terminates string entry; commas are treated as part of the string value.

RETU RN
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The string value is the seq uence of AT ASCII characters exact ly as they occ ur in the
input line , with no conversion or translation. If no characters come in before an
EOL character (the RETURN key) , the string value is null, its length O. On the other
hand, the number of characters that come in can exceed the dimensioned length of
the string variab le to which they are assigned . If this happens, the INPUT statement
ignores the excess characters until the next EOL character (RETURN key).

INPUT from the Editor or Keyboard
If the INPUT statement uses the editor (device E:) , BASIC displays a question mark
at the current cursor position on the graphics mode 0 screen as a cue to begin entry.
However , if chan is present , no question mark appears. With devices other than the
editor, no question mark appears on the display screen; this includes the keyboard
itself (device K:). If it takes more than one input line to enter all the values for an
INPUT statement, a new question mark appears (subject to the rules just stated) at
the beginning of each new line as a cue to continue entr ies.
The keyboard (device E: or K:) works the same way in the context of a n INPUT
statement as it normally does. The cursor movement keys perform their usual
editing functions , the CLEAR key (SHIFT- < ) clears the entire display scree n, the
BREAK key halts the INPUT statement , the RETURN key terminates the entry line ,
and so on . Chapter 2 explains these features in detail. Do not use the cursor control
keys (- , -,1,1, etc.) to move the cursor out of the logical input line and back in. This
may cause the question mark to become part of the input response.
When the input device is the ke yboard (device E: or K:) , each keystroke adds
another AT ASCII character code to the input line. The keyboard can produce all
256 codes. Appendix D shows which keys and combinations of keys produce which
codes.

INPUT from Other Devices
The rules for the INPUT statement are the same regardless of the input device.
From devices other than the keyboard (device E: or K:), the EOL character
performs the function of the RET U RN key. Commas can separate numeric va lues
requested by a single INPUT statement.

INPUT from the Disk Drive and Program Recorder
The computer transfers data from the disk drive and program recorder to its
memory in blocks of characters. On the AT A R I 810 Disk Drive, there are 125
characters per block. The program recorder has 128 characters per block.
One block might contain part of a string va lue, one string value , one numeric
value , or several values separated by EOL characters or commas. BASIC assigns
values to INPUT statement variables from the block in memory on a first-come,
first-served basis. If it needs more characters, it gets another block from the disk
drive or program recorder.
Any attempt to get data past the end of a disk or cassette file results in an error.
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INPUT with RS-232 Serial Devices
There must be an open input channel to the proper RS-232 serial port of the AT ARI
850 Interface Module, and this will be possible only if the RS-232 handler is in
memory as a result of a successful boot when you turned on the computer (see page
14). In addition, the serial port must be conditioned for concurrent input and output
with an XIO 40 statement. Other XIO statements may be required to condition the
serial port. For example, the translation mode (for converting incoming ASCII
characters to AT ASCII) may need to be set with an XIO 38 statement. All this must
happen before executing an INPUT statement on the channel in question .
With this protocol out of the way , input line characters come through the serial
port to the ATARI 850 Interface Module. It translates them to ATASCII characters according to the translation mode in effect. Two of the translation modes will
change an incoming ASCII carriage return character to the AT ASCII EOL character required to end an input line. Appendix D has ASCII and AT ASCII code tables .
The ATARI 850 Interface Module passes on the translated characters to the
computer, one at a time. It interprets them as a string or numeric value in the
manner described above.

ILET = (= or LE. =)1
The assignment statement, LET =, or simply =, assigns a value to a specified
variable.
Format:
Examples:

[LET] var = expr
LET A = B
LE. A$ = "Foreign Correspondent"
COURSE(\,N) = COURSE(\,N-I) + SIN(X / Y)
DECISION = RIGHT OR WRONG
REORDER = ONHAND < = MINIMUM

Variable var is assigned the value computed by evaluating expr. The variable can
be a simple numeric or string variable, a numeric array element, or a substring
(subscripted string variable). The variable must be the same type as the expression.
An exception allows BASIC to assign the value of a Boolean or relational expression to a numeric variable. Such expressions have a value of I if true, 0 if false .
Relational expressions that compare simply for less than «), greater than (», or
not equal « » can use a STR$ function only on one side of the inequality. The
CHR$ function is similarly restricted .
When you use substring notation to assign characters to a string, only the
specified substring is affected. Other parts of the string variable retain their previous
values. Parts that had no previous values have random values.

ILIST (L.)I
Displays all or part of the program currently in memory. Can also transmit all or
part of the program currently in memory to a specified output device .
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Formats:

LIST [Iinexpr j [,linexpr2 ] ]
LIST oUldev [,Iin expr [,Iinexpr 2 ]
LIST
j

Examples:
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]

L.160
L. "P:", IOO,200
L. "D:DOGBREED.BAS"

The first format above lists program lines to the display screen via the editor
(device E:) , in graphics mode O. Characters may list differently than they display in
other graphics modes when the program is run. The second format lists program
lines to a specific output device , outdev, which can be the display screen (device S:,
or via the editor, E:), in addition to the printer (device P:), one of the RS-232 serial
ports (device R[n]:), a disk file (device D[n]filename [.ext]) , or the program
recorder (device C).
Any portion of the program may be listed using either format. If you specify two
line numbers and both exist, the program will list starting at linexprj and continuing
through Iinexpr 2 . The line numbers specified in a LIST statement do not have to
exist in the program. If the starting line number (linexprj) does not exist, the listing
starts at the next higher line number. If the ending line number (Iinexpr 2 ) does not
exist, the listing ends at the next lower line number. If you specify only one line
number (Iinexpr j ), just that line will be listed, if it exists . If you specify no line
numbers, the entire program is listed.

Form of Output
The LIST statement automatically extends any keywords that you abbreviated as
you typed them in. It also adds extra spaces around variab les and keywords to make
the listing more readable.
Program lines are limited to three screen lines each, but these limits are calculated
before LIST expands the abbreviations and adds the extra spaces. You can therefore extend the apparent length of a program line past the normal limit by abbreviating extensively and leaving out unneeded spaces when you type it in . However,
such a line will be too long to edit.
The LIST statement sends out BASIC text in AT ASCII code , no matter which
destination device is used. The ENTER statement can read it back from the
program recorder or disk drive . The CSA VE and SAVE statements cannot read a
LIST statement's recording. The LIST statement does not record the variable name
table (VNT) . See Figure 11-1 for a way to use the LIST and ENTER statements to
reset the VNT.

Input/Output Channels and Sound Voices
The LIST statement transmits to all devices on channel 7, except the display screen,
for which it uses channel O. It works fine even if channel 7 is already open. However,
it does close channel 7 when it finishes, disabling any prior use. The LIST statement
also closes all sound voices.
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LIST with the Program Recorder
The statement LIST "c" operates the program recorder in record mode, transferring a program from the computer memory to a cassette. First, it sounds the
computer speaker twice. This signals you to put the right tape in the program
recorder and use the FAST FOR WARD and REWIND levers to position the tape to the
correct spot. Then depress the RECORD and PLAY levers on the program recorder.
Finally, press any key on the keyboard (except BREAK). If the volume on the
television set is turned up, you will hear 20 seconds of a continuous high-pitched
tone . This will be followed by one or more short bursts of sound from the television
speaker. These sounds mean the program transfer is taking place . The sound bursts
cease when the recording finishes.

LIST with the Disk Drive
In order to use the LIST statement with a disk file name, the disk operating system
must be in memory as a result of a successful boot when you turned on the computer
(see page 27). If the disk operating system is absent , an error results . If it is present
but no file exists as specified , an error results . If everything is set up correctly, the
computer transfers the BASIC text from its memory to diskette .

LIST with the Printer
To print a listing of the program in memory on the AT ARI printer, use the
statement LIST "P:". The printer must be turned on . The AT AR 1825 Printer must
also be switched online, and the AT ARI 850 Interface Module it connects through
must be on as well. Printer character sets differ from the graphics mode 0 character
set, so some characters will look different on a printed listing.
The AT ARI 825 Printer translates several A T ASCII codes as control characters.
Strange things can happen when you list a program than contains control characters directly inside question marks. The printer performs the control code functions ,
ruining the listing. This will not happen if the codes are specified using the CH R$
function .

LIST with the RS-232 Serial Ports
To use the LIST statement with one of the RS-232 serial ports , the RS-232 serial
device handler must be in memory as a result of a successful boot when you turned
on the computer (see page 14). If the device handler is absent, an error results. The
device may require conditioning with XIO statements before executing the LIST
statement. If everything checks out, the computer transfers the BASI C text from its
memory to the serial port. It does not check to see if the serial device received the
listing, or even if there is a serial device .

Halting LIST
Once LIST starts executing, you can interrupt it by pressing either the BREAK key or
the SYSTEM RESET key . Output ceases. Output to a cassette file will be incomplete,
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but you will be able to read the recorded part with an ENTER statement.
When you interrupt a listing to a disk file, chances are very good that the file will
simply not exist. But if you use the BREAK key , or the SYSTEM RESET key near the
end of the listing, the computer ma y finish off the file before it halts the LIST
operation. And if the timing is wrong , pressing the SYSTEM RESET key will kill the
listing, abort the file, and lock up the system. Your only recourse then is to turn the
computer off and back on again.

iLOAD (LO.)/
Transfers a previously recorded BASIC program from an input device to the
computer memory.
Format:
Examples:

LOAD inde v
LOAD "C:"
LO . "D:PROGR A MI"
LO. PRG$

The LOAD statement transfers a BASIC program from physical device indev to
memory. During the loading process, the LOAD statement also replaces the resident variable name table with the one for the incoming program .
The LOAD statement can only load a tokenized BASIC program recorded by the
SA VE statement. It cannot load programs recorded by the CSA VE statement,
which uses different timing, or by the LIST statement, which records BASIC text in
AT ASCII code.
The LOAD statement uses input channel 7 for transfer from the program
recorder and disk drive. It works even if channel 7 is already open.

LOAD Invokes NEW
Using the LOAD statement automatically invokes the NEW statement. It clears all
previous program lines and variables out of memory.
When the LOAD operation ceases (successful or not, or complete or not), BASIC
shuts off all sound voices and closes all input j output channels except channel O.
Note especially that it closes channel 6, which many of the graphics statements use .

LOAD with the Program Recorder
The statement LOAD "C:" operates the program recorder in playback mode,
transferring a program from cassette to the computer memory. First, the computer
sounds its speaker once. This signals you to put the right tape in the program
recorder and use the FAST FOR WARD and REWIND levers to position the tape to the
correct spot. Then depress the PLA Y lever on the program recorder. Finally, press
any key on the keyboard (except BREAK). If the volume on the television set is
turned up, you will hear several seconds of silence followed by one or more short
bursts of sound from the television speaker. These sounds mean the program
transfer is taking place. The sound bursts cease when the transfer finishes.
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LOAD with the Disk Drive
In order to use the LOAD statement with a disk file name , the disk operating system
must be in memory as a result of a successful boot when you turned on the computer
(see page 27) . If the disk operating system is absent , an error results. If it is present
but no file exists as specified , an error results. If everything is set up correctly, the
computer transfers the BASIC text from diskette to its memory.

Halting LOAD
Once LOAD starts executing, you can interrupt it by pressing the SYSTEM RESET
key. There will be no program lines in the computer memory unless the load
operation had a chance to finish. Pressing the SYSTEM RESET key while loading a
disk file program may lock up the system . Your only recourse then is to turn the
computer off and back on again.
Pressing the BREAK key during a LOAD operation will rarely stop the operation.
It will interrupt the operation, but only momentarily . Some pieces of the program
being transferred may never make it into memory.

ILOCA TE (LOC. )1
Retrieves the code of the character or graphics point displayed at a specified screen
display location.
LOCA TE col, row, numvar
Format:
Examples: LOCATE 5, 10, PIXEL
LOC. COL, ROW , SCRNVAL
LOC. PEEK(86)*256+PEEK(85), PEEK(84), ANSR

The LOCATE statement retrieves the code of the character or graphics point
displayed at the column and row specified by the values of col and row. It assigns the
code value to numvar.
The code is a one-byte numeric value between 0 and 255. It observes the same
rules as the code specified by the COLOR statement. In graphics mode 0, the code
specifies which character is displayed (see Table 11-3). In graphics modes 1 and 2,
the code specifies which color register is in use and which character is displayed (see
Table 11-4). In graphics modes 3 through 8, the value retrieved indicates which
color register is in use at the particular cursor position (see Table II-I).

LOCA TE Uses Channel 6
In order for the LOCATE statement to work , channel 6 must be open for input to
the display screen. The GRAPHICS statement does this.

Cursor Update
Each time LOCATE reads a value from the display screen, it moves right to the next
cursor position . It does this by updating memory location 84 with the row number
of the next cursor position, and memory locations 85 and 86 with the next column
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number. The next statement which stores or retrieves data from the display screen
occurs in the new cursor position. However , none of this applies to the DRA WTO
or XIO statements, which maintain a separate cursor position in memory locations
90 , 91 , and 92.
If you use the LOCATE statement on the last column of a given row on the
display screen, the cursor advances to the first column of the next line. If you access
the display screen without first repositioning the cursor after a LOCA TE statement
at the last column of the last row , an error results .

PRINT After LOCATE
Executing a PRINT statement after a LOCATE statement may change the code of
the character or graphics point just retrieved, spoiling the display. To circumvent
this , use the POSITION statement to move the cursor back one space. Then use the
PUT statement to rewrite the code just retrieved .

ILPRINT (LP.)I
Outputs characters to the system printer.

[t f .. .[ex pr ]] ...

Format:

LPRINT [expr ]

Examples:

LPRINT "Customer "; CUST
LP. R$ ;" Score:", INT(POSBL j RIGHT* 100)

This statement is like the PRINT statement, except. that output goes to a printer
attached directly ro the serial bus, like the AT ARI 820 or 822 Printers, or to a
printer attached to the parallel port of the AT ARI 850 Interface Module, like the
AT ARI 825 Printer. The printer must be turned on . The AT ARI 850 Interface
Module must be on also , if the printer is attached to it. If the printer is not ready to
print, the computer waits briefly, then an error occurs.
There are a number of acceptable variations on the LPRINT statement. LPRINT
by itself outputs an EOL character. When LPRINT is followed by one or more
expressions , the values of those express io ns are printed. The way the values appear
depends on their nature and on the use of semicolons or commas between values.

Printing Numeric Values
Numeric values within certain limit s a re printed using standard arithmetic notation .
Scientific notation is used for values cl ose r to 0 than ±O.O I and for any values with
more than ten digits in front of the decimal point. Negative values are preceded by a
minus sign; positive values are not preceded by anything.

Printing String Values
By printing certain string values on some printers, you can activate different type
fonts and other special features. Chapter 6 has more information .
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Commas and Semicolons
LPRINT statement expressions must be separated by either a comma or a semicolon. Commas and semicolons control the spacing between printed values. A
semicolon causes the next value to print immediately after the value just printed; the
two are concatenated with no intervening spaces. A comma causes the next value to
print at the next column stop, several spaces over from the last value.
Column stops are ten characters apart , at columns I, II, 21, and so on. If any
character is printed in either of the two spaces just ahead of a column stop (for
example, in column 19 or 20), that column stop is inactivated.

LPRINT and the ATARI 825 Printer
The LPRINTstatement has some quirks when used with the AT ARI 825 Printer. If
an LPRINT statement prints more than 40 characters, output from the next
LPRINT statement always starts a new line on an AT ARI 825 Printer. A comma or
semicolon at the end of the LPRINT statement has no effect. But if an LPRINT
statement prints 40 characters or less and ends with a semicolon, or 38 characters or
less and ends with a comma, output from the next LPRINT statement starts on the
same line, at column 41. In either case, output from the next LPRINT statement will
start a new line. LPRINT output to the AT ARI 825 Printer is normal if no
semicolon or comma ends the statement.

Input! Output Channels and Sound Voices
The LPRINT statement uses channel 7 for output to the printer. If channel 7 is
already open to another device, an error occurs, which closes the channel. You can
then use LPRINT successfully.
The LPRINT statement shuts off all sound voices.

!NEW!
Deletes the current program and all variables from memory.
Format:
Example:

NEW
NEW

This statement also shuts off all sound voices; closes all input! output channels
except channel 0, which remains open to the editor (device E:); and sets trigonometric functions to radians.

!NEXT (N.)!
Terminates the loop started by a FOR statement.
Format:
Examples:

NEXT numvar
NEXT COUNT
N. J

When BASIC executes a NEXT statement, it increments the loop index variable
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numvar by an amount specified in the corresponding FOR statement. The program
then either continues with the statement following NEXT or loops back to the
corresponding FOR, depending on the parameters set in the FOR statement. (See
the discussion of FOR earlier in this chapter.) .
If numvar does not match the loop variable of the most recently executed FOR
statement, an error occurs.

NEXT in Immediate Mode
A NEXT statement will terminate an immediate mode FOR-NEXT loop only if it
follows the FOR statement on the same immediate mode program line.
When BASIC encounters a NEXT statement at the beginning of an immediate
mode line, it looks for the most recent programmed mode FOR-NEXT loop that
matches and is still active . If it finds one, it continues the loop at the FOR statement.
If not , an error occurs.

INOTE (No.)1
Determines the current location of the file pointer for the specified disk file.
Format:
Examples:

NOTE #chan, sec/var, by/evar
NOTE #5, SCTR , BYTE
NO. #FILE2 , S , B

This statement checks the current location of the pointer for the disk file open to
channel chan. It assigns the absolute sector number to numeric variablesectvar, and
the byte number within the sector to numeric variable bytevar. These variables
cannot be array elements. Channel chan can be open to a disk file for any operation .
NOTE is not available in version 1.0 of the disk operating system.

ION-GOSUBI
Provides conditional subroutine calls to one of several subroutines in a program,
depending on the current value of an expression.
Format:
Examples:

ON numexpr GOSUB linexpr [,1inexpr ... J
ON X GOSUB 100, 200 , 300
ON SI GOSUB B+L* 100, 12000,12050,100

The program branches to the first line number (linexpr) if the integer value of
numexpr is I, the second if it is 2, and so on. The next RETURN statement
encountered sends the program back to the statement that follows the ON-GOSUB
statement.
The expression must have a value in the range 0 through 255 or an error occurs. If
the expression evaluates to 0 or to a value greater than the number of line numbers
listed, program execution continues with the next statement following the
ON-GOSUB.
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10N-GOTOI
Causes a conditional branch to one of several lines in a program, depending on the
current value of an expression.
Format:
Examples:

ON numexpr GOTO linexpr [,linexpr ... ]
ON RESPONSE GOTO 1000, 2000 , 3000, 4000, 5000
ON RND(O)* 10 GOTO IOO+S PEED* 10, 2000, 3000, 3000, 3000

The program branches to the first line number (linexpr) if the integer value of
numexpr is I, the second if it is 2, and so on.
The expression must have a value in the range 0 through 255 or an error occurs. If
the expression evaluates to 0 or to a value greater than the number of line numbers
listed , program execution continues with the next statement following the
ON-GOTO.

10PEN (0.)1
Assigns an input / output channel number to a specific device , including a disk file.
Format:
Examples:

OPEN
OPEN
O. #5 ,
O. #2,

#chan, taskexpr, auxexpr, dev
#1 , 4, 0, "C:"
ACT, 0, "D:SCORE.DAT"
8, 0, "P:"

Before BASIC can access an external device for input or output, it must open a
channel (chan) to it. If the channel is already open to another device, an error
occurs.
The value of the first exp ression (taskexpr) specifies the kind of activity (for
example, input or output) that will be going on; Table 11-8 elaborates. In most
cases, the second expression (auxexpr) is unused, as Table 11-9 shows. The following sections explain the details for each device.
The final parameter in the OPEN statement, dev; selects the device that the
input / output channel will be associated with . The dev parameter can be a string
constant or a string variable. Table 11-10 lists the standard device names.

OPEN with the Program Recorder
The program recorder can be open for input or output, but not for both input and
output simultaneously.
Opening for input operates the program recorder in playback mode. The computer sounds its speaker once . This signals you to put the right tape in the program
recorder and use the FAST FOR WARD and REWIND levers to position the tape to the
correct spot. Then depress the PLAY lever on the program recorder. Finally, press
any key on the keyboard (except BREAK) . The program recorder takes about 20
seco nds to read past the leader which starts every cassette file. Before it reaches the
end of the leader, the computer must input the first data value with a GET or
INPUT statement. After that , the tape stops, unless the program recorder receives
more instructions to keep it goi ng.
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11-8. OPEN Parameter Number I (task expr)
Device

Task
Number

Progra m recorder
(C:)

4
8

Disk file

(D[n]filename
[.ext])

Sc reen edit o r
(E:)

Task
Description
R ead
Write

4
6
8
9
12

Read
Read di sk directo ry
Write - new fil e
Write - a ppe nd
Read a nd write - update

8
12
13

Screen output
Keybo a rd input & scree n output
Scree n input & output

Keyb oa rd
(K :)

4

Rea d

Printe r
(P:)

8

Write

R S-232 se ria l port

( R[n]:)

Screen di spl ay
(S:)

5
8
9
13

Co ncurre nt read
Bl oc k write
Co ncurrent write
Concurrent read and write
C lea r
Sc ree n

Tex t
Windowt

R ead

Write

8
12
24
28

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

40
44
56
60

No·
No·
No·
No·

No
No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

• Sc reen a lways clea red in gra phics mode O.
t No se para te text window in gra phics mode O.

Opening for output operates the program recorder in record mode. The computer
sounds its speaker twice. This signals you to put the right tape in the program
recorder and use the FAST FOR W A RD a nd R E WI N D levers to position the tape to the
correct spot. Then depress the R EC ORD and PLAY levers on the program recorder.
Finally, press any key on the ke yboard (except BREAK). If the volume on the
television set is turned up , you will hear a continuous high-pitched marker tone
being written as the cassette file leader. Within about 30 seconds of the time the
OPEN statement is executed , the program must output 128 data bytes or close the
output channel. Otherwise, garbage will be recorded on the file and an error will
occur when the file is read back .
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TABL E 11-9. OPEN Parameter Number 2 (auxexpr)

Value

F unction Description

Device
Program recorder
(C:)

No rm a l inter-record gaps
Short inte r-record gaps

0
128

Ignored

0

Ignored

0

Keyboard '
(K :)

Ignored

0

Printer
(P:)

Normal characters
Sideways c harac ters (AT A R I 820)

RS-232 seria l port
(R[n]:)

Ignored

Sc reen display
(S :)

BAS IC
BASIC
BASI C
BASI C
BAS IC
BAS IC
BAS IC
BASIC
BASIC

Disk drive

(D[n ]:filename
[.ext ])
Screen editor
(E:)

0
83
0

grap hics
graph ics
graphics
graph ics
graphics
graphics
grap hics
graphics
gra phics

mode
mode
mode
mode
mode
mode
mode
mode
mode

0
I
2
3
4
5

0
I
2
3
4
5

6
7

6
7

8

8

TABLE 11-10. OPEN External Devices (del')

Device
Program reco rd er
Di sk file
Screen edi tor
Keyboard
Printer
RS-232 serial port
Di splay screen

Name
C:

D[n]:/i"lenal1l e [.ext ]

E:
K:

P:

R[n]:
S:

OPEN with a Disk File
In order to use the OPEN statement with a disk file name , the disk operating system
must be in memory as a resu lt of a successful boot whe n you turned on the computer
(see page 27). If the di sk operating system is absent , an erro r results.
A disk file can be opened for data input , d irectory input , and for output in several
differe nt modes. The va lue of taskexpr determines the mod e, as Tab le 11-8 shows.
Norma ll y, a maxim um of three fi les can be open at one t ime . Chapter 7 exp lains a
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way to increase this limit to seven files with version 2.0S of the disk operating
system.
A file name is required when opening the disk for directory input , but it need not
actually exist. The specified file name must exist when the task is input, update, or
append , or else an error occurs. If the task is simple output and the file does not
exist, it is created. If the task is simple output and the file exists, it is erased and a
new one created. If a newly created file is not closed properly, the sectors allocated
for it may remain allocated but unusable until the disk is reformatted.

OPEN with the Printer
The printer can only be opened for output. [t must be turned on when the OPEN
statement is executed. If there is an ONLINE / LOCAL switch on the printer, it must be
in the "online" position as well. If the printer connects through the AT ARI 850
[nterface Module, it must be on also. If any of these conditions are not met, an error
occurs.

OPEN with the RS-232 Serial Ports
To use the OPEN statement with one of the serial devices, the RS-232 serial device
handler must be in memory as a result of a successful boot when you turned on the
computer (see page 14). If the device handler is absent, an error results. But the
computer reports no error if the device attached to the specified port is off, there is
no device attached, or the AT ARI 850 Interface Module itself is off.
In addition to being opened, the serial device may require conditioning with XIO
statements. A given port can only be open on one channel at a time.

OPEN with the Display Screen
The OPEN statement links channel chan with the display screen when dev is S:. The
value of auxexpr specifies the graphics mode. The value of taskexpr determines
whether to clear the screen, whether a text window will be present, and whether the
screen is open for output only, or both input and output (see Table 11-8).
Each time the display screen is opened, the text cursor is reset, the color registers
are set to their default colors (see Table 11-2), and tab stops are set at columns 7, 15 ,
23, ... , 103, III, and 119. In graphics mode 0 the screen is always cleared. Also, the
cursor is visible unless you turn it off with a POKE 755,0 statement.
The different graphics modes require different amounts of memory. The OPEN
statement reserves memory for screen data and the display list in the highest part of
available memory.

OPEN with the Screen Editor
The screen editor is an input / output device that uses the keyboard for input and the
graphics mode 0 display screen for output. Each time the screen editor is opened, the
graphics mode is set to 0, the display screen is cleared , the text cursor is reset, the
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color registers are set to their default colors (see Table 11-2) , and tab stops are set at
co lumns 7,15,23, . .. , 103 , III , and 119.
The value of taskexpr determines whether the screen editor is opened for input ,
output , or both . It can also enab le a special input mode which causes INPUT
statements to use the display screen as the input device. When this happens , the
logical line where the cursor is located provides the value for the current INPUT
statement variable. The va lue ends at the ne xt EOL character on the screen; the
RETURN key is ignored.

OPEN with the Keyboard
The keyboard (device K:) can be opened on ly for input.

IPEEKI
Listed in the Functions section at the end of this chapter.

jPLOT (PL. )1
Displays a point at the specified location on the displa y screen.
Format:
Examples:

PLOT col, ro w
PLOT 5, 15
PL. COL, ROW

This statement plots a single dot of color on the screen at the column and row
specified by the values of co! and row. The maximum row and column values vary
with the graphics mode (see Table 11-7). The most recently executed COLOR
statement determines which co lor register will choose the point color. The PLOT
statement uses the background co lor register if no COLOR statement has been
executed since you turned on the computer.
The PLOT statement updates memory location 90 with the row number at which
it plots, and memory locations 9 I and 92 with the column number. A subsequent
ORA WTO statement will use this as the starting point of the line it constructs.

PLOT in Graphics Modes 0, 1, and 2
The PLOT statement is primarily used in graphics modes 3 through 8, but it a lso
works in graphics modes 0, I, and 2. In these modes, PLOT places a character,
rather than a dot , on the screen . The last COLOR statement executed determines
which character will display , and in modes I and 2, which color register will choose
the character color (see Tables 11-3 and 11-4). If no COLOR state ment has been
executed since you turned on the computer, COLOR 0 is used.

jPOINT (P.)I
Changes a disk file's pointer to a specified location .
Format:

POINT #chan, seClvar, bY levar
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POINT #5, SCTR , BYTE
P. #FILE2 , S, B

This statement moves the file pointer to the sector number specified by the value
of numeric variable sectvar, and to the byte within the sector as specified by numeric
variab le bytevar. If sectvar is outside the limits of the fi le , an error will occur. The
value of by tevar must be between 0 and 125. Channel chan must be open to a disk
fi le for input , update, or append (see OPEN) .
This statement is not availab le in version 1.0 of the disk operating system.

~KE (POK.)I
Stores a byte of data in a specified memory location.
Format:
Example

PO K E

117 el17 adr,

bylexpr

POKE 756 ,226

A value between 0 and 255 , provided by bytexpr, is written into memory at
location memadr. If the memory location specified exceeds the maximum location
in memory (for example, 16383 if you have 16K of memory) , or accesses a read-only
memory location, POKE has no effect.
Use caution with POKE. Some memory locations contain information essential
to the computer's uninterrupted operation. Change random memory locations and
you can destroy your program or lock up your system.

Causes BASIC to forget the return location for the most recently executed FOR,
GOSUB, or ON-GOSUB statement.
Format:

POP

Example:

POP

The FOR , GOSUB , and ON-GOSUB statements place a return location on the
run-time stack. BASIC uses this location when it encounters a NEXT or RETURN
statement. The POP statement removes one entry from the top of the run-time
stack. No error occurs if the run-time stack is empty.
POP effectively changes the most recently executed GOSUB or ON-GOSUB
statement into a GOTO or ON-GOTO statement , after the fact. The next RETURN
statement executed will branch to the instruction immediately following the second
most recently executed GOSUB or ON-GOSUB.
A POP statement executed inside a FOR-NEXT loop terminates the loop .
BASIC behaves as though it never executed the most recent FOR statement.

IpOSITION (POS.)I
Moves the cursor to a spec ified location on the display screen.
Format:
Example:

POSITIO N col, 1'0 \\'
POSITIO N 10,3
POS. 5, BASE + N3
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All display screen input and output sta tement s exce pt DRA WTO , PLOT, a nd
XIO obtain the next cursor po sition from memory loca tions 84 (row) and 85 and 86
(column). The POSITIO N statement cha nges the co ntents of these memory locations. The value of co l specifies the new co lumn , a nd the value of row specifies the
new row. The next GET, PRINT, PUT, INPUT , or LOCATE statement to the
display screen occurs a t the new cursor position. The cursor does not visibly move
when the POSITION sta tement is executed; it moves when a subsequent statement
accesses the display scree n.
If the POSITIO N state men t moves the cursor off the edge of the screen, no error
occurs until a subsequent statement tries to use the di splay screen.

IPRINT (PR. or ?)I
Outputs characters to the di spla y sc reen or anot her o utput device.
Format:
Examples:

PRINT "Beware th e Dog"
PRo "REMA INING ENERGY ": RE;
? #6 , "X-ax is"
? #3; A$ ,A,B$ ,B,C$ ,C

There are a number of acceptable var iatio ns on the PRINT statement. PRI NT by
it se lf outputs an AT ASCII end-of-line (EOL) characte r. When PRI NT is followed
by one or more expressions , the va lu es of these express ions go out on channel chan,
which must be open for output. The way the va lues a ppear depend s on their nature
and on the use of semicolons or co mmas betwee n values, but does not depend on the
output device at all.

Printing Numeric Values
Numeric values within certain limits a re printed usi ng stapdard arithmetic notation .
Scientific notation is used for values closer to 0 tha n ±O .OI and for any values with
more than ten digits in front of the decima l point. Negative values are preceded b y a
minus sign; positive values are not preceded by a nyt hing .

Commas and Semicolons
PRINT statement expressions mu st be se pa rated by either a comma or a semicolon.
Commas and semicolons control the spacing betwee n printed values. A se micolon causes the ne xt va lue to print immediately after the va lue just printed ; the two
are concatenated with no interve nin g spaces. A co mma inserts blank spaces
between the end of the value just printed a nd the next column sto p.
Column stops are ten characters apart, at columns 11 , 21,31 , and so on , across an
entire logical line. If a ny character is printed in either of the two spaces just ahead of
a column stop (for exa mple, in column 19 or 20), that tab stop is temporarily
inactivated .
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A single PRINT statement can output an entire line or just part of a line. If the list
of PRINT statement expressions does not end with a comma or semicolon, the
computer outputs an EOL character after the last item on the list, terminating the
output line.
A comma or semicolon will suppress the EOL character. If the list ends with a
semicolon, the next PRINT statement outputs its first character directly after the
last character output by the current PRINT statement, with no intervening spaces.
If the list ends with a comma, the next output will be in the first position of the next
column field , with blank spaces in between.

PRINT with the Display Screen
PRINT statement output goes to the display screen if the chan option is absent, or if
it is present and opened for output to device S: or E:. Regardless of the graphics
mode, the PRINT statement always outputs characters from the 256-element
graphics mode 0 character set (see Table 11-3). In mode 0, the computer displays
these characters as is. It translates them to another character set for graphics modes
I and 2, and to dots of color for graphics modes 3 through 8.
Graphics modes I and 2 have two character sets. Roughly speaking, the standard
set includes upper-ca se letters, digits , and punctuation, and the alternate set
includes lower-case letters and graphics characters. There are no inverse characters
in either set, but each character can appear via any offour color registers . Table 11-4
shows both character sets.
Two things affect the translation of PR INT statement characters for a mode I or
2 display screen. First, memory location 756 chooses between standard and alternate characters . POKE 756,226 chooses standard ; POKE 756 ,224 chooses alternate. Second, the AT ASCII code of the PRINT statement character chooses the
color register and the exact character. To translate, look up the mode 0 character in
Table 11-3 and note its AT ASCII code. Be sure to differentiate between the codes
for normal and inverse characters. Then find the code from Table 11-3 in Table
11-4. The column heading above the code in Table 11-4 gives the color register
number that the PRINT statement will use . Read across to the right in Table 11-4 to
get the mode I and 2 characters, both standard and alternate.
In graphics modes 3 through 8, the AT ASCII codes of the PRINT statement
characters determine which color registers will choose the dot colors. In modes 3, 5,
and 7, the ATASCII code is reduced modulo 4 to a number between 0 and 3. In
modes 4, 6, and 8, the AT ASCII code is red uced to 0 or I: even codes are 0 and odd
codes are I . The results of the red uctions choose the color register the same way the
parameter of a COLOR statement does (see Table II-I).
PRINT statement output starts at the current cursor location, which is stored in
memory locations 84 (row) a nd 85 and 86 (column). The ORA WTO, GET, INPUT,
LOCATE, PLOT, POSITION , PRINT, PUT, and XIO statements all affect the
cursor position .
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PRINT with the Program Recorder
To use the PRINT statement with the progra m recorder, channel chan must be open
for output to the program recorder.
A single PRINT statement might output only part of a record , so the computer
stores data headed for the program recorder in its memory until it has 128 bytes .
Then the entire block of data goes out. An EOL character forces output of the
block, even if it is not full. In this case, the 128th byte contains the length of the
block, stored as a hexadecimal number.
If the output channel is open for normal inter-record gaps, the tape can stop and
start in between blocks. With short inter-record gaps, the tape keeps moving and
your program must keep up with it , or garbage gets recorded.

PRINT with a Disk File
To use the PRINT statement with a disk file, channel chan must be open for output,
update, or append to the disk file .
In most respects, data is output to a disk file in the same way it is output to the
display screen. The computer transfers data to the disk drive in blocks. It stores
output from PRINT statements in its memory until it has a full block. An EOL
character forces output of the bloc k, even if it is not full. The AT A RI 810 Disk
Drive has 125 characters per block .

PRINT with the Printer
To use the PRINT statement with the printer, channel chan must be open for output
to the printer. The printer must be turned on when the PRINT statement is
executed . lfthere is an ONLINE / LO CALsw itch on the printer, it must be in the online
position as well. If the printer connects through the 850 Interface Module, it must be
on also. If any of these conditions are not met , an error occurs.
Character sets on most printers differ from the one in graphics mode O. None of
the AT ARI printers can print the graphics characters, for example. The character
that does appear depends on the printer. Tables 6-1 and 6-2 summarize the AT A R I
printer character sets.

PRINT with the RS-232 Serial Ports
To use the PRINT statement with one of the serial devices , channel chan must be
open for output to the proper RS-232 serial port. This will be possible only if the
RS-232 handler is in memory as a result of a successful boot when you turned on the
computer (see page 14). In addition, XIO statements may be required to condition
the serial port. For example, the translation mode (for converting incoming ASCII
characters to AT ASClI) may need to be set with an XIO 38 statement. All this must
happen before executing a PRINT statement on the channel in question. The
computer reports no error if the device attached to the specified port is off, there is
no device attached , or the AT ARI 850 Interface Module itself is off.
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With this protocol out of the way , PRINT statement characters go through the
AT ARI 850 Interface Module to the serial port. It translates them to AT ASCII
characters accord ing to the translation mode in effect. Two of the translation modes
will change an outgoing AT ASCII EOL character to an ASCII carriage return
character. Appendix D has ASCII and AT ASCII code tables.

IpUT (PU.)1
Sends a single numeric value to a previously opened output channel.
Format:
Examples:

PUT #chan, nurnexpr
PUT #1 , NMBR
PU. #CH , X

Channel chan must be open for output. The PUT statement outputs the value of
numexpr, rounded to the nearest integer. If the value is not between 0 and 255, it is
output modulo 256 (256 goes out as 0, 257 as I, 258 as 2, etc.).

PUT with the Program Recorder
To use the PUT statement with the program recorder, channel chan must be open
for output to the program recorder.
A single PUT statement might output on ly part of a record, so the computer
stores data headed for the program recorder in its memory until it has 128 bytes .
Then the entire block of data goes out. An EOL character forces output of the
block, even if it is not full. In this case, the 128th byte contains the length of the
block, stored as a hexadecimal number.
If the output channel is open for normal inter-record gaps, the tape can stop and
start in between blocks. With short interrecord gaps, the tape keeps moving and
your program must keep up with it, or garbage gets recorded.

PUT with the Disk Drive
The PUT statement will write data on a disk file that is open for output. The PUT
statement outputs one-byte values that can be read by a GET statement. The
INPUT statement cannot read the individual values a PUT statement writes.
The computer writes data to the disk drive in one-sector blocks, rather than one
value at a time. PUT statements fill the disk buffer area of computer memory, one
byte at a time. When the buffer is full, the computer writes the entire contents on the
disk file . The CLOSE statement writes out any bytes left in the buffer. On the
AT ARI 810 Disk Drive, there are 125 values per sector.
The POINT statement can cause the computer to read in a new block from the
disk file if it specifies a location that is outside the sector currently in memory.

PUT with the Display Screen
When used with the display screen (devices S: or E:), the PUT statement displays
either a character or a graphics point at the current cursor position, depending on
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the graphics mode. In graphics mode 0, the value of numexpr determines which
character to display (see Table 11-3). In graphics modes I and 2, the value of
numexpr determines which color register to use and which character to display (see
Table 11-4). In graphics modes 3 through 8, the value of numexpr determines which
color register to use at the particular cursor position (see Table II-I).
Each time PUT displays a value on the display screen, it moves right to the next
cursor position. It does this by updating memory location 84 with the row number
of the next cursor position, and memory locations 85 and 86 with the next column
number. The next statement that stores or retrieves data from the display screen
occurs in the new cursor position. However, this does not affect the ORA WTO or
XIO statements, which maintain a separate cursor position in memory locations 90,
91, and 92.
If you use the PUT statement on the last column of a given row on the display
screen, the cursor advances to the first column of the next line. If you try to access
the display screen without first repositioning the cursor after a PUT statement at the
last co lumn of the last row , an error results.

PUT with the Printer
To use the PUT statement with the printer, channel chan must be open for output to
the printer. The printer must be turned on when the PUT statement is executed. If
there is an ONLINE ! LOCAL switch on the printer, it must be in the online position as
well. If the printer connects through the AT ARI 850 Interface Module , it must be
on also. If any of these conditions are not met , an error occurs.

PUT with the RS-232 Serial Ports
There must be an open output channel to the proper RS-232 serial port of the
Interface Module, and this will be possible only if the RS-232 handler is in memory
as a result ofa successful boot when you turned on the computer (see page 14). In
addition, XIO statements may be required to condition the serial port. For example, the translation mode may need to be set with an XIO 38 statement. All this must
happen before executing a PUT statement on the channel in question . The computer reports no error if the device attached to the specified port is off, there is no
device attached, or the ATARI 850 Interface Module itself is off.
With this protocol out of the way , PUT statement values go through the AT ARI
850 Interface Module to the serial port. It translates them to AT ASCII characters
according to the translation mode in effect.

IRADI
Tells BASIC to expect arguments in radians , rather than degrees, for subsequent
trigonometric functions .
Format:
Example:

RAD
RAD
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After executing the RA D statement, BAS IC treats the arguments of trigonometric functions as radians. To switch to degrees, use the DEG statement. BASIC
defaults to radians when it executes a NEW or RUN statement , or when you press
the SYSTEM RESET key or turn the computer off and back on again.

IREAD (REA. )1
Assigns values from DATA statements to variables.
Format:
Examples:

READ var [,var ... ]
READ NAME$ , RANK$, SERIALNO
REA. LEVEL , GRADE, EVAL$

There is a pointer to the DATA list that determines which value to assign to the
first variable (var) in the READ statement. At the start of the program and after a
RESTORE statement , the pointer points to the first DATA statement value. As
each READ statement variable gets a va lue , the pointer moves ahead to the next
value.
The variables must match the t ype of the corresponding DATA statement values.
A numeric value assigned to a string variable causes no problem. A string assigned
to a numeric variable causes an error.
DA T A statements need not be executed for the READ statement to find them.
An error occurs if the READ statement cannot find enough DATA statement
values .

READ in Immediate Mode
The READ statement m ay be executed in immediate mode as long as the program
in memory contains enough DATA state ment values. Otherwise, an error occurs.

IREM (R. or

.)1

Allows you to place explanatory comments , or remarks , in a program .
Format:
Examples:

REM comment
REM Error Handling Subroutine
R. Compute Interest
Get user response (Y or N only)

The comment is any sequence of characters that will fit on the current program
line.
Remark statements are rep rod uced in program listings , but are otherwise
ignored . A REM statement may be on a line of its own or it may be the last
statement of a multiple-statement line .
REM cannot occur ahead of any other statements on a multiple-statement line,
since BASIC treats all te xt following the REM statement as a comment, and
executes none of it.
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IRESTORE (RES.)I
Resets the pointer to the list of OAT A statement values.
Format:
RESTORE [/inexpr]
Examples: RESTORE
RES. 140

The pointer determines which value the next READ statement will start with.
When no line number (/inexpr) is specified, the RESTORE statement moves the
pointer to the start of the first OAT A statement in the program. When a line
number is specified, the pointer moves to the start of the first DATA statement on
or after that program line.

IRETURN (RET.)I
Causes the program to branch to the statement immediately following the most
recently executed GOSUB or ON-GOSUB statement.
Format:
RETURN
Examples: RETURN
RET.

The RETURN statement gets the return location from the run-time stack. If a
POP statement has removed an entry from the stack, the program branches to the
statement following the next most recent GOSUB or ON-GOSUB statement.
If more RETURN (and POP) than GOSUB statements are executed in a program , an error occurs.

IRUN (Ru.)1
Switches from immediate mode to programmed mode. Optionally loads a program
from some input device to the computer memory . Executes the program in memory.
Format:
RUN [indev]
Examples: RUN
RUN "e:"
RU. P$
RU . "D2:BUDGET.BAS"

Program execution starts at the lowest numbered line in the program. The RUN
statement turns off all sound voices and closes all input / output channels, thereby
disab ling any graphics modes. It sets trigonometric functions to radians.

Program Load Feature
When the indev option is present, the RUN statement transfers a BASIC program
from physical device indev to memory , then runs that program.
The RUN statement can only load a tokenized BASIC program recorded by the
SA VE statement. It cannot load programs recorded by the CSA VE statement,
which uses different timing, or by the LIST statement , which records BASIC text in
AT ASCII code.
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During the loading process, any program previously in memory is erased. The
variable name table for the incoming program replaces the one in memory .
The RUN statement uses input channel 7 for transfer from the program recorder
and disk drive. It works even if channel 7 is already open. However, it does close the
channel when it finishes.

RUN with the Program Recorder
The statement RUN "c" operates the program

recorder in playback mode ,
transferring a program from cassette to the computer memory. First, the computer
sounds its speaker once. This signals you to put the right tape in the program
recorder and use the FAST FORWARD and REWIND levers to position the tape to the
correct spot. Then depress the PLAY lever on the program recorder. Finally, press
any key on the ke yboard (except BREAK). If the vo lume o n the television set is
turned up, you will hear several seconds of silence followed by one or more short
bursts of sound from the television speaker. These sounds mean the program
transfer is taking place. The sound bursts cease when the t ransfer finishes.

RUN with the Disk Drive
In order to use the RUN statement with a disk file name , the disk operating system
must be in memory as a result of a successful boot when you turned on the computer
(see page 27). If the disk operating system is absent, an error results. If it is present
but no file exists as specified , an error results. If everything is set up correctly, the
computer transfers the BAS I C text from diskette to its memory and executes it.

Halting RUN
Once program execution begins , yo u can inter rupt it b y press ing the SYSTEM RESET
key . If the computer was in the middle of loading a program, there will be no
program lines in the computer's memory unless the load operation had a chance to
finish . Pressing the SYSTEM RESET key while loading a disk file program may lock
up the system. Your only recourse then is to turn the computer off and back on
again .
Press ing the BREAK key stops the program . It rarely stop s a program load. It will
interrupt the load , but only momentarily. Some pieces of the program being
transferred ma y never make it into memory.

ISAVE (S.)I
Transfers a BASIC program from the computer's memory to an output device.
Format:
Examples:

SA VE oU/dev
SAVE "C"

S. "D:PROGRAM I"
S. PRGM $

The SA VE statement transfers a BASI C program from memory to output device
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outdev. Normally outdev specifies the program recorder (device C:) or a disk file
. (device D[n ]filename [.ext D. Specifying another output device, such as the printer or display screen, generally results in gibberish showing up on the device. It may
make sense to use the SAVE statement with one of the RS-232 serial ports (devices
R[n]:), depending on what you have attached to the port.
The SAVE statement outputs a tokenized BASIC program that only the LOAD
and RUN statements can load. The CLOAD and ENTER statements cannot load a
program that the SA VE statement saves. During the recording process, the SA VE
statement also saves the variable name table for the outgoing program.

Input/Output Channels and Sound Voices
The SA VE statement uses channel 7 for output. It works even if channel 7 is already
open. However, it does close the channel when it finishes . The SA VE statement also
shuts off all sound voices.

SAVE with the Program Recorder
The statement SA VE "c:" operates the program recorder in record mode, transferring a program from the computer's memory to a cassette. First, it sounds the
computer speaker twice. This signals you to put the right tape in the program
recorder and use the FAST FOR WARD and REWIND levers to position the tape to the
correct spot. Then depress the RECORD and PLAY levers on the program recorder.
Finally, press any key on the keyboard (except BREAK). If the volume on the
television set is turned up , you will hear 20 seconds of a continuous high-pitched
tone . This will be followed by one or more short bursts of sound from the television
speaker. These sounds mean the program transfer is taking place. The sound bursts
cease when the recording finishes.

SAVE with the Disk Drive
In order to use the SA VE statement with a disk file name, the disk operating system
must be in memory as a result of a successful boot when you turned on the computer
(see page 27). If the disk operating system is absent , an error results. If everything is
copasetic, the computer transfers the BASIC text from its memory to diskette . If the
specified file already exists, it is replaced by the program in memory.

SA VE with the RS-232 Serial Ports
To use the SA VE statement with one of the RS-232 serial ports, the RS-232 serial
device handler must be in memory as a result of a successful boot when you turned
on the computer (see page 14). If the device handler is absent, an error results. The
device may require conditioning with XIO statements before executing the SAVE
statement. If everything checks out, the computer transfers the BASIC text from its
memory to the serial port. It does not check to see if the serial device received the
program, or even if there is a serial device.
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Halting SAVE
You can halt the SAVE operation at any time by pressi ng either the BREAK key or
the SYSTEM RESET key. The program recording will be incomplete. The LOAD and
RUN statements cannot load an incompletely saved program.

/SETCOLOR (SE.)I
Assigns hue and luminance attributes to one of the color registers.
Format:
SETCOLOR regexpr. huexpr, lumexpr
Examples: SETCOLOR 2,2,2
SE. REGNO , HUE , LUM

Numeric expression regexpr must have a value between 0 and 4. It determines
which color register is affected by the current SETCOLOR statement.
The value of huexpr must be between 0 and 15. It specifies one of the 16 hues
(colors) listed in Table II-II.
The value of numeric expression lumexpr establishes the luminance (brightness)
of the hue. Its value must be an even number between 0 and 14 . Odd numbers yield
the same luminance as the next lowest even number (e .g., 3 produces the same result
as 2).
If the values of any of the expressions are not integers, they are rounded to the
nearest integer. The values of huexpr and lumexpr may actually range up to 65535 ,
though values larger than 15 are converted modulo 16 to values between 0 and 15.
The color registers are set to the default values listed in Table 11-2 whenever you

TABLE ll-ll. Hues (Values of huexpr for SETCOLOR statement)
Number

o
I
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
/I

12
13
14
15

Hue Range"
Black to white
Brown to gold
Orange to yellow
Terra cotta to pink
Mulberry to magenta
Violet to la vender
Indigo to white
Sky blu e
Royal blue to baby blue
Turquoise blue
Ultramarine to powder blue
Midnight blue to aquamarine
Sea green to turquoise green
Forest green to Kell y green
Olive
Khaki to ye llow

" Tele vision adju stment affec ts hu e radi ca ll y. as does luminance value.
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TABLE

11-12. Color Register Uses

Graphics
Mode

0
I

2
3
4

5
6

7
8

Color Register

0

1

2

C
C
P
P
P
P
P
-

C'
C
C
P
P
P
P'

C , Ba
C
C
P
P
P
P , Ba

NOTE: C = Character
P = Point or Line

Ba = Background
Bo = Bord e r

turn on the computer, press the
GRAPHICS statement.

*

3

C
C
-

-

4
Bo
Ba , Bo
Ba, Bo
P , Ba,
P, Ba ,
P , Ba ,
P, Ba,
P. Ba ,
Bo

Bo
Bo
Bo
Bo
Bo

Determines luminance only; hue same
a s background.

SYSTEM RESET

key , or execute a DOS or

The Color Registers
AT ARI BASIC uses five memory locations to specify colors on the field I)f the
display screen. These locations are called color registers.
The COLOR statement chooses which of the color registers many graphics
statements will use when they display characters, points, or lines. Thus it works in
conjunction with the SETCOLOR statement to determine the hue and luminance of
items on the display screen. Table 11-12 summarizes co lor register use in the various
BASIC graphics modes.
There are five co lo r registers , numbered 0 through 4. Table 11-1 correlates the
COLOR statement with color registers in each graphics mode. It shows, for example, that a COLOR 2 statement in graphics modes 3, 5, and 7 selects color register I .

ISOUND

(so.)1

Turns one sound voice on or off. Also sets the voice 's pitch, distortion , and volume.
Format:
Examples:

SOUND voicexpr, pilchexpr, distexpr, volexpr
SOUND 2, 100, 10, 15
SO. VI, P, D, V2

Each SOU NO statement sets the tone produced by one of the AT ARI computer's
four voices. Numeric expression vo icexpr determines which voice is affected . Its
value must be between 0 and 3.
The value of numeric expression pitchexpr sets the pitch. Its values range from 0
(highest note) to 255 (lowest note), a s Table 11-13 shows.
The value of numeric expression dist expr establishes the distortion of the tone. Its
value must be an even number between 0 and 14. A value of 10 or 14 is a pure tone.
For pitchexpr values between 126 and 255, distexpr values 0 and 4 produce about
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the same sound. If a voice is on, an odd value of distexpr turns the voice off.
Numeric expression volexpr adjusts the voice's volume setting. The value must be
between 0 (no sound) and 15 (full volume). Values can be as high as 65535 without
caus ing an error, but above 15 they turn the voice off.
When pitch, distortion , and volume are all 0, the voice is silenced. A subsequent
odd-numbered distortion produces a single click. Alternately executing a SOUND
statement that has 0 pitch, distortion, and vo lume with a SOUND statement that
has an odd-numbered distortion produces a stream of clicks .
If the values of any of the expressions are not integers, they are rounded to the
nearest integer. The values of pitchexpr and distexpr may actually range up to
65535, a lthou gh values larger than 15 are converted modulo 16 to va lue s between 0
and 15 .
All four voices are turned off when you press SYSTEM RESET or when BASIC
executes any of the following statements: CLOAD, CSA VE, DOS, END, ENTER,
LIST (except to the display screen), LOAD, NEW, RUN, SAVE.

ISTATUS (ST.)I
Retrieves the status of the most recent input or output operation on the specified
channel.
Format:

ST ATUS #chan, nUl11var

TABLE 11-13. M usical Notes for Pitch Values

(Values of pitchexpr in SOUND statement)
Value

Note

29
31
33
35
37

(

40
42
45
47
50
53
57
60
64
68

G

72

76
81
85

B

Ali Bb
A

Gli / Ab
Fli / G b
F
E
Dli Eb

D
( Ii /l) b
(

B

Ali Bb
A
Gli / Ab
G
Fli / Gb

Va lue

Note

91
96
102
108
114

F
E
Dli / E b
D
eli / Db

121
128
136
144
153
162
173
182
193
204

e

217
230
243

B

Ali / Bb
A

Gli / Ab
G

Fli / Bb
F
E
Dli / Eb
D
eli / Db

e
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Examples:

STATUS #5, STAT

ST. #C, S

This statement assigns the status code of the last activity on channel chan to
variable numvar. If the code is higher than 128 , an error occurred . Status codes are
listed in Appendix B.
If numvar is an array element, BASIC reports no error when it executes the
ST ATUS statement. However, subsequent references to the same array result in
errors, until the array is redimensioned.

Is TOP (STo.)1
Causes a BASIC program to halt execution.
Format:
Examples:

STOP
STOP
STO.

The computer returns to immediate mode (graphics mode 0). The message
STOPPED AT LINE line is displayed, where line is the line number at which the
STOP was executed. lfthe STOP statement is executed in immediate mode , the line
number information does not appear.
The CONT statement will restart the program at the beginning of the program
line that immediately follows the one where the halt occurred. CONT will not
restart a multiple-statement immediate mode line .
The STOP statement does not turn off any sound voices or close any open
input / output channels.

ISYSTEM RESET (SYSTEM RESET) I
Halts program execution immediately; returns the computer to immediate mode .
Format:
Example:

SYSTEM RESET
SYSTEM RESET

Pressing the SYSTEM RESET key stops the computer dead in its tracks, no matter
what it is doing. An initialization process occurs. Trigonometric functions use
radians, not degrees. Color registers return to their default values (Table 11-2). The
display screen comes under control of the screen editor in graphics mode O. Display
screen margins and tab stops are reset. All sound voices are silenced. All input / output channels except channe l 0 are closed abruptly; data may be lost.
You may attempt to continue program execution with the CONT statement.
Execution will resume at the start of the next program line higher than the one
where the reset occurred. The program is not likely to work properly after a reset.

ITRAP (T.)I
Branches to the line number indicated when a subsequent error occurs in a BASIC
program.
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Format:

TRAP linexpr

Examples:

TRAP 20000
T. ERRLINE
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This statement sets a flag that causes the program to branch to the line number
indicated (linexp r) when an error occurs subseq uently . This disables the automatic
error handling which halts the BASIC program. Instead, the BASIC program must
handle the error condition itself. TRAP must be executed before an error occurs, or
no branch takes place when the error does occur.
Each type of error has a code number. The code of the most recently occurring
error is stored in memory lo cation 195 . PEEK(l95) retrieves the error code. The
error codes and their messages are listed in Appe ndi x A.
The expression 256 * PEEK(187) + PEEK(l86) reveals the line number on
which the error occurred. If the error occurred in immediate mode, the line number
is not meaningful.
The occurrence of an error clears the flag set by the TRAP statement. Executing
another TRAP statement resets the flag . Executing a TRAP statement where the
va lue of linexpr is between 32768 and 65535 turns off the flag .

IXIO

(x·)i

General input j output statement.
Format:

X IO cmd, #chan , nUl11exp r1 , nUl11expr2 , dev

Examples:

XIO 18 ,#6,0.0 ," S:"
XIO LOCK, #3, 0; 0 , FILEI $

The XIO statement can perform a wide variety of input and output operations,
The value of cl17d specifies the operation . Table 11-14 lists the possibilities.
Channel chan needs to be open for input or output, as appropriate, except for the
XIO 3 (open) state ment. The final parameter, dev, se lects the input or output device.
The remaining parameters provide supp leme ntary information; the exact use
depends on the operation. All parameters must always be present, although not all
a re always used . Tables 11-14 through 11-1 7 present each XIO operation's requirements for the various parameters. In each case, BASIC rounds numeric values to
the nearest integer if necessary.

FUNCTIONS
AT ARI BASIC function s are described below in alphabetical order. Nomenclature
and abbreviations are desc ribed at the beginning of this chapter.

Returns the absolute value of a number. Th is is the va lu e of the number without
regard to sign.
Format:
Example:

ABS(nul11expr)
IF A = ABS(A) THEN PR o "POS ITIVE"
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TABLE

11-14. XIO Commands
Action

Command

BASIC
Equ ivalent

numexpr,

numexpr2

T a ble 11-8
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 11-9
0
0
0
0
0
0

Genera l:
Open cha nnel
Read line
Get character
Write line
Put cha racte r
C lose channel
Channel status

3
5
7
9
II
12
13

OPEN
INPUT
GET
PRINT
PUT
CLOSE
STATUS

17
18

DRAWTO
None

0
0

0
0

DOS Menu
DOS Menu
DOS Menu
DOS Menu
PO INr
NOTE6
DOS Menu

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Screen graphics:
Draw Line'
2
Fill Area
Disk: 3
Rename fi le'
Delete file 5
Lock file 5
Unlock files
Move pointer5 ,6
Find file pointer 5,6
Format en ti re disk5

32
33
35
36
37
38
254

RS-232 seria l port:7
Output partial block
Control DTR , RTS, XMT
Baud rate, word size.
stop bits, and ready
monitoring
Trans latio n mode
Concurrent mode

32
34
36

None
None
None

0
Table 11-15
Tab le 11-1 6

0
0
Table 11-1 6

38
40

None
None

Tab le 11 - 17
0

ATASC II code
0

NOTES:
, Move cursor to start of li ne with POSIT ION statement before XIO 17.
2

Use POKE 765 , numexpr to ch oose fill co lor regis ter, and draw ve rtical boundary lines before
XIO 18.

3

Disk operati ng system must be in memory.

4

T he dev parameter of X IO 32 spec ifies fi le to change.

5

The dev parameter specifies th e file , not th e fi le to which tlchan is ope n.

6

Not ava ilab le with vers ion 1.0 of the disk operating system.

7

The RS-232 serial device handler must be in memory.
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11-15. XIO 34 (Serial) Para meter numexpr!
Add one number from each
column to get value of

Selected values
of lIumexprl

lIumexp r l

DTR

RTS

XMT

DTR

RTS

XMT

Valu e

No change
Turn orr
(XMT to 0)

0
128

0
32

0

Turn on
(XMT to I)

192

48

3

orr
Off
orr
orr

Off
Off
On
On

0
I
0
I

162
163
178
179

On
On
On
On

Off
orr
On
On

0
I
0
I

226
227
242
243

TABLE

2

11 -16 . X IO 36 (Serial) Parameters numexpr! and numexpr2
lIumexp r l

lIumexpr 2

(Add one va lue fro m each co lu m n)
Stop Bits Value
I
2

Word Size Value Baud Rate Value
8
7
6
5

0
128

bit s
bits
bits
bits

0
16
32
48

300
45.5
50
56.875
75
11 0
134.5
150
300
600
1200
1800
2400
4800
9600
9600

0
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

DSR

CTS

CRX

Value

No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

0
I
2
3
4
5
6
7

10
II
12
13
14
15

IADRI
Returns the decima l starting address of a string variab le or string consta nt in the
computer's memory .
Format:
Example:

ADR(slring)

A

= USR(ADR(SUBR$»)
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TABLE

11-17. XIO 38 (Serial) Parameter numexprl
Add one value from each co lumn

Line
Feed
Append Va lue
No
Yes'

0
64

Translation
A T ASCII - ASCII
Mode Value
Light
Heavy
None

Input
Parity
Mode Va lue
Igno re
Odd t
Even t
Ignore t

0
16

32

0
4
8

12

Output
Parity
Mode Value
No change
Odd
Even
Bit on

0

1
2
3

• Line feed character appended after carriage return (AT ASCI I EOL).
t Check parity as indicated , then clear parit y bit.

It is possible to put a machine language program in a BASIC string variable. The
ADR function can determine the starting address of the string variable, which is the
same as the starting address of the machine language program in it. This address can
be used with the USR function to execute the machine language program.

IASq
Returns the AT ASCII code number for a specified character.
Format:
Example:

ASC(slring)

IF ASC(RESPONSE$)

<

78 THEN 990

If the string is longer than one character, ASC returns the ATASCII code for the
first character in the string. If string is empty, ASC returns 44. AT ASCII codes are
listed in Appendix D.

IATNI
Returns the arctangent of the argument.
Format:
Example:

ATN(numexpr)

PRINT A TN(T)

Computes the arctangent in radians of numexpr, or in degrees if the DEG
statement is in effect. The angle returned is in the range orr / 2 through +rr / 2.

ICHR$I
Returns the string value of the specified AT ASCI I code .
Format:
Example:

CHR$(numexpr)

PRINT CHR$(65))

Returns the character represented by the integer value of numexpr, interpreted as
an AT ASCII code. Appendix D has a table of AT ASCII character codes . Meaning-
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ful values of nUl17expr lie between 0 and 255. The value can range up to 65535
without error; values 256 and higher are converted modulo 256 to numbers between
o and 255.
Relational expressions that compare for less than «), greater than (», or not
equal « » can use a CH R$ function only on one side of the inequality sign.

ICLOGI
Returns the common logarithm of a number.
Format:

CLOG(numexpr)

Example:

A = B*CLOG(A)

Computes the common (base 10) logarithm of nUl17ex pr. An error occurs if
nUl17expr is 0 or negative .

Returns the cosine of an angle.
Format:
Example:

COS(numexpr)
COS(3.14IS)

Computes the cosine of nUinexpr radians , or nUl17 exp r degrees if the DEG
statement is in effect.

Returns e raised to a power.
Format:
Example:

EX P(num exp r)
RATE = EXP(SUMPOW)

Computes e (the ba se of natural logarithms , 2.71828179) raised to the pO'Ner
nUl17expr.

Returns the number of bytes of RA M memory currently available.
Format:
Example:

FRE(numexpr)
? FRE(O)

The memory available to yo u is that which is not already taken by the operating
system, th e disk operating sys tem , the display screen data, the display list, or a
BASIC program and its data.
The value of nUl17expr is not used by FRE. An error occurs if it is absent or its
value is outside the range ±9.99999999E+98.

Returns the integer portion of anum ber.
Format:

INT(numexpr)
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Example:

A = (INT(A / 2)*100+.5) / 100

Returns the largest integer less than or equal to the value of numexpr.

Returns the length of a stri ng.
Format:

LEN (sIring)

Example:

A$(LEN(A$)+ I)

= B$

Counts the number of characters in sIring. including all spaces and nonprinting
characters , from the start of the string to the last character used .

Retu rns the natural logarithm of a number.
Format: LOG(nul71expr)
E xample:A = B*LOG(A)

Computes th e natura l (base e) logarithm of numexpr. An erro r occurs if numexpr
is 0 or negative.

[PADDLE[
Returns t he current value of the paddle specified.
Format:

PADDLE(numexpr)

Example:

PLOT PADDLE(0) / 6, PADDLE(I) / 12

The value returned is an integer between 1 and 228 based on the rotation of
paddle number numexpr (Figure 11-2), or the resistance of a device connected to
game controller jack numexpr. The paddles are numbered 0 through 7. If the paddle
number is less than 0 or greater than 255, an error occurs. If the paddle number is
between 8 and 255, PADDLE returns a somewhat unpredictable number.

[PEEK[
Returns the contents of a memory location.
Format:
Example:

PEEK(memadr)
LMARGN = PEEK(82)

The value returned is the decimal equivalent of the binary value stored at memory
location memadr. Appendix G lists some useful memory locations .

iPTRIGi
Determines wheth er the trigger button of the specified paddle is on or off.
Form at:
Examp le:

PTRIG(numexpr)
IF PTRIG( I) = 0 THEN PR INT " Boom !"

The value returned is 0 if the trigger of paddle numb er numexpr is being pressed,
1 if released. The paddles are numbered 0 through 7. If the paddle number is less
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11-2. PADDLE values

than 0 or greater than 255, an error occurs . If the paddle number is between 8 a nd
255, PTRIG returns a somewhat unpredictable number.

IRNOI
Returns a random number.
Format:
R ND(nurnexpr)
Example:
IF RND(O) < 0.3 THEN D A MAGE = ON
Returns a floating point number greater than or equal to 0 and less than 1. Th e
value of numexpr has no effect on the va lue of the random number returned, but it
must be present.

Identifies a number as positive, negative , or zero .
SG N (nurne xpr)
Format:
IF SGN(A) = -I THEN PRI N T " N EGATIVE"
Example:
The SGN function returns + 1 if numexpr is positi ve, -I if it is negative, a nd 0 if it is
zero.

Returns the sine of an angle.
Format:
SIN(numexpr)
SIN (ANG)
Example:
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Computes the sine ofnumexp,. radians , or numexp,. degrees if the DEG statement
is in effect.

Returns the square root of a positive number.
Format:
Example:

SQR(numexpr)
HYPOT = SQR(LEG I II 2 + LEG2 11 2)

A negative va lue of numexp,. causes an error. SQR (numexpr) operates faster
than (numexpr) 1\ (0.5).

\STICKj
Identifies the current position of a joystick.
Format:
Example:

STICK(numexpr)
IF STICK(O)

= 14

THEN ROW

= ROW

- I

The va lue returned is an integer between 0 and 15, based on the position of st ick
number numexp,. (Figure 11-3). The joysticks are numbered 0 through 3. If the stick
number is less than 0 or greater than 255 , an error occurs . If the stick number is
between 4 and 255 , STICK returns a somewhat unpredictable number.
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11-3. STICK va lues
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ISTRIGI
Determines whether the trigger button of the specified joystick is on or off.
Format:
Example:

STRIG(numexpr)
IF STRIG(I)

=0

THEN PRI"JT "Boom!"

The value returned is 0 if the trigger of stick number numexpr is being pressed , I
if released. The sticks are numbered 0 through 3. If the stick number is less than 0 or
greater than 255 an error occurs. If the st ick number is betwee n 4 and 255, STRIG
returns a somewhat unpredictable number.

ISTR$I
Converts a numeric value to a string.
Format
Example:

STR$(numexpr)
ZIP$ = STR$(ZIP)

The value of numexpr is converted to AT ASCI I string characters. The characters
are the sa me as those that would be printed by a PRINT l1umexpr statement.
Therefore, STR$ (2 / 3) ="0.6666666666" and STR$ (12300000000) ="I .23E + 10."
If numexpr exceeds the limits for numeric va lues , an error occurs.
Relational expressions that compare for less than «) , greater than (», or not
equal « » can use a STR$ function only on one side of the inequality sign.

Branches to a machine language program, optionally passing values.
Format:
Example:

USR(mel71adr [,nul17 expr ... J)
A

= USR(I536,ADR(A$) ,ADR(B$»

When BASIC encounters a USR function , it pushes its current location within
the BASIC program on the hardware stack and calls the mac hine language program
which starts at memory location memadr. The machine language routine must
already be there. Figure 11-4 illu st rates how the USR function uses the hardware
stack.

Function Arguments
The value of each USR function argument, numexpr, must be between 0 and 65535.
BASIC passes the values to the machin e language program via the hardware stack.
Starting with the last numexpr on the list , BASIC evaluates each expression,
converts the va lue to a two-b yte he xa dec imal integer, and pushes the integer onto
the hardware stack (Figure 11-4). After pushing the final value onto the stack, it
pushes a one-byte count of the number of arg uments. The machine language
program must pull all this off the sta ck (with PLA instructions, for example) before
it returns to BASIC. Even if there are no arguments , the machine language program
must pull the one-byte a rgument count off the stack .
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C urrent
to p of stack
Numbe r o f USR argume nt s
First US R a rgument
Second USR a rgumen t
Zero or more
arguments a ll owed
~;:;

Las t US R a rgume nt
Return address in
BAS IC program

v

Bott o m of
stack

T

Co ntents o f stack
befole USR

T
'v

L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-J_

N OTE: Th e low byte is firs t a nd the high byte is secon d in a ll two-byte stack va lues. The starting
address of the ma chin e language ro uti ne is not pushed o nt o the stack , nor is it includ ed
in the arg ument co unt.

FIGURE 11-4. USR and the h a rd wa re stack

Function Value
The machine language progra m can return a two-b yte he xadecimal value via
memory locations 212 and 213 , low byte in 212, high byte in 213 . When the machine
language program returns , BASIC co nverts the contents of the se locations to a
numeric value between 0 and 65535.

Returning to BASIC
The machine language progra m returns to BASI C by executing an assembly
la nguage RTS instruction, which pulls the return lo cati o n off the hardware stack
(Figure 11-4). This fact makes it clear why the machine la nguage program must pull
all argument-related data off the stack before returning.

V AL converts a numeric string to a numeric value.
Format:

VALes/ring)
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, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Any number of blank spaces
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Optional plus or minus sign
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - A n y number of digits (0 through 9),
in any order

r - - - - - - - - - - - - Optional decimal point
r - - - - - - - - - - - Any number of fraction digits
(0 through 9), in any order

--- --

[ ] [{ ± lJ

-'-

D .. [.][0 ... ]

opti ona l ex ponent, comprising:
Capi tal letter E
Optional plus or minus sign
One or two digits

lr
r--

An y number of blank spaces

~-'-

[E[{±J]O[O]]

[ ]

FIGURE 11-5. Acceptable nume ric format for VAL

Example:

TOT

= V AL(A$)

+ V AL(B$)

Returns the numeric value represented by string. If the first character of string is
not a numeric character, an error occurs. Otherwise, string is converted characte;- by
character until a non-numeric character is encountered. Figure 11-5 illustrates
acceptable numeric format in string values.
If the numeric value of string is too large or too small (for example, I E99), an
error occurs .

A
ERROR MESSAGES
AND EXPLANA TIONS
The AT ARI computer reports erro rs by number. This appendix ex plains what
those numbers mean. Some of th e e rror titles in this appendix differ sli ght ly from
error titles in standard Atari, Inc ., ma nuals . In those cases, the standard title
appears in lighter t ype directl y beneat h the title used in thi s appendix.

2

Out of Memory
Memory Insufficient

There is not enough RAM ava ilable for the BASIC program or variables , or there
are too many levels of FOR-NEXT loop nesting or subroutine nesting.

3

Bad Value
Value Error

A numeric value is too large , too small , o r negative when it should be positive.

4

Too Many Variables

A program can have at m ost 128 diffe rent va riable names. Variable names once
used but now absent may st ill co unt t owa rd this limit (see F igure I I-I).

5

String Length Exceeded
String Length Error

A substring specifies a cha racter pas t the end of the dimensioned string length.
405
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DATA List Exhausted
Out of Data Error

A READ statement tried to read past the e nd of the OAT A stateme nt list of values.

7

Number Greater Than 32767

A numeric va lue is negative or greater than 32767 in a situation where such a val ue is
not allowed.

8

INPUT Statement Type Mismatch
INPUT Statement Error

A n INPUT stateme nt e nco untered a mismatch betweeen varia ble and value type.
Numeric va lu es cannot contain lette rs, puctuation , graphics characters, and so
fo rth.

9

Array or String Dimension Error

A DIM state ment includes a string variable or array that is already dimensioned, or
an a rray larger than 32,767 bytes. Or, the program tried to use an undimensioned
stri ng variab le or array, or a none xistent array element.

10

Expression Too Complex
Argument Stack Overflow

A n ex pressi on has too many levels of parentheses or function nesting.

11

Numeric Overflow
Floating Point Overflow/Underflow Error

The program tried to divide by zero, or in some other way tried to calculate or use a
numbe r larger in magnitude than 9.99999999 X 1097 .

12

Line Not Found

A GOSUB, GOTO, IF-THEN, ON-GOSUB , or ON-GOTO statement tried to
branch to a nonexistent line number.

13

NEXT Without FOR
No Matching FOR Statement

No FOR statement was executed for the NEXT state ment just executed. Possib ly
nested FOR-NEXT loops are crossed . A POP statement (which does not follow a
GOSUB statement) in the middle of a FOR-NEXT loop effectively disables the
most recently executed FOR statement.
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Line Too Long

The statement is too complex or exceeds one iogical line.

15

GOSUB or FOR Line Deleted

A RETURN or NEXT statement can no longer find the line wh ich contained its
companion GOSUB or FOR statement.

16

RETURN Without GOSUB
RETURN Error

A RETURN statement was executed before a GOSUB statement.

17

Undecipherable Statement Encountered
Garbage Error

Faulty RAM, a POKE statement, or a machine lang uage subro utine changed a
program statement to meaningless , une xecutable garbage .

18

Invalid String Character

The program tried to convert a non-numeric string to a numeric value with the VAL
function.

19

Program Too Large
LOAD Program Too Long

The program being loaded will not fit in the available RAM.

20

Bad Channel Number
Device Number Larger

The program tried to use channel 0 or a channel number larger than 7.

21

Not LOAD Format
LOAD File Error

A LOAD statement tried to load a program and found data or a progra m that was
recorded by the CSA VE or ENTER statement.

128

BREAK Abort

You pressed the BREAK key while the computer was in the middle of an input or
output operation.

129

Channel Already Open
lOeB Already Open

The program tried to use a channel that was already in use. BASIC graphics
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statements automatically use channel 6; other statements use channel 7. When this
error occurs, the troublesome channel may be automatically closed .

130

Unknown Device
Nonexistent Device

The program tried to use an unknown device . Ta ble 11-10 lists standard device
names. Note that the serial ports (device names R:, R I:, R2:, R3 :, and R4:) are
recognized only if the RS-232 serial device handler is present as the result of a
successful boot when you turned on the computer (see Chapter 2).

131

Output Only
IOCB Write Only

A GET or INPUT statement used a channel opened for output only.

132

XIO Syntax Error
Invalid Command

Something is wrong with an XIO command.

133

Channel Not Open
Device or File Not Open

The program tried to use a channel before opening it.

134

Unknown Channel Number
Bad IOCB Number

The program can only use channels I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.

135

Input Only
IOCB Read Only

A PRINT or PUT statement tried to use a channel that was open for input only.

136

End of File
EOF

The program encountered an end-of-file record or tried to read a disk sector that
was not part of the open file .

137

Record Truncated
Truncated Record

The computer encountered a data record longer than 256 bytes and truncated it.
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Device Does Not Respond
Device Timeout

The specified external device does not respond in a reasonable amount of time.
Make sure that all power switches are on , all connecting cables are properly and
securely attached , and all ONLI N E/ LOCAL switches are in the "online" position.

139

Device Malfunctions or Refuses Command
Device NAK

The program recorder or disk drive malfunctioned or cannot perform a command.
The AT ARI 850 Interface Module cannot perform a command, typically five-bit ,
six-bit, or seven-bit input at a too-high baud rate , or serial device not ready
(readiness checking enabled).

140

Framing Error
Serial Bus

Serial bus data inconsistency. Cassette or diskette may be faulty or defective .

141

Cursor Out of Range

Rowand column limits vary with different graphics modes (see Table 11 -7).

142

Data Frame Overrun
Serial Bus Data Frame Overrun

Serial bus data inconsistency. Cassette or diskette may be faulty or defective.

143

Data Frame Checksum
Serial Bus Data Frame Checksum

Serial bus data inconsistency. Bad recording on, or read back from, cassette or
diskette. Cassette or diskette may be faulty or defective.

144

Disk Error
Device Done Error

The diskette is physically protected against writing , or the diskette directory is
scrambled.

145

Read-After-Write Compare Error, or
Bad Screen Mode Handler

The disk drive detected a difference between what it wrote and what it was supposed
to write . Or, there is something wrong with the screen handler.
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146

Function Not Implemented

The program tried to output to the keyboard, input from the printer, or some such
impossible action.

147

Insufficient RAM for Graphics Mode
Insufficient RAM

Different graphics modes require different amounts of RAM (see Table 11-7).

150

Serial Port Open
Port Already Open

Each serial port can be open to only one channel at a time.

151

Concurrent Mode Error
Concurrent Mode I/O Not Enabled

A serial port must be opened for concurrent mode before enabling current mode
input / output with the XIO 40 statement (see Tables 11-8 and 11-14).

152

Concurrent Mode Buffer Error
Illegal User-Supplied Buffer

The program specified an inconsistent buffer length and address during the startup
of concurrent input / output using the optional program-provided buffer feature .

153

Concurrent Mode Active
Active Concurrent Mode I/O Error

The program tried to conduct input or output on a se rial port while another serial
port was open and active in concurrent mode.

154

Concurrent Mode Inactive
. Concurrent Mode I/O Not Active

The input or output just attempted via a serial port requires concurrent mode.

Drive Number Unknown
Drive Number Error

160

The drive number can only be D:, DI:, D2:, D3: , or D4:.

161

Too Many Files Open

Normally, only three disk files can be open at the same time. Chapter 7 explains a
way to extend this limit with DOS 2.0S.
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Disk Full

There is no room on the diskette; all sectors are in use.

Unrecoverable System Error
Unrecoverable System Data I/O Error

163

During the input or output of data the computer found an error which it cannot
determine the cause of nor recover from.

164

File Number Mismatch

A POINT statement moved the file pointer to a sector not part of the open file. Or, a
disk file is scrambled; the intra-sector links are disorganized and inconsistent.

165

Bad File Name
File Name Error

A file name started with a lower-case letter, contained illegal characters, or used
wild card characters (* and ?) improperly.

166

POINT Data Length Error

A POINT statement tried to move to a nonexistent byte number in a sector.

167

File Locked

Locked disk files cannot be written to or erased, or have their names changed.

168

Unknown XIO Command
Command Invalid

The program tried to use an XIO command that does not exist or is not defined for
the specified device.

169

Directory Full

A diskette directory has room for 64 file names . The amount of disk space available
(number of sectors free) has no bearing on this .

170

File Not Found

The specified file name is not in the directory of the diskette now in the specified disk
drive .

171

POINT Invalid

The program tried to access a disk sector that is not part of the open file.

B

STATUS STATEMENT
CODES
This appendix lists the values returned by the STATUS statement, followed by a
message telling what the number means. For a more detailed description of the
messages, see Appendix A.
Decimal
Code

3
128
129
130
131
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143

Meaning
Operation complete and OK
End of file approaching: next read gets last data
BREAK abort
I/ O channel already open (IOCB in use)
Unknown device
Opened for write only
Device or file not open
Unknown I/ O channel number
Opened for read only
End of file
Record truncated
Device does not respond
Device malfunctions or refuses command
Serial bus input framing error
Cursor out of range
Serial bus data frame overrun error
Serial bus data frame checksum error

*Thi s code differs fro m the err o r cod e in Appendi x A.
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Decimal
Code

144
145
146
147
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171

Meaning

Disk write-protected
Bad screen model Read-after-write compare error
Function not supported by handler
Insufficient RAM for screen mode
Disk drive number unknown
Too man y open disk files
Disk full
Fatal 110 error
Disk file number mismatch
File name error
POINT data length error
File locked
Unknown XlO command
Directory full (64 files)
File not found
POINT invalid
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C
DERIVED
TRIGONOMETRIC
FUNCTIONS
While the following list of derived functions is by no mea ns complete , it does
provide some of the most frequently used formulas. Certain values of x will
invalidate some functions (for exa mple , if COS(x) = 0 then SEC(x) is nonreal) , so
your program should check for them .

*

ARCCOS(x) = -ATN(x / SQR(-x x + I» + 1.5707633
Returns the inverse cosine of x(ABS(x) < I).
ARCCOT(x ) = -ATN(x) + 1.5707633
Returns the inverse cotangent of x.

*

ARCCOSH(x ) = LOG(x + SQ R(x x - I»
Returns the inve rse h yper bol ic cosine of x(x> = I).
ARCCOTH(x) = LOG«x + I) /(x - 1» / 2
Returns the inverse hyperb o lic cotangent of x(ABS (x> I) .

*

ARCCSC(x) = ATN(I / SQR(x x - I» + (SGN(x) - I)
Returns the inverse cosecant of x(ABS (x ) > I) .

*

* 1.5707633

*

ARCCSCH(x) = LOG«SGN(x) SQR(x x + I) + I)/ x)
Returns the inverse h yperb olic coseca nt of x (x > 0).

*

ARCSEC(x) = ATN«SQR(x x - I» + (SGN(x) - I)
Returns the inverse secant of x (ABS(x) > = I).

* 1.5707633

*

ARCSECH(x) = LOG«SQR( -x x + I) + I)/ x)
Returns the inverse hyperbo lic seca nt of x (0 < x

*

ARCSIN(x) = ATN(x / SQR ( -x x + I»
Returns the inverse sine of x(ABS(x)< I) .
414
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*

ARCSINH(x) = LOG(x + SQR( x
x + I»
Returns the inve rse hyperbo lic sine of x.
ARCTANH(x) = LOG((I + x) / (I - x» / 2
Returns the inverse hyperbolic tangent of x (ABS(x) < I) .
COSH(x) = (EXP(x) + EXP( -x» / 2
Returns the hyperbolic cosine of x.

= COS(x) / SIN(x)
Returns the cotangent of x(x

COT(x)

<>

0) .

*

COTH(x) = EX P( -xl i (EX P(x) - EX P( -x»
2+ I
Returns the hyperbolic cotangent of x (x < > 0).
cSC(x) = I / SIN(x)
Returns the cosecant of x (x < > 0) .
CSCH(x) = 2/ (EXP(x) - EXP( -x»
Returns the hyperbolic cosecant of x(x <

> 0).

= LOG(x) / LOG(a)
Returns the base a logarithm of x (a > 0, x > 0).

LOGa(x)

LOGlO(x) = LOG(x) / 2.30258509
Returns the common (base ten) logarithm of x (x> 0).

*

*

= INT(( x / a - I NT(x / a» a + 0.05) SGN(x / a)
Returns x modulo a: the remainder after division of x by a(a

MODa(x)

SEC(x) = I / COS(x)
Returns the secant of x (x

<>

/ 2).

7r

SECH(x) = 2/ (EXP(x) + EXP( -x»
Returns the hyperbolic secant of x.
SINH(x) = (EXP(x) - EXP( -x» / 2
Returns the hyperbolic sine of x.
T AN(x) = SIN(x) / COS(x)
Returns the tangent of x (x

<>

0).

TANH(x) = -EXP( -x) / EXP(x) + EXP(
Returns the hyperbolic tange nt of x .

-x» * 2 +

I

< > 0).
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D
CODES,
CHARACTERS,
AND KEYSTROKES
Table 0-1 lists all 256 characters in the standard AT ARI display screen graphics
mode character set. It gives the AT ASCII code for each character. You can use the
code with the CH R$ function to generate the character itself. All these characters
can also be produced by a keystroke or combination of keystrokes . Table 0-1 also
includes that information.
The keystroke(s) shown in Table 0-1 always produce the code number indicated.
As long as the computer is operating in graphics mode 0, they also generate the
character shown. But in other graphics modes , a particular code may produce a
different character (see Table 11-4), or even a graphics dot.
A few of the codes generate control characters. When displayed by a PRINT
statement, nothing actually appears on the screen. Instead, the cursor moves or
some other control process occurs. You can output control characters with a
PRINT statement: either use the CH R$ function or type an escape sequence inside
quotation marks (see Chapter 4). When you type an escape sequence, a character
appears on the screen, but the control process does not occur . The process happens
only when the control character is displayed while the program is running. The
character you see only represents the control process that will take place. However,
if a program displays AT ASCII code 27 immediately before the control character,
the representative character displays and the control process does not occur. Table
0-1 shows the representative characters, marked with footnotes that explain the
control processes the characters implement.

°
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Lower-Case Characters
Many of the characters can be typed directly only when the keyboard is in lowercase mode . Such characters are marked in the "Keystrokes to Produce C haracter"
col umn of Table 0 -1 with the symbol (LOWR). Pressing the LOWR key once puts the
keyboard in lower-case mode. Pressing the CAPS key (SHIFT-LOWR key) puts the
keyboard back in upper-case mode.

Inverse Characters
Almost half the characters are inverse characters. To type them directly, the
keyboard must be in inverse mode. Suc h characters are marked in the "Keystrokes
to Produce Character" column of Table 0-1 with the symbo l (A\"). Pressing the JI\..
key once puts the keyboard in inverse mode. Pressing it again puts it in normal
mode . Every time this key is pressed, it switches to the opposite mode.

D-1. Codes, Characters , and Keystrokes

TABLE

-U .

~

";

.5 "CI..
OJ

..

0

Qu
0
I

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
'----

CFJ

OJ
01

< ..
,..1l
<u

[!J
[E]

OJ

[!]
[I]
[i]
[ZJ
[SJ
~
[iJ
~

..
-

.8

-U<ue.
; <
OJ
01

~
~

I:::

CFJ.r:._

.. .

'"

..~

o
""~.g~
OJ

OJ

~OOl

.. .. .r:.

:;,::

~u

~

";

.5 "CI..
OJ

..

-u .

0

QU

CFJ

OJ
01

< ..
,..1l
<u

~
~

.

..

.8

.'" .

-U ; <

""o

<ue.

:;,::

VT

CTRL-K

FF

CTRL-L

CR

CTRL-M

SO

CTRL-N

SI

CTRL-O

_

ti
01

~

~
I:::

CFJ.r:._

..

..~

OJ

OJ

:::l 01

"= ~
~OOl

't;;

.. .. .r:.
~u

NULL

CTRL-,

II

SOH

CT RL- A

12

STX

CTRL-8

13

ETX

CTRL-C

14

EOT

CTRL-O

15

ENQ

CTRL-E

16

[±]

DLE

CTRL-P

ACK

CTRL-F

17

~

DCI

CTRL-Q

BEL

CTRL-G

18

EJ

DC2

CTRL-R

BS

CTRL-H

19

[±]

DC3

CTRL-S

HT

CTRL-I

20

DC4

CTRL-T

LF

CTR L-J

21

NAK

CTRL-U

LJ
~
~

~
~

.-
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TA BLE

';

- :!...
f-<1l
U

05 ..
<J~

..

0- 1. Codes, Characters , and Keystrokes (continued)

0

Qu

00

..(

<J

01

..(u

.. .... ~s.. ~ ~..
-u [:;..(---= ~~r!
....
..(ue
<II

:!
<J

_

01

00.: ...

.... 0'"

.:

~ ~u

';

U

05 ..
<J~

..

- ....
f-<1l

0

Qu

00

:!
<J

..(

01

..(u

22

[[]

SYN

CTRLoY

42

[B

23

LiJ

ETB

CTRL-W

43

EJ
GJ
EJ

24

~

CAN

CTRL-X

44

25

[[]

EM

CTRL-Y

45

26

~

SUB

CTRL-Z

46

27

~J

ESC

ESC\ ESC

47

28

[!r

FS

ESC\CTRL--

48

29

[!r

GS

ESC\ CTRL-=

49

~.;:-

[J
[2J
[ill

rn

..

S

.. .
<II

-u [:;..(= ....
..(ue
_

-t'";;
01

00.:_

..:0:

....

~ ~~
tl"'O ...

.... 0'"

*

*

+

+

,

-

-

/

/

0

0

I

I

2

2

3

3

4

4

30

[±J4

RS

ESC\ CTRL-+

50

31

~5

US

ESC\CTRL-*

51

Space

SPACE BAR

52

!

SHIFT- I

53

ITTI
ooJ

5

5

32
33

D
OJ

. 0(0.
[ZJ
@]
'.00\
[1J

34

~

"

SHIFT-2

54

[ill

6

6

35

00

#

SHIFT-3

55

7

7

36

[!]

$

SHIFT-4

56

<:)

8

8

37

~

%

SHIFT-5

57

[ZJ
[ill
[2J
..
°v

9

9

38

[ill

&

SHIFT-6

58

ITJ

39

D

SHIFT-7

59

IT]

(

SHIFT-9

60

)

SHIFT-O

61

GJ
B00-

40
41

IT]
IT]

.:

~ ~u

SHIFT-:

,

,

<

<

=

=
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0-1. Codes, Characters , and Keys trokes (co ntinued)

;;

.5 ..
'" "0
..
0

Qu

- .....
uen :;j
< ...

;;

<u

Qu

..

.5 ..
'" "0
..
0

]

- ...
u-..
..

en :;j
< ...
]

<u

62

>

>

82

R

R

63

?

S HIFT-/

83

s

s

64

@

SH IFT·8

84

T

T

65

A

A

85

u

u

66

B

B

86

v

v

67

C

C

87

w

w

68

D

D

88

x

x

69

E

E

89

y

y

70

F

F

90

z

z

71

G

G

91

72

H

H

92

73

SH IFT- ;

\

SHIFT· ,

93

S HIFT· +

*

74

J

J

94

SHIFT-

75

K

K

95

SHIFT--

76

L

L

96

77

M

M

97

a

(LOWR) A

78

N

N

98

b

(LOWR) B

79

o

o

99

EJ

c

(LOWR) C

80

p

p

100

~

d

(LOWR) 0

81

Q

Q

101

e

(LOWR) E

r.=J.l
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TABLE

0-1. Codes, Characters, and Ke ystrokes (continued)

-;

-;

.5 "0.,

.5rJ"O.,

QU

Qu

rJ

.,

.,

0

0

102

lLJ

I.;;::]

f

(LOWR) F

122

103

L::U

rQl

g

(LOWR) G

123

h

(LOWR) H

124

104

125

105

(LOWR) I

106

(LOWR) _,

126

(LOWR) K

127

( LOWR) L

128

107

k

108

w
~

z

~
[I]

CTRL-;
SH IFT-

=

ESC\CTRL- <

~r

or

ESC\SHIFT- <

[1]7

[E8
C

(LOWR) Z

ESC\BACK S

DEL

ESC\ TAB

(A) CTRL-,

109

m

(LOWR) M

129

~

(A) CTRL-A

110

n

(LOWR) N

130

11

(A)

111

o

(LOWR) 0

131

CI

(A) CTRL-C

112

p

(LOWR) P

132

[I

(A) CTRL-D

113

q

(LOWR) Q

133

~

(ft..) CTRL-E

114

(LOWR) R

134

PJ

(A) CTRL-F

115

(LOWR) S

135

~

(A)

116

(LOWR) T

136

r:J

(JII.) CTRL-H

117

u

(LOWR) U

137

118

v

(LOWR)

v

138

119

W

(LOWR) W

120

x

(LOWR)

121

y

~
~

139

1;1

x

140

(LOWR) Y

141

'I
iii

CTRL-B

CTRL-G

(.AI..) CTRL-I
(A) CTRL-J
(.AI..) CTRL-K
(.AI..) CTRL-L

(JI\.)

CTRL-M
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0-1. Codes, Characters , and Keystrokes (continued)

-;

-.

.5'"' "C'"

-< ..
1-11

'" 0
OU

-;

-~

U
[fj '"'
0:1

.5 ...

-<u

OU

'"' "C
...
0

142

(A) CTRL-N

162

II

(A) SHIFT-2

143

(A) CTRL-O

163

III

(A) SHIFT-3

144

(A) CTRL-P

164

145

(A) CTRL-Q

165

146

(A) CTRL-R

166

147

(A) CTRL-S

167

148

(A) CTRL-T

168

149

(A) CTRL-U

169

150

(A) CTRL-V

170

151

(A) CTRL-W

171

152

(A) CTRL-X

172

153

(A) CTRL-Y

173

154

(A) CTRL-Z

174

D
fa
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II

( A\)

155

RETURN

175

ESC\ SH I FTBACK S

176

ESC\ SHIFT->

177

158

ESC\ CTRLTAB

178

159

ESC\ SH IFTTAB

179

156
157

1]11

160

(A)

161

(A) SHIFT-I

SPACE BAR

(A) SHIFT-5
(A) SHIFT-6
(;II.) SHIFT-7

(AI.)

SHIFT-9

(A) SHIFT-O

(J1\.)

*

(;1\.) +
(J\\.) ,

(A) -

(;1\.)
(A\,) I

m

D
II
B1

(A) I

(A\) 2
(A) 3

180

I)

(A) 4

181

iii

(A) 5
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0 -1. Codes, Characters, and Keystrokes (continued)

- ..
U .....OJ

-;

-

.5",,,=,
OJ

OJ

0

OU

182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
20 1

CFJ ;:

-< ..
!-<~
-<u

It

ED

Pl
D
II
II
II

a
II
m

m
III
II
II
II
II
OJ

m

II

_

B

..

til

OJ

OJ

.....~

'"

~

c:>,

u~-<

CFJ.c ....

-<u!::!.

..:.:
0

OJ

'"
!: :s

..

~

'"~

tIl"='''
>,
0 ~
OJ

..

.c

::Cc.u

-;

E

- . - '". ....
-< ..
U .....OJ

.....
OJ

-

OJ

0
'"OJ "='

ou

~

c:

CFJ ;:

_

!-<~

CFJ.c ....

-<u

II
IB
II

01

u~-<

-<u!::!.

B
til

OJ

..:.:

OJ

o.. '"::l
t) "0
.... 0
OJ

..

202

(A) 7

203

(A) 8

204

()r-.) 9

205

(Jr-.) SHIFT-;

206

c,n ;

207

<

208

(;1\,) =

209

>

210

II

(.11\.) R

(;11.) S HIFT-/

21 1

II

(JI\.) S

(A) S HI FT-S

212

II

(Jl\.) T

(11\. ) A

213

(.I1\.) B

214

(.11\.) C

215

(A) D

216

(JlI.) E

217

(A) F

218

(.11\.) G

219

(I1\.) H

220

(A) I

22 1

(;11.)

(Jr-.)

m
(I
m

m

m
m

t3
II

-

II
II
II

'"01

....

01

.c

::Cc.u

()l\) 6

m
m

..

~

(Jr-.) J
(J1\.) K

(11\.) L
(J!\.) M

(.11\.) N
(A\') 0

(11\') P
(A) Q

(JI\. ) U

(J1\. )

v

(A)W
(A)X

(I1\.)Y

(A) Z
(A) SH IFT- ,

(I1\.) SHIFT-+
(I1\.) SHIFT- .
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D-1. Codes, Characters, and Keystrokes (continued)

;;

;;
.c:;E "1:1<II
<II

.5<.1"1:1'"

0

'" 0
OU

OU
222

11

223

II
C

224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238

423

III
II
II
II
II
II
II

m

D

II

(A) SHI FT-*

(A)

SHIFT--

239

II

(A)

240

II

(A) (LOWR)

II
II
II
II
II

(A)

CTRL-.

241

(A)

(LOWR)
A

242

(A)

(LOWR)
B

243

(A) (LOWR)

244

C

(A) (LOWR)

245

D

(A)

p

(II,) (LOWR)
Q

(A)

(LOWR)
R

(A) (LOWR)
S

(A)

( LOWR)
T

(A) (LOWR)

u
(LOWR)

II

(JI\.)

(LOWR)
W

248

II

(JtI.)

(LO WR )
X

249

III

()tI.)

(LOWR)
Y

250

II

(A\.) (LOWR)

246

(A) ( LOWR)

247

(LOWR)
G

(iI\.) (LOWR)

F

H

(A) (LOWR)

o

(A)

(LOWR)
E

(Jt\.)

m

(LOWR)

I

v

z

(!\\.)

(LOWR)
J

25 1

[1

(A) CTRL-;

(Jt\.)

D

(A\')

II
II
II

(LOWR)
K

252

(JI\.) (LOWR)

253

III

(A,) ( LOWR)

L

(A) (LOWR)

254

M

N

255

[;)14
[115
[]16

SH I FT-::

ESC\CTRL-2

(A) ESC\
CTRL-BA CK S
(A)
ESC\ CTRL- >

Notes
'The charac ter ~ represents a contro l charac ter. In most cases, this co ntrol character does nothing;
C H R$(27) is ge nera ll y a nondispla ying character. However, if the next character displayed is a
co ntro l character (ATASCll codes 27, 28, 29 , 30 , 31, 125, 126 , 127, 156, 157, 15 8, 159 ,253,254, or
255). the contro l process does not take place. In stead , the representative character itself appears.
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Notes (continued) :
2The cha racter [II re p rese nts th e co ntro l c ha racter whic h m oves th e curso r up one row . If th e
charac ter displayed just befo re this was A TASC II code 27, th e c ha racter [II d isp lays; the curso r d oes
no t m ove .
3Th e cha racter [!] represe nts th e co ntr o l character which m oves th e curso r d o wn one ro w. If th e
character displ ayed just befo re this was A TASC II cod e 27 , the cha racter [!] di s plays; the curso r does
not move.
'The cha racter ~ re prese nts th e co ntro l cha racter which moves the curso r o ne column left. If th e
cha racter di splayed just befo re th is was AT ASC II code 27 , the c ha racter ~ displays ; the cursor d oes
not m ove.
cha racte r 0 represe nts th e co ntro l cha rac ter which m oves the curso r o ne co lumn right. If the
cha racter displayed j ust befo re thi s was AT ASC II code 27, the cha racte r 0 d is plays; th e curso r does
no t m ove .

5 Th e

cha racte r ~ re prese nt s the co nt ro l charac ter which clea rs th e scree n a nd m oves t he cursor to
the home posi ti o n . If th e cha racter d is played just before thi s was A T ASC II cod e 27, th e chara cter ~
d isplays; th e scree n is no t c leared .

6 The

7The cha racter [IJ re prese nt s t he co ntro l character w hi ch moves t he curso r o ne co lumn left a nd
re places the cha ract er there wit h a bl a n k s pace. If the character d isplayed ju st befo re thi s was
ATA SC II co de 27, the cha ra cter [IJ di splays; the curso r d oes no t move.
cha racte r [!J re prese nts the co ntro l cha racter whi ch a d va nces the curso r t o the next ta b sto p . If
t he ch a ra ct er di splayed just befo re thi s was AT ASC II cod e 27, th e cha rac te r [!J di spla ys; th e curso r
d oes not m ove.

8 Th e

9 The

AT A S C II end-of-line cha racter.

IO Th e character {] re prese nt s th e co ntro l cha racter wh ic h de letes th e lin e o n w hich the cursor is
locate d . If t he cha racter d is played j ust before thi s was AT ASC II code 27 , t he cha racter {] di splays:
the de leti o n d oes not occ u r.
li The cha racter t] re prese nt s the co ntro l cha racter whi ch in se rt s a line a bove th e one o n whi ch t he
c urso r is loca ted . If the cha r acte r d is played j us t before this was A T ASC II cod e 27 , the cha racter t]
d is plays; the in se rtion does no t occur.

a

12T he cha ra cter
re prese nts the co nt ro l cha racter which clears th e ta b sto p ( if a ny) at the curre nt
curso r pos iti o n . If t he cha racte r di sp layed jus t before t hi s was A T ASC II code 27, the cha racter
d isplays; no tab stop is a ffe cted .

a

13The cha rac ter D re prese nts the co nt ro l c haracter which se ts a tab sto p a t the current cursor
pos iti o n. If th e characte r d is p layed just befo re thi s was A T ASC II code 27. th e c ha racter D d isplays;
no ta b sto p is se t.
I' The c ha racter G:J re prese nts the co ntro l charac ter wh ich bee ps the built -in spea ke r; no thin g is
d ispl ayed . If t he cha racte r di splayed ju st be fo re thi s was ATASC II cod e 27, the ch a racter G:J
displays; the spea ker rema ins si lent.
15Th e cha racter [I re prese nts th e co ntro l cha racte r whic h deletes th e cha racte r to th e right of th e
curso r, shiftin g the rema ind er o f th e log ica l lin e o ne space t o the left. If th e cha racter di splayed just
befo re this wa s ATA SC II cod e 27 , th e character [I d isplays; n o delet io n occ urs .
16Th e cha racter [] rep rese nts th e co nt ro l cha racte r whi ch inse rts a bl a nk space to th e right of th e
curso r. shiftin g the re ma ind e r of the logica l line o ne space t o th e ri ght. If the c ha ra cter di s played just
befo re this was AT ASC II code 27 , th e character [] d isplays ; no insert io n occ u rs.
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ATARI BASIC
KEYWORDS AND
ABBREVIA TIONS
Keyword
ABS
ADR
AND
ASC
ATN
BYE
CLOAD
CHR$
CLOG
CLOSE
CLR
COLOR
COM
CONT
COS
CSAVE
DATA
DEG
DIM
DOS
DRAWTO
END
ENTER
EXP
FOR
FRE
GET
GOSUB

Abbrev.

B.
CLOA.

CL.
C.
CON.
CS.
D.
DE.
Dl.
DO.
DR.
E.
F.
GE.
GOS.

Keyword
GOTO
GRAPHICS
IF
INPUT
INT
LEN
LET
LIST
LOAD
LOCATE
LOG
LPRI NT
NEW
NEXT
NOT
NOTE
ON
OPEN
OR
PADDLE
PEEK
PLOT
POINT
POKE
POP
POSITION
PRINT
PTR IG

Abbrev.
G.
GR .
I.

LE.
L.
LO.
LOC.
LP.
N.
NO .
O.

PL.
P.
POK.
POS.
PR o or ?

Keyword
PUT
RAD
READ
REM
RESTORE
RETURN
RND
RUN
SAVE
SETCOLOR
SGN
SIN
SOUND
SQR
STATUS
STEP
STICK
STRIG
STOP
STR$
THEN
TO
TRAP
USR
VAL
XIO

Abb rev.
PU .
REA.
R . or .
RES.
RET.
RU .
S.
SE.

SO.
ST.

STO.

T.

X.
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MEMORY USAGE
The AT ARI computer memory is divided into three general categories : random
access memory (RA M) , read-only memory (ROM), and input l output locations
(1 / 0). Figure F-J shows how memory is generally allocated on an ATARI computer. The other figures and tables in this appendix amplify this figure.
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65536
Operating systeI11 ROM (see Tab le F- I)
57344
Floating point rout in es
I
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55296
53248
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F-I. Opera ting S ys tem ROM
(Memory Locations 55296-65535)

Location
55296-57393
57344-58367
58368-58533
58534-59092
59093-59715
597 16-60905
60906-61047
6 1048-6 1248
6 1249 -6 1666
6 1667-62435
62436-655 35

TABLE

F-2. Opera ting Sys te m Vec to rs
(Memory Loca ti o ns 58368-5 8533)

Location
58368-58383
58384-5 83 99
58400-58415
58416-5 8431
58432-5844 7
58448-58495
58496-58533

TABLE

Usage.
F loa ting point routines
C haracte r se t
Vectors (see Tabl e F-2)
C IO
Int e rrupt ha ndl er
5 10
Dis k hand ler
Printe r handle r
Casse tt e ha ndl e r
Monit or
Di spla y a nd kc yboard ha ndle r

Type of
Memory

ROM
R OM
R OM
ROM
ROM
ROM
ROM

Usage
Ed it o r
Sc ree n
Keyboa rd
Printer
Casse tt e
Jump vec tors
Initi a l RAM vecto rs

F-3. I/ O C hips (Memory Loca ti o ns 53248-5 5295)

Location
53248-5 3503
53504-53759
54760-540 15
54016-5427 I
54272-54783
54784-55295

Type of
Mernor)'
10
I/ O
I/ O
10
I/ O
I/ O

Usage
CTIA or GT IA
Unu sed
POK EY
PIA
ANT IC
Unu sed
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TABLE

F-4. Operating System RAM (M e mory Locations 512-1151)

Location
512-553
554-623
624-647
648-655
656-703
704-711
7 12-735
736-76 7
768-779
780-793
794-83 1
832-84 7
848-863
864-879
880-895
896-91 I
9 12-927
928-943
944-959
960-999
1000-1020
1021-1151

TABLE

Usage
Interr upt vectors
Mi sce lla neo us
Game co ntro llers
M isce lla nco us
Screen RA M (d e pend s on graphics mode)
Co lors
Spare
Mi sce llan eo us
DCB
Misce lla neo us
Handle r add ress tables
I/ O C han nel 0 (IOCBO)
I/ O Channe l I (IOCBI)
I/ O C ha nn e l 2 (IOCB2)
I/ O C hann e l 3 ( IO CB3)
I/ O C hann e l 4 ( IO CB4)
1/ 0 C ha nn el 5 (IOCB5)
1, 0 C hann el 6 ( IO CB6)
I/ O C ha nn el 7 ( IO CB7)
Printer buffer
S pa re
Ca ssett e buffer

F-S. RAM Used by Operating System , Resident Cartridge,
or Free RAM (Memory Locations 0-2047)

Location

Usage

0-127
128 -255
256-5 1 I
5 12-11 5 1
1152-1 791
1792-2047

Ope ra tin g sys te m ze ro page RAM
Use r ze ro pa ge RAM
Stack
Ope rati ng Sys tem RAM (sec Tab le F-4)
User R AM
Use r Boot Area
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TABLE F-6. BAS IC' ROM (Memory Loca t io ns 40960-49 15 1)

Location

Usage

40960-4 1036
4 1037-4 1055
4 1056-4208 1
420 82-42 158
42 159-42508
42509-43 134
431 35-43 358
43359 -435 19
43520-4363 1
43632-43743
43744-44094
44095-44163
441 64-4500 I
45002-45320
4532 1-47 127
47128-473 8 1
473 82 -47542
4 7543-4 7732
47733-4 8548
4 8549-49 15 1

Co ld start
Warm sta rt
Syntax
Search
Statement nam e tabl e
Syntax tab les
Memory manager
Execute CONT
Statement ta ble
Operator table
Execute ex press ion
Operator precedence
Execute o pera tor
Execute function
Execute state me nt
CON T subro utin es
Errors
Graphics
I/ O routin es
F loa tin g poi nt

* App lies to sta ndard ATARI BA S IC on ly.

TABLE

F-7. RAM Used by BASIC* (Memory Locations 0-255F)

Loca ti o n
0-127
12X-255
256-51 1
5 12-1 15 1
11 52- 1405
1406- 1535
1536-179 1
1792-End of
free RAM

Usage
Operating sys te m zero page RAM
BAS IC zero page RAM (see Tab le F -8)
S tack
Operat ing sys tem RA M
Syntax stack
Input lin e buffer
F rec RAM
BA S IC program :
Syntax bulTe r or argument stack'*
Na me tab le**
Va lue tab lc*'
Tokcnizcd program* *

Array-stri ngs area**
Run-timc stack'*

* Applies to standard ATARI BAS IC on ly.
** T he actua l me m ory locations d e pe nd on program and va riabl e usage.
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TABLE

TABLE

TABLE

F-S. BASIC Zero Page RAM (Memory Locations 128-255)

Location

Usage

128-145
146-202
203-209
210-255

Program pointers
Misc . BASIC RAM
Unu sed
Floatin g point work area

F-9. RAM Used by DOS Ve rsion 1.0 a nd
File Management System (FMS)

Location

Usage

1792-4863
4864-9R55
9856-IOR79

Fi le ma nage me nt sys tem RAM
Disk o pe rating system (DOS) RA M
Di sk I/ O buffers

F-IO . RAM Used by DOS Version 2.0S a nd
File Management System (FMS)

Location
1792-4863
4864-9855
9856- 10879
10880-LOM EM

Usage
File ma nagement system RAM
Di sk opera ting system (DOS) RAM
Dri ve 1-4 buffers and sec tor buffers 1-2
Di sk o pera ting sys tem (DOS)
Ut ilit y programs (Sector buffers 3-7)
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USEFUL PEEK AND
POKE LoeA TIONS
Many memory locations are dedicated to certain specific uses. This appendix lists
the locations that are of interest to BASIC programmers. Locations not listed are of
little interest or are most easily accessed via standard BASI C statements. The PEEK
function lets you read the contents of memory locations , and the POKE statement
lets you change the contents .
In BASIC, all memory locations and their contents are expressed in terms of
decimal numbers . Memory locations are addressed by number, from 0 to 65535.
Each memory location contains a numeric value between 0 and 255. It takes two
consecutive memory locations to store values greater than 255 . In this case, the total
value equals the value of the first location, plus 256 times the value of the second .
For example, PEEK(85) + 256 * PEEK(86) is the current column position of the
cursor. Conversely, the statements POKE 85, COL - INT(COL / 256) * 256 and
PO KE 86 , INT(COL / 256) * 256 change the cursor column to the value of variable
COL.
Some memory locations are known by name as well as numeric location. Such
names are listed in parentheses after the memory location title.

Memory Configuration
14,15 Display Screen Lower Limit (APPMHI)
These locations contain the highest location available for program lines and
variables. Memory above that is used for the screen display.
434
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88,89 Screen Memory Address (SA VMSC)
These addresses contain the lowest address of the screen memory . The value at
that address is displayed at the upper left-hand corner of the screen.
106 Top of RAM Address (Most Significant Byte) (RAMTOP)
This location contains a value 16 times the number of 4K RAM blocks present.
PEEK (740) / 4 gives the number of I K blocks present.
741,742 Free Memory High Address (MEMTOP)
At any time, PEEK(741) + 256 * PEEK(742) - I is the highest memory location
in the free memory area. The value changes when power is turned on, SYSTEM
RESET occurs, or a channel is opened to the display .
743,744 Free Memory Low Address (MEMLO)
This location contains the address of the first location in the free memory region.
The value changes when power is turned on or SYSTEM RESET occurs.

Display Screen
77

Attract Mode On/ Off (A TRACT)
Setting this location to 0 disables attract mode on the display screen. This
happens automatically whenever a key on the keyboard is pressed. Setting this
location to 254 enables attract mode . This happens automatically after nine
minutes without a key being pressed .

82

Left Margin of Text Area (LMARGN)
Specifies the column of the graphics mode 0 left margin. PEEK (82) will be
between 0 and 39,0 being the left edge of the screen. The default is 2.

83

Right Margin of Text Area (RMARGN)
Specifies the column of the graphics mode 0 right margin. PEEK (83) will be
between 0 and 39, 39 being the right edge of the screen. The default is 39.

84

Current Row Cursor Position (ROWCRS)
Specifies the row where the next read or write to the main screen will occur.
PEEK (84) will be at least 0; its highest value depends on the graphics mode (see
Table 11-7).

85,86 Current Column Cursor Position (COLCRS)
Specifies the column where the next read or write to the main screen will occur.
PEEK (85) will be at lea st 0; its highest value depend s on the graphics mode (see
Table 11-7). Location 86 will always be 0 in graphics modes 0 through 7.
87

Display Mode (DINDEX)
This location contains the current screen mode .

90

Starting Graphics Cursor Row (OLDROW)
This location determines the start ing row for the D RA WTO and XIO 18 (graphics FI LL) statements.
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Cursor Character Savel Restore (OLDCHR)
This location contains the character that is underneath the visible text cursor.
The value is used to restore the hidden character when the cursor moves.

91,92 Starting Graphics Cursor Column (OLDCOL)
This location determines the starting column for the DRA WTO and XIO 18
(graphics FILL) statements.
94,95 Cursor Memory Address (OLDADR)
This location contains the memory address of the current visible text cursor. The
value is used in conjunction with OLDCHR (location 93) to restore the original
character hidden by the cursor when the cursor moves.
96

Ending Graphics Cursor Row (NEWROW)
This location determines the ending row for the DRA WTO and XIO 18 (graphics FILL) statements.

97,98 Ending Graphics Cursor Column (NEWCOL)
This location determines the ending column for the DRA WTO and XIO 18
(graphics FILL) statements .
201 Display Screen Tab Interval (PT ABW)
Specifies the number of columns between each tab stop. The first tab will be at
column number PEEK (20 I). The default is 10.
656 Text Cursor Row Position (TXTROW)
Specifies the row where the next read or write to the split-screen text window will
occur. PEEK (656) will be between 0 and 3,0 being the top of the split-screen text
window.
657,658 Text Cursor Column Position (TXTCOL)
Specifies the column position where the next read or write to the split-screen text
window will occur. PEEK (657) will be between 0 and 39,0 being the first column
of the split-screen text window. Location 658 is always 0 unless you change it.
675-680 Display Screen Tab Stop Map (T ABMAP)
The tab stops are retained in a 15-byte (l20-bit) map . Each bit corresponds to a
column on a logical line. If the bit is on, a tab stop is set in that column (see Figure
G-I). Whenever you open the display screen (device S: or E:), each byte of this
map is assigned the value I, thereby providing default tab stops at columns 7,15 ,
23, and so on.
752 Cursor Inhibit (CRSINH)
When this location has a value of 0, the display screen cursor will be visible.
When the value is nonzero , the cursor will be invisible. Cursor visibility does not
change until the next time the cursor moves.
755 Character and Cursor Control (CHACT)
This location normally has a value of 2. Other values can make the cursor opaque
or invisible and can make all characters display upside-down. Table G-llists the
other values and characteristics.
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Co lumn
Numbers

Co lu mn
Numbers

Co lumn
Numbers

0

I

2

3

4

5

6

437

7

10 10 10 101010101 11
8
9 10 II 12 13 14 15
10/0/0/0/0/010/11

Locatio n 675

Location 676

112 1131\4 1\51\6 1\ 7 1\81\9

10101010101010IiJ

Location 689

NOTE: Each bit co rresponds to one sc reen column. If th e bit is on , a tab stop is set in that co lumn.
Default condition is illustrated.

FIGURE

TABLE

G-l. Tab stop bit map

G-l. Cursor and Character Control (Va lues of PEEK(755))

Decimal
Value

0
I
2
3
4
5
6
7

Cursor
Transparent

Opaque

Characters
P resent

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Absent

X
X

Normal

Inverted

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

756 Character Address Base (CHBAS)
This variable determines which character set wi ll be used in screen modes I and 2.
A value of 224 provides the capital letters and number set; a value of226 provides
the lower-case letters and graphics character set.
765 Fill Data (FILDAT)
T his location contains the data value for the region to be filled by an XIO 18
command.
766 Display Control Characters (DSPFLG)
When this location is 0, the ATASCI I codes 27-3 1, 123-127, 187- 191 , and
251-255 perform their normal display screen control functions (see Table 4-1).
When this location is nonzero , these AT ASCI I codes generate characters on the
display screen (see Table 4-1 ).
659 Split-Screen Text Window Screen Mode (TINDEX)
This location contains the current split-screen mode .
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660,661 Split-Screen Memory Address (TXTMSC)
These locations contain the lowest address of the split-screen memory. The value
of that address is displayed at the upper-left hand corner of the split-screen text
window.
665-667 Split-Screen Cursor Data
These locations contain the spl it-screen equivalents of OLOCHR (location 93)
and OLOADR (locations 94 and 95).
763 Last AT ASCII Character or Plot Point (AT ACHR)
This location contains the AT ASCII code for the character most recently written
or read , or the value of the graphics point last displayed. The value at this
location is used to determine the line color when a ORA W or XIO 18 (FILL) is
performed.
54273 Character Control Register (CHACTL)
Same as location 755 (CHACT).

Display Lists
512,513 Display List Interrupt Vector (VDSLST)
These locations store the address of the instructions that will be executed in the
event of a display list interrupt.
559 DMA Control Register (SDMCTL)
This location enables or disables direct memory access . The default va lue is 22 ,
which enables DMA for fetching display list instructions and for retrieving
normal playfield display data. A value of 0 disables DMA. Table 9-3 lists values
which relate to player-missile OMA.
560,561 Display List Address (SDLST)
This location stores the address of the active display list.
54286 Non-maskable Interrupt Enable (NMIEN)
This location enables or disables the display list interrupt and the vertical blank
interrupt. A va lue of 0 disables the display list , 128 disables the vertical blank and
enables the display list , and 192 enables both.

Player-Missile Graphics
623 Player/Playfield Priorities (GPRIOR)
This location determines what color will display when players overlap playfield
objects . A value of I gives all players priority over the playfield. A value of2 gives
players 0 and I priority over all playfield registers, and priority over players 2 and
3 as well. A value of 4 gives the playfield priority over players. A va lue of 8 gives
playfield color registers 0 and I priority over all players and priority over
playfield registers 2 and 3.
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704-707 Player-Missile Color Registers (COLPMO-COLPM3)
Each of these locations determines the color of a player and its associated missile.
Table 9-4 lists the values which produce the available colors.
53248-53251 Player Horizontal Position Registers (HPOSPO-HPOSP3)
Each of these locations determines the horizontal position of one player. Values
range between 0 (the left edge of the screen) and 277 (the right edge of the screen).
53256-53259 Player Width Registers (SIZEPO-SIZEP3)
Each location changes the magnification factor used to display one player. A
value of 0 or 2 displa ys a player at normal width , I displays twice normal width ,
and 3 displays quadruple width .
53260 Missile Width Register (SIZEM)
This location controls the magnification of all four missiles. A value of 0 or 2
displays missiles at normal width, I displays twice normal width, and 3 displays
quadruple width.
53277 Graphics Control Register (GRACTL)
Along with location 559 (DMACTL) , this location controls DMA for playermissile graphics. A value of 2 enables player DMA only, a value of I enables
missile DMA only , and a value of 3 enables both
54279,54280 Player-Missile Base Register (PMBASE)
These locations contain the starting add ress of the player-missile definition table.

Cassette Buffer
61

Cassette Buffer Pointer (BPTR)
This location contains a pointer to the next location to be used in the cassette
buffer. The value may be anything from 0 to the value in BLI M (location 650). If
BPTR = BLI M , then the buffer is full if writing or empty if reading.

63

Cassette End-of-File Flag (FEOF)
This location is used by the cassette handler to indicate whether an end-of-file has
been detected. If the value of this location is 0, an end-of-file has not yet been
detected; if the value is not 0 , it has been detected.

64

Beep Count (FREQ)
This location contains the number of beeps requested by the cassette handler.

649 Cassette Read/Write Mode Flag (WMODE)
This location specifies whether the current cassette operation is read (value = 0)
or write (value = 128).
650 Cassette Buffer Size (BLlM)
This location contains the number of active data bytes in the cassette buffer.
BLI M will have a value from 0 to 128 .
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1021-1151 Cassette Buffer (CASBUF)
These locations are a buffer used by the cassette handler to read data from and
write data to the program recorder.

Keyboard
17

BREAK Key Flag (BRKKEY)
A 0 in this location indicates that the BREAK key has been pressed.

694 Inverse Video Keystrokes (INVFLG)
When this location is 0, keystrokes generate AT ASCII codes for normal video
characters. If the value is nonzero, keystrokes generate AT ASCII codes for
inverse video characters.
702 Shift/Control Lock Flag (SHFLOK)
Meaningful values for this location are 0 (normal mode - no locks in effect), 64
(caps lock), and 128 (control lock) .
764 Keyboard Character (CH)
This location reports the value of the most recently pressed key, or the value 255,
which indicates no key has been pressed.
767 Start/Stop Display Screen (SSFLAG)
When this location is 0, screen output is not stopped . If the value is 255, output to
the screen is stopped. The value is complemented by pressing CTRL-l.
53279 CONSOLE Switch Port (CONSOL)
This location has two uses. PEEK (53279) tells whether a special function key is
pressed. To ensure an accurate reading, do a POKE 53279,8 before doing a
PEEK(53279). Table G-2 lists the values that result from various combinations
of special function keys .
POKE 53279,0 extends the cone of the built-in speaker. POKE 53279 ,8
retracts it. Alternate the two statements repeatedly to produce a series of clicks
from the speaker. The operating system effectively does an automatic POKE
53279,8 every 1/ 60 second.

Sound Control
65

Input/Output Noise Control (SOUNDR)
This location is normally nonzero. In that case, noise is audible over the television audio circuit during disk or cassette read and write operations. If this
location is 0, the noise is inhibited.

Printer
29

Printer Buffer Pointer (PBPNT)
This location specifies the current position in the computer's printer buffer. The
value ranges from 0 to PBUFSZ (location 30).

Append i x G: USEFUL PEEK AND POKE LOCA TIONS

TABLE

G-2. Special Function Key Detection (Values of PEEK (53279»
Decimal
Value

Function Key(s)
Being Pressed

o

OPTION. SELECT. and START
OPTION and SELECT
OPTION and START
OPTION
SELECT and START
SELECT
START
None

I

2
3
4

5
6
7

30
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Printer Buffer Size (PBUFSZ)
This location specifies the size of the computer's printer buffer. The value is 40 for
normal mode or 29 for sideways mode.

960-999 Printer Buffer (PRNBUF)
The printer handler collects output from LPRINT statements to the printer in
the computer's printer buffer, sending it out when an EOL occurs, or when the
buffer is full.

Free Area
1536-1663 Conditionally Available
These locations are normall y free for machine language programs, display lists ,
and so forth. Howeve r, whenever the INPUT statement retrieves more than 128
characters , it use s these locations to hold the characters in excess of 128.
1664-1791 Unconditionally Ava ilable
These locations are always free for machine language programs , display lists, and
so forth.

BASIC Program Control
186,187 Stop Line Number (STOPLN)
These locations report the line number in which a BASIC program halts because
of a STOP or TRAP statement, an error, or use of the BREAK key.
195 Error Number (ERRSA V)
If an error occurs, its number is placed in this location. Appendix A translates
error numbers to messages.
212,213 USR Function Value (FRO)
A machine language program or subroutine can use these locations to send a
numeric value to the BASIC program which ca lled it.
251 Radians or Degrees (R ADFLG or DEGFLG)
If the va lue of this loca tion is O. trigonometric fun ctions ca lculate in terms of
radians. jf 6, in te rm s of deg rees .
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TABLE G-3. Interrupt Status / Enable Bits
Bit

o
I

2
3
4
5
6

7

Interrupt
Timer I
Timer 2
Timer 4
Serial output (byte) transmission finished
Serial output data needed
Serial input data ready
Other key
BREAK key

564 and 565 Light Pen Position (LPENH and LPENV)
Location 564 reports the horizontal position of a light pen. Location 565 reports
the vertical position. These are not the same as the actual screen row and column
numbers. There are 228 horizontal positions (each is called color clock). The
leftmost horizontal position is 67. Each time you move the light pen one position
to the right, the value in location 564 increases by I . After the value reaches 255, it
resets to 0 and resumes counting by I from there . The rightmost horizontal
position is 7. There are 96 vertical positions, numbered from 16 at the top of the
screen to III at the bottom.

Interrupt Control
53744 IRQ Interrupt Status/Enable (lRQST /IRQEN)
This location reports interrupt status via PEEK, or enables interrupts via POKE.
Each bit corresponds to a different interrupt (see Table G-3). With PEEK, a 0 bit
means the corresponding interrupt is present and a I bit means it is not present.
With POKE, a 0 bit disables the corresponding interrupt and a I bit enables it .

H
CONVERSION TABLES
This appendix contains the following conversion tables:
Hexadecimal-Binary Numbers
. Hexadecimal-Decimal Integers
Use Table H-I to convert between hexadecimal numbers in the range O-OF and
binary numbers in the range 0000-1111.
Convert larger binary numbers to hexadecimal numbers by converting four
binary digits at a time, working from right to left. If there are fewer than four binary
digits in the leftmost group , add leading zeros. Here is an example:

=

100101 2

00100101 2

~

2

5

~

25 16

Convert hexadecimal numbers la rger than OF to binary one digit at a time. Here is
an exa mple:
37 16

/

"\.7

Oilo oIiI
~

01100111 2

TABLE

H-l. Hexadecimal- Bina ry Co nversio n

Hexadecimal

Binary

Hexadecimal

Binary

00
01
02
03
04

0000
0001
0010
0011
0100

08
09

1000
1001

OA

IOlO

OB

05

OlOl

06
07

0110
0111

1011
1100
1101
1110
1111

OC
00
OE
OF
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T ABLE

H-2. Hexadeci ma l- Decima l In teger Co nvers ion

Th~ loble be low provide~ for d irect corwer~ions between hexa dec ima l inleger~ in the range O- fFF cnd dec imal inlegen in
The rO'1ge 0 - 4095 . For con ve rsion of larger in tegers, the

as fo ll ows:

tob le valuc~ may be added to the fo ll owing figures:

1.

Hexodecima l
~'I

DOD
02 000
03 000
04 000
05000
06 000
07 000
08 000
09 000
OA 000
DB 000
DC 000
00000
DE 000
OF 000
10 000
I I 000
12 000
13 000
14 000
15000
16000
17 000
18000
19000
IA 000
IBOOO
IC 000
10000
IE 000
IF 000

Decima l

Hexadecimal

Decimal

4096
8 192
12 288
16 384
20480
24 576
28 672
32 768
36 864
40 960
45 056
49 152
53248
57 344
6 1 440
65 536
69 632
73 728
77 824
81 920
86 0 16
90 112
94 208
98304
102400
106496
11 0592
11 4688
118784
122880
126 976

20000
30 000
40000
50 000
60000
70000
80 000
90 000
AO 000
BO 000
CO 000
DO 000
EO 000
FO 000
100 000
200 000
300 000
400 000
500 000
600000
700000
800000
900 000
ADO 000
BOO 000
COO 000
DOD 000
EOO 000
FOOOOO
1000000
2 000 000

131072
196 608
262 144
327 680
393216
458752
524 288
589 824
655 360
720 896
786 432
851 968
917504
983 040
I 048 576
2 097 152
3 145 728
4 194 304
5 242 880
6 291 456
7340032
8 38B 608
9 437 184
10485760
II 534 336
12582912
1363 1 488
14680064
1572864C
167772 16
33 554 432

Hexadecimal frocti om may be conver ted

10

decima l frocrion~

Express the he xadecima l fraction as an integer tim es
16 -0, where n is the number of signif i cant hexo dec ima l
places 10 the r ight o f th e hexodec imol poinl.

O. CA9BF2 16 " CA9 BF3 16

x

16- 6

2.

find the decimal equivalent of the hexodecimal integer

3.

Mu lt ip ly the decimal equivalent by 16- n

CA9 BF3

" 13 27B 195

16

13278195
596046 448
0.791 442096
x

x

10

10 - 16

10

Decimal fractions may be conver ted to hexadecimol froctions
by successive l y multiplying the decimal fraction by 16 .
10
After each multip l ication, the i nteger por tion i s removed to
form a hexadecimal fraction by bui l ding to the right of the
hexadecima l point. How ever, since decima l arit hme tic is
used in thi s conversion, the integer portion of each product
must be converted to hexadecima l num bers.
Exomp l e:

Convert 0.89510 to its hexadecima l equivalent

0 .895

!==~:~i:

/J- @~
.7t~

0.E51 E16

,--------------------------------------------------------,
A
o
C
6

I

00
01
02
03

0000
0016
0032
0048

()()O l
00 17
0033
0049

0002
0018
0034
0050

0003
0019
0035
0051

0004
0020
0036
0052

0005
002 1
0037
0053

0006
0022
0038
0054

0007
0023
0039
0055

0008
0024
0040
0056

0009 0010
0025 0026
004 1 0042
0057 0058

00 11
0027
0043
0059

0012
0028
0044
0060

00 13
0029
0045
0061

00 14
0030
0046
0062

0015
0031
0047
0063

04
05
06
07

0064
0080
0096
0 112

0065
008 1
0097
0 11 3

0066
0082
0098
0 11 4

0067
0083
0099
0 115

0068
0084
0100
0116

0069
0085
0101
0 11 7

0070
0086
0 102
0 11 8

007 1
0087
0103
0 119

0072
0088
0 104
0 120

0073 0074
0089 0090
0 105 0106
012 1 0122

0075
009 1
0107
0123

0076
0092
0108
0 124

0077
0093
0109
0125

0078
0094
0 110
0 126

0079
0095
0111
0127

08
09
OA
OB

0128
0 144
0160
0176

0129
0 145
0161
0177

0130
0 146
0 162
0 178

0131
0 147
0163
0179

0132
0148
0 164
0180

0133
0149
0165
0 181

0 134
0 150
0 166
0 182

0 135
0 15 1
0 167
0183

0 136
0 152
0168
0184

0 137
0153
0169
0185

0 138
0 154
0170
0186

0 139
0155
0171
0187

0140
0 156
0 172
0188

0 141
0 157
0 173
0189

0142
0158
0174
0190

0143
0159
0175
019 1

OC
00
DE
OF

0192
0208
0224
0240

0 193
0209
0225
0241

0194
0210
0226
0242

0 195
02 11
0227
0243

0196
0212
0228
0244

0197
0213
0229
0245

0198
02 14
0230
0246

0199
0215
0231
0247

0200
02 16
0232
0248

020 1
02 17
0233
0249

0202
02 18
0234
0250

0203
02 19
0235
0251

0204
022G
0236
0252

0205
022 1
0237
0253

0206
0222
0238
0254

0207
0223
0239
0255
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H-2. Hexadeci ma l- Decima l Integer Co nve rsio n (co ntinued)
0

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

8

C

D

E

r

10
II
12
13

0256
0272
0288
0304

0257
0273
0289
0305

0258
0274
02 90
0306

0259
0275
0 29 1
0307

0260
02 76
0292
0308

0261
0277
0293
0309

0262
0278
0294
03 10

0263
0279
02 95
(13 11

0264
0280
0296
03 12

0265
028 1
0297
03 13

0266
0282
0298
0314

0267
0283
0299
031 5

0268
0284
0300
0316

0269
0285
0301
031 7

0270
0286
0302
03 18

0271
0287
0303
031 9

14
15
16
17

0320
0336
0352
0368

032 1
0337
0353
0369

0322
03 38
0354
03 70

032 3
0339
0355
03 7 1

0324
03 40
0356
0372

0325
034 1
0357
0373

03 26
0342
0358
0374

032 7
0343
0359
0375

0328
0344
0360
0376

0329
0345
036 1
0377

0330
0346
0362
0378

033 I
0347
0363
0379

0332
0348
0364
0380

0333
0349
0365
038 1

0334
0350
0366
0382

0335
0351
0367
0383

18
19
IA
IB

0384
0400
0416
0432

0385
040 1
04 17
0433

0386
0402
04 18
0434

0387
0403
04 19
0435

0388
0404
0420
0436

0389
0405
0421
0437

0390
0406
0422
0438

03 9 1
0407
0423
043 9

0392
0408
0424
0440

0393
0409
0425
044 1

0394
0410
0426
0442

0395
04 11
0427
0443

0396
04 12
04 28
0444

0397
04 13
0429
04 45

0398
041 4
0430
0446

0399
0415
043 1
044 7

IC
ID
IE
If

0448
0464
0480
0496

044 9
0465
0481
0497

0450
0466
0482
0498

0451
0467
0483
0499

0452
0468
0484
0500

0453
046 9
0485
0501

0454
0470
0486
0502

0455
0471
0487
0503

0456
0472
0488
0504

0457
0473
0489
0505

0458
0474
0490
0506

0459
0475
049 1
0507

0460
04 76
0492
0508

0461
0477
0493
05 09

0462
0478
0494
05 10

0463
04 79
0495
05 11

20
21
22
23

05 12
0528
0544
0560

0513
0529
0545
056 1

0514
0530
0546
0562

05 15
053 I
0547
056 3

0516
0532
0548
0564

05 17
0533
0549
0565

05 18
0534
0550
0566

05 19
05 35
055 1
0567

0520
0536
0552
0568

052 1
0537
0553
0569

0522
0538
0554
0570

0523
0539
0555
057 1

0524
05 40
0556
0572

0525 0526
054 1 05 42
0557 0558
0573 0574

052 7
0543
0559
0575

24
25
26
27

0576
0592
0608
0624

0577
0593
0609
0625

0578
0594
06 10
0626

0579
0595
06 11
0627

0580
0596
0612
0628

0581
0597
0613
0629

0582
0598
06 14
0630

0583
0599
0615
0631

0584
0600
f\') 16
0632

0585
0601
06 17
0633

0586
0602
06 18
0634

0587
0603
06 19
0635

0588
0604
0620
0636

0589
0605
062 1
06 37

0590
0606
06 22
06 38

059 1
0607
0623
0639

28
29
2A
2B

0640
0656
0672
0688

064 1
0657
0673
0689

0642
0658
0674
0690

0643
0659
0675
069 1

0644
0660
0676
0692

0645
066 1
0677
0693

0646
0662
0678
0694

0647
0663
0679
0695

0648
0664
0680
0696

0649
0665
068 1
0697

0650
0666
0682
0698

065 1
0667
0683
0699

0652
0668
0684
0700

0653
066 9
0685
070 1

065 4 0655
0670 0671
0686 ·0687
0702 0703

2C
2D
2E
2f

0704
0720
0736
0752

0705 0706
072 1 0722
0737 0738
0753 075 4

0707
0723
0739
0755

0708
0724
0740
0756

0709
0725
07 41
0757

07 10
0726
07 42
0758

071 1
072 7
07 43
0759

071 2
0728
07 44
0760

0713
0729
07 45
076 1

0714
0730
0746
0762

07 15
073 1
0747
0763

07 16
0732
0748
0764

07 17
0733
07 49
0765

07 18
0734
0750
0766

07 19
0735
075 1
0767

30
31
32
33

0768
0784
0800
08 16

0769 0770
0785 0786
080 1 0802
081 7 0818

077 1
0787
0803
08 19

0772
0788
0804
0820

0773
0789
0805
082 1

0774
0790
0806
0822

0775
079 1
0807
0823

0776
0792
0808
0824

0777
0793
0809
0825

0778
0794
08 10
0826

0779
0795
08 11
0827

0780
0796
08 12
0828

078 1
0797
08 13
0829

0782
0798
08 14
0830

0783
0799
08 15
0531

34
35
36
37

0832
0848
086 4
0880

0833
0849
0865
0881

0834
0850
0866
088 2

0835
085 1
0867
0883

0836
0852
0868
0884

0837
0853
0869
0885

08 38
0854
0870
0886

0839
0855
0871
0887

0840
0856
0872
0888

084 1 0842
0857 0858
0873 087 4
0889 0890

0843
0859
0875
089 1

0844
0860
0876
0892

0845
086 1
0877
0893

0846
0862
0878
0894

0847
0863
0879
0895

38
39
3A
3B

0896
09 12
0928
0944

0897
09 13
0929
0945

0898
0914
0930
0946

0899
09 15
093 1
0947

0900
0916
0932
0948

0901
09 17
0933
0949

0902
09 18
0934
0950

09U3
09 19
0935
095 1

0904
0920
0936
0952

0905
092 1
0937
0953

0906
0922
0938
0954

0907
0923
0939
0955

0908
0924
0940
0956

0909
0925
0941
0957

09 10
0926
094 2
0958

09 11
0927
0943
0959

3C
3D
3E
3f

0960
0976
0992
1008

096 1 0962
0977 0978
0993 0994
1009 10 10

0963
0979
0995
10 11

0964
0980
0996
10 12

0965 0966
098 1 0982
0997 0998
10 13 10 14

0967
0983
0999
10 15

0968
0984
1000
101 6

0969 0970
0985 0986
100 1 1002
10 17 101 8

097 1
0987
1003
10 19

0972
0988
1004
1020

(l973 097 4
0989 0990
1005 1006
10 21 1022

0975
099 1
1007
1023
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TABLE H-2. He xadecimal-Decimal Integer Conversion (continued)
f

0

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

C

D

40
41
42
43

1024
1040
1056
1072

1025
1041
1057
1073

1026
1042
1058
1074

1027
1043
1059
1075

1028
1044
1060
1076

1029
1045
1061
1077

1030
1046
106 2
1078

103 1
1047
1063
1079

1032
1048
1064
1080

1033
1049
1065
1081

103 4
1050
1066
1082

1035
1051
1067
1083

1036
1052
1068
108 4

1037
1053
1069
1085

1038
1054
1070
1086

103 9
1055
1071
108 7

44
45
46
47

1088
1104
11 20
1136

1089
11 05
11 21
1137

1090
1106
11 22
11 38

1091
1107
11 23
11 39

1092
11 08
11 24
1140

1093
1109
11 25
1141

1094
111 0
1126
114 2

1095
1111
11 27
1143

1096
111 2
11 28
1144

1097
1113
1129
1145

1098
1114
11 30
11 46

1099
111 5
11 31
1147

11 00
1116
11 32
114 8

11 0 1
11 17
1133
11 49

1102
III B
11 34
11 50

1103
1119
1135
11 51

48
49
41>
4B

11 52
1168
1184
1200

i

153
11 69
1185
120 1

11 54
1170
1186
1202

11 55
11 71
11 87
1203

11 56
11 72
1188
1204

11 57
11 73
1189
1205

11 58
11 74
1190
1206

11 59
11 75
1191
1207

1160
1176
11 92
1208

11 6 1
1177
1193
120"

116 2
1178
11 94
1210

11 63
11 79
11 95
121 1

11 64
11 80
11 96
12 12

1165
1181
11 97
1213

11 66
11 82
1198
121 4

1167
1183
1199
1215

4C
4C
4E
4f

12 16
1232
1248
1264

121 7
1233
124 9
1265

1218
1234
1250
1266

121 9
1235
125 1
1267

1220
1236
1252
1268

122 1
1237
1253
126 9

1222
1238
1254
1270

1223
1239
1255
127 1

1224
1240
1256
1272

1225
1241
1257
1273

1226
1242
1258
127 4

1227
1243
1259
1275

1228
1244
1260
1276

1229
1245
1261
1277

1230
1246
1262
1278

1231
124 7
1263
1279

50
51
;2
53

1280
1296
131 2
1328

1281
1297
1313
13 29

1282
1298
13 14
1330

1283
1299
131 5
1331

1284
1300
13 16
1332

1285
130 1
131 7
1333

1286
1302
1318
1334

1287
1303
1319
1335

1288
1304
1320
1336

1289
1305
1321
1337

1290
1306
1322
1338

129 1
1307
1323
1339

1292
1308
1324
1340

1293
1309
1325
1341

1294
13 10
1326
1342

1295
1311
132 7
1343

54
55
56
57

1344
1360
1376
1392

1345
1361
1377
1393

1346
1362
1378
1394

134 7
1363
1379
13 95

1348
1364
1380
1396

1349
1365
1381
1397

1350
1366
1382
1398

1351
1367
1383
1399

1352
1368
1384
1400

1353
1369
1385
1401

1354
1370
1386
1402

1355
1371
1387
1403

1356
1372
1388
1404

1357
1373
1389
1405

1358
1374
1390
1406

1359
1375
1391
1407

58
59
51>
5B

1408
14 24
1440
1456

1409
1425
1441
1457

1410
1426
1442
1458

1411
14 27
1443
1459

1412
1428
1444
1460

1413
1429
1445
1461

1414
1430
1446
1462

141 5
14 31
14 47
1463

1416
1432
1448
1464

141 7
14 33
14 49
1465

141 8
14 34
1450
1466

1419
1435
1451
146 7

1420
1436
1452
1468

14 21
1437
14 53
1469

14 22
1438
1454
1470

14 23
1439
1455
1471

5C
5D
5E
SF

1472
1488
1504
15 20

1473
14 89
1505
1521

1474
1490
1506
15 22

1475
1491
1507
15 23

1476
14 92
1508
1524

1477
1493
1509
1525

1478
1494
15 10
15 26

1479
14 95
15 11
1527

1480
1496
1512
1528

148 1
14 97
15 13
1529

1482
1498
1514
1530

1483
1499
1515
153 1

14 84
1500
1516
1532

1485
150 1
1517
1533

1486
1502
1518

1487
1503

1534

1535

60
61
62
63

1536
1552
1568
1584

1537
1553
1569
1585

1538
1554
1570
1586

1539
1555
1571
1587

1540
1556
1572
1588

154 1
15.!i 7
1573
1589

1542
1558
1574
1590

1543
1559
1575
159 1

1544
1560
1576
1592

1545
156 1
1577
15 93

1546
1562
1578
1594

1547
1563
15 79
1595

1548
1564
1580
1596

1549
1565
158 1
1597

1550
1566
158 2
1598

1507
1583
1599

64
65
66
67

1600
1616
1632
1648

1601
16 17
1633
16 49

1602
16.18
1634
16:0

1603
161 9
1635
165 1

1604
1620
1636
1652

1605
162 1
1637
1653

1606
1622
1638
1654

1607
1623
1639
1655

1608
1624
1640
1656

1609
1625
1641
1657

161 0
1626
164 2
1658

1611
1627
1643
1659

16 12
1628
1644
1660

1613
16 29
1645
1661

1614
1630
1646
1;62

1615
163 1
164 7
1663

1664

1666
1682
1698
171 4

1667
1683
16 99
17 15

166 8
16 84
1700
1716

1669
1685
1701
17 17

1670
1686
1702
17 18

167 1
16 87
1703
1719

1672
1688
1704
1720

1673
1689
1705
172 1

1674
1690
1706
1722

1675
169 1
1707
1723

16,6
16 92
1708
1724

1677
1693
1709
1725

1694

1679
1695

6B

1665
168 1
1697
17 13

1678

1680
1696
1712

17 10
1726

172 7

6C
6D·
6E
6F

1728
1744
1760
1776

1729
1745
176 1
1777

1730
1746
1762
1778

1731
1747
1763
1779

1732
1748
1764
1780

1733
1749
1765
178 1

1734
1750
1766
178 2

1735
175 1
1767
1783

1736
1752
1768
1784

173 7
1753
1769
1785

1738
1754
1770
1786

1739
1755
177 1
178 7

1740
1756
1777
1788

1741
1757
177 3
1789

68
69
6A

[

15 19

1551

1711

1742

1743

175 8
1774

1759

1790

1:'75
179 1
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H-2 . Hexadecim a l-Decima l Integer Co nvers ion (continued)
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

8

C

D

E

F

70
71
72
73

170 7
1808
1824
184 0

1793
1809
1825
1841

1794
1810
1826
1842

1795
18 11
1827
1843

1796
1812
18 28
1844

1797
1813
1829
184 5

1798
1814
1830
1846

1799
1815
183 I
1847

1800
18 16
1832
184 8

180 1
18 17
1833
1849

1802
18 18
1834
1850

1803
1819
1835
1851

1804
18 20
1836
1852

1805
18 21
1837
1653

1806
1822
1838
1854

1807
1823
1839
1855

74
75
76
77

1856
187)
1888
19()4

1857
la73
1889
1905

1858
1874
1890
1906

1859
1875
18 9 1
1907

1860
1876
1892
1908

1861
1877
1893
1909

186 2
1878
1894
1910

1863
1879
1895
19 11

1864
1880
1896
19 12

1865
188 1
1897
1'1 13

1866
1882
1898
191 4

1867
1883
1899
19 15

1868
1884
1900
1916

1869
1885
190 1
19 17

1870
1886
1902
19 18

1871
1887
1903
191 9

78
79
78

1920
1936
1952
1968

192 1
1937
1953
1969

1922
19 38
1954
1970

192 3
1939
1955
1971

1924
1940
1956
1972

1925
1941
1957
1973

1926
1942
1958
1974

1927
1943
1959
1975

192 8
1944
1960
1976

1929
1945
1961
1977

1930
1946
1962
1978

193 I
1947
1963
1979

1932
1948
1964
1980

1933
1949
1965
1981

1934
1950
1966
1982

1935
1951
1967
1983

7C
7D
7E
7f

1984
2000
2016
2032

1985
200 1
2017
2033

1986
2002
2018
2034

19 87
2003
20 19
2035

1988
2004
2020
2036

1989
2005
202 1
2037

199()
2006
2022
20 38

199 1
2007
2023
2039

1992
2008
2024
2040

1993
2009
2025
2041

1994
20 10
2026
2042

1995
20 11
202 7
2043

1996
2012
2028
2044

1997
20 13
2029
2045

1998
2014
2030
2046

1999
2015
2031
204 7

80
81
82
83

2048
2064
2080
2096

204 9
2065
208 1
2097

205 0
2066
2082
2098

205 1
2067
2083
2099

2052
2068
2084
2100

2053
2069
2085
210 1

2054
2070
2086
2 102

2055
207 1
2087
2103

2056
2072
2088
2 104

2057
2073
2089
2 105

2058
2074
2090
2 106

2059
2075
209 1
2 107

2060
2076
2092
2 108

206 1
2077
2093
2109

2062
2078
2094
2 110

2063
2079
2095
2 111

84
85
86
87

2 11 2
2 128
214 4
2160

2113
2 129
2 145
2161

2114
2130
2146
2162

2115
213 I
2147
2 163

2 11 6
2132
2148
2 164

2 117
2 133
2 149
2 165

2118
2134
2150
2 166

21 19
2135
2 151
2 167

2 120
2 136
2 152
2 168

2 12 1
2137
2153
2 169

2 122
2138
2154
2 170

2123
2 13 9
2155
2 17 1

2 124
2 140
2156
2 172

2 125
2 141
2 157
2173

2 126
2 142
2158
2174

2127
2143
2159
2175

88
89
8A
8R

2176
2192
2208
2224

2177
2 193
2209
2225

21 78
2194
2210
2226

2 179
2 195
22 11
2227

2 180
2196
22 12
2228

2 18 1
2 197
2213
2229

2182
2198
22 14
22 30

2 183
2 199
22 15
223 1

2 184
2200
22 16
2232

2185
2201
22 17
2233

2186
2202
22 18
2234

2187
2203
22 19
22 35

2 188
2204
2220
2236

2189
2205
2221
2237

219()
2206
2222
2238

219 1
2207
2223
2239

8C
8D
8E
8f

2240
2256
2272
2288

2241
2257
2273
2289

2242
2258
2274
2290

2243
2259
2275
229 1

2244
2260
2276
2292

2245
2261
2277
2293

22 46
2262
2278
2294

2247
2263
2279
2295

2248
2264
2280
2296

2249
2265
228 1
2297

2250
2266
2282
2298

225 1
2267
2283
2299

2252
2268
2284
2300

2253
2269
2285
230 1

2254
2270
2286
2302

2255
2271
2287
2303

90
91
93

2304
2320
2336
2352

2305
232 1
2337
2353

2306
2322
2338
2354

2307
2323
2339
2355

2308
2324
2340
2356

2309
2325
234 1
2357

23 10
2326
2342
2358

23 11
2327
2343
2359

23 12
232 8
2344
2360

2313
2329
2345
236 1

23 14
2330
2346
2362

2315
233 1
2347
2363

2316
2332
2348
2364

2317
2333
2349
2365

23 18
2334
2350
2366

2319
2335
2351
2367

94
95
96
97

2368
2384
2400
2416

2369
2385
240 1
2417

2370
2386
2402
24 18

237 1
2387
2403
24 19

2372
2388
2404
2420

2373
2389
2405
24 2 1

237~

2390
2406
2422

2375
239 1
2407
2423

2376
2392
2408
2424

2377
2393
2409
2425

2378
2394
2410
2426

2379
2395
24 11
2427

2380
2396
24 12
2428

2381
2397
24 13
2429

2382
2398
2414
2430

2383
2399
24 15
2431

98
99
98

2432
2448
2464
2480

2433
24 49
2465
2481

2434
2450
2466
2482

2435
245 1
2467
2483

2436
2452
246 8
24 84

2437
2453
246 9
24 85

24 38
2454
2470
2486

243 9
2455
247 1
2487

2440
2456
2472
2488

2441
2457
2473
2489

2442
2458
2474
2490

2443
2459
2475
249 1

2444
2460
2476
2492

2445
2461
2477
2493

2446
2462
2478
2494

2447
2463
2479
2495

9C
9D
9f
9f

2496
25 12
252 8
25 44

2497
25 13
2529
25 45

2498
2514
25 30
2546

24 99
25 15
253 1
2547

2500
25 16
253 2
25 48

250 1
25 17
253 3
2549

2502
25 18
2534
2550

2503
25 19
2535
255 1

2504
2520
2536
2552

2505
2521
2537
2553

2506
2522
2538
2554

2507
2523
2539
2555

2508
2524
2540
2556

2509
2525
2541
2557

2510
2526
2542
2558

2511
2527
2543
2559

71>

92

91>
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H-2. Hexadecimal-Decimal Integer Conversion (continued)
0

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

C

0

E

,

AO
AI
A)
A3

25 60
2576
2592
2608

2561
2577
2593
2609

2562
2578
2594
26 10

2563
2579
2595
26 11

2564
2580
2596
26 12

256 5
258 1
2597
2613

2566
2582
2598
26 14

2567
2583
2599
26 15

2568
2584
2600
26 16

2569
2585
260 1
2617

2570
2586
260 2
2618

257 1
2587
2603
2619

25 72
25 88
2604
7620

7513
2589
2605
2621

257 4
2590
2606
7622

25 75
2591
2607
7673

A4
A5
A6
A7

2624
2640
2656
2672

2625 2626
76 41 2642
2657 2658
2673 ·2674

2627
2643
2659
2675

2628
26 44
2660
2676

2629
2645
266 1
2677

2630
26 46
2662
2678

263 1
2647
2663
2679

2632
26 48
2664
2680

7633
2649
2665
268 1

2634
265 0
2666
2682

2635
265 1
2667
2683

2636
2652
2668
2684

263 7
26 53
2669
7685

2638
265 4
2670
2686

2639
2655
2671
2687

A8
A9
AI'
AB

2688
2704
2720
2736

2689
2705
2721
2737

2690
2706
2722
2738

269 1
2707
2723
2739

2692
2708
2724
2740

2693
2709
2725
2741

2694
27 10
2726
27 42

2695
27 11
2727
2743

7696
27 12
2728
274 4

2697
27 13
2729
27 45

2698
27 14
2730
2746

2699
27 15
2731
2747

7700
27 16
2732
27 48

770 1
2717
27 33
2749

2702
27 18
273 4
275 0

2703
2719
2Z3 5
275 1

AC
AD
AE
AF

2752
2768
2784
2800

2753
2769
2785
280 1

275 4
2770
2786
2802

2755
277 1
2787
2803

2756
2772
2788
2804

2757
2773
2789
2805

2758
2774
2790
2806

2759
2775
279 1
280 7

2760
2776
2792
2808

276 1
2777
27 93
2809

2762
2778
2794
28 10

2763
2779
2795
28 11

27 64
2780
2796
2812

2765
278 1
2797
28 13

2766
27 82
2798
28 14

2783
2799
2815

BO
BI
B2
B3

28 16
2832
2848
2864

2817
2833
2849
2865

28 18
2834
2850
2866

2819
2835
285 1
2867

2820
2836
2852
2868

2821
2837
2853
2869

2822
2838
2854
2870

2823
2839
2855
2871

2824
2840
2856
2872

2825
2841
2857
2873

2826
284 2
2858
287 .

2827
2843
2859
2875

2828
2844
2860
2876

2829
2845
286 1
2877

2830
2846
2862
2878

2831
284 7
2863
2879

B4
B5
86
87

2880
2896
2912
292 8

2881
2897
29 13
2929

2882
2898
29 14
2930

2883
2899
2915
2931

2884
2900
2916
2932

2885
2901
29 17
2933

2886
2902
291 8
2934

2887
2903
29 19
2935

2888
2904
2920
2936

2889
2905
2921
2937

2890
2906
2922
2938

289 1
2907
2923
2939

2892
2909
292 4
7940

2893
2909
2925
2941

2894
29 10
2926
2942

2895
29 11
2927
2943

B8
89
81'
88

2944
2960
2976
2992

2945
2961
2977
2993

2946
2967
2978
2994

2947
2963
2979
2995

2948
2964
2980
2996

2949
2965
2981
2997

2~50

2966
2982
2998

295 1
296 7
2983
2999

2952
2968
2984
3000

2953
7969
2985
3001

295 -1
2970
298t
3002

2955
2971
2987
3003

2956
2972
2988
3004

2957
2973
2989
3005

2958
2974
29 90
3006

295 9
2975
299 1
3007

8C
80
8E
8F

3008
3024
3040
3056

3009
3025
304 1
3057

3010
3026
3042
3058

3011
3027
3043
3059

30 12
3028
3044
3060

3013
3029
3045
3061

30 14
3030
3046
3062

30 15
3031
304 7
3063

3016
3032
3048
3064

30 17
3033
3049
3065

3018
3034
3050
3066

3019
3035
305 1
3067

3020
3036
3052
3068

3021
303 7
3053
3069

3022
3038
3054
3070

3023
3039
3055
3071

CO
CI

3072
3088
3104
3120

3073
3089
3105
3121

3074
3090
3106
3122

3075
3091
3 107
3123

3076
3092
3108
3124

3077
3093
3109
3 125

3078
3094
3110
3126

3079
3095
3111
31 27

3080
3096
3112
3128

3081
3097
3113
3 129

3082
3098
3 114
3 130

3083
3099
311 5
313 1

3084
3100
3116
3 132

3085
310 1
311 7
3133

3086
310 2
3 118
3 134

3087
3103
311 9
3135

C7

3136
3152
3168
3184

3137
3153
3 169
3185

3138
3154
3 170
3186

3 139
3155
3171
3187

3140
3156
3172
3188

314 1
3157
3 173
3189

3 142
3158
3 174
3190

3143
3159
3175
3191

3144
3160
3176
3192

3 145
3161
3177
3193

3146
3162
3178
3 194

31 47
3163
3 179
3 195

3148
3 164
3180
3196

3149
3165
3181
3197

3150
3 166
3182
3 198

3151
31 67
3183
3199

C8
C9
CA
CB

3200
3216
3232
3248

320 1
32 17
3233
3249

3202
3218
3234
3250

3203
32 19
3235
3251

3204
3220
3236
3252

3205
322 1
3237
3253

3206
3222
3238
3254

3207
3223
3239
3255

3208
3224
3240
3256

3209
3225
3241
3257

32 10
3226
3242
3258

321 1
3227
3243
3259

32 12
3228
3244
3260

3213
3229
3245
3261

3214
3230
3246
3262

3215
:?23 I
3247

CC
CD
CE
CF

3264
3 280
3296
3312

3265
328 1
3297
3313

3266
3282
3298
3314

3267
3283
3299
331 5

3268
3284
3300
3316

326 9
3 285
3301
3317

3270
3286
3302
33 18

3271
3287
3303
331 9

3272

3273
3289
3305
3321

3274
3290
3306
3322

3275
3291
3307
3323

3276
3292
3308
3324

3277
3293
3309
3375

3278
3294
33 10
3376

3279
3295
3311
3327

C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

3288
3)04
3320

2 76~
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H-2 . Hexadecima l-D ecima l Intege r Co nvers io n (co ntinued )
0

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

C

0

E

F

DO
01
02
03

3328
3344
3360
3376

3329
3345
3361
3377

3330
3346
3362
3378

3331
3347
3363
3379

3332
3348
3364
3380

3333
3349
3365
3381

3334
3350
3366
3382

3335
3351
3367
3383

3336
3352
3368
3384

3337
3353
3369
3385

3338
3354
3370
3386

3339
3355
337 1
:'387

3340
3356
337t
3388

3341
3357
3373
3389

3342
3358
3374
3390

3343
3359
3375
3391

04
05
06
07

3392
3408
3424
3440

3393
3409
3425
3441

3394
3410
3426
3442

3395
3411
3427
3443

3396
3412
3428
3444

3397
3413
3429
3445

3398
3414
3430
3446

3399
3415
3431
3447

3·100
34 16
3432
3448

3401
3417
3433
3449

3402
3418
3434
3450

3403
3419
3435
3451

3404 .3405
3420 3421
3436 3437
3452 3453

3406
3422
3438
3·154

3·107
3423
3439
3455

08
09

3457
3473
348 Q
3505

3458
3474
3490
3506

3459
3475
3491
3507

3460
3476
3492
3508

3461
3477
3493
3509

3462
3478
3494
3510

3463
3479
3495
35 11

3464
3480
3496
3512

3465
3481
3497
3513

3466
3482
3498
3514

3467
3483
3499
3515

3468
3484
3500
3516

3469
3485
3501

DB

3456
3472
3488
3504

3517

34 70
3486
3502
3518

3471
3487
3503
3519

DC
DO
DE
DF

3520
3536
3552
3568

352 1 3522
3537 3538
3553 3554
3569 3570

3523
3539
3555
3571

3524
3540
3556
3572

3525
3541
3557
3573

3526
3542
3558
3574

3527
3543
3559
3575

3528
3544
3560
3576

3529
3545
3561
3577

3530
3546
3562
3578

353 1
3547
3563
3579

3532
3548
3564
3580

3533
3549
3565
358 1

3534
3550
3566
3582

3535
355 1
3567
3583

EO
EI
E2
E3

3584
3600
3616
3632

3585
3601
3617
3633

3586
3602
3618
3634

3587
3603
361 9
3635

358B
3604
3620
3636

3589
3605
3621
3637

3590
3606
3622
3638

3591
3607
3623
3639

3592
3608
3624
3640

3593
3609
3625
3641

3594
36 10
3626
3642

3595
361 1
3627
3643

3596
3612
3628
3644

3597
3613
3629
3645

3598
36 14
3630
3646

3599
3615
3631
3647

E4
E5
E6
E7

3648
3664
3680
3696

3649 3650
3665 3666
368 1 3682
3697 3698

3651
3667
3683
3699

3652
3668
3684
3700

3653
3669
3685
370 1

3654
3670
3686
3702

3655
3671
3687
3703

3656
3672
3688
3704

3657
3673
3689
370~

3658
3674
3690
3706

3659
3675
369 1
3707

3660
3676
3692
3708

3661
3677
3693
3709

3662
3678
3694
3710

3663
3679
3695
371 1

E8
E9
EA
EB

3712
3728
3744
3760

3713
3729
3745
3761

37 14
3730
3746
3762

3715
3731
3747
3763

37 16
3732
3748
3764

3717
3733
3749
3765

3718
3734
3750
3766

3719
3735
3751
3767

3720
3736
3752
3768

3721
3737
3753
3769

3722
3738
3754
3770

3723
3739
3755
377 1

3724
3740
3756
3772

3725
3741
3757
3773

3726
3742
3758
3774

3727
3743
3759
3775

EC
EC
EE
EF

3776
3792
3808
3824

3777
3793
3809
3825

3778
3794
38 10
3826

3779
3795
38 11
3827

3780
3796
3812
3828

3781
3797
3813
3829

3782
3798
38 14
3830

3783
3799
3815
383 1

3784
3800
38 16
3832

3785
3801
38 17
3833

3786
3802
38 18
3834

3787
3803
3819
3835

3788
3804
3820
3836

3789
3805
382 1
3837

3790
3806
3822
3838

3791
3807
3823
3839

FO
FI
F2
F3

3840
3856
3872
3888

384 1 3842
3857 3858
3873 3874
3889 3890

3843
3859
3875
3891

3844
3860
3876
3892

3845
3861
3877
3893

3846
3862
3878
3894

3847
3863
3879
3895

3848
3864
3880
3896

3849
3865
3881
3897

3850
3866
3882
389£

3851
3867
3883
3899

3852
3868
3884
3900

3853
3869
3885
3901

3854
3870
3886
3902

3855
3871
3887
3903

F4
F5
F6
F7

3904
3920
3936
3952

3905
3921
3937
3953

3906
3922
3954

3907
3923
3939
3955

3908
3924
3940
3956

3909
3925
394 1
3957

39 10
3926
3942
3958

39 11
3927
3943
3959

3912
3928
3944
3960

3913
3929
3945
3961

3914
3930
3946
3962

39 15
393 1
3947
3963

3916
3932
3948
3964

3917
3933
3949
3965

39 18
3934
3950
3966

3919
3935
3951
3967

F8
F9
FB

3968
3984
4000
40 16

3969 3970
3985 3986
400 1 4002
40 17 40 18

3971
3987
4003
40 19

3972
3988
4004
4020

3973 3974
3989 3990
4005 4006
402 1 4022

3975
399 1
4007
4023

3976
3992
4008
4024

3977
3993
4009
4025

3978
3994
40 10
4026

3979
3995
40 11
4027

3980
3996
4012
4028

398 1
3997
40 13
4029

3982
3998
4014
4030

3983
3999
40 15
403 1

Fe
FO
FE
FF

4032
4048
4064
4080

4033
4049
4065
408 1

4034
4050
4066
4082

4035
405 1
4067
4083

4036
4052
4068
4084

4037
4053
4069
4085

4038
4054
4070
4086

4039
4055
4071
4087

4040
4056
4072
4088

4041
4057
4073
4089

4042
4058
4074
4090

4043
4059
4075
4091

4044
4060
4076
4092

4045
406 1
4077
4093

4046
4062
4078
4094

4047
4063
4079
4095
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THE ATARI
XL SERIES
The ATARI XL series of computers was introduced in 1983 as Atari's new line of
home and business computers . The XL computers (the 600XL, 800XL, and 1200XL)
are improved versions of the ATARI 400 and 800 personal computers with a few new
features . Atari no longer makes the 400 and 800 models and has discontinued
production of the 1200XL.
The XL series runs the same BASIC programs that the ATARI 400 and 800
computers run and can use many of the programs that you buy from other manufacturers . Most cartridges that were designed for the ATARI 400 and 800 computers
work with the XL series.
Some of the new features available on the XL series are
A built-in BASIC (600XL and 800XL o nly), which eliminates the need for the "BASIC
Computing Language" cartridge .
New graphics modes (some of which are ava ilable on late model ATARI 400 and 800
computers) that give you more colors on the screen at anyone time.
A European character set that can replace some of the graphics characters .
A self-test mode.
A smaller, more attractive keyboard.

With the addition of these features, a few other features were eliminated . The XL
computers have only one cartridge slot (there are two on the ATARI 800), and there
are now only two game controller jacks instead of four.
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The 600XL and SOOX L are esse ntia lly id entical , except that the 600XL has 16K of
memory, while the SOOXL has 64K of memory. Like the ATARISOO, however, these
computers can use only 4SK of this memory.

THE NEW HARDWARE PACKAGE
The XL series looks a great dea l like the ATA RI SOO computers, a lthough both the
600XL and SOOX L are sma ller. The setup of the computers is a lmost identical to that
of the ATARI 400 and SOO , excep t that the cable for connecting to a television can be
detached from the co mputer. The power suppl y is also larger and connects to the
computer with a different type of plug.
The locations of the keys for the XL series are ve ry simila r to those on the ATARI
400 and SOO computers. One ke y has been a dded , and a few have been moved. Figure
I-I shows the keyboard forthe ATA RI 600XL, which is id e ntica l to that of the ATARI
SOOXL.
A new ke y is the HELP key in the lower-right corner of the keyboard. Some
application program s use this key to let yo u as k for informa ti o n. Notice that the ~
key has replaced the A key, a nd that it is now to the right of the right SHIFT key.
You do not need to open a door to insert cartridges in the XL series . On the
1200XL, the cartrid ge slot is on the side; o n the 600XL a nd SOOXL, it is on the top.

SOFTWARE COMPATIBILITY
Almost every BASI C program written for the ATARI 400 and SOO computers will
work on the XL series computers. If yo u follow the progra mming instructions in this
book , you should have no problems .
Some application program s, however, wi ll not work on the XL series. Many
disk-based programs will not work correctly unless the program ma nufacturer has

FIGURE 1-1. ATARI 600XL Keyboa rd

Photo by Richard CU!i h
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made special efforts to support the XL series. Unfortunately, it is impossible to know
which programs will work without testing them or asking your dealer.
Programs that use the XL's new features will not run on the ATARI 400 or 800
computers. When you write programs , be sure that each feature you use is appropriate for the machine you expect to run the program.

NEW GRAPHICS MODES
The XL series has an enhanced graphics chip called a G TIA (the old chip is called the
CTIA). The GTIA / CTIA is the chip that lets you use the different graphics modes
described in Chapters 8 and 9 of this book. The XL series has all nine graphics modes
that the ATARI 400 and 800 computers had (modes 0 through 8), as well as seven new
modes (modes 9 through 15). However, only modes 9, 10, and II are supported by
Atari.
Some ATARI 400 and 800 computers (generally, those purchased during late 1981
or later) have GTIA chips in them. To test whether yours does , enter this program:
10 GRAPHICS 9
20 GOTO 20
If your screen becomes black, you have the GTIA chip. If it remains blue, you have the
CTIA chip. You can have the CTIA chip replaced with a GTIA chip by an authorized
dealer, although the upgrade is often expensive.
The new graphics modes allow you to make interesting images with more colors
than before. Each mode has 15 ,360 separate pixels that you can set with the colors
available. Mode 9 lets you have one color, but with 16 different luminances, thus
enabling you to make accurately shaded drawings . Mode II is similar to mode 9, but
you have only one luminance and 16 ~ifferent colors at a time. Mode 10 gives you 9
colors on the screen at once; however, you have to use POKE commands to set some
of the colors.
Graphics modes 9, 10, and II each use 8138 bytes of screen memory,just like mode
8. The new graphics modes allow you to use 80 columns by 192 rows of pixels. Unlike
modes I through 8, the new modes do not have a split-screen capability. These modes
have long thin pixels, so that images can have great detail vertically, but not horizontally. Table I-I gives the additional information for these modes.
In mode 9, the SETCOLOR command sets the single color, and the COLOR
command selects the luminance. Use the following SETCOLOR command with
color register 4 and luminance 0, using Table 8-1 to select the color:

SETCOLOR 4, HUE, 0

In your progra m, the COLOR command can take values from 0 to 15 to indicate the
luminance (the higher the number, the brighter the color). The following program
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8138

Highresolut io n
shaded
graphics

9

I color,
16 luminances

80X 192 (full)

4

No ne

None

0- 15:
determines
lu mi nance

Highreso luti o n
gra ph ics

10

9

80X 192 (fu ll)

0, 1, 2, 3, 4,
plus POKE
705-707

PO KE
704

No ne

COLOR 4: 8138
register 0
CO LO R 5:
register I
COLO R 6:
register 2
COLO R 7:
register 3
COLO R 8:
register 4

Highreso luti on
graph ics

II

16 colors,
I lu m inance

80X 192 (fu ll)

4

No ne

No ne

0-1 5:
determi nes
hue

8138

demonstrates the interesting shading effects of mode 9. It d raws five thin horizo nta l
pipes, foll owed by one fat vertical pipe.
10 GRAPHICS 9
20 SETCOLOR 4, 10, 0
30 FOR PIPE = 0 TO 4
40 FOR I = 0 TO 15
50 COLOR I
60 PLOT 31, PIPE*40+I : DRAWTO 75 , PIPE* 40+I
70 PLOT 31 , PIPE*40+30-1 : DRAWTO 75, PIPE* 40+30-1
80 NEXT I
90 NEXT PIPE
100 FOR J = 1 TO 15
110 COLOR J
120 PLOT J, 0 : DRAWTO J , 191
130 PLOT 30-J , 0 : DRAWTO 30-J, 19 1
140 NEXT J
150 GOTO 150

As you can see, the ho rizo ntal pipes look much more realistic tha n the vertical pipe,
si nce the shades blend with each other better. T his is because the pixels in this mode
are 4 times as wid e as they a re high.
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Graphics mode II is just like mod e 9, except that the SETCOLOR command
chooses the one luminance for register 4, and the COLOR command chooses the
color to use:
SETCOLOR 4, 0, LUM

Change lines 10 and 20 from the previ ous program to read :
10 GRAPHICS 11
20 SET COLOR 4, 0, 10

The program now draws multicolored pipes, where the color varies evenly over the
range of hues available.
Mode 10 lets you use 9 colors, but you have to use the POKE command to set the
background and three of the colors. Table 1-2 shows the locations to set. Notice that
colors 4 through 8 can be set with either the SETCOLOR or POKE command;
however, for consistency, most programmers prefer to set a ll of the colors in mode 10
with POKE.
When you use the POKE command , you have to combine the hue and luminance
into one number. You can do this by mUltiplying the number of the hue by 16 and
adding the luminance value, and then using the POKE command. For instance, to
make the background violet (hue 5) with luminance 10, give the command
POKE 704, 5*16+10

The following program sets the nine colors with random values . They were set by
choosing a random hue, mUltiplying it by 16, and adding it to a random luminance:
10 FOR I = 0 TO 8
20 POKE 704+1, (RND (0) *15*16) + RND (O .H H5
30 NEXT I
40 GRAPHICS 10
50 XSTART = RND(0)*79
60 YSTART = RND(0)*191
70 XEND = RND(0)*79
80 YEND = RND(0)*191
90 COLOR RND(0)*8
100 PLOT XSTART, YSTART
DRAWTO XEND, YEND
110 GOTO 50

After assigning the colors in lines 10 through 30, the program chooses a random color
from the 8 and draws a line from one random point to another.
Since each of the three graphics modes takes up 8138 bytes, you can easily run out
of memory on an ATARI 600XL if your program is more than a few dozen lines long.
You should not have any problems using them in programs on the 800XL.
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1-2. Mode IO POKE Locations
Color

Location for
POKE

o (background)

6

704
705
706
707
708
709
710

7

7 11

8

712

1
2
3
4

5

SETCOLOR register

Ca n't
Ca n't
Ca n't
Ca n't

o

use
use
use
use

1

2
3
4

USING THE EUROPEAN CHARACTERS
You can display European characters instead of the graphics characters by using the
comma nd POKE 756, 204. This changes the characters in ATASCII positions 0
through 26, 96, and 123 to characters that have special punctuation marks. These are
shown in Table 1-3.
For example, the following program prints out a monetary table of dollars and
British pounds:
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

GRAPHICS 0
POKE 756, 204
EXRATE = .690
PRINT "The exchange rate is $1.00 = "; CHR$(S); EXRATE
PRINT "How many dollars"; : INPUT DOLLARS
IF DOLLARS = 0 THEN END
PRINT "$"; DOLLARS; " equals "; CHR$(8); DOLLARS * EXRATE
GOTO 50

Another use for the new character set is to print words in the European languages.
For instance, to print the word canon with a tilde over the first n, give the command:
PRINT "ca"; CHR$(16);

"on"

THE XL SERIES SELF-TEST
The XL series has a self-test program that lets you test the memory, sound, and
keyboard. To start the tests, give the BYE command (on the 600XL or 800XL), or
remove the "BASIC Computing Language" cartridge and press the SYSTEM RESET
button (on the 1200XL). You can now select which test to run by pressing the SELECT
key and then pressing the START key.
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TABLE

1-3. European Characters
Decimal Value

Character

Decimal Value

Character

0

a

U

15
16

t\

I

2
3
4
5
6

N

17

a

E

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
96
123

U

~

ii
0

7

8
9

£

10

u

II

a

12
13
14

0
Ii
0

u

e
e
ii

e
0

a

a
0

A

A

The tests ensure that your ATARI XL computer is working properly. If any of the
tests do not work, you should take the computer to an authorized service center for
repair. However, it is extremely unlikely that your computer should fail any of the
self-tests.
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INDEX
.AI.. key, 23
Abbreviations, 44, 73-74, 339, 425
ABS, 99, 393
ADR , 100,395
Amplified input instructions, 131-33
Amplified Instructions program, 134-35
AND, 71-72
Animation, character, 291 -94
Antenna switch, 15
ANTIC
compared to BASIC, 298
example, 299-300
instructions, 297
purpose , 294-96
Arithmetic operators, 68 , 69
Arrays
dimensions, 66
optimal use of, 179
size restrictions, 349
sizes, 79-80
string simulation, 110-12
using, 65-67
Arrow keys, 23 , 57, 95
ASC, 100, 104,396
ASCII
characters, 416-24
on printers, 209
Assembly language , 180-81. See also Binary files ;
Machine language
Assignment statements, 75-78 , 348, 366
ATARI400 computer.
compared to ATARI 800 computer, 1-3
keyboard,3
memory, 6
ATARI800 computer
compared to ATARI400 computer, 1-3
keyboard , 3
memory modules, 6, 7
ATASCII
characters, 416-24
in strings, 103-105
ATN , 99, 396
AUTORUN.SYS file , 267
BACK S key, 24, 95
Backups, 30-31
Bar Chart program, 286-87
BASIC
elements of, 59
leaving, 43
ROM cartridge, 42
starting up, 14, 41-42
statements, 74
versions, 337
Binary files. See also Assembly language; Machine
language
auto-execution prevention, 267
execution add ress, 264-65

Binary files (continued)
initialization address, 265
loading from disk, 266-67
mergi ng on disk, 266
saving on disk, 264-66
Blank cassettes, 25
Blank diskettes
preparing, 30
se lecting, 26
Blank spaces, 45
Boldface printing, 2 18- 19
Boolean expressions, 71-72
BOOT ERROR message, 28
Booting
DOS, 27-28 , 227-228
serial device handler, 14
Branching
optimal, 179
statements, 80-91
BREAK key
accidental use, 39
disabling, 175-76
during program , 33-34, 96
summa ry, 339-40
using, 21
BYE, 42,340
Byte, defined, 6
Calculator mode. See Immediate mode
CAPS/ LOWR key, 22-23
Carriage return. See also EOL character
on display screen, 114-16
printer, 202"{)3
and PRINT statements, 92
and right margin, 130
Cassette buffer, 188, 439-40
Cassette program loading, 33
Cassettes, 25. See also Program recorder
capacity, 7
Chaining
from cassette, 185-86
from disk, 244-45
chan, 338
Channels
closing, 168
defined , 166-67
opening, 167-68
Characters
animation, 29 1-94
ASCII codes, 416-24
ATARI825 Printer control, 2 10-13
ATASCII codes, 416-24
bit maps, 283-84, 291-93
changing, 291 -94
emphasized, on ATARI825 Printer, 218-19
entering with joystick, 176-78
graphic, 108
graphics mode 0, 36 1
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Characters (continued)
graphics modes I and 2, 361-62
keystrokes to produce, 416-24
non-keyboard,61
on printers, 209-12
selected by COLOR, 344
sideways on ATARI 820 Printer, 210
sizes on ATARI 825 Printer, 214-17
storage, 103
typing, 22-23
wild card, 230-31
CHR$, 100, 105-106,396-97
in program listings, 213
Chromatic scale, 327, 328
Clear Display Lines subroutine, 139, 143
Clear Instruction Area subroutine, 140, 143-44
CLEAR key, 24
Clearing display screen, 126
CLOAD, 33, 53, 184,330,340-41
CLOG, 99 , 397
CLOSE, 168,341
with cassette files , 190
with disk files , 249, 25 1
CLR, 79-80,341-42
col, 338
Colons, 50
COLOR, 273, 342-45
extra colors, 281
Color adjustments, 34
Color cycles, 279-80
Color phase shift, 280
Color registers
default values, 343
defined , 271-74
modes I and 2, 276-77
modes 3, 5, and 7, 279
modes 4 and 6, 279
mode 8, 279
selected by COLOR, 345
summary table, 342
uses, 390
Colors
hues, 272-73, 389
luminance, 272-73
luminance-varied, 279-82
phase-shifted, 279-82
Column stop, 116
Columnar output, 116-25
COM , 346
Command Input program, 132
Commas
during input, 94
in PRINT statements, 92-93
Compiler. See Interpreter
Compound expressions, 68
Computed GOTO. See ON-GOTO
Concatenation, 108
Conditional statements, 90
consl, 338
CONT, 96-97 , 346-47
Control characters, ATARI 825 Printer, 210-13
Copying. See Duplicating
COS , 99,397
CSA VE, 52, 183-84, 347
turns sound off, 330
CrRL key, 22-23

Cursor, 20, 361
controlling, 126-30
memory locations, 435-38
position, 128-29
and PRINT statements, 92
Cursor movement, 55
by joystick, 164-65
keys, 23
Data entry
grouping, 145-49
joystick for numeric input, 160-62
reviewing and changing, 149, 152
user responses, 130, 135, 127
Data files . See Files
DAT A, 76-78, 348
Debugging, 178
Decimal-aligned Gas Cost program, 124
Decimal-aligned output , 122-25
Decimal-aligned Printer Output program, 204-05
Deferred mode. See Programmed mode
DEG, 100,348-49
DELETE key, 24, 56, 95
dev, 338
Device names, 166
Dialects, 58
DIM , 79, 349
Direct memory access, Player-Missile and, 308
Direct mode. See Immediate mode
Disable BREAK Key subroutine, 143-44, 176-77
Disk buffer, 227
Disk directory, 29-30, 226
any dri ve, 233
clearing, 238
listed anywhere, 234
reading in a program, 263-64
restricted listing, 233-34
viewing, 232-34
Disk drive. See also Diskettes
crash,269
determining drive number, 17
power on, 17
program loadi ng, 33
usefulness , 8
using, 26-32
Disk operating system . See DOS
Disk utilities, 28-32, 226-28
Diske ttes, 26-27. See also Disk drive; Disks
booting, 27-28
capacity, 8
construction, 222-24
duplicating, 30-31,241-42
formatting, 30, 240-41
how data is stored, 247
volume table of contents, 247
write-protecting, 224
Disks. See also Disk drive; Diskettes
hard ,222
sectors, 247
theory, 221
tracks, 247
Winchester, 222-223
Display Error Message subroutine, 139, 143-44
Display List Loader subroutine, 301-05
Display lists
custom, 300-0 I

INDEX

Display lists (colllinued)
instructions, 296-98
interrupts, 305-06
memory. locations, 438
placement, 300, 30 I
purpose , 295
sample, 299-300
structure, 297
Display screen
clearing, 126
color or black-and-white , 3
memory locations, 435-38
output, 114-25
resetting margins, 129-30
television set or monitor, 3-4
theory, 295-96
modes of operation, 4
as window on data, 155-60
Do-nothing subroutine , 131
DOS, 27-29
booting, 27-28 , 227-228
booting problems, 3 1
mOdifying version 2.0S, 268-69
turns sound off, 330
versions, 226, 229
writing new boot files, 240
DOS menu, 228-29
leaving, 234-35
making selections, 231
preserving memory, 229-30
using, 28-32
versions compared, 350
DOS statement, 228-29, 349-51
DRAWTO, 277-78, 351-52
extra colors, 280-81
Duplicating
diskette , 30-31
program, 31-32
D[nl,338
Editing
during input , 95
programs, 53-57
810 Disk Drive. See Disk drive
825 Printer, connecting, 9, II
850 Interface Module, 9, II
power on, 17
using, 35
END, 48, 97 , 168,352
closes disk files , 249
turns sound off, 330
ENTER, 33, 352-54
with disk drive , 243-44
program recorder, 184
Enter Bowling Scores program, 143-45
Enter Valid Date subroutine, 143-44, 170-73
Entry mask . See Input mask
EOL character, 114-16, 168. See also
Carriage return
disk files, 250-5 I
printer, 202-03
Error Handler program, 140, 142, 143-44
Errors

correcting typographical, 38-39, 53-57
data entry, 125-26. 135, 137, 162-63, 172
handling, 138-39

Errors (colllinued)
messages, 38, 45, 405- I I
trapping, 137-39
Esc key, 24
Escape seq uences, 24 , 104-05
EXP , 99,397
Expense Analysis program , 96
expr, 338
Expressions, 67-72
eXf, 338
Fields, grouped input, 146
File names, 225
ambiguous, 230-3 I, 233-34, 236-38
in disk directory, 233
changing, 238-39
duplicate , 238
extensions, 225
File numbers. See Channels
filename, 338
Files
appending to on disk, 255-57
cassette, 188, 189
closing, 189-90, 249
copying and appending on disk, 236
copying on disk, 235-37
deleting from disk , 237-38
disk buffer, 250-53
disk pointer, 250-53 , 256
disk, 224, 246
DOS, 240
dummy record, 189, 192, 195
duplicating with one disk drive, 236-37
end of. on cassette, 188
end of, on disk, 254-55
increasing number open simultaneously, 269
indexed and linked on disk, 263
indexed on disk, 262
linked list on disk , 262-63
locking on disk, 239
machine language. See Binary files;
Machine language
numeric values on disk, 258-60
opening on cassette, 188
opening on disk, 247-49
random access on disk , 261-62
reading from cassette, 191-92
reading sequential disk, 253-55
sizes, in directory, 233
trailer record, 193, 196
unlocking on disk, 239
updating on disk, 257-58
writing on cassette, 190-91
writing on disk , 249-53
Floating point numbers, 6 1
FOR, 83-86, 354-55
Formatting
date entry, 170-71
diskettes , 30. 240-41
displa y screen, 114-25, 155-60
printer output, 203-04
410 Program Recorder. See Program recorder
FRE, 100, 397
Function keys, 20
Functions, 97-101
derived , 414-15
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Functions (continued)
format, 98
string, 100
system, 100-10 I
using, 98-99
Future Value Instructions program, 136
Future Value program, 127
Game controllers
choices, 9, 10
data entry with, 149, 153-55
using, 34-35
Game tokens, entering with joystick, 177-78
Gas Cost program, 11 7
General Input subroutine, 140-41 , 143-44, 169
shortcomings, 174
GET
for date entry, 171-72
from cassette, 191 -92
with disk files , 225, 257-58
with keyboard, 169-70
GOSUB, 88, 357-58
GOTO, 80-81, 358
GRAPHICS, 275, 358-62
Graphics
applications, 285-90
characters, 22-23, 108
Data Entry program, 287-88
extra colors, 279-82
memory locations, 435-39
solid color fill , 284-85
summary of modes, 360
summary of options, 359
text mode resolution, 4
text with, 283-84
Graphics modes
character, 275-77
four-color, 278-79
high-resolution, 279
line and point , 277-79
summary, 275
two-color, 279
Hatch, plug-in cartridge, 5
Home position , 126
IF-THEN, 90-91,362-63
Immediate mode , 42
arithmetic, 43
reexecuting, 57
indev, 339
Index variable, 83
Indirect mode. See Programmed mode
INPUT, 93-95, 363-66
to any channel, 168-69
from cassette, 191
with disk files, 254-55, 257-60
eliminating question mark, 174
in text window, 275-76
unsuitable for date entry, 17 1
Input. See Data entry
Input and output, 166
Input masks, 133, 170-71
Input Two Digits subroutine, 143-44, 172-73
Input utilities, 139-44
Input with Prompt subroutine, 140, 142-44

Input/ output channels. See Channels
Input/ output statements, 91
INSERT key, 24, 56, 95
Installation instructions, I, 13
Inst ruction register, 295
Instructions, programming data entry, 131-33
INT, 99, 397-98
Integers, 61
Interpreter, 9
Inverse characters, 23
IOCB . See Channel
Joystick, 9. See also Game controllers
as data entry device, 153
as display controller, 155-61
for character entry, 176-78
for menu selection, 163-66
for numeric input, 160-62
Keyboard,20-25
ATARI 400 compared to AT ARI 800, 3
a utomatic repeat, 21
memory locations, 440
Keyboard controllers, 9. See also Game controllers
Keywords, 73, 425
LEN, 100, 398
LET, 75-76, 366
Letters. See Characters
Line feed , 92
Line length , 21
ATARI 825 Printer, 214-17
limit, 43
printer, 202-03
Line numbers, 48-50, 179
as addresses, 59
calculating, 81, 89
linexpr, 339
LIST, 50-51 , 55 , 366-69
wi th disk drive, 243
with program recorder, 183-84
Listing. See Program listing
LOAD, 33 , 369-70
program recorder, 184
Disk drive, 243-44
LOCATE, 176,278,370-71
Locked files, 232, 239
LOG , 99 , 398
Logic operators, 71 -72
Logical lines, 46, 115, 118,36 1
and margins, 130
Logical unit numbers. See Channels
Loops, 83-86
delay, 164.33 1-32
nested , 84-86
LPRINT,371 -72
Luminance-varied colors, 279-82
Machine language programs. See also Binary files
executing, 267
from BASIC, 401-02
Mailing List Display program, 195-97
Mailing List Entry program, 192-95
Mailing List Labels program, 207-08
Margins, 118,361
resetting, 129-30
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MEM.SAV file, 229-30, 235-36, 237, 351
creating, 242
memadr, 339
Memo pad mode, 13
Memory
ATARI 800 modules, 6
capacity, 1, 6
RAM and ROM, 6
usage , 426-33
useful locations, 434-42
Memory locations , addressing. 113
Memory scan counter, 295
Menus
in data entry, 162-63
joystick with, 163-66
Microspacing, 217-18
Mistakes. See Errors
Mixed-type expressions, 72
Move Cursor with Stick subroutine, 143-44, 164-65
Music . See Sound
Name-and-Address program, 146-53
Nesting
loops, 84-86
subroutines, 89
NEW, 48, 330, 372
circumventing program merging, 184
NEXT, 83-86, 372-73
Nonprinting characters, 11 6, 164
NOT, 71-72
NOTE, 261-63,373
Null string, 60
Numbers, 61
ranges, 63
roundoff, 63
scientific notation, 62
storing on disk, 258-60
Numeric expressions, 69
Numeric functions , 99-100. See a/so Functions
Numeric Input with Joystick subroutine, 143-44,
161-62
Numeric strings, 108-109
Numeric va lues, inputting, 364
Numeric variables, 64. See a/so Variables
numexpr, 339
numvar, 339
Object files. See Binary files
ON-GOSUB , 89-90, 373
ON-GOTO, 82, 374
OPEN , 167-68,374-78
appending to disk files, 255-57
cassette, 188-89
disk file, 247-49
printer, 20 I
sideways characters on ATARI820 Printer, 210
upda ting disk files , 257-58
Operands , 68
Operating system, defined , 9
Operators, 68 , 73
precedence of, 68-69, 72-73
OR,71-72
oUldev, 339
Output
display screen, 114-25
formatting on printer, 203-04

Output (continued)
paging on printer, 205-06
screen and printer mixed, 201

PADDLE, 101, 154-55,398
Paddles, 9. See a/so Game controllers
Parentheses , 68-69
PEEK, 100, 11 3, 398
Phase-shifted colors, 279-82
Physical lines, 46
Pixels , 279-80
Playe r Movement program, 320-21
Player-Missile
bit maps, 308
color registers, 316-17
controlling, 315
defining players, 308-11
examples, 318-21
horizontal movement, 319-20
horizontal position , 317
increased resolution, 320-23
memory locations, 437-39
priority with playfield, 320-22, 323-24
table layout , 311-13
table location, 314, 315
table protection, 314
two-dimensional movement, 320-21
uses, 307
vertical definition, 3 1/-12
vertical movement, 318- 19
wid th ,316
Player-Missile Image program, 308-11
Player-Missile Movement subroutine, 318-19
Player-Missile/ Playfield Priority program, 323-24
Player-Missile 32-bit Resolution program, 322
PLOT, 277-78, 378
extra colors, 280-81
POINT, 261-63, 378-79
POKE, 113, 379
POP , 88
POSITION, 126-28 , 278,379-80
Power off, 18-19
Power on, 14-20
console , 18, 19
printer, 18
television , 14-15
Precedence of operators, 68-69, 72-73
PRINT, 91-93 , 380-83
after LOCATE, 371
to any channel, 168-69
on cassette, 190-91
commas in disk files , 252-53, 260
to disk files , 249-53 , 258-60
EOL character, 114-16
with printer, 20 I
in text window, 275-276
Printer. See a/so 825 Printer
ATARI 825 microspacing, 217-18
AT ARI 825 paper movement, 213
choices, 9-11
connecting, 9, II
line buffer, 203
memory locations, 440-41
using, 35
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Program exa mples
Am plified Instructions, 134-35
Bar Chart, 286-87
Clear Display Lines , 139
Clea r Instruction A rea, 140
Comma nd Input, 132
Decimal-a ligned Gas Cost, 124
Decimal-aligned Printer Output, 204-05
Disable BREAK Key, 177
Display Error Message, 139
Display List Loader, 301-04
Enter Va lid Date , 173
Error Handler, 142
Ex pe nse Analysis, 96
Future Value, 127
Future Value Instructions, 136
Gas Cost, I 17
Ge neral Input , 141
Graphics Data Entry, 287-88
Input T wo Digits, 173
Input with Prompt, 142
Joystick menu selection, 165-66
Mailing List Display, 196-97
Mailing List Entry, 194-95
Mailing List Labels, 208
Move Cursor with Stick , 165
Numeric Input with Joystick, 162
Player Movement , 320-21
Player-Missile Image, 309-11
Player-Missile Movement, 318-19
Player-Missile / Playfield Priority, 323-24
Player-Missile 32-bit Resolution, 322
Regression Analysis, 288-90
Right-justified Gas Cost, 121
Screen Data Window, 159-60
Sound Effects, 332-35
String initialization, 109- 10
String Input, 175
Top of Page, 206
Program executio n
cha nging sequence, 80
ha lting a nd resuming, 96
Program lines, 46
Program listing, 50-51
by page, 205
control characters in, 212-13
halting, 51
on printer, 199-20 1
Progra m recorder, 51-53. See also Cassettes
program recording formats , 187
sto ring data on, 187-91
ta pe counte r, 53 , 185
using, 25-26
Program statements, 45-46
Programmed mode, 47
Programming languages, 58
Programs
add ing lines, 54
a pplication, 8-9
chaining fro m cassette, 185-86
chaining from disk, 244-45
changing lines, 55-57
classes of, 8
clearing fro m memory, 48
curso r movement in, 126-29
debugging, 178

Programs (continued)
deleting from diskette, 32
deleting lines, 54
duplicating on disk, 3 1-32
editing, 53-57
execution sequence, 49 , 59 , 60
faste r, 178-79
input and output, 11 3- 14
libraries on cassette, 186-87
libraries on disk , 245
loading, 33
loading from cassette, 184
loading from disk, 243-44
machine language, 180-8 1
me rging from cassette, 184
merging from disk, 244
more compact, 179
optimizi ng, 178-80
renaming on disk , 32
running, 33
saving machine language on disk , 264-66
saving on cassette, 52-53 , 183-84
saving on d isk , 243
screen output, 114-25
tokenized , 187
user input, 130
Prompt messages, 95, 13 1
Pseudo-arrays, string, 110-1 2
PTRIG, 101 , 154-55,398-99
PUT,383-84
on cassette, 190-91
on disk files, 253
on displa y scree n, 169
on printer, 20 I

RAD, 100, 384-85
RAM . See also Memory
add ing, 35-37
defined ,6
READ, 76-78, 385
Read-onl y memory . See ROM
Read / write memory. See RAM
R EADY message , 18-20 ,28
Recursion, 89
Redimensioning arrays and strings, 79-80
Regression Anal ysis program, 288-90
Relational expressions, 69-70
REM, 74-75 , 386
branching to, 80-81
a nd progra m optimality, 179-80
Renaming program on diskette, 32
RESTORE , 78, 386
RET URN key, 2 1, 55
RETURN , 88-90 , 386
Right-justification
ATAR I 825 printer, 2 19
display output , 120-22
Right-justified Gas Cost program, 121
RND, 99 , 399
ROM cartridges
co ntain programs , 8-9
installatio n, 13- 14
ROM , defined, 6
row , 339
RS-232 serial device. See Serial device
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R UN, 34,48, 386-87
disk drive, 244
program recorder, 185
SAVE, 387-89
disk drive, 243
program recorder, 183-84
Scan lines, 295-96
Scientific notation, 62
Screen Data Window program, 156-61
Screen. See Display screen
Semicolons, in PRINT statements, 92-93
Serial device handler, 267
booting, 14
Serial interface jacks, 18
SETCOLOR , 271-72, 389-90
SGN, 99, 399
SHIFT key, 22
Significant digits, 44, 63
SIN, 99, 399-400
Slide switch, 15
SOUND, 326-30, 390-91
Sound
distortion, 327-29, 330
duration, 331-32
effects, 332-35
loudness, 329-30
memory locations, 440
musical notes, 391
pitch, 327-29
turning off, 330
voice, 326
Sound Effects programs, 332-35
Spaces, 45
Speaker, built-in, 325
Special function keys, 20
SQR , 99 , 400
Stack, hardware, 181
Staircasing, 351
Starting up. See Booting; Power on
STATUS, 391-92
Status codes, 412-13
Step variable, 83-84
STICK , 10 I, 153-54, 400
Stick. See Joystick
STOP, 97 , 392
STR$ , 100, 401
STRIG, 101, 153-54, 401
Strikeouts, 218
SIring, 339
String Input subroutine, 143-44, 174-75,285
String va riables, 64. See also Variables
initializing, 109-10
lengths, 79-80
Strings, 60
arrays, 110-12
comparing, 71 , 363
concatenating, 106-108
inputting, 364-65
numeric, 108-109
redimensioning, 79-80
size restrictions, 349
special characters in,I04
storage, 103
subscripts, 106
using, !O3-112
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Slnar, 339

Subroutines , 86-89 , 179
libraries on cassette, 186-87
libraries on disk, 245
termination, 358
Subscripts
string, 106
array, 66
printed 213-14
Substrings, 106. See also Strings
Superscripts, printed, 213-14
Syntax, 58
System components, I
SYSTEM RESET key, 21, 42, 97, 392
Tab feature, 118-20
TAB key, 24, 95
Tape counter, 185
Tape recorder. See Program recorder
Tape. See Cassettes
Television channel, computer, 15, 16
Television monitor
connecting to computer, 4, 5
as display screen, 4
Television set
connecting to computer, 4
as display screen, 4
tuning, 15
Text window, 275-76, 359-60
Top of Page subroutine, 205-{)7
Trailing zeros, 123
TRAP, 137-39,392-93
end of disk files, 254-55
Truncation, 44
Turning on power. See Power on
Underlining, printed, 214
USR, 101, 180-81, 401-{)2
Utilities
disk, 28-32
data entry, 139-44
VAL, 100, 402-{)3
var, 339

Variable name table, 112, 341, 347, 367
cassette, 187
clearing, 353-54
disk programs, 246
Variables . See also String variables; Numeric vari"ables
assigning values, 75-78
inputting values, 93-95
naming, 64, 65, 73
number of, 112
optimal use of, 179
printing values, 92-93
storage, 112
Vertical blanking interval, 296-97
VNT. See Variable name table
Write-protecting
cassettes, 25-26
diskettes, 26-27
XIO,393-96
graphics fill, 284-85

